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LANDSAT 1 Third Year Cumulative U.S. Standard Catalog
 
This Catalog includes data pertaining to imagery acquired by TANDSAT 1 from 
July 23, 1974 through July 23, 1975.
 
Two listings of the imagery are included in this Catalog: an observation 
identification listing and a listing of the imagery based on geographic location 
(coordinate listing). 
Montage maps are not included in the U.S. cumulative issue. The microfilm roll 
and frame numbers noted refer to those rolls of microfilm prepared for the monthly 
issues of the Standard Catalog. There will be no microfilm prepared specifically for 
thi .Cumulative Catalog. 
The LANDSAT 2 Cumulative Catalog will be published after January, 1976. The 
value of discarding monthly catalogs should be reassessed since they may now contain 
data not yet published in a cumulative. 
U.S. Standard Catalog - Volume I Observation ID Listing 
Volume II Coordinate Listing 
INTRODUCTION
 
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of LANDSAT imagery, the Image Processing Facility 
(IPF), located at the Goddard Space Flight Center, publishes a U.S. and a Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on amonthly sched­
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month. 
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii; the Non-U. S. 
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska borders will nor­
mally appear in the U.S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of LANDSAT imagery on 
16 mm microfilm is also available. 
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the IPF annually publishes a cumulative U.S. and Non-U. S. Standard Cata­
log. These catalogs include information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year. 
Catalogs and microfilm are available through the IPF to official LANDSAT investigators and approved agencies. In addi­
tion, copies of the Standard Catalogs and microfilm may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, 57198. 
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephomng: 
Support Services 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Code 563 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
301-982-5406 




The coverage sections contained in the monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into three parts. 
Part 1 (see Para. 1. 1, A) consists of annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by 
imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 (see Para. 1. 1, B) contains a computer generated listing organized 
by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information about each image. Part 3 (see Para. 
1. 1, 	C) provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude. 
A. 	 Satellite Coverage Maps. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations 
listed in the catalog. The format and data content of these maps are slightly different in the U.S. and Non-
U.S. catalogs. 
1. 	 U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map out­
lines the continental U. S. and depicts the estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite 
path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which matches the orbit 
number to the initial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska 
and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does 
not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers. 
2. 	 Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath 
for which observations are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the 
user as to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended 
as a rapid reference to specific observations. 
B. 	 Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical 
in the U. S. and Non-U. S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smal­
lest number to largest. Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that ob­
servation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1. 
1I
 
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-1. 
(D 20 53 APR 04, '75 	 PROM 02/01/75 TO 02/28175 
MICROFILM ROLL NO 	 CLOUD PRINCIPAL POIN S IMAGL QUALITY OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT Of IMAGE SUN SUN RBV MSS
 
ID RBV MSS AQR LAT LONG 123 45678
 
1943-16381 00000/0000 1-10034/0565 02/21/75 100 3149 4728N 09815W 25 3 144 8 GGGG
 
1943-16383 00000/0000 1-1003410566 02/21175 100 3149 4603N 09849W 26 3 1439 GGO
 
1943-16390 00000/0000 1-10034/0567 02/21/75 100 3149 4438N 09923W 272 1430 1GG
 
1943-16392 00000/0000 1-10034/0568 02/21/75 70 3149 4313N 09955W 28 2 142 1 GGFF
 
1943-16395 00000/0000 1-10034/0569 02/21/75 40 3149 4147N 10026W 29 I 141 2 I GGG
 
1944-16432 00000/0000 1-10034/0606 02/22/75 40 3163 4854N 09903W 24 7 145 5 GGGG
 
1944-16435 00000/0000 1-10034/0607 02/22/75 90 3163 4730N 09939W 25 6 1446 FGGG
 




CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
 
0  TO 1O = % or CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED

* ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE *G = GOOD P = POOR r = PAIR
 
Figure 1-1. Observation ID Listing for Standard Catalog 
2. Description of Data Items 
o 	Date of catalog listing Q RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position 
O Period during which imagery was processed on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for a given 
o Data quality observation may be on two different microfilm 
® Observation ID rolls 
m Date of observation 
1010 	 1 Estimated percent of cloud cover 
TFF8 Orbit number 
Tens of seconds 	 Latitude and longitude at observation center 
-. - Minutes of hour (degrees and minutes) 
Hour of day since launch Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center 
Day since launch 0 Image quality; see key 
Satellite number 
(1 or 5 = LANDSAT 1, 
2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2); 




C. 	 Longitude/Latitude Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U. S. and 
Non-U. S. Catalogs. This listing contains the same observatioiis as the observation ID listing but organizes 
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this list­
ing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The longitude/latitude listing is ar­
ranged in the following manner: 




0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
 
Tlus listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has 
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID listing. 
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item. 
1. 	 Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure 1-2. 
1 ROM 02101175 TO 02128175 (D 2053 APR 75 
0)0 0 000 0 ( (000D1)( 
PJRINCIPAL O RAPRON CC'3 QUALITY p0IN PAI OIL ArION QUALM PRINCIPALt OBS RVATI QUALITY 
01 IAL RoV 'SS Or IMAGC CC RIV USS OrIMACE ID N ROY M8S 
LONG LAT 'A 1 2343678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 2345678 
12350W 3608N 194(0-18074 80 ca rF 12421W 3855N 1923-18132 7) II rG 12512W 4436N4 1925-18230 90 GGGG 
2252W 	 4027( 194 1 1020) IG G 12437W 4601N4 1925-18224 90 GGG 12517W 4022N 1924-18183 50 rrlI 
122520 	 4820N 92 J-18125 90 I1I 12447W 4147N 1924-1818L 641 GIll 12527W 4728N 1926-18275 60 r r 
124019 	 4726N 925-18221 90 GGI G 12449W 3736N 1941-18125 90 i rGG 12545W 4311N L925-L8233 90 GGGG 
12416W 4313N 1924-18174 20 I111 2449W 3729 1923-18134 70 (IG 12546W 3857N 1924-18190 50 FGGI 
12421W 	3902N 1941-18123 Z 1 I 24311 4832N 1926-18273 90 (GG 12602W 46034 1926-18282 70 FGG 
IQ 
( LOUD (OVI R IMAGI QUALITY
 
I) TO lll!] - '4 O (LOUID (OVIII (LANK * BAND NOT IPSENTIRLQUESTED
 
t NO (lOUD DATA AVAILAULL *. - 6001( I POOR I - [AIR
 
Figure 1-2. Coordinate Listing for Standard Catalog 
2. 	 Description of Data Items 
o Date of catalog listing ) Estimated percent of cloud cover 
) Period during wich imagery was processed 6 Image quality; see key 
o 	Longitude and latitude at observation center 7 Data quality 
(degrees and minutes)
 
) Observation ID (see Fig. 1-1, Para. 1.1, B, 2)
 
S 
1. 2 CUMULATIVE STANDARD CATALOGS 
Annually, a cumulative catalog is produced which includes information covering all observations and coordinates 
acqured and processed by the IPF dttring that year. 
A. 	 Observation ID Listing. 
1. 	 Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-i. 
2. 	 Description of Data Items. See Paragraph 1. 1,B,2. 
B. 	 Coordinate ID Listing. The coordinate ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color 
or digital products have been made. 
1. 	 Sample Coordinate ID Format. See Figure 1-3. 
0 15 36 MAR 11, '74 	 0 FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74
T @ 	 0 0 00@ 0 @ @ 
PRINCIPAL POINT 	 MICROFILM ROLL NO/ CLOUD 	 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTSOFIMAGE OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT SUN SUN RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED % NUMBER ELEV AZIM 123 45678 C C D D 
07607W 3734N 1295-15144 00000/0000 10010/1659 05/14/73 20 4112 602 1220 GGGG M 
07607W 3731N 1259-15150 00000/0000 10010/0088 04/08/73 90 3610 50 7 133 2 GGGG M 
07607W 3731N 1313-15143 00000/0000 10011/0920 06/01/73 80 4363 623 1162 GGGG M 
07608W 4438N 1027-15231 00000/0000 1-10001/1498 08/19/72 0 375 509 136 9 GGGG M M 
07608W 3731N 1331-15142 00000/0000 1-10011/1589 06/19/73 100 4614 624 1128 GGGG 
07608W 3724N 1349-15141 00000/0000 1-10012/1387 07/07/73 10 4865 612 1129 PGPP M M 
07609W 4851N 1352-15275 00000/0000 1-10012/1622 07/10/73 60 4907 567 1339 G 
07609W 3144N 1006-15093 1-10001/0377 1-10001/0378 07/29/72 100 82 597 108 3 GGG PPGG 
O 	 KEY 
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY 	 PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
* 0 TO 100 = %OF CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NO f PRESENT/REQUESTED *R = MADE FROM RBV M = MADE FROM MSS
 
*G=GOOD P=POOR F =FAIR B = MADE FROM RBV AND MSS
 




2. Description of Data Items 
o Date of catalog listing 








Tens of seconds 
Minutes of hour 
Hour of day since launch 
Day since launch 
Satellite number 
(1 or 5 LANDSAT 1, 
2 of 6 = LANDSAT 2); 
see Appendix for full 
explanation 
() RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image posi­
tion on roll; note: RBV and MSS images for 
a given observation may be on two different 
microfilm rolls 
0 Date of observation 
)Estimated percent of cloud cover 
Orbit number 
Co Latitude and longitude at observation center 
(degrees and minutes) 
( Sun elevation and azimuth at observation 
center 
) Image quality; see key 
( Image/data product availability; see key 
5
 
SECTION 2 - MICROFILM
 
2.1 GENERAL 
The Image Processing Facility produces a 16 mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during the referenced 
month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog. 
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and Non-U. S. segments. Each set 
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the cata­
log for selecting desired images. A maximum of 1900 images will be contained on one roll of 16 mm x 100 ft micro­
film. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are 
limited to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the 
production of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (0.580 - 0.680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 
images (0.6 - 0. 7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70 mm (-2) image and contains the 
image identifier and annotation block. See Figure 2-1. 
S MCROFILMRV RVI..L~ GE IMGE IMAGE IMAGE IMAGEI--D 
1 2 N + 2 
Figure 2-1. Microfilm Format 
Microfilm roll numbers contain six digits. The first digit designates the satellite number (blank or 1- = LANDSAT 
1, 2- = LANDSAT 2). Example: Roll number 10032 and roll number 1-10034 are both LANDSAT I rolls. Roll 
2-10032 is a LANDSAT 2 roll. The second digit will be a 1 (for U.S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U.S. rolls). The re­
maining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Example: Roll 
number 10001 is the first U.S. roll of microfilm produced for LANDSAT 1. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-
U.S. roll to be produced for LANDSAT 1. The first U.S. roll of microfilm for LANDSAT 2 is number 2-10001. 
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are: 
* Code Line Indexing 
* Blip Encoding 
6 
2.2 CODE LINE INDEXING 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual 
code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 
20 frames of his desired image. See Figure 2-2.A Ai 
B. 1/ 8 r.it.12 B r. i 
500 50 158015997 
Figure 2-2. Code Line Indexing Scale 
Touiie tis System, a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers. 
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. LANDSAT imagery is 
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of S.5xs. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your microfilm 
reader, multiply 7.4mm by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the bar widths along the bar scale, 
Multiply 0.24mmr by the same factor. A space between each bar should exist that is 1/2 the bar width. 
2.3 BLIP ENCODING 
The LANDSAT microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This 
type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. 
To use the blip encoding retrieval system, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is 
placed in a reader which contains an odometer pr has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image 
is obtained from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read 
via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film ad­
vances and the frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been 
counted, the reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer re­




SECTION 3 - CYCLE CHARTS 
SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT 1 CYCLES 
Days Since Calendar Date Days Since Calendar Date 
Cycle Launch Cycle Launch 
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End 
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73 
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73 
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73 
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73 
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73 
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73 
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73 
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73 
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73 
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4Mar 73 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73 
13 225 242 5Mar 73 22 Mar 73 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74 
14 243 260 23Mar 73 9 Apr 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74 
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74 
9
 
SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT 1 CYCLES
 
Days Since Calendar Date Days Since Calendar Date 
Cycle Launch Cycle Launch 
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End 
32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74 48 855 872 25 Nov 74 12 Dec 74 
33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17Mar 74 49 873 890 13 Dec 74 30 Dec 74 
34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74 50 891 908 31 Dec 74 17 Jan 75 
35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74 51 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75 
36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11May 74 52 927 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75 
37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74 53 945 962 23 Feb 75 12 Mar 75 
38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74 54 963 980 13Mar 75 3OMar 75 
39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 55 981 998 31Mar 75 17 Apr 75 
40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74 56 999 1016 18 Apr 75 5May 75 
41 729 746 22 Jul 74 8 Aug 74 57 1017 1034 6May 75 23 May 75 
42 747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 58 1035 1052 241May 75 10 Jun 75 
43 765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 59 1053 1070 11 Jun 75 28 Jun 75 
44 783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 60 1071 1088 29 Jun 75 16 Jul 75 
45 801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3 Aug 75 
46 819 836 20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75 
47 837 854 7 Nov 74 24 Nov 74 63 1125 1142 22 Aug 75 8 Sep 75 
10
 
SECTION 3.1 - LANDSAT 1 CYCLES 
Days Since Calendar Date ays Since Calendar Date 
Cycle Launch Cycle Launch 
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End 
64 1143 1160 9 Sep 75 26 Sep 75 80 1431 1448 23 Jun 76 10 Jul 76 
65 1161 1178 27 Sep 75 14 Oct 75 81 1449 1466 11 Jul 76 28 Jul 76 
66 1179 1196 15 Oct 75 1 Nov 75 82 1467 1484 29 Jul 76 15 Aug 76 
67 1197 1214 2 Nov 75 19 Nov 75 83 1485 1502 16 Aug 76 2 Sep 76 
68 1215 1232 20 Nov 75 7 Dec 75 84 1503 1520 3 Sep 76 20 Sep 76 
69 1233 1250 8 Dec 75 25 Dec 75 85 1521 1538 21 Sep 76 8 Oct 76 
70 1251 1268 26 Dec 75 12 Jan 76 86 1539 1556 9 Oct 76 26 Oct 76 
71 1269 1286 13 Jan 76 30 Jan 76 87 1557 1574 27 Oct 76 13 Nov 76 
72 1287 1304 31 Jan 76 17 Feb 76 88 1575 1592 14 Nov 76 1 Dec 76 
73 1305 11322 18 Feb 76 6 Mar 76 89 1593 1610 2 Dec 76 19 Dec 76 
74, 1323 1340 7 Mar 76 24 Mat 76 90 1611 1628 20 Dec 76 6 Jan 77 
75 1341 1358 25 Mar 76 11 Apr 76 91 1629 1646 7 Jan 77 24 Jan 77 
76 1359 1376 12 Apr 76 29 Apr 76 92 1647 1664 25 Jan 77 11 Feb 77 
77 1377 1394 30 Apr 76 17 May 76 93 1665 1682 12 Feb 77 1 Mar 77 
78 1395 1412 18 May 76 4 Jun 76 94 1683 1700 2 Mar 77 19 Mar 77 
79 1413 1430 5 Jun 76 22 Jun 76 95 1701 1718 20 Mar 77 6 Apr 77 
11
 





Days Since Calendar Date 
Cycle LDCycle 
Begin End Begin, End Begin End Begin End 
First 22 days 1 22 22 Jan 75 13 Feb 75 19 347 364 4 Jan 76 21 Jan 76 
1 23 40 14 Feb 75 3 Mar75 20 365 382 - 22 Jan 76 8 Feb 76 
2 41 58' 4 Mar 75 21 Mar 75 21 383 400 9 Feb 76 26 Feb 76 
'3 59 76 22 Mar 75 8 Apr 75, 22 401 418 27 Feb 76 15 Mar 76 
4 77 94 9 Apr 75 26 Apr 75 23 419 436 16 Mar 76 2 Apt76 
5 95 112 27 Apr 75, 14 May75 24 437 454 3 Apr 76 20 Apt 76' 
6 113 130 15 May75 1 Jun 75 25 455 472 21 Apr 76 8 May76 
7 131 148 2 Jun u5 19 Jun 75 26 473 490 9 May76 26 May76' 
8 149 188 20 Jun 75 7 Jul 75 27 491 508 27 May76 13 Jun 76 
9 167 184 8 Jul 75 25 Jul 75 28 509 526 14 Jun 76 1 Jul 76 
10 185 202 26 Jul 75 12 Aug 75 29 527 544 2 Jul 76 19 Jul 76 
11 203 220 13 Aug 75 30 Aug 75 30 545 562 20 Jul 76 6 Aug 76 
12 221 238 31 Aug 75 17 Sep 75 31 563 .580 7 Aug 76 24 Aug 76, 
13 239 256 18 Sep 76 5 Oct 75 32 581 598 25 Aug 76 11 Sep 76 
14 257 274 6 Oct'75 23 Oct 75 33 599 616 12 Sep 76 29 Sep 76 
15 275 292 24 Oct 75 10 Nov 75 34 617 634 ,30 Sep 76 17 Oct 76 
16 293 310 11 Nov 75 28 Nov 75 35 635 652 18 Oct 76 4 Nov 76 
17 311 328 29 Nov 75 16 Dec 75 36 653 670 5 Nov 76 22 Nov 76 






03o20 SEP 3Oj'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0353
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCR6FILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AiIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
Lt LONG LAT RBV MSS z 123 45678 C CO D 
179572 602ON 1969-22285 00000/0000 1-10035/1195 01/19/75 2o 3515 26.2 152-2 GGGG 
17954E 6002N 1807-22351 o0000/ooo0 1-10030/1331 10/08/74 too 1256 22.4 160.5 P PP 





























































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 TR 100 R % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GFGOOD. P=PO&R. F;FAIR. 
REMADE FROM RBV. N-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
IERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30j175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0354
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL N5./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV 1SS 123 45678 C C D D 













































17814E 5959N 1736-22433 00000/0000 1-10027/0925 07/29/74 30 266 45.7 149,1 GP $ 





























































































































































































17711E 5553N 1807-22363 OOOOO/0000 1-l0030/1333 i0/08/74 90 1256 25.8 j57,2 P PG 
17709E 5558N 1825-22361 OOOOO/0O0 1:10031/0795 10/26/74 80 1507 19.s 159"5 PPGP 

























































176292 5709N 1790-22421 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0449 09/21/74 100 1019 31.0 j55.2 GPOP 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. 0 To 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,.,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GoGOOD. P=P5OR, F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE lioaeo. R.MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM Ray AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30o175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0355
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C O D
 
17623E 5719N 1952-22361 00000/0000 1-10035/0582 01/02/75 90 3278 21.8 150o5 GGGE 
17623E 5429N 1807-22365 OOOOO/00o 1?10030/1334 10/08/74 60 1256 27.0 156.2 a P0 
17622E 544 6N 1969-22303 00000/0000 1-10035/1198 03/19/75 S0 35±5 30.2 147.2 0GFF 
17620E 5434N 1825-22A64 00000/0000 1-10031/0796 10/26/74 70 1507 20.7 158.6 G6GG 
17613E 514iN 1968-2P254 00000/0000 1-i0035/1167 01/18/75 50 3501 319 44.8 FG 
17611E 5430N 1951-22312 00000/0000 1-10036/0018 03/01/75 100 3264 23.4 148.5 PGG 
17545E 5555N 1808-22421 00000/0000 1-10031/0151 10/09/74 8O 1270 25.4 157.4 GGG 
17544E 5558N 1826-22415 00000/0000 1-10031/0624 10/27/74 7o 1521 19.2 159.6 PGe 
17539E 5546N 1790-22423 00000/0000 1-10030/0450 09/21/74 so 1019 32.1 154,0 UPUP 
17536E 5321N 1969-22305 00000/0000 1-10035/1199 03/19/75 so 3515 31.1 146.0 GGG 
17533E 5555N 1952-22364 00000/0000 1-10035/0583 0q/02/75 so 3278 22.8 149.4 GGFG 
17509E 5720N 1809-22473 00000/0000 1;10030/1257 10/10/74 80 1284 23.9 158.6 PGGP 
17505E 572oN 1827-22471 00000/0000 1-10031/0051 10/28/74 80 1535 17.7 160.6 OGOR 
17501E 5717N 1953-224PO 00000/0000 1-10035/1089 01/03/75 8o 3292 22.2 150-4 FF 
17500E 5708N 1791-22475 00000/0000 1-10030/0513 09/22/74 30 1033 30.6 155.4 GPF 
17457E 5431N 1808-22424 00000/0000 1-10031/0152 10/09/74 90 1270 26.6 156.4 GOPG 
17456E 5434N 1826-224P2 00000/0000 1.10031/0625 10/27/74 70 1521 20,4 158.7 PGPR 
17451E 5423N 1790-22430 00000/0000 1-10030/0451 0q/21/74 90 1019 33.1 152.8 UPPP 
17450E 5431N 1844-22414 00000/0000 1-10032/0133 11/14/74 30 1772 15.0 159.6 PGPG 
17419E 5556N 1809-22475 00000/0000 1-10030/1251 10/10/74 90 1284 25.1 157-6 P OR 
1741i4E 5557N 1827-22474 00000/0000 1-10031/0052 10/28/74 20 1535 18.9 159.7 GGGP 
17410E 5554N 1953-22422 00000/0000 1-10035/1090 03/03/75 60 3292 23.2 149,3 GGFG 
17410E 5544N 1791-22482 00000/0000 1-10030/0514 09/22/74 20 1033 31.7 154.2 PPP 
17331E 5432N 1809-22482 00000/0000 1-10030/1252 10/10/74 100 1284 26,2 156.6 P 0 
173262 5433N 1827-22480 00000/0000 1-10031/0053 10/28/74 80 1535 20,0 158.8 RGR 
17324E 5431N 1845-22472 00000/0000 1-10032/0696 11/15/74 60 1786 14.8 159.6 uP 0 
17322E 5421N 1791-22484 00000)0000 1-10030/0515 09/22/74 so 1033 32.8 153.0 GPPP 
17321E 5430N 1953-22425 00000/0000 1-10035/1091 03/03/75 60 3292 24.2 148.3 FGFS 
06342W 4720N 1793-14255 00000/0000 1-10030/0411 09/24/74 3o 1056 37.4 t47.7 0G00
 
06343W 4720N 1775-14264 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/06/74 10 805 43.3 142.4 PPP
 
06344W 4730N 18it-14253 00000/0000 1-10030/1298 10/12/74 100 1307 31,2 152.0 PPPG
 
06345W 4733N 1829-14251 00000/0000 1-10031/0757 10/30/74 80 1558 25,3 154-9 PPGR
 
06346W 4731N 5081-14132 00000/0000 1-10039/0501 07/09/75 l0 5072 54.4 123.6 GGG
 
06347W 4735N 1955-14195 00000/0000 1-10035/0651 03/05/75 0 3315 29.5 143.2 GGGG M
 
06347W 4722N 1739-14280 00000/0000 1-10027/1028 08/01/74 30 303 52.7 132.1 GG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *t = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ... *.....,%,., BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGOOD, PFPOOR. F.FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30, 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 RAGE 0356
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAUITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
 MSS B P P B P

LONG LAT RBV MSS x 
 123 *5678 C C D 0
 
06347W 4717N 17S7-14272 00000/0000 1-10028/0079 08/19/74 ±O 554 48.4 136.9 PPGr
06348W 7311N 1991-1418t O0000oo 000 1-1037/o137 04/10/75 90 3817 43.j 138.0 GGG 
06348W 4725N 1847-14243 OO00O/OOOO 110o32/0184 1i/17/74 20 1809 20.2 156.0 a R06350W 4726N 1865-14234 O0000/O000 1-10032/0819 
-12/05/74 90 2060 16.6 t55,5 PGGG06350W 4722N 1889-14230 00000/OOO 1-10033/0240 12/23/74 50 2311 15.0 153.8 GFG06351W 4731N 1973-14190 OOOO0/OOOO 1-i0036/0120 o/23/75 100 3566 36.4 140-7 GGG06351w 4717N 1901-14222 00000/0000 1-10033/0827 01/10/75 100 2562 15.6 151.2 GGGG06353W 4720N 5009-14172 00000 nOOO 1-10037/0710 04/28/75 70 4068 49.0 134.5 GGG06355W 4722N 5027-14162 00000/0000 1-10038/0210 05/16/75 60 4319 53.3 130.5 PFGG 
06419W 4607N 1829-14253 00000/0000 1-10031/0758 10/30/74 100 1558 26.4 154-1 GPPG06419W 4605N 1811-14260 00000/0000 1-10030/1299 10/12/74 1oo 1307 32.3 151-1 PPPG 
06420W 4605N 5081-14134 OOOOO/000 1-10p39/0502 07/09/75 So 5072 54.9 121.4 GGFG06423W 4610N 1955-14202 00000/0000 1t10035/0652 03/05/75 lo 3315 30.4 142.2 GGGG M06423W 4605N 1991-14183 00000/0000 1-10037/0138 04/10/75 90 3817 43.9 136.5 GGGG06423W 4600N 1847-14245 00000/0000 1-10032/0186 11/17/74 20 1809 21.4 155.3 PP 006424W 460IN 1865-14241 OOO00/O000 1-10032/0820 12/05/74 70 2060 17.7 154.9 00U06425W 4606N 1973-14193 00000/0000 1-10036/0121 03/23/75 100 3566 37.3 139.5 GGG 
06429W 4555N 5009-14174 00000/0000 1-10037/0711 04/28/75 90 4068 49.7 132.7 GFG06430W 4557N 5027-14165 00000/0000 1-10038/0211 05/16/75 90 4319 53.9 128,3 FGG 06506W 4726N 1794-14313 00000/0000 1-10030/0567 09/25/74 20 1Q70 37.0 148.0 PGGG06509W 4731N 1812-14312 00000/0000 1-10030/1359 10/13/74 60 1321 30,8 152.2 PGGG06509W 4724N 1848-14301 00000/0000 1-10032/0191 11/18/74 70 1823 20.0 156.0 P P 
06509W 4720N 1776-14322 00000/0000 1-10029/1022 09/07/74 100 819 43.0 142.7 PRPP06513W 4733N 1830-14305 Oboooo00o 1'10031/071l 10/31/74 100 1572 25.0 155.0 GPPR06P13W 4731N 1938-14262 00000/0000 1-10034/0448 02/16/75 80 3078 23.6 145.5 GFPQ06514W 4735N 1956-14253 00000/0000 1-10635/0709 03/06/75 0 3329 29.9 143.1 GGFG06514W 4725N 1866-14293 OOOOO/o000 1.10032/1034 12/06/74 20 2074 16.4 155.5 GFG06514W 4722N 1740-14IR4 00000/0000 1-10027/1039 08/02/74 20 317 52.5 132.4 GGUR 
06514W 472tN 1758-14390 00000/0000 1-10628/0124 08/20/74 30 568 48,1 137.2 PPGP 
06515W 4720N 1884-14284 00000/0000 1-.t0d33/0550 12/24/74 40 2325 14.9 j53.6 pPPp06517W 4717N 1902-14280 00000/0000 00000/0000 01/11/75 100 2576 15.7 151.0 GGF 
06518W 4729N 1974-14245 OOO00/0Oo 1-100P6/0122 03/24/75 30 3580 36.8 140.6 FFUF06520W 4721N 5010-14230 OOO00/o000 1 10038/0144 04/29/75 60 4082 49.3 134.3 PFGG
06521W 4722N 5028-14220 00000/0000 1-10038/0301 09/17/75 10 4333 53.4 130,2 FFO
06541W 460ON 1794-14315 00000/0000 1-10030/0568 09/25/74 10 1070 38.1 146.8 PGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 T 
 100 , % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GuGOSO. PqPOOR, F.FAIfR

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MS5
 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP ;0j75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FR US 
PAGE 0357 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P 



































































































































































































































































06628W 4439N 1974-14254 00000/0000 1-10036/0124 03/24/75 10 3580 38.5 138.1 PFtF 


































06636W 4718N 1777-14380 00000/0000 1-10029/1029 09/08/74 70 833 42.6 143-0 GGPG 
06637W 4734N 1939-14320 OOOOO/O00O 1-10034/0422 02/17/75 0 3092 23.9 145.4 GUG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *4 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS.8AND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GBOD. P=POBR, F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... ROMADE FROM RBv. MSMADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP a0,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0358
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAE QUALITY ... s......,n BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, G-GOD. P=POR, FFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RmMADE FROM RBV. MOMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0359
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCR9FILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
06716W 4559N 1867-14353 00000/0000 1-10032/0907 12/07/74 40 2088 17.4 154.8 GGG
 
06717W 4556N 1885-14345 00000/0000 1-10033/0316 12/25/74 90 2339 16,0 52°9 FFFF
 
06717W 4555N 1921-14332 00000/0000 1-10034/0002 01/30/75 20 2841 200 147o3 GGGG
 
06718W 4604N 1975-14305 00000/0000 1-10036/0340 03/25/75 100 3594 38.0 139.2 FG6G
 
06720w 4601N 5065-14261 00000/0000 1-10039/0170 06/23/75 60 4849 56.2 1213 PGFG
 
06723W 4558N 5029-14281 00000/0000 1-10038/0355 05/18/75 20 4347 54,2 127'9 P 60
 
06739W 4433N 1795-14380 00000/0000 1-10030/0691 09/26/74 50 1084 38.8 145.9 PGGG
 
06744W 4442N 1813-14375 00000/0000 1-10030/1379 10/14/74 70 1335 32.7 150"6 GGR
 
06744W 4428N 1777-14385 00000/0000 1-10029/1031 09/08/74 70 833 44,5 140-2 G6G6
 
06747W 4443N 1939-143P5 OOO00/OOO 1-10034/0424 02/17/75 0 3092 25,8 143-7 PGFG
 
06747W 4433N 1759-14393 00000/0000 1-10029/0064 08/21/74 20 582 49#4 1341 PGP
 
06748W 4442N 1831-14372 00000/0000 1-10031/0752 11/01/74 70 1586 26.9 153.5 PPPP
 
06748W 4435N 1849-14364 O0000/oooo 1-10032/0305 11/19/74 20 1837 22.1 154.6 PPPP
 
06748W 4432N 1741-14401 00000/0000 1-10027/1132 08/03/74 60 331 53.6 128°5 GGGG
 
06749W 4445N 1957-14321 00000/0000 1-10035/0794 0q/07/75 50 3343 32.1 140.9 QG60
 
06749W 4434N 1867-14360 00000/0000 1-10032/0908 12/07/74 20 2088 18.6 154.2 GG66
 
06751W 4439N 1975-14312 00000/0000 1"10036/0341 03125/75 90 3594 38.9 137,9 rGFG
 
06751W 4430N 1885-14351 OOO00/000 1-10033/0317 12/25/74 10 2339 17*1 i52.3 FFFF
 
06751W 4430N 1921-1434 00000/0000 1-10034/0003 01/30/75 30 2841 21.0 146.6 GGUG
 
06756W 4433N 5029-14283 00000/0000 1-10038/0356 05/18/75 Bo 4347 54.8 125"7 P (2
 
06757W 4725N 1796-14425 00000/0000 1-10030/0695 09/27/74 60 1098 36.4 148.5 GGPG 0 0 
06758W 4734N 1814-14425 OOO00OO0 1-10030/1471 10/15/74 100 1349 30,1 152.7 PGOP
 
06803W 4718N 1778-14434 00000/0000 1I0029/1076 09/09/74 20 847 42.3 143.3 GGG0 	 ..
 
06804W 473 2N 1940-14375 00000/0000 1-10034/0439 02/18/75 100 3106 24.3 145.2 GGGG 8 
06804W 4728N 1850-14413 00000/0000 1-10032/0320 11/20/74 20 1851 19.5 156.0 PP G
 
06804W 4723N 1760-14442 00000/0000 1-10029/0042 08/22/74 to 596 47.6 137.8 G66
 
06805W 4735N 1958-14370 00000/0000 1-10035/0884 031/08/75 100 3357 30.6 142.8 GGFG
 
06 805 W 4731N 1832-14422 00000/0000 1-10031/0803 11/02/74 80 1600 24.3 155.2 PGG
 
06806W 472 7N 1868-14405 00000/0000 1-10032/0913 12/08/74 90 2102 16.1 155.3 FGUG
 
06807W 4733N 1976-14361 00000/0000 1-10036/0345 03/26/75 80 3608 37.5 140°3 PGFF
 
06808W 4725N 1922-14383 00000/0000 1-10035/0046 01/31/75 0 2855 19.2 1W7.9 GGG
 
06808W 4719N 1742-14451 00000/0000 1-10027/0968 08/04/74 80 345 52,1 132-8 GG2p
 
06811W 4725 5012-14342 00000/0000 1-10038/0072 05/01/75 0 4110 49,8 133.9 6G0G
 
06811W 4307N 1795-14383 00000/0000 1-10030/0692 09/26/74 20 1084 39.7 144.8 PG'R
 
06814W 4721N 5030-1433 00000/0000 1-10038/0069 09/19/75 So 4361 53,8 129°7 P F6
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Ta 10 = % CLOUD COVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-POOR, FfFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 RAGE 0360
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 To 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCRAFILM 
 eLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 
ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 123 #5678 C C D D
 
06816W 4317N 1813-14382 00000/0000 1-10030/1380 10/14/74 90 1335 33.7 149.6 POPG
06817W 4304N 1777-14392 OOOoO/OOO 1-10029/1032 09/08/74 80 833 45.3 138.7 GOSS
06819W 4308N 1759-14400 00000/000 1-10029/0065 08/21/74 60 582 50.2 132.3 UPQG
0682oW 4318N 1939-14332 00000/0000 1-10034/0425 02/17/75 40 3092 26.8 142,9 G6G0
06820w 4316N 1831-14375 00000/0000 1-10031/0753 11/01/74 go 1586 28.0 
 152.7 PPPP
06820W 4307N 1741-14404 00000/0000 1-10027/1133 08/03/74 
 70 331 54.2 126.4
06821W 4319N 1957-14323 00000/0000 1-10035/0795 03/07/75 GG66
 3o 3343 32.9 139.9 GG6
06821W 4310N 1849-14371 00000/000 1-10032/0306 11/19/74 10 1837 
 23.2 154-0 PPPp
06821W 4309N 1867-14362 00000/0000 10032/0909 12/07/74 10 2088 19,7 153.5 GOOF
06823W 4305N 1885-14354 00000/0000 1-10033/0318 12/25/74 
 100 2339 18.3 151,7
06823W 4305N 1921-j4q4j 00000/000 1-10034/0004 01/30/75 
FFFr
 
5O 2841 22.0 145.9 GGbG
068 27W 4308N 5029-14290 00000/OO0 1"10038/0357 09/18/75 so 4347 55.4 123-5 P G
06832W 460ON 1796-14432 00000/0000 1-10030/0696 09/27/74 so 1098 37.4 147*4 GGPP
0@8 33W 4609N 1814-144ql 00000/o000 1-10030/1472 10/15/74 100 1349 31.2 151.7 GGG
06838W 4553N 1778-14441 00000/0000 1t0029/1077 09/09/74 to 847 
 43.3 t41,9 GGGG M M
068 39W 4607N 1940-1438t 00000/0000 1-10034/0440 02/18/75 100 
 3106 25.2 144.4
06839w 4602N 
 1850-14420 00000/0000 1-10032/0321 11/20/74 60 1851 
GGG
 
20.6 155.3 Pa G
06839W 4557N 1760-14445 00000/000 1-10029/0043 08/22/74 
 to 596 48.4 136.1 GSPG
0684oW 4609N 
 1958-14372 00000/0000 1-10035/0885 0q/08/75 100 3357 3125 j41,8 GGFG
06841W 4606N 1832-14424 OOOoO/o00o 1-10q31/0804 11/02/74 90 1600 25,5 154,4 PGGG
06841W 4602N 1868-14411 00000/o000 1-t0032/0914 12/08/74 
 100 2102 17,3 154.7 GFGG
06841W 4143N 1795-14385 00000/0000 1:10030/0693 09/26/74 40 1084 40.7 j43.6 ppp
06842w 4 608N 1976-14363 00000/0000 1 10036/0346 03/26/75 90 3608 38.4 139o1 FF0G
06842W 460tN 1922-14390 00000/0000 1-10035/0047 01/31/75 0 
 2855 20,2 147.2 GGG
06844W 4554N 1742-14453 00000/0000 1-10027/0969 08/04/74 60 345 52*8 
 130.8 GGG
06846W 460ON 5012-14344 00000/0000 1-10038/0073 05/01/75 
 0 4110 50.5 13201 0GG M
06847W 4 151N 1813-143g4 00000/0000 I1IO 30/1381 1o/14/74 
 iOo 1335 34.8 148-7 PGG
06848W 4138N 1777-14394 00000/0000 1-10029/1033 09/08/74 so 833 46.2 137.2 BGPG
06'85OW 4555N 5030-14335 00000/0000 1O10038/0070 05/19/75 10 
 4361 54.4 127.6
06850W 
 4142N 1759-14402 00000/0000 110029/0066 08/21/74 PFFO
 80 582 50.9 1305 GGG
06851W 415IN 
 1831-14381 00000/0000 1-10031/0754 11/01/74 10 1586 29,2 151,9 PGP
068 51W 4142N 1741-14410 00000/0000 A-10027/1134 08/03/74 so 331 54.8 
 124.3 G60
06852W 4154N 1957-14330 00000/0000 1410035/0796 03/07/75 30 3343 33.8 38.8
06852W 4152N 1939-14334 00000/o000 1-10034/0426 02/17/75 GGG
 40 3092 27.7 142,0 0GG
06852W 4144N 1849-14371 OOOOo/oooo 1-10032/0307 11/19/74 10 1837 
 24.3 153.3 PPpP
 
KEYS: CLOUO COVER % ........... ,.. 
 0 TO 100 . % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ. G-GOOD. P-POOR. FRFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE 




03:20 SEP 30l75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0361
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/E3/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 













































06858W 4143N 5029-14292 00000/0000 1-10038/0359 05/18/75 60 4347 55.9 121.2 56 





































































06915W 4443N 1976-14370 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10036/0347 03/26/75 90 3608 39.2 137.8 PFFG 
06915W 4436N 1922-14392 O00O/OOOO 1-10035/0048 01/31/75 10 2855 21.2 146.5 GB 6 
06916W 444ON 1832-14431 OOO00/oo0 1.10031/0805 11/02/74 60 1600 26.6 153.6 PGUG 













































06921W 4016N 1741-14413 OOOOO/00O0 1-10027/1135 08/03/74 20 331 55.3 122.1 GGGG 
06922W 4028N 1957-14332 00000/0000 i10035/0797 03/07/75 50 3343 34,7 137.8 GOFF 
06922W 4026N 1939-14341 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10034/0427 02/17/75 50 3092 28.7 141.1 GaGG 
06922W 4025N 1831-14384 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0755 11/01/74 10 1586 90.3 151.1 PbR 























06924W 4723N 1797-14483 OOOoO/oOOO 110030/0815 09/28/74 80 1112 36.1 148.8 GGGP 























06930W 4735N 1941-14433 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10035/o004 02/19/75 10 3120 24.6 145.1 GGFF 
06930W 4731N 1851-14471 00000/0000 1-10032/0377 11/21/74 100 1865 19.2 156.0 P 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER 9 ...... .. ;..... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *4 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ &Z..... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, .GOBBD, P=POOR, FZFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE Ii..... RaMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0362 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 
















8 P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TO 
100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ...... .... , BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GOeD. P=PeR. FrFAIR.PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ... R-MADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-i 
03:20 SEp q0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0363 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MrCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORS:T SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COHER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
0700OW 4558N 1797-14490 O0000/oooo 1-10030/0816 0g/28/74 90 1112 37,1 147.6 QGG
 
07002W 4236N 5066-14325 00000/0000 1-10039/0185 06/24/75 10 4863 57.1 115.4 FF
 
07004W 4557N 1761-14503 OOOOO/O000 1-10029/0168 08/23/74 100 610 48.j 136.5 GGP2
 
07005W 4612N 1959-14430 Oooo/oooo 1-10035/0726 03/09/75 0 3371 31.9 141-6 GGFG
 
07005W 4610N 1941-14435 00000/0000 1-10035/0005 02/19/75 90 3120 25.5 144.3 GG
 
0700SW 4606N 1851-14474 OOooo/oooo 1-10032/0365 11/21/74 100 1865 20.4 155.4 PP
 
07006W 4602N 1815-14490 00000/0000 1-10031/0451 10/16/74 100 1363 31.0 151o9 PPP
 
07006W 4601N 1869-14470 00000/0000 1-10032/0895 12/09/74 100 2116 17.1 154.6 GGGG
 
07006W 4555N 1743-14511 00000/0000 1-10027/1076 08/05/74 6o 359 52.5 ±s1.1 GGG
 
07007W 4607M 1995-14412 00000/0000 1-10037/0183 04/14/75 0 3873 45.3 135.8 GGFG
 
07007W 4605N 1833-14482 00000/0000 1-10031/0867 11/03/74 90 1614 25.2 154.5 GGGG
 
07007W 455 4N 1779-14495 00000/0000 1-10029/1112 09/10/74 90 86i 42.9 142.3 0 Gp
 
07008W 4558N 1887-14461 00000/0000 1-10033/0350 12/27/74 0 2367 16.0 152.6 FFFG
 
0701OW 4604N 1977-14422 00000/0000 1410036/0406 03/27/75 0 3622 38.8 138.9 GGG
 
0701OW 4144N 1796-14443 00000/0000 1-10030/0699 09/27/74 0 1098 40.4 143.9 PG
 
07011W 4603N 5067-14373 00000/0000 1-10039/0172 06/25/75 20 4877 56.1 121.3 FG F
 
07011W 4153N 1814-14443 00000/O000 1-10030/1475 10/15/74 70 1349 34.5 148.9 GGQG
 
07014W 4559N 5013-14403 00000/0000 1-10037/0402 05/02/75 50 4124 50.8 131.8 QGFG
 
07014W 4138N 1778-14452 00000/0000 1-10029/1080 09/09/74 50 847 45.9 137.6 GGG
 
07015W 4556N 5031-14393 00000/0000 1-10038/0262 OR/20/75 40 4375 54,6 127.3 GGG
 
07016W 4141N 1760-14460 00000/0000 110029/0046 08/22/74 70 596 50.6 130.9 GGGG
 
07017W 4153N 1958-14384 00000/0000 I-i0035/088 03/08/75 100 3357 34.2 138.6 SFGG
 
07017W 415iN 1940-1439a 00000/0000 1-10034/0443 02/18/75 So 3106 28.1 141.8 GGG
 
07017W 4146N t850-144q1 00000/0000 1-10032/0324 11/20/74 100 1851 24.1 153o3 PP P
 
07017W 4146N 1868-14423 00000/0000 1-10032/0917 12/08/74 80 2102 20.7 152.9 eGOF
 
07018W 4152N 1976-14175 O0000/ooo 1-10036/0349 0/26/75 30 3608 40,9 135.2 BGG
 
07018W 4146N 1922-14401 00000/0000 1-10035/0050 01/31/75 40 2855 23.2 145.0 666G
 
07019W 4149N 1832-14440 00000/0000 1-10031/0807 11/02/74 *0 1600 28.9 152.1 GPG
 
07019W 4142N 1886-14415 00000/0000 1-10033/0372 12/26/74 30 2353 19.3 151.0 PGPP
 
07019W 4138N 1742-14465 00000/0000 1-10027/0972 08/04/74 30 345 54.6 124.5 PPPp
 
07023W 4143N 5012-14360 00000/0000 1-10038/0076 05/01/75 0 4110 52.5 126.2 GGFE
 
07033W 4432N 1797-14492 00000/0000 1-10030/0817 09/28/74 so 1112 38,1 146°5 GGGF
 
07033W 41l1N 5066-14331 00000/0000 1-10039/0186 06/24/75 0 4863 57.5 112.9 FFGF
 
07037W 4432N 1761-14510 00000/0000 1-10029/0169 08/23/74 10 610 48.9 134.8 PGPG
 
07038W 4445N 1941-14442 00000/0000 1-10035/0006 02/19/75 90 3120 26.5 143-4 GG66
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER, *f NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GFG8OD. P*POOR, FsFAIO
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RB V. M-MADE FROM MSS. BtMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP q0pt7S COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA 
 RAGE 0364
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ 
 DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 
ELEV, AZIM , RBV MSS 
 B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 #5678 C CD D
 
07039W 4446N 1959-14413 00000/0000 1-10035)0727 0/09/75 
 0 3371 32,8 140.6 GGFG
07039W 4441N 1851-14480 OOoo0/o000 1-10032/0366 11/21/74 100 1865 21.5 154,7 PP
07039W 4437N 1815-14492 O0000/0000 1-10031;0452 10/16/74 
 100 1363 32.1 151.0
07039W 4429N 
 1743-14514 OOO0/OOOO 1-10027/1076 G R
 08/05/74 50 359 53.2 129.0 GGGG
0704OW 4440N 1833-14485 00000OO/oo 1-10631/0868 11/03/74 20 1614 26.3 153.7 PGGG
0704OW 4436N 1869-14472 00000,o00 1-10632/0896 12/09/74 tOO 
 2116 18.3 154.0 GGGG
0704OW 4429N 1779-14501 00000/0000 1-10629/1113 09/10/74 90 861 43.8 140-9 a up
O70404 4018N 1796-14450 00000/0000 1-10030/0700 09/27/74 
 0 1098 41.3 142.7 PG
07042W 4441N 1995-14414 00000/0000 1-10037/0184 04/14/75 0 3873 
 46.1 134.2 GFFG
07042W 4433N 1887-14464 OOOoO/ooo 1-10033/0351 I?/27/74 70 2367 17.1 152.0 FGFF
07042W 4027N 1814-14445 00000/0000 1-10030/1476 10/15/74 60 
 1349 35.5 148.0 GPGG
07043W 4438N 5067-14375 00000/0000 1-10039/0173 06/25/75 10 4877 
 56.6 118.8 PGFG
07044W 4439N 1977-14424 00000/0000 1-10036/0407 03/27/75 
 20 3622 39,6 137.6
07045W 4016N 1760-14463 OOOOO/0OOO 1-t1029/0047 08/22/74 GGG
 90 596 51.3 129.0 GG
07045W 4014N 1778-14455 OOOOO/0ooo 1-10029/1081 09/09/74 so 847 46.7 
 136-1 eggs
07046W 402ON 1850-14414 00000/o0o0 1-10032/0325 11/20/74 80 1851 25.2 152.6 GO G
07047W 4O28N 1958-14390 00000/0000 1-10035/0889 03/08/75 100 
 3357 35,1 137.5 GFFF
07047W 4025N 
 1940-14395 00000/0000 1-10034/0444 02/18/75 80 3106 29.0 140-9 GGGG
07047W 402iN 1868-14425 00000/0000 1-10032/0918 12/08/74 70 2102 21.8 152.3 FGFG
07048W 4434N 50i3-144o5 00000O/ooo 1-10037/0403 05/02/75 
 90 4124 51.5 129.9 FGFF M
07048W 443iN 5031-14400 00000/0000 1-0038/0263 05/20/75 10 4375 55.2 125.1 PGGF
07048W 4O26N 1976-14381 00000/0000 1-10036/0350 03/26/75 40 3608 41.7 133-8 FGFG
07048W 4021N 1922-14404 00000/0000 1-10035/0051 01/31/75 
 90 2855 24.2 144.3
07049W 
 4024N 1832-14442 00000/0oOO 1-10031/0808 11/02/74 30 GGG
 1600 30,0 151.3 PPPG
07049W 4014N 1742-14471 00000/0000 1-10027/0973 08/04/74 
 10 345 55.1 122o3 GPPG
07050w 4017N 1886-14421 00000/0000 1-10033/0373 12/26/74 50 2353 20#4 i50.4 PGPR
07053W 4733N 1834-14534 00000/0000 1-10031/0967 11/04/74 90 1628 23.7 155.4 PPGP
07053W 4724N 1744-14563 00000/0000 1-10027/1309 08/06/74 30 
 373 51.6 133.4 GG6G
07053W 4017N 5012-14362 00000/0000 1-0038/0077 05/01/75 40 4110 53.1 
 124.2 GGGG
07054W 4723N 1780-14550 00000/0000 1-10030/0001 09/11/74 1oo 
 875 41.7 144.0 POPE
07056W 4733N 1942-14491 00000/0000 10035/0021 02/20/75 
 30 3134 24,9 145.0 GGG
07056W 4731N 1852-145o 00000/0000 1-10032/0922 11/22/74 
 30 1879 19.O 156.0 GGGe
07058W 4738N 1960-14482 00000/0000 1-10035/0893 03/10/75 20 3385 31.3 142.6 GGGG
07058W 4721N 1762-14595 00000/0000 1-0029/0258 08/24/74 90 624 47.0 138.4 GGG
07059W 4729N 1816-14541 00000/OOOO 1-10036/1565 10/17/74 90 1377 29.5 153.0 PGPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER X .... ,,,,. 0 Tn tOO % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE OUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G8GOOD. PqPOOR. FwFAIR.




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 

STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 Mss B P P B P
 OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 

% 




07101W 473oN 1996-14464 OOOOO/ooo 1-10037/0214 04/15/75 0 3887 44.8 137.2 FPFG
 
07101W 4723N 1888-14513 00000/0000 1:10033/04i9 12/28/74 10 2381 14.9 153.1 P0G6
 
07102W 4731N 1978-14473 00000/00OO 1-10037/,0033 03/28/75 0 3636 38.3 140-0 6GGG
 
07102W 4729N 5068-14424 OOOOO/OOOO 1.10039/0228 06/26/75 20 4891 55.6 123.6 FF6G
 
07102W 3945s 5066-14334 00000/0000 1.10039/0187 06/24/75 to 4863 57.7 110°4 FFFF
 
07103W 4725N 5014-14454 OOOoO/O00O 1-10038/0173 og/o3/75 100 4138 50.3 133o5 G0PF
 
07106W 4307N 1797-14495 00000/0000 1-10030/0818 09/28/74 80 1112 39.1 145.4 GGUG
 
07108W 3853N 1796-14452 00000/0000 1.10030/O701 09/27/74 10 1098 42.3 141o5 PGP
 
07109W 4307N 1761-14512 OOOOO/o0OO 1-10029/0170 08/23/74 so 610 49.7 133.0 PGGP
 
07111W 4319N 1941-14444 00000/0000 i-io035/007 02/19/75 70 3120 27.4 142.5 GGG
 
07111W 4315N 1851-14483 00000/0000 1-10032/0367 11/21/74 100 1865 22.7 154.0 PPP
 
07111W 431iN 1815-14495 00000/0000 1-10031/0453 10/16/74 100 1363 33.1 SO.0 G P
 
07111W 4304N 1743-14520 00000/0000 1-10027/1077 08/05/74 4o 359 53.8 127.0 GG6G
 6 

07111W 4304N 1779-14504 00060/000 1-10029/111 09/10/74 20 861 44.7 139.5 GGup
 
07112W 432ON 1959-14435 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10035/0728 03/09/75 10 3371 33,7 13955 GGPG
 
07112W 4315N 1833-14491 00000/0000 1-10031/0869 11/03/74 10 1614 27.5 1529 GGGG
 
07112W 3901N 1814-14452 00000/0000 1-10030/1477 10/15/74 70 1349 36.6 147.0 GGbG
 
80 2116 19.4 153.4 GGGG
07113W 4311N 1869-14475 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0897 1P/09/74 

07114W 4308N 1887-14470 O00O/oooo 1-10033/0352 12/27/74 80 2367 18.2 151.4 FFPF
 
07114W 3850N 1760-4466 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0048 08/22/74 60 596 52.0 127.1 PPPG
 
07114W 3848N 1778-14461 00000/0000 1-10029/1082 09/09/74 60 847 47,5 134.5 6G6G
 
0711SW 4315N' 1995-14421 60000/000 1-10037/0185 04/14/75 0 3873 46.8 132.6 GGG M
 
07115W 3854N 1850-14440 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0326 11/20/74 70 1851 26.3 152.0 6 G
 
07116W 3902N 1958-14393 00000/0000 1-10035/0890 03/08/75 100 3357 35.9 136.4 GG6G
 
07116W 3900N 1940-14402 00000/0000 1-10034/0445 02/18/75 70 3106 29.9 140.1 GGGG
 
07116W 3855N 1868-144q2 00000/0000 1-10032/0919 12/08/74 70 2102 22.9 151.6 FGG
 
07117W 4313N 1977-14431 00000/0000 1-10036/0408 0;/27/75 10 3622 40.5 136.3 Q6bG
 
o7117W 390oN 1976-14384 O00O/ooo0 1-10036/0351 03/26/75 60 3608 42.4 132o5 GGG
 
07118W 3858N 1832-14445 00000/0000 1-1OO31/0809 11/02/74 4o 1600 31.1 150°5 PPPG
 
07118W 3855N 1922-14410 000ooo/n00 1-10035/0052 01/31/75 100 2855 25.1 143.6 GGGG
 
07118W 3848N 1742-14474 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/0967 08/04/74 10 345 55.6 120.1 P OP
 
07119W 4309N 5013-14412 OOOOO/O00O 1-10037/0404 05/02/75 90 4124 52.1 128o0 FGFG
 149.8 PGPP
07119W 385 2N 1886-14424 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0
374 12/26/74 90 2353 21.5 

07120W 4306N 5031-14402 00000/0000 1-10038/0264 05/20/75 10 4375 55.7 122.8 1FGG
 40 4110 53.6 122,2 PG016
07122W 3852N 5012-14365 OOOOo/o000 1-10038/0078 05/01/75 

% CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE mUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESRNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P=POOR, FmFAIR,
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R#MADE FROM RBv. MSMADE FROM MSS, B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 TA 100 ­
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30j175 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0366
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MsS B P P a P
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C O D
 
07127W 4559N 1744-14565 ooooo/oooo 1-10027/1310 08/06/74 So 373 52.3 131.4 GGUG
07128W 4558N 1780-14553 00000/0000 1-10030/0002 09/11/74 70 875 42.6 142.6 GPPP
 
07129W 4607N 1834-14540 00000/0000 1-10031/0968 11/04/74 90 1628 24,9 154.6 PPGP
 
07131W 4608N 1942-14493 OOOOO/00Oo 1-10035/0022 02/20/75 80 3134 25.9 144.1 GGbG
 
07131W 4606N 1852-14532 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0923 11/22/74 40 1879 20.1 155.4 GG(,F
07131W 3819N 5066-14340 00000/0000 1-10039/0188 06/24/75 20 4863 57,9 107.9 PFFF
 
07133W 4613N 1960-14484 O0000/oooo 1-10035/0894 O/1O/75 6O 3385 32.2 141.5 GF(F

07133W 4556N 1762-14561 Ooo00/oooo 1-10029/0259 08/24/74 90 624 47.9 136.8 QGbG

07134W 4604N 1816-14544 00000/0000 1-10030/1566 10/17/74 90 1377 30.6 152.1 PPPP
 
07136W 4606N 1978-14480 00000/0000 1-10037/0034 03/28/75 0 3636 39.2 138.7 GG(,G

07136W 4605N 1996-14470 OOO00/oooo 1-10037/0215 04/15/75 0 3887 45.6 135.6 FFFG
 
07136W 4603N 5068-14431 00000/oooo 1-10039/0229 06/26/75 10 4891 56.1 121"2 FGbG M
 
07136W 4558N 1888-14515 00000/0000 1-10033/0420 1?/28/74 50 2381 16.0 152.5 FGGG 
07136W 3728N 1796-14455 00000/0000 1-10030/0702 09/27/74 20 1098 43.2 140.2 PGPP 
07137W 4i42N 1797-14501 O0000/o000 1-10030/0819 09/28/74 60 1112 40.1 144.2 GGG 
07138W 460ON 5014-14461 00000/0000 1-10038/0171 05/03/75 80 4138 51.0 131.6 F PG 
07140W 4142N 1761-14515 00000/0000 1-10029/0171 08/23/74 90 610 50.4 131.2 PGbp
07140W 3735N 1814-14454 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/1478 10/15/74 70 1349 37.6 146.0 GGG
 
07142W 4150N 1851-14485 00000/OOOO I-10032/0368 11/21/74 90 1865 23,8 153.4 PPP
 
07142W 4146W 1815-14501 00000/0000 1-10031/0454 10/16/74 100 1363 34.2 149.1 Pp G
 
07142W 4139N 1743-14523 00000/0000 1-10027/1078 08/05/74 50 359 54,4 124.8 GGG
 
07142W 4139N 1779-14510 00000/OOOO 1-10029/1117 09/10/74 10 861 45.6 138.0 GGbG
07142W 3723N 1778-14464 00000/0000 1-10029/1083 09/09/74 70 847 48.3 133-0 GGUG
07143W 4155W 1959-14442 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0729 03/09/75 0 3371 34,6 138-5 FFPG
 
07143W 4153N 1941-14491 00000/0000 1-10035/0008 02/19/75 60 3120 28.4 141.7 QGbG

07143W 415oN 1833-14494 00000/0000 1"10031/0870 11/03/74 60 1614 28,6 152.2 UG0G
 07143W 3724N 1760-14472 00000/0000 1-10029/0049 08/22/74 60 596 52.6 125.2 GPG
 
07144W 4145N 1869-14481 00000/0000 1-10032/0898 12/09/74 60 2116 20.5 152-8 GGG
 
07144W 3728W 1850-14443 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0327 11/20/74 70 1851 27.4 151.3 00 0
 
07145w 3736N 1958-14395 00000/0000 1-10035/0891 03/08/75 100 3357 36.7 135-3 GGG
 07145W 3734N 1940-14404 00000O/OO 1-10034/0446 OP/18/75 70 3106 30.8 139.2 GGGG
 07145W 3732N 1832-14451 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0810 11/02/74 30 1600 32.2 149.6 PPPG
 
07145W 3729N 1868-14434 00000/0000 1-10032/0920 12/08/74 80 2102 24.0 151.0 GGbG
 
07146W 4150W 1995-14423 00000/0000 1-10037/0186 04/14/75 0 3873 47.5 130.9 PPPP
 
07146W 4142N 1887-14473 00000/0000 1-10033/0353 12/27/74 10O 2367 19.3 150.8 FF&F M
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ s...... 0 Tn tOO -,% CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G-O8OD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
,...... RSMADE FROM RBV. MOMADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP qO,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0367
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 




































































07151W 4140N 5031-14405 O0000/OOOO 1-10038/0265 05/20/75 0 4375 56.2 120-5 FGPF 
07156W 4839N 1961-i45n4 00000/0000 1-10035/1045 03/11/75 0 3399 31.1 143.2 FGGG 
07201W 4433N 1780-14555 00000/0000 1-10030/0003 09/11/74 #0 875 43,5 141-3 PGPP 
07202W 4435N 1744-14572 00000/0000 1-10027/1311 08/06/74 40 373 53.0 129.4 666s 
07203W 4442N 1834-14543 00000/0000 1-10031/0969 11/04/74 100 1628 26.0 153.8 PPPP 
07204W 3602N 1796-14461 00000/0000 110030/0703 09/27/74 70 1098 44.1 138.9 PPPP 
























































07208W 3609N 1814-14461 00000/0000 1-10030/1479 10/15/74 60 1349 38.6 144,9 6GG 
07208W 3557N 1778-14470 00000/0000 1-10029/1084 09/09/74 90 847 49.1 131.3 GGG 














































07211W 4014N 1779-14513 00000/0000 1-10029/1118 09/10/74 20 861 46.4 136,5 6PGG 
07212W 443SN 5014-14463 00000/0000 1-10038/0172 09/03/75 60 4138 51.7 129-7 P PG 























07212W 3611N 1958-14402 00000/0000 1-10035/0892 03/08/75 90 3357 37.5 134.2 GGF5 
07212W 3609N 1940-14411 00000/0000 1-10034/0447 02/18/75 60 3106 31.7 j38,2 6GGG 
07212W 3604N 1868-14441 00000/0000 1-10032/0921 12/08/74 90 2102 25.1 150-3 PFGG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE nUALITY ................BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED G-G8OD. P=pBAR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R:MADE FROM RBV. MmMADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SFP 30175 ERTS-i COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0368 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER ................ 0 TS 100 % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GOeD. P;POOR, F.FAIR,
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0369
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P S P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE 
s...... 
...... 
BLANKSrBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDi GmGOO. P=POOR, F=FAIR. 
RCMADE FROM R V. M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RSv AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 3oj75 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0370 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ 














B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
I 


























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ '...... 0 TR too - % CLOUD COVER. *4 . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .... ,.......... BLANKS-B'AND NOT PRESRNT/REQUESTED G-G8OD. P'POOR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 3o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0371
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
07328W 4432N 1763-15022 00000/0000 1-10029/0285 08/25/74 40 638 48,4 135.4 GGS 
07328W 4431N 1781-15014 00000/0000 1-10029/1132 0q/12/74 80 889 43.2 1416 GGGP 























07333W 4018N 1780-14571 00000/0000 1-10030/0006 09/11/74 60 875 46.1 136.9 PGPG 
07334W 4438N 1943-14554 00000/0000 1-10035/1081 02/21/75 60 3148 27,2 143.0 G6 
07334W 3559N 1761-14533 00000/0000 1-10029/0175 08/23/74 20 610 52.9 123-7 PPPP 
07335W 4742N 1800-15054 00000/0000 1-10030/0868 10/01/74 90 1154 34.g 149.7 GGGG 
07335W 4438N 1979-14540 O0000OOOO0 1-10036/0436 01/29/75 90 3650 40.4 137.2 FGGE 
07335W 4434N 1871-14584 000000000 1-10032/0983 12/11/74 0 2144 18.1 153.8 GGPG 
07335W 4Ol8N 1744-14583 oooo/oooo 1-10027/1314 08/06/74 50 373 54#7 123-1 Geup 
07335W 3557N 1779-14524 00000/0000 1-10029/1120 09/10/74 50 861 48.8 131.8 GPGG 
07336W 4437N 5069-14492 00000/0000 1-10039/0241 06/?7/75 20 4905 56.4 118.7 PPGF 
07336W 3607N 1851-14503 00000/0000 1-0032/0372 11/21/74 70 1865 28,3 150.6 PGGG 
07337W 4431N 1889-14580 00000/0000 1-10033/0436 1P/29/74 90 2395 17.1 151.8 eGGG 
07337W 3603N 1869-14495 OOO00/OOO 1-10032/0902 12/09/74 50 2116 25.0 150-3 GGG 
07337W 3556N 1743-14541 00000/0000 1-10027/1082 08/05/74 70 359 56.3 115-9 GGGG 
07338W 443SN 5015-145P1 00000/0000 1-10037/0540 05/04/75 70 4152 52.0 129-4 FFFF M 
07338W 4435N 5051-14502 00000/0000 1-10039/0053 06/09/75 40 4654 56.9 120.6 GGFG 
07338W 4434N 1997-14531 00000/0000 t-10037/0257 04/16/75 100 3901 46.8 133.6 F FG 
07338W 4026N 1834-14554 00000/0000 1-10031/0972 11/04/74 30 1628 29.4 151-5 PPGQ 
07338W 4016N 1762-14575 00000/0000 '1-10029/0263 08/24/74 4o 624 50.9 129.8 PGGG 
07338W 3612N 1959-14460 00000/0000 1-10035/0733 03/09/75 100 3371 37.9 134.0 GGGG 
07338W 3611N 1941-14465 00000/0000 1-10035/0012 02/19/75 100 3120 32.0 138.1 FFGF, 
07338W 3606N 5067-14402 00000/0000 1-10039/0272 06/25/75 50 4877 58.0 103.8 PFFF M 
07338W 3603N 1815-145iS 00000/0000 1-10031/0458 10/16/74 70 1363 38.4 145.1 GPG 
07339W 4031N 1960-14502 00000/0000 1-10035/0898 03/10/75 100 3385 35.8 137.2 GGFF 
07339W 4027N 1942-14511 00000/0000 1-10035/0026 02/20/75 40 3134 29.6 140.6 GG 
07339W 4022N 1924-14520 00000/0000 1-10034/0039 02/02/75 60 2883 24,6 143,9 GFFF 
07339W 3606N 1833-14512 00000/0000 1-10031/0874 11/03/74 20 1614 33.0 148.9 PGGG 
0734OW 4422N 1961-14590 00000/0000 1-10035/1048 03/11/75 50 3399 33.8 14O.0 pGFG 
07340W 4024N 1852-14550 00000/0000 1-10032/0927 11/22/74 20 1879 24.7 152.7 GGG 
0734OW 3606N 1995-14441 00000/0000 1-10037/0190 04/14/75 60 3873 50.1 124.0 GGU 
07341W 4025N 1996-14484 00000/0000 1-10037/0219 04/15/75 10O 3887 48.5 129.0 PPFE 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 T6 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOeOD. P-POOR, F.FAIR. 
R4MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30P175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0372
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE To POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 
 123 45678 C C O D
 
07341W 3604N 1977-144ri 00000/0000 1-1p036/0413 03/27/75 50 3622 44,2 129.3 OGGG
 
07341W 3600N 1887-14491 00000/0000 1-10033/0357 1?/27/74 90 2367 23.6 148.4 FFPF
 
07342W 4O2tN 5068-14445 00000/0000 1-t039/0234 06/26/75 80 4891 57,5 111.4 Fe
 
07342W 4017N 1888-145q3 00000/0000 1-10033/0424 12/28/74 20 2381 20.4 iSo 1 PGGG
 
07343W 4025N 1978-14494 00000/0000 1-16037/0037 03/28/75 20 3636 42.4 133.4 FGGE
 
07343W 4022N 1816-14562 00000/Oo0 1-10030/1570 10/17/74 50 1377 34.9 148o4 PGPE
 
07344W 472 1N 1782-15063 00000/0000 1-10029/1231 09/13/74 100 903 41.0 144.5 PGG
 
07344W 360ON 5013-14412 o00O/OOo 1-10037/0408 05/02/75 100 4124 54.8 117.6 FFFG
 
4
07345W 3558N 5031-144P3 00000/O00O 1-1038/0269 05/20/75 o 4375 57.6 110 9 GGUG
 
07346W 472 9N 1854-15042 00000/0000 1-10032/0280 11/24/74 100 1907 18.6 156.0 GRGG
 
07346w 4019N 5014-14475 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10038/0175 05/03/75 40 4138 53.5 123.6 FFPS M
 
07347W 4016N 5032-14465 00000/0000 1-10038/0313 05/21/75 70 4389 56.8 nj7.9 GGGG
 
07348W 4732N 1836-15050 00000/0000 1-10031/1050 11/06/74 90 1656 23.1 155o5 PGPP
 
07348W 4732N 5088-14510 00000/0000 OOOO/0000 07/16/75 50 5170 53.4 124o3 FGFG
 
07348W 4729N 1926-i5oi2 OOOOO/OOOO 1-1034/0094 02/04/75 10 2911 20.1 147-3 GGGG
 
07348W 4722N 1746-15075 00000/0000 1-10027/1428 08/08,74 80 401 51.1 133.9 GGPG
 
07349W 4730N 1818-15054 00000/0000 1-10030/1671 10/19/74 80 1405 28,8 153.3 PGPG
 
07349W 4720N 1764-15071 00000/0000 1-10029/0323 08/26/74 20 652 46,5 139*0 PGG
 
07351W 4730N 1944-15003 00000/0000 1-10035/0371 02/22/75 90 3162 25,6 144.7 GFFG
 
07351W 4724N 1872-15014 00000/0000 1-10033/0094 12/12/74 100 2158 15.7 155.0 GFGF
 
07351W 4723N 1890-15025 00000/O00O 1-10033/0453 12/30/74 t0 2409 14.9 152.8 GGGG
 
07352W 4731N 1962-14594 00000/0000 1-10035/0413 03/12/75 100 3413 32.2 142.2 GGFG
 
07352W 4729N 5070-14541 00000/0000 1-10939/0242 06/28/75 10 4919 55,4 123-5 FFFF
 
0.7355W 4726N 5052-14551 00000/0000 1-10039/0069 06/10/75 10 4668 55.9 125.2 FFGF
 
07358W 3439N 1797-14522 00000/OOOO 1-0b30/0824 09/28/74 90 1112 44.7 137.9 PGGP
 
07359W 4718N 5034-14561 00000/0000 1-10038/0334 05/23/75 20 4417 54,4 128.8 PUGC
 
0740OW 4309N 1745-15033 00000/0000 1-10627/1332 08/07/74 5O 387 53.4 127.7 GGOG
 
07400W 4306N 1781-15020 00000/0000 1-10029/1133 09/12/74 70 889 44.1 140.2 GGGG
 
07401W 4306N 1763-15OP5 00000/0000 1-10029/0286 08/25/74 Bo 638 49,2 1337 GGGG
 
074otW 3434N 1761-14535 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0i76 08/23/74 10 610 53.5 12j°7 PGG
 
07402W 4314N 1817-1501i 00000/0000 1-10030/1649 10/18/74 40 1391 32.5 150-5 PGG6
 
07403W 4317N 1835-15004 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 100 1642 26.8 153.2 PPP
 
07403W 3853N 1780-14573 00000/0000 1:10030/0007 09/11/74 50 875 47.0 125-4 PPPP
 
07403W 3430N 1743-14543 00000/0000 1-10627/1083 08/05/74 so 359 56,6 113.6 GGGG
 
07404W 3852N 1744-14590 00000/0000 1-10027/1315 08/06/74 80 373 55.2 120.9 GGGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ....... ,.n.... 0 TA 100 CLOUD COVER, ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G;GOOD. PsPOOR. FFAIR,
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STANDARD CATkLOG FOR US 





MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 















































































07406W 344oN 1833-14514 00000/0000 1-10031/0875 14/03/74 20 1614 34.1 148.1 GGUG 
07407W 3850N 1762-14582 00000/0000 1-10029/0264 08/24/74 60 624 51.5 128.0 GGGG 































































































































































































07412W 385tN 1888-14540 00000/0000 1-10033/0425 1P/28/74 30 2381 21.5 149.5 F,3G 
07413W 4257N 1961-14552 00000/0000 1-10035/1049 03/11/75 90 3399 34,7 138.9 FF O 
07414W 3854N 5014-14481 00000/0000 1-10038/0176 09/03/75 50 4138 54.1 121.5 FFPF 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ........... ..... 0 TO 100 - X CLOUD COVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,... 
BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G.GO0D. P=PeOR. FOFAIR. 
R-MADE FROM RBV, MnMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30o175 COORDINATE LIST7NG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0374
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MbS B P P B P

LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D 

07416W 385oN 5032-14472 OOOOO/OOO 1-10038/0314 05/21/75 70 4389 57.1 115"5 GGbG
 
07419W 4556N 1782-15065 00000/0000 1-10029/1232 09/13/74 100 903 42.0 j43'2 GGbp

07422W 4604N 1854-15044 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0281 11/24/74 100 1907 19.7 155.3 FPGP
 
07423W 4607N 1836-15053 OOOOO/OOOO i-o631/1051 11/06/74 50 1656 24.3 t54.8 PPGP
 
07423W 4607N 5088-1453q 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/16/75 20 5170 53.9 122.1 FFFG
 07423W 4604N 1926-15015 00000/0000 1-10034/0095 02/04/75 10 2911 21.1 146"6 GGGG
 07423W 4558N 1746-15082 00000/0000 1-10027/1429 08/08/74 80 401 51.8 132.0 GGPG
 
07424W 4605N 1818-15061 00000/O000 1-10030/1672 10/19/74 50 1405 29.9 152.4 PGUG
 
07424W 4555N 1764-15074 OoOoJOOOO 1-10029/0324 08/26/74 0 652 47.3 t37.4 GGbG
 
07424W 3309N 1797-14524 OOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0825 09/28/74 80 1112 45.6 136.6 GGG
 
07426W 4605N 1944-15010 00000/0000 1-10035/0372 0P/22/75 100 3162 26.6 143.8 FFFG
07426W 4559N 1872-15040 00000/0000 1-10033/0095 12/12/74 100 2158 16.8 154.4 FGGG
 
07427W 4606N 1962-15001 00000/0000 1-10035/0414 Oq/12/75 100 3413 33.1 141.1 FGUG
 
07427W 4604N 5070-14543 00000/noOO 1-10039/0243 06/28/75 10 4919 55.9 121.2 FFFG
07427W 4558N 1890-15032 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0454 12/30/74 40 2409 16.0 J52.2 GGGG
 
07427w 3309N 1761-14542 00000/0000 1-10029/0177 08/23/74 20 610 54.0 119.6 PGIG
07429W 460iN 505R-14553 00000/0000 1-10039/0070 06/10/75 10 4668 56.4 122.8 FFbF
 
07429w 3305N 1743-14550 00000/0000 1 10027/1084 08/05/74 50 359 56.9 1±1.2 GbG
 
07430W 460ON 1998-14582 00000/Oo00 1-100p7/0268 04/17/75 20 3915 46.4 0i5,1 GGbG
 
07430W 3315N 1851-14512 00000/0000 1-10032/0374 11/21/74 60 1865 3005 149.1 GPPG
 
07543OW 3311N 1869-14504 00000/0000 1-10032/0904 12/09/74 70 2116 27.2 149.0 GGGG
 
07431W 4143N 1745-15035 00000/0000 1-10027/1333 08/07/74 90 387 54.0 125.6 GGGG 
07431W 414 1N 1781-150Pq 00000/0000 1-t0029/1134 09/12/74 60 889 45.0 138.8 GGbG 07431W 3729N 1780-14580 00000/0000 1-10030/0008 09/1j/74 20 875 47.7 133.9 PPPP 
07431W 3320N 1959-14465 00000/0000 1-t0035/0735 03/09/75 100 3371 39.4 131.6 GGGG 
07431W 3319N 1941-14474 00000/0000 1-10035/0014 02/19/75 1OO 3120 33.7 136.2 GGQF07431W 3314N 1833-14521 00000/0000 1-10031/0876 11/03/74 20 1614 35.1 147.2 GPPP 
07431W 3313N 5067-t14411 00000/0000 1-10039/0274 06/25/75 40 4877 58.0 98.8 FFPG 07431W 3311N 1815-14524 00000/0000 1-10031/0460 10/16/74 60 1363 40.4 143.0 PGPP 
07432W 4140N 1763-15031 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0287 08/25/74 70 638 49.9 132-0 IiGG07432W 3727N 1744-14592 00000/0000 1-100?7/1316 08/06/74 100 373 55.7 118.7 GGGG 
07432W 3309N 1887-14500 /00000oooo1-10033/0359 12/27/74 40 2367 25.7 147.1 FGUG
 
07433W 4553N 5034-14563 00000/0000 1-10038/0335 05/23/75 20 4417 55,0 126.6 EGG
 
07433W 414 8N 1817-15014 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1650 10/18/74 50 1391 33.5 149.5 GGbG
 
07433W 3316N 1995-144o 00000/0000 1-10037/0192 04/14/75 100 3873 51.1 120-3 GFFG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Ta 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,

IMAGE QUALITY ........... ...... BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROeFILM ROLL NO,/ DATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MsS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
07434W 3313N 1977-14460 00000/0000 1-10036/0415 01/27/75 80 3622 45.6 186.4 GGGG
 
07435W 415iN 1835-15010 00000/00O0 00000/0000 11/05/74 10 1642 28.0 152-4 PPP
 
07435W 3724N 1762-14584 00000/00GO 1-10029/0265 08/24/74 5o 624 52.2 126.1 G0GG
 
07435W 3306N 5031-144q2 00000/0000 1-10038/0271 05/20/75 40 4375 58.0 J06.0 PGGG
 
07436W 4846N 1783-15114 00000/O000 1-10029/1153 09/14/74 90 917 39,7 146-2 GGGG
 
07436W 4146N 1925-14572 00000/0000 1-10034/0054 OP/03/75 30 2897 23.9 144-5 5GGB
 
07436w 4144N 1871-14593 OOOOO/O00O 1-10032/0985 12/11/74 30 2144 20.3 j52.6 P F
 
07436W 3739N 1960-14511 O0000/0ooO 1-10035/0900 03/10/75 100 3385 37.4 134.9 FFFF
 
07436W 3310N 5013-14441 O000/O000 1-10037/0410 09/02/75 60 4124 55.5 113.2 a6FE
 
07437W 4848N 1747-ISIql 00000/0000 1-10027/1527 08/09/74 30 415 50.1 136.0 QG6G
 
07437W 4147N 1943-14563 ooooo/oooO 1-i0035/1083 02/21/75 20 3148 29.1 141.2 Gs
 
07437W 3735N 183,4-14563 00000/0000 t-10031/0974 11/04/74 0 1628 31.6 149,9 PGPP
 
07437W 3735N 1942-14520 00000/0000 1-10035/0028 0?/20/75 so 3134 31.4 138.8 FFUG
 
07437W 3731N 1924-14525 00000/0000 1-t0034/0041 02/02/75 100 2883 26.5 142.4 GGFG
 
07438W 3732N 1852-1455 00000/0000 1-10032/0929 11/22/74 80 1879 27.0 151.3 GGG
 
07439W 4844N 1765-151P3 00000/oOO 1-10029/0415 08/27/74 80 666 45.3 140.9 GGG
 
07439W 4146N 1979-14545 00000/0000 1-10036/0438 03/29/75 100 3650 42.0 134.5 PGFF
 
07439W 3733N 1996-14493 00000/0000 1-10037/0221 04/15/75 100 3887 49.8 125.5 PF F
 
07440W 4146N 5069-14501 00000/0000 1-10039/0240 06/27/75 90 4905 57.1 113.8 F FF
 
07440W 4143N 1997-14540 0000/0000 1-10037/0260 04/16/75 30 3901 48.2 130-3 5GQG

07440W 4143N 5051-14511 00000/0000 1-10039/0055 06/09/75 60 4654 57.7 115.7 UGFG
 
07440W 4141N 1889-1458q OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0438 1p/29/74 80 2395 19.3 1505 GG 6
 
07440W 3730N 1816-1457i 00000/0000 1-10030/1572 t0/17/74 60 1377 37,0 146.4 PGPP
 
07441W 4848N 1873-15089 00000/0000 1-10033/0336 12/13Y74 20 2172 14.4 155.5 GGe'G
 
07441W 373 2N 1978-145o3 00000/0000 1-10037/0039 03/28/75 80 3636 43.9 130.5 PGUG
 
07441W 3727N 1888-14542 00000/0000 1-10033/0426 12/28/74 80 2381 22,5 148-9 FFFF
 
07442W 4144N 5015-1459o 00000/0000 1-10037/0542 o/04175 100 4152 53.2 125.4 GFGF
 
07443W 484 6N 1891-15081 00000/0000 1-10033/0271 iP/31/74 70 2423 13.8 153.3 GGF
 
07443W 3728N 5014-14484 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/0177 05/03/75 50 4138 54.5 119-4 FOPS
 
07443W 3725N 5032-14474 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0315 05/21/75 20 4389 57.5 113,1 GGGG
 
07444W 4850N 1999-15032 00000/0000 1-10038/0129 04/18/75 90 3929 45.1 138-1 FGFG g
07444W 4131N 1961-14555 00000/0000 1-10035/1050 03/11/75 80 3399 35s5 137.8 FFPGO 
07445W 4451N 1800-15063 00000/0000 1-t0030/0870 10/01/74 70 1154 36.9 147.6 G1O6 
07448N 4849N 5053-15002 O00O/oooo 1-10039/0091 06/11/75 40 4682 55.4 127,4 PFFF 
07448W 314 2N 1797-145q1 00000/0000 1-10030/0826 09/28/74 60 1112 46,4 135.2 G6GG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TR 1o0 - % CLOUD COVER. *1 - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
 U
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GeOD P-POOR, FrFAIR.
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
o7 450W 484 3N 5035-15013 ooooo/0000 1-10038/Q338 05/24/75 0 4431 53$9 130.7 QFbG
 
07452W 443oN 1782-1507P OOooo/oooo 110029/1233 09/13/74 80 903 42.9 141,9 G36O
 
o7452W 3144N 1761-14544 OOOOO/OOO0 1"10029/0178 08/23/74 ±0 610 54,4 117'5 GGPG
 
O745 3W 3139N 1743-14552 00000/0000 1*10027/1085 08/05/74 40 359 57.2 j08.8 GGGE
 
07456W 444tN 5088-145q5 O0000/Ooo 00000/0000 07/16/75 30 5170 54,3 t19-9 PGFG
 
07456W 4439N 1854-15091 ooooo/oooo - O632/o282 11/24/74 100 1907 ?D-9 154.7 PPU6
 
4 43 2N
07456W 	 1746-15084 OOooo/ooOo 1-10027/1430 08/08/74 20 401 52.5 130o0 GGPG
 
0745 6W 
 3154N 1959-14471 ooooO/o000 1-10035/0736 o/o9/7 90 3371 40,2 130.4 GGFG
 
07456W 315 N 1941-14480 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0015 02/19/75 70 3120 34.5 135.2 eGE
 
07456W 3149N 1851-145 19 00000/0000 1-10032/0375 11/21/74 60 1865 31.6 148.4 GGPG
 
07456W 3149M 5067-1414 Ooo0/OOO 1-10039/0275 06/25/75 40 4877 58.0 96,3 PF G
 
07456W 3145N 1815-145q1 00000/0000 1-10031/0461 10/16/74 70 1363 41.4 141.9 PPPP
 
074 56W 3145N 1869-14511 00000/0000 1-10032/0905 1P/09/74 80 2116 28.3 148.3 GGGG
 
o7457w 4442N 1836-15055 O00O/oooo 1-10031/1052 11/06/74 90 1656 25.4 154.0 PPP
 
07457W 4439N 1926-15021 00000/0000 1"10034/0096 02/04/75 10 2911 22.1 145-8 G6GG
 
07457W 3147N 1833-14523 OOOOO/O00 1-10031/0877 11/03/74 30 1614 36.2 146.3 GGGP
 
074 57W 3143N 1887-14502 00000/0000 1-10633/0360 12/27/74 so 2367 26.8 146.4 BE G
 
07458W 444ON 1818-15063 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1673 10/19/74 30 1405 31.0 151.5 GGG
 
07458w 443ON 1764-15080 00000/0000 1"ob29/0325 08/26/74 10 652 48.1 135.8 QGUG M
 
07458W 315 0N 1995-14453 00000/0000 1-10037/0193 04/14/75 1oo 3873 51.6 118.4 GGFG
 
07459W 4440N 1944-iR012 00000/0000 1-10035/0373 02/22/75 7o 3162 27.5 142,9 FFF
 
07459W 4434N 1872-15043 00000/oooo 1-10033/0096 12/12/74 100 2158 18.0 153.8 GGG
 
07459w 3602N 1780-14582 00000/0000 1-10030/0009 09/11/74 30 875 48.5 132.3 PPPP
 
074590 3147N 1977-1446q 00000/0000 1-10036/0416 01/27/75 80 3622 46.2 124,8 GGG
 
o75oow 4439N 5070-14550 OOOoo/oooo 1-10039/0244 06/28/75 70 4919 56.4 1js.B FFG
 
07500W 4433N 1890-15034 O00O/oooo 1-10033/0455 12/30/74 90 2409 17.1 151,6 PGPE
 
0750OW 3601N 1744-14595 00000/0000 1-10027/1317 08/06/74 100 373 56.1 116.4 GGG
 
07500W 3140N 5031-144q4 00000/0000 1-10038/0272 05/20/75 30 4375 58,1 103-5 FGGG
 
07501W 4440N 1962-15003 00000/0o00 1-I1O35/o415 03/12/75 100 3413 34,0 140.0 FGFG
 
07501W 4016N 1781-1r025 ooo00/0OOO i-i0029/1135 09/12/74 60 889 45,9 137.3 GG66
 
07501W 3144N 5013-14444 00000/0000 1-10037/0411 05/02/75 90 4124 55.8 110.9 FFF
 
07502W 4018N 1745-15042 00000/0000 1-10027/1334 08/07/74 80 387 54.5 1234 GGG
 
07503W 4436N 5052-14560 00000/0000 1-10039/0071 06/10/75 10 4668 56,9 120-4 PRGF M
 
07503W 4435N 1998-14585 00000/0000 1-10037/0269 04/17/75 0 3915 47.1 133.4 F36,
 
07503W 4023N 1817-15020 00000/0000 1-10030/1651 10/18/74 30 1391 34,6 148.6 G6QG
 
KEyS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 T6 100 - % CLOUD COVER, = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. PrPBOR. F-FAIR.
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
07503W 4015N 1763-15034 00000/0000 1-10029/0288 08/25/74 30 638 50.6 130,2 GGbG
 
07503W 3558N 1762-14591 00000/0000 1-10029/0266 08/24/74 50 624 52.7 124.1 GPbG
 
07504W 3613N 1960-14514 00000/0000 1-10035/0901 0/10/75 100 3385 38,2 j33.8 GGFF
 
07504W 3605N 1924-14532 OOOO0/O00O 1-10034/0042 02/02/75 100 2883 27.5 141.6 GGFG
 
07505W 3610N 1834-14570 00000/000 1-10031/0975 11/04/74 10 1628 32,7 149-1 PGUG
 
07505W 3609N 1942-14523 00000/0000 1-10035/0032 02/20/75 100 3134 32.3 137.8 G
 
07506W 4026N 1835-15013 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 100 1642 29.1 151.6 PPP
 
07506W 4020N 1925-14574 00000/0000 1-10034/0055 02/03/75 10 2897 24.9 143,7 GGUG
 
07506W 4019N 1871-o5000 00000/0000 1-10032/0986 12/11/74 0 2144 21.4 152.0 P F
 
07506W 3607N 1852-14562 00000/0000 1-10032/0930 11/22/74 60 1879 28.1 150.6 PGbG
 
07506W 3607N 1996-14500 00000/0000 1-10037/0222 04/15/75 80 3887 50.4 123.7 FFF
 
07507W 4429N 5034-14570 00000/0000 1-10038/0336 09/23/75 10 4417 55.6 124,3 FFUG
 
07507W 4022N 1943-14570 00000/0000 1.10035/1084 02/21/75 0 3148 30.0 140-3 GGUG
 
07508W 3607N 1978-14505 00000/O000 1-10037/0040 03/28/75 40 3636 44.6 129.1 FFFF
 
0508W 3604N 1816-14573 00000/0000 1-10030/1573 10/17/74 70 1377 38,1 145.4 PGF'P
 
07508W 360ON 1888-14545 00000/0000 1-10033/0427 12/28/74 100 2381 23.6 148.2 PfFFF
 
07509W 4018N 5051-14513 00000/0000 1,10039/0056 06/09/75 50 4654 58.0 113.2 GGFG
 
07510W 4021N 1979-14552 00000/0000 1010036/0439 03/29/75 100 3650 42,8 133,1 PGUG
 
07510W 4018N 1997-14542 00000/0000 1-10037/0261 04/16/75 40 3901 48.9 128.6 GGFG
 
07510W 4015N 1889-14592 00000/000 1-10033/0439 12/29/74 100 2395 20,4 149.9 FGFF
 
07510W 3603N 5014-14490 00000/0000 1.10038/0178 05/03/75 30 4138 55.0 117.2 PGPG M
 
07510W 3559N 5032-14481 OOO00/ooo0 1-10038/0316 05/21/75 10 4389 57.7 110.6 GGGG
 
07511W 4731N 1837-15104 00000/0000 1-10032/0001 11/07/74 100 1670 22.9 155.6 PPUG
 
07511W 4018N 5015-14533 00000/0000 1-10037/0543 05/04/75 100 4152 53.8 123.3 PUGG
 
07512W 4721N 1783-15121 00000/0000 1-10029/1154 09/14/74 So 917 40.7 144.9 GGGG
 
07513W 4723N 1747-15133 00000/0000 1-10027/1528 08/09/74 20 415 50.9 134.2 GGbG
 
07514W 4731N 5089-14584 00000/0000 1-10040/0194 07/17/75 40 5184 53.2 124,4 FGFG
 
07514W 4719N 1765-15125 00000/ooo0 1-10029/0416 08/27/74 90 666 46.2 139.3 GGUP
 
07514W 4015N 5033-14523 00000/0000 1-10038/0322 05/22/75 40 4403 56.9 117.6 QG6;F
 
07514W 4005N 1961-14561 00000/0000 1-10035/1051 03/11/75 90 3399 36.4 136.7 FFFG
 
07515W 4731N 1819-15112 00000/0000 1410030/1588 10/20/74 80 1419 28.5 153-5 GG
 
07516W 4727N 1855-15100 00000/000 1-10032/0457 11/25/74 100 1921 18,4 156.0 PGG
 
07517W 4326N 1800-15065 00000/0000 1-10030/0871 10/01/74 70 1154 37.9 146.5 GGG
 
07518W 4728N 1945-15062 00000/000 1-10035/0384 02/23/75 60 3176 26.0 144.5 GGpG
 
07518W 4727N 1927-15070 00000/0000 1-10035/0055 02/05/75 70 2925 20.4 147.1 GGbG
 
KEYS: 	 CLBUD COVER % .......... *,..., 0 T 1oo - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ... o........... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G:GBOD. PUPOOR. FFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... RUMADE FROM RBv. MMADE FROM MSS. BwMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-t
 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0378
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO., DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAbE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSE B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT REV NSS % 123 45678 C C D 























07524W 4725N 5053-15005 00000/0000 1-10639/0092 06/11/75 50 4682 55.9 125-0 GPG 

















































































































07530W 3439N 1924-14534 O000/O00o 1-10034/0043 02/02/75 100 2883 28.4 140"9 GG 
07530W 3432N 1762-14593 OOOOO/O000 1-10029/0267 08/24/74 70 624 53.3 122.1 GGG 
07531W 4315N 1818-15070 00000/0000 1-10030/1674 10/19/74 50 1405 32.1 150°7 PGPG 














































































07533W 3848N 1763-16040 00000/Ooo ±-10029/0289 08/25/74 6 0 638 51-3 128.4 QGGG 
07533W 





















07534W 3440N 1978-14512 O0000/nOOO 1-10037/0041 03/28/75 80 3636 45.2 127.6 FFG 
07534W 3433N 1888-145cj 00000/0000 1-1003,/0428 12/?8/74 100 2381 24.7 147.6 FGFF 
07535W 4309N 1998-14591 00000/0000 1-10037/0270 04/17/75 0 3915 47.8 131.7 GGG 
07535W 3855N 1925-14581 ooooo/nooo 1-10034/0056 02/03/75 7o 2897 25,8 143-0 GFPF 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............ a 0 TA 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE DUALITY ................ BLANKSMBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P-PBOR, FmFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ...... R-MADE FROM RBV. MWMADE FROM MSE. BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0379
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCR9FILM ROLL NO./ 

















5 P P B P 





































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLAMKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD, P-POOR, FsFAIR, 
RMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MsS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-t
03:20 SEP qO,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH fRODUCT DATA PAGE 0380
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRAFILM ROLL NO*/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MS$ B p P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C' C D D
 
07557W 4850N 1802-15165 00000/0000 1-i003o/o932 10/03/74 10 1182 33.2 ±51.1 OGGG
0,7558W 460ON 5053-15011 00000/0000 1-10039/0093 06/11/75 20 4682 56.5 122.7 GFG
 
07558W 3724N 1781-150q4 OOOOO/ooo 1-10029/1137 09/12/74 0 889 47.5 1343 OGGR
 
07558W 3317N 1942-14512 oooo0oooo I'lOb35/0O29 02/20/75 100 3134 34.0 j35.9 PGM5
 
07559W 3318N 1834-14575 00000/0000 1-10631/0977 11/04/74 3o 1628 34#8 147o4 GGup

07559W 3316N 1996-14505 00000/0000 1-10037/0224 04/15/75 70 3887 51.4 119-9 FFFG
 
07559W 3314N 1852-14571 O00oo/ooo0 1-10032/0932 11/22/74 60 1879 30.3 149.2 FGUF
 
0760OW 4152N 1836-15064 00000/0000 1-10031/1054 11/06/74 70 1656 27.7 152.5 PPO
 
07600W 4151N 5088-14544 ooooo/oooo 00000/0000 07/16/75 90 5170 55.1 115.3 GGFF
 
07600W 4139N 1764-15085 00000/0000 1-10029/0327 08/26/74 70 652 49.7 132.4 GGGR
 
07600W 3725N 1745-15051 00000/0000 1-10027/1336 08/07/74 8o 387 55.5 119.1 GGGG
07600W 3314N 1978-14514 00000/0000 1-10037/0042 0;/28/75 60 3636 45.9 126.1 FGPG
 
07600W 3308N 1888-14554 00000/0000 1-10033/0429 12/28/74 100 2381 25#7 146.9 GFFF
 
07601W 4555N 5035-15022 00000/0000 1-10038/0340 05/24/75 0 4431 55.2 126.3 FFGG
07601W 4148N 1854-15060 00000/0000 1'10032/0284 11/24/74 90 1907 23.2 153.4 GGPG
 
07601W 414 8N 1926-15030 ooooo/oooo 1-t0634/0098 02/04/75 90 2911 24.1 144.3 
 PFGG
07601W 4142N 1746-15093 00000/0000 1-10027/1432 08/08/74 30 401 53.8 125.9 GGPG
 
07601W 3724N 1763-1504q 00000/0000 1-10029/0290 08/25/74 60 638 51.9 126.5 GGG
07601W 3312N 1816-14582 00000/0000 1-t0030/1575 10/17/74 70 1377 40.1 143.3 PGPP
 
07602W 4845N 1784-15173 00000/o000 1-10029/1219 09/15/74 100 931 39o4 146.4 
 PGPG
 
07602W 4144N 1872-15052 00000/0000 1-10633/0098 12/12/74 100 2158 20.2 152-5 QFGO
 
07602W 3732N 1817-15025 00000/0000 1510030/1653 10/18/74 20 1391 36.7 146.7 GGGG
07602W 3313N 5014-14495 00000/0000 1-10038/0180 03/03/75 20 4138 55.7 112.8 PFPG
 
07603W 4855N 1856-15152 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0492 11/26/74 90 1935 17.0 156.6 GGPR
 
07603W 4852N 1730-15193 00000/0000 1-10027/0534 07/23/74 90 178 53.7 132.6 GGGR
07603W 41SON 1818-15072 OOO00/O000 1.10030/1675 10/19/74 s0 1405 33.2 149.7 5GPG
 
07603W 4149N 1944-150P1 00000/0000 1-10035/0383 02/22/75 20 3162 29.4 141.1 
 a
 
07603W 3730N 1943-14575 00000/0000 1-10935/1086 02/21/75 0 3148 31.8 138-5 OF
07603W 3729N 1925-14583 00000/0000 1-10034/0057 02/03/75 100 2897 26.8 142.2 GF F
 
07603W 3307N 5032-14490 00000/0000 1-10038/0318 05/21/75 30 4389 58.1 105.6 GGUG
07604W 4854N 1838-15160 00000/0000 1-10031/1084 11/08/74 60 1684 21.4 156-4 GPPP
 
07604W 4843N 1766-15181 00000/0000 1-10029/0471 08/28/74 60 680 45.1 141-2 GGGG
 
07604W 414 9N 1962-15012 00000/0000 1OO?35/0417 03/12/75 100 3413 35.7 137o8 
 GG
 
07604W 4142N 1890-15043 00000/0000 1-10033/0457 I1/30/74 100 2409 19.3 150.4 FGFF
 
07604W 3727N 1871-15005 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0988 12/11/74 10 2144 23.7 150-8 P F
I 
KFYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. o Tn too - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY I*.......,..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GwGOOD. PrPOOR. F-FAIR.

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. MSMADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1 
03220 SFP 40,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0381 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 



































































































































































































































































































































































07624W 3151N 1942-14534 000/00oooo 1-10035/0030 02/20/75 90 3134 34.8 134o9 GGPF 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. o. 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P=PoOR. FUFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .o..... RUMADE FROM RBv. MNMADE FROM MSS, BrMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP q0,75 
ERTS-i 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0382 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 


































07626W 4438N 1855-15105 00000/oooo 1-10032/0459 11/25/74 100 1921 20.7 154.7 GPG 
07626W 4438N 1945-15071 OOOo0/oooo 1-i0035/0386 02/23/75 100 3176 27.9 142.7 BFG 
07626w 4437N 1927-15075 O0000O,000 1-10035/0057 02/05/75 90 2925 22.4 145.6 GGG 























07626W 3148N 1978-14521 00000/ooo 1-10037/0043 03/28/75 40 3636 46.5 124.5 FFP 

















































































































































07632W 4026N 1836-15071 OOOOO/o000 1 1o031/1055 11/06/74 60 1656 28,8 151,7 POGO 
07632W 4024N 1818-15075 00000/OOO0 1-10030/1676 10/19/74 2o 1405 34.3 148.8 PPPG 
07632W 4018N 1872-15054 OOOO0/ooO0 1-0bo33/0099 17/12/74 50 2158 21.3 151.9 G6 
b7632w 3609N 1835-15024 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 4o 1642 32.4 149.2 GPPP 
























































KEYSt CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY .............. 
.PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .%..... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=PeBoR FSFAIR. 
REMADE FROM ROv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I 
03:20 SEP q0,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH ERODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0383 






MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 
















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ... ,.......... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .......... 
PROOUrTS ALREADY MADE 
;..... 
.,..... 
BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED 
R-MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS, 
G-GOOD. P=PBOR, F-FAIR. 
B.MADE FROM ROv AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30*'75 'COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0384
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C O D
 
07650W 3023N 1978-14523 00000/0000 1-10037/0044 03/28/75 40 3636 47,1 122.9 FGFG
07650W 3016N 1888-14563 00000/0000 1-10033/0431 12/28/74 70 2381 27.8 j45.6 
 GGbG
 
07651W 4718N 5018-1908q 00000/0000 1:10037/0570 05/07/75 10 4194 51.4 t32-5 PGFG
 
07651w 3021N 5014-14504 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10038/0182 05/03/75 30 4138 56.2 j08.2 
 PG
07651W 3020N 1816-14591 00000/0000 1-10030/1577 10/17/74 50 1377 42.0 141.1 
 PPP
07652W 3433N 1781-15043 00000/0000 1-10029/1139 09/12/74 70 889 49*0 131'1 PGGG
07653W 4307N 1747-15145 O00/0oOOO 1-10027/1531 08/09/74 So 415 53ao 128.3 OGUG
o76 53w 4307N 1783-15ilP 00000/O000 1-10029/1157 09/14/74 60 917 43.5 140,9 UGGO
 
07653W 343IN 1763-15002 00000/0000 1-10029/0292 08/25/74 90 638 53.1 122.6
07653w 3016N 5032-14495 OOOO0/oOOO GGGG
 1-10038/0320 05/21/75 40 4389 58.2 100.6 UGGG
 
07654W 4315N 1837-1512o 00000/0000 1-10032/0004 11/07/74 50 1670 26,3 153.3
07654W 3434N 1745-15060 00000/0000 1-10027/1338 08/07/74 GOR
 60 387 56.3 114,5 GGGG 
07655w 4316N 5089-15000 00000/0000 1-10040/0197 07/17/75 20 5184 54.6 117.7 PFJG07655W 4315N 1819-15124 00000/0000 1-10030/1591 10/20/74 70 1419 31*8 150.8 PPQ07655W 3848N 1782-15090 00000/0000 1-10029/1237 09/13/74 30 903 46,4 136.2 GGGR M07656w 4304N 1765-15141 OO00O/OOO0 1-10629/0419 08/27/74 80 666 48.7 134-4 GGG
 
07656W 3439N 1817-15oq4 00000/0000 1:10030/1655 10/18/74 0 1391 38,8 144.7 aGPG
34 37N
07657w 1925-14592 000000000 1-10034/o059 02/03/75 100 2897 28.7 140.6 GGFG
 
07658W 4313N 1945-15073 00000/0000 1-10035/0387 02/23/75 100 3176 2808 141.8 FGFP
07658W 4312N 1855-15112 00000/0000 1-10032/0460 11/25/74 too 1921 21.8 154.0 PPG
 
07658W 4312N 1927-15082 00000/0000 1-10035/0058 02/05/75 90 2925 23.4 144.9 FGUF
07658w 4307N 1873-15103 O0000O/ooo 1-10033/0340 12/13/74 90 2172 19.0 153.0 PGGG
07658W 3849N 1764-15094 00000/0000 1-10029/0329 08/26/74 90 652 51.1 128.8 GGPG
07658w 3438N 1943-14584 00000/0000 1-10035/I087 02/21/75 20 3148 33.5 136.6 GO
 
07658W 3438N 5069-14521 00000/0000 1-10039/0266 06/27/75 80 4905 57.9 101*3 GGOG
 07659W 3443N 1835-150 1 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 70 1642 33.s 148.4 OPPO
07659W 3436N 1871-15014 00000/0000 1-10032/0990 I2/11/74 80 2144 25.9 149.5 FFFF
07659W 3434N 1889-15010 00000/0000 1:10033/0443 12/29/74 100 2395 24*7 147.4 FPFF
 
0770Ow 4312N 1981-15055 00000/0000 1-10036/0450 03/31/75 30 3678 42.0 135-5 Gda
07700W 4306N 1891-15095 00000/0000 1-10033/0275 12/31/74 90 2423 18,2 50.9 FGGO
07700W 385ON 1746"15102 00000/0000 1-10027/1434 08/08/74 90 401 54.9 121.6 OPPO
07700W 3437N 1979-14570 00000/0000 1-10036/0443 03/29/75 50 3650 45.6 127.2 FOGF
07701W 3900N 1836-107n 00000/0000 1-10031/1056 11/06/74 20 1656 29.9 151.0 PGPP
 07701W 3858N 1818-15081 00000/0000 1-10030/1677 10/19/74 50 1405 35.4 147.9 PePe
07701W 3857N 1854-15065 00000/0000 1-10032/0286 11/24/74 10 1907 25.4 152.0 GGGG 

KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 ­ % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ... o........... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GEGOOD. P=POOR, F.FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 




03:20 SEP 3o'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0385
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROrILM ROLL NO. DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ArQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELFV. AZIM. RBV Bs1 B P P B P 





































































































































































































































































































































































07716W 4603N 1730-15202 00000/0000 1-10027/0536 07/23/74 100 178 55.0 128,3 PGUP 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ... ,.....,..... 0 TA 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ...,,.,,.,,,,,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G'GOOD. PPO8R. F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RNIADE FROM RBV. MuMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBv AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03220 SEP 30j175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0386
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FPROM 07/23/74 TO 07/83/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D 0
 
07716W 4557N 1748-15194 00000/0000 1-10027/1549 08/10/74 10 429 51.4 132"5 GGGG
 
07717W 4603N 5090-15045 OOOO0/oOOO 1-6040/0023 07/18/75 10 5198 53.6 122'3 FOG
 
07717W 2850N 5032-14501 00000/0000 1"16038/0321 05/21/75 4O 4389 58,2 98'1 GGGF
07718W 4606N 1820-15173 O000O/OOOO 1-10030/1694 10/21/74 70 1433 293 152.8 PGbG
 
07718W 4605N 1946-15122 00000/0000 1-10035/0250 02/24/75 100 3190 27,3 t43,5 FGFU
 
07718W 460ON 1874-1512 O0000/00OO 1-10033/0324 12/14/74 10 2186 16,6 154.2 GGGG
 
07718W 3307N 1781-1505o OO0oJOOOO 1-10029/1140 0q/12/74 80 889 49.7 t29.5 (GUG

07719W 4558N 1928.15131 OOO0000 1-10034/0171 02/06/75 40 2939 21.7 1 6"2 6
07719W 3306N 1763-15094 00000/0000 1-10029/0293 08/25/74 70 638 53.6 120.6 CGPG
 
07720W 4603N 507 2-15055 00000/0000 1-10039/0319 06/30/75 30 4947 55.8 121.0 FGbG
07720w 4552N 1892-15144 00000/0000 1-10033/0534 01/01/75 90 2437 16.1 151.9 
 FFFP
 
07720W 3309N 1745-15062 O000O/ooo0 1-16027/1339 08/07/74 50 387 56.6 112.2 QPOG

07721w 4559N 1982-15104 00000/0000 1.10038/0093 04/01/75 20 3692 40,7 138-D GGFG
 
07722w 4214N 5017-15042 00000/0000 1-10037/0623 05/06/75 100 4180 53.5 125-5 F(io
07722W 3313N 1817-15041 00000/0000 1-10030/1656 10/18/74 30 1391 39.8 143.6 GGGG
 
07723W 3723N 1782-15092 00000/0000 1-10029/1238 09/13/74 20 903 47.2 t34-7 GGPG
07723W 3312N 1925-14595 00000/0000 1-10034/oO6 02/03/75 lOO 2897 29.6 139.8 GGGG
 
07724W 4142N 1747-15151 00000/0000 110027/1532 08/09/74 90 415 53.6 126.2 GGG
 
07724W 4142N 1783-15135 00000/0000 l.1029/1158 09/14/74 80 917 44.4 139,5 GG
 
07724W 3312N 1943-1459o 00000/0000 1-10035/1088 02/21/75 50 3148 34.4 135.6 GFUG
07724W 3312N 5069-14524 00000/0000 i,10039/0267 06/27/75 70 4905 57.9 98.7 GGGG
 
07725W 4556N 503 6-0so8o 00000/0000 1-10038/0410 05/25/75 4O 4445 55.3 126.1 FOGS
0,7725W 4150N 1837-15122 00000/0000 1-10032/0005 11/07/74 100 1670 27.4 152.6 GPG
 
07725W 3310N 1871-15020 000OO/oooo 1-1o632/o991 12/11/74 70 2144 27.0 148.8 FF'F
07725W 3309N 5051-14534 OOO00/oooo 1-iob3910060 06109175 80 4654 58.7 i00o3 FGFG
 
07726W 484 3N 1785-16231 00000/0000 1-10030/0102 09/t61 4 90 945 39.1 146.7 PGPe
 07726W 4553N 5018-15085 00000/0000 1-10037/0571 05/07/75 20 4194 52.1 130-5 FG G
 
07726W 3724N 17 64-151o1 00000/0000 1-10029/0330 08/26/74 60 652 51.7 126.9 PGPG
 
07726W 3317N 1835-15Q33 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 80 1642 34,5 147.6 PPp
07726W 3311N 1979-14572 00000/0000 1-10036/0447 03/29/75 70 3650 46.2 125.7 FF
 
07727w 48 53N 1803-15223 00000/0000 1-10031/o018 10/04/74 90 1196 32.9 151.3 PGPS
 
07727W 4150N 5089-15002 00000/0000 1-10040/0198 07/17/75 40 5184 55,0 115.5 FGFG
07727W 4139N 1765-15142 00000/0000 1-10029/0420 08/27/74 80 666 49.4 132. 7 GGG
 
07727W 3724N 1746-15105 00000/0000 1-10027/1435 08/08/74 90 401 55,4 119.4 GGPG
 
07728w 4147N 1927-15084 00000/0000 1*10035/0059 02/05/75 100 2925 24.4 144.1 GGCG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ i..... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=PBOR, F*FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP R0,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0387
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 





































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *1 = N0 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GcGOOD. P-POOR. FVFAIR. 
RuMADE FROM RBV. MPMADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP f0, 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0388
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL 
 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
LONu LAT 
 RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
07735W 2729N 5068-14483 00000/0000 1-10039/0265 06j26/75 90 4891 57.3 89.0 PGGG
07736W 2732N 1834-14593 00000/OOO 1-10031/0981 11/04/74 30 1628 390 143.7 GGGR
07736W 2732N 1942-14550 OOOOO/o00o 1:10035/0035 02/20/75 30 3134 37*2 131-8 
 u
07737W 4139N 5035-150q3 OOOo/oOOO 1-10038/0343 05/24/75 20 
 4431 56.7 119.4 FFGG
07737W 2732N 1996-14523 00000/000 1-10037/0228 04/15/75 60 3887 53.0 112-0 PFFE
07737W 2729N 1852-14585 00000/OOO/0 1-10032/0936 11/22/74 40 1879 34.6 146o0




07738W 2724N 1888-14572 00000/0000 1-t0033/0433 1P/28/74 
 50 2381 29.9 144.1 GGG
07739W 2730N 1978-145q2 00000/0000 1-10037/0046 03/28/75 60 3636 48,1 119.6 GGG
07740W 4844N 5019-i5jq4 00000/0000 1-10037/0615 05/08/75 0 4208 50.9 134.2 GGUG
07741w 2723N 5032-14504 00000/0000 1 10038/0311 05/21/75 40 4389 58.j 95.6
07742W 3142N 1781-15052 00000/0000 1-10029/1141 09/12/74 90 889 50.4 t277 
G
GGPG
07743W 4435N 1802-15180 00000/0000 110030/0935 10/03/74 20 1182 36.4 147.9 GPO
07745W 3143N 1745-15065 00000/0000 1tdO27/1340 08/07/74 50 387 56.9 109.8 
 GPGG
 
07745W 3141N 1763.1506l 00000O0OOO 1-10029/0294 08/25/74 60 638 54.1 1185 GGPG
07747W 3147N 1817-15043 00000/0000 1-10030/1657 10/18/74 3o 1391 40.7 142.5
07748W 





07748W 3146N 1925-15001 00000/0000 1-10034/0061 02/03/75 90 2897 30.5 139-0 PGG
07749W 4439N 1838-15172 OOOOO/oooO 1-10031/1087 11/08/74 70 1684 24.9 154.2 PPPP
07749W 4439N 1856-15163 00000/0000 1-10P32/0495 11/26/74 t0 1935 20.4 154.7 GPPP
07749W 3147N 5069-14530 00000/0000 1-10039/0268 06/27/75 90 4905 57.8 96-3 GFGF
07750W 4437N 1730-15204 00000/0000 1-10027/0537 07/23/74 100 178 55,6 126.0 GGPP
07750W 4437N 5090-15051 00000/0000 1-10040/0024 07/18/75 10 5198 54.1 120'1 GGG
07750w 4436N 1874-15155 00000/0000 1-10033/0325 12/14/74 60 2186 17,7 t53.6 GGOE
07750W 4432N 1748-15201 00000/0000 1-10027/1550 08/10/74 30 429 52.1 130,6 
 GGG
07750W 3144N 1871iSoPq 00000/0000 1-10032/0992 12/11/74 0 
 2144 28.0 148-1 FFFF
07750W 3143N 5051-14540 00000/0000 1-10039/0061 06/09/75 
 70 4654 58.7 97.8 GFF5
07751W 3557N 1782-15095 00000/0000 1 10029/1239 09/13/74 
 20 903 48.0 193.1 GGGG
07751W 3150N 1835-15040 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 
 50 1642 35.6 146.7 PP
07751W 314sN 1979-14575 00000/0000 1-10036/0444 03/29/75 40 3650 46.8 124.1
07751W 3142N 1889-15015 00000/0000 1-10033/0444 12/29/74 
Fa
 
90 2395 26.8 146.1 GGG
07752W 4441N 1820-15180 OO000/OOOO 1-10030/1695 10/21/74 70 1433 30.4 151.9




07752W 4433N 1928-151 4 00000/0000 1:10034/0175 02/06/75 60 2939 22.7 145.4 0QG
07752W 4048N 5017-15044 OOooo/ooo 1-10037/0624 05/06/75 80 
 4180 54.0 123.5 FGUF
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 
 0 TA 100 %X CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G GOOD, PwPOOR. FFFAIR,

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ RWMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. 




03:20 SEP iot75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0389
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 




































































07755W 3600N 1746-15111 00000/0000 1-10027/1436 08/08/74 90 401 55.8 117.2 GGPG 
07755W 3141N 5033-14550 OOO00/O000 1-10038/0328 0r/22/75 40 4403 58.3 102.7 GGGE 













































07757W 3606N 1926-15044 00000/0000 1-10034/0102 02/04/75 100 2911 28.0 141.2 rFFO 























07758W 402iN 1927-15091 00000/0000 1-10035/0060 02/05/75 100 2925 25.4 143.4 GGPG 
07758W 4017N 1873-15112 O0000/O000 1-10033/0341 12/13/74 100 2172 21.2 151° GFGF 
o7758w 3606N 1944-15035 OOO00/O000 1-10035/0377 02/22/75 0 3162 33.0 t37-3 GGG 
07758W 3601N 1872-15070 00000/0000 1.10033/0102 12/12/74 90 2158 24-7 150o.0 FGFG 
07758W 360oN 1890-15061 00000/0000 1-10033/0461 12/30/74 90 2409 23,6 147.9 GGUG 
07759W 4428N 5018-15092 00000/0000 1-10037/0572 05/07/75 0 4194 52.7 128.5 FGGG 


























































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... ,. 0 Tn 100 x X CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,,,.,,., BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GSGOOD. PZPOOR. F'FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RNMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS, BSMADE FROM REV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30'75 ERTS-iCOORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0390-
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 




















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 
a % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR. R=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... RSMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MS$* B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA PAGE 0391
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV mss 9 123 45678 C C D D 
07824W 3440N 1854-15080 OOOoo/ooo 1-10032/0289 1 /24/74 40 1907 28.8 150.0 GGGG 
07824W 3440N 1926-150r1 00000/0000 1-10034/0103 02/04/75 100 2911 28,9 140.4 FFGO 
07824W 3440N 1944-15042 000oo/o000 1-10035/0378 o/22/75 so 3162 33.8 136.4 GFFG 
07824W 3439N 1818-15093 00000/000 1-10030/1680 10/19/74 100 1405 38,5 j44.9 popo 


































07825W 3858N 1837-15131 OOOoo/oOO 1-10032/0007 11/07/74 60 1670 29,7 151.1 poPe 
07825W 3848N 1765-15192 OOOOO/O00O 1-10029/0422 08/27/74 40 666 50.8 129.2 Goes 
07825W 3439N 1962-15033 00000/0000 1-10035/0422 03/12/75 100 3413 39.7 132.0 FeGG 
07825W 3435N 1890-15064 OOO00/o000 1-10033/0462 12/30/74 90 2409 24,6 1473 GGGG 
07826W 4302N 1892-15193 OOOoO/o00O 1-10033/0536 01/01/75 100 2437 18.3 50#7 GGFG 
07826W 3858N 1819-15135 00000/0080 1-10030/1593 10/20/74 7c 1419 35.0 1481 GPP 













































07828W 3856N 1945-15085 00000/0000 1-iO35/0390 02/23/75 100 3176 31.5 139.0 FFFG 
07828W 3851N 1873-15115 OOO00/O00O 1-10033/0342 12/13/74 90 2172 22.3 t51.2 GG5 



























































































07835W 2856N 5087-14525 00000/0000 1-10040/0153 07/15/75 5o 5156 56.1 93.9 GG 























KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,.............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... 
PRODUCrTS ALREADY MADE 
1..... 
....... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUESTED. G.GO5D. P-POOR. F.FAIR. 
R=MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B*MADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
ERTS­
03:20 SEP qO,'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0392
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATrON MtCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLQUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE IUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBY MSS B P P B P 














































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ......... ;..... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** , NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GGOOD. PnPOBR. F-FAIR 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RRMADE FROM RBV. M MADE FROM MsS. BaMADE FROM REV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP q0s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0393
 
STANDARD CAT4LOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 













B p P B P 
C C 0 D 



































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X .... s........ 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GrGOOD. P=POOR. F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE . ... ,.. R4MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
ERTS­03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0394
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN 
 SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P B P

LON& LAT RBv MSS 9 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
07859W 3728N 1981-15073 ooooo/ooo I10036/o453 0 i/31/75 10 3678 44.9 f29-7 GGeg
07859W 273ON 5087-14531 00000/0000 1-10040/0152 07/15/75 40 5156 55.9 91.7 GGbG
 07859W 2726N 1745-150g0 00000/OOO 1-10027/1343 08/07/74 70 387 57.3 102.6 OGUG

o79oow 4849N 1930-152q4 OOOOO/o000 1-10034/0613 02/08/75 50 2967 20.3 147.4 GGG
07900W 3726N 1999-15064 00000/0000 1-10038/0136 04/18/75 80 3929 50.7 124-4 FGGG
07900w 2729N 1817-1505 00000/0000 1-t0030/1660 10/18/74 40 1391 43.6 139-1 PGbQ
0790oW 2728N 
5
1925-15013 00000/0000 1'10034/0063 0P/03/75 so 2897 33,2 136.4 GGPF
07901W 4142N o3 6-15091 00000/0000 1r0038/013 05/25/75 70 4445 56,8 119-2 FFGG
07901W 2728N 5069-14542 00000/0000 1-10039/0270 06/27/75 70 4905 57,2 89.0 FFGF M
07902W 4138N 5018-15101 00000/0000 1-10037/0574 05/07/75 0 4194 53.9 124.4 FGUG
07902W 273N 1835-15051 00000/oOo 00000/0000 11/05/74 30 1642 38.7 143.9
07902W 2726N 1871-150q4 00000/0000 1-10032/0995 12/11/74 70 2144 31.2 146.0 P 
PG
G
07903W 2724N 1889-1Soo 00000/0000 1-10033/0446 12/29/74 
 70 2395 29.8 1440 GGCJG
07904W 4846N 5002-15202 00000/0000 1-10037/0333 04/21/75 0 3971 46.1 137.5 GFG
 
'07904w 2727N 1979-14590 00000/0000 1-i0036/0449 03/29/75 40 3650 48,4 119.2 GG
07905W 2727N 5015-14571 00000/0000 1-1003 7 /0552 o/0/75 40 #152 56.6 
 j03.1 GGGG M
07905W 2723N 5033-14562 00000/000 1-10038/0330 05/22/75 0 4403 58.2 95.2 GGG
07907W 4846N 5020-15192 00000/0000 1-10037/0704 05/09/75 0 4222 51.1 134.0 GGG
 
07908W 3141N 1782-15110 00000/0000 1-10029/1241 09/13/74 40 903 50,2 128.2 GGGG
07909W 3142N 1764-511 oO000O/OO0 i-10029/0334 08/26/74 ko 652 53.9 119'0 GGPS
07912W 4436N 1803-1 52q5 00000/0000 1-10031/0020 10/04/74 2o 1196 36.0 148.2 PGG
07913W 4428N 1785-15242 00000/0000 1-10030/0103 09/16/74 30 945 42.0 142.8 GGC,

o7913w 3144N 1746-15123 00000/0000 1.10027/1439 08/08/74 40 4o1 56.8 110.3 GGPG
07914W 3149N 1854-15085 O0000/oooo 1-10032/0291 11/24/74 60 1907 31.0 148.5 GG(G
07915W 4439N 1839-15230 00000/0000 1-10031/0997 11/09/74 80 1698 
 24.6 154.2 P P
 
079 15W 4432N 1749-15295 00oo/oooo 1-10027/1349 08/11/74 10 443 
 51.9 130.9 GGG
07915W 3149N 1926-15060 00000/0000 1-10034/0105 02/04/75 100 2911 30.7 138.8 UFFG
07915W 3148N 1944-150S1 00000o0000 1-10035/0380 02/22/75 100 3162 3595 134.3 GGF
 
07916W 44oN 5091-15105 00000/0000 1-100i40/0203 07/19/75 100 5212 53.9 120-3 
 FGFF
07916W 4439N 5073-15120 00000/0000 1-10039/0346 07/01/75 10 4961 56.1 j18.7 
 FFFG
07916W 4433N 1875-15213 00000/0000 1.10033/0859 12/15/74 60 2200 17,7 153.5 FGFF
07916W 4428N 1767-15251 00000/000 1-10029/0435 08/29/74 90 694 47.3 136.8 GGGG
07916W 4019N 1802-15192 00000/0000 1-10030/0938 10/03/74 80 1182 39.4 144.6 PGGG
07916W 315ON 1836-15094 00000/0000 1-10031/1061 11/06/74 88 1656 35.3 146.8 PPP
07916W 3107N 1818-15102 00000/OOO0 1-10030/1682 10/19/74 60 1405 405 142.8 PGPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = 
NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOO P=POOR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 'o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0395
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
07916W 3147N 1962-15042 00000/OOO 1-10035/0424 Oq/12/75 4o 3413 41.2 129.5 GGGG 
07916W 3143N 1872-15081 00000/OOO 1-10033/0105 1?/12/74 70 2158 27.9 08,1 FFGF 
07916W 3143N 1890-15073 000oO/O000 1-10033/0463 12/30/74 50 2409 26.7 146.0 GGF 
07917W 4439N 1821-15234 00000/0000 1-10031/0332 10/22/74 10 1447 30.1 152-1 PP P 
07917W 4432N 1731-15262 00o0/0000 1-10027/0634 07/24/74 50 192 55.5 126.1 PPPG 
07917W 3145N 1980-15033 00000/0000 1-10036/0419 03/30/75 50 3664 47.2 123.8 GGGG 
07917W 2557N 1781-15070 00000/000 1-10029/1145 09/12/74 50 889 52.8 120.4 GGGG 
07918W 4438N 1947-15183 00000/0000 1-10035/0284 02/25/75 90 3204 28,6 142.4 WGFG 
07918W 4436N 1857-15222 OO000/OOOO 1-10032/0724 11/27/74 30 1949 20,3 154.6 GPGG 
07918W 4430N 1893-15205 00000/0000 1-10033/0569 01/02/75 50 2451 17.2 t51o2 GGFG 
07918W 3631N 5017-15060 00000/0000 1-10037/0626 05/06/75 0 4180 55,4 116.9 FGUG 
07918W 360IN 1747-1516r, OOOOO/O000 1-10027/1536 08/09/74 1O0 415 55.6 117.6 GGGG 
07918W 3143N 1998-15023 00000/0000 1-10037/0278 04/17/75 0 3915 52.4 117*1 FGFG 
07919W 4431N 1929-15192 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0115 02/07/75 10 2953 23,0 145.2 GFGG 
07919W 3602N 1783-15151 OOOOO/o000 1-10029/1162 09/14/74 6o 917 47.7 133.6 GGQG 
07919W 355N 1765-15161 00000/0000 1-10029/0424 08/27/74 30 666 52.1 125.5 GGGG 
07919W 3146N 5016-15014 OOOOO/O00O 1-10037/0646 09/05/75 40 4166 56.3 109.7 PGFG M 
07921W 4433N 1983-15165 00000/0000 i-t0036/0496 04/02/75 60 3706 41,9 j36.4 GGGE 
07921W 4012N 1766-15204 00000/0000 1-10029/0477 08/28/74 lOO 680 49.9 131.4 GGGG 
07921W 2557N 1763-15075 00000/0000 1-10029/0298 08/25/74 30 638 55.5 110.0 GGP 
07922W 4020N 1730-15220 00000/0000 1-10027/0540 07/23/74 100 178 57.1 119.0 GPGP 
07922W 3606N 1819-15144 00000/0000 1-10030/1595 10/20/74 80 1419 37.1 146-2 GG 
07922W 3606N 1837-15140 OOOO0/OO0 1-10032/0009 11/07/74 30 1670 31.9 149.5 PGUG 
07922W 260ON 1745-15083 00000/0000 1-10027/1344 08/07/74 SO 387 57.4 100.2 GGGG 
07923W 4021N 5090-15063 00000/0000 1-10040/0027 07/18/75 20 5198 55.2 113.3 GGG 
07923W 4015N 1748-15212 00000/0000 1-10027/1553 08/10/74 70 429 54.0 124.5 GG63 













































07924W 4023N 1856-15175 00000/0000 1-10032/0498 11/26/74 70 1935 23.9 152.7 SGPp 
07924W 402ON 5072-15073 00000/0000 1-10039/0323 06/30/75 *0 4947 57.2 111,3 FFGG 
07924W 4019N 1874-15170 00000/O000 1-10033/0328 12/14/74 90 2186 21.1 151.8 GFGG 
07924W 3600N 1873-15124 00000/0000 1-10033/0344 12/13/74 50 2k72 24.6 150.0 (3G1, 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Tn IoO - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOBD. P'POBR FqFAIR 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBV. M'MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 10,75 ERTS-ICOORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA RAGE 0396-
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 8 P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..............
0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PqPOOR. FFFAIR. 




03:20 SEP qo, 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0397
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOP US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
07939W 3022N 1854-15092 OOO0/O000 1-10032/0292 i/24/74 50 1907 32.0 47.7 GP 
07940W 3023N 1926-15062 00000/0000 1-10034/0106 0P/04/75 70 2911 31.6 137-9 GGOG 
07940W 3022N 1944-15053 00000/0000 1-10035/0381 OP/22/75 90 3162 36.3 133.3 GGFG 
07940W 3020N 1818-15104 00000/0000 1-10030/1683 10/19/74 4o 1405 41.4 1417 PGPP 
07941W 4721N 5002-152 o O0000OO/oo 1-i0037/0334 04/21/75 0 3971 46.9 135.9 GGOG 
07941W 3020N 1962-15044 00000/0000 1-10035/0425 031/12/75 30 3413 41.9 128.2 GGGG 
07941W 3019N 5052-15001 00000J0000 1-10039/0066 06/10/75 100 4668 58.5 95.0 P FF 
07941W 3018N 1890-15075 00000/0000 1-10V33/0464 12/30/74 10 2409 27.8 145.3 GGGG 
07941W 3017N 1872-15084 00000/0000 1-10033/0106 1P/12/74 so 2158 2900 147.4 FG G 
07942W 3023N 1836-15100 00000/0000 1-10031/1062 11/06/74 70 1656 36.4 145.9 PPP 
07942W 3019N 1980-150q5 00000/0000 1-10036/0420 04/30/75 40 3664 47.7 122.1 6GGG 
07942W 2430N 1781-15073 ooo0/ooo 1-10029/1146 09/12/74 70 889 53.3 118.5 PGaG 
07943W 4720N 5020-15195 00000/0000 1-10037/0705 09/09/75 0 4222 51.8 132-0 GGUG 
07943W 3017N 1998-150q0 00000/0000 1-10037/0279 04/17/75 0 3915 5208 115.1 FGUG 
07944W 4311N 1803-15241 00000/0000 1-10031/0021 10/04/74 30 1196 37.1 147.1 PGGP 
07944W 3435N 1747-15172 O00o000 1-10027/1537 08/09/74 100 415 56,O 115.3 GOG 
07944W 302ON 5016-15020 00000/0000 1-10037/0647 05/05/75 80 4166 56,5 107,3 PGt 
07944W 2431N 1763-15081 00000/ooOO 1-10029/0299 08/25/74 30 638 55.7 107.7 GG 
07945W 3853N 1802-15194 00000/0000 1-10030/0939 10/03/74 Bo 1182 40,4 143,5 PGQG 
07945W 3506N 5017-15062 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0627 09/06/75 0 4180 55,8 114.7 FG&F 
07945W 3436N 1783-15155 OOOoO/ooO0 1-10029/1163 09/14/74 2O 917 48.5 132.0 GGbG 
07945W 3433N 1765-15164 00000/0000 1-10029/0425 08/27/74 10 666 52.7 123-5 QGPG 
07945W 2435N 1745-15085 00000/0000 1-10027/1345 08/07/74 90 387 57.4 97.8 GGG 
07946W 4304N 1785-15245 00000/oooo 1-10030/0104 09/16/74 10 945 42.9 141.5 PPPG 
07946W 2436N 1817-15064 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1662 10/18/74 30 1391 45.4 136.5 UGGG 
07947W 4307N 1749-15261 00000/0000 1-10027/1350 08/11/74 20 443 52.5 128.9 GGG 
























07948W 4313N 1839-15232 OOOOO/oooo 1-10031/0998 11/09/74 60 1698 25.8 153.5 6 P 























07948W 2434N 1871-15043 00000/0000 1,10032/0997 12/11/74 40 2144 33o3 144.4 F S 
07949w 4314N 1821-15240 00000/0000 1-10031/0333 10/22/74 10 1447 31.2 1512 PPP 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ... .......... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .,............. BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GBOD. P=PBOR, FUFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R-MADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MS$. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SrP q0,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0398 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............0 TR 100 
. % CLOUD COVER. * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 




03:20 SEP qo.'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0399
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS; CLOUD rOVER % .............. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ 
0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P;POSR. FVFAIR. 
RMADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SrP 30,175 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0400 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICR9FILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .,.,....., . BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUETED-. GGOOD. PPOOR. FuFAIR. 




03:20 SFP 30s175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0401
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER EL-EV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 p5678 C C D D 
08022w 4139N 1893-15214 OOOoO/0o 1-10033/0571 01/02/75 20 2451 19.4 149.9 GGUG
 
08022W 3732N 1820-15200 OOO00/00o0 1-10030/1700 1o/21/74 10 1433 35.8 147-4 GGGG
 
08022W 3731N 1946-15145 00000/0000 1-10035/0256 02/24/75 80 3190 32.7 137,9 PPPP
 
08022W 3729N 5072-15082 OOOo0/0OO 1-10039/0325 06/30/75 5o 4947 57.6 10603 GGGG
 
08022W 3305N 5035-15060 00000/0000 1-10038/0348 05/24/75 0 4431 58.3 104.5 FFGG
 
08023W 4851N 1859-19322 OOOOO/o000 1-10032/0477 11/29/74 50 1977 16.4 156'5 PPGG
 
08023W 3726N 1928-15194 00000/0000 1-10034/0180 02/06/75 70 2939 27.6 14l.6 GGFG
 
08023W 2723N 1764-15jq0 00000/0000 1-10029/0337 08/26/74 50 652 55.1 112.7 GGGp
 
08024W 4848N 1733-15364 00000/O000 1-10027/0766 07/26/74 90 220 53.2 133.0 P
 
08024W 4142N 1983-15174 OOOOO/00O0 1-10036/0498 04/02/75 4o 3706 43.5 133.6 PGbG
 
08024W 3721N 1892-15171 00000/0000 1-10033/0540 01/01/75 90 2437 22.6 148.2 GGGG
 
08025W 4853N 1949-15284 00000/0000 1-10035/0233 02/27/75 80 3232 26.4 144.9 GGGG
 
08025w 3726N 1982-191qi 00000/0000 1-10038/0099 04/01/75 0 3692 45.3 129.4 FGGG
 
08026W 4853N 5075-15220 OOOOO/OO 1-10039/0386 07/03/75 70 4989 54.5 125.7 FFGG
 
08026W 4846N 1877-15314 00000/0000 1-10032/1019 12/17/74 50 2228 14.1 155.1 FFGG
 
08026W 4843 1769-15352 OOOoo/oooo 1-10029/0633 08/31/74 90 722 44,2 142.1 PP P
 
08026W 4842N 1751-15360 OOo00o00 1-10027/1482 08/13/74 90 471 49.2 137.0 GPGG
 
08026W 3726N 5036-15103 00000/0000 1-10038/0416 O5/25/75 60 4445 57.8 111,8 FFUO
 
08027W 4842N 1895-15310 00000/0000 1-10033/0657 01/04/75 70 2479 14.1 152.7 FFFF
 
08027W 2725N 1746-151Jq4 O0OooOO 1-10027/1442 08/08/74 20 401 57.2 103.1 GGPG
 
08028W 4846N 1931-15293 00000/0000 1-10034/0186 02/09/75 10 2981 20.6 147.3 GFGG
 
08028W 4138N 5019-15155 00000/0000 1-10037/0619 05/08/75 lo 4208 54#1 124.1 FG6F
 
08028W 3721N 5018-15112 00000/0000 1-10037/0577 05/07/75 90 4194 55.4 117.9 FFFG
 
08028W 2731N 1926-15071 00000/0000 1-10034/0108 02/04/75 20 2911 33,4 136.2 FOGG
 
08028W 2730N 1854-15101 00OOO/OOOO 1-10032/0294 11/24/74 4o 1907 34.2 146.1 GGUG
 
08028W 2727N 5052-15010 OOO00/OOO0 1-10039/0067 06/10/75 100 4668 58.1 90.1 F F
 
08029W 4845N 5003-15260 00000/0000 1-10037/0578 04/22/75 0 3985 46.4 137.4 GGG
 
08029W 2728N 1818-15113 00000/0000 1-10030/1685 10/19/74 2o 1405 43.3 139.4 PGGG
 
08029W 2726N 1890-15084 O000/OOOO 1-10033/0465 12/30/74 to 2409 29.8 143.9 GGGG
 
08029W 2724N 1872-15091 00000/0000 1-10033/0108 12/12/74 20 2158 31,1 145-9 GGGG
 
0803OW 2730N 1836-15105 00000/0000 1-10031/1064 11/06/74 20 1656 38.5 144.1 POPP
 
0803OW 2727N 1980-15044 OOO00/OoOO 1-10036/0422 03/30/75 40 3664 48,7 118.8 GGGG
 
08032W 4843N 5021-15251 00000J0000 1t10038/0061 Os110/75 0 4236 51.3 133.8 GGGG
 
08033W 2727N 5016-15025 00000/0000 1-10037/0649 05/05/75 20 4166 56.7 102.7 FF6G
 
08035W 3144N 1747-15181 00000/OOO 1-10027/1539 08/09/74 70 415 56,6 110.7 GGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G=GOBD. PSPOOR. FOFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 002
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZI M. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D 0
 
08 035W 3142N 1765-15173 OOOOO/0000 1-10029/0427 08/27/74 20 666 53.7 119.5 GGGG
 
08036W 443ON 1786-15300 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0198 oc/17/74 20 959 41.7 143-2 GGGG
 
08036W 3144N 1783-15164 OOOoo/oooo t:10029/1165 09/14/74 50 917 49,9 1287 aGGG
 
08038W 4437N 1804-15293 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1004 1o/05/74 so 1210 35.7 148.5 PGPG
 
0804OW 4441N 1840-IEP?4 00000/0000 1-10031/1134 11/10/74 100 1712 24.3 154-3 PPPP
 
O4OW 444ON 1822-15292 00000/0000 1-10031/0437 10/23/74 60 1461 29.7 152#2 PPG
 
08040W 3601N 1802-152o3 00000/0000 1-10030/0941 10/03/74 10 1182 42,3 141.1 PGGG
 
08040W 3148N 1837-15152 00000/0000 1-10032/0012 11/07/74 20 1670 35.1 147.0 GGGR
 
08041W 4438N 5092-15163 00000/ooOO 1-10040/o255 07/20/75 90 5226 53,8 120.4 GPG
 
08041W 443 3N 1732-1532P1 00000/ooOO 1-10027/0722 07/25/74 70 206 55.3 126.3 6 G
 
08041W 3147N 1819-15160 0oOo/OOOO 1-10030/1598 10/20/74 20 1419 40.2 143o1 PGUG
 
08041w 314 7N 1927-15114 00000/0000 1-10035/0066 02/05/75 100 2925 31.0 138 5 GG 5
 
08041W 3146N 1855-19144 OO00/00 1-10032/0468 11/25/74 30 1921 30,8 148.5 GPOG
 08O42w 443 7N 1858-15280 00000/0000 1"t0032/0 74 1 11/28/74 90 1963 20.1 154.6 GGPG
 
08042W 4431N 1768-15305 00000/0000 1-10029/0620 08/30/74 10 708 47.0 137.1 GGPG
 
08042W 3146N 1945-1510r, 00000/0000 1-10035/0395 02/23/75 60 3176 35.8 134.1 GGFG
 
08042W 3103N 1891-151q1 00oo/oooo 1-10033/0282 12/31/74 20 2423 26.7 145.8 GGGF
 
08042W 314 2N 1873-15jq5 00000/0000 1-10033/0347 jP/13/74 60 2172 27,8 148.0 GGG6
 
08043W 4438N 1876-15271 00000/0000 1-10033/0052 12/16/74 90 2214 17,6 153.-4 FSG
 
08043W 442 9N 1750-15313 00000/0000 1-10027/1625 08/12/74 40 457 51.7 1311 PPPP
 
08044W 4438N 5074-15174 00000/0000 1.10039/0215 07/02/75 20 4975 56.0 118-7 FFFG
 
08044W 4433N 1930-15280 OOOOO/0000 1-10034/0615 02/08/75 8O 2967 23.3 145.1 GGbG
 
08044W 314 5N 1981-15091 00000/nOOO 1-10036/0457 o/31/75 70 3678 47.5 123.4 FFFF
 
08044W 314 3N 1999-15082 00000/0000 1-10038/0140 04/18/75 0 3929 52.7 116.7 FGGG
 
08044W 2558N 1782-15124 00000/0000 1.10029/1245 09/13/74 50 903 52.6 121-0 P6G6
 
0'8045W 4436N 1948-15241 00000/0000 1-10035/0205 02/26/75 90 3218 28.9 142.2 FFG
 
08045W 402ON 1803-15250 00000/0000 1-10031/0023 10/04/74 40 1196 39.1 145-0 PGQP

08045W 355 7N 1766-15220 O0OOO/O000 1.10029/0480 08/28/74 60 680 51.9 125.9 GGG
 
08046W 4428N 1894-15263 00000/0000 1-10033/0634 01/03/75 100 2465 17.3 151.0 GGGG
 
08046W 3602N 1730-15231 OOOOO/0OOO 1-10027/0543 07/23/74 100 178 58,2 111.6 GGsp
 
08047W 4014N 1785-152q4 00000/0000 1-10030/0106 09/16/74 10 945 44.7 138.8 PPPG
 
08047W 314oN 5035-15063 00000/0000 1-10038/0349 05/24/75 10 4431 58,4 102.0 FFF2
 
08047W 2557N 1764-15133 00000/0000 1-10029/0338 08/26/74 3o 652 55,4 110.5 GGPG M
 
08048w 402 2N 1839-15241 00000/0000 1-10031/1000 11/09/74 60 1698 28.0 152-0 GPPP
 
08048W 3604N 1838-19195 00000/0000 1-10031/1093 11/08/74 70 1684 31.6 149.6 PPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ ,..... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKSrBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GsGOOD. P-POOR, FFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0403
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRflFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 8 P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C D D 
08048W 3601N 1748-15224 00000/0000 1-10027/1556 08/10/74 90 429 55.4 118.0 GG6G 
08049W 4433N 5056-15184 00000/0000 1-10039/0109 06/14/75 60 4724 56.9 119.8 PFFG 



























































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .........a..... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ;..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-S00D. P;POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. MEMADE FROM MSS BMMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03120 SEP 40A1'75 
ERTS-i 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH ERODUCT 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
































B P P B P 
C C 0 D 
08054W 4018N 5001-15171 0oooooO/ 1-10037/0330 04/20/75 70 3957 50.1 127.5 FFFo
 
08054W 4017N 1983-15180 OOOOO/O000 1-10036/0499 04/02/75 10 3706 4492 132.1 GGrG
 
08055W 2601N 5016-15032 00000/0000 1-10037/0650 05/05/75 30 4166 56.8 100"3 FGUG
 
08056w 4730N 1841153ql3 OOOOO/oooo 1.1003,1/1168 11/11/74 100 1726 21.7 155,8 PGUp
 
08057W 4733N 1823-15341 Ooooo/oooo 1.0031/0493 10/24/74 80 1475 27.1 154.1 PGj?
 
08057W 4013N 5019-15161 OOOOO/000 1-10037/0620 05,08,75 10 4208 54.7 121.9 GGUG
 
08058W 4734N 5093-15212 OOOo/Oooo i-ioo4o/o292 07/21/75 60 5240 52.6 125,0 FFrG
 
08059W 4726N 1859-15325 00000/00O 1-10032/0478 11/29/74 30 1977 17.6 155.8 GGPP
 
08100W 472 3N 1733-15370 00000/0000 1-10027/0754 07126/74 100 220 53,9 130.9 P
 
08100W 3019N 1747-15183 00000/000 1-10027/1540 08/09/74 60 415 56,8 io84 GGGG
 
0810OW 3016N 1783-15171 00000/0000 1-10029/1166 09114/74 60 917 50.6 127.0 GGUG
 
08101W 3017N 1765-15175 00000/0000 1-10029/0428 08/27/74 40 666 54.2 117o5 GGGG
 
08102W 4728N 1949-15290 00000,OO00 1-10035/0234 02/27/75 90 3232 27,4 143.9 GGGG
 
08102W 4719N 1769-15354 OOO00/OOOO 1-10029/0634 08/31/74 80 722 45.0 140.6 PP P
 
08102W 4718N 1751-15362 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1483 08/13174 50 471 50.0 135.1 GGOG
 
08103W 4727N 5075-15223 OOO00/OOOO 1-10039/0387 07/03/75 50 4989 55.0 123,4 GGGG
 
08103W 4721N 1877-15121 OOO00/o000 1-10032/1020 12/17/74 20 2228 15.3 154.5 FFGG
 
08104W 4721N 1931-15295 O0000/O00O 1-10034/0187 02/09/75 10 2981 21.6 146.5 GGFG
 
08104W 4717N 1895-15312 00000/0000 1-10033/0658 01/04/75 90 2479 15.2 152.1 FUGG
 
08105W 3022N 1837-15154 OOO00/OOOO 1-10032/0013 11/07/74 30 1670 36.1 146.1 PGGG
 
08105W 3019N 1855-15159 OOO00/ooo 1-10032/0469 11125Y74 30 1921 31.8 147.8 GPOP
 
08106W 4720N 5003-1,6263 OOOoO/o000 1-10037/0579 04/22/75 30 3985 47,2 135-7 OG G
 
08106W 3022N 1927-15126 OOOO/OOO0 1.10035/0067 02/05/75 80 2925 31.9 137.7 GGbG
 
08106W 3021N 1819-15162 00000/0000 1-10030/1599 10/20/74 50 1419 41.1 142.0 PGPG
 
08107W 343 6N 1802-15216 00000/0000 1-10030/0942 10/03/74 0 1182 43.2 139.9 PUGG
 
08107W 3017N 1891-15133 O00O/OOOO 1-10033/0283 12/31/74 20 2423 27,8 145.1 FGF
 
08108W 302ON 1981-15094 00000/0000 1-10036/0458 04/31/75 90 3678 48,0 121,8 GFG
 
08108W 3018N 1999-15084 00000/0000 1-10038/0141 04/18/75 0 3929 53,1 114.6 FGUG
 
08108W 2432N 1782-15131 00000/0000 1-10029/1,246 09/13/74 ho 903 53.1 119.1 G(G3
 
08109W 4719N 5021-15253 O0000/O000 1-10038/0062 05/10/75 0 4236 52.1 131.8 FGG
 
08109W 4305N 1786-15303 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0199 09/17/74 40 959 42.6 141.9 GGGG
 
08110W 4312N 1804-15295 00000/0000 1-10030/1005 10/05/74 20 1210 36,7 147-4 PPPP
 
08111W 3436N 1730-152q4 OOO00/OOOO 1-10027/0544 07/23/74 90 178 58,4 109.1 GGGP
 
08111W 3014N 5035-15065 ooo00/o000 1-10038/0350 05/24/75 10 4431 58*4 99.5 PFGG
 
08111W 2431N 1764-1511 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10029/0339 08/26/74 30 652 55.6 108.3 G0GP
 
KEYS! CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 * % CLOUD COVER. * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ,...,..... BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G;GOOD. P-POOR, FzFAIR, 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RaMADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM M8S B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0405
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSrTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 LONG LAT 	 RBv 

08112W 4315N 1840-15290 OOOOO/ooo0 -10031/1135 11/10/74 100 1712 25#4 153.6 PPPP
 
08112W 4314N 1822-15295 OOOOO/OOO 1-10031/0438 10/23/74 ?O 1461 30.9 151.4 PGPP
 
08112W 3430N 1766-16222 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0481 08/28/74 50 680 52.5 124.0 GG&G
 
08113W 2437N 1926-15080 00000/0000 1-10034/0110 02/04/75 30 2911 35.0 134 3 GGG
 
08114W 4313N 5092-15170 00000/0000 1-10040/0256 07/20/75 90 5226 54.2 118.2 FEG
 
08114W 4312N 1858-15282 00000/0000 1-10032/0737 11/28/74 80 1963 21.2 154.0 P rp
 
08114W 4307N 1732-15123 OOOOo/oOO 1-10027/0723 07/25/74 so 206 55.9 124.1 GGGG
 
08114W 4305N 1768-15311 00000/0000 1-10029/0621 08/30/74 40 708 47.8 135.5 GGPG
 
08114W 3855N 1803-15253 00000/0000 i-10031/0024 10/04/74 10 1196 40.1 143.8 PGG
 
08114W 3435N 1748-15210 00000/0000 1,10027/1567 08/10/74 60 429 55.8 115.8 GGG
 
08115W 4303N 1750-15320 00000/0000 1-10027/1626 08/12/74 40 457 52.3 129.2 PPPP
 
08115W 3439N 1946-151r4 00000/0000 1-10035/0258 02/24/75 100 3190 34.4 135.9 FOGG
 
08115W 2438N 1838-15201 00000/o00O 1-10031/1094 11/08/74 80 1684 32.7 148.8 PPPP
 
08115W 2437N 1854-15110 OO00O/ 000 1-10032/0296 11/24/74 40 1907 36,2 144-.4 GGQG
 
08115W 2435N 1818-15122 00000/0000 1-10030/1687 10/19/74 20 1405 45.1 136-9 PGuP
 
08116W 4313N 1876-15?74 00000/0000 1-10033/0053 12/16/74 90 2214 18.7 152.8 FFFF
 
08116W 4312N 5074-151g0 00000/0000 1-10039/0216 07/02/75 10 4975 56,4 116.3 FGFF
 
08116W 3849N 1785-16260 00000/0000 1-10030/0101 09/16/74 10 945 45.6 137-4 P PC
 
08116W 3440N 1820-15205 OOOOo/OOO 1-10030/1702 10/21/74 0 1433 37*9 145.4 PGUG
 
08116W 3440N 1856-15193 00000/0000 1-10032/0502 11/26/74 0 1935 28.3 150.0 GPPP
 
08116W 3438N 5072-15091 00000/0000 1-10039/0327 06/30/75 50 4947 57.7 101.3 FFFG
 
08116W 3436N 1874-15184 00000/0000 1-10033/0332 1P/14/74 10 2186 25.5 149.2 GGG
 
08117W 43loN 1948-15244 OOOOO/0OOO 1-10035/0206 02/26/75 80 3218 29.9 141o3 G0G0
 
08117W 4308N 1930-15252 00000/0000 1-10034/0616 02/08/75 90 2967 24.3 144.3 GG8
 
08117W 3434N 1928-15161 OOOoO/oOOO 1-10034/0182 02/06/75 30 2939 29.4 139.9 GGG
 
08117W 3429N 1892-15180 OOOOO/oOO 1-10033/0542 01/01/75 90 2437 24.7 1469 0G
 
0118W 4303N 1894-15265 00000/0000 1-10033/0635 01/03/75 100 2465 18.4 150.4 GGGt-_4
 
08118W 3856N 1839-15244 00000/0000 1-10031/1001 11/09/74 20 1698 29,1 151.3 aPaGo
 
08118W 3846N 1767-15265 00000/OOO 1-10029/0439 08/29/74 80 694 50.4 130.0 GGG 

08119W 3857N 5073-15134 00000/0000 1-10039/0350 07/01/75 lo 4961 57.3 108.9 FF0G
 
08119W 3851N 1749-1527q 00000/oooo 1&10027/1353 08/11)74 70 443 54.3 122.7 PG0
 
08119W 3850N 1731-15281 OOO00/oooo 1-10027/0638 07/24/74 80 192 57.4 116.7 PGPG Ot
 
08119W 3436N 5000-15131 O00O/OOOO 1-10037/0486 04/19/75 60 3943 521. j20.2 0GGG
 
08119W 3435N 1982-15140 00000OO/OO 1-10038/0101 04/01/75 50 3692 46.6 126-3 GGFG
 
08120W 3857N 1821-15252 ooooo/oooo 1-10031/0336 10/22/74 0 1447 34,4 148.5 PGGP
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *t * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GUGOOD. P=POOR. FFAIR,
 




03:20 SEP 30'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0406
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN 
 SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODOCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
08120W 3853N 1857-15240 00000/0000 1-10032/0728 11/27/74 2o 1949 24.8 152'0 
 POGO
08121W 4307N 5056-15191 OOOOO/oooo 1-10039/0110 06/14/75 50 4724 57.3 117"3 PFFG
08121W 3855N 1947-15201 00000/0000 1-10035/0288 02/25/75 100 3204 32.2 138.6 FG&G
081121W 3851N 1875-15231 OOOOO/O000 1-10033/0863 12/15/74 100 2200 22.1 151.0 FFFF
08121W 3850N 1929-1R210 00000/0000 1-10034/0119 02/07/75 50 2953 26.9 142-1 GO G
08122W 4306N 5020-15210 00000/0000 1-10037/0708 05/09/75 lo 
 4222 53.8 125*9 FOGG
08122W 3848N 1893-15223 00000/0000 1,10033/0573 01/02/75 60 24B1 21,5 148.7 POGO
08123W 3853N 5001-15171 00000/0000 1-t0037/0331 04/20/75 60 3957 50.7 125.6




08124W 2852N 1747-15190 00000/0000 1-10027/1541 08/09/74 30 415 57.0 106-0 6GG6
08125o 2852N 1765-1518P 00000/0000 1-10029/0429 08/27/74 60 
 666 54.6 115-4 GGG
08126W 3850N 5037-15154 00000/0000 1-10038/0474 05/26/75 ao 4459 57,6 114-0 FFF
08126W 3848N 5019-15164 O0000/0000 1-10037/0621 05/08/75 10 4208 55.1 n9-7 
 GQ00
08127W 4605N 1805-15345 00000/0000 1-10030/1075 10/06/74 100 1224 34.3 149.8 PPCG
08129W 4556N 1787-1535? 00000/0000 1-10030/0315 09/18/74 20 973 40.4 144.8 
 GG
08129W 2856N 1837-15161 00000/0000 1-10032/0014 11/07/74 0 1670 37,2 145.2 PGPG
08129W 2853N 1855-15153 00000/0000 1-10032/0470 11/25/74 20 1921 32.9 147.0 PPPP
08130W 2856N 1927-15123 00000/0000 1-10035/0068 0P/05/75 40 2925 32.7 136.8 FGOG
08131W 2855N 1819-15169 00000/oooo 1-10030/1600 10/20/74 30 1419 42.1 140*9 GGPG
08131W 2851N 1891-15140 00000/0000 1-10033/0284 12/31/74 20 
 2423 28.8 144.4 GOG
08132W 4605N 1841-15340 00000/0000 1-10031/1169 11/11/74 100 1726 22.9 155.1 PGPP
08132W 285 2N 1999-15091 00000/0000 1-10038/0142 04/18/75 
 0 3929 53,4 1±2.6 G6G6 M
08133W 4609N 5093-15215 00000/0000 1-10040/0293 07/21/75 70 5240 53.1 122.9 OGFG
08133W 3311N 1802-15212 00000/0000 1-10030/0943 10/03/74 10 1182 44,2 j38.6 6GCG2
08133W 2854N 1981-15100 00000/0000 1-10036/0459 03/31/75 80 3678 
 48.5 120.1 GGG
08135W 4601N 1859-15311 00000/0000 1-10032/0479 11/29/74 30 1977 18.7 155.2 P
08135W 4558N 1733-15373 00000/0000 1-10027/0755 07/26/74 100 220 54.5 128.8 Pp
08135W 2848N 5035-15072 00000/0000 1-10038/0351 05/24/75 20 4431 58.3 97.0 PFG
08136W 4603N 1949-15293 00000/nOOO 1-10035/0235 02/27/75 70 3232 28.3 143.0 6606
08137W 4602N 1985-15274 00000/0000 1-10036/0668 04/04/75 50 3734 41.8 137.5 FGFO
08137W 4554N 1769-15361 00000/O00 1-10029/0635 08/31/74 
 70 722 45,9 139o0 PPPP
08137W 4552N 1751-15365 00000/0000 1-10027/1484 08/13/74 10 471 
 50,7 133.3 QGG
08137W 331IN 1730-15240 00000/0000 1-10027/0545 07/23/74 90 178 58.6 106.5 GGPG
08137W 3305N 1766-152P5 00000/0000 1-10029/0482 08/28/74 40 680 53.0 122.0 60G
08138w 4601N 5075-15225 00000/0000 1-10039/0388 07/03/75 30 4989 55.5 121.0 
 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 * % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** = N5 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUETED, GGOOD p.POBOR F-FAIR.
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 










AZI M . 
IMAGE QUALITY 
RBV M b 
PRODUCTS 
B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 























08140W 4146N 1804-15302 00000/0000 110030/1006 10/05/74 3o 1210 37.8 j46.4 PPFP 
08140W 4140N 1786-15305 00000/0000 1-10030/0200 09/17/74 20 959 43.5 140'5 PGG 
08140W 3309N 1748-15233 00000/0000 1-10027/558 08/10/74 50 429 56.2 113.5 GGbG 























08142W 3729N 1803-152r5 00000/0000 1-10031/0025 10/04/74 0 1196 41.1 142.7 PPbG 
08142W 3314N 1856-15195 00000/0000 1-10032/0503 11/26/74 0 1935 29.4 149.3 GPPP 
08142W 3312N 1838-15204 Ooo0/oooo I-tOO31/1095 11/08/74 100 1684 33.8 148-0 PPPP 
08142W 3311N 1874-15191 00000/0000 1-10033/0333 12/14/74 10 2186 26.6 148.6 GGGG 
08143W 4845N 1788-15401 00000/0000 1-10030/0329 09/19/74 90 987 38,1 14715 GGr2G 























08143W 4148N 1822-15301 00000/ooOO 1-10031/0439 10/23/74 70 1461 31.9 150,5 GPG 
08143w 3303N 1892-15183 00000/0000 1-10033/0543 Ot/01/75 90 2437 25,8 146.3 UG(G 


































08145w 4146N 1858-15285 OOOOO/ooo 1-10032/0742 11/28/74 70 1963 22.3 153.3 GPGP 
08145W 4140N 1768-15314 00000/0000 1-10029/0622 08/30/74 50 708 48.6 133.9 GGG 
08145W 331oN 5000-151n3 00000/0000 1-10037/0487 04/19/75 60 3943 52.5 118-3 GGUG 
08145W 3309N 1982-15141 00000/o000 1-10038/0102 04/01/75 100 3692 47.2 124-7 FGG 
08146W 4138N 1750-15322 00000/0000 1-10027/1627 08/12/74 so 457 53.0 127.2 PPPP 

























































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... O Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE OUALITY ......... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
;...... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GUGOOD. P=POOR, F.FAIR. 
!4.....REMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MGS, B-MADE FROM RBy AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0408
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 T9 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRAFILM ROLL NO,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C OD
 
08147W 3731N 5073-15140 OOO00/OOOO 1-10039/0351 07/01/75 20 4961 57.5 t06.4 FGGG
08147W 2724N 1783-15180 00000/0000 1-10029/1167 09/14/74 30 917 51.8 123.5 GGGG
 08148w 4145N 1948-15250 00000/0000 1,10035/0207 0?/?6/75 so 3218 30.8 140.3 GGGF
08148W 4142N 1930-15255 00000/OOO 1-10034/0617 02/08/75 90 2967 25.2 143.5 GGQG
08148W 373jN 1821-152r4 00000/oOOO 1-10031/0330 10/22/74 10 1447 35.5 147.6 P Gp
 08148W 3728N 1857-15242 00000/0000 1-10032/0729 11/27/74 20 1949 26.0 151,3 GGUP
 0814 8W 3726N 1749-15275 OOO00/oooo 1-10027/1354 08/11/74 90 443 54.8 120.6 GP(3G
08148W 3724N 1731-15283 00000/0000 1-10027/0629 07/24/74 60 192 57.8 114.3 G PG
08148W 2725N 1747-15192 00000/0000 1-10027/1542 08/09/74 20 415 57.1 103.6 GGbG
o8149w 485iN 1860-15381 00000/0000 1-10032/0586 11/30/74 5o 1991 16.3 156.4 PGG
08149W 4138N 1894-15272 00000/0000 1-10033/0636 01/03/75 100 2465 19.4 149.8 GGG
 
08149w 3730N 1947-15203 00000/0000 1-10035/0289 02/2q/75 90 3204 33.1 137.6 FGfG
 08149w 372 6N 1875-15234 00000/0000 1-10033/0864 1P/15/74 100 2200 23.2 150.4 QFFG
08149W 2725N 1765-15184 00000/0000 1-10029/0430 08/27/74 80 666 54.9 113o3 GGG
08150W 4842N 1770-15410 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10029/0649 oq/01/74 80 736 43.9 142o4 PP a
 08150W 3724N 1929-15212 00000/0000 1:10034/0120 02/07/75 90 2953 27,8 14l.3 FF 0
08151W 4846N 1878-15372 OOOOO/oooo 1-10032/1046 12/18/74 60 2242 14.1 155,0 FFG
08151W 4842N 1752-15414 00000/0000 1-10027/1769 08/14/74 100 485 48.9 137.2 GGG
08151W 3727N 5001-15180 ooooo/OOOO 1-10037/0332 04/20/75 30 3957 51.3 123.8 GFFG
08151w 3725N 1983-151 5 00000/0000 1-10036/0501 04/02/75 10 3706 45,7 129,1 FG6G
08151W 3722N 1893-15225 00000/0000 1-10033/0574 01/02/75 10 2451 22.6 148.1 GGGG
 
08152W 4848N 1734-15422 00000/0000 1-10027/0647 07/27/74 o 234 53.o 133.2 PG6G
08152W 414 2N 5056-15193 00000/0000 1-10039/0111 06/14/75 40 4724 57.7 114.8 PFiG
08152W 414,1N 5020-15213 00000/0000 1-10037/0709 05/09/75 10 4222 54.3 123.8 PpPP
08152w 4140N 5002-152P2 00000/0000 1110037/0337 04/21/75 20 3971 49,8 128.9 FGbG
08153W 4851N 1950-15342 00000/0000 1-t0035/0498 02/28/75 20 3246 26,8 144.7 GGG
08153W 3725N 5037-15161 00000/0000 1-10038/0475 05/26/75 4O 4459 57,9 111.5 GGG
08153W 2726N 1855-15155 00000/0000 1-10032/0471 11/25/74 20 1921 34.0 146.2 GPGP
08154W 4845N 1932-15351 00000/0000 1-10034/0275 02/10/75 10 2995 20.9 147.1 GGG
08154W 4841N 1896-15364 00000OO/OO 1-10033/0728 01/05/75 8O 2493 14.1 152.5 0G36
0815 W 3723N 5019-16170 00000/0000 1-10037/0622 05/08/75 50 4208 55,6 117.5 FGUG
08154W 2729N 1819-15171 00000/0000 1-10030/1601 10/20/74 0 1419 43.0 139.7 PGbG
 08154W 2729N 1837-15163 OOOOO/0ooo 1-10032/0015 11/07/74 40 1670 38,2 144,2 PGGG
08154W 2725N 1891-15142 00000/0000 1-10033/0285 12/31/74 10 2423 29,8 143.7 GGQF
08155W 4851N 1968-15333 00000O/0OO 1-10036/0105 03/18/75 80 3497 33.6 142.5 GGG
 
IKEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 ­ % CLOUD CAVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOOD, P=POOR. FVFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0409
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCTPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRnFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
08155W 272 9N 1927-1512' 00000OO/oo 1-10035/0069 02/05175 40 2925 33m6 135.9 GGGG 
08155W 2726N 1999-1509q 00OOO/oooo 1-10038/0143 04/18/75 10 3929 53.7 110-5 uGGC 
08156W 272 8N 1981-l5101 00000/OOO 1-10036/0460 03/31/75 60 3678 49.0 118.4 GGGG 
08158W 314 5N 1802-15215 OO000/ooOO 1-10030/0944 10/03/74 10 1182 45.0 137.3 6GGG 
08159W 2721N 5035-15074 OOOOO/ooo 1-10038/0352 05/24/75 30 4431 58.2 94,5 FFGG 
08200W 484 7N 5022-15305 OOOOO 00O 1-10037/0412 09/11/75 80 4250 51.6 133.6 FFFG 
0820Ow 4844N 5040-15295 OOooO/oooo 1-10038/0498 09/29/75 40 4501 54,5 129.7 PFFF 
08201W 4439N 1805-15351 OOooo/oooo 1-10030/1076 10/06/74 80 1224 35.4 148.7 PPP6 
08202W 3146N 1730-15243 ooooo/oooO 1-10027/0546 07/23/74 8o 178 58.7 104.0 GG(3G 
08202W 3140N 1766-15211 OOOOO/0ooo 1-10029/0483 08/28/74 20 680 53.5 1200 GGGG 
08203W 4431N 1787-15355 OOOOO/000 1-10030/0316 09/18/74 20 973 41.3 143.5 UGGG 
08206W 444 3N 5093-15221 OOOOO/OOOO 1-i0040/0294 07/21/75 80 5240 53.6 120.7 GGFG 
08206W 4439N 1941-15342 0000./oooo 1-10031/1170 11/11/74 1o 1726 24,0 154.4 PGGP 
08206W 314 7N 1946-15161 00000/o000 1-10035/0260 02/24/75 100 3190 3691 133.8 GG6 
08206W 3144N 1748-15235 OOOOO/oOO 1-10027/1559 08/10/74 40 429 56.5 111.2 GGGG 
08207W 3148N 1820-15214 O0000/O000 1-10030/1704 10/21/74 10 1433 39.9 143°4 GGPG 
08207W 3146N 5072-15100 00000/0000 1-10039/0328 06y30/75 20 4947 57.6 96.4 FFFG 
08207W 3145N 1874-1r193 OOOO0/00O0 1-I0033/0334 12/14/74 1o 2186 27.7 147.9 GGFG 
08208W 314 8N 1856-15202 OOOOO/0ooo 1-10032/0504 11/26/74 0 1935 30.5 148.6 GPPP 
08208W 3146N 1838-15210 oooo0/nooo 1-10031/1096 11/08/74 100 1684 34,8 147.1 PPP 
08208W 3137N 1892-15185 OOOOO/0OOO 110033/0544 01/01/75 30 2437 26.8 145.6 6G(G 
08209W 4438N 1949-15295 OoOo/oooo 1-10035/0236 02/27/75 70 3232 29.3 142.1 GGGG 
08209W 443 6N 1859-153q4 OOOOO/ooOO 1-10032/0480 11/29/74 8O 1977 19.9 154.6 G6GG 
08209W 4432N 1733-15175 O00O/000 1-10027/0756 07/26/74 8O 220 55,1 126.6 PG 
08209W 402 1N 1804-15304 OOOOO/0OO0 1-10030/1007 10/05/74 so 1210 38,8 145.3 PGGG 
08209W 3603N 1803-19262 OOOOO/OOO 1-10031/0026 10/04/74 0 1196 42.0 141.5 PGGG 
08209W 3142N 1928-15172 OOOO0/00O0 1-10034/0184 0P/06/75 70 2939 31.2 138.2 GGbG 
08210w 4436N 1985-15281 OOOoo/iooo 1-10036/0669 04/04/75 70 3734 42.6 136.1 FGFG 
08210W 4429N 1769-15363 00O0O/olooo 1.10029/0636 08/31/74 70 722 46.8 137.5 PP P 
08210w 4427N 1751-19371 OOOO0/Cooo 1-10027/1485 08/13/74 10 471 51.4 1314 PGGG 
08210W 3143N 5036-15121 OOOOOnOO 1-10038/0419 09125j75 10 4445 58.4 101-7 FGGG 
08211W 4436N 5075-15212 00000/0000 1-10039/0389 07/03/75 10 4989 55,9 118.7 GGbG 
08211W 4016N 1786-15112 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10030/0201 09/17/74 10 959 44,4 139,2 GGGG 
08211W 3558N 1785-15265 OOOOO/0OOO 1-10030/0108 09/16/74 10 945 47.2 134.4 PPUQ 
08211W 3144N 5000-15140 00000/o00O 1-10037/0488 04/19/75 70 3943 53.0 116.3 GGFG 
KEYS; CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 % CLOUD COVER. *# = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.Sn
 
IMAGE OUALITY ............... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. PsPOOR. FFAIR.
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTIN MICROFILM ROLL-NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEVo AZIM. RSV M8S B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C O D
 
08211W 3141N 1982-15145 00000/0000 1-10038/0103 04/01/75 100 3692 47.8 123.0 GGPF
 
08211w 2558N 1783-15182 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/1168 09/14/74 50 917 52.4 121.6 GGPG
 
08212W 4432N 1931-15304 00000/0000 1-10034/0189 02/09/75 70 2981 23,6 144,9 GFFF
 
08212W 443jN 1877-q3sq0 OOOOO/O000 i-0032/1022 12/17/74 M0 2228 i7*5 j53.2 FFFG
 442 7N
08212W 1895-15321 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10033/0660 01/04/75 40 2479 17,3 150.8 FGGG
 
08212W 2559N 1747-15195 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1543 08/09/74 30 415 57o2 101.2 GGGG
 
08213W 4023N 1822-15304 OOOOO/O000 1-10031/0440 10/23/74 50 1461 33,0 149.6 GPG
 
08213W 2557N 1765-15191 Ooooo/oooo 1-10029/0431 08/27/74 4O 666 55.2 111.1 OGGG
 
08214W 4024N 1840-1r295 Ooooo/otoo 1-10031/1137 11/10/74 100 1712 27.7 152.1 PPP
 
08214W 4021N 5092-15179 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10040/0266 07/20/75 90 5226 54.9 113.7 Fe
 
08214W 3606N 5073-15143 00000/0000 1-10039/0352 07/01/75 40 4961 57o6 103"9 PGFG
 
08214W 3554N 1767-15274 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0441 08/29/74 70 694 51.7 126o3 GGGG
 
08215W 4016N 1768-15320 OOOOO/oo0 1-10029/0623 08/30/74 80 708 49.4 132.2 GGbG
 
08215W 3605N 1821-15261 OOOOO/oooo 1-10031/0337 10/22/74 10 1447 36,5 j46.7 PPp

08215W 3604N 1839-15253 OOOOO/0ooo 1-10031/1003 11/09/74 0 1698 31.3 149.7 GPGG
 
08215W 3602N 1857-15245 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0730 11/27/74 10 1949 27.1 150,7 PGGP
 
08215W 360ON 1749-j5?82 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1355 08/11/74 90 443 55.3 118.4 GGG
 
08215W 3559N 173-15-290 00000/0000 1-10027/0639 07/24/74 90 192 58.1 111.8 PPPG
 
08216W 443ON 5003-15272 OOOOO/oooo 1-10037/0581 04/22/75 0 3985 48.7 132.2 GG(3G
 
08216W 4429N 5021-15262 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10038/0064 05/10/75 0 4236 53.4 127.7 FGPG 
O8216W 4021N 1858-15291 OOooO/ooo 1-10032/0738 11/28/74 10 1963 23,5 52.7 P (p 
08216W 4Ol2N 1750-15325 00000/0000 1.10027/1628 08/12/74 50 457 53-6 125' PPPP 
08216W 3604N 1947-15210 OOOOO/oooo 1-10035/0290 0P/25/75 30 3204 33.9 136.6 GGbG 
08217W 4430N 5039-15252 Ooooo/ooO 1-10038/0485 05/28/75 to 4487 56.2 123,1 PFPG 
08217W 4023N 1876-15283 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10033/0055 12/16/74 80 2214 20.9 151s5 rGFG 
08217W 4021N 5074-15185 OOOOO/OO0 1-10039/0218 07/02/75 to 4975 57.0 j11.4 FFFF 
o8217w 360ON 1975-15240 OOOOO/ooo 1-10033/O865 12/15/74 1o 2200 24,3 149.8 FOFO 
08217w 3558N 1929-15215 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0121 02/07/75 40 2953 28.8 1405 FF G 
08218W 4019N 1948-15253 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0208 02/26/75 so 3218 31,7 139.4 GGGG 
08218w 3559N 1983-15192 ooooo/ooo 1-10036/0502 04/02/75 20 3706 46m3 127.5 GGGG 
08218W 3557N 1893-16212 00000/0000 1-10Q33/0575 01/02/75 0 2451 23,6 147-4 GGFG 
08218W 2602W 1837-15170 00000/0000 1-10032/0016 11/07/74 30 1670 39.2 t43.3 PGG 
08219W 4017N 1930-15261 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10034/0618 02/08/75 90 2967 26.2 142.8 GGbG 
08219W 4012N 1894-15274 OOOOO/oooo 1-10033/0637 01/03/75 100 2465 20.5 149-2 GGGG 
08219W 2603N 1927-1512 00oo/oooo 1-10035/0070 02/05/75 30 2925 34.4 134.9 GFGG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=EAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GaGOOD. P.POR F.FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0411
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICRnFILM ROLL NO./ 














B p P B P 























08220W 3559N 5037-15163 00000/0000 1-10038/0476 05/26/75 40 4459 58.1 109.0 GbG 



































































08226W 4725N 1860-15383 00000/o00 1-10032/0587 11/30/74 2o 1991 17,4 155.8 PbbG 
08226W 4718N 1770-15412 00000/000 1-10029/0650 09/01/74 80 736 44.8 140'9 Pa G 
08226W 3014N 1766-15234 00000/0000 1-10029/0484 08/28/74 30 680 54.0 118.0 GGbG 
08227W 4722N 1878-15375 00000/0000 1-10032/1047 12/18/74 70 224? 15.2 154.3 FFFF 








































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaGOOD, P=POOR. FFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ..... , RSMADE FROM ROV. M:MADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30, 75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0412
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE 10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MSS B P P B P
 LONG LAT RSv mSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
08235W 4306N 1787-15361 OOooo/oooo 1-10030/0317 09/18/74 4o 973 42.3 142.2 GGbG
08235W 301RN 5000-15142 OOOooloooo 1-10037/0489 04/19/75 50 3943 53.3 114.2 GGbG
08236W 3437M 1802-15264 00000oO0 1-10031/0027 10/04/74 0 1196 42,9 140.3 OPUG
08236W 3017N 1982-16172 00000oO00 1-10038/0104 04/01/75 80 3692 48.4 121.4 GGFG
08237W 343 2N 1785-15272 00000/o000 1-10030/0109 09/16/74 50 945 48.0 132.9 
 GGbG
08238W 4314N 1841-15345 00000/0000 1-10031/1171 11/11/74 00 1726 25,2 153.7 PGPP
08238W 3855N 1804-19,411 00000/oOO 1-10030/1008 lo/05/74 10 1210 39,8 144.2 PP(p
08240W 3849N 1786-15314 00000/0000 1-10030/0202 09/17/74 10 959 45.3 137.8 PGG
08240W 342 8N 1767-15280 Ooooo/oooo 1-10029/0442 08/29/74 40 694 52.3 124,5 GGG
08241W 431oN 1859-15340 00000/0000 1-10032/0481 11/29/74 60 1977 21.0 153.9 GGPG
08241w 4307N 1733-15382 O00oo/ooo0 10027/0757 07/26/74 
 So 220 55.7 124'3 PP
08241W 3440N 5073-15145 00000/0000 1-10039/0353 07/01/75 40 4961 57,6 101.4 GGhG
08241W 3433N 1731-15292 OOOO0/oCOO 1-10027/0640 07/24/74 90 192 58.3 109.3 PPPO
08242W 4313N 1949-15302 00000/oOOO 1-10035/0237 02/27/75 80 3232 30.2 141.1 GGUF
08'242W 4311N 1985-15283 00000/OOOO i-10036/0670 04/04/75 20 3734 43*4 04-7 GGFG
 
08242W 4304N 1769-15370 00000/0000 1-10029/0637 08/31/74 70 722 47,6 135.9
08242W 4303N 1751-15374 00000/OOO 1-10027/1486 08/13/74 
PHP
 
20 471 52.1 129.5 GGLG
08242W 3856N 5092-15181 00000/0000 1-10040/0267 07/20/75 90 5226 55.2 111'4 
 1F
08242W 3440N 1821-15263 00000/0000 1-10031/0338 10/22/74 30 1447 37.6 145.7 PPbP
08242W 3436N 1857-15251 00000/0000 1-10032/0731 11/27/74 0 1949 28.2 15O00 PGF
08242W 3435N 1749-15284 OOOO0/oooo 1-10027/1356 08/11/74 90 443 55.7 116.2 GGGG
08242W 2437N 1927-15114 00000/oooo 1-10035/0071 02/05/75 ±0 2925 35,3 134.0 FFUG
08243W 3858N 1840-15302 00000/OOO0 1-10031/1138 11/10/74 90 1712 28.8 151.4 
 PPPP
08243W 3438N 1839-15255 00000/OOOO 1-10031/1004 11/09/74 0 1698 32,4 148.9 GGbG
08243W 343 7N 1947-15212 OOOO0/O00O 1-10035/0291 02/25/75 0 3204 34,8 135.6 GGbG
08244W 4311N 5075-15224 00000/0000 1-10039/0390 07/03/75 40 4989 56.3 116.3 FFFG
08244W 4306N 1877-15312 O00OOoOOOO 1-10032/1023 I/17/74 90 2228 18.6 152.6 FFFG
08244W 4302N 1895-193P4 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0661 01/04/75 60 2479 18.4 150.2




08244W 385ON 1768-15323 00000/0000 1-10029/0624 08/30/74 90 708 50.1 130.5 GGUG
08244W 3435N 1875-15241 00000/0000 1-10033/0866 12/15/74 100 2OO 25.4 149.1 IFUF
343
 08244W 3N 1929-15221 00000/0OOO 1-10034/0122 02/07/75 10 2953 29.7 139,7 GF F
082'44W 3432N 1893-15234 OOOOO/OOO 1-10033/0576 01/02/75 0 2451 24.7 146.8 FGGG
08245W 4306N 1931-15311 00000/0000 1-10034/0190 02/09/75 20 2981 24,6 144,1 GGFG
08245W 
 3858N 1876-19285 OOOOO/OOO 1-10033/0056 12/16/74 80 2214 22.0 150.9 QGUG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. , 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD 
COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY ............... , BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-POOR. F.FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qoi'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0413
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID PDSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 A 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
08245W 3855N 1858-15294 00000/0000 1-10032/0743 11/28/74 0 1963 24.6 152-0 GG 
08245W 3855N 5074-19192 '00000ooOO 1-10039/0219 07/02/75 1o 4975 57.2 108.9 FFOF 
08245W 3846N 1750-15331 00000/0000 1-10027/1629 08/12/74 50 457 54.1 123.0 PPPP 
08245W 3434N 1983-15194 00000/0000 1,10036/0503 04/02/75 90 3706 47,0 125.9 GFGF 
08246W 3f33N 5037-12170 00000/0000 1 10038/0477 0/26/75 30 4459 58.3 106,5 FGG 
08247W 3854N 1948-15255 00000/0000 1-10035/0209 02/26/75 10 3218 32.6 138.4 FGGG 
08248W 4305N 5021-1 269 00000/0000 1-10038/0065 O5/10/75 0 4236 54.0 125.6 GGGG 
08248W 4304N 5003-15274 OOO00/OOOO 1-10037/0582 04/22/75 70 3985 49.4 130.5 FFFF 
08248W 3851N 1930-15264 00000/0000 1-10034/0619 02/08/75 30 2967 27.1 142.0 GGP5 























08250W 2849N 1766-15240 00000noo 1-10029/0485 08/28/74 40 680 54.4 i15-9 GC3G 
08251W 3849N 5002-1521i 00000/0000 1-10037/0339 04/21/75 30 3971 510 125-3 GGG 
08252W 2853N 1730-15252 00000/0000 1-10027/0548 07/23/74 50 178 58.8 98,9 6GPG 
08255W 4555N 1788-15410 00000/0000 1-10030/0331 09/19/74 90 987 .40,1 145.1 GGPG 
08256W 2855N 1946-15172 00000/0000 1-10035/0262 02/24/75 100 3190 37.6 131o7 FGQF 
08256W 2852N 1748-15244 OOOoo/eooO 1-10027/1561 08/10/74 30 429 56.9 106.5 GGGG 
08257W 460sN 1824-15402 00000/0000 1-10031/0679 10/25/74 80 1489 28.0 153.4 ppap 


































08258W 2851N 5036-15130 OOOnO/OOOO 1-10038/0421 05/25/75 10 4445 58.4 96-7 GrOG 
08258W 2850N 1928-15181 00000/0000 1-10034/0185 02/06/75 50 2939 33.0 136,5 G F 























08300W 2852N 5000-15145 00000/0000 1-10037/0490 04/19/75 20 3943 53.7 112.2 GGGG 
08300W 2851N 1982-15154 00000/0000 1-10038/0105 04/01/75 4o 3692 48.9 j19.6 FGFG 
08301w 4554N 1770-1415 00000/0000 1-10029/0651 09/01/74 70 736 45.6 139.4 PPP 
08302W 4557N 1734-154ql OOO00/OOOO 1o10027/0649 07/27/74 10 234 54.3 129.0 PGGG 
08302W 4556N 1878-15381 OOOO/0000 1-10032/1048 12/18/74 30 2242 16.3 153.7 FFF 
08302W 4552N 1752-15423 00000/0000 1-10027/1771 08/14/74 100 485 50.5 133.6 GGGG 
08302W 3312N 1803-1i271 00000/0000 1-10031/0028 10/04/74 0 1196 43.9 139.0 PGGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMASE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GmGO&D. PFP8SR. FPFAIR. 
RUMADE FROM RBV. MaMADE FROM MSS. BtMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SFP 1o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA RAGE 0414 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICRRFILM ROLL NO.,/ 

















B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 1OO ­ % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-P88R. F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBv. MEMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP S'i0'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0415
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/21/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAbE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D 0
 
08312W 3307N 037-1517P 00000/0000 1-10038/0478 05/26/75 40 4459 58,4 1039 GGF
 
08313W 4854N 1843-15443 00000/o0o 1-10032/0049 11/13/74 50 1754 20.1 156.6 PPPP
 
08313W 4147N 1949-15304 00000/0000 1-10035/0238 0P/27/75 70 3232 31.1 140.1 GGUG
 
08313W 4139N 1769-15372 00000/0000 1-10029/0638 08/31/74 80 722 48.4 134o3 PPPP 
08313W 4138N 1751-15380 00000/0000 1-10027/1487 08/13/74 30 471 52.8 127.5 GGGG
 
08313W 3732N 1822-15313 00000/0000 1-10031/0442 10/23/74 10 1461 35.2 j47,8 PPUG
 
08313W 3732N 1876-15292 OOO00/O000 1-10033/0057 IP/16/74 60 2214 23.1 150.3 GGFG
 
08313W 3730N 1858-15300 00000/0000 1-10032/0744 11/28/74 0 1963 25.7 151-4 GPGG
 
08313W 3729N 5074-15194 00000/0000 1-10039/0220 07/02/75 10 4975 57,4 106-4 FFFF
 
08313W 3721N 1750-153q4 00000/0000 1-10027/1630 08/12/74 50 457 54,6 120.9 PPPP 
08314W 4854N 1825-15451 00000/oooo 1-10031/0553 10/26/74 70 1503 25.4 155.2 GGGG
 
08314W 4145N 1985-15290 00000/0000 1-10036/0671 04/04/75 0 3734 44.2 133.2 UGGG M
 
08314W 4145N 5075-15241 00000/0000 1-10039/0391 07/03/75 40 4989 56.6 113.9 GGGG 
08314W 2724N 1766-15243 0000o0o00 1-10029/0486 08/28/74 30 680 54.8 113.8 GGUG
 
08315W 4137N 1895-15i30 00000/0000 1-10033/0662 01/04/75 80 2479 19.5 149.6 GFFG
 
08315W 3728N 1948-15262 00000/0000 1-10035/0210 0?/26/75 1o 3218 33.4 1374 GF(3G
 
08316W 4848N 1735-15480 00000/0000 1-10027/0006 07/28/74 90 248 52.8 133.4 PP ( 
08316W 4842N 1771-15464 00O00/o000 1-10029/0735 09/02/74 90 750 43,6 142.6 GG('G 
08316W 4141N 1931-15313 O0000/OOOO 1-10034/0191 0P/09/75 10 2981 25.5 143.3 FGF
 
08316W 3726N 1930-15270 00000/0000 1-10034/0620 02/08/75 0 2967 28.1 141.1 GGGG
 
08316W 272 7N 1730-15254 00000/0000 1-10027/0549 07/23/74 40 178 58.7 96.3 GPOG
 
08317W 4849N 1987-15382 OOO00/o000 1-10036/0720 04/06/75 to 3762 40.9 1400 GGFG
 
08318W 4845N 1879-15430 00000/0000 1-10033/0182 12/19/74 40 2256 14.0 154.8 FGGG
 
08318W 4139N 5021-15271 00000/0000 1-10038/0066 05/10/75 0 4236 54.5 123.5 FGbS
 
08319W 4852N 1951-15400 00000/0000 1-10035/0824 0'/01/75 30 3260 27.2 144.6 aGbG
 
08319W 4139N 5003-15281 00000/0000 1-10037/0583 04/22/75 70 3985 50.1 128-7 GFIF 
08319W 4139N 5039-15261 00000/0000 1-10038/0487 09/28/75 10 4487 57.1 118.3 FF6 M
 
08319W 2727N 5090-15101 00000/0000 t-t0039/0503 07/18/75 50 5198 55.6 92.4 PP&P M M
 
08320W 4847N 1933-15405 00000/0000 1-10034/0299 0P/11/75 0 3009 21.2 147.0 GGQG
 
08320W 2729N 1856-15213 0000/o00o 1-10032/0507 11/26/74 so 1935 33.7 146.2 PGPP
 
08320W 2728N 5072-15112 00000/0000 1-10039/0330 06/30/75 30 4947 57.0 89.2 FFbG
 
08320W 2725N 1748-15251 00000/0000 1-10027/1562 08/10/74 30 429 57.0 i041 GG(G
 
08321W 4840N 1897-15422 00000/0000 1-10033/0643 01/06/75 100 2507 14,2 152.4 6(G
 
08321W 2730N 1820-152l0 OOoo/oooo 1-10030/1707 lo/21/74 20 1433 42.8 140.0 6(4
 
08321W 2729N 1946-15175 OOO00/OOOO 1-10035/0263 02/24/75 100 3190 38,4 130,5 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. P-POOR. F=FAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE o ..... RUMADE FROM RSV. MsMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0416
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE UUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID PeSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIt
t RV mNs B P P 5 P

LONG LAT 
 RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C OD
 
o832iw 2720N 
 1892-15821 ooooo/oooo 1-10033/0547 01/01/75 30 2437 29.8 143-5 
 FFFP
08322W 2728N 1838-152P2 OOOOO/ooO 1-10031/1099 11/08/74 60 1684 38.0 144.4 GPPP
08322W 2726N 5036-15132 ooooo/ooo 1-10038/0422 05/25/75 20 4445 58.3 94.2 
 FFGF
08323W 2726N 5000"151, 00000/0000 1-10037/0491 04/19/75 10 
 3943 53.9 110"1 GFbG
08324W 4846N 5oo5-15372 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10037/0396 04/24/75 100 4013 47.o 137,0 FFFG
08324W 272 5N 1982-15161 OOO00/OOOO 1-10038/0106 04/01/75 30 3692 49.3 117.9 FGF
08325W 4846N 5023-15363 OOOoo/ooOO 1-10037/0760 05/12/75 0 4264 51,8 133.4 GG G
08327W 314 6N 1803-15273 OO000/OOOO 1-10031/0029 10/04/74 
 0 1196 44.8 137.7 GGPG
08327W 3140N 1785-15781 ooooooooo 1-10030/0111 09/16/74 20 
 945 49.5 129.7 PGbG
08329W 4430N 1788-15413 00000/0000 1-10030/0332 09/19/74 30 987 41.0 143o8 a
08331W 4440N 1824-15405 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10031/0 683 10/25/74 
 60 1489 29,1 152.6 Pp
08331W 4436N 1806-15410 00000/0000 1-10031/0057 10/07/74

083 3 1W 
90 1238 35.0 149.0 PGGG
3142N 1749-15293 Ooooo/oooo 1-10027/1358 08/11/74 70 443 56.3 1116 PPBG
08331W 3138N 1767-15285 00000/0000 1-10029/0444 08/29/74 70 694 53.4 120*5 UGbG
 08332W 3149N 5073-15154 OOoOo/OOOO 1.10039/0355 07/01/75 
 5O 4961 57.5 96.5 GGGF
08332W 3143N 1731-1R301 OOOOO/oooo 1-10027/0642 07/24/74 100 192 58.6 104 2
08333W 




08333W 3604N 1804-15320 OOOO0/0OOO 1-10030/1010 10/05/74 0 1210 41.7 141.8 
 PPGG
08333W 3144N 1857-15260 00000/0000 1-10032/0733 11/27/74 20 1949 30.4 148,5 GGbP
'08334W 4435N 1860.153q2 O0000/oooo 1-10032/0589 11/30/74 so 1991 19.7 154-5 GGbP08334W 4024N 1805-15363 OOOOO/nOoO 1-10030/1079 10/06/74 to 1224 38,4 145.6 PPUG08334w 3148N 1821-15272 OOOOO/ooOO 1-10031/0340 10/22/74 10 1447 39.6 143.6 PPPP08334W 3143N 1875-15252 00000/0000 1-10033/0868 I/15/74 100 2200 27,6 147.8 FFFF08335W 4429N 1770-15421 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0652 09/01/74 70 736 46.5 137.8 PPPP
08335w 4427N 1752-15430 00000/0000 1-10027/1772 08/14/74 100 485 51.2 131.7 GGCG
08335W 3557N 1786-1533 00000/0000 1-10030/0204 09/17/74 30 
 959 46.9 134,9 GG(3G
08335W 3146N 1839-15264 OOOOO/O00O 1.10031/1006 11/09/74 0 1698 34.6 147.2 GGGG
08335W 3146N 1947-15221 ooooo/oooO 1-10o35/0293 02/25/75 0 
 3204 36,4 j33.5 GGUG
08335W 314ON 1893-15243 00000/0000 1-10033/0578 01/02/75 0 2451 26,8 145.5 GGUG
08335W 2559N 1802-15213 00000/OO0 t-10030/0948 10/03/74 60 1182 48.3 131.6 
 PGGG
08336W 4432N 1734-15433 00000/0000 1-10027/0650 07/27/74 10 234 54.9 126.8 PGPG
08336W 4431N 1878-15384 00000/0000 1-10032/1049 12/18/74 80 2242 17.5 153.1 FFG
08336W 3142N 5037-15175 OOOOO/OOO 1.10038/0479 05/26/75 40 4459 58.5 101 4 GGG
08336W 3141N 1929-15220 00000/0000 1-10034/0124 OP/07/75 60 2953 31.5 138 0 G F
08337W 4433N 1986-15335 00000/0000 1-10036/0684 04/05/75 20 3748 43.0 135,9 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TH 100 c 
 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLr.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=G8D. P=POOR. FnFAIR.

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R:MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS­
03:20 SEP 30*175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0417
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCR'irILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
08337W 4016N 1787-15370 OOO00/ooOO 1-10030/0319 09/18/74 70 973 44.1 139.6 GGG 
08337W 3142N 1983-15203 OOOOOlOOOO 1-ioo3b/0505 04/02/75 100 3706 48.1 122.7 GGCG 
08338W 4435N 1950-15351 O00O/OO 1-10035/0501 OP/28/75 100 3246 29.6 141.9 GFFG 
08338W 4430N 1932-15362 oooo0/oooo 1-10034/0278 02/10/75 100 2995 23.9 t44.7 GGGF 
08338W 4426N 1896-15375 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0731 01/05/75 90 2493 17.4 150-7 FGuF 
08338W 2558N 1766-15245 OOO00/ooOO 1-10029/0487 08/28/74 50 680 55.1 111.6 GGUG 
08339W 4435N 1968-15344 00ooo/ooOO 1-10036/0119 03/18/75 90 3497 36.3 139.0 G 
08339W 3607N 1840-15311 00000/0000 1-10031/1140 11/10/74 lo 1712 31.0 149.8 GGPG 
08339W 3604N 5092-19190 OOOOO/O00O 1-10040/0259 07/20/75 So 5226 55,6 106.8 F a 
08340W 4027N 5093-15233 OOOOO/oooo 1-10040/0296 07/1/75 20 5240 54.7 114-0 SGG 
08340W 4026N 1823-19362 00000/00 1-10031/0494 10/24/74 70 1475 32.7 149.9 GPGG 
08340W 4024N 1841-15154 00000/0000 1-10031/i173 11/11/74 100 1726 27.4 152.2 PGbP 
08340W 3606N 1822-15315 OOooo/oooo 1-10031/0443 10/23/74 0 1461 36,2 146.9 PPGG 
08340W 3604N 1858-19303 00000/0000 1-10032/0745 11/28/74 0 1963 26.8 150.7 GGGP 























08341W 4432N 5004-153qo 00000/0000 1-10037/0426 04/23/75 100 3999 49.0 132.0 FFFF 
08341W 3606N 1876-15294 OOOOO/oooo 1-10033/0058 1p/16/74 30 2214 24.2 149.7 FSGG 
08341W 3604N 5074-15201 OOOOO/oooo 1-10039/0221 07/02/75 60 4975 57.5 104.0 FF$G 
08342W 4432N 5022-15120 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0414 05/11/75 30 4250 53.6 127.5 GGFG 
08342W 4019N 1859-15345 OO00ooo 0oo1-10032/0483 11/29/74 70 1977 23.3 152.6 PPGG 
08342W 4016N 1733-15391 OOOOO/ooo 110027/0759 07/26/74 30 220 56.7 119.7 PP 
08342W 4013N 1769-15375 00000/0000 1-10029/0639 08/31/74 80 722 49.1 132.6 PP P 
08343W 4430N 5040-15310 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0500 05/29/75 60 4501 56.3 122.8 FFFF 
08343W 4011N 1751-15383 OOOOO/oooo 1-10027/1488 08/13/74 30 471 53.4 125.5 GGGG 
08343W 3602N 1948-15264 00000/0000 1-10035/0211 02/26/75 0 3218 34.3 136.4 GGG 
08343W 360oN 1930-15P73 OOOOO/nOOO 1-10034/0621 02/08/75 0 2967 290 140-3 GGGG 
08343W 3556N 1894-15290 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0639 01/03/75 100 2465 23.7 147.3 GGGG 
08343W 2602N 5072-15114 00000/0000 1-10039/0331 06/30/75 40 4947 56.7 86.8 FF 
08343W 2S59N 1748-15253 OOOOO/oooo 1-10027/1563 08/10/74 20 429 57.1 01.7 GGG, 
08344W 4021N 1949-15311 oooOO/oooo 1-10035/0239 0P/27/75 60 3232 32.0 139.2 GGG 
08344W 402ON 1985-15292 00000/0000 1-10036/0672 04/04/75 10 3734 44.9 131,7 GGS 
08344W 4019N 5075-15241 00000/0000 1-10039/0392 07/03/75 10 4989 56.9 1114 GGUG 
08344W 4015N 1877-19341 0000olooo 1-10032/1024 1P/17/74 80 2228 20.9 151.4 PFFF 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .........i...... 0 Tn 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=POOR. FaFAIR' 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ... ..RaMADE FROM RBV, MOMADE' FROM MSS. B .MADEFROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP qO,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0418 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss B P P B P 
LONG LAT PBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
08344W 2603N 1856-152?0 00000/0000 1-10032/0508 11/26/74 80 1935 34.8 145.4 GPGP 




















































































































































































































































08356W 4722N 1933-1541t OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0300 op/11/75 0 3009 22.2 146,2 GGG 


























































































KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 T9 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED..G=GOOD, P-PBR. FwFAIR,
 




03:20 SEP 30,975 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0419
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N&#/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 




























































































































08403W 2435N 1730-15263 00000/0000 1-10027/0551 07/23/74 20 178 58,4 91.3 PPPP 













































08406W 3442N 1840-1313 00000/0000 1-10031/1141 11/10/74 30 1712 32.1 149.0 GGbG 


















































































































































08409W 3858N 1841-15360 00000/0000 1-10031/1174 11/11/74 100 1726 28.6 151"5 PGGP 
KEyS: CLOUD COVER % ........ ,...... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. * O*N  CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLAmKSSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F*FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.tADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP Ojt75 ERTS-COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0420 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ 

















B P P 8 P 
C C 0 D 

































































































































































































































































































































































08423w 2857N 1821-1S281 OOOOO/OOO0 1h10031/0342 10/22/74 20 1447 41,6 141.5 PPP 
08423W 2849N 1893-15252 00000/000 1-10033/0580 01/02/75 0 2451 28.8 144.1 FGFG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA ioo - %.CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................. BLANKSRBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G=GOD. P=POOR. FaFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ RMADE FROM RBVo. MaMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-t
 
03:20 SEP lo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0421
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 To 07/23/75
1 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MOB a P P B P
 
LONG LAT Rev MSS % 123 4567§ C C D D
 
08424W 4603N 1807-15462 00000/0000 1-10030/1171 10/08/74 100 1252 33,6 150.2 GGGG
 
08424W 4553N 1789-15464 00000/0000 1-10030/0382 09/20/74 0 1001 39.8 45-3 PGbp
 
08424W 2854N 1839-15273 00000/0000 1-10031/1008 11/09/74 30 1698 36.7 145-5 GGPp
 
08424W 2853N 1947-12qo 00000/0000 1-10035/0295 02/2S/75 10 3204 38.0 ±31*3 GGGF
 
08425W 3312N 1804-15325 00000/0000 1-10030/1012 io/05/74 0 1210 43.6 139,4 PGG M
 
08425W 2851N 5037-15184 00000/OOO0 1-10038/0481 05/26/75 10 4459 58.4 96.3 FFFG
 
08426W 4604N 1825-15460 00000/0000 1-10031/0555 10/26/74 90 1503 27,7 153.5 PGGG
 
08426W 4601N 1843-154q2 Ooo00Oooo 1-10032/0051 11/13/74 80 1754 22.4 155.2 Gpup
 
08426W 4553N 1771-15473 00000/000 1-10029/0737 09/02/74 70 750 45.3 139.7 GG
 
08426W 2850N 1983-15212 00000/0000 1-10036/0507 04/02/75 70 3706 49,2 119-3 FF('F
 
08426W 2848N 1929-1r225 00000/0000 1-10034/0111 02/07/75 90 2953 33.2 136.2 G FE
 
08427W 4558N 1735-15489 00000/0000 1'10027/0008 07/28/74 30 248 54.1 129.2 PPPG
 
08427W 3307N 1786-15332 00000/0000 1-10030/0206 09/17/74 40 959 48.5 131.8 GGGG
 
08429W 4603N 5077-15342 00000/0000 1-10039/0403 07/05/75 20 5017 55.3 121.1 GGQG
 
08430W 4558N 1987-15391 00000/0000 1-10036/0722 04/06/75 0 3762 42,6 137"1 FGGG
 
08430W 4557N 1933-15414 00000/0000 1"10034/0 3 01 02/11/75 20 3009 23.2 j45.4 GGG
 
0843OW 4555N 1879-15435 00000/0000 1-10033/0184 12/19/74 90 2256 16.3 153.6 GGGG
 
08431W 4602N 1951-15405 " Oooo0/OOOO 1-10035/0826 O/01/75 60 3260 29.1 142.7 GGbG
 
08431W 4552N 1753-1548j 00000/0000 1-10027/1870 08/15/74 20 499 50,2 39 GGPP
 
08431W 3306N 1768-15341 00000/0000 1-10029/0628 08/30/74 70 708 52.6 123.1 GGGG
 
08431W 3305N 1750-15345 00000/0000 1-t0027/1633 08/12/74 50 457 55.9 114.3 PPPP
 
08432W 4140N 1788-15422 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10030/0334 09/19/74 1o 987 42.9 141.2 PGGG
 
08432W 3733N 1805-15372 00000/0000 1;10030/1081 10/06/74 0 1224 40.4 143.3 PPGG
 
08432W 3315N 1840-1"20 00000/0000 1-10031/1142 11/10/74 0 1712 33.2 t*842 GGG
 
08432W 3312N 5092-15195 00000/0000 1-10040/0261 07/20/75 50 5226 55.7 ±02.1 GFG
 
08433W 3315N 1876-15303 00000/0000 1-10033/0060 12/16/74 30 2214 264 148.4 6GGG
 
08433W 3314N 1822-153P4 00000/0000 1-10031/0445 10/23/74 0 1461 38.3 144.9 PGG
 
08433W 3312N 1858-15312 00000/0000 1-10032/0747 11/28/74 0 1963 29.0 149.3 PGGG M
 
08434W 4656N 5005-1l381 00000/0000 1-10037/0398 04/24Y75 9O 4013 48.6 t33.6 GGFF
 
08435W 4856N 1808-15511 00000/0000 1-10031/0114 10/09/74 90 1266 31.1 152.4 3GPG
 
08435W 4149N 1824-15414 OOO00/OOO0 1-10031/0685 10/5/74 50 1489 31,3 ±50,9 P
 
08435W 4149N 1806-15415 00000/0000 1-10031/0059 10/07/74 80 1238 37,1 146o9 PGPG
 
08435W 3725N 1787-15375 00000/0000 1-10030/0321 09/18/74 10 973 45.8 136-8 6666
 
08435W 3309N 1930-15282 00000/0000 t-10034/0623 02/08/75 0 2967 30,8 138o6 GGOF
 
08435W 3304N 1894-15295 00000/0000 1-10033/0641 01/03/75 60 2465 25.8 146.0 SGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ................ 0 TO 100 = %.CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... B LANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-POOR. F.FAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0422
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
BF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED 
 COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV M6S B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 5678 C C O D
 
08436W 4556N 5023-1R372 00000/oOO 1-10037/0762 ori2/75 10 4264 53.2 129,3 FGFG
08436W 4148N 1842-15405 000OoOJ0 1-10032/0037 11/12/74 80 
 1740 2691 153.0 PPPG
084 36W 3310N 1948-15273 00000/0000 1-10035/0213 02/26/75 0 3218 35.9 134.3 FGGG
08437W 4138N 1770-154qQ JOOOOOOOOO
1-10029/0654 09/01/74 
 60 736 48.1 134,6 PPPP
08437W 
 3735N 5093-15242 00000/oooo 1-10040/0298 07/21/75 60 5240 55.2 109"4 FF F
08437W 2727N 1803-19285 OOOOOmnoOO 1-10031/0032 10/04/74 80 1196 47.3 133.6 GGPp
08438W 4145N 1860-15401 OOOOO/oOO 1-10032/0591 11/30/74 90 1991 
 22,0 153-3 PGGR
08438W 4137N 1752-15435 00000/0000 1-10027/1774 08/14/74 80 485 52.5 
 127.9 GGUG
08438W 3734N 
 1823-1537t 00000/0oOO 1-10031/0496 10/24/74 90 1475 3498 148.1 GOP
08438W 3732N 1841-1536q OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/1175 11/11/74 100 1726 29,7 15o.7 PGG
08438W 3723N 1769-15384 00000/0000 1-10029/0641 08/31/74 70 722 50.5 
 129,1 PP P
08439W 4854N 1826-15510 00000/0000 1-10031/0580 1o/27/74 10 1517 25.1 155o3 GGGG
08439W 4845N 1790-15514 00000/0000 1-10030/0395 09/21/74 90 1015 37.4 148.0 GGG
08439W 4141N 1734-15442 00000/0000 1"1002 7/06 52 07127,74 30 234 
 56.0 122,3 PGUG
08439W 3728N 1859-153r4 00000/0000 1-10032/0485 11/29/74 50 1977 25,5 151,3 PpGp
08439W 3724N 1733-15400 00000/0000 1-10027/0767 07/26/74 
 8o 220 57.5 114.9
08439W 3720N 1751-15392 00000/0000 1-10027/1490 08/13/74 60 471 54.4 1213 GGRG
P
 
08439W 2722N 1785-15292 00000/0000 1-10030/0114 09/16/74 
 lo 945 51,5 124o5 PGGG
08440W 4141N 1878-1539q 00000/0000 1-10032/1051 12/18/74 70 2242 19,7 151.9 FFGF
08440W 3728N 5075-15252 00000/0000 1-10039/0394 07/03/75 10 4989 57.3 o6.5 GGG
08440W 3724N 1877-1910 00000/0000 1-10032/1026 12/17/74 90 2228 
 23.1 150.2 FGGG
08440W 3305N 5002-15245 00000/0000 1-10037/0342 04/21/75 20 
 3971 53.1 117.4 GGFG
08441W 4849N 
 1862-15qgq 00000/0000 1-10032/0674 12/02/74 0 2019 15.9 156.3 PGGG
08441W 4145N 1950-15362 00000/OOO 1-10035/0503 02/28/75 90 3246 31,5 139.9 QGG
08441w 4144N 1968-19353 00000/0000 1-10036/0109 03/18/75 70 3497 
 38.0 136.6 GGGG
08441W 4142N 1986-15344 00000/0000 1-10036/0686 04/05/75 
 0 3748 44.6 02-9 GGFG
08441W 4140N 1932-15371 00/0/OO0o 1-10034/0280 02/10/75 70 2995 25.8 143.1 GGG
08441W 4136N 1896-15384 00000/oooo 1-10033/0733 01/05/75 
 60 2493 19.6 149-5 GFUG
09441W 3729N 
 1949-15320 00000/0000 1-10035/0241 02/27/75 10 3232 33.7 137.2 PGGG
08442W 4853N 1844-15501 00000/0000 1*10032/0061 11/14/74 80 1768 19.8 156.6 GGap
08442W 4843N 
 1772-15522 00000/0000 1-10029/0803 09/03/74 60 764 43.3 142.9 GGG
08442W 3728N 1985-15301 00000/0OO 1-10036/0674 04/04/75 10 3734 46.3 128.6 FGGG
08442W 3724N 1931-15325 00000/0000 1-10034/0194 02/09/75 go 2981 28.4 1409 OFF
08442W 3721N 1895-15342 00000/0000 1-10033/0665 01/04/75 20 2479 22.7 147.8 GGFG
08442W 2720N 1767-153ti Oooo000OOOO 1-10029/0447 08/29/74 50 694 54.6 114-4 5GG0
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............
 ,. 0 TA 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ..........I..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED, G-GOOD. PaPOOR, F.FAIR,
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
..... ,. RCMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. SaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-t
 
03220 SEP qo.f75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0423 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUA4ITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , REV 1ss B p P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C 0 0
 
08443W 4846N 1736-16534 00000/0000 1-10027/0021 07/29/74 90 262 52.6 133.5 POPe
 
08444W 4854N 1970-15445 00000/0000 1-10036/0053 03/20/75 0 3525 34.4 t42.3 GG6
 
08444W 4852N 1952-15454 000oo/ooOo 1-10035/0541 03/02/75 90 3274 27,6 144o5 GFbF
 
08444W 4844N 1880-15485 000000OOo0 1-10033/0151 1IP/20/74 20 2270 14.0 154.7 PBGQ
 
08444W 4141N 5004-15335 00000/0000 1-10037/0428 04/23/75 100 3999 50.4 128-4 FFFF
 
08444W 4141N 5022-15325 00000/0000 1-10037/0416 05/11/75 30 4250 54.7 123.2 GFFG
 
08445W 4842N 1754.155qo OOOOO/OOO0 1-10027/1821 08/16/74 30 513 48o4 f37-8 PGBG
 
08445W 4840N 1898-15480 00000/0000 1-10033/0744 04/07/75 30 2521 14.3 152.2 GebG
 
08446W 3723N 5039-15273 OO00/000 1-10038/0490 05/28/75 30 4487 58.1 110,9 FFFF M
 
08445W 3722N 5003-15292 00000/0000 1-10037/0585 04/22y75 10 3985 51.9 123o0 GGG
 
08445W 2724N 1731-15311 00000/0000 1-10027/0644 07/24/74 20 192 58.6 96.6 GPFO
 
Q8445W 2723N 1749-15305 OOOoo/000 1-10027/1361 08/11/74 20 443 56,9 104.6 G06
 
08446W 4848N 1988-15440 00000/0000 1-10036/0734 04/07/75 0 3776 41.2 139.8 GO66
 
08446W 4138N 5040-15315 0000010000 1-10038/0502 09/29/75 20 4501 57.2 118.0 FG'G
 
08446W 2725N 1875-15263 00000/o000 1-10033/0871 1P/15/74 90 2200 30.7 145.7 FFIG
 
08447W 273iN 1821-15284 00000/0000 1-10031/0343 10/22/74 70 1447 42.5 140.3 PPP
 
08447W 2722N 1893-15255 00000/0000 1-10033/0581 01/02/75 40 2451 29#8 143.3 P~bG
 
08448W 2728N 1839-15280 00000/0000 1-100311009 11/09/74 90 1698 37.7 144.6 GGbG
 
08448W 2727N 1947-15233 00000/0000 1-10035/0296 02/25/75 40 3204 38.7 130.2 GG
 
08449W 2725N 5037-15190 00000/0000 1-10038/0482 05/26/75 30 4459 58.3 93.9 PGGG
 
08449W 2723N 1983-15215 000/O0000 1-10036/0508 04/02/75 20 3706 49.6 117.5 liibG
 
6
08449W 2722N 1929-15242 OOOO0/noOO 1-i0034/o12 02/07/75 70 2953 31 j35-3 GG G
 
os4sow 3147N 1804-15331 00000/0000 1-10030/1013 10/05/74 10 1210 44,5 138.1 PPP
 
08452W 4843N 5042-15411 00000,0000 1-10038/0505 09/31)75 90 4529 54.8 129.2 GOFF
 
08452W 3140N 1786-15335 ooooo/oooo 1-oo3o/oo7 09/17/74 10 959 49.2 130.2 6BG6
 
08454W 4844N 5024-15421 00000/0000 1-10037/0799 05/13/75 40 4278 52,0 133.1 FGGG
8
O8455W 3141N 1768-15343 00000/0000 1-10029/0629 08/30/74 90 7o 53.1 121*1 GGQG
 
08456W 3139N 1750-15352 00000/0000 1-10027/1634 08/12)74 30 457 56.2 112°0 PPPP
 
08457W 4438N 1807-15464 00000/0000 1-10030/1172 10/08/74 90 1252 34.7 j49,2 GOP
 
08457W 3146N 5092-15202 00000/0000 1-10040/0262 07/20/75 40 5226 55,8 99.8 SFG
 
08458W 4427N 1789-15471 00000/0000 1-10030/0383 09/20/74 40 1001 4047 144.1 GGGG
 
08458W 3149N 1840-15322 00000/0000 1-10031/1143 11/10/74 0 1712 34.3 147-4 GG
4
08458W 31 6N 1858-15314 00OO/o0000 1-10032/0748 11/28/74 0 1963 30,1 148.6 PbG
 
08459W 3149N 1822-153l oooo0/ooo0 1-10031/0446 10/23/74 0 1461 39,3 143.9 GG6S
 
08459W 3149N 1876-15310 00000/0000 i- 033/O061 12/16/74 20 2214 27.5 147.7 FGUG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ........ ,...... 0 Ta l00 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GGO. P:POOR, F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE s....., RFMADE FROM RBV, M-MADF FROM MSS, BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0424
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM RBV M1S B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 
 123 45678 C C O D
 
08500w 4437N 1843-15455 OOOOO/O000 1-10032/0052 11/13/74 80 1754 23.5 154.5 GPPP
085oow 4433N 1735-15492 Ooooo/ooo 110027/0009 07/28/74 40 248 54,8 127-0 PGPG
 
08500W 442 8N 1771-15480 OOo00/00 1-10029/0738 09/02/74 90 750 46.2 138.1 GGbG
 08500W 3608N 1805-15374 00000/0000 1-10030/1082 lg/o6/74 0 1224 41.4 142-2 PPbG M
 
0850ow 3139N 1894-15301 OOOO0/OOOO 1.10033/0642 01/03/75 70 2465 26,8 145.3 GGbF

o501w 4439N 1825-15463 00000/0000 1.10031/0556 10/26/74 40 1503 28.8 152.7 PGbG M
 
08501W 3144N 1948-15280 OOOO0/oooo 1-10035/0214 02/26/75 0 3218 36.7 j33-2 GGbF
 
08501W 3143N 1930-15284 ooooO/ooo 1-10034/0624 02/08/75 0 2967 31,7 137.8 GGUG
 
OSoIW 2601N 1803-15291 00000/0000 1-10031/0033 10/04/74 60 1196 48,1 132.1 GPP
 
08502W 443 8N 5077-15344 O00ooOoo 1-10039/0 4 04 07/05/75 20 5o17 55,7 118.8 FGUG
 
08502W 4432N 1933-15420 ooooo/oooo 1-10034/0302 02/11/75 0 3009 24,1 j44.6 GGG
 
08502W 4014N 1788-15424 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0335 09/19/74 10 987 43.8 139.9 PPUQ

08502W 3559N 1787-13832 00000/0000 1.10030/0322 09/18/74 lo 973 46-7 135.3 GG
08509W 443oN 1879-16442 00000/0000 1-10033/0185 12/19/74 100 2256 17.4 j53-O GGGF
 
08504w 4436N 1951-15411 OOOOO/0000 1.10035/0827 0q/01/75 70 3260 30.0 141.7 GGUG
 
085ow 4433N 1987-15393 O000/OOOO 1-10036/0723 04/06/75 0 3762 43.4 35.7 GGGF
 
08504W 4426N 1897-15434 00000/0000 1-10033/0645 01/06/75 80 2507 17,5 150,5 GGGG
08505w 4024N 1824-154P0 00000/0000 1-10031/0686 10/25/74 60 1489 32.4 150.0 P
 08505W 402ON 1806-154P1 00000/O00O 1-10031/0060 10/07/74 70 1238 38.1 145.8 PGPG
 
08505W 36 09N 5093-15244 O000/O0 1-10040/0299 07/21/75 80 5240 55.4 107.1 GGFG
08505W 3606N 1841-15365 00000/0000 1-10031/1176 11/11/74 100 1726 30.8 149-9 PGbP
 
0850sw 3557N 176 9-15390 00000/0000 1.10029/0642 08/31/74 7 D 722 5J2 127"3 PP P
08506W 3608N 1823-15373 00000/0000 1-10031/0490 10/24/74 90 1475 35.9 147.1 G Up

08506W 3555N 1751-15394 O0000/OOO0 1-10027/1491 08/13/74 50 471 54,9 119.2 GGGG
 08507w 4022N 1842-15412 oooo/oooo 1.10032/0038 11/12/74 80 1740 27.2 152.3 PPPG
 
08507W 4012N 1770-15433 OO00/00Go 1.10029/0655 09/01/74 90 736 48.9 133-0 PPP
08507W 3603N 1859-15361 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0486 11/29/74 60 1977 26.7 150 7 PPPG
 
08507W 36 03N 5075-15255 OOO00/O0 1-10039/0395 07/03/75 20 4989 57.4 104.0 FFGF
 
08507W 3559N 1877-15353 0ooooo/oo 1-10032/1027 12/17/74 70 2228 24.2 149.6 FGF
 
08507W 3558N 1733-15402 00000/0000 1-10027/0761 07/26/74 100 220 57.8 112.4 PP
 
08508W 4019N 1860-15404 00000/0000 1-10032/0592 11/30/74 100 1991 23.1 152.6 PPPP
08508W 4011N 1752-15441 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1775 08/14/74 50 485 53.1 125.9 PPPP
 
,08508W 2558N 1731-15315 OOOOO/OOOO 110027/0630 07/24/74 20 192 58.5 94.1 P PG
 
08508W 2557N 1749-15311 00000/0000 1-10027/1362 08/11/74 20 443 57.0 102.2 GPUG
 
08509W 4430N 5023-15374 0000o0p000 1-10037/0763 09/12175 20 4264 53.8 127.2 tGFG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 To 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAAE QUALITY .........1..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GUGOOD, pZpO6R. F=FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0425
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 #5678 C C D O 
08509W 4017N 1734-15449 OOO00/O000 1-10027/0656 07/27/74 20 234 56.5 1200 G
 
08509W 3603N 1949-15322 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10035/0242 02/27/75 10 3232 34.6 136.2 FGFG
 
08509W 3602N 1985-15304 OOOo0/OoOO 1-10036/0675 04/04/75 0 3734 47.0 127.0 GG
 
08509W 3559N 1931-15331 00000/0ooO 1-10034/0195 02/09/75 100 2981 29.3 140.1 PF
 
08509W 3555N 1895-15344 O0000/Ooo 1-10033/0666 01/04/75 40 2479 23.7 147.1 GG60
 
0851OW 4015N 1878-15395 OOO00/O00O 1-10032/1052 12/18/74 80 2242 20.8 151.3 FFFG
 
085lOW 2604N 1821-15290 OOO00/OOOO 1-10031/0344 10/22/74 100 1447 43,#4 139.2 PPP
 
08510w 2557N 1893-15261 00000/oO0 1-10033/0582 01/02/75 50 2451 30.8 142.6 GGbG
 
08511W 4019N 1950-15365 OOOO0/o000 1-10035/0504 02/28/75 90 3246 32.4 139.0 G6GG
 
08511W 4019N 1968-15360 OOOOO/00O0 1-10036/0110 03/18/75 50 3497 38.8 135.4 GGGG
 
08511W 4014N 1932-15374 00000/0000 1-10034/0281 02/10/75 60 2995 26.8 142.3 66G
 
08511W 4011N 1896-15391 O00OO/0000 1-10033/0734 0i/05/75 0 2493 20.6 148.8 FFGG
 
08512W 4731N 1808-15514 OOOOO/O000 1-10031/0115 10/09/74 90 1266 32,2 151.4 POOR
 
08512W 4019N 5058-15312 OOOooioooo 1-10039/0114 06/16/75 30 4752 57.9 112.1 6 F
 
08512W 4016N 1986-15351 00000/0000 1-10036/0687 04/05/75 ±0 3748 45.3 131-4 GFFG
 
08512W 355aN 5039-15275 O0000/O00O 1-10038/0491 05/28/75 30 4487 58.3 J08.4 FFFF
 
08513W 3557N 5003-1r295 00000/0000 1-10037/0586 04/22/75 10 3985 52,4 1211 GGG
 
08514W 4016N 5022-15312 OO001OOOO 1-10037/0417 05/11/75 40 4250 55.2 121.0 GOFF
 
08514W 4015N 5004-15341 0000O/OOOO 1-10037/0429 04/23/75 100 3999 51.0 126.6 FGFP
 
08515W 4013N 5040-193P2 00000/0000 1-10038/0503 05/29/75 5O 4501 57.5 115.6 FGFG
 
08515W 302ON 1804-15394 00000/0000 1-10030/1014 10/05/74 10 1210 45.3 136.8 PGPG
 
08516W 4729N 1826-15512 OOOoO/o000 1-10031/0581 10/27/74 10 1517 26.2 154.5 PPPG
 
08516W 4721N 1790-15520 00000/0000 1-10030/0396 09/21/74 so 1015 38,4 146.9 WGBG
 
08517W 3015N 1786-15341 OOOOO/O000 1-10030/0208 09/17/74 10 959 49,9 128.5 QG0G 
08518W 4717N 1772-15525 OOO0o/oooo 1-10029/0804 09/03/74 50 764 44.2 141.5 POGO 
08519W 4728N 1844-15504 00000/0000 1-10032/0062 11/14/74 70 1768 21,0 155 9 GGG 
08519W 4724N 1862-15495 00000/0000 1-10032/0675 1P/02/74 0 2019 17.1 155.7 PGPG 0 0 
08519W 4721N 1736-15541 OOoooyoooo 1-10027/0022 07/29/74 90 262 53.3 131,5 GGPG 
08520W 4728N 1934-15465 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0345 02/12/75 100 3023 22,4 146.1 GGb 
08520W 4717N 1754-155q3 00000/0000 1-10027/1822 08/16/74 20 513 49,2 136.0 GGOG 3 
08520W 3016N 1768-15350 00000/o000 1-10029/0630 08/30/74 80 708 53.6 119-1 GGGG 
08521W 4728N 1970-15452 00000/ooo0 1-10036/0054 01/20/75 30 3525 35.3 141.1 GGGG 
08521W 4726N 1952-15461 OOOOO/oooo 1-10035/0542 03/02/75 70 3274 28.5 143.5 PFGF 
08521W 4719N 1880-19491 00000/0000 1-10033/0152 12/20/74 60 2270 15,1 1541 FGGG 
08522W 4715N 1898-15483 0000O/0000 1-10033/0745 01/07/75 70 2521 15.4 151-6 GFFG 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ..............., 0 TA 100 % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .........;..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGObD, PPOBOR. FXFAIR,
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ......... RMADE FROM RBv, M-MADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-t
03:20 SEP 3o,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0426
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICReFILM ROLL NO.,/ 

















B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % . .............. 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. PPOBR, FcFAIR.




03:20 SEP qo175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0427
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/Rq/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
% 123 45678 C C D D LONG LAT RBV MSS 

08534W 3433N 1877-i5q55 00000/o00o 1-10032/1028 12/17/74 60 2228 25.2 148.9 FGOF
 
08535W 4308N 1933-154P3 OOO00/O00O 1-10034/0303 02/11/75 So 3009 2591 143.8 GGG
 
08535W 4305N 1879-15444 00000/0000 1-10033/0186 12Y19/74 100 2256 18.5 152.4 GGFG
 
08535W 3858N 1824-15423 00000/0000 1.10031/0677 10/25/74 8o 1489 33.5 149.1 P PP
 
08535W 3855N 1806-15424 oOooooo 1-10031/0061 lo/07/74 20 1238 39,2 144.7 PGRG
 
08535W 3848N 1770-15435 00000/0000 1,10029/0656 09/01/74 8o 736 49.6 131-3 PPPP
 
08535W 3438N 1949-15329 00000/0000 1-10035/0243 0?/27/75 60 3232 35.4 135.1 FGFG
 
08536W 4311N 1951-15414 00000/0000 1-10035/0828 03/01/75 70 3260 30,9 140.8 FGGG
 
08536W 4301N 1897-15440 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0646 01/06/75 80 2507 18.6 149.9 GG(,G
 
08536W 3857N 1842-15414 00000/0000 1-10032/0031 11/12/74 90 1740 28.3 151.5 P PP
 
08536W 3846N 1752-15444 00000/0000 1-10027/1776 08/14/74 10 485 53.7 123.8 PPPP
 
08536W 3433N 1931-15334 00000/o00O 1-10034/0196 02/09/75 100 2981 30.2 139.3 FF G
 
08536W 3430N 1895-15351 00000/0000 1-10033/0667 01/04/75 80 2479 24.8 146°5 GGG
 
08537W 4308N 1987-15400 00000/0000 1-10036/0724 04/06/75 0 3762 44.1 134,2 GFbG
 
08537W 3854N 1860-15410 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0593 11/30/74 100 1991 24.3 152-0 PPPP
 
08537W 3436N 1985-15310 00000/0000 1-10036/0676 04/04/75 0 3734 47.6 125,4 GGbG
 
08538W 3852N 1734-15451 00000/0000 1-10027/0653 07/27/74 20 234 57*0 117.6 PGP
 
08539W 3854N 1950-15371 00000/0000 1-10035/0505 02/28/75 40 3246 33,2 138.0 GGfjG
 
08539W 3431N 5003-15301 00000/0000 1-10037/0587 04/22/75 0 3985 52.9 119.1 GGbG
 
08539W 2854N 1804-15340 00000/0000 1-10030/1015 10/05/74 50 1210 46.2 135.4 PGGP
 
08540W 4305N 5023-15381 O0OOO/OOOO 1.10037/0764 05/12/75 70 4264 54.4 125-1 FFFF
 
08540W 3852N 1968-15362 00000/0000 1-10036/0111 03/18/75 70 3497 39,6 134.2 GFGG
 
08540W 3849N 1878-15402 00000/0000 1-10032/1053 12/18/74 30 2242 21.9 150-7 FGUF
 
08540W 3846N 1896-15393 00000/0000 1-10033/0735 01/05/75 10 2493 21.7 148.2 GGbG
 
08541W 3854N 5058-15314 00000/0000 1-10039/0115 06/16/75 40 4752 58.2 109.5 G G
 
08541W 3850N 1986-15351 00000/0000 1-10036/0688 04/05/75 0 3748 46,0 1298 GGFG
 
08541W 3849N 1932-15380 00000/0000 1-10034/0282 0p/10/75 90 2995 27.7 141.5 GGUG
 
08542W 3851N 5022-15334 00000/0000 1-10037/0418 05/11/75 20 4250 55,7 118.8 FGfG
 
08542W 2849N 1786-15344 00000/0000 1-10030/0209 09/17/74 10 959 50.6 126.8 GGPG
 
08543W 3849N 5004-15344 00000/0000 1-10037/0430 04/23/75 100 3999 51.6 124,7 FFFG
 
08543W 285ON 1768-15352 00000/0000 1-10029/0631 08/30/74 30 708 54.1 117,1 GGbG
 
08544W 3847N 5040-15324 00000/0000 1-10038/0504 05/29/75 80 4501 57.9 113.1 161G
 
08546W 2855N 1858-15323 00000/0000 1-10032/0750 11/28/74 10 1963 32.3 147.1 PGLP
 
08546W 2854N 5092-15211 OOO00/o000 1-10040/0264 07/20/75 30 5226 55.6 95.2 FGFG
 
08547W 4606N 1808-155P0 00000/0000 1-10031/0116 10/09/74 90 1266 33.3 150,4 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ."...........0 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER,. = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ;..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. G=GOBD, P=POOR. F=FAIR,
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... , RMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
03:20 SEP 30,t75 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0428 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

















B P P 8 P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYSt CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,,.......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=PBOR, F=FAIR. 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0429
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICRAFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 


























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 = % CLOUD COVER. *= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOO, P=POOR, F-FAIR, 
R=MADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MS5. 
ERTS-t
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0430
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/21/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P 8 P
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
08609W 3726N 1968-19365 00000/0000 1-10036/0112 0R/18/75 70 3497 40.4 f32-9 
 GGG
08609W 3724N 1878-15404 00000/0000 1-10032/1054 12/18/74 10 2242 23.0 150-1 FGPF
08603W 3724N 1986-15360 00000/0000 1-10036/0689 04/05/75 0 3748 46.7 ±28,3 FGFG
08609w 3723N 1932-15383 00000/0000 P"10034/0283 02/10/75 90 2995 
 28.6 140.7 GaG
08609W 2728N 5092-15213 000000000 1-10040/0265 07/20/75 
 5o 5226 55,5 93.0 PGIG
08'610W 4857N 5079-19445 00000/0000 1-10039/0462 07/07/75 30 5045 54.1 125.8 
 FPGG
 08'610w 4853N 1953-15512 00000/0000 1-t003540481 03I03j75 20 3288 27.9 144-4 GGGG
08610W 4847N 1881-15543 00000/0000 1-10033/0223 12/21/74 100 2284 13,9 154.6 
08610W 3726N 5022-15341 00000/0000 1-10037/0419 05/11/75 10 
F
 
4250 56.1 116.5 FGGG
08611W 4842N 1755-1558r 00000/0000 .10027/1840 08/17/74 so 527 48,1 138.0 PGUG
08611W 4842N 1899-155q4 00000/0000 1-10033/0760 01/08/75 100 
 2535 14.4 152.1 GFGF
08611w 414oN 5023-15383 00000/0000 1-10037/0765 05/12/75 ao 4264 54,9 122.9 GGFG
08611W 3724N 5004-15350 00000/0000 1-10037/0431 04/23/75 100 3999 52,1 122.7




08611W 2729N 1858-153qo 00000/0000 1-10032/0751 11/28/74 20 1963 33.3 146.3 
08611W 272IN 1750-1q6q 00000/0000 1-10027/1637 08/12/74 30 
PaPa
 
457 56.8 105.0 PPPP
08612W 485ON 1989-15494 0oOo/oooo 1-10037/0114 04/08/75 0 3790 41,6 139.7 FFGG
08612W 2731N 1840-15334 00000/0000 1-10031/1146 11/10/74 60 1712 37.4 144.7 GGPP
08613W 2721N 1894-15313 00000/0000 1-10033/0631 01/03/75 20 2465 29.8 143.2
08614w 2726N 1948-19291 00000/0000 1-10035/0217 02/26/75 a G
 lo 3218 39.0 129.9 kGGF
 08614w 2725N 1930-15300 00000/0000 1-10034/0627 02/08/75 60 2967 34,3 135.0 GGUG
08616W 4846N 5043-15465 00000/0000 1-10038/0506 06/01/75 90 4543 54.8 129.1 PGGG
08617W 3151N 1805-15390 00000/0000 1-10030/1085 10/06/74 
 0 1224 44.2 138.5
08619w 4844N 5025-15475 00000/0000 1-10038/0228 09/14/75 
PGPG
 
50 4292 52.2 132.9 GFPF
08620w 314tN 1787-15393 00000/0000 1-10030/0325 09/18/74 0 973 49.0 130.7




08622W 3141N 1769-15402 00000/0000 1-10029/0645 08/31/74 60 722 53.0 121.6 PPPP
08623W 3146N 5075-15270 00000/0000 1-10039/0398 07/03/75 70 4989 57,4 96.6 GGbG
08624W 4428N 1772-15534 O0000/0000 1-00029/0806 09/03/74 50 764 45.9 138.5 
 GGG
0 6 24W 3152N 1823-15385 00000/0000 1-10031/0497 10/24/74 10 1475 39.0 144.2 GPGG
08624W 3148N 1841-15381 00000/0000 1-10031/1179 11/11/74 100 1726 34,0 147.5 GGbp
08624W 3143N 1733-15414 00000/0000 1-10027/0763 07/26/74 80 220 58.4 104.9 PP
08624W 3138N 1751-1r410 00000/0000 1-10027/1494 08/13/74 20 471 56.1 112.5
08625W 4429N 1790-155P9 00000/0000 1-10030/0398 09/21/74 GGGG
 60 1015 40.4 144.4 GGPG
08625W 3145N 1859-15q72 00000OO/OO 1-10032/0488 11/29/74 80 
 1977 30.0 148.6 PPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *............. 
 0 T6 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=OcOD. P~POOR. FOFAIR,




03:20 SEP qof75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0431
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAUE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C 0 0
 
08626W 4439N 1826-15521 OOO00/OOO 1-10031/0583 10/27/74 20 1517 28.5 152.8 PPPG
 
08626W 314 1N 1877-15364 00000/O000 1-10032/1030 12/17/74 10 2228 27.4 147.6 GGbG
 
08626W 2602N 1804-15345 oooo/oooo 1-i0030/1017 10/05/74 7o 1210 47.8 132.6 PGPP
 
08627W 443oN 1736-15550 O0000/O000 1.10027/0024 07/29/74 70 262 54.6 127.2 GPUG
 
08627W 3146N 1949-15314 OOOOO/OOO i-10035/0245 0P/27/75 4O 3232 37.0 133o0 GGGG
 
08627W 3141N 1931-15343 00000/0000 1-10034/0198 02/09/75 90 2981 32.0 137-5 PF
 
08627W 3138N 1895-15360 00000/0000 1-10033/0669 01/04/75 100 2479 26.8 145o1 FGFG
 
08628W 4438N 1844-15513 00000/0000 1.10032/0064 11/14/74 80 1768 23.3 154.5 GGGG
 
08628W 4438N 1934-15474 00000/0000 1-10034/0347 02/12/75 90 3023 24.4 144.5 GG
 
08628W 4433N 1862-15504 OOOD/oooo 1-10032/0677 12/02/74 Io 2019 19.4 154-4 GGPG
 
08628W 3558N 1788-15440 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0338 09/19/74 10 987 46.4 135.7 GRO
 
08628W 3144N 1985-15315 00000/0000 1-10036/0678 04/04/75 0 3734 48,7 122.0 FGb2
 
.08629w 4427N 1754-15542 00000/OOO0 1-10027/1824 08/16/74 ±0 513 50.7 132.4 PSUP
 
08630W 4438N 1970-15461 00000/o000 1-10036/0056 0q/20/75 50 3525 37.0 138.7 GFMG
 
08630W 4436N 1952-15470 O0000/OOOO 1-10035/0544 03/02/75 60 3274 30.4 141.6 GGGG
 
08630W 4429N 1880-15500 00000/0000 t-10033/0154 12/20/74 100 2270 17.3 152o9 FPFG
 
08630W 4022N 1807-15480 00OOO/0000 1-10030/1175 10/08/74 30 12S2 37.8 146.1 UuPG
 
086 30W 3556N 1770-15444 oooo0/oOo 1.10029/0658 09/01/74 80 736 51.0 127.8 PP G
 
08631W 4433N 1988-15481 00000/0000 1-10036/0737 04/07/75 10 3776 43.7 135.5 UGUG
 
08631w 3607N 1824-154q2 OOOO/OOO 1-10031/0678 10/25/74 20 1489 35.6 147-3 P u
 
08631W 3603N 1806-15433 00000/0000 1-10031/0063 10/07/74 80 1238 41,1 142.5 PGGG
 
086 32W 4433N 5006-15442 00000/0000 1-10037/0495 04/25/75 80 4027 49.6 131.6 GGQG
 
08632W 4016N 1735-15503 OOO00/OOOO 1-10027/0012 07/28/74 60 248 56,4 120"3 PP 6 M
 
08632W 4012N 1789-15482 00000/o00O 1-10030/0386 09/20/74 80 1001 43.5 140.2 6GUG
 
08632W 3600N 1734-15460 00000/OOO 1-10027/0655 07/27/74 30 234 57,7 1128 PG6G
 
08632W 3555N 1752-15453 00000/0000 1-10027/1778 08/14/74 100 485 54.7 119-6 GGbG
 
08633w 3605N 1842-15423 OOO00/OOOO 1-10032/0040 11/12/74 70 1740 30.5 150"0 GPG
 
08633W 3601N 1860-15415 00000/0000 1-10032/0595 11/30/74 1o 1991 26.5 150.6 PPP
 
08634w 4023, 1825-15474 00000/0000 1-10031/0559 10/26/74 0 1503 32.1 150.2 GGUG M
 
08634W 4022N 1843-15470 00000/O000 1-10032/0047 11/13/74 80 1754 26.9 152o3 P PP
 
08634W 4013N 1771-15491 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0741 09/02/74 100 750 48.6 133,4 GGUG
 
08634w 3602N 1950-15380 00000/0000 1-10035/0507 02/28/75 40 3246 34.9 1359 GGG
 
08635W 4022N 5077-15360 OOOoo/ooO 1-10039/0407 07/05/75 40 5017 56.7 111.6 GPUG
 
08635W 3555N 1896-15402 00000/O00O 1-10033/0737 01/05/75 0 2493 23.8 146-9 FOGG M
 
08635W 2554N 1750-15370 OOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1638 08/12/74 20 457 56.9 102.7 PPP
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE DUALIT/ ............... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOeD. PcPOOR. FrFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0432
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCReFILM ROLL NO,/ 
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KEYS: CLOUD rOVER X ........... 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
,.... 
....... 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR. 
RSMADE FROM REV. M=MADE FROM MO$, B=MADE FROM REV AND MSS. 
EPTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0433
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P p B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
08650W 3018N 1733-15420 00000/0000 1-10027/0764 07/26/74 80 220 58.5 102.4 PR
 
08651W 3016N 1877-15371 00000/0000 1-10032/1031 12/17/74 s0 2228 28.5 146.9 GG(,G
 
08652W 3O2ON 1949-1 340 OOOOO/O00 1-10035/0246 02/27/75 30 3232 37.8 131,9 FFGG
 
08652W 3014N 1931-15345 00000/0000 1-10034/0199 02/09/75 60 2981 32.8 136.6 FF
 
08652W 3012N 1895-15362 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0670 01/04/75 90 2479 27.9 144-4 FOGG
 
08653W 4721N 5043-15472 OOOoo/ooOO 1-10038/0507 06/01/75 so 4543 55.4 126.9 FG(F
 
08653W 4315N 1808-155p5 00000/0000 1-10031/0118 10/09/74 60 1266 35.4 148.5 PGPG
 
08653W 3018N 1985-15322 00000/OOOO 1-10036/0679 04/04/75 0 3734 49*3 120.3 FFFF
 
08655W 4719N 5025-15482 oOOoo/ooOo 1-10038/02a9 05/14/75 80 4292 52.9 130.9 FFFF
 
08655W 3433N 1788-15442 00000 ooO 1-10030/0339 0q/19/74 10 987 47.2 134.2 PbG
 
08656w 4303N 1772-15540 OOOOO/0000 1.10029/0807 09/03/74 6o 764 46.8 j36,9 GG60
 
08656W 3432N 1770-15451 00000/0000 1-10029/0659 09/01/74 70 736 51.6 i2s9 PPPG
 
08657W 4304N 1790-155q2 00000/0000 1-10030/0399 09/21/74 30 1015 41.3 143.2 GGup
 
08658W 3441N 1824-15434 ooooo/oooo 1-10031/0687 10/25/74 50 1489 36.7 146.4 P
 
08658W 3438N 1806-15435 00000/0000 1-10031/0064 10/07/74 30 1238 42.1 141.3 PPGG
 
08659W 4313N 1826-15524 00000/0000 1-10031/0584 10/27/74 20 1517 29,6 152.0 PPPG
 
08659W 3856N 1807-15482 00000/0000 1-10030/1176 10/08/74 0 1252 38,8 145.0 OGiG
 
08659W 344 ON 1842-15430 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0041 11/12/74 20 1740 31,6 149.2 PPGG
 
08659W 3430N 1752-15495 O00ooooo0 1-10027/1779 08/14/74 100 485 55.2 117,4 GGUG
 
0870oW 4312N 1844-15515 O0000/OOO0 1-10032/0065 11/14/74 90 1768 24,4 153.8 GPGG
 
08700W 4312N 1934-15481 00000/0000 1.10034/0348 02/12/75 60 3023 25.3 143.7 PGG
 
0870oW 4308N 1862-15511 O00O/OOOO 1.10032/0678 12/02/74 10 2019 20.5 153.8 GGPG
 
08700W 4305N 1736-15552 oooo/nooo 1-10027/o025 07/29/74 20 262 55.2 125.0 GP6P
 
08700W 3436N 1860-15422 00000/0000 j1j0032/0596 11/30/74 100 1991 27.6 i5oo GPGG
 
08701W 4302N 1754r15544 00000/0000 1-10027/1825 08/16/74 to 513 51.4 130.5 GGGG
 
08701W 3846N 1789-15485 00000/0OOO 1-10030/0387 09/20/74 90 1001 44,4 138.9 GPGP
 
08701W 3436N 1950-15381 00000/O000 1-10035/0508 02/28/75 90 3246 35.8 134.9 GGbG
 
08702W 4311N 1952-15472 00000/O00O 1-10035/0545 03/02/75 40 3274 31.3 140.6 GGGG
 
08702W 4304N 1880-15503 00000/0000 1-10033/0155 12/20/74 80 2270 18.5 152.3 FGFG
 
08702W 430ON 1898-15494 OOOoO/0OOO 1-10033/0747 01/07/75 40 2521 18.6 149.7 PPFP
 
08702W 3852N 1735-15510 00000/OOOO 1-10027/0013 07/28/74 80 248 56.8 117.9 PP G
 
08702W 3847N 1771-15494 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0742 09/02/74 100 750 49.4 j31.7 GG
 
08702W 3429N 1896-15405 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10033/0738 01/05/75 0 2493 24.8 146.3 QGGQ
 
08703W 4312N 1970-15463 00000/0000 1-10036/0057 03/20/75 10 3525 37,9 137.5 FFFG
 
08703W 4308N 1988-15454 00000/OOOO 1-10036/0738 04/07/75 tO 3776 44.5 134.0 GGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 T 100 X% CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GBOD, P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 * 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MS, BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
CERTS­
03:20 SEP io,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FOR US PAGE 0434 





MTCRfFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TO t00 = 
 % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GOOD. P=POOR, FaFAIR,
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... 




03:20 SFP 30,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH FRBDUCT DATA PAGE 0435
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D 0 







































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 T 100 - X CLOUD COVER. ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,,.....BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUESTED. 6-680D. P=P8OR. FsFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP qO,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0436
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN 
 SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV mSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 
 45678 C C D D
 
08730W 3722N 1771-15500 000oooo0/o 1-10029/0743 09/02/74 90 750 50.1 1300 GGGG
 
08730W 3308N 5022-1532 00000/0000 1-10037/0421 o/11/75 10 4250 57,0 109.4 FFUF
 
08730W 3305N 5004-15362 00000J0000 1-10037/0434 04/23/75 30 3999 53.6 116.7 FGbF
 
08731W 4853N 1828-16022 000000000 1-10031/0348 10/29/74 100 1545 24.5 155.5 PPP
 
08731W 4845N 1792-160qo 00000/0000 1-10030/0529 09/23/74 60 1043 3697 148.6 G6
 
08731W 4147N 1934-15483 00000/0000 1-10034/0349 0p/12/75 40 3023 26.3 142.9 GGUG
 
08731W 4143N 1862-15513 00000/0000 1-10032/0679 12/02/74 10 2019 21.7 153.2 GGGP
 
08731W 3732N 1825-15483 00000/0000 1-10031/0561 10/26/74 0 1503 34.3 148.4 GQOG M
 
08732W 4845N 1774-16035 00000J0000 1-10029/0890 09/05/74 0 792 42,6 143.6 GGbp
 
08732W 4147N 1844-15522 00000/0000 1-10032/0066 11/14/74 40 1768 25.5 153.1 PGPG
08732W 4136N 1754-15551 00000/0000 1-10027/1826 08/16/74 10 513 52.1 128.6 GGbG
 08732W 3730N 1843-15475 00000/0000 1-10032/0054 11/13/74 40 1754 29.2 isO9 GPPG
 
08732W .3730N 5077-15365 00000/0000 1-10039/0409 07/05/75 1O 5017 57.1 106.7 GGFG M
 
08732W 3720N 1753-15504 00000/0000 1-10027/1874 08/15/74 20 499 54.1 122.1 GPPG
 
08732W 2724N 1787-i5405 00000/0000 1-10030/0328 O/q18/74 30 973 51.0 125.6 GbS
 
08733W 4854N 1936-15575 00000/0000 1-10034/0202 02/14/75 70 3051 22.0 146.6 FOGS
 
08733W 4145N 1952-15475 00000/0000 1-10035/0546 03/02/75 20 3274 32.2 139.6 FFbG
 
08733W 4143N 1988-15460 00000/0000 1-10036/0739 04/07/75 10 3776 45.2 132.5 GGFO
 
08733W 4135N 1898-15501 00000/0000 1-10033/0748 01/07/75 40 2521 19.7 149.1 PGFG
 
08733W 3725N 1933-15441 00000/0000 1-10034/o306 02/11/75 100 3009 28,9 140,5 0GFF
 
08733W 3719N 1897-15454 00000/0000 1-10033/0650 01/06/75 60 2507 22.8 147-4 3GbG
 
08734W 4847N 1738-16051 00000/0000 1-10027/0946 07/31/74 80 290 52,2 133.9 GGPG
08734W 4147N 1970-15470 00000/oooo 1-10036/0058 03/20/75 0 3525 38.7 136'3 GGUF M
 
08734W 4139N iq80-15505 00000/0000 1.10033/0156 12/20/74 100 2270 19,6 j5l,7 FGPG
 
08734W 3728N 1951-15432 00000/0000 1-10035/0832 03/01/75 90 3260 34,4 136.8 FOGS
08734W 3723N 1879-15462 00000/0000 1-10033/0190 12/19/74 20 2256 22.9 1500 GGG
 
08734W 2723N 1769-15413 00000/0000 1-10029/0648 08/31/74 7o 722 54.3 115.5 PPP
 
08735W 4856N 5080-15503 00000/0000 1'10039/0473 07/08/75 40 5059 54.0 125 9 GGG
08735W 4851N 1846-16014 00000/0000 1-10032/0150 11/16/74 80 1796 19.3 156-7 PGQG
 
08735W 3725N 1987-15414 00000/0000 1-10036/0728 04/06/75 0 3762 47,0 128.0 FOGO
 
08736W 4852N 1954-15570 00000/0000 1.10035/0619 03/04/75 40 3302 28.3 144.2 FGPG
 
08736W 484 6N 1864-16o5 00000/oOOO 1-10032/0648 12/04/74 100 2047 15.6 156.2 PPP
08736W 4142N 5006-15451 00000/0000 1-10037/0497 04/25/75 90 4027 50.9 127'9 GGUF 
o8736w 2728N 5075-15282 OOOOoo/0o 1-10039/0401 07/03/75 30 4989 56.8 89,4 FFGF 
08737W 484 7N 1882-16001 00000/0000 1-10033/0005 12/22/74 70 2298 13.9 154.5 Fp F 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER %............... 0 Tn 100 % CLOUD COVER. *# NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G0GOD. P=POOR, F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0437
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07123/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUM IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P a P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
08737W 4842N 1900-15591 00000/0000 1-10033/0777 01/09/75 70 2549 14.5 151 9 FFF 


























































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G0G00D. PmPOOR. FuFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0438
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATInN MrCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
08754W 3142N 1968-15383 OOOO/OOOO 1-10036/0116 01/18/75 90 3497 43.3 127-6 GGG
08754W 3140N 1932-15401 00000/0000 1-10034/0287 02/10/75 100 2995 32,2 137.2 GGFG
 
08755W 4433N 1863-15563 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0711 12/03/74 80 2033 19.2 154.4 PPGp
08755W 4432N 1881-15554 O0000/OOO 1-10033/0199 lP/21/74 4D 2284 17.3 152.8 FFF
08755W 4428N 1899-15550 00000/0000 1-10033/0763 01/08/75 100 2535 17,6 IsOo2 PFFG
08755w 3604N 1807-15491 00000/0000 1-10030/1178 10/08/74 0 1252 40.8 142.8 GGPP
08755w 3555N 1789-15494 0000/OO0 1-10030/0389 09/20/74 60 tOl 46.1 136.1 GPGG

o8755w 314 1N 1986-15374 00000/0000 1-10036/0692 04/05/75 20 3748 49.1 121.6 GGFG
087 55W 3139N 5004-15364 00000/oooO 1-10037/0435 04/23/75 40 3999 53.9 114.6 
 FGFF
08756W 
 4438N 1953-15524 00000/0000 1-10035/0484 03/03/75 30 3288 30.7 
 141.4 GGG
08756W 3556N 1771-15503 00000/0000 1-10029/0744 09/02/74 80 750 50,8 128.2 GGGG
08756W 
 3143N 5022-15355 00000/0000 1-10037/0422 05/11/75 lo 4250 57.2 107.0 QGGF

08757W 4012N 1772-15545 00000/0000 1-10029/0809 09/03/74 40 764 48.4 133o7 GGGG
08758W 4434N 1989-15505 00000/0000 1-10037/0117 04/08/75 10 3790 44,1 135.3 FFGG
 
08758W 4434N 5007-15500 00000/0000 1-10037/0591 04/26/75 20 4041 49,9 131.4 FGGF
08758W 4010N 1790-1554t 00000/0000 1-10030/0401 09/21/74 0 1015 43,2 140.6 PGGG
08758W 3601N 1735-15515 00000/0000 1-10027/0015 07/28/74 80 248 57.5 113.1 PPPG
08759W 3606N 1825-15490 00000/0000 1-10031/0562 10/26/74 iO 1503 35,3 147.5 GGGG
08759W 3554N 1753-15511 000o0oO0O 1-10027/1875 08/15/74 30 499 54.5 120'0 GGG 
M
 
08800W 4431N 5043-15481 00000/0000 1-10038/0509 06/01J75 20 4543 56.5 122o2 FFFF
08800W 402 2N 1826-15533 00000/0000 1-10031/0586 10/27/74 30 1517 31,8 150.3 GG&G
 
08800w 4013N 1736-15561 00000/0000 1-10027/0027 07/29/74 10 262 56,2 120.5 GGGG
08800w 3604N 1843-15482 00000/0000 1-10032/0055 11/13/74 20 1754 30.3 150,1 PoPp
08800W 3557N 1879-15465 00000/0000 1-10033/0191 12/19/74 90 2256 24.0 149.3 GGG
08800W 3554N 1897-15461 00000/0000 1-10033/0651 01/06/75 20 2507 23.8 146.8 GGG
08801W 4022N 1934-15490 00000/0000 1-10034/0332 OP/12/75 20 3023 27.2 142.0 FFbG
08801W 3602N 1951-15414 00000/0000 1-10035/0833 03/01/75 100 3260 35,3 135.7 GGGG
08801W 3559N 1933-15443 00000/0000 1-10034/0307 02/11/75 100 3009 29,8 139.7 GGPG
08802W 473iN 1810-160o 00000/0000 1-10030/1263 10/11/74 40 1294 31.5 151 9 GPPG
 
08802w 4428N 5025-15491 00000/0000 1-10038/0231 05/14/75 9O 4292 54,2 126.7 PPPP
08802W 402 2N 1844-15524 00000/0000 1-10032/0067 11/14/74 20 1768 26.7 152.4 PGPG
08802W 4017N 1862-15520 00000/0000 1-10032/0680 12/02/74 20 2019 22.8 152.5 
 GPGP
08802W 4010N 1754-15553 00000/0000 1-t0027/1827 08/16/74 40 513 52.7 126.6 PPOP
08802W 3559N 1987-15420 00000/0000 1-10036/0729 04/06/75 0 3762 47.6 126.4 FGIF
08803W 402 0N 1952-15481 00000/0000 1-10035/0547 01/02/75 50 3274 33.1 138.6 666G
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR.




03:20 SEP 0,175 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0439
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICReFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 













































08804W 3558N 5023.15401 00000/ooOO 1,10037/0769 05/12/75 60 4264 56.6 113.8 GGG 























08809w 472oN 1774-16041 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10029/0891 09/05/74 0 792 43.5 142-1 PGP 
08809W 4013N 5024-15444 00000/000 1-10037/0805 09/13/75 10 4278 55.6 120.3 PGbF 





































































08813W 4722N 1882-16003 00000/0000 1-10033/0006 12/22/74 40 2298 15.0 153.9 QGFG 
08813W 3029N 1824-15450 00000/0000 1-10031/0690 10/25/74 100 1489 39.7 143-4 P 



































08817W 3019N 1860-15433 00000/0000 1-10032/0599 11/30/74 so 1991 30.9 147.8 PGGP 





























































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Ti 100 u % CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .. ............. RLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. GGOD. P=POR F=FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM REV. M=MADE FROM PISS. BuMADE FROM REV AND MSS.
 
EPTS-1
03:20 SEP RO,075 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 044o
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO., 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 123 45678 C C DD
 
0882oW 3014N 5004-15371 OOOOO/oooo 1-10037/0436 04/23/75 50 3999 54.3 112.4 GGFF
 
08g21W 4316N 1809-15584 00000/0000 1-10030/1216 10/i0/74 0 1280 35.1 148.7 PGbG
08821W 3438N 1807-15494 OOOOO/OO0 1-10030/1179 10/08/74 80 1252 41.8 141-7 GGPG
 
08822W 3430N 1789-155o0 00000/0000 1-10030/0390 09/20/74 to 1001 47.0 134.6 GGG
 
08823W 3430N 1771-1550 00000/0000 1-10029/0745 09/02/74 90 750 51,4 126.4 GGbG
08824W 4304N 1773-15594 00000/0000 1-10029/0767 09/04/74 20 778 46.5 137-3 PGGP M
 
08824W 3859N 1808-15541 00000/0000 1-10031/0121 10/09/74 0 1266 38.5 145.3 GGGG
 
08825W 4313N 1827-15582 00000/0000 1-10031/0645 10/28/74 40 1531 29.3 152.2 GGGP
 
08825W 4302N 1755-16003 00000/oOO 1-10027/1844 08/17/74 1o 527 51.2 130.8 PGGG
 
08825W 344 0N 1825-15492 00000/0000 1-10031/0563 10/26/74 10 1503 36.4 146.6 PGbG M
 08825W 3435N 1735-15521 OOOOO/OOO 1.10027/0016 07/28/74 50 248 57.8 110.6 PPUG
 
08826W 4315N 1971-15521 00000/0000 1-10038/0020 03/21/75 5o 3539 38.2 137-4 F6GG
 
08826W 4315N 5079-15463 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10039/0465 07/07/75 5o 5045 55.9 116.6 G6bG
08826W 4311N 1935-1 5 5q5 00000/0000 1-10034/0528 0?/13/75 10 3037 25.7 143o5 GFbG
 
08826W 4306N 1737-16011 00000/0000 1-10027/0137 07/30/74 50 276 55.0 125.3 uGbG
 
38 49N
08826W 1790-15564 00000/0000 1-10030/0402 09/21/74 10 1015 44.1 139.3 GGGG
 
08826W 3847N 1772-15552 0oO/0oooo 1-10029/0810 Oq/03/74 40 764 49.1 132-1 bUGG
 
08826W 3438N 1843-15484 00000/0000 1-10032/0056 11/13/74 0 1754 31.4 t49.3 PGPG
 
08826W 3429N 1753-15513 00000/0000 1-10027/1876 08/15/74 40 499 55.0 117.9 GGG
 
088 27W 4307N 1881-15561 00000/0000 1-10033/0200 12/21/74 80 2284 18.4 152.2 FFFP
 
09827W 4303N 1899-15552 00000/0000 1-10033/0764 01/08/75 100 2535 18,7 149.6 $FFG
 
08827W 343 2N 1879-15471 00000/0000 1-10033/0192 12/19/74 30 2256 25.1 148.7 GGFG
08827W 3428N 1897-15463 00000/0000 1-10033/0652 01/06/75 0 2507 24.9 146.1 
 FGGG
 
08828W 4312N 1953-155q0 00000/0000 1-10035/0485 03/03/75 10 3288 31.6 140.4 GGG
 
08828W 4310N 1845-15573 00000/0000 1-10032/0142 11/15/74 30 1782 24,2 153.8 GGP
 
08828W 3848N 1736-15564 00000/0000 1-10027/0028 07/29/74 20 262 56,6 118.1 GGGG
08828W 3436N 1951-15441 00000/0000 1-10035/0834 01/01/75 50 3260 36.1 134.7 GGG
 
08828W 3433N 1933-1540 00000/0000 1-10034/0308 02/11/75 1oo 3009 30,7 138.8 FGGE
08829w 3856N 1826-15515 00000/0000 0i10031/0587 10/27/74 so 1517 32.9 1495 GGp

08829W 3433N 1987-15423 oooo0/0OOo i-10036/0730 04106/75 10 3762 48.3 124.7 G6GG
08830W 4309N 1989-15512 00000/0000 1-10037/0118 04/08/75 20 3790 44.8 133.8 1FG
 
08830W 4309N 5007-15502 00000/0000 1-10037/0592 04/26/75 30 4041 50.6 129.5 FGGG
 
08830W 385 6N 1934-15492 00000/0000 1-10034/0333 0P/12/75 20 3023 28.2 141.2 GFG
 
08831W 3856N 1844-155qi 00000/0000 1-10032/0068 11/14/74 20 1768 27.8 151o7 GGbG
 
08831W 3852N 1862-15522 00000/0000 1-10032/0681 IP/02/74 90 2019 23.9 151.9 GPbP
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .,............ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G:GOOD. Pzp6OR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qot75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0441
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. N*WO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSDBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUE$TED. GIGO6D. P-P0R. F;FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MsS. B=MADE FROM REV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP qO,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0442
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C O D
 
o885ow 4919N 1937-i6 0q3 00000/oooo 1-10034/0395 02/15/75 40 3065 22,1 146,7 BGG6
 
08851W 4602N 1972-15570 00000/0000 1,10035/1132 0/22/75 90 3553 36,9 139.6 GGpG
 
0885Iw 4139N 1791-15592 OOOOO/O000 1-I0030/0461 09/22/74 20 1029 42.0 142.2 GGPG
 
0851w 3314N 1825-15495 00000/0000 1-10031/0564 10/26/74 to 1503 37,4 j45.6 GGGG M
 
08851w 3309N 1735-15524 00000/0000 1-10027/0017 07/28/74 80 248 58.0 108.2 PPPG
 
08851W 3303N 1753-15520 00000/0000 1-10027/1877 08/15/74 30 499 55.4 115-7 GGUG
 
088 52W 4152N 1809-15590 OOOO0/oo000 1-10030/1217 10/10/74 0 1280 36.1 147.7 QGbG
 
08852W 3733N 1808-15543 O000/OOOO 1,10030/1197 10/09/74 0 1266 39.5 144.3 PGci
 
o8852W 3312N 1843-15491 00000/0000 1-10032/oo57 11/13/74 0 1754 32.5 148.5 GGPP
 
08852W 330 6N 1879-15474 00000/0000 1"oo33/0193 ia/19/74 70 2256 26.2 148.1 GFFG
 
08853W 4854N 1811-16082 00000/0000 1-10030/1300 10/12/74 30 1308 30.1 153.0 PGGG
 
088 53W 4557N 5044-15sq2 00000/0000 1-10038/0528 06/02/75 40 4557 56.1 124,3 FFbG
 
0§853W 4556N 5008-15562 OOO00./ooo 1-10037/0451 04/27/75 90 4055 49.5 132-9 GGGG
 
08853W 3303N 1897-15470 00000/0000 1-10033/0653 01/06/75 10 2507 25.9 145-4 GGGG
 
08854W 3724N 1790-15550 00000/0000 1-10030/0403 09/21/74 2o 1015 45.0 137.9 GGGG
 
08854W 3721N 1772-15554 00000/0000 1.10029/0811 o9/o3274 5o 764 49.8 1304 GGGG
 
08854W 3310N 1951-15443 00000/0000 1-10035/0835 0/01/75 30 3260 36.9 133.6 GGGG
 
08854w 3307N 1933-15452 00000/0000 1-10034/0309 02/11/75 100 3009 31,6 37.9 FGGG
 
0885sw 4857N 1829-16080 00000/0000 1-10031/0759 10/30/74 100 1559 24,1 155,7 GPOG
 
08855w 455 4N 5026-15542 00000/0000 1-10037/0815 05/15/75 9 0 4306 53.7 128-5 FFF
 
08855W 4138N 1773-16001 00000/0000 1-10029/0768 09/04/74 40 778 47.3 135"7 PPGG M
 
08 85 SW 
 3307N 1987-154P5 OOO00/O000 1-10036/0731 04/06/75 10 3762 48,8 123.0 GGGG
 
08856W 48 44N 1793-16084 00000/0000 1-10030/0552 09/24/74 90 1057 36.4 148.8 GPGP
 
088 56W 414 7N 1827-15584 00000/0000 1.10031/0646 10/28/74 20 1531 30.4 151,3 PGUG
 
08856w 4137N 1755-16009 OOOOO/o000 1-10027/1845 08/17/74 10 527 51.9 1 9'0 PP(G
 
08856w 3722N 1736-15570 00000/0000 1-10027/0029 07/29/74 30 262 57.0 115,8 GGbG
 
08857W 414 9N 5079-15465 00000/0000 1-10039/0466 07/07/75 50 5045 56.2 114.2 GGG
 
088 57W 414oN 1737-16013 00000/0000 1-10027/0138 07/30/74 20 276 55v5 t23.1 GG
 
08857W 4138N 1899-15595 00000/0000 1-10033/0765 01/08/75 100 2535 19.7 149,0 FPPF
 
08857w 3730N 1826-15542 00000/0000 1-10031/0588 lo/27/74 5o 1517 34.0 148.6 GGGp
 
08857W 3307N 5023-15410 00000/0000 1-10037/0771 05/12/75 30 4264 57.1 109.0 FGFG
 
08857W 2727N 1806-15460 00000/0000 1-10031/0069 10/07/74 20 1238 46.5 134.8 GGG
 
08857W 2724N 1788-15463 00000/0000 1-10030/0343 09/19/74 20 987 50.8 126.1 Q P
 
08858W 4858N 5081-15561 00000/0000 1-10039/0487 07/09/75 40 5073 53.8 126.0 GGGG
 
08858W 4851N 1847-16072 00000/0000 1-10032/0185 11/17/74 20 1810 19,1 156.7 a
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G-GO8D, PNPOOR, FFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30A'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0443
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
08858W 4149N 1971-15EP4 OOOO/oooo 1-10038/0021 03/21/75 50 3539 39.1 36,1 Fehe 
08858W 4146N 1935-15542 OOooo/oooo 1-10034/0529 02/13/75 30 3037 26.6 142.7 GGG 
08858W 3731N 1934-15495 00000/0000 1-10034/0334 02/12/75 50 3023 29.1 140.4 GFbF 























08859W 4145N 1845-15580 00000/0000 1-10032/0143 11/15/74 0 1782 25.3 153-1 QG 
08859W 4142N 1863-15572 00000/0000 1-10032/0712 12/03/74 30 2033 21.5 153.1 PGPP 
08859W 4142N 1881-15563 000000000 1-10033/0201 12/21/74 90 2284 19.5 151.6 FFPP 























48900WD9 IN 1955-16OP4 00000/0000 1-10035/0636 04/05/75 100 3316 28.6 144.2 PG F 
08900W 4146N 1953-15533 00000/0000 1-10035/0486 03/03/75 10 3288 32.5 139.4 GGbG 
0890OW 3730N 1970-15481 00000/0000 1-10036/0060 01/20/75 0 3525 41.1 132.5 GGUG 























08900W 3718N 1898-15512 00000/0000 1-10033/0751 01/07/75 60 2521 22.9 147.2 GUFG 
08901W 4143N 5007-15505 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10037/0593 04/26/75 60 4041 51*2 127.6 PFUG 
08901W 2719N 1752-15480 00000/0000 1-10027/1784 08/14/74 50 485 56,6 106.1 GGbG 
08902W 4847N 1739-16105 OOOOO/o00O 1-10027/1029 08/01/74 80 304 52.0 134.2 GciG 
08902W 4845N 1883-16055 O00O/OOOO 1-10033/0241 12/23/74 90 2312 13,8 154.4 FF F 
08902W 4843N 1757-16101 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10028/0080 08/19/74 70 555 47.6 138.6 GGb(i M 
08903W 4856N 1973-160P0 00000/0000 1-10036/0221 01/23/75 10 3567 35.5 141.9 fFGF 























08905W 3722w 5024-15453 00000/0000 1-10037/0807 05/13/75 0 4278 56.4 115-7 FFFG 
08906W 2720N 1896-15425 0OOO/OOO 1-10033/0743 01/05/75 50 2493 29.9 142.8 GG(G 
08907W 2722N 5004-15380 00000/0000 1-10037/0438 04/23/75 40 3999 54.8 108.1 GGFG 
08907W 272iN 1932-15412 00000/0000 1-10034/0290 02/10/75 50 2995 34,8 134.4 GGSG 
08908W 4845N 5009-16001 
08909W 4848N 5027-15591 
08909W 4846N 5045-15581 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 
OOOOO/0OOO 1-10037/0466 04/28/75 
O0000/OOOO 1-10038/0237 0EJ16/75 
00000OO/OO 1-10038/0483 - 06/03/75 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, * 
10 4069 48.2 136.2 
10 4320 52,6 132.5 
70 4571 55.0 128.7 





IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GOGOOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 'Oj0175 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0444
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 






MTCROFILM ROLL 0,/ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV Ms % 123 45678 C C 0 D 
08911W 4442N 1810-16035 O0000/O000 1-10030/1265 10/11/74 90 1294 33,6 150.0 GG
 
089 12W 3138N 1789-15505 00000/0000 1-0030/0392 09/20/74 10 1001 48.5 131.6 GG
 
08913W 3147N 1807-15503 00000/0000 1-10030/1181 10/08/74 0 1252 43.6 139.2 GG(G 
08914W 4431N 1792-16041 00000/0000 1-10030/0532 09/23/74 70 1043 39.7 145,0 Pbp 
08914W 3140N 1771-15514 OOOOO/0000 1-10029/0747 09/02/74 70 750 52.6 122.6 (,G(,G 
08917W 4438N 1828-16033 00000/o00O 1-10031/0349 10/29/74 100 1545 27,9 153.1 PPP 
08917W 4430N 1774-16090 00000/0000 1-1002,/0893 09/05/74 10 792 45.3 139,2 GG(G 
08917W 3149N 1825-15501 00000/0000 1-100311/0565 10/26/74 0 1503 38,4 144.6 PPPP M 
08917W 3144N 1735-155qo OOO00/O000 1-10027/0018 07/28174 90 248 58.2 105.7 PGPG 
08918W 3146N 1843-15493 00000/0000 110032/0058 11/13/74 0 1754 33.5 147.7 GOnG
 
08918W 3140N 1879-15480 OOOOO/000 1-10033/0194 12/19/74 100 2256 27.2 147.4 GGbG
 
08918W 3137N 1897-15472 00000/0000 1:10030/0654 01/06/75 30 2507 26.9 144.8 17GbG
 
08919W 4439N 1936-15591 00000/0000 11003 /0205 02/14/75 9o 3051 25,0 144.2 GG
 
O8 19W 4431N 1738-16062 OOO00/O000 1-10027/0949 07/31/74 30 290 54.2 127.7 5GbG
 
08919W 3141N 1933-15455 00000/0000 1-100f/0310 02/11/75 90 3009 32.5 t37.0 GGG
 
08920W 444oN 5080-15514 00000/0000 1-10039/0476 07/08/75 60 5059 55.4 119,0 GGbF
 
08920W 4435N 1846-16025 00000/0000 1-10032/0153 11/16/74 80 1796 22,8 154.6 GPG
 
08P20W 3607N 1808-15550 00000/0000 1-10031/0122 10/09u74 10 1266 40,5 143,1 GGG
 
08920W 3559N 1790-155q2 O0000/oooo I-1003b/0404 09/21/74 70 1015 45.8 136.5 GGG
 
08920w 3144N 1951-15490 oooo0/0000 1:10035/0836 0/01/75 40 3260 37.7 132.5 Gb0G
 
08920W 3141N 1987-15432 00000/0000 1-1003 /0732 04/06/75 70 3762 49.4 121.3 GGGG
 
08921W 4431N 1864-16021 00000/0000 1-10032/0651 12/04/74 40 2047 19.1 154-3 PGPG
 
08921W 4014N 1791-15595 00000/0000 1-10038/0462 09/22/74 10 1029 42.9 141.0 GGG
 
089,21W 2557N 1788-15465 00000/0000 1-10030/0344 09/19/74 30 987 51.5 124.4 PpRG
 
08922W 4436N 1954-15582 OOOO0/OOO 1-10035/0622 03/04/75 0 3302 31.1 141.2 GGG
 
08922W 4432N 1882-16012 00000/0000 1-10033/0008 12/22/74 100 2298 17.2 152.7 FFFF
 
08922w 4427N 1900-16004 00000/0000 1.1003j/0780 01/09/75 90 2549 17,7 150.1 FFPF
 
08922W 4026N 1809-15593 00000/0000 1-10030/1218 10/10/74 0 1280 37.1 146.7 GG
 
08922W 3556N 1772-15561 OOOOO/O00O 1-1002 /o812 09/03/74 60 764 50.5 128.6 GGQG
 
08922W 314iN 5023-15413 00000/0000 1-10037/0772 05/12/75 30 4264 57,3 106.6 FG G
 
08923W 4437N 1972-15573 00000/0000 1-10035/1133 03/22/75 70 3553 37.8 138,4 FOIG
 
08924W 3605N 5078-15425 OOO00/o000 1-10039/0380 07/06/75 90 5031 57.1 104-3 GGFG
 
08924W 3557N 1736-15573 00000/0000 1-10027/0030 07/29/74 20 262 57,4 113.4 GGGG
 
08925w 4013N 1773-16003 OOO00/O0 1-10029/0769 09/04/74 *0 778 48,1 134.1 PGG
 
08925W 4012N 1755-16012 00000/0000 1-10027/1846 08/17/74 to 527 52.5 127.0 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 -11 CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR, F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0445
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCRPFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
08925W 3605N 1934-15501 oooc/ooo 1-10034/0350 02/12/75 90 3023 30.0 139"5 GGGG 
08925W 3604N 1826-15544 00000/0000 1-10031/0589 10/27/74 20 1517 35.0 147.7 GGGG 

























































































08927W 4014N 1737-160P0 00000/0000 1-10027/0139 07/30/74 30 276 56.0 120.8 reG 
08927W 4013N 1899-15561 00000/0000 1-10033/0766 01/08/75 100 2535 20.8 148.4 FFF 
08927W 3602N 1952-15493 00000/0000 1-10035/0550 01/02/75 50 3274 35.6 135.5 GGGG 























08928W 3552N 1898-15515 00000/0000 1-10033/0752 01/07/75 50 2521 23.9 146.6 066G 
08929W 4017N 1881-15570 00000/0000 1-10033/0202 12/21/74 90 2284 20.6 151.0 FFPF 
08929W 4016N 1863-15574 00000/0000 1-10032/0713 12/03/74 0 2033 22.6 152,5 BGGG 























08931W 4729N 1811-16085 00000/0000 1-10030/1301 10/12/74 30 1308 31,2 152.1 PGPP 
08932W 4732N 1829-16083 00000/0000 t-10031/0760 10/30/74 100 1559 25,2 t54.9 GPPG 
08932W 4017N 5007-15511 00000/0000 1-10037/0594 04/26/75 50 4041 51.8 125.7 PGGG 
08932W 3556N 5024-15455 OOO00/O00O 1-10037/0808 05/13/75 20 4278 56,8 113-4 PGQG 
08933W 4719N 1793-16091 00000/0000 1-10030/0553 09/24/74 80 1057 37,4 1 7,7 GPOP 
08933W 4016N 5043-15492 00000/0000 1-d0038/0510 06/01/75 so 4543 57,7 114.9 PFGF 
08934W 4012N 5025-15502 00000/0000 1-10038/0234 05/14/75 40 4292 55.8 120.0 QFbG 
08935W 4734N 5081-15563 00000/0000 1-10039/0488 07/09/75 40 5073 54,3 123.7 0666 
08935W 4725N 1847-16074 00000/0000 1-10032/0187 11/17/74 10 1810 20,2 156.0 PPPG 
08935W 4719N 1775-16095 00000/0000 1-10029/0906 09/06/74 90 806 43.2 142-4 GGG 
08936W 4725N 1865-16070 00000/0000 1-10032/0834 12/05/74 50 2061 16.6 155.5 PPPP 
08937W 4736N 1955-16011 OoO00/ooOo 1-10035/0637 01/05/75 100 3316 29.5 143.2 GG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........... ,.... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=POSR. F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... R=HADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
031:20 SEP 30*'75 
ERTS-i 
COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0446 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 










































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
0 Tn 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOBD. P-POOR. FaFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 




03:20 SEP qoj'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0447
 
STANDARD CATALnG FOR US 





MICROFILM RBLL NO./ 














B P P B P 






































































































































08954W 3438N 1970-15490 00000/0000 1-10036/0061 Oq/20/75 0 3525 42.5 129.8 GGGF 
08954W 3427N 1898-1552t O00O/OOOO 1-10033/0753 01/07/75 7o 2521 24.9 145.9 GGFG 







































































































































































09001W 3851N 5007-15514 0oo0/o00O 1-10037/0595 04/26/75 60 4041 52*4 123.7 FFFG 
09001W 2855N 1807-15512 OOOoO'O/OO 1-10030/1183 10/08/74 20 1252 45.4 136.6 GGPG 
09002W 3850N 5043-15495 OOO00/OOOO 1-10038/0511 06/01/75 30 4543 58.0 112.4 FFuG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ........... .... 0 TA too - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........i..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. GnGOBD. P=POOR, F'FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE se..... REMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP qo,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0448
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P a P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ................. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=POR. FVFAIR. 
ROMADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MsS. BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-t
 
03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0449
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRIFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIO. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT REV MSS 123 4567g C C D D 
09018W 3306N 1880-15932 O0000/Ooo 1-t0033/0162 12/20/74 90 2270 26.1 147-9 GFGG 
09019W 4554N 5009-160t0 00000/0000 1-10037/0468 04/28/75 100 4069 49.7 192-7 FGGF 
09019W 414oN 1774-16055 00000/0000 1-10029/0895 09/05/74 10 792 47.0 136.2 GGGG 
09019W 3311N 1844-15545 00000/0000 1-10032/0072 11/14/74 90 1768 32.2 148.6 GPPG 
0902OW 4855N 1812-16141 00000/OOO0 1-10030/1363 10/13/74 70 1322 29.7 1532 PGPG 
09020W 485oN 1794-16142 00000/0000 1-10030/0413 09/25/74 40 1071 36.0 149.1 PGUG 
0902OW 4557N 5027-16000 O0000/0 1-10038/0239 05/16/75 0 4320 53,9 128.3 PGGG 
09020W 4556N 5045-15590 00000/0000 1-10038/0560 06/03/75 40 4571 56.1 124o1 GGGG 
09020W 3735N 1809-16002 00000/0000 1-10030/1220 10/10/74 0 1280 39.2 144.6 UGGG 
09020W 3312\ 1970-15493 00000/0000 1-10036/0062 03/20/75 10 3525 43.2 128.4 QGGG 
09020W 3310N 1952-1550? 00000/0000 1-10035/0552 03/02/75 10 3274 37.2 133.3 GGGF 
0902OW 3309N 1862-15540 00000/0000 1-1003240685 1P/02/7k 10 2019 28.3 149.2 QGGG 
09020W 330IN 1898-15524 00000/0000 1-10033/0754 01/07/75 90 2521 26.0 145.3 GGGG 
09021W 4849N 1848-16130 00000/0000 1-10032/0195 11/18/74 0 1824 18.8 156.7 GGUG 























09022W 4856N 1830-16114 00000/0000 1-10031/0715 10/31/74 80 1573 23.8 155.8 GPPP 
09022W 4i4oN 1738-16071 OOOOO/0OOO 1-10027/0951 07/31/74 30 290 55.3 123.4 GPGG 
09023W 4149N 5080-15523 00000/0000 1-10039/0478 07/08/75 30 5059 56.1 114.2 GFOG 
09023W 4148N 1936-16000 00000/0000 1-10034/0207 02/14/75 100 3051 26.9 142-5 GGUG 
09023W 4142N 1864-16010 O00O/OOOO 1-10032/0653 12/04/74 100 2047 21.3 153.1 PP 
09023W 3733N 5079-15481 O00O/OOOO 1-10039/0469 07/07/75 so 5045 56.9 106-9 GGG M 
09023W 3721N 1755-160P1 00000/0000 1-10027/1848 08/17/74 10 527 53,6 123.0 PPPG 


































09024W 3723N 1737-16025 00000/ooO 1-1O027/041 07/30/74 10 276 56.9 116.1 GG(,G 























09025W 414IN 1882-16021 00000/0000 1-10033/0010 12/22/74 70 2298 19,4 151.5 FFFF 
09025W 4136N 1900-16013 O000ooo/00 1-10033/0782 01/09/75 100 2549 19.8 148.8 FF F 
09025W 4135N 1756-16063 00000/0000 1-10028/0050 08/18/74 20 541 51,6 129.3 PPPp 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... ............ 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GcG0D P-POOR. FPFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,.... R=MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30175 ERTS-1COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0450 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 





































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... ......... 0 TA 100 .
 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED GGD. P-POOR. FrFAIR,




03:20 SEP qos'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
 
STANDARD CATALOG F6R US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 B P P B P
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
123 45678 C C D D
 MSS x
LONG LAT RBV 

09042W 3139N 1754-15580 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1833 08/16/74 20 513 55.6 113°9 cGb
 
09043W 4429N 1775-16104 00000/0000 1-10029/0908 09/06/74 80 806 45,0 139"5 GGGG
 
09043W 3147N 1934-15513 00000/0000 1-10034/0353 Op/12/75 80 3023 32.7 136.8 GGG
 
09043W 3147N 5078-15441 00000/0000 1-10039/0382 07/06/75 So 5031 57.1 96.9 fGFG
 
09043W 3141N 1736-15584 00000/0000 1-10027/0033 07/29/74 30 262 58.0 106.0 GGG
 
100 3316 31.4 141.2 FFFF
09044W 4446N 1955-16040 00000/0000 1-10035/0639 01/05/75 
 PPUG M
09044W 4428N 1757-16113 OOO0ooOo 1-10028/0083 08/19/74 20 555 50.0 133.4 

09044W 3558N 1791-16010 00000/0000 1-10030/0465 09/22/74 70 1029 45.6 136.9 bG
 
100 1768 33,3 147.8
09044W 3144N 1844-15551 00000/0000 1-10032/0073 11/14/74 (p(3
 
09044W 314ON 1880-15535 00000/0000 1-10033/0163 12/20/74 100 2270 27.2 t47.3 GGUG
 
1810 22.5 154.6 GG
09045W 4435N 1847-16083 00000/0000 1-10032/0189 11/17/74 20 

09045W 4435N 1865-16075 00000/0000 1-10032/0836 12/05/74 0 2061 18.9 154.3 GPPP
 
1952-15504 00000/0000 1-10035/0553 03/02/75 10 3274 38.0 132.2 FGUG
09045W 3144N 

09045W 3142N 1862-15543 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0686 12/02/74 10 2019 29.4 148o5 GG
 
70 304 54.0 128.0 6GPG
09046W 4431N 1739-1610 00000/0000 1-10027/1032 08/01/74 

09046W 4026N 1810-16051 00000/0000 1-10030/1268 lo/1l/74 70 1294 36.8 147.0 PGPG
 
09046W 4016N 1792-1603 00000/0000 1-10030/0535 09/23/74 40 1043 42.6 141.3 PGUG
 
09046W 3146N 1970-15495 00000/OOO0 1.10036/0063 0i/20/75 10 3525 43.9 127.0 GGFG
 
09046W 3142N 1988-15490 00000/0000 1-10036/0746 04/07/75 100 3776 49.7 120.9 FG G
 
09046W 3136N 1898-155q0 00000/0000 1-10033/0755 01/07/75 70 2521 27.0 144.6 GGbF
 
09047W 4430N 1883-16071 00000/0000 1-10033/0244 1P/23/74 40 2312 17.2 152.5 FFPG
 
09047W 3609N 1809-16004 00000/0000 1-10030/1221 jo/10/74 0 1280 40.2 143.5 PPGG
 
09048W 
 4440N 1973-16031 00000/0000 1-10036/0224 01/23/75 100 3567 38.1 138.2 RF F
 
09048W 4426N 1901-16062 00000/0000 1-10033/0831 01/10/75 100 2563 17.8 149.9 FF F
 792 47,8 134.6 SGbG
O9048W 4015N 1774-16062 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0896 09/05/74 1o 

09048W 3556N 1773-16015 00000/0000 1-10029/0772 09/04/74 30 778 50.3 129.1 GGG
 60 4027 54.4 113.8 GGUG
09048W 3142N 5006-15480 00000/0000 1-10037/0504 04/25/75 

10 527 54.2 120.9 P PP
09050W 3554N 1755-16023 00000/oooo 1-10027/1838 08/17/74 
 10 4278 57.4 106.1 FGGG
 09050W 3140N 5024-15471 00000/0000 1-10037/0811 05/13/75 

09051W 4021N 1828-16045 00000/0000 1-10031/0352 10/29/74 90 1545 31.2 150 7 POP
 
09051W 3606N 1827-16002 00000/0000 1-10031/0650 10/28/74 90 1531 34,7 147.9 Gab
 
09051W 3557N 
 1737-16031 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10027/0142 07/30/74 So 276 57.2 113o7 GGUG
 
09051W 3556N 1899-15573 00000/0000 1-10033/0769 01/08/75 90 2535 23,9 146-4 FGFG
 30 290 55.9 121°1 GPUG
09052W 4015N 1738-16074 00000/0000 1-10027/0952 07/31/74 

09052W 3604N 1935-15560 00000/0000 1-10034/0533 02/13/75 90 3037 30.3 t39.3 GGOG
 
0 TO tOO - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...............
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GGeOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 
M-MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,.... R=MADE FROM RBv# 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 3n,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0452 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 To 07/23/75 
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KEYS% CLOUD COVER % ............ 0 TR 100 w % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=0G0D. P=POOR. F=FAIR,





03:20 SFP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0453
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
BF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 9 123 45678 C C D D 
091O5W 4732N 1992-16071 00000/0000 1-10037/0160 04/11/75 10 3832 43.5 137.8 GGGG
 
09105W 4720N 1884-16120 00000/0000 1-10033/0287 12/24/74 100 2326 14.9 153-6 FFGF
 
09106W 4719N 1758-16162 00000/0000 1-10028/0108 08/20/74 10 569 48.1 137.3 PPPG
 
09106W 3014N 1772-15575 00000/O000 1-10029/0816 09/03/74 100 764 52.9 121.2 GGOG
 
09106W 3013N 1754-15583 00000/0000 1-10027/1834 08/16/74 50 513 55,9 111.7 GGPP
 
09107W 4728N 1974-16080 00000/0000 1-10036/0296 03/24/75 100 3581 36o8 140o5 FGGF
 
09107W 3020N 1826-15562 00000/0000 1-10031/0593 10,27/74 30 1517 39.2 143.9 GUGG
 
09107W 3020N 5078-15443 00000/0000 1-10039/0383 07/06/75 30 5031 57.0 94.5 GFFF
 
09108W 4728N 5064-16032 00000/0000 1-10039/0236 06/22/75 80 4836 55.8 123.8 PFF
 
09108W 3021N 1934-15515 00000/0000 1-10034/0354 0?/12/75 20 3023 33.5 135.9 GGIG
 
09108W 3019N 1844-15594 00000/O000 1-10032/0074 11/14/74 90 1768 34,4 147.0 GGPG
 
09108W 3015N 1736-15591 OOO00/O000 1-10027/0034 07/29/74 80 262 58.2 103-5 GGUG
 
09108W 3014N 1880-15541 00000/0000 1-10033/0164 12/20/74 90 2270 28.2 146.6 GFFG
 
09109W 4339N 1937-16051 00000/0000 1-10034/0399 02/15/75 100 3065 26.0 143.4 eGUS
 
09109W 3432N 1791-16013 00000/o000 1-10030/0466 09/22/74 30 1029 46.4 135.5 PGUG
 
09110W 4721N 5010-16061 00000/0000 1-10038/0108 04/29/75 100 4083 49.3 134.3 GGFG
 
09110W 3017N 1952-15511 00000/0000 1-10035/0554 01/02/75 0 3274 38.7 131.0 FGFF
 
09110W 3016N 1862-15545 00000/0000 1-10032/0687 12/02/74 0 2019 30.5 147.8 GPPG
 
09111W 4721N 5028-16052 00000/0000 1-10038/0165 09/17/75 20 4334 53!5 130.2 PGUG
 
09111W 3019N 1970-15502 00000/0000 1-10036/0064 031/20/75 20 3525 44.5 125.6 GGGG
 
09111W 3015N 1988-15492 00000/0000 1-10036/0747 04/07/75 80 3776 50.1 119.1 GFMG
 
09111W 3010N 1898-15533 00000/0000 1-10033/0756 01/07/75 so 2521 28.0 143o9 FGUG
 
09112W 472 IN 5046-16042 00000/0000 1-10039/0017 06/04/75 70 4585 55.6 126.2 GGFG
 
09112W 4303N 1793-16102 00000/0000 1-10030/0556 09/24/74 70 1057 0.4 144.1 QGG
 
09113W 4314N 1811-16100 0000/o000 1-10030/1304 10/12/74 100 1308 34,4 149.2 PGPG
 
09113W 3443N 1809-16011 00000/0000 1-10030/1222 10/10/74 0 1280 41.1 142.3 PGGG
 
09113W 3016N 5006-15483 00000/0000 1-10037/0505 04/25/75 50 4027 54.7 111.6 GFGG
 
09115W 4316N 1829-16094 00000/0000 1-10031/0763 10/30/74 80 1559 28*6 152,5 GGGG
 
09115W 4304N 1775-16111 OOO00/OOOO 1-10029/0909 09/06/74 60 806 45.9 138.0 OGG
 
09115W 3851N 1792-16055 00000/0000 1-10030/0536 09/23/74 20 1043 4395 140.0 PGGP
 
09115W 3430N 1773-16021 00000/0000 1-10029/0773 09/04/74 20 778 51.0 127 3 GGG
 
09115W 3014N 5024-15473 O0000/O00O 1-10037/0812 09/13/75 60 4278 57.6 103.7 GQGG
 
09116W 4318N 5081-15579 00000/0000 1-10039/o490 07/09/75 30 5073 55,7 116.8 GGGG
 
09116W 4304N 1757-16115 00000/0000 1-10028/0084 08/19/74 10 555 50.7 131.6 GGG6 M
 
09116W 390oN 1810-1605q 00000/0000 1-10030/1269 10/11/74 70 1294 37.8 145.9 PGPG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .......,........ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G.GOBD. P=POOR. FRFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. M:M4DE FROM MSS, B=MADE FROM RaV AND MSS,
 
I 
03:20 SEP 30,175 ERTS-1COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0454 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCRhRILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER ................ 0 
TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ... , BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F-FAIR.




03:20 SEP 10'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0455
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































GGG6 - c 





















0914ow 4555N 1884-16122 
09142W 4602N 1974-16081 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
00000/0000 1-10033/0288 12/24/74 90 2326 16.0 153-0 
00000/0000 1-10036/0297 03/24/75 100 3581 37.7 139.3 
0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGD0. P=PaOR. F.FAIR. 




03:20 SEP q0oj75 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 045--
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














BP P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 w % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE 9..... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=POOR, F=FAIR. 
RwMADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MS$, BsMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i'
 
03:20 SFP q0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0457
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
09151W 4843N 1777-16205 00000/0000 1-10029/1035 09/08/74 $0 834 41.7 144.4 GGGP 
09151W 4149m 1973-16040 00000/0000 1-10036/0226 03/23/75 100 3567 39.8 135'7 FFPF 
09151W 4136N 1901-16071 00000/0000 1-10033/0833 01/10/75 100 2563 19.9 148.6 FF F 
09151W 3726N 1882-16033 00000/0000 1-10033/0012 12/22/74 90 2298 22.7 49.6 FFFF 













































09152W 372ON 1900-16025 00000/0000 1-10033/0785 01/09/75 so 2549 23.0 146-9 GGG 
09152W 2724N 1790-15575 00000/0000 1-10030/O410 09/21/74 30 1015 50.4 127.2 GGG 
09153W 4849N 1867-16180 O00OOoOOOO 1-10032/0879 12/07/74 50 2089 15.1 156.0 FOGG 
09153W 4846N 1759-16213 00000/0000 1-10029/0068 08/21/74 1O0 583 47.0 139.2 GGGP 
09153W 3729N 1972-15593 00000/0000 1-10035/1138 03/22/75 0 3553 41.8 132,0 GGFG 
09153W 3728N 1954-16002 00000/0000 1-10035/0626 01/04/75 30 3302 35o4 136.1 0GUG 
09154W 4856N 5083-16073 00000/0000 1-10040/0097 07/11/75 70 5101 53.6 126.0 GFFG 

























































09155W 2727N 1844-15563 00000/0000 1-10032/0076 11/14/74 20 1768 36.5 145,3 PGUG 
09155w 2727N 5078-15452 OOooo/oooo 1-10039/0385 07/06/75 90 5031 56.6 89.8 GPFG 
09156W 4140N 5045-16002 00000/0000 1-10038/0563 06/03/75 0 4571 57.5 116.9 GFOG 
09156W 4138N 5009-16021 00000/0000 1-10037/0471 04/28/75 30 4069 51.8 127.0 GGG 























09156W 2723N 1736-16000 OOOO0/oooo 1-10027/0036 07/29/74 60 262 58.2 98-5 GGG 
09156W 2722N 1880-15550 00000/0000 1-10033/0166 12/20/74 100 2270 30.3 145.2 FFFG 
09157W 4141N 5027-16012 00000/0000 1-10038/0242 0i/16/75 10 4320 55.6 121.7 GGG 
09157W 2725N 1862-15594 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10032/0689 12/02/74 40 2019 32.6 146.3 GPOG 
09158W 485tN 5011-16113 00000/0000 1-10038/0148 04/30/75 100 4097 48.8 136.0 PFFF 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn t00 - % CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. a-GOOD. P=PBOR, F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBV. M=NADE FROM MS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSSo 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP qo,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0458
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY "PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P

LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
09158W 4851N 5065-16083 00000/0000 1-1003 9 /0174 06/73/75 40 4850 5502 126.0 G F
09158W 2719N 1898-15542 00000/0000 1-10033/0758 01/07/75 so 2521 30.o j42.4 GGGG
0920OW 4848N 5029-16103 00000/0000 110038/0039 09/18/75 40 4348 53,0 132.1 PFGG
09200w 314ON 1791-16022 00000/0000 1-10030/0468 09/22/74 0 1029 48.0 132.5 eGG
 
0920OW 2723N 5006-15492 00000/0000 1-10037/o5o7 04/25/75 30 4027 55,2 107.2 FFFG
09205W 3152N 1809-16020 00000/0000 1-10030/1224 10/10/74 0 1280 43,0 140.0 GGGG
09206W 444ON 1812-16192 00000/0000 1-10030/1366 10/13/74 100 1322 330 150.4 GPG
 
0920 6w 4435N 1794-16194 00000/0000 1-10030/0416 09/25/74 0 1071 390 145.7 GGGG
09207W 4433N 1848-16142 00000/0000 1-10032/0198 11/18/74 90 1824 22,3 154#6 PPP
09207W 3139N 177 3-16090 00000/0000 1-10029/0775 09/04/74 60 778 52.2 123.6 GGS
 
09208W 314 2N 1881-15593 00000/o000 1-10033/0796 1P/21/74 0 2284 27,1 147.2 OF F
 09208w 3139N 1755-16035 00000/0000 1-10027/1850 08/17/74 10 527 55.4 1144 PPPP
09209w 4441N 1830-161q0 00000/0000 1-10031/o718 10/31/74 90 1573 27.2 153.4 PPPp
09209W 4428N 1776-16162 00000/0000 1-10029/0995 09/07/74 100 820 44.7 139.9 GG
09209W 4048N 1937-16060 00000/0000 1-10034/0401 02/15/75 100 3065 27.8 141.7 0G0G

O9209W 3149N 5079-15495 00000/0000 1-10039/0471 07/07/75 10 5045 57'0 97,1 OG0G
09209W 3148N 1827-16014 OOO00/000 1-10031/0653 10/28)74 100 1531 37,9 145.1 GGp

09209W 3139N 1899-15584 00000/0o00 1-10033/o772 01/08/75 40 2535 27.0 144.4 GGG
09210W 3558N 1792-16064 OOO00/O00O 1-10030/0538 09/23/74 20 1043 45.3 137.3 PGUp
09210W 3146N 1935-15571 00000/0000 1-10034/0536 0p/13/75 20 3037 330 j36.6 OGGF
09210W 3143N 1863-16001 00000/0000 I&10032/0718 12/03/74 0 2033 29.3 148.5 GPG5
0921OW 3140N 1737-16043 00000/0000 1-10027/0145 07/30/74 40 276 57.9 106.4 GPG
 
09211w 4444N 1956"16094 00000/0000 1-10035/0766 Oq/06/75 60 3330 31.7 i41.0 GFG
09211W 444oN 1938-16103 00000OOOo/ 1-10034/0413 02/16/75 90 3079 25,6 143.8 GGG
09211W 4432N 1740-16175 00000/0000 1'10027/1046 08/02/74 80 318 53.8 128.3 GGGG
09211W 3147N 1971"l 5 55q 00000/0000 1-0038/0028 01/21/75 90 3539 44.2 126.7 GGG
09211W 314 4N 1845-16005 00000/0000 1-10032/0149 11/15Y74 0 1782 33.0 147,9 OGG
09212W 4442N 5082-16030 00000/OOO0 1-10040/0087 07/10/75 60 5087 55,1 119.2 GGFG
 
09212W 4434N 1866-16133 00000/0000 1-10032/1041 12/06/74 100 2075 18.7 154.2 FFF
09212W 3608N 1810-16062 00000/0000 1-10030/1227 10/11/74 0 1294 39.8 143.8 GUG
09212W 3145N 1953-15562 00000/0000 1-10035/0493 Oq/03/75 90 3288 38.3 131.9 GGG
09213w 444IN 1992-16080 00000/0000 1-10037/0162 04/11/75 10 3832 45.j 134.8 GG&G
09213W 4430N 1758-16171 00000/0000 1-10028/0110 08/20/74 10 569 49.7 133.8 PPPG M
09213w 443ON 1884-16125 O0000/o00O 1-10033/0289 12/24/74 80 2326 17,2 152.4 GGF
09213W 4427N 1902-16120 00000/0000 00000/0000 01/11/75 
 100 2577 17.9 149.7 GGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .. .......... 
 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P-POOR, FwFAIR.
 









FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS B PP S P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
09213W 4013N 1793-16111 00000/ooo 1-10030/0558 09/24/74 4O 1057 42,3 141.7 PGGG
 
09213W 35BN 1774-16073 00000/0000 1-10029/0899 09/05/74 80 792 50.0 129-6 GGGG
 
09214W 2605N 1808-15575 00000/0000 1-10030/1198 10/09/74 30 1266 46.8 134.3 PGbP
 
09215W 4437N 1974-16085 00000/0000 1-10036/0298 03/24/75 100 3581 38,5 138.1 FFGF
 
09215W 402N 1811-16t05 00000/O00O I-10030/1306 10/12/74 100 1308 36.5 147.2 PGPP
 
092i6W 4014N 1775-16120 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0911 09/06/74 40 806 47.5 135.0 eGGS
 
09216W 3557N 1738-16085 00000/OOOO 1-10027/0954 07/31/74 lo 290 57.1 114o1 GGGG
 
09217W 4027N 5081-15584 00000/0000 1610039/0492 07/09/75 10 5073 56.3 112.0 GG(3G
 
09217W 4O25N 1829-16103 00000/0000 10o31/0765 10/30/74 100 1559 30.9 1509 PP(P
 
09217W 3606N 1936-16014 00000/0000 1-10034/0211 02/14/75 s0 3051 30.6 139.1 GGGG
 
09217W 3605N 5080-15541 00000/0000 1-10039/0482 07/08/75 40 5059 56.9 104,5 F(,UG
 
09217W 3604N 1828-16060 OOOO/0ooO 1-10031/0355 10/29/74 70 1545 34.5 148.1 PGfJP
 
09217W 3554N 1756-16081 00000/0000 1-10028/0054 08/18/74 20 541 54.0 121.4 PPPP
 
99217W 2555N 1772-15590 00000/0000 1-10029/0819 09/03/74 80 764 543 115-2 GGUG
 
09217W 2554N 1754-15594 00000/0000 1-10027/1837 08/16/74 10 513 56.5 104,8 P
 
09218W 4431N 5010-16070 00000/0000 1-10038/0110 04/29/75 60 4083 50.7 j30.6 GGFO
 
09218W 4431N 5046-16051 00000/0000 1-10039/0019 06/04/75 80 4585 56.7 121*5 GGFG
 
09218W 4029N 1955-16051 00000/0000 1-10035/0642 03/05/75 90 3316 34.0 138.1 GFFF
 
09218W 4012N 1757-16124 00000/0000 1-10028/0085 08/19/74 0 555 52.0 127°8 GGGG
 
09218W 3605N 1990-15590 00000/0000 1-10037/0123 04/09/75 So 3804 48.6 125,5 FGPF
 
09218W 3600N 1882-16035 00000/0000 1-10033/0013 12/22/74 90 2298 23.8 149.0 NFG
 
09219W 4430N 5028-16061 00000/0000 1-10038/0167 05/17/75 10 4334 54,7 125.9 GOGO
 
09219W 3602N 1846-16052 00000/0000 1-10032/0159 1t/16/74 100 1796 29.5 150°3 PPPP
 
09219W 3559N 1864-16044 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0780 12/04/74 10 2047 25.8 1505 GG&b
 
09219W 3555N 1900-16031 00000/oOO 1-10033/0786 01/09/75 10 2549 24.0 146.3 FGGG
 
09219W 2601N 5078-15455 00000/0000 1-10040/0044 07/06/75 70 5031 56.3 87-5 FFFF
 
092i9W 2556N 1736-16002 00000/0000 1-10027/0037 07/29/74 40 262 58.1 96.0 GGUG
 
09220W 4019N 1865-16oo 00000/0000 1-10032/0839 12/05/74 1o 2061 22.3 j52.4 eGGS
 
09220W 4015N 1739-16132 00000/0000 1-10027/1035 08/01/74 100 304 55.7 121.4 GG
 
09220W 4015N 1883-16082 O000/OOO 1.10033/0247 12/23/74 90 2312 20.5 150.7 FFFG
 
09220W 3602N 1954-16005 00000/0000 1-10035/0 6 27 03/04/75 50 3302 36.3 135.0 FGFG
 
09220W 2602N 1934-15531 00000/0000 1-10034/0335 02/12/75 40 3023 36,0 133-0 FF&F
 
0922OW 2555N 1880-15553 00000/0000 1-10033/0167 12/20/74 100 2270 31.3 144.4 FFFG
 
09221W 4022N 1973-1604 00000/O000 1-10036/0227 Oj/23/75 i00 3567 40.6 j34.4 FFFF
 
09221W 4023N 1991-16033 00000/0000 00000/0000 04/10/75 100 3818 46.9 130,3 FGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..... ,....... 0 TR 100 p % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ...... *....... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED -SGOOD. P=POOR, F.FAIR,
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS, BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-1 
03120 SEP So,'75 COORDINATE LISTING VWITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0460
STANDARD CATA'bG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCR&FILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 9 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
09221W 401N 1901-16074 00000/0000 1-10033/0834 01/10/75 100 2563 21.0 148.0 FF F
09221W 3602N 1972-16000 00000/0000 1-10035/1139 03/22/75 10 3553 42.5 130.6 GGFG
 
09221W 2553N 1898-15544 00000/0000 1-10033/0759 01/07/75 30 2521 30,9 141.6 DOUG
 
09222W 4722N 1795-16203 Ooooo/oooo 1-10030/0705 09/26/74 0 1085 36.7 148.3 GG0(G
09222W 3558N 5008-15581 00000/0000 1r1003 7/0457 04/27/75 70 4055 53.7 119.3 GOOD
 
09223W 3559N 5044-15562 00000/0000 1-10038/0493 06/02/75 50 4557 58.5 107.0 FOOG
 
09223W 3556N 5026-15572 00000/0000 1-10037/0822 05/15/75 40 4306 57,0 112.7 GGFO
 
09223W 2556N 5006-15494 00000/0000 1-10038/0118 04/25/75 20 4027 55.3 105.0 FOGO
 
09225W 4732N 1813-16202 00000/0000 1-10030/1385 10/14/74 90 1336 30.5 152.5 GPG
09225W 4015N 5045-16004 00000/0000 1-10038/0564 06/03/75 10 4571 57.8 114.4 66(AG
09226W 4015N 5027.16014 00000/0000 I110038/0243 05/16/75 10 4320 56.1 119.4 GOOD
 
09226W 4013N 5009-16024 00000/0000 1-10037/0472 04/28/75 10 4069 52.4 125.1 GG
 
09226W 3014N 1791-16024 OOOOO/OOO0 1&10030/0469 09/22/74 30 1029 48.8 130.9 DOUG
 09227W 4735N 1957-16143 00000/o000 1-10035/0800 03/07/75 so 3344 30.2 142.9 GOOD
09228W 4733N 1939-16152 00000O/000 1-10034/0489 02/17/75 100 3093 23.9 145.4 DOUG
 
09228W 4725N 1849-16191 00000/0000 1-10032/0311 11/19/74 100 1838 19.7 156.0 PPPP
 
09228W 4718N 1777-16212 00000/0000 1410029/1036 09/08/74 90 834 42,6 143.0 GGG
 
09229W 4723N 1867-16182 00000/0000 1-10032/0880 12/07/74 80 2089 16.3 155.4 DOUG
09229W 4721N 1759-16220 00000/0000 1-10029/0069 08/21/74 1oo 583 47.8 137.6 QG0p
09230W 4724N 1921-16161 00000/0000 1-10034/0249 01/30/75 20 2842 19.0 148.0 FGbG
 
09230W 4722N 1741-16224 O00O/OOOO 1-10027/0960 08/03/74 60 332 52,2 132.6 DOUG
 
09230W 3025N 1809-16022 00000/0000 1-10030/1225 10/10/74 0 1280 43.9 138.7 DOG
09231W 4733N 1993-16125 00000/0000 1-10037/0063 04/12/75 0 3846 43.8 137.7 GGFG
 
09231W 4731N 5083-16075 00000/0000 1-10040/0098 07/11/75 70 5101 54,1 123.8 GGFG
 09232W 4730N 1975-16134 00000/0000 1-10036/0233 03/25/75 10 3595 37.2 1404 FGFG
 
09232W 3014N 1773-16033 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0776 09/04/74 20 778 52.7 121.7 GO0G
 
09233W 3015N 1881-15595 00000/0000 1-10033/0797 12/21/74 0 2284 28.1 146.5 FGFF
09233W 3014N 1755-16041 00000/0000 1-10027/1851 08/17/74 40 527 55.8 112.2 OPUG
09234W 4727N 5011-16115 00000/0000 1-10038/0149 04/30/75 90 4097 49.5 134.2 GGFF
09234W 4727N 5065-16090 00000/0000 1-10039/0175 06/23/75 10 4850 55.8 123.7 F PG
092 34W 3021N 1827-16020 00000/0000 1-10031/0654 10/28/74 100 1531 38.9 144.1 GGbp

09234W 3013N 1899-15591 00000/0000 1-10033/0773 01/08/75 40 2535 28.0 143.7 GOOD
 
O9235W 302ON 1935-15574 00000/0000 1-10034/0537 02/13/75 20 3037 33,8 j 536 FGOG
 
09235W 3017N 1863-16004 00000/0000 1-10032/0719 12/03/74 0 2033 30.3 147.8 GGb
 
09235W 3015N 1737-16045 00000/0000 1-10027/0146 07/30/74 20 276 5890 103.9 DOUG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 Ta 100 - X CLOUD COVER. 
 ** n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .*............. BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GoGOOD. P-POBR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE .046±
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 5 P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
09236W 4723N 5029-16110 00000/0000 1-10038/0040 09/18/75 10 4348 53.6 130-0 PGUG
 
09236W 3022N 1971-15560 00000/oooo 1-10038/0029 03/21/75 80 3539 44.8 125-3 FOGG
 
09236W 3019N 1953-15565 00000/0000 1-10035/0494 01/03/75 80 3288 39.0 130.8 GFUG
 
09237W 3433N 1792-16071 00000/0O00 1-10030/0539 09/23/74 10 1043 46.i 135.9 PGGP
 
09238W 431BN 1812-16195 O0ooo/oooo 1-10030/1367 1o/i174 1o 1322 34.1 149.4 PGPG
 
09238W 4309N 1794-16160 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0417 09/25/74 0 1071 4O9O 144.5 GGGG
 
09238W 3923N 1937-16062 00000/ooo i-i0034/0402 02/15/75 100 3065 28.8 140.9 FOGG
 
09238W 3442N 1810-16065 00000/0000 1-10030/1228 10/11/74 20 1294 40.8 142.7 BGPG
 
09239W 4308N 1848-16144 ooooooooo 1-10032/0199 11/18/74 90 1824 23*4 1539' PPO
 
09239W 3433N 1774-16080 00000/0000 1-10029/0900 09/05/74 60 792 50.7 127.8 GGOG
 
09241W 4303N 1776-16165 00000/00OO 1-10029)0996 09/07/74 80 820 45.6 138.4 PGPG
 
09242W 4315N 1830-16152 00000/00oo 1-10031)0719 10/31/74 90 1573 28.3 152.6 GPPP
 
09242W 3847N 1793-16114 0000/0000 1-10030)0559 09/24/74 80 1057 43,2 140-4 PGGG
 
09243W 4318N 1956-16101 00000/0000 1,10035/0767 01/06/75 90 3330 32*6 1400 GGUG
 
09243W 3439N 1828-16063 00000/0000 1-10031/0356 10/29/74 60 1545 35,5 147.2 GGPG
 
09243W 3432N 1738-16092 00000/O00O 1-10027/0955 07/31/74 30 290 57.4 111-7 GGG
 
09244W 4317N 5082-16033 00000/0000 1-10040/0088 07/10/75 40 6087 55.5 116.9 FGFG
 
09244W 4315N 1938-16105 00000/0000 1-0034/0414 02/16/75 90 3079 26.5 ±43.0 GGQF
 
09244W 4309N 1866-16140 O00O/OOOO 1-10032/1042 12/06/74 io0 2075 19.9 153.6 FFFE
 
09244W 4306N 1740-16181 O0000/OOOO 1-10027/1047 08/02/74 So 318 54.4 126.1 GG6G 
09244W 385 8N 1811-16112 O0000/o000 1-10030/1307 10/12/74 100 1308 37,5 14692 PGPP 
09244W 3440N 1936-16020 O000/0000 1-10034/0212 02/14/75 o 3051 31.5 138.2 OGGOF 
092 44W 3439N 5080-15544 00000/O00O 1-10039/0483 07/08/75 20 5059 57.0 102'1 FGG 
09244W 3434N 1882-16042 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/001k 12/22/74 40 2298 24,9 1484 OGGO 
09244W 3429N 1756-16084 00000/0000 1-10028/0055 08/18/74 so 541 54.5 119.3 PP P 
09245W 4316N 1992-16082 00000/oooo 1;10037/0163 04/11/75 1o 3832 45,8 133.2 FFG 
09245W 4305N 1884-16131 0000/00O 1-10033/0290 12/24/74 70 2326 18,3 161.8 PFFF 
09245W 4304N 1758-16173 O000/OOOO 1-10028/0111 08/20/74 to 569 50.4 132.0 PGPP M 
09245W 3848N 1775-16122 00000/0000 1-10029/0912 09/06/74 4o 806 48.3 133.4 OGGGI 
09245W 3439N 1990-15593 00000/0000 1-10037/0124 04/09/75 70 3804 49.2 123.8 OFUG 
09245W 3433N 1864-16050 00000/0000 1-10032/0781 12/04/74 0 2047 26,9 1 98 GPGG 
09246W 4302N 1902-161P3 00000/0000 00000/0000 01/1i/75 100 2577 19.0 t49-1 BGG 
09246W 390T 5081-iESgO 00000/0000 1-10039/0493 07/09/75 30 5073 56.5 109.6 GFFG 
09246W 390ON 1829-16110 ooo000/00 1-10031/0766 10/30/74 40 1559 32.0 1500 GPGG 0 a 
09246W 3436N 1846-16095 00000/0000 1-10032/0160 11/16/74 100 1796 30c6 149.6 PPPP 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % .......... ,.. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** aNO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
 
IMAGE QUALITY ........%..... BLANKSnBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GaGOOD. PEPOOR. FrFAIRC
 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0462
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C DD
 
09246W 343ON 1900-16034 00000/0000 1-10033/0787 01/09/75 30 2549 25,0 145.6 FGG
 
09247W 3903N 1955-1604 00000/0000 1-10035/o643 03/05/75 kO 3316 34.9 137,1 GFEF
 09247W 3847N 1757-i6iqi 00000/0000 J-10028/0086 08/19/74 60 555 52.7 125.8 Gap

09247W 3436N 1954-16011 00000/0000 1. 0035/o628 03/04/75 *0 3302 37.1 j33-9 GGG
 
09248W 4312N 1974-16092 00000,OO00 1-10036/0299 03/24/75 100 3581 39.4 136,8 FFQ E
09248W 3849m 1739-161q4 00000/oOOO i10O27/1036 08/01/74 80 304 56,1 119"1 GGUG
3 43 6N
09248W 1972-16002 O0000/ooOO 1-10035/1140 03/22/75 0 3553 43,2 129.2 GGFG
 
09249W 3857N 1991-16040 00000/0000 00000/0000 04/10/75 90 3818 47.6 128.6 GGGG
 
09249W 38 54N 1865-16093 OOO00/OO0 1.10032/0840 12/05/74 20 2061 23.4 151.8 G0G0
 
09249W 38 5 3N 1847-j6i1 ooooo/oooo 1-10032/0202 11/17/74 3O 1810 27,1 151.8 GGG
 
09249W 3850N 1883-16085 00000/0000 1-10033/0248 12/23/74 1o 2312 21,6 150.1 GFPG
 
09249W 3434N 5044-15564 OOOOO/OOO0 1,10038/0534 06/02/75 10 4557 58.6 104,5 FGGF
 
09249W 34 32N 5008-15584 00000/0000 1-10037/0458 04/27/75 70 4055 s4,1 117.2 GGGG
 
09249W 3430N 5026-15574 00000/0000 1-10037/0823 0V/15/75 70 4306 57.3 110-3 GFFO
 
09250W 4306N 5046-16053 00000/0000 1-10039/0020 06/04/75 40 4585 57.1 119.1 QGFG

09250W 4305N 5010-16073 000O/O00O0 1-t0038/0111 04/29/75 3o 4083 51.4 128.7 GGFG
 
0925OW 3857N 1973-16045 OOOOO/000 1-10036/0228 03/23/75 70 3567 41.4 13301 PGGG
 
09250W 3846N 1901-16080 00000/0000 1-10033/0835 01/10/75 100 2563 22.0 147.4 GF F
 
09251W 2849N 1791-16031 O0000/O000 1-t0030/0470 09/22/74 80 1029 49.5 129.3 GGG8
 
09253W 3849N 5045-16011 00000/0000 1-10038/0565 06/03/75 10 4571 58.1 111.9 GGG
 
09254W 2858N 1809-160P5 00000/0000 1-10030/1226 10/10/74 10 1280 44.8 137.5 POOP
 
09255W 3850N 5027-16021 ooooO/oooo 1-10038/0244 05/16/75 to 4320 56.5 117.1 0G0F
 
09255W 3849N 5009-16030 O0000/o00o 1-10037/0473 04/28/75 40 4069 52.9 123-1 FGFG
 
09256W 2848N 1773-160q5 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0777 09/04/74 90 778 53,2 119.8 GGGG
 
09257w 4558N 1795-16205 00000/0000 1-10030/0706 09/26/74 0 1085 37.7 147.1 G0G0
 
09257W 28 57N 5079-155o4 OOOOO/0ooo 1-10039/0461 07/07/75 20 5045 56.7 92.4 F
 
09257W 28SoN 1881.16002 00000/0000 1-10033/0206 12/21/74 30 2284 29.2 145.8 PFFO
 
09257W 2849N 1755-16044 OOOOO/O000 1-10027/1852 08/17/74 20 527 56.0 109.9 GGGG
 
09258W 2855N 1827-16023 00000/OOOO 1-10031/o655 10/28/74 90 1531 39.9 143.1 GG
 
09258W 2854N 1935-15580 00000/0000 1-10034/0538 02/13/75 50 3037 34,6 134.7 GFbG
 
09258W 2850N 1863-16010 OOOOO/0oo0 1-10032/0720 12/03/74 0 2033 31.4 147.0 PPP
 
09258W 2848N 1737-16052 00000/0o00 1-10027/0147 07/30/74 40 276 58.1 iol-4 6GGG
 
28 47N
09259W 1899-15593 00000/0000 1-10033/0774 01/08/75 50 2535 29,0 143-0 FG(4

09300W 4607N 1813-16204 00000/0000 1-10030/1386 10/14/74 90 1336 31.6 151-5 GP8
 
09300W 2855N 1971-15562 00000/0000 1-10038/0030 03/21/75 20 3539 45.4 123.8 FqGF
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ .... 0 Ta O0 . % CLOUD COVER. *t * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ *;..... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOD. P.POOR. F-FAIR,
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .. ,.... REMADE FROM RBVe M-MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0463
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































09313W 4149N 1830-16155 00000/0000 1-10031/0720 10/31/74 100 1573 29.4 151.8 PPPP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 To 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .... o.,....... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GCGOOD. P-POOR. FCFAIR. 
RSMADE FROM RBV, MFMADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0464
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MrCRRFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. 
 AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 x 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
09313W 3733N 1811-16114 O0000/ ooo i-±0030/±308 10/12/74 100 1308 38.6 145.1 PGGP
09313W 3720N 1775-16125 OoO/OOOO 1.10029/0913 09/06/74 4o 806 49.1 131.7 GG2G
 
09313W 3309N 1954-16014 00000/0000 1-10035/o629 o/o4/75 70 3302 37.9 132.8 FGFF
 
09314W 415 3N 1956-16103 O0000/000 1-10035/0768 03/06/75 100 3330 33.5 139-0 GGhE
 09314W 3735N 5081-15593 00000/0000 1-10039/0494 07/09/75 40 5073 56.7 107.2 GGbG
 
09314W 3734N 1829-16112 Ooooo/oooo 1.10031/0767 10/30/74 So 1559 33.0 149.2 GPGP
 
09314W 33i0N 1972-16005 00000/0000 1,t0035/1141 03/22/75 50 3553 43,9 127.8 FFIG
 
09315W 4151N 5082-16oqS OOO00/OOOO 1-1oO40/0O89 07/10/75 30 5087 55.9 114-5 FFPG
0931SW 4149N 1938-16112 00000/0000 i-10034/0415 02/16/75 100 3079 27.5 142.2 GGbF
 
09315W 414ON 1740-16184 00000/O000 1-10027/1048 08/02/74 90 318 55.0 124o0 GGGG
 
09315W 4140N 1884-16134 00000/OOO 1-10033/0291 12/24/74 70 2326 19.4 151.2 FGGG
09315W 4139N 1758-16180 00000/0000 1-10028/0112 08/20/74 10 569 51.1 130"1 PPbP
 
09315W 3721N 1757-16133 OOO00/o000 1-10028/0087 08/19/74 100 555 53.2 123.8 GPPP
09315W 3309N 5044-15571 00000/0000 1-10038/0535 06/02/75 0 4557 58.7 101'9 FGFG
 
09315W 3306N 5008.15590 00000/0000 1-10037/0459 04/27/75 30 4055 54.5 115.0 GFUG
09315W 3305N 5026-1558t 00000/0000 1-10037/0824 05/15/75 100 4306 57,5 107.8 FFIG
 
09316W 4855N 1832-16251 00000/O000 1.10031/0812 11/02/74 100 1601 23.2 155.9 PPP
 
09316W 4144N 1866.16142 OOOO0/O000 1-10032/1043 12/06/74 100 2075 21.0 153o0 FFFF
 
09316W 3737N 1955-16060 OOOOO/ooo 1-10035/0644 o/oS/75 10 3316 35.7 136.0 GGc)G
09316W 3724N 1739-16141 OOO00/00 1-10027/1037 08/01/74 30 304 56.6 116.8 GGFG
 
09316W 2722N 1791-16033 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0471 09/22/74 70 1029 50.2 127.7 PGG
 
09317W 4852N 1850-16242 OOOOO/OOOO 1.10032/0329 11/20/74 100 1852 18.3 156.7 PGPP
 
09317W 4842N 1778-16263 O00O/O000 1-10029/1085 09/09/74 60 848 41.4 144.7 GGG
09317W 4136N 1902-161P5 00000/0000 00000/0000 01/11/75 100 2577 20.0 148.5 FG(4

09317W 3731N 1991-16042 00000/0000 00000/0000 04/10/75 70 3818 48.3 126.9 GFG
 
09317W 3728N 1865-16095 OOO00/OOOO 1-10032/0841 12/05/74 70 2o61 24,5 151.1 GGG
 
09317W 3724N 1883-16091 OOO00/O000 1-10033/0249 12/23/74 90 2312 22,7 149.5 FGFG
 
09318W 490ON 1958-16195 00000/0000 1-10035/0748 03/08/75 0 3358 29.7 143.8 GGPG
 
09318W 4857N 1940-162o4 00000/0000 1-10034/0429 0P/18/75 20 3107 23.3 146.1 GGbG
09318W 3732N 1973-16052 O0000/ooo0 1-10036/0229 03/23/75 70 3567 42.1 131.8 FFIG
 
09318W 3727N 1847-161o4 00000/O00O 1-10032/0203 11/17/74 90 1810 28.2 151.1 GGG
09318W 3720N 1901-16083 00000/0000 1-10033/0836 01/10/75 80 2563 23,1 146,7 BE F
 
093t9W 4858N 1976-16190 00000/000 1.10036/0325 01/26/75 60 3609 36.6 141.6 GUFF
 
09319W 4851N 1922-16213 00000/0000 1-10035/0218 01/31/75 10 2856 18.1 148.6 GGGG
 
09319W 4848N 1886-16230 OOO00/OOOO 1-10033/0377 12/26,74 50 2354 13.8 154-0 FGUF
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............ ,o. 0 T5 toO w % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOD. P=POBR. FFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0465
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
,.... 
....... 
0 TR 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GmGOOD. P-PO8R, F!FAIR, 
R-MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
03:20 SEP 30A75 ERTS-t COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0466 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 






MTCReFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 

































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .........,..... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTE-Ds G-GOOD. P-POOR. FmFAIR. 
R-MADE FROM RBV. MOMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0467
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 7 123 45678 C C D D 






























































































































































































09347W 2555N 1899-16002 00000/0000 1-10033/0776 01/08/75 4o 2535 31.0 141.5 GFUG 
















































































































09354W 3014N 1792-16082 00000/0000 1-10030/0542 09/23/74 60 1043 48.5 131.4 PGUP 
09355W 4732N 1940-16210 00000/0000 1-10034/0430 0P/18/75 7o 3107 24.3 145.2 GGGG It Q 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %................ 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. , = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POR. F=FAIR. 
 40
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE *. . R.MADE FROM RBV. MEMADE FROM MSS. BtMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1
 03:20 SEP 30* 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0468
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY - PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mb" B p P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C, C 0 D 
09355W 4723N 1886-162n2 00000/0000 1-10033/0378 1P/26/74 5o 2354 14.9 153.4 PFUG
 
09355W 4722N 1760-16274 00000/0000 1-10029/0052 08/22/74 90 597 47.6 137.9 PGGP
 
09356W 4732N 5084-16134 OOOOO/oooo 1"10040/0217 07/12/75 40 5115 540 123.9 FGUF
 
09356W 4726N 1922-16215 00000/0000 1-10035/0219 01/31/75 10 2856 19.2 147.9 GGbG
 
09358W 4730N 1994-16183 00000/000 1-10037/0165 04/13/75 10 3860 44.2 137.5 GGUG
 
09358w 4719N 1742-16282 00000/0000 ±-100a7/1221 08/04/74 30 346 52.0 132.8 GGUG M
 
09359W 4729N 5066-16144 00000/0000 1-10039/0177 06/24/75 20 4864 55.7 123*7 F FF
 
09359W 30i7N 1738-16103 00000/0000 1-o10027/0977 07/31/74 70 290 57.9 104,3 PGPP
 
09400W 3022N 1936-16032 00000/0000 1-10034/0215 02/14/75 10 3051 34.0 135-4 GGbG
 
0940OW 3022N 080-1555 00000/0000 1-10039/0472 07/08/75 100 5059 56.8 94.9 G
 
094OOw 3016N 1882-16053 00000/O000 1-10033/0017 12/22/74 0 2298 28.1 146.4 GFFG 
0940OW 3014N 1756-16095 00000/0000 1-10028/0058 08/18/74 60 541 55.6 112.7 PP P 
094OOW 3014N 1864-16062 00000/0000 1-10032/0784 1P/04/74 10 2047 30.2 147-7 GPPG 
o94OiW 3o21N 1828-16074 00000/0000 1-10031/0359 10/29/74 5o 1545 38,6 144.3 PG p 
09401W 3017N 1846-16070 OOO00/o00o 1-10032/0163 11/16/74 100 1796 33.9 147,2 PPPP 
09401W 3013N 1900-16045 00000/0000 1-10033/0790 01/09/75 90 2549 28.1 143.5 FGFG 
09402w 4724N 5012-16174 00000/0000 1-10037/0509 05/01/75 90 4111 49.8 133.9 GGuG 
09402W 4307N 1795-16214 00000/0000 1-10030/0708 09/26/74 0 1085 39.7 144.8 GGG 
'09402W 3505N 1937-16074 OOO00/Oo0 1-i0034/o4o5 02/15/75 100 3065 31.5 138.2 GGFG 
09403W 4720N 5030-16164 00000/0000 1-10038/0221 O9/19/75 50 4362 53.8 129.7 FF*G 
09403W 3017N 1954-16023 OOOOO/OO 1-10035/0631 03/04/75 100 3302 39.4 130-5 FPUG 
09404W 3430N 1793-16125 00000/0000 1-10030/0562 09/24/74 00 1057 45,9 136.3 GPPG 
094o04W 3018N 1972-16014 00000/0000 1-10035/1143 0/22/75 90 3553 45.2 124.9 GGFG 
09404W 3017N 5044-15580 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/0494 06/02/75 10 4557 58.6 96.8 FGUF 
o9404W 3013N 5026-15590 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0826 O5/15/75 60 4306 57.8 102.9 GG F 
o94o5w 3429N 1775-16134 00000/0000 1-10029/0915 09/06/74 40 806 50.5 128.3 GGbG 
09406W 4315N 1813-16213 00000/o000 1-10030/1388 10/14/74 70 1336 33.7 149.7 PGPG 
09406W 3440N 1811-16123 00000/0000 1-10030/1310 10/12/74 40 1308 40.5 143.0 PPGG 
09406 W 3014N 5008-15595 00000/0000 1-10037/0461 04/27/75 50 4055 55.1 i10.7 GGUG 
09407W 3852N 1794-16172 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0420 09/25/74 20 1o71 42.9 140.8 GGGG 
09407W 3443N 5081-16002 00000/OOOO 1.10039/0496 07/09/75 to 5073 56.9 102"3 FFGO 
09408W 4318N 1939-16164 00000/0000 1-10034/0492 02/17/75 90 3093 26.8 t42.9 GGPG 
09408w 4304N 1777-16223 00000/0000 1-10029/0935 09/08/74 t0 834 45.3 138-7 GPPP 
09408w 3443N 1829-16121 OOO00/O000 1-10031/0769 10/30/74 80 1559 35,2 i47.4 Gpup 
09409W 4319N 1957-16195 00000/0000 1.10035/0803 03/07/75 30 3344 33.0 139.9 UG(G 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 T8 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD, P=POOR. FZFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... ReMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 3OA'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RBDUCT DATA PAGE 0469
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C D D 
09409W 4315N 1831-16210 00000/000 1-10031/0822 11/01/74 20 1587 28,0 152,7 PGG 
09409W 3429N 1757-16142 00000/0000 1-10028/0089 08/19/74 30 555 54.3 j19.7 PPbG 























0941OW 3859N 1812-16170 00000/000 1-10030/1370 10/13/74 100 1322 37.2 146.5 PGPP 
094ow 3851N 1848-16160 00000/0000 1-10032/0224 11/18/74 100 1824 26,8 151.9 GGPG 
09410W 3445N 1955-16065 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0646 01/05/75 50 3316 37.3 133.8 FFG 
0941OW 3433N 1883-16100 00000/0000 1-10033/0251 12/23/74 90 2312 24.8 148.2 FFPF 
09411W 4317N 1993-16140 00000/0000 1-10037/0066 04/12/75 80 3846 46.2 133.0 FGWF 
09411W 4314N 5083-16091 00000/000 1-10040/0101 07/11/75 40 5101 55.4 116-9 GFFG 
09411W 4308N 1867-16194 00000oooo 1.10032/0883 12/0/74 20 2089 19.7 153-5 GOGG 
09411W 3847N 1776-16180 OOO00/o0oo 1-10029/0999 09/07/74 0 820 48.1 133.8 PGGG 
09411W 3434N 1739-16150 00000/0000 1-10027/1054 08/01/74 50 304 57.2 112.1 PGGG 
09412W 4313N 1975-16160 OOOOO/oo0o 1.10036/0236 03/25/75 50 3595 39.7 136,6 0G60 
09412W 3441N 1991-16051 00000O/oo 00000/0000 04/10/75 10 3818 49.5 123.5 GFOG 























09413W 3858N 1830-16164 00000/0000 1-10031/0722 10/31/74 1oo 1573 31.7 150.2 PPPP 
09414w 3859N 5082-16044 OOOOO/O00O 1-10040/0091 07/10/75 20 5087 56.4 109-7 GGFG 



































































O0415W 3432N 5009-16042 OOO00/OOOO 1-10037/0476 04/28/75 100 4069 54.3 116.8 GGGE 
09416W 4308N 5029-161P1 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0043 09/18/75 40 4348 55.4 123.4 PFFG 
0941bW 3432N 5027-16032 00000/0000 1-10038/0053 05/16/75 30 4320 57.4 109,9 FOGG 
09417W 5008N 5031-16213 00000/0000 1-10038/0245 05/20/75 50 4376 52.6 133-7 FFG6 
09417W 3846N 1902-16134 00000/0000 00000/0000 01/11/75 0 2577 22.1 147.2 GG 
09418W 3855N 1974-16101 OOO00/OooO 1-10036/0302 03/24/75 60 3581 41.8 132.9 PGFE 
09418W 2849N 1774-16094 00000/0000 1-10029/0904 09/05/74 50 792 5390 1204 0GG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,...... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUEGTED, G=GOOD. P=POeR. FsFAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .. ,.... RnMADE FROM RBV. MzMADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30, '75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0470
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 To 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B p P a P LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C OD
 
09418W 2848N 1792-16085 00000/0000 1-10030/0543 09/23/74 s0 1043 49.2 129.8 PGGP
09419W 2858N 1810-16083 00000/0000 1-10030/1262 10/11/74 2o 1294 44.6 i37,9 P P
09420W 3851N 5046-16065 00Oi000 1-10039/0022 06/04/75 40 4585 58.2 111.6 FGFG
0942OW 3849N 5010-16084 00000/0000 1-10038/0114 04/29/75 40 4083 53.2 122.8 
 GGFG
09420W 
 3849N 5028-16075 00000/0000 1-10038/0170 05/17/75 0 4334 56.6 116.8 GGGG
09421W 4559N 1796-16263 00000/0000 1-10030/0755 09/27/74 10 1099 37.4 147.4 PGGG
09423w 2849N 1738-16110 00000/0000 1-10027/0978 07/31/74 40 290 58.0 101.8 PGPR
09424W 4608N 1814-16263 00000/0000 1-10030/1482 10/15/74 100 1350 31.2 151.8 GGG
 
09424W 2856N 1936-16034 00000/0000 1-10034/0216 02/14/75 20 3051 34,9 134.4




09424W 285 4N 1828-16081 00000/O000 1-10031/0360 10/29/74 10 1545 39,6 143.3 PPpp09424W 2850N 1846-16073 OOO00/oooo 1-10032/0164 11/16/74 50 1796 34.9 146.3 PPPG09424W 2850N 1882-16060 00000/0000 1-10033/0018 12/22/74 10 2298 29.1 145.7 GFFF09424W 2848N 1864-16064 00000/0000 1-10032/0785 12/04/74 70 2047 31.2 147.0 GPPP 
09425W 2848N 1756-16102 00000/0000 1-10028/0059 08/18/74 s0 541 55.9 110o5 PPPP09425W 2847N 1900-16052 00000/0000 1-10033/0791 01/09/75 60 2549 29.1 142,8 FGFG09426W 2855N 1990-16011 00000/0000 1-10037/0127 04/09/75 70 3804 51.1 116.6 GFGF094 27W 2851N 1954-16025 00000/0000 1-10035/0632 0q/04/75 100 3302 40.1 129.3 FPGG09428W 4610N 1958-16204 00000/0000 1-10035/0750 03/08/75 0 3358 31.6 141 8 GGFG
09428W 4605N 1832-16260 00000/0000 1-10031/0814 11/02/74 100 1601 25.5 154.4 PGGG
09428W 455 2N 1778-1627P 00000/.OOO 00000/0000 09/09/74 100 848 43.2 141,9 GGPG
 
09428W 3339N 1937-16080 00000/O000 
-10034/0406 02/15/75 90 3065 32.4 37.3 GGUG
09428W 2851N 1972-16020 O0000/oooo 1-10035/1144 03/22/75 5o 3553 45.8 123.4 GFFG
09428W 2851N 5044-15582 OOO000oOO 1-10038/0495 06/02/75 20 4557 58.5 94.3 FFGG
09429W 4601N 1850-16251 00000/0000 1-10032/0331 11/20/74 90 1852 20.6 155o3 GpaG
09429W 284 8N 5026-15592 00000/0000 1.10037/0827 09/15/75 so 4306 57.8 100o5 UGFG
09430W 4607N 1940-16213 00000/0000 1-10034/o431 02/18/75 60 3107 25,2 144-.4 GGUG
 
09430w 4601N 1922-16222 00000/0000 1-10035/0220 01/31/75 40 2856 20.2 J472 OGGG
09430W 455 7N 1760-16281 00000/O00O 1-10029/0053 08/22/74 90 597 48.4 036-2 GPG
09430W 3304N 1793-16132 00000/0000 1-10030/0563 09/24/74 90 1057 46.7 134.9 

09430W 2848N 5008-16002 
PGPP
 
00000/0000 1-10037/0462 04/27/75 40 4055 55.3 1o8.5 GGGG
09431W 3305N 1775-16140 00000/0000 1-10029/0916 09/06/74 30 806 51.1 126.5 GGGG
09432W 4604N 1994-16185 000o0/oooo 1-10037/0166 04/13/75 60 3860 450 j35.9
09432W 3313N 1811-16110 00000/0000 1-10030/1311 10/12/74 GGG
 10 1308 41.5 141-8 PGUG
09433W 4554N 1742-16285 00000/0000 1-10027/1222 08/04/74 40 346 52.7 130.8 G6G0 
 M
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 % CLOUD COVER.
- * * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLr.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. P-POOR, F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE -;..... 




03:20 SEP 3o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRBDUCT DATA PAGE 0471
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 8 P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 7 123 45678 C C D D 
09433W 3317N 5081-16004 00000/0000 1-10039/0497 07/09/75 50 5073 56.9 99-9 GFbG 
09434W 4605N 5066-16150 00ooooo0o 1-10039/0178 06/24/75 50 4864 56.2 t21"3 FFIF 
09434W 4142N 1795-16221 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0709 09/26/74 0 1085 40.7 143.6 GG(AG M 
09434W 3305N 1757-16145 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10028/0090 08/19/74 0 555 54.7 jj7.6 GPPG M 
09435W 3726N 1794-16174 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0421 09/25/74 70 1071 43,8 139.5 GGUG 
09435w 3317N 1829-16124 OOO00/ooo0 1P10031/0770 10/30/74 100 1559 36.2 146.5 PPUG 
09436W 4559N 5012-16180 00000/oo0o 1-10037/0510 015/01/75 60 4111 50.5 132,0 GGUG 
09436W 4558N 5048-16161 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/o593 06/06/75 o 4613 56.3 123-5 GGEF 













































09438W 4555N 5030-16171 OOOoO/ooOO 1-10038/0222 05/19/75 4O 4362 54.4 127-5 FFUG 
09438W 3733N 1812-16173 00000/0000 1-10030/1371 10/13/74 80 1322 38.2 j45.4 PGPG 
09438W 3725N 1848-16162 00000/0000 1-10032/0225 11/18/74 100 1824 27.9 151,1 GGUG 
o9438W 3314N 1973-16063 00000/OOOO 1010036/0231 03/23/75 9o 3567 44.2 127.6 GFfF 























09439W 4152N 1939-16170 OOOOO/OOOO 11O034/o93 02/17/75 80 3093 27.8 142-0 GGFG 
09439W 4138N 1777-16230 00000/0000 1-10029/0936 09/08/74 10 834 46.2 137-3 PPbG M 
09439W 3722N 1776-16183 00000/0000 1,10029/1000 09/07/74 0 820 48.8 132.1 PPbG 
o944OW 4153N 1957-16161 00000/0000 1-10035/0804 03/07/75 20 3344 33.9 138.8 GQ(bG 
09440W 4149N 1831-16213 00000/0000 1*10031/0823 11/01/74 60 1587 29.1 151.9 GGPG 
09440W 3306N 5009-16044 OOO00/O00O 1-10037/0477 04/28/75 100 4069 54.7 j1j47 GFGG 
09441W 4856N 1851-16300 00000/0000 1-10032/0376 11/21/74 100 1866 18,0 156-7 PPPP 
09441W 4149N 5083-16093 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10040/0102 07/11/75 30 5101 55.8 114.6 FQFG 
09441W 4144N 1849-16205 00000/0000 1-10032/0315 11/19/74 20 1838 24,3 j53.3 pppp 
09441W 4141N 1741-16242 OOOO/OOOO 1-10027/0966 08/03/74 60 332 54.8 124.3 G 























09442W 4151N 1993-16143 00000/0000 1-10037/0067 04/12/75 60 3846 46.9 131.4 GGbG 
O9442W 4143N 1921-16175 OOOoo/oooo 1-10034/0252 01/30/75 100 2842 23.0 145.2 FFPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ *......BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GBOD. P-POOR, FSFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE o...... RgMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MS5. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 EPTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0472 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

















B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ... .,.,.. . 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G=GOBD. P=POOR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE 9, .... RMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BIMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA PAGE 0473
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT R~v MSS x 123 05678 C C D D 
09448W 3723N 5010-16091 O00oo/O000 1-10038/0115 04/29/75 60 4083 53,7 120o7 GCFG 
09448W 2730N 1936-16041 O0000iOOOO 1-10034/0217 o/±4/75 30 3051 35,7 133.4 FOGG 























09449W 2721N 1900-16054 00000/0000 1-110033/0792 01/09/75 40 2549 30.0 142.0 GFFF 
o945ow 2729N 1990-160iq 00000/0000 1-10037/0128 04/09/75 60 3804 51,5 114.7 GFFF 
09451W 4847N 5013-16225 00000,0000 110037/0629 05/02/75 50 4125 49.3 135-5 FGUG 
09451W 2724N 1954-160q2 00000/0000 1-10035/0633 0/04/75 50 3302 40,8 128.0 FFGF 
09452W 2726N 5044-15585 00000/0000 1-10038/0496 06/02/75 30 4557 58.3 91.8 FFG 
09452W 2725N 1972-160P3 00000/0000 1-10035/1145 03/22/75 30 3553 46.3 121.9 FFFG 
09453W 3213N 1937-16083 00000/0000 1-10034/0407 02/15/75 100 3065 33.2 136o4 GGGG 
09453W 2722N 5026-iss5 00000/0000 1-10037/0828 05/15/75 so 4306 57.8 98.0 GGFG 
09454W 4843N 5031-16220 00000/0000 1-10038/0246 05/20/75 60 4376 53.3 131.6 PGG 
09454W 2722N 5008-16004 00000/0000 1-10037/0463 04/27/75 30 4055 55.5 106.2 GGGG 
09455W 4434N 1796-16270 O000/0000 1-10030/0756 09/27/74 10 1099 38.4 146.3 (3Gc3G 
09455W 3138N 1793-16134 00000/0000 1ff10030/0564 09/24/74 60 1057 47.5 133.4 PGG 
09457W 4443N 1814-16265 00000/0000 1-10030/1483 10/15/74 80 1350 32.3 150.8 GGG 
09457w 3147N 1811-16132 00000/0000 1-10030/1312 10/12/74 30 1308 42.5 140.7 OGPG 
09457W 3139N 1775-16143 ooooooooo i-boo29/0917 o9qo6/74 l0 806 51.7 124,7 GG66 
























09501W 4428N 1778-16275 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 60 848 44,1 140,5 PGPG 


































09503W 4436N 1850-16254 00000/0000 1-10032/0332 l/20/74 30 1852 21.8 154,7 PPPG 
09503W 4432N 1760.16283 00000/0000 1-10029/0054 08/22/74 80 597 49.2 134.4 PUG6 
09503W 3600N 1794-16181 00000/0000 1-10030/0412 09/25/74 90 1071 4497 138.2 6 GG 
09503W 3148N 1991-16060 00000/0000 00000/0000 04/10/75 50 3818 50.5 119.9 OUG( 
09503W 3143N 1847-16122 00000/0000 1-10032/0207 11/17/74 100 1810 32.6 148-1 SPOS 
09503W 3138N 1901-1610o 00000/0000 1-10033/0840 01/10/75 to 2563 27.1 144,0 F6 a 
09504W 4442N 5084-16143 00000/0000 1-10040/0218 07/12/75 $0 5115 54,9 119.3 FGGF 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ....... ,;..... 0 TR 100 0 % CLOUD COVER. *1 * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GqGOBD. P-POOR, FFFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... RUMADE FROM RBV. MaMADE FROM MS1. BvMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP qo,,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0474
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
 MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 9 123 45678 C C D D
 
09504W 4441N 1940-16219 OOO00/cooo 1-10034/0432 02/18/75 80 3107 26,2 43.5 'FFG
09504W 4436N 1922-162P4 00000/0ooo 1-10035/o221 01/31/75 90 2856 21.2 146.5 FOGG
09504W 443 4N 1886-16241 00000/0000 1-10033/0379 12/26/74 30 2354 17.1 152.2 
 FPFG
09504W 4017N 1795-16223 00000/oooo 1-10030/0710 09/26/74 0 1085 41.6 142.4 GGOG
09505W 4443N 1976-16201 00000/0000 1-10036/0326 03/26/75 100 3609 39.3 137.8 
 FFGG
 
09505W 3607N 1812-16175 00000/OOO0 1-10030/1372 10/13/74 80 1322 39.2 04-4




09505w 2604N 1810-16092 00000/0000 1-10030/1272 10/11/74 50 1294 46.3 135.2 POGO
09506W 4439N 1994-16192 00000/OOO 1-10037/0167 04/13/75 70 3860 45.8 134.4 GGGa
095 06W 4429N 1742-16291 OOOooOo 1-10027/1223 08/04/74 30 346 53.4 128.8 GGG M
095 06W 3559N 1848-16165 00000/0000 1-10032/0226 11/18/74 100 1824 29.1 150-4 WGGO
09506W 3556N 1776-16185 OO0/cooo 1-10029/1001 09/07,74 10 820 49.5 130-5 PGUG
09507W 443914 5066-16153 00000/0000 1-10039/0179 06/24/75 70 4864 56,6 118.9
09507W 4O24N 1813-16222 00000/0000 1-10030/1390 GFFG
 10/14/74 90 1336 35,8 1#7.7 PPG
09507W 
 3142N 5045-1601 00000/0000 1-10038/0570 06/03/75 10 4571 58,7 99.1 QGFG
09507W 314ON 5027-16041 00000/cooo 1-10038/0055 09/16/75 40 4320 57,8 105'0 GGGG
09507W 2557N 1774-16103 00000/0000 1-10029/0855 09/05/74 so 792 53.9 116.4 6G0(3
09508W 2557N 1738-16115 00000/0000 1-10027/0980 07/31/74 30 290 58.0 96-9 GGPG

o95OW 4434N 5012-16183 00000/0000 1-10037/0511 09/01/75 30 4111 51.2 1304iGGG
09509W 4027N 1939-16173 00000/0000 1-10034/0494 02/17/75 90 3093 28.7 141.1 PGGG
09509W 4013N 1777-16232 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0937 09/08/74 0 834 470 135"7 GGQG
09509W 3608N 5082-16053 00000/0000 1'10040/0093 07/10/75 40 5087 56*7 104.9 
 FFFF
09509W 3607N 1830-16171 00000/0000 1-10031/0724 1o/31/74 100 1573 33.8 148.5 pppp
09509W 3607N 1938-161q0 00000OOO 1-10034/0419 0P/16/75 100 3079 31.1 138.7 sFGG
09509W 3601N 1866-16160 00000/0000 1-10032/0859 12/06/74 100 2075 25,5 15094 P
09509W 3559N 1758-16194 00000/00O0 1-10028/0116 08/20/74 0 569 53.6 122.3 GGGp
09509W 3558N 1884-16152 00000/0000 1-10033/0294 12/24/74 100 2326 23.7 148.7 FFGF
09510W 4433N 5048-16163 00000/0000 1-10038/0594 06/06/75 10 4613 568 121-1 GQGG
09510W 4028N 1957-16164 00000/0000 1-10035/0805 03/07/75 60 3344 34.7 137.7 GGG
09510W 4024N 1831-16215 00000J0000 1-10031/0824 11/01/74 20 1587 
 30.3 151.1 GPGG
09510N 4016N 1741-16244 00000/0000 1-10027/0965 08/03/74 8O 332 55.3 122.1 G609510W 3609N 1956-16121 00000/0000 1-10035/0772 0'/06/75 100 3330 36.9 134.6 PG6G
0951ow 3559N 1740-16202 00000/0000 1-10027/1052 08/02/74 20 318 56.8 114.8 G0G(
09510W 2556N 1864-16073 00000/0000 1-0032/0787 12/04/74 70 2047 33.3 145,5 GGPG
09511W 4430N 5030-16173 00000/0000 1-10038/0223 05/19/75 30 4362 55,o 125-3 FFqG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............. , 0 TA 100 
- % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ........ ,..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GZGOOD. POPOBR, F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. 




03:20 SEP 10,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0475
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAPILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 























09511W 4015N 1759-16240 00000/0000 1-10029/0074 08/21/74 70 583 51.6 128-7 GGUG 
09511W 2603N 1936-16043 00000/0000 1-10034/0218 02/14/75 40 3051 36,5 132.4 GGGG 
09511W 2557N 1882-16065 00000/0000 1-10033/0224 1?/22/74 40 2298 31.2 144.2 FFUG 













































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 Tn 100 m % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. i 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G:GOOD. P=POOR. FEFAIR, 
REMADE FROM RBV. MFMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP qo,'75 
EPTS-t 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0476 
STANDARD CATALOG FtR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 8 P 

























































































































































































































































































































































































09533W 2434N 1828-16092 00000/0000 1-10031/0289 10/29/74 10 1545 42.5 140.1 PGPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,.............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G.GBOD. P=POOR. FrFAIR. 
......R;MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
EPTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 1o'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0477
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 






































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** N cLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD, P-POOR. F-FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 3O175 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0478 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICRnFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C D D 























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS; CLOUD COVER % ,,,,,, ... , 0 Tn 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GSGOOD. P-POR, FcFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MS$, BtADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 3075 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0479
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/21/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRaFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT Rev MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
09556W 455 4N 1779-163qo 00000/0000 1-10029/1123 09/10/74 100 862 42.9 142-3 GGPp
 
09556W 3309N 1794-16190 Ooooo/OOOO 1-10030/0423 09/25/74 100 1071 46.4 t35,4 GGbG
 
09556W 2849N 5009-16060 00000/0000 1-10037/0480 04/28/75 80 4069 55.5 108.0 FFG
 
09557W 460ON 1923-16280 00000/0000 1-10034/0293 02/01/75 SO 2870 20.4 147.0 GG(7G
 
o9557W 4558N 1887-16293 00000/0000 1-10033/0363 12/27/74 0 2368 16.0 152.6 GFFG
 
09558W 4605N 1995-16244 00000/0000 1;10037/0196 04/14/75 90 3874 45.3 135.7 Pe
 
09558W 4601N 1869-16301 00000/0000 1-10032/0971 12/09/74 20 2117 17.1 154.6 FFPF
 
09558W 4144N 1796-16275 00000/0000 1-10030/0758 09/27/74 80 1099 40.4 143.9 GGS
 
09558W 3315N 1812-16184 00000/0000 1-10030/1374 10/13/74 70 1322 41.2 142.2 PGPG
 
09558W 3307N 1848-16174 00000OO/oo 1-10032/0228 11/18/74 90 1824 31.2 148.9 PGPG
 
09559W 4603N 1977-16253 00000/0000 1-10036/0394 03/27/75 100 3623 38.8 38-9 GGGE
 
09559W 4555N 1743-16343 00000/0000 1-10027/1088 08/05/74 30 360 5205 131.1 GGGG
 
09559W 3304N 1776-16194 00000/0000 1-10029/1003 09/07/74 60 820 50.9 127o0 PGPG
 
09600W 4604N 5067-16204 00000/0000 1-10039/0192 06/25/75 30 4878 56.1 121.2 FGFG
 
09600W 3725N 1795-16232 00000/0000 1-10030/0712 09/26/74 30 1085 43.5 139,9 GGS
 
09601W 4151N 1814-16274 00000/0000 1-10030/1485 10/15/74 60 1350 34.4 148.9 PGG M
 
09601W 3316N 5082-16062 00000/0000 i-10040/0095 07/10/75 100 5087 56.8 100.0 GFFG
 
09601W 3315N 1830-16182 00000/0000 1-10031/0726 10/31/74 100 1573 35.9 146o7 PGPP
 
09601W 3307N 1884-16161 00000/0000 1-10033/0296 12/24/74 100 2326 25.9 147.5 GGGP
 
09602W 4558N 5013-16234 00000/0000 1-10037/0631 05/02/75- 10 4125 50.8 131.8 G60G
 
09602W 3317N 1956-16130 00000/0000 1-10035/0774 03/06/75 100 3330 38.5 J32.4 GFFG
 
09602W 3315N 1938-16135 00000/0000 1-10034/0421 02/16/75 90 3079 32.9 136.8 GGG
 
096 02W 3308N 1740-16211 00000/0000 1-10027/1112 08/02/74 30 318 57,3 110.1 GGG
 
09602W 3308N 1758.16203 OOOOO/ooOO 1-10028/0118 08/20/74 0 569 54,5 118.2 PGPG
 
09603W 4555N 5049-16215 00000/0000 1.10038/0613 06/07/75 10 4627 56,3 123-3 PPPP
 
09603W 3310N 1866-16165 00000/0000 1?10032/0863 12/06/74 50 2075 27.7 149.1 PGbG
 
09604W 3732N 1813-16231 00000/0000 1-10030/1392 10/14/74 100 1336 37.9 145,7 PPG
 
09605W 4554N 5031-16225 00000/0000 1-10038/0248 0/20/75 30 4376 54.6 127.3 GGGG
 
096 05W 4154N 1958-16215 00000/0000 1-10035/0753 03/08/75 30 3358 34.2 138.6 GGFG
 
09605W 4149N 1832-16271 00000/0000 1-10031/0817 11/02/74 50 1601 29 152.1 P0GG
 
09605W 4137N 1778-16284 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 50 848 45.9 37.6 GPO 0 
09605W 3312N 1974-16121 000000000 1-10036/0289 03/24/75 0 3581 44.6 127.2 GFRG
 
096 06W 4149N 5084-16152 00000/0000 1-10040/0220 07/12/75 40 5115 55.6 114.7 GGGP
 
09606W 4146N 1922-162q3 00000/0000 1-10035/0223 01/31/75 100 2856 23.2 145.0 GGG
 
09606W 4144N 1850-16263 00000/0000 1.10032/0438 11/20/74 10 1852 24.1 153.3 POG0
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER X .......... .... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. * a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY . ....... , BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED
a  GGOOD. P=POOR. F4FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,o...*. RSMADE FROM Rev. M-MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM Rev AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 3,175 ERTS-tCOORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0480 






MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

















B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... *..... 0 TA 100 ­ % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESRNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. PaPOOR. FaFAIR.
 




03:20 SFP 30'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0481
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

















B P P 8 P 

































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
0 Tfn too a% CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGBOD, PFPOeR. F-FAIR, 
RnMADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM MsS, BnMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30j'75 	 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0482
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM ,  RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 % 	 123 #5678 C C D D
 
096 28W 	 4446N 1959-16264 oooo/onoo 1-i0035/0926 03/09/75 90 3372 32.8 140.6 FGFR
 
09628W 444 4N 1941-16273 00000/0000 1-10034/0573 02/19/75 0 3121 26.S 143.4 FFGG
09628W 4437N 1815-16324 00000/0000 1-10031/0157 10/16/74 0 1364 32.0 151,0 GGUG
 
09628W 4018N 1796-16281 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0759 09/27/74 70 1099 41.3 142,7 QGGG
09628W 3151N 1956-16133 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10035/0775 03/06/75 100 3330 39.2 131-2
09628w 3144N 1866.16172 ooooO/oooo 1-10032/0864 12/06/74 
GFGG
 
10 2075 28.7 j48,4 GGUG
 09629W 	 444 1N 5085-16201 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/13/75 Lo 5129 54.8 119o5 
 FFGG
09629W 4432N 1761-16341 ooooO/ooo 1-10029/0182 08/23/74 lo 611 48.9 134.8 GGGG M
09630W 443 5N 1923-16282 OOO/OO 1-10034/0294 02/01/75 90 2870 21,4 146.3 GFFG
 096 3ow 4433N 1887-16295 00000/OOO0 10033/0364 12/27/74 20 2368 j7.1 152.0 GFFG
09630W 4430N 1779-16333 00000,0000 1-10029/1124 09/10/74 40 862 43.8 140 9 PGGG
09631W 4436N 1869-16304 OOO00/OOOO 1-10032/0972 12/09/74 lo 2117 18.3 154-0 FGGF
 09631w 402 5N 1814.16281 OOOOO/nooo 1-10030/1486 10/15/74 0 1350 35.5 148.0 GGPG
09631W 3146N 1974-16124 00000/0000 1-10036/0290 03/24/75 0 3581 45.2 125.8 
 FGGG
09632W 	 4440N 1995-16250 00000/0000 1-10037/0197 04/14/75 100 3874 46.1 134.2 QGUP
44 38N
09632W 1977-16260 00000/Oo 1-10036/0395 03/27/75 100 3623 39.7 137.6 FFGG
09632W 4429N 1743-16345 00000o/OOO 1-10027/1089 08/05/74 30 360 53.2 129.0 GGGG M
09632W 3607N 1813-16214 00000/0000 1-10030/1393 lo/14/74 100 1336 38.9 144.7 PGPP
 
09632W 3142N 5028-16095 00000/0000 1-10038/0215 05/17/75 20 4334 57*9 104.6 FGGG
09632W 314 2N 5046-16085 OOOOO/oooo 1-10039/0026 06/04/75 50 4585 58.7 98,8 GG G
09632W 2555N 1793-161q2 00000/0000 1-10030/0592 09/24/74 50 1057 50.4 127.0 QGGG
09633w 4438N 5067-16211 OOOOO/O00o 1-10039/0193 06/25/75 20 4878 56.6 118.8 FFUG
09633W 3610N 1939-16184 00000/0000 1-10034/0497 02/17/75 lo 3093 31.4 138.5 
 GGGG
09633W 	 3556N 1777-16244 00000/O00O 1-10029/0940 09/08/74 10 834 49.3 130-9 GPGp
09634W 
 3607N 1831-16211 00000/O00O 1-10031/0827 11/01/74 ±0 1587 33.5 148.6 PGPG
 
09634W 360ON 1759-16252 00000/0000 1-10029/0077 08/21/74 0 583 53.3 122.8 QGGG M
 
09634W 2606N 5081-16025 00000/0000 1-10039/0500 07/09/75 40 5073 56,1 88.2 GGGG
09634W 2603N 1811I16150 00000/0000 1-10030/1316 10/12Y74 40 1308 46.1 135,6 GGPG
09635W 4028N 1958-16222 00000/0000 1-10035/0754 03/08/75 So 3358 3501 137-5 GGFG
 09635W 4024N 1832-16274 00000/0000 1-10031/0818 11/02/74 40 1601 30.0 151.3 GPP
09635W 	 4012N 1778-16290 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 
 4O 848 46.7 136.1 GPPG
09635W 3611N 1957-16175 00000/0000 1-10035/0808 03/07/75 90 3344 37.2 134#4 GGGG
09635W 3605N 5083-16111 00000/0000 1-10040/0106 07/11/75 30 5101 56.6 105.0 PGFG
09635W 2556N 1739-16173 00000/0000 J-10027/1060 08/01/74 40 304 57.9 97.4 QGGG

09635W 	 2555N 1775-16161 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0921 09/06/74 30 806 53.8 117-0 PPPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...........
 ,.... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G-GOOD, P-POOR. FqFAIR.





03:20 SEP qos'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0483
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRPFILM ROLL NO.,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE It POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV mbs B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
09635W 2553N 1757-16169 00000/0000 1-10028/0078 08/19/74 50 555 56.2 106.5 P PP 
09636W 4433N 5013-16241 OOOOO/oooo 1-10037/0632 05/02/75 20 4125 51.5 129-9 GGGG 
09636W 4431N 5049-16221 00000/0000 1-10038/0614 06/07/75 to 4627 56.8 120,9 FSGG 
09636W 4o25N 1940-16231 00000/ooO 1-10034/0435 02/18/75 90 3107 29.0 140.9 OGEF 
09636W 4023N 5084-16154 00000/0000 1-10040/0221 07/12/75 20 5115 55.9 112-3 FGbF 
09636W 4021N 1922-16240 00000/c OO 1-10035/0224 01/31/75 100 2856 24.2 144.3 GGFG 
09636W 4019N 1850-16269 00000/0000 1-10032/0439 11/20/74 0 1852 25.2 152.6 GGGG 
09636W 4015N 1760.16295 00000/0000 1-10029/0057 08/22/74 50 597 51.3 129.0 GG(3P 
09636W 3601N 1849-16223 0 o000/0000 1-10032/0319 11/19/74 10 1838 28.8 150.5 PPPP 
09636W 360oN 1867-16214 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10032/0888 12/07/74 20 2089 25.3 j50.4 GF&G 
09636W 3559N 1741-16260 00000/0000 1-10027/i1S8 08/03/74 10 332 56.6 115.2 bGbG 
09637W 4017N 1886-16253 00000/0000 1-10033/0382 12/26/74 70 2354 20,4 150,4 FFF 
09637W 36.05N 1975-16170 00000/ooO 1-10036/0241 03/25/75 0 3595 43.6 129-9 FGtE 
09637W 3601N 1921-1619 00000/0000 1-10034/0009 01/30/75 90 2842 26.9 142.2 GPFF 
09637W 2607N 1955-16092 00000/0000 1-10035/0666 Oq/05/75 60 3316 41.7 126.6 FGUF 
09637W 2557N 1883-16123 00000/0000 1-10033/0257 12/23/74 90 2312 31.1 144.1 PFPF 
09638W 4429N 5031-162qi 00000/0000 1-10038/0249 0%.120/75 20 4376 55,2 125.1 FFbG 
09638W 4026N 1976-16213 00000/0000 1-10036/0328 03/26/75 100 3609 41.7 133.8 POPF 
09638W 4012N 1742-16303 00000/o00 1-10027/1197 08/04/74 0 346 55.1 122,3 GG(G 
096a8W 2606N 1937-16101 00000/0000 1-10034/0540 02/15/75 60 3065 36.7 132.1 FFFF 
09638w 2604N 1991-16074 00000/0000 00000/0000 04/10/75 90 3818 52.1 112.3 GFbG 
09638W 260ON 1865-1613i 00000/0000 1-10032/0845 12/05/74 7o 2061 33.1 145.5 QGQG 
09638W 2557N 1847-16140 00000/0000 1-10032/0211 11/17/74 50 1810 36.8 144-7 GGGG 
09639W 4023N 1994-16203 OOOOO/OOO 1-10037/0170 04/13/75 1o 3860 47.9 129-5 GG F 
09639W 3604N 5011-16151 00000/0000 1-10038/0156 04/30/75 40 4097 54.3 118,3 GGbG 
09639W 2603N 1973-16084 00000/0000 1-10036/0264 Oq/23/75 70 3567 47.2 119-9 GG3G 
09639W 2554N 1901-16115 OOOOOoooO 1-10033/0844 01/10/75 0 2563 31,1 141.1 FF F 
09640W 4022N 5066-16164 00000/0000 1-10039/0182 06/24/75 20 4864 57.6 i11,5 GFGG 
09640W 2557N 5027-16055 OOOOO/OOO 1-10038/0059 05/16/75 0 4320 57.8 95.2 FePS 
09641W 4018N 5012-16194 00000/0000 1-10037/0514 05/01/75 30 4111 53.1 124.2 GGbG 
09641W 360oN 5029-16142 00000/0000 1-10038/0048 05/18/75 40 4348 57,t jjj.7 GGpG 
09641W 2558N 5045-16045 00000/0000 1-10038/0574 06/03/75 60 4571 58.1 89,1 FGFG 
09642W 2557N 5009-16065 00000/0000 1-10037/0482 04/28/75 40 4069 55@8 103-5 FGbG Or& 
09643W 4016N 5048-16175 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/0597 06/06/75 30 4613 57.9 113,7 GGbSG 
09644W 4733N 1834-16365 00000/0000 1-10031/0983 12/04/74 90 1629 23.7 155.4 PPvP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 10O a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,........... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. G-GOD. P=PeOR. F-FAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ...... R.MADE FROM RBv. M'MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30'75 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0484 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICReFILM ROLL NO,/ 














B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA lOO 
.'% CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P=POOR, FFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... RaMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BoMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
EPTS­
03:20 SEP qOst75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0485 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO8. DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 9 123 *5678 C C DD
 
09657W 3853N 1796-16284 OO0/oOOOO 1-10030/0760 09/27/74 80 1099 42,3 141'5 OGGG
 
09658W 2430N 1739-16175 00000/000 1-10027/1061 08/01/74 50 304 57.8 94.9 GGG
 
09659W 5010N 1889-16394 00000/000 1-10033/0448 12/29/74 0 2396 12.7 154.2 GGbG
 
09659W 5009N 1763-16440 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0300 08/25/74 90 639 45*0 1419 GGG
 
09659W 3442N 1813-16240 00000/0000 1-10030/1394 10/14/74 100 1336 39.9 143.6 PGPP
 
09659W 3430N 1777-16250 00000/0000 1-10029/0941 09/08/74 30 834 50.0 129.2 GPPP
 
09700W 4319N 1941-16280 00000/0000 1-10034/0574 02/19/75 0 3121 27.4 142-5 SFGG
 
0970OW 4314N 1851-16314 00000/000 1-10032/0340 11/21/74 4o 1866 22.6 154.0 PGGG
 
0970OW 4313N 1833-16323 00000/0000 1-10031/0882 11/03/74 100 1615 27.4 153.0 GGPP
 
09700W 4311N 1815-16330 00000/0000 1-10031/0158 10/16/74 0 1364 33.1 150.0 GPUG
 
09700W 4307N 1761-16344 00000/000 1-10029/0183 08/23/74 10 611 49,7 133.0 GGGG M
 
09700W 3859N 1814-16283 00000/0000 1-10030/1487 10/15/74 0 1350 36.5 147.0 (GGG
 
0970OW 3445N 1939-16191 00000/0000 1-10034/0498 02/17/75 0 3093 32.3 137-5 GGGG
 
09700W 3434N 1759-16254 00000/0000 1-10029/0078 08/21/74 0 583 53.9 120.8 GGGG
 
09700W 2440N 1937-16104 00000/0000 1-10034/0541 02/15/75 50 3065 37,5 131.1 6GFF
 
09700W 2440N 1955-16095 00000/000 1-10035/0667 03/05/75 60 3316 42.3 125-3 FFPG
 
09701W 4320N 1959-16271 00000/0000 1-10035/0927 03/09/75 90 3372 33,7 139o5 FFFG
 
09701W 4316N 5085-16203 OOOo/0000 00000/0000 07/13/75 10 5129 55.2 117.2 FFFG
 
09701W 3440N 1831-16213 00000/0000 1-10031/0828 11/01/74 0 1587 34.6 147-8 OGeP
 
09701W 3440N 5083-16114 00000/00 1-10040/0107 07/11/75 30 5101 56.7 102.6 GGFG
 
09701W 2438N 1991-16081 00000/0000 00000/0000 04/10/75 90 3818 52,4 110 3 GGGG
 
09701W 2434N 1865-16134 00000/0000 1-10032/0846 12/05/74 50 2061 34.2 144.7 GGG
 
09702W 4305N 1779-163q5 00000/0000 1-10029/1125 09/10/74 20 862 44.7 139.5 PGPG
 
09702W 3444N 1957-16182 00000/0000 1"10035/0809 03/07/75 70 3344 38.0 133.3 PFG
 
09702W 3433N 1741-16262 00000/000 1-10027/1159 08/03/74 90 332 56s9 112.9 PG6G
 
09703W 4311N 1869-16310 00000/OO00 1-10032/0973 I?/09/74 0 2117 19,4 153-4 FGUp
 
09703W 4310N 1923-16285 00000/000 1-10034/0295 02/01/75 90 2870 22.4 145,6 GFGG
 
09703W 4307N 1887-16302 00000/000 1-10033/0365 12/27/74 20 2368 18.2 1514 6GGG
 
09703W 4304N 1743-16352 00000/0000 1-10027/1090 08/05/74 0 360 53.8 127.0 GGPG M
 
09703W 344ON 1975-16173 00000/0000 1-10036/0242 01/25/75 0 3595 44,2 128.4 FGGE
 
09703W 3436N 1921-16195 00000/0000 1-10034/0010 01/30/75 90 2842 27.9 141.5 FPFG
 
09703W 3435N 1849-16225 00000/0000 1-10032/0417 11/19/74 0 1838 29.9 149.7 PGbG
 
09703W 3434N 1867-16221 00000/0000 1-10032/0889 1P/07/74 20 2089 26.4 149.7 GFRG
 
09703W 2432N 5045-16052 00000/0000 1-10038/0575 06/03/75 60 4571 57,8 86,7 GGG
 
09703W 2431N 5027-16062 00000/0000 1-10038/0060 05/16/75 60 4320 57,6 92.8 FGGG
 
KEYS! 	 CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGOOD. p.POBR, FcFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. M'MADE FROM MS5. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
03:20 SEP qo,175 ERTS-I COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0486 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 








































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD cOVER % ............ TA
O...0 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAAE QUALITY.........,,o. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G-GOOD. P-POR. FuFAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .1..... 




03.20 SEP 30,075 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0487
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C 0 0 
09719W 4608N 1834-16372 00000/0000 1-10031/0984 11/04/74 30 1629 24,8 154.6 PPOG 
09719W 3308N 1795-16244 00000/0000 1-10030/0715 O/26/74 70 1085 46.1 j35.8 GGG 
097194 2850N 5028-16104 00000/000 1-10038/0217 0c/17/75 10 4334 58.0 99.7 FGbF 
09720W 4604N 1852-16364 00000/0000 1-10032/0939 11/22/74 40 1880 20.1 155o4 FGGF 
09720W 4603N 1816-16380 00000/0000 1-10030/1582 10/17/74 70 1378 30.6 152.1 PGPG 
09720W 2853N 1974-16133 00000/0000 1"10036/0292 01/24/75 0 3581 46.4 122.7 fGbG 
09721W 4613N 1960-16320 00000/0000 1-10035/1009 03/10/75 20 3386 32,3 141o5 PFFG 
09721W 4559N 1744-16401 00000/0000 1-10027/1326 09/06/74 0 374 52.3 131*4 GGbG M M 
09722W 4600N 1870-16355 00000/0000 1-10032/0639 12/10/74 30 2131 17.0 154.5 GFG 
09722W 4557N 1762-16193 00000/0000 1-10029/0275 08/24/74 40 625 47,8 136.8 65GO M 


































09725W 4141N 1797-16333 00000/0000 1-10030/0733 09/28/74 1O 1113 40.1 144.2 GGPG 
09725W 3727N 1796-16290 ooooo/O00o 1-10030/0761 09/27/74 100 1099 43,2 140.2 0GbG 
09725W 3316N 1813-16243 00000/0000 1-10030/1395 10/14/74 100 1336 40.9 142,5 GPP 
09725W 3308N 1759-16261 00000/0000 1-10029/0079 08/21/74 0 583 54.3 118o7 5GG 


























































































09728W 3308N 1741-16265 00000/0000 1-10027/1160 08/03/74 50 332 57.2 110-5 GGG 
09729W 3313N 1975-16175 000000000 1-10036/0243 03/25/75 0 3595 44.9 127"0 FGGF 
09729W 3310N 1921-16202 00000/0000 1-10034/0011 01/30/75 90 2842 28.8 140-7 FFFF 
09729W 3308N 1867-16223 O00oo/ooo0 1-10032/0890 12/07/74 0 2089 27.5 149.0 ObG 

























KEYSI CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G-GOOD. P=POOR. FcFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... ROMADE FROM RBv, M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RSV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 40,f75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0488
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED 
 COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. REV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 REV MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
09731W 4146N 1815-16333 OOOOO/oOoo 1"10031/0159 10/16/74 10 1364 34.2 149.1 &PbG
09731W 4141N 1761-16360 OOOOO/ooOo 1'10029/o184 08/23/74 
 lo 611 50.4 131,3 GG.G
09732W 4855N 1817-16425 00000/0000 1-10030/1663 10/18/74 70 1392 28.0 154.1 PGbG

,09732W 4 15 5N 1959-16273 00000/OO00 1-10035/0928 09/09/75 100 3372 34.6 138.4 FFGF

'09732W 4151N 5085-16210 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/13/75 10 5129 55.5 1149




09732W 3725N 1760-16304 oooo/oooo i-t0029/0059 08/22/74 80 597 52.6 125.2 PGUG
09732W 3312N 5011-16160 O00O/O0 1-10038/0158 04/30/75 60 4097 
 55,1 114.0 GqFF
09733W 414 5N 1923-16291 O00oo/oooo 1-10034/0296 02/01/75 100 2870 23.4 144.8 GG(,F
09733W 4140N 1779-16342 00000/0000 1-10029/1126 09/10/74 l0 862 
 45.6 138.0 GGPG
09733W 4138N 1743-16354 O0000/OOO 1-10027/1091 08/05/74 70 360 54.4 124.9 G5PG
09733W 3737N 1958-16231 O0000/00O0 1-10035/0756 03/08/75 
 7o 3358 36.8 135.3 GG&G
09733W 3734N 1940-16240 00000/0000 1-10034/0437 02/18/75 lo 3107 30.8 139.1 GG3G
09733W 3732N 5084-16163 OOOO0/o00O 1-10040/0223 07/12/75 1o 5115 
 56.4 107.5 FGGG
09733W 373DN 1922-16245 OOOO0/O000 1-10035/0226 01/31/75 100 2856 26.1 142.8 FFFF
09733W 3729N 1850-16274 O000/ooOO 1-10032/0441 11/20/74 
 0 1852 27.4 151.3 GGbG
09733W 3721N 1778-16295 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 
 20 848 48.3 133.0 GGPG
09733w 3308N 5029-16151 00000/0000 1-10038/0049 05/18/75 30 
 4348 57.8 106.8 FGbG
09733W 2725N 1794-16204 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10030/0630 09/25/74 90 1071 49.5 129.3 PPP
09734W 4857N 1835-16421 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/05/74 90 1643 
 22.2 156,2 PGPP
09734W 4845N 1781-16434 00000/0000 1-10029/1148 09/12/74 90 890 40,4 145.6 GGbG
09734W 414 6N 1869-16313 00000/OOO0 1-10032/0974 12/09/74 0 2117 20.5 152.8 FGFF
09734W 4142N 1887-16304 00000/0000 1-10033/0366 12/27/74 20 2368 19.3 
 150.8 FFGG
09735W 4901N 1961-16365 00000/0000 1-10035/0856 03/11/75 30 3400 30.8 143.5
09735W 4859N 




09735W 414 9N 1995-16295 00000/0000 1-10037/0199 04/14/75 100 3874 47.6 130.9
09735w 4147N 1977-16265 00000/0000 1-10036/0397 GFUF
 03/27/75 100 3623 41.3 134.9 GF3F
09735W 3731N 1994-16212 00000/0000 1-10037/0172 04/13/75 100 3860 49.2 126.0 GGG
09735w 3726N 1886-16262 O00O/O00O 1-10033/0384 12/26/74 100 2354 22.6 
 149.1 FFPF
09735W 2731N 1812-16202 O0000/OOO0 1-10030/1397 10/13/74 so 1322 44.9 137.3 PPPP09736W 4147N 5067-16220 00000/0000 1-10039/0195 06/25/75 30 4878 57.3 i13.9 GG(G
09736W 3734N 1976-16222 OOOO0/O00O 1-10036/0330 03/26/75 70 3609 43.2 131*1 GFPG
09736W 3732N 5066-16173 00000/0000 1-10039/0184 06/24/75 
 30 4864 58.0 106-4 GFOG
09736W 3721N 1742-16312 O00O/O00O 1-10027/1199 08/04/74 0 346 56.1 17.8 GPUG
09736W 2721N 1776-16212 OOOOO/O00O 1-10029/1007 09/07/74 
 30 820 53.2 119,5 PPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..,.... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G:GOOD, P4POOR. FcFAIR.PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE I...... R.MADE FROM RBV. MCMADE FROM MsS 




03:20 SFP q0,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0489
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
09737W 4851N 1925-16383 O00O/o00O 1-10034/0083 02/03/75 too 2898 18,9 148.2 FFGF 
09737W 4845N 1763-16442 00000/0000 1-10029/0367 08/25/74 40 639 45.9 140.4 PPPG M 
09737W 2731N 5082-16080 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10040/o124 07/10/75 10 5087 56.3 90.6 GGFG 
09737W 2729N 1830-16200 00000Oo 1-10031/0730 10/31/74 60 1573 4O.O 142.8 PPPP 























09738W 4850N 1871-16405 OOOOO/o00oo 1-10032/0998 12/11/74 70 2145 14.6 155.7 P P 
09738W 4846N 1889-16400 O000O0ooo 1-10033/0449 12/29/74 0 2396 13,8 153.6 PGFG 
09738W 3727N 5012-16203 OOOO0/OOO 1-10037/0516 05/01/75 40 4111 54.1 12090 FGQG 
09739W 4854N 1943-16374 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0564 02/21/75 60 3149 24.4 145.6 F G 
09739W 4143N 5013-16290 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0634 05/02/75 90 4125 52.8 125.9 FGbG 
09739W 4141N 5049-16230 00000/OOO0 1-10038/0616 06/07/75 10 4627 57,6 116.0 GGFG 
09739W 2726N 1866-16183 O000/OOOO 1-10032/0867 IP/06/74 50 2075 31.9 146,2 GGPG 
09739W 2722N 1740-16225 00000/O00O 1-10027/1116 08/02/74 20 318 57.8 100.3 GGGG 
09740W 4138N 5031-16240 OOOOO/oooo 1-10038/0251 05/20/75 10 4376 56,2 120,5 FFGG 
09740W 3725N 5048-16184 00000/0OOO 1-10038/0599 06/06/75 20 4613 58.4 108.6 GGFF 
09740W 2733N 1956-16144 O0000/OOOO 1-10035/0778 03/06/75 60 3330 41,3 127,5 GGGG 
09741W 4851N 5069-16312 00000/OOOO 1-10039/0246 06/27/75 0 4906 55,0 125.8 VGFG 























09743W 2724N 5028-16111 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10038/0218 05/17/75 10 4334 57.9 97.2 FGGE 
09744W 2726N 1974-16135 O0000/oooo 1-10036/0293 03/24/75 10 3581 46.9 121.1 FGFG 
09745W 3142N 1795-16250 00000/O000 1-10030/0716 09/26/74 60 1085 46,9 134.3 GGG 
09750W 315ON 1813-16245 00000/OOO0 1-10030/139b 10/14/74 90 1336 41.9 141.4 PGPP 
09750W 3143N 1759-16263 00000/0000 1-10029/0080 08/21/74 0 583 54.8 j16.5 GGGG M 
09750W 314oN 1777-16255 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0943 09/08/74 20 834 51,3 125,7 GGPP 
09751W 3148N 5083-16123 00000/0000 1-10040/0109 07/11/75 40 5101 56.7 97.8 GFFG 
09752W 3601N 1796-16293 OOO00/oooo 1-10030/0762 09/27/74 60 1099 44.1 138.9 GGG 
09752W 3152N 1939-16200 OOOOO/oooo 1-10034/0500 02/17/75 20 3093 34.0 135.6 GGUG 
09753W 4442N 1834-16374 00000/0000 1-10031/0985 11/04/74 80 1629 26.0 153-9 PGPP 
09753W 4432N 1780-16391 00000/0000 i-10030/0017 09/11/74 so 876 43.5 141.3 PGPG 
09753W 3147N 1831-16242 O00O/OOOO 1-10031/0830 11/01/74 30 1587 36.7 146.0 PGPG 
09753W 3144N 1849-16214 O0000/OOO0 1-10032/0419 11/19/74 10 1838 32,1 148.2 PGSG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TH 1oo - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............ ,... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R=MADE FROM RBV. MMADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM REV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30j'75 ERTS-tCOORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0490 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 







































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TO 1Oo ­ % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PWPOOR. F-FAIR,




03:20 SEP 30h'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0491
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCRAPILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,.............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSnBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PzPaOR, F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R4MADE FROM ROV. M=MADE FROM ISS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
03:20 SEP l0,'75 ERTS-ICOORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0492 
STANDARD CATALOG FlR US 






MTCROFILM POLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 









































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS? CLOUD rOVER % ..,.......,.. 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSsBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD, P=POOR. F;FAIR.




03:20 SEP 1o,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0493
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
09827W 4322N 1960-1632q 00000/0000 1-10035/1011 03/10/75 70 3386 34,1 039-4 FFFG
 
09827W 4313N 1816-16385 00000/0000 1-10030/1584 10/17/74 0 1378 32.8 150.3 PGG
 
09827W 4313N 1852-16373 00000/0000 1-10032/0396 11/22/74 0 1880 22,4 154.0 PPGG
 
09827w 4306N 1762-16402 00000/0000 1-10029/0277 08/24/74 20 625 49.4 33o4 SGGG
 
09827W 3440N 1832-16292 00000/0000 1-10031/0950 11/02/74 90 1601 34.3 147-9 PPPG
 
09827W 3438N 1922-16254 00000/0000 1-10035/0228 01/31/75 100 2856 28,0 141.3 OGUG
 
09828W 4314N 5086-16261 OOOo0/oooo 1-10040/0142 07/14/75 0 5143 55.0 117.3 FFFF
 
09828W 4310N 1870-16364 O0000/OOOO 1-10032/0641 12/10/74 0 2131 19,3 153.3 GGG
 
09828w 3850N 1761-16355 00000/0000 1-10029/0186 08/23/74 40 611 51.7 127.6 GGGG M M
 
09828W 3444N 1958-16240 00000/0000 1-10035/0747 03/08/75 30 3358 38.4 133.0 G FF
 
09828W 3443N 1940-16245 00000/0000 1-10034/0508 02/18/75 20 3107 32.6 137.3 FFFG
 
09828W 3437N 1850-16283 OO000/0OOO 1-10032/0443 11/20/74 0 1852 29.7 149.8 GPbG
 
09829W 4307N 1888-16360 00000/0000 1-10033/0392 12/28/74 20 2382 18.2 15j.3 FGFP
 
09829W 3442N 1976-162'1 ooooo/oooo 1-10036/0332 03/26/75 100 3609 44.6 128.2 GGFG
 
09829W 3440N 1994-16221 00000/0000 1-10037/0174 04/13/75 100 3866 50.4 122.4 IGPG
 
09829W 3435N 1886-16271 00000/0000 1-10033/0386 12/26/74 100 2354 24.7 147.9 PUG
 
09830W 4315N 1996-16311 00000/0000 1-10037/0233 04/15/75 90 3888 47.2 132.3 FGQE
 
09830W 3902N 1941-16291 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0577 02/19/75 0 3121 30.2 139.9 GGGF m
 
09830W 3858N 5085-16215 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/13/75 60 5129 56.1 110.2 FFFG
 
09830W 3857N 1833-163q4 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10031/0918 11/03/74 100 1615 30.8 150.6 PP
 
09831W 4314N 1978-163P0 00000/0000 1-t0037/0051 03/28/75 60 3637 40.8 136.1 FGFG
 
09831W 3857N 1851-163n0 00000/0000 1-10032/0343 11/21/74 0 1866 26.0 152.0 PGGG M
 
09831W 3855N 1815-16342 00000/0000 1-10031/0161 10/16/74 20 1364 36.3 147.2 UPPO
 
09831W 3855N 1923-16300 00000/0000 1-10034/0298 0P/01/75 100 2870 25.4 143.3 GGbG
 
09831W 3430N 1742-16321 00000/0000 1-10027/1201 08/04/74 80 346 56,8 113.2 GGGG
 
09832W 4311N 5068-16272 00000/0000 1-10039/0280 06/26/75 10 4892 56.9 116.3 FFUG
 
09832W 4310N 5050-16282 00000/0000 1-10039/0040 06/0875 100 4641 57.3 118.4 FFFF
 
09832W 3903N 1959-16282 00000/0000 1-10035/0930 03/09/75 100 3372 36.3 136.2 FFFF
 
09832W 3849N 1779-16qs1 00000/0000 1-10029/1128 09/10/74 30 862 47.2 13B.0 GG(3G M
 
09832W 3848N 1743-16363 OO00/0000 1-10027/1093 08/05/74 80 360 55,4 120°5 GGGG
 
098334 4310N 5014-16301 00000/0000 1-10038/0187 05/03/75 10 4139 52.4 127.7 FGGG
 
09833W 3854N 1869-16322 00000/0000 1-10032/0976 12/09/74 0 2117 22.8 151,5 FFFF M
 
09833W 3852N 1887-1631q 00000/o00o 1-10033/0368 12/27/74 20 2368 21.5 149.6 FFUG
 
09834W 3858N 1995-16264 00000/0000 1-10037/0201 04/14/75 80 3874 48.9 127,5 GGbE
 
09834W 3857N 5067-162P5 00000/0000 1-10039/0197 06/25/75 20 4878 57.8 108.9 FGGF N
 
KFYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE OUALITY ............... BLANkS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOD. p-POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .'...... RUMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
03:20 SEP 30, '75 ERTS-COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG rR US 
PAGE 0494 






MTCReFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 





































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ...... ......... 
 TB 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LIST!NG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0495
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 























09853W 3724N 1797-16345 00000/0000 1-10030/0736 09/28/74 30 1113 42.9 140.6 bGPG 
09853W 3314N 1832-16294 00000/0000 1-10031/0951 11/02/74 50 1601 35.4 147.1 PPPG 
09853W 3312N 1922-16260 00000/0000 1-10035/0229 01/31/75 iO0 2856 29.0 140,5 GGg 
09854W 4559N 5015-16350 OOOO0/oooo 1-10037/0556 05/04/75 10 4153 51.3 131.4 SGiG 
09854W 3318N 1958-16242 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0757 03/08/75 40 3358 39.1 131.8 PGFG 
09854W 3317N 1940-162r1 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0509 02/18/75 20 3107 33.4 136.3 FGFF 
09854W 3310N 1850-16290 OOOOO/Ooo 1-10032/0444 11/20/74 0 1852 30.7 149.1 GGG 
09854W 3310N 1886-16273 00000/0000 1-10033/0387 12/26/74 100 2354 25.8 147o2 FFFF 
0985SW 3316N 1976-16223 O0000/oooO -10036/0333 03/26/75 90 3609 45.2 126.7 FGFG 
09855W 3314N 1994-16224 Ooooo/oooo 1-10037/0175 04/13/75 90 3860 50,9 120.6 GGbF 
09856W 4143N 1744-16412 00000/nOOO 1-10027/1329 O/06/74 40 374 54.2 125-3 &GGG 
09856W 4142N 1780-16400 00000/OOO 1-10030/0036 09/11/74 100 876 45.3 138-4 GGPp 
09856W 3304N 1742-16323 00000/0000 1-10027/1202 08/04/74 80 346 57.1 110.8 UGUG 
09857W 4151N 1834-16383 00000/OOO0 1-10031/0987 11/04/74 20 1629 28.2 152o3 PPbP 
09857W 3725N 1761-16362 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0187 08/23/74 60 611 52.4 125-7 GGUG 
09857W 2723N 1795-16262 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0719 09/26/74 10 1085 49.2 129-8 GeQG 























09858W 4140N 1762-16404 OOO00/oOO 1-10029/0278 08/24/74 go 625 50.1 131.6 GGGG 
09858W 3731N 1833-16341 00000/0000 1-10031/0901 11/03/74 100 1615 31.9 j49.8 PPP 
09859w 4853N 1854-16471 OOOOO/0000 1-0032/0297 11/24/74 70 1908 17,4 156.7 PGUG 
09859W 4844N 178E-16492 OOOOO/O00O 1-10029/1248 09/13/74 10 904 40.1 145-9 GGUG M 























09859W 3737N 1941-16294 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0578 02/19/75 0 3121 31.1 139"0 CGUF 
09859W 3732N 5085-16221 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/13/75 40 5129 56.2 107.6 FSFG 
09859W 3729N 1815-16344 00000/oOO 1-10031/0162 10/16/74 10 1364 37.3 146.2 GPbG 
09859W 3724N 1779-16353 00000/0000 1-10029/1129 09/10/74 90 862 48.0 133.5 PGGG 
09900W 4142N 1888-16263 00000/0000 1-10033/0393 12/28/74 0 2382 19.3 150.7 GGFG 
09900W 3737N 1959-16285 00000/oooo 1-10035/0931 03/09/75 100 3372 37.1 135.1 GGFG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X .............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GGeOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR. 
......R.MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MS8S B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30.'75 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0496 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

















B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,............. e 0 TR 100 
a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY . ,.,........ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD, P=POOR, FWFAIR. 




03:20 SEP q0175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0497
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCRPFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ................ 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY.......... s,... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGOD. p-POOR, FNFAIR, 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .... s. RCMADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SrP 10,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0498
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT R8V 
 MS$ x 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
09925W 3143N 5048-1620? Oo00O/OOOO 1-10038/0603 06/06/75 60 4613 58.7 98.3 GGGG
9
09925W 2559N 1759-16281 00000/0000 1-"002 9/002 08/21/74 30 583 56.0 i07-7 GO 0
 
09926W 4436N 1979-16372 00000OO/0 1-10036/0465 03/29/75 70 3651 40.4 137.2 PGFG
 
09926W 4436N 5069-16323 O0000/ooo0 1-10039/0249 06/27/75 10 4906 56.4 i18.7 GGUF
 
09926W 4016N 1780-16403 00000/0000 1-10030/0037 09/11/74 1oo 876 46.1 137,0 GGPG
 
09926W 3611N 1941-16300 00000/0000 1-10034/0579 02/19/75 40 3121 32.0 138.0 FGbG
 
09926W 2607N 1813-16263 00000/0000 1-10030/1450 10/14/74 70 1336 45.5 136.4 OGGG
 
09926W 2555N 1777-16273 OOOOO/OOO 1-10029/0947 09/08/74 1o 834 53.5 118-1 GGGP
 
09927W 4434N 5015-16353 00000/0000 1-10037/0557 05/04/75 to 4153 52.0 129.4 0GG6
 
09927W 4015N 1762-16411 00000/0000 1-10029/0279 08/24/74 90 625 50.8 129.8 GGG
 
09927W 3611N 1959-16291 OOOOO/OOOO 110035/0932 03/09/75 100 3372 37.9 134"0 GFGG
 
09927W 3606N 5085-16224 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/13/75 20 5129 56.4 105'4 GGFG
 
09927W 3603N 1815-16351 00000/0000 1-10031/0163 10/16/74 10 1364 38.4 145.2 GPGQ M
 
09927W 3602N 1869-16331 00000/0000 1-10032/0978 12/09/74 0 2117 25.0 150.3 rGFU
 
09927W 3558N 1779-16360 00000ooOO 00000/0000 09110y74 80 862 48.8 131.8 GGPG
 
09927W 3556N 1743-16372 00000/ooOo 1-10027/1095 08/05/74 5o 360 56.3 115.9 6Q6G
 
09927W 2603N 5083-16141 00000/ooOO 1-10040/0048 07/11/75 to 5101 55*9 88.5 GGGE
 
09927W 2557N 1741-16285 00000/0000 1-10027/1163 08/03/74 10 332 57.7 98.3 PP
 
09928W 4031N 1960.16314 00000/0000 1-10035/1013 03/10/75 100 3386 35.8 137.2 FFF
 
09928W 4029N 1834-16390 00000/0000 1-10031/0988 11/04/74 1o 1629 29.3 i51,5 GGG
 
09928W 402 3N 5086-16270 00000/0000 1-10040/0144 07/14/75 10 5143 55.7 n12-7 FFFF
 
09928W 4O22N 1852-16382 00000/000 1-10032/0398 11/22/74 0 1880 24.7 152.7 PPRG
 
09928W 3605N 1851-163q5 OOO00/oooo 1-10032/0345 11/21/74 0 1866 28.3 150.6 0GG
 
09929W 4022N 1816-16394 00000/0000 1-10030/1586 10/17/74 30 1378 34.9 148.4 PPPP
 
09929W 4022N 1924-16392 00000/0000 1-10034/0255 0P/02/75 80 2884 24,6 143,9 0G0G
 
09929W 3606N 1995-16273 00000/0000 1-10037/0203 04/14/75 0 3874 50.1 123.9 G
 
09929W 3605N 5067-162q4 00000OO/oo 1-10039/0199 06/25/75 20 4878 58.0 103.8 FGFF
 
09929W 3601N 1887-163P2 00000/0000 1-10033/0370 12/27/74 60 2368 23.6 148.4 FGUG
 
09930W 4O2ON 1870-16371 00000/0000 1-10032/0643 1?/10/74 10 2131 21.5 152.1 GPG
 
09930W 4016N 1888-16365 00000/0000 1-10033/0394 12/28/74 0 2382 20.4 150.1 FGFG
 
09930W 3605N 1977-16283 00000/0000 1-10036/0400 03/27/75 0 3623 44.3 129.3 GGG
 
09930W 2606N 1957-16205 00000/0000 1-10035/0713 03/07/75 30 3344 42.3 125,9 GGPG
 
09930W 2602N 1831-16260 00000/0000 1-10031/0834 11/01/74 60 1587 40.8 142-0 GGPG
 
09930W 2602N 1975-16200 OOOOO/oooo 1-10036/0248 03/25/75 0 3595 47.7 119,2 FFFF
 
09930W 2559N 1867-16244 00000/0000 1-10032/0807 12/07/74 20 2089 32.8 1*5.4 PPPG
 
KEYS: 	 cLouD rOVER % ............... 0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR, FEFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... REMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS­
03:20 SEP 30W'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0499
 
STANDARD CATALOG FaR US 





MTCRBFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV mss3 123 45678 C C D D 
O993OW 2558N 1849-16292 OOO00/0OO 1-10032/0423 li/19/74 70 1838 36.3 144.9 pppp 























09931W 260ON 1921-16222 00000/0000 1-10034/0016 01/30f75 30 2842 33.3 136-5 GGGG 























09934W 4019N 5014-16310 00000/0000 1-10038/0189 05/03J75 t0 4139 53.6 123.6 GGGG 
09935W 4719N 1782-16494 00000/0000 1-10029/1249 09/13/74 10 904 41,0 144.6 GGG 























09936W 3019N 1796.16311 0o00/o000 14i003o/0766 09/27)74 8o 1099 47.5 133.3 GG'G 























09939W 4728N 1926-16444 O0000/O000 1-10034/0093 02/04/75 80 2912 20.2 147.3 FGGG 
09939W 4719N 1764-16502 00000/0000 1-10029/0350 08/26)74 100 653 46.5 139.1 cGPG 
0994OW 4730N 1944-16435 OOO00/O000 1-10038/0002 0P/22/75 90 3163 25,6 144*6 FGFG 
09940W 4723N 1890-16461 00000/0000 1-10033/0468 12/30/74 0 2410 14,9 152.8 GG&O 
09940W 3017N 1760-163P4 00000/0000 1-10029/0152 08/22/74 10 597 55.0 114.9 PGPG 














































09944W 3025N 1958-16251 00000/0000 1-10035/0759 Ot/08/75 20 3358 40.6 129,4 GGG 
09944W 3022N 1832-16303 OOO00/OOOO 110031/0953 11/02/74 50 1601 37.5 145.2 PPG 























09945W 3025N 1976-16242 O0000/o00O 141.036/o335 02/26/75 80 3609 46.4 123.6 GGfG 
09945W 3022N 1994-16233 00000/0000 1-10037/0236 04/13/75 100 3860 51.8 116,8 GFFF 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 m % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. Mod 
IMAGE QUALITY .,,............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G-GCOD, P=Pe6R. F"FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ REMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 050o
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 8 P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD cOVER % ........... s.. 0 To 100 
a % CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=PeBR, F=FAIR,
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ...... R.MADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30P'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0501
 
STANDARD CATALOG pR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 95678 C C D D 























09958W 3857N 1924-16354 00000/0000 1-10034/0256 02/02/75 90 2884 25.6 143-2 GGGG 
09958W 3856N 1816-16400 00000/0000 1-10030/1587 10/17/74 10 1378 36.0 147.4 GGGP 
09959W 4309N 5015-16355 00000/oooo 1-10037/0558 09/04/75 0 4153 52.6 127.4 FOGG M 























1000OW 3857N 1978-16332 00000/0000 1-10037/0054 03/28/75 40 3637 43.2 131-9 GGUG 
i0000W 3851N 1888-16372 00000/0000 1-10033/0395 12/28/74 0 2382 21.5 149.5 UFG 
1000OW 3432N 5049-16251 00000/0000 1-0038/0621 06/07/75 60 4627 58.7 103.2 GGFF 
10000W 2852N 1796-16113 00000/0000 1-10030/0767 09/27/74 80 1099 48.3 131.8 GGGG 
10002W 3855N 5068-16283 OOo/OOOO 1-10039/0283 06/26/75 10 4892 57.7 108.9 FF 
10002W 3431N 5031-16261 00000/0000 1-10038/0256 05/20/75 20 4376 57.9 108 4 FGbG 
10003W 3853N 5014-16313 00000/0000 1-10038/0190 05/03/75 10 4139 54.1 121'5 GG2G 
10004W 2851N 1760-16331 00000/ooo 1-10029/0153 08/22/74 10 597 55.3 112.7 PPPP 
10005W 3848N 5032-16303 00000/0000 1-10038/0292 05/21/75 30 4390 57.1 115.5 PPPP 
iooo5W 2859N 1814-16313 00000/0000 1.10030/1493 10/15/74 0 1350 43,4 1393 GGPG 
10005W 2845N 1778-16322 00000/0000 Q0000/0000 09/09/74 80 848 52.3 122,5 GGPG 
iOO07W 4952N 5053-16412 OOoo/00O0 1-10038/0636 06/11/75 20 4683 54.9 129.1 PFFF 
10007W 2859N 1940-16263 00000/0000 1-10034/0512 02/18/75 40 3107 35.9 133.4 FFIF 
10008W 2859N 1958-16254 00000/0000 1-10035/0760 03/08/75 80 3358 41.3 128.1 GGFG 
10008W 2855N 1832-16310 00000/0000 1-10031/0954 11/02/74 90 1601 38.5 144.3 PPG 
10008W 2854N 1922-16272 00000/0000 1-10035/0001 01/31/75 100 2856 31.7 138.0 GG5G 
10009W 2854N 1868-16293 00000/0000 1-10032/0942 12/08/74 100 2103 30.6 146.9 PFPG 
10009W 2851N 1850-16301 00000/0000 1-10032/0447 11/20/74 0 1852 34.0 146.7 GGG 
10009W 2846N 1742-16335 00000/0000 1-10027/1205 08/04/74 80 346 57.6 103.6 GGG 























10011W 4603N 1854-16480 00000/0000 1-10032/0299 11/24/74 40 1908 19.7 155.3 GGGP 
10013W 4606N 1836-16484 00000/0000 1-10031/1069 11/06/74 1o 1657 24,3 154.8 PPGG M 
10013W 4604N 1818-16492 O0000/o00O 1-10030/1690 10/19/74 5o 1406 29.9 152.4 PPGG 
10013W 4603N 1926-16450 00000/0000 1.10034/0130 02/04/75 90 2912 21,2 146-5 GFG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ................ Ti 100 - X CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQULSTED, G=GOOD. PsPOOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. MrMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
03:20 SEP 40P175 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 







MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: 	 CLOtJD rOVER % ................ 0 Tn lo0 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY . ....... ........ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOeD. P-POOR. F-FAIR.
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MsS. BrMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-i 
03:20 SEP 30'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0503 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C COD 













































10026W 4855N 1837-165q4 00000/0000 1-10031/0626 11/07/74 80 1671 21.7 156-3 PGPG 














































'10026W 3730N 1852-16391 00000/0000 1-10032/0400 11/22/74 10 1880 26,9 151-3 P P 
10026W 2725N 1760-16333 00000/0000 1-10029/O154 OR/22/74 t0 597 55,6 1105 GGPG 














































10028W 4145N 1979-16381 00000/0000 1-10036/0467 03/29/75 10 3651 42.0 134"5 GGF 























10029W 4145N 5069-163q2 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10639/0251 06/27/75 10 4906 57.1 113.8 GGbF 
10029W 3726N 1888-16374 00000/0000 1-10033/0225 12/28/74 10 2382 22.5 148.8 GG G 
10029W 2733N 1814-16315 00000/8000 1-10030/1494 10/15/74 10 1350 44.3 138'1 GGG 
10029W 2719N 1778-16325 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 40 848 52.8 120.6 GaPG 























10030W 4144N 5015-1636P 00000/0000 1-10037/0559 015/04/75 0 4153 53.2 i25o4 P660 
io030W 3730N 5068-162qo O0000/OOO0 1.10039/0284 O/26/75 40 4892 57.8 106,3 GFUF 
10030W 3728N 5050-16300 00000/0000 110039/0043 06/08/75 60 4641 58.4 108.3 FGbF 
10031W 4843N 1765-16555 O0000/O00O 1-10029/0461 08/27/74 30 667 45.3 140.9 QGPG 
10031W 3727N 5014-16315 00000/0000 1-10038/0191 0/03/75 10 4139 54.5 119"4 6FUG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TH 100 x % CLOUD COVER, ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .................. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. p=POOR. F=FAIR. 
RxMADE FROM RBV, M-MADE FROM MSS. BnMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 3hOJ75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0504
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MbS B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D O
 
10032W 445 2N 1800-16494 00000/0000 1-10030/0879 10/01/74 70 1155 36.8 1#7.6 (GC(G
10032W 3723N 5032-16310 00000/0000 1-10038/0293 09/21/75 
 0 4390 57,5 113.0 

10032w 273 3N 1940-16265 
PFGG
 
00000/0000 1-10034/0513 02/18/75 70 3107 36.7 132.3 PF F
10032W 2733N 1958-16260 OOOOO/Ooo 1-10035/0761 01/08/75 100 3358 42.0 126.8 GGFG
10032W 2729N 1832-16312 00000/0000 1-i0031/0955 11/02/74 
 90 1601 39.5 143.3
10032W 2729N 1922-16274 00000/0000 1-10035/0002 01/31/75 70 
PPG
 
2856 32,6 137.1 GGG
10032W 2728N 1868-1629S 00000/0000 1-10032/0943 12/08/74 90 2103 31.6 146.2 
 FFF
10033W 272 5N 1850-16304 00000/0000 1-10032/0448 11/20/74 10 1852 35,0 145-9 PGbG
10033W 
 272 1N 1742-16341 00000/0000 1-10027/1206 08/04/74 40 346 57.6 101.1 GGbG
10034W 2732N 1976-16261 00000/0000 1-10036/0337 01/26/75 
 80 3609 47,5 120.4 GGFF
10034W 
 2731N 1994-16242 00000O0O0 1-10037/0238 04/13/75 60 3860 52.5 112.9 GQUF
10038w 3142N 1797-16363 00000/0000 1-10030/0740 09/28/74 
 0 1113 46.4 135.2 GPPG
10043W 4449N 1908-16461 00000/0000 1-10033/0886 01/17/75 100 2661 18.4 148.9 PP
10043W 3153N 1941-16312 00000/0000 1-10034/0582 02/19/75 
 0 3121 34,6 135.1 FFGG
10043W 3143N 1761-16380 00000/0000 1-10029/019 08/23/74 30 611 54.4 117-6 PGPG
10044W 4827N 5053-16435 00000/0000 1-10038/0637 06/11/75 40 4683 55.5 126.8 PFUF

'0044W 4429N 1782-16503 O0000/0000 1-10029/1251 09/13/74 10 
 904 42.9 141.9 GGGP
10044w 3153N 1959-16303 00000/0000 1-10035/0934 0,/09/75 60 3372 40.2 130.4 GG(2F
10044W 3145N 1869-16342 00000/0000 1-10032/0956 12/09/74 20 
 2117 28.3 148.3 FFF
10044W 3141N 1779-16371 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 
 50 862 50.9 126.8 GG
10045W 4438N 1854-16483 00000/0000 1-10032/0300 11/24/74 30 1908 20.9 154.7 PGub
10045W 3147N 1833-16355 00000/0000 1-10031/0905 11/03/74 40 1615 36.2 146-3 PPPG
10045W 3146N 1815-16362 00000/0000 1-10031/0166 lo/16/74 to 1364 41.3 141.9 PGGG
10045W 314 ON 1743-16384 00000/0000 1-10027/1098 08/05/74 
 100 360 57.2 108.9 GGGG
10046W 4438N 1818-16495 00000/0000 1-10030/1691 10/19/74 20 1406 31.0 151.6 PPbG
10046W 3148N 1995-16285 00000/0000 1-10037/0178 04/14/75 50 3874 51.6 118.3 FGG
10046W 3147N 1851-16390 00000/0000 1-10032/0348 11/21/74 0 1866 31.6 148.4 PPPG
10046W 
 2559N 1796-16322 00000/0000 1-10030/0769 09/27/74 60 1099 49.7 128.7 GG(3G
10047W 4441N 5088-16371 00000/o000 1-10040/0007 07/16/75 30 5171 54.3 119.9 GFf3F
10047W 444ON 1836-16491 000O/o000 1-10031/1070 11/06/74 10 1657 25.4 154.0 PPUG
10047W 4438N 1926-164,3 00000/0000 1-10034/0131 02/04/75 90 
 2912 22.2 145.8 GGFG
10047W 3142N 1887-16334 00000/0000 1-10033/0410 12/27/74 6o 2368 26,8 146.4 PF P
10048W 4440N 1944-16444 00000/0000 1-10038/0004 02/22/75 0 3163 27.6 142,9 FGFF
10048W 4432N 1890-16470 O0oo00o 1-10033/0470 12/30/74 0 2410 17.1 151.6 FGfG
10048W 3146N 1977-16294 00000/0000 1-10036/0403 03/27/75 10 3623 46.2 124.8 
 GGbG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 
- % CLOUD COVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAnE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G=GBOD. p=POOR. FZFAIR.





03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0505
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............ ,.. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GBD. P.POOR, F FAIR, 
R-MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
03:20 SEP 30,75 ERTS-1COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0506 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ 

















B P P B P 
C C D D 
iOO56W 
10056W 















































47 2 1N 
4730N 
4729N 
47 2 7N 
47 2 2N 
3016N 
4731N 
43 2 7N 
47 2 8N 
4722N 









































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 
0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY ........... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GtGOOD. P'POOR. F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... REMADE FROM RBV. MMACE FROM MS5 




03:20 SEP 10.'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0507
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 






























































































































































































10119W 4313N 1926-16455 00000/0000 1-10034/0132 02/04/75 90 2912 23.2 145.1 GGG 10 







































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TA 100 v % CLOUD COVER. ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. FcFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 ERTS-l COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0508 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCRnFILM ROLL NO.,/ 
















B P P B P 






































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % . .............. 
 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-POOR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... REMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP qo'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0509
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE I POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P 








































































































































10144W 3317N 1834-16410 00000/000 00000/0000 11/04/74 0 1629 34.8 147.4 P 
10145W 3322N 1960-16355 00000/0000 1-10035/1018 03/10/75 0 3386 39.8 131.4 FGGG 
10145W 3313N 1816-164t4 00000/0000 1-10030/1606 10/17/74 0 1378 40.0 143.3 PGG6 
10145W 3310N 1780-16423 00000/0000 1-10030/0042 09/11/74 0 876 49,9 129.0 GGPG 














































































10148W 3315N 1996-16340 00000/0000 1-10037/0316 04/15/75 0 3888 51.4 10s,9 eGGS 
10148W 3313N 5068-16301 00000/0000 1-10039/0287 06/26/75 0 4892 58.0 98.8 GGG 























10150W 4149N 1836-16500 00000/0000 1-10031/1072 11/06/74 30 1657 27,7 152-5 5Q6G 
























KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,........,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GOOD, PwPoeR. FFAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... REMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0510
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P B P
LONG LAT RBV 
 MSS 
 123 '45678 C C 0 D
 
ol5ow 3726N 1745-16482 00000/0000 1-10027/1372 08/07/74 10 388 55.5 119,1 6GG Mlolsow 3725N 1763-16474 00000/0000 1-10029/0375 08/25/74 50 639 51.9 126-5 GPGG10150W 331IN 5050-16311 00000/0000 1-10039/0046 06/08/75 0 4641 58,7 100.5 FGGG10150W 331ON 5014-163n1 00000/0000 1-10038/0194 05/03/75 20 4139 55.7 112-7 GGFG1015OW 2724N 1797-16374 00000/0000 1-10030/0743 09/28/74 0 1113 48.8 13Do7 GGPG10151W 4150N 1944-16491 00000/0000 1-10038/0006 02/22/75 10 3163 29.4 141.1 GFUG10151W 4149N 5088-16380 O00/0000 1-10040/0009 07/16/75 30 5171 55.1 115.3 GFFE
10152W 485 4N 1856-16583 00000/0000 1-10032/0510 11/26/74 10 1936 17.0 156.6 PPP
10152W 414 3N 1872-16483 00000/0000 1-10032/1008 12/12/74 
 50 2159 20.2 j52.5
10152W 4142N 1746-165P5 00000/0000 1-10027/1448 PFFF
 08/08/74 20 402 53.8 125.9 6066
10152w 4142N 1890-16475 00000/0000 1-10033/0485 12/30/74 0 2410 19.3 1504 
 FF F
10152W 3737N 1961-16401 00000/0000 1-10035/0865 03/11/75 100 3400 37.8 134.7 FFFF
10152W 3730N 1925-16411 00000/0000 1-10034/0267 0P/03/75 
 96 2898 26.8 142.2 GGGG
10152W 3728N 1871-16441 00000/0000 1-10033/0303 1P/11/74 
 10 2145 23.7 150.8 FFF
10152W 
 330oN 5032-16q?1 00000/0000 1-10038/0296 05/21/75 10 4390 58.1 105-6 FFUG M
10153W 4849N 1874-16575 00000/0000 1-10033/0064 12/14/74 
 70 2187 14.3 155.4
10153W 4844N 1784-17004 00000/0000 1-10029/1223 09/15/74 FGG
 10 932 39.4 146.4 PGOG M
10153W 4148m 1962-16444 00000/0000 1-10036/0029 03/12/75 10 3414 35,7 137.8 FGGG
10153W 4147N 5070-16390 00000/0000 1-10039/0308 06/28/75 10 4920 57,1 113.9 GGGG
10153W 4139N 1764-16521 00000/0000 1-10029/0354 08/26/74 10 653 49,6 132.4
10153W 3731N 1943-16410 00000/0000 1-10035/0817 GGPG
 02/21/75 70 3149 31.8 138.5 GFGF
10153W 2725N 1761-16391 00000/0000 110029/0194 08/23/74 60 611 
 55.5 111.1 UG0G
10154W 4855N 1838-16592 00000/0000 1-10031/1101 11/08/74 
 100 1685 21.4 156.4 PPP
10154W 4854N 1946-16545 00000/0000 1-10035/0279 02/24/75 50 
 3191 25.4 145,3 FGGG
10154W 4851N 1730-17O5 00000/0000 1-10027/0552 07/23/74 10 179 53.7 132.6 GPOG M M
10154W 484 2N 1766-17013 00000/0000 1-10029/0490 08/28/74 60 
 681 45.0 141.2 GGGG
10154W 4538N 5053-16444 00000/0000 1-10038/0639 06/11/75 30 4683 56.6 122'1 FFFF
10154W 4146N 1980-16435 00000/0000 1',10036/0527 03/30/75 40 3665 42.4 134.2 PGFG
1oi54W 3724WN 1889-16432 00000/0000 1-10033/0503 12/29/74 50 2396 22,5 148.7 FF F
10155W 4855N 1820-17000 00000/0000 1-10031/0274 10/21/74 30 1434 27.0 154°5 
 PPPG
loi55w 372 9N 1997-1638q 00000/0000 1-10037/0441 04/16/75 20 3902 50.2 125.1 GGG
10155W 3729N 5069-16344 00000/0000 1-10039/0254 06/27/75 10 4906 57.8 i06,3 
 FGFG
10155W 3728N 1979-16392 00000/0000 1-10036/0470 03/29/75 20 3651 44.3 130.2 GG60
 
lOlsbW 4848N 1928-16554 00000/0000 1-10035/0297 02/06/75 50 2940 19.8 147.7 FGGG
 
10156W 4847N 1910-16562 00000/0000 1-10033/0887 01/19/75 80 2689 15.7 150.4 BFFG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 
. % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G6G0OD. P-POOR. F-FAIR.

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. 
B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS­
03:20 SEP qDo'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0611
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/?3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO., DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV mbs B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
10156W 4846N 1748-17021 OOooo/oooo 1-10027/1564 08/10/74 40 430 49.9 136,3 GeUG M
 
10156W 4145N 5016-164P0 00000/0000 1-10037/0605 Oq/05/75 70 4167 53,4 125.1 FGFG
 
10156W 4141N 5052-16400 00000/nooO 1-10039/0082 06/10/75 100 4669 57.7 115.S FGFF
 
10156W 2734N 1941-16323 00000/o00o 1-10034/0585 02/19/75 70 3121 37.0 132-1 FFGF
 
10156W 2722N 1779-16383 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 Io 862 52.6 121-2 PPG
 
10157W 4854N 5072-16482 00000/o000 1-10039/0156 06/30/75 ±0 4948 54.8 125.8 GGG m
 
10157W 4841N 1892-16571 00000/0000 1-10033/0557 01/01/75 10 2438 13.9 153-1 FCF
 
10157W 3728N 5015-16373 OOOOO/ooo 1-10037/0562 0'r/04/75 0 4153 54,8 119.0 FGbG
 
10157W 2720N 1743-16395 OOO00/o000 1-10027/1101 0R/05/74 50 360 57.5 101.6 GGbG
 
I0158W 2727N 1851-16362 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0351 11/21/74 0 1866 34#8 146.0 GGUG
 
10158W 2727N 1869-16354 00000/0000 1"10032/0959 12/09/74 100 2117 31.5 146.1 FFPP
 
l159W 4434N 1801-16553 00000/O00O 1-10030/0916 10/02/74 0 1169 36.7 147-7 GGGG 
10159W 273oN 1995-16300 00000/o000 1-10037/0181 04/14/75 lo 3874 52.8 112-4 GG G 
10159W 2729N 1833-16370 00000/0000 1-10031/0908 11/03/74 30 1615 39.2 143,5 PUG 
10159W 2724N 1887-16345 OOO00/OOOO 1-10033/0413 12/27/74 80 2368 29.9 144.3 FF 
10201W 4849N 5054-16492 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0649 06/12/75 10 4697 55,4 127,3 FFPF 
10204W 4846N 5036-16502 00000/0000 1-10038/0436 05/25/75 90 4446 54.1 130.5 PFFF 
10207W 3142N 1762-16434 00000/o000 1-10029/0390 08/24/74 70 625 54.2 118.1 GpP d 
10208W 3144N 1744-16442 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1297 08/06/74 60 374 57.0 109-4 GGPP 
10209W 3144N 1780-16430 00000/0000 1-10030/0043 09/11/74 0 876 50.6 127.3 (GGPP o 
10210W 4431N 1783-16562 OOOO0/ooo0 1-10029/1173 09/14Y74 0 918 42.6 1423. GGGG o 
lO210W 3150N 1834-16413 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 30 1629 35.9 146.5 P P 
10211W 4439N 1837-16545 OOOOo/oooo 1-10031/0629 11/07/74 10 1671 25.1 154.1 GGPG 
10211W 3156N 1960-16361 00000/0000 1-10035/1019 03/10/75 0 3386 40.5 130-1 GGGG -V 
10211W 3148N 1816-16421 00000/0000 1-10030/1607 10/17/74 0 1378 41,0 142.2 GGGG 
10211W 3148N 1924-16378 00000/0000 1-10034/0261 02/02/75 100 2884 30.3 139.2 aPPG 
10211W 3148N 5086-16293 00000/0000 1-10040/0150 07/14/75 10 5143 56.4 98.4 FGFF 
10211W 3146N 1852-16405 ooooo/oooo 1-10032/0403 11/22/74 20 1880 31.4 148-4 PPrP 
10212W 444ON 5089-16425 00000/0000 1-10040/0184 07/17/75 0 5185 54.2 120.0 GOFF 
10212W 4439N 1819-16553 00000/0000 1-10031/0250 10/20/74 0 1420 30,7 1517 GGbG 
10212W 4437N 1855-16541 00000/0000 1-10032/0475 11/25/74 100 1922 20.7 154-7 PPUG
 
10212W 3147N 5068-16304 00000/0000 1-10039/0288 06/26/75 10 4892 57.9 96.3 FGbG
 
10213W 3146N 1978-16352 00000/0000 1.10036/0518 0/28/75 90 3637 46.5 124,5 GFPP
 
10213W 3142N 1888-16392 OOOoo/oooo 1-10033/0229 12/28/74 90 2382 26.8 146.2 GS F
 
10214W 4437N 1927-16511 00000/0000 1-10035/0076 02/05/75 90 2926 22,4 145-6 FPF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ......... I,.... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ........*..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GhGOOD. P=POOR. FaFAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ...... RSMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
03:20 SEP 30St75 ERTS-1COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0512 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
























B P P B P 












































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0 Tn 100 
w % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .... ....... , BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD, P=POR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... REMADE FROM RBV. MSMADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-i 
03:20 SEP 10,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0513 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C U D 
10222W 3603N 5069-16390 00000/0000 1-10039/0255 06/27/75 0 4906 57.9 103.8 GGFF 
10222w 3602N 1979-16395 00000/0000 1-i0036/0471 03/29/75 9o 3651 450 128.7 PGGG 














































10226W 4016N 5052-16403 O00O/oooO 1-10039/0083 06/10/75 100 4669 58.0 112.9 GGFG 
10227W 441iN 5053-16450 00000/0000 1-10038/0640 06/11/75 40 4683 57.0 119.6 FFFF 


































0230W 4717N 1766-17015 00000/0000 1-10029/0491 08/28/74 50" 681 45.9 139.6 GGbG 














































10233W 4729N 5072-16484 OOOOO/OOOO 1-1003970157 06/30/75 50 4948 55,3 123o5 GGFG 
10233W 4723N 1928-16560 O000/OOOO 1-0035/0298 02/06/75 30 2940 20.8 146-9 GGGG 
10233W 4721N 1748-17023 00000/6000 1-10027/1565 08/10/74 100 430 50.6 134.4 GGGG M 
10233W 4717N 1892-16573 00000/0000 1-10033/0558 01/01/75 10 2438 15.0 152.5 FGFF 
10233W 3018N 1744-16444 OOO00/OOOO 1-10027/1298 08/06/74 60 374 57.2 107°0 GGPP 
10234W 3019N 1780-16432 OOooo/oooo 1-10030/o044 09/11/74 0 876 51.3 125.5 GGPe 
10235W 3022N 1816-16423 00000/0000 1-10030/1608 10/17/74 0 1378 42.0 141.1 GGUG 


































10237W 4725N 5054-16495 00000/0000 1-10038/0650 06/12/75 10 4697 55.9 124.9 FFFj 
10237W 3029N 1960-16364 00000/0000 1.10035/1020 03/10/75 0 3386 41,2 128.9 QebG 
10237W 3022N 5068-16310 00000/0000 1.10039/0289 06/26/75 10 4892 57,8 93.8 FFGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** z NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........... ;..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GaGOOD, P POOR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE *,... RSMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS, BoMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
 
03120 SEP qoj75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0514
 
STANDARD CATALOG FtR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C 0 D 













































10239W 3018N 5050-16320 00000/0000 1-10039/0048 06/08/75 10 4641 58,6 95.4 FOGG 
10240W 4722N 5036-16505 OOO00/o000 1-10038/o437 05/25/75 80 4446 54.7 128,3 FFFG 
10241W 3015N 5032-163q0 O0000/00 1-10038/0298 09/21/75 to 4390 58,2 100.6 FFPF 
10242W 4306N 1783-16564 OOO00/o000 1-10029/1174 09/14/74 0 918 43,5 140-9 GGG 
10243W 5010N 1749-17072 00000/O000 1-10027/1593 08/11/74 70 444 48,8 1383 GGG 
10243W 5007N 1767-17064 00000/0000 110029/0585 08/29y74 20 695 43,9 143°0 GGGG 
10243W 4307N 1747-16581 oooo/oooo 1-10027/1461 08/09/74 90 416 52.9 128.3 G6GG 













































10244W 3440N 1817-16470 00000/0000 1-10030/1186 10/18/74 0 1392 38-7 144-7 GPGG 
10244W 3434N 1763-16483 00000/0000 1-10029/0377 08/25/74 60 639 53.1 122.6 GPPG 
±0245W 5010N 1929-17005 00000/0000 1-10034/0142 02/07/75 10 2954 19,1 148.3 GGGG 























10245w 3847N 1782-16521 O00ooo/oooo 1-10029/1210 09/13/74 90 904 46.4 036.2 GOSS 
10246W 5008N 1893-17022 0000/ooO0 1-10033/0584 01/02/75 90 2452 12.8 153.6 PFPG 




































































10247W 4307N 1873-16545 OOO00/OOO0 1-10033/0705 iP/13/74 60 2173 19.0 153.0 GGG 
10247W 4305N 1891-16531 00000/0000 1-10033/0521 12/31/74 10 2424 18.2 150.9 GPGG 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ...... *....... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *f ; NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR, FUFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE -..... R.MADE FROM RBv. MRMADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 10,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0515
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOuD COVER % ...... ...... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GcGOOD. P.POOR. F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,..... R4MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. BrMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30j'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0516
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/21/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN 
 SUN 	 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P 5 P
 
LONG 	 LAT RBV MSS 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
10301W 	 2856N 5068-16113 00000/0000 1"10039/0290 06/26/75 10 4892 57.6 91"4 GGbF
10301W 	 2854N 1852-16414 00000/0000 1-10032/0405 1/22/74 10 1880 33.5 146-9 GPPP
 
28 57N
10302W 1996-16352 00000/0000 1-10037/0319 04/15/75 60 3888 52.7 114.0 GGGF
10302W 2854N 1978-16361 O00O/OOOO 1-10036/0520 0q/28/75 0 3637 47.6 121-3 GGFP
 
10302W 2850N 1888-16401 O00ooo000 1-10033/0231 12/28/74 7o 2382 28.8 144,9 GGPF
 
10303W 2852N 5050-16323 00000/0000 1-10039/0049 06/08/75 10 4641 58.4 92-9 FGbF
 
10304W 46 04N 1856-16592 00000/0000 1-10032/0512 11/26/74 10 1936 19.3 155,3 PbbG
 
10304W 455 4N 1784-17013 O000/0o0 1-10029/1225 09/15/74 20 932 41.3 143-9 PPGP
 
10304W 	 455lN 1766-17022 O0000/OOOO 1-10029/o492 08/28/74 50 681 46.8 138-1 GG(3G
10304W 	 2852N 5014-16342 00000/0000 1-10038/0197 05/03/75 20 4139 56.4 105.8 GGG
 
io305W 	 4602N 1730-17034 00000/0000 1-10027/0554 07/23/74 10 179 55.0 128.3 PGG M
 
10305W 2849N 5032-163ni 00000/o000 1-10038/0299 09/21/75 0 4390 58.2 98-1 FF3G
 
10306W 4605N 5090-16480 00000/0000 1-10040/0016 07/18/75 10 5199 53.6 122.4 FG(3G

10306W 4604N 1838-17001 00000/0000 i-10031/1o3 11/08/74 6o 1685 23,7 154.9 PPPP
 
10306W 4559N 1874-16584 00000/0000 1-10033/0066 12/14/74 70 2187 16.6 154"2 GFPG
 
10307W 4604N 1946,16554 O000/OOOO 1-10035/0281 0?/24/75 20 3191 27.3 143.5 GuG
 
1o3o7W 4604N 5072-16491 00000/OOOO 1-10039/0158 06/30/75 20 4948 55,8 121,1 GGFG
 
IO3O7W 4557N 1910-16571 O000/OOOO 1-10033/0888 01/19/75 10 2689 17.8 149-1 GFfF

10308W 4605N 1820-17005 00000/OOO0 1-10031/0276 10/21/74 70 1434 29.3 152.8 PPPP
 
10308W 4558N 1928-16563 O00O/OOOO 1-10035/0299 02/06/75 60 2940 21.8 146,2 FFGG
 
10308W 4555N 1748-17030 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1470 08/10/74 100 430 51.4 132.5 G 5G
 
10308W 3309N 1781-16481 0000O/ooo0 1-10030/0025 09/12/74 70 890 49.7 129.5 PPPG
 
10309W 4552N 1892-i6580 00000/0000 1-10033/0559 01/01/75 0 2438 16.1 151-9 FFF
 
10309W 3316N 5087-16345 00000/OOO0 1-10040/0164 07/15/75 30 5157 56,3 101.1 FGQG

10309W 33IoN 1745-16494 00000/0000 1-10027/1375 08/07/74 20 388 56.6 112.2 GGbG
 
10309W 3308N 1763-16490 OOOOO/O00O 1-10029/0378 08/25/74 70 639 53.6 120.6 PPbG
 
10310w 3314N 1817-16472 00000/0000 1-10030/1187 10/18/74 0 1392 39.7 143.6 GPbG
 
10312W 4559N 5054-16501 00000/O000 1-10038/0651 06/12/75 10 4697 56,5 122-5 GFbF
 
10312W 3320N 1961-16413 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0868 03/11/75 so 3400 40.1 131-1 FPpG

10312W 3313N 1853-16460 00000/0000 1-10032/0602 11/23/74 10 1894 30.1 149.2 GPUG
10312W 3313N 1925-16421 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0270 02/03/75 100 2898 29.6 139.8 GGUG
 
10312W 3313N 1943-16422 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0820 02/21/75 100 3149 34.4 135.6 GFUG
 
10312W 3310N 1871-16452 O00O/OOOO 1-10033/0306 12/11/74 50 2145 26.9 148.8 FFG
 
10313W 4853N 1803-17055 00000/0000 1-10030/0988 10/04/74 100 1197 32.8 1513 GPUP
 
10313W 4141N 1783-16571 OOO00/ooo 1-10029/1175 09/14/74 0 918 44.4 139.5 PGGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 = X CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ... #......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F:FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS 	ALREADY MADE .;..... R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03O:20 SEP qo,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0517
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














8 P P B P 
































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .*..... 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 4* = NQ CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. PcPOOR, FaFAIR. 
R:MADE FROM RBV. MmMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
03:20 SFP qO,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0518
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV M55 B P P B P
 LONG LAT RBV 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
10320W 4854N 1821-17054 00000J0000 1-10031/0362 10/22/74 0 1448 26.7 154.7 PPPG

10320W 3731N 5070-16402 00000/0000 1-10039/0311 06/28/75 10 4920 57.7 106o4 FFFF
10320W 2725N 1780-16441 00000/0000 1-10030/0046 09/11/74 20 876 52,4 ±21,8 PGQG
10321w 4854N 5091-16525 00000/0000 1-10040/0030 07/19/75 60 5213 5294 126.8 GGbG
 
10321W 4853N 1947-17003 00000/0000 -1J0035/0166 02/25/75 40 3205 25.8 145,1 GG6
10321W 4841N 1767-17071 00000/0000 1-10029/0586 08/29/74 40 695 44#8 141o5 GGG M
 
10321W 373oN 1962.16460 000000000 1-10036/0032 03,12/75 70 3414 38,2 134.4 GGFG
10321W 3726N 1998-16441 00000/0000 1-10037/0294 04/17/75 0 3916 50.5 124°7 GGG
10322W 484 5N 1749-17075 00000/0000 1.10027/1594 08/11/74 70 444 49.6 136o5 PGGG
10322W 3729N 1980-16451 00000/0000 1.10036/0530 03/30/75 0 3665 44.6 129"9 GOG
10323W 4849N 1731-17083 00000/0000 1-10027/0671 07/24/74 30 193 53.5 132.7 
 GGGG M M
10323W 3728N 5016-16431o 00000/0000 1-10037/0608 05/05/75 0 4167 55.0 118.7 Feb0
10323W 3726N 5052-16412 00000/0000 1-10039/0085 06/10/75 100 4669 58.5 107o8 GGFG
10323W 2729N 1816-16432 00000/0000 1-10030/1610 10/17/74 0 1378 43.8 138.7 GG
10324W 4846N 1929-17012 00000/0000 1-10034/0143 02/07/75 20 2954 20,1 147.5 GGG
10324W 4844N 1893-17025 000000000 t-10033/0585 01/02/75 90 2452 13.9 153.0 FFPF
10324W 
 4141N 5035-16465 00000/0000 1-10038/0363 0/24/75 10 4432 56.7 tits4 FG6G
10324W 2730N 1924-16390 00000/O0o 1-10034/0264 0?/02/75 90 2884 33.0 136.6 PPPG
10325W 4849N 1983-16585 00000/0000 1-10036/0587 04/02/75 20 3707 39.4 140-5 PFGF
10325W 2736N 1960-16373 00000/0000 1-10035/1022 03/10/75 40 3386 42.6 126.2 GGbG
10326W 3722N 5034-16422 00000/0000 1-10038/0275 05/23/75 50 4418 57.7 112.4 GGFG
10326W 2728N 1978-16364 00000/0000 1-10036/0521 03/28/75 0 3637 48.1 119.6 GGFP
10327W 4848N 5055-165o 000000000 1-10038/0664 06/13/75 10 4711 55.4 127.1 FFFF




10328W 2726N 5014-16345 00000/0000 1-i10038/0198 o)103/75 60 4139 56.5 103°5 GGGG
10328W 2723N 5032-16335 00000/oooo 1-10038/0300 09/21/75 0 4390 58.1 95.6 FFG
10329W 4842N 5073-16540 00000/0000 1-10039/0359 07/01/75 10 4962 54.7 12s.5 GGGF M
 
10329W 4121N 5053-16455 00000/0000 1-10038/0642 06/11/75 
 40 4683 57.8 14"7 GFIF
10332W 4434N 1802.17012 00000/0000 1-10030/0952 10/03/74 40 1183 36,4 1480 QPUG
10333W 3143N 1781-16484 00000o0000 1-10030/0026 09/12/74 40 890 50.4 127,8
10334W 3145N 1745"16500 00000/0000 I10027/1376 08/07/74 PPPG
 30 388 56.9 109.8 GGGG
10334W 3143N 1763-16492 00000/0000 1-10029/0379 08/25/74 70 639 54.1 118.6 PGUG
10335W 315oN 5087-16351 00000/0000 1-10040/0165 07/15/75 60 5157 56.3 98.7 FGQF
10336w 3148N 1817-16475 00000/0000 1-10030/1188 10/18/74 0 1392 40.7 ±42.5 GGPG
10337W 4439N 1856-16595 00000/0000 110032/0513 11/26/74 40 1936 2o,4 154.7 PGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ................ 0 TA 100 % CLOUD COVER.
- ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G0G0OD PzPOeR. FFAIR,





03:20 SEP qo,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0519
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 





MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 













































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .................. 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY .........i..... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE . ..... 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR, F4FAIR, 
R.MADE FROM RBV. M;MADE FROM MS$. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03220 SEP 30j175 ERTS-1
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 052o
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUP US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN
OF IMAGE IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
10345W 
 3603N 1854-16510 00000/0000 1-10032/0824 11/24/74 0 1908 
 27.6 150.7 FGbG
10345W 3602N 1872-16501 00000/0000 1-10032/1012 12/12/74 
 0 2159 24.6 150.0 FGbG
10345W 3601N 1746-16543 00000/oooo t-10027/1452 08/08/74 
 40 402 55.8 117.2
10346W 




10346W 4O23N 1837-16561 00000/0000 1-10031/0632 11/07/74 GPPG
 0 1671 28.5 151.8 GGG
10346W 4023N 
 5089-16440 Ooooo/oooo 1-10040/0187 07/17/75 
 30 5185 55.3 113,1 FFIG
10346W 4014N 1765-16582 00OOO/oooo 1-10029/0467 08/27/74 
 50 667 50.1 131.0 PGG
10346W 36 05N 1944-16471 OOOOO/OoO 1-10035/0312 0P/22/75 90 3161 33.0 137.3 FGFG
10346W 3601N 
 1890-16493 00000/0000 1-10033/0489 12/30/74 
 90 2410 23.6 147.9 FFF
10347w 402 2N 1927-16522 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0079 02/05/75 
 100 2926 25.4 143-3 GFFG
10347W 
 402tN 1855-16552 00000/0000 1-10032/0613 11/25/74 50 
 1922 2i*1 152.7




lO348w 4022N 1945-16514 000OOO/o0O 1-10034/0634 02/23/75 90 
 3177 30.7 j39.9
10348W 402N 
 5071-16451 O0000O/OOO 1-10039/0295 06/29,75 GFFG
 10348W 0 4934 57.3 111-3 FFFF
406N 1873-16544 00000/0000 1-JO033/0707 12/13/74 50 
 2173 21.2 151.8 GGbG
10348W 4015N 1891-16540 00000/0000 1-10033/0523 12/31/74 50 
 2424 20.4 149.6 GGFF
10348W 3604N 1962-16462 00000/0000 1-10036/0033 03/12/75 
 90 3414 39-0 133.2 FFUG
10348W 3600N 
 1998-16444 00000/OOO 1-10037/0295 04/17/75 
 10 3916 51.0 122.8 GGGG
10349w 4432N 5036-16514 O0000oo/oo 1-10038/0439 05/25/75 70 4446 M
 55.8 123"8 GFbG
10349W 4014N 1909-1653j 00000/0000 1-10033/0475 01/18/75 4O 
 2675 21,8 146.6
loSOW 47 2 8N FGFF
1803-17061 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0989 1o/04/74 
 100 1197 33.9 150.3 OpUp
10350W 3603N 1980-16453 00000/0000 1-10036/0531 03/30/75 
 0 3665 45.3 128.4 GGFG
10350W 3602N 5016-16434 00000/0000 1.10037/0609 05/05/75 0 
 4167 55.4 116.5
10350W 3600N 505e-16414 00000/0000 1-10039/0086 06/10/75 FGFG
90 4669 58.6 105.3 GGPF
10353W 472IN 1785-17065 00000/0000 1-10030/0245 09/16/74 
 0 946
10354W 4732N 1839-17052 OOOoo/oooo 1-30031/1117 11/09/74 30 
40.0 145-5 GGPG
 
1699 22.3 155.7 PGPG
10354W 4016N 5035-16471 OOOOO/ooo 1-10038/0364 05/24/75 0 4432 57.1 
 117.0 PGFF
10354W 355 7N 
 5034-16425 00000/0000 1-10038/0276 05/23/75 
 10 4418 57.9 109.9 FFFF
10355W 4725N 1857-17044 000OO/OOO 1-10032/0542 11/27/74 
 10 1950 18.0 155.9 PGPP
10355W 
 4723N 1875-17040 O00oo/o00o 1-10033/0035 12/15/74 100 
 2201 15.4 154o7
10357W 4729N 1821-17061 00000/0000 1-10031/0363 10/22/74 10 1448 
PpPp 
27.8 153.8 PPPG
10357W 47 2 8N 1947-17005 00000/0000 1-10035/0167 0?/25/75 0 
 3205 26.7 144.2 GGGG
10357W 4728N 
 5091-16532 000OO/OO0 1-10040/0031 07/19/75 
 30 5213 52.9 124.7 FGFF
10357W 4717N 1767-17073 00000/0000 1-10029/0587 08/29/74 
 40 695 45.6 139.9 GGUG
10358W 4721N 1749-17081 00000/0000 1-10027/1595 08/11/74 50 444 
 50.4 134.7 bG(G
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER X ............... 
0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=G80D. P=PoR. FXFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,...,, R-MADE FROM RBV
 
, 




03:20 SEP q ,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0521
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
I 
10358W 3956N 5053-16462 00000/0000 1-10 038/0643 06/11/75 20 4683 58.1 1121 GFFF 
10358W 3017N 1781-16490 00000/OO0 1-10030/0027 09/12/74 20 890 510 126.0 GPFG 
10359W 4723N 1731-17085 00000/0000 1-10027/0672 07/24/74 10 193 54.2 130.6 GGG 
10359W 3018N 1745-165oq 00000/0000 1-10027/1377 08/07/74 20 388 57.1 107-5 6656 
1040OW 4726N 1965-17001 00000/0000 1-10036/0066 03/15/75 70 3456 33.4 141.8 FGFE 
1040OW 4719N 1893-170q1 00000/0000 1-10033/0586 01/02/75 90 2452 15.0 1524 FP G 
104OOW 3024N 5087-163i4 00000/0000 1-10040/0166 07/15/75 60 5157 56,2 96.4 FGFF 
1040OW 3022N 1817-16481 00000/O000 1-"0030/1189 10/18/74 0 1392 41.7 141"4 QGPG 
10401W 4724N 1983-16591 00000/0000 1-10036/0588 04/02/75 20 3707 40.3 139o2 FFGG 
10401W 4721N 1929-17014 00000/0000 1i-10034/0144 0P/07/75 90 2954 21.1 146.8 GGG 























10O42W 3021N 1925-16440 00000/0000 1-10034/0272 02/03/75 90 2898 31.4 138-1 GFFG 
10403W 3021N 5069-16364 00000/0000 1-10039/0259 06/27/75 10 4906 57.7 93-8 GGGF 
10403w 3015N 1889-16493 00000/0000 l10033/0508 12/29/74 10 2396 27.8 145.4 FF F 
10404W 4723N 5055-16553 00000/0000 1-10038/0665 06/13/75 30 4711 56.0 124.7 GPFE 
io4o4W 4310N 1802-17014 00000/0000 1-10030/0953 10/03/74 80 1183 37.4 146.9 G0GG 
10404W 302ON 1997-16403 00000/0000 1-10037/0446 04/16/75 60 3902 52.6 115.5 GGFF 
























































10407w 3OlSN 5015-16394 00000/0000 1-10p37/0567 05/04/75 0 4153 56.4 107.7 GOGO 
10408W 3432N 1782-16533 00000/0000 1-10029/1213 09/13/74 90 904 48.8 131.6 GGGG 
10409W 4302N 1766-17011 00000/0000 1-10029/0494 08/28/74 20 681 48#4 134.8 6660 
104lOW 5009N 1768-17123 00000/0000 1-10029/0530 08/30/74 90 709 43.5 043.3 PG G 
104lOW 5007N 1894-17081 00000/0000 1-10033/0599 01/03/75 90 2466 12.9 153'5 PF 0 
10410w 4314N 1856-17001 00000/0000 1-10032/0514 11/26/74 60 1936 21.6 154.0 GG6M 
104lOW 4303N 1784-17022 00000/0000 1-10029/1227 09/15/74 1o 932 43.2 141.2 P6G6 
10410w 3433N 1764-16541 00000/0000 1-10029/0359 08/26/74 80 653 52.9 123-1 GPPP 
10411W 5009N 1750-17111 00000/0000 1-10027/1608 08/12/74 60 458 48.6 138.6 GGGG 
10411W 4310N 1730-17041 OOoo/oooo 1-10027/0556 07/23/74 0 179 56.2 123.7 PGPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............ 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD, PuPOBR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... , RMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BOMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 0,*'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0522
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MrCROFILM ROLLNO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C OD
 
1041iW 4309N 1874-16593 0000/oo00 1-10033/0068 12/14/74 40 2187 18.9 153.0 PG
 
10411W 3441N 5088-16400 0000/0000 1-10040/0013 07/16/75 10 5171 56.1 103-6 
 GOFF
10411w 3436N 1872-165o4 00000/0000 1-10032/1013 12/12/74 10 2159 25,7 149.4 FFrG
10412W 4316N 5090-16489 ooooooooo 1-10040/0018 07/18/75 10 5199 54.5 118.0 PFGG
 
10412W 4314N 1838-17010 00000/0000 1-10031/1105 1i/o8/74 0 1685 26.0 153,4 UG6P
i0412W 4306N 1748-17605 00000/0000 1-10027/1472 08/10/74 100 430 52.7 128.6 6 GO
10412W 385ON 1783-16580 ooooy/oooo l-1003oo/081 09/14/74 30 918 46.1 136.7 PPPG
 
10412W 3441N 1836-165Po 00000/0000 1-10031/1077 11/06/74 80 1657 33.2 148.6 GPGG
10412W 3441N 1926-16482 00000/0000 1.10034/0137 02/04/75 60 2912 28.9 140.4 GGGG
 
104 12w 3439N 1818-16524 00000/0000 1-10031/0184 10/19/74 0 1406 38.4 144.9 GGG
 
10412W 3438N 1854-16512 00000/0000 1-10032/0825 11/24/74 10 1908 28.8 150.0 FG6G
10412W 3436N 1746-16545 00000/000 1-10027/1453 08/08/74 30 402 56.1 114.9 GGGP
 
10412W 3435N 1890-16495 00000/0000 1-10033/0490 1P/30/74 100 2410 24.6 147.3 FFFF
 
10413w 4314N 1946-16563, 00000/0000 1-10035/0088 OP/24/75 40 3191 29.2 141.6 GGG
10414w 4314N 5072-16500 00000/0000 1-10039/0160 06/30/75 10 4948 56.6 116.3 
 FGGE
10413W 4313N 1820-17014 0000/o0000 1-10031/0278 10/21/74 40 1434 31,5 151.0 PGPG

1413W 4307N 1910-16580 00000/0000 I-0033/0890 01/19/75 0 2689 19.9 147.8 GGFG
 
I04i3w 344ON 1944-16471 O0000/O000 1-10035/0313 02/22/75 100 3161 33,8 136.3 FGGG
10414W 4307N 1928-16572 0600/0000 1-10035/0301 02/06/75 20 2940 23.7 144.7 OGFG

10414W 3851N 1747-16592 00000/0000 1-10027/1463 08/09/74 30 416 54,7 122.0sbG
 
1O414W 3440N 5070-16411 00000/0000 1-10039/0313 06/28/75 10 4920 57.8 101.3 FFFF
 
10414w 3438N 1962-16465 00000/0000 1-10Q36/0034 03/12/75 9o 3414 39.8 132.0 F6F
 
104 15W 4302N 1892-j655 00000/0000 1-10033/0561 01/01/75 0 2438 18,3 i5o.7 FFFF
1O4I5w 3858N 1837-16563 00000/0000 1-10031/0633 11/07/74 0 1671 29,6 151.1 GG6
 lO415W 3849N 1765-16584 00000/0000 tP10029/0468 08/27/74 50 667 50.8 129.2 PGbG
10415W 3435N 1998-16450 00000/0000 1.10037/0296 04/17/75 30 3916 51.5 120.9 GGGG
 
1041 W 3857N 1819-16571 00000/0000 1-10031/0254 10/20/74 30 1420 35.0 148-1 GPPG
1O4 16W 385 7N 5089-16443 00000/0000 1-10040/0188 07/17/75 50 5185 55,6 110.8 
 GGFG
 
10416W 3856N 1855-16555 00000/0000 1-10032/0614 11/25/74 10 1922 25,2 152.0 PGUG
10416W 3856N 1927-16525 0000/o00 1-10035/0080 02/05/75 90 2926 26.3 142.6 FGGF
 
16416W 3850N 1873-16590 00000/0000 1-10033/0708 12/13/74 10 2173 22.3 151.2 SFG
 
10416W 3437N 1980-16460 0060/000 1-10036/0532 01/30/75 0 3665 46.0 126.9 GGFG
10416W 3435N 5052-16421 00000/0000 1-10039/0087 06/10/75 80 4669 58,7 102-7 GGPG
10417W 5008N 5038-17012 00000/0000 1-10038/0460 05/27/75 50 4474 53.7 132.3 GGGG
10417W 4309N 5054-16510 00000/0000 1-10038/0653 06/12/75 20 4697 57,3 117-7 FFFF
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ......... ...... 0 TA 100 = 
 % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE nUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=POOR, F-FAIR.




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0523
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 





MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 























10417W 3437N 5016-16440 O0000/oooO 1-10037/0610 05/05/75 0 4167 55,7 114.2 FGUG 
10418W 3856N 5071-16453 OOOOO/OOOO 1.10039/0296 06/29/75 10 4934 57.5 108.8 FGbG 
i0418W 3850N 1891-16542 00000/0000 1-10033/0524 i?/31/74 40 2424 21,5 149.0 GbG 























10422W 4307N 5036-16520 O0000/O00O 1-10038/0440 09/25/75 So 4446 56.3 121-5 GFGF 
1o422W 2851N 1781-16493 00000/0000 1-10030/0028 09/12/74 30 890 51.7 124.2 PGPG 
10422W 2849N 1763.16501 Ooooo/oooo 1-10029/0380 08/25/74 60 639 54.9 114.4 BpbG 


































10426W 4603N 1803-17064 00000/0000 1-10030/0990 10/04/74 100 1197 35.0 149-3 GG(,G 
10426W 2855N 1853-16472 00000/0000 1.10032/0605 11/23/74 60 1894 33,3 146.9 GPGG 
10426W 2855N 1925-16442 000OO/0000 1-10034/0273 02/03/75 100 2898 32.3 j37.3 GGFG 


































10427W 2854N 5069-16371 00000/0000 1-10039/0260 06/27/75 10 4906 57,5 91.4 GFBG 























10429W 2854N 1979-16415 O000/00O0 1-10036/0476 03/29/75 30 3651 48.0 120.8 GGGG 

























































10432W 4604N 5091-16534 O000/O000 1-10040/0032 07/19/75 70 5213 53,4 122-5 GGGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,..,o 0.... TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .*..... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G GOBD. P-POOR, F-FAIR. 
RSMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 	SEP q,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 004 '
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 






MICRAFILM ROLL NO.1 














B P P 5 P 






























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... s..... ..... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKStBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, G-GOBD. P=POOR. F4FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .;..... RUMADE FROM RBv. MMMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0525
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 


































10443W 4148N 1838-17012 000o0/00OO 1-10031/1106 11/08/74 0 1685 27.1 152o7 PGGG 
10443W 4141N 1748-17041 00000/0000 1-10027/1473 08/10/74 70 430 53,4 126.6 GGUG 
10443W 3732N 1837-16570 O00O/ooo0 1-10031/0634 11/07/74 0 1671 30.7 150.3 GGGG 
10443W 3730N 1855-16561 OOOOO/oooo 1-10032/0615 11/25/74 0 1922 26,3 151.4 PGPG 
10443W 3311N 5016-16443 00000/0000 1-10037/0611 05/05/75 0 4167 56.0 111.9 FFGG 
10444W 4149N 1946-16565 OOO00/o000 1-10035/0089 02/24/75 40 3191 30.1 140-7 GGFG 
10444W 4148N 1820-17020 00000/00o 1-10031/0279 10/21/74 80 1434 32.6 150.2 PPP 
10444W 4148N 5072-16502 00000/0000 1-10039/0161 06/30/75 0 4948 56.9 113.9 FGFG 
10444W 3732N 1819-16573 OOO00/OOOO 1-10031/0255 10/20/74 BO 1420 36.1 147.2 Go G 
10444W 3731N 1927-165q1 00000/0000 1-10035/0081 02/05/75 80 2926 27.3 141.8 FGFF 























10445W 4852N 1858-17100 00000/0000 1-10032/0556 11/28/74 10 1964 16.6 156-5 PG G 
10445W 4142N 1928-16574 00000/Ooo 1-10035/0302 02/06/75 0 2940 24.7 143,9 GGG 
10445W 4137N 1892-16591 00000/0000 1-10033/0562 01/01/75 0 2438 19.4 150.1 FFFF 
10445W 3723N 1909-16540 00000/oooo 1-10033/0477 01/18/75 0 2675 23.9 145.3 FG36 























10446W 3724N 1891-16545 0o00/ooO0 1-10033/0525 12/31/74 40 2424 22.5 148.4 GGG n 



















1224 j26-9 PPPG GFGF 
10447W 4849N 1732-17141 00000>0000 1-10027/0590 07/25/74 10 207 53.3 132.9 GGG 
10447W 2730N 1817-16490 00000/000 1-10030/1191 10/18/74 50 1392 43*6 139-1 PGPG 
10448W 4851N 1948-17061 00000/0000 1-10035/0322 02/26/75 10 3219 26.1 145.0 FGGF 
10448W 4847N 1876-17091 OOOOO/O00O 1,10033/0112 12/16/74 40 2215 14.2 155.2 FFG 
10448W 4842N 1894-17083 00000/0000 1-10033/0600 01/03/75 10 2466 14.0 152.8 PF 6 
10448W 4145N 5054-16513 OOO00/OOO0 1-10038/0654 06/12/75 20 4697 57,7 115.2 FFUF 
10448W 4141N 5000-16542 00000/0000 1-10037/0322 04/19/75 40 3944 49,2 129.5 GGFG 
10448W 3728N 1981-16505 OOOO0/0O0 1-10036/0539 Oq/31/75 30 3679 45.0 129.7 GGFG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... ..... O Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .........,.... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G:GOOD. PpPOOR. F FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBV. t-MADE FROM MSS, BIMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 3 0,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0526
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TB 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRnFILM ROLL NO., 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE I0 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV Mss B P'R B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 9 123 45678 C 'C D'D
 
1044 8W 2731N 5087-16363 00000/0000 1-10040/0168 07/15/75 80 5157 55.9 91.7 FGUE
10449W 4852N 5074-16594 00000/ooo0 1-10039/0201 07/02/75 20 4976 54.6 125.7 FGGG
 
10449W 4845N 1750-17133 00000/oOOO 110027/1609 08/12/74 0 458 49,4 f368 GGG
10449W 
 484 3N 1768-17125 00000/0000 1-10029/0531 08/30/74 90 709 44.4 141.8 GG G
10449W 3728N 5017-16490 000000oooo 1,10037/0656 05/06/75 20 4181 55.2 118.4 GGeG
10449W 2729N 1853-16474 00000/0000 1-10032/0606 1t/23/74 60 1894 34,3 146.1 GGG
10450W 4852N 1966-1705? 00000/0000 1-10036/0078 01/16/75 60 3470 32.9 142.7 PFFF
 
10450w 2729N 1925-16445 00000/0000 1"10034/0274 02/03/75 90 2898 33.2 136.4 GGGG
lo45oW 2728N 5069-16373 000000yooo 1-10039/0261 06/27/75 10 4906 57.2 89-0 FFGG
 
10451W 4848t 1930-17070 O000/o000 1-10034/0157 02/08/75 0 2968 20.3 147.4 GGQG
10451w 4848N 1984-17043 00000O/oo 1-.0036/0615 04/03/75 90 3721 39.8 140.4 FPF
10451w 3725N 5035-16480 00000/0000 1-10038/0366 05/24/75 10 4432 57.8 112.1 FGGG
 
10451W 2735N 1961-16431 00000/0000 1-10035/0857 03/11/75 10 3400 42.9 125,9 P FF
10451W 2728N 1943-16440 00000,0000 1-10035/0823 02/21/75 0 3149 37.6 131.4 GGUG
10452W 2728N 1997-16412 OOOoo/o00o 1-10037/0448 04/16/75 0 3902 53.3 111-5 GGaG
10453W 4142N 5036-16523 O000oo/oooo 1-10038/0441 05,25/75 So 4446 56.8 119-1 GFUG
10453W 2727N 1979-16422 00000/0000 1-10036/0477 03/29/75 70 3651 48,5 119.2 FGUG
10454W 4845N 5002-17034 00000/0000 1?10037/0354 04/21/75 10 3972 46.1 137.5 FGV
10454W 2726N 5051-16383 OOO00/O000 1-10039/0133 06/09/75 20 4655 58.2 90.2 GGFG
10455W 4844N 5038-17014 00000/0000 1-10038/0461 0/27/75 30 4474 54.3 130.1 GGUG
 
1o455w 3704N 5053-16471 00000/oooo 1-10038/0645 06/11/75 3o 4683 58.5 107,0 FGGF
10458W 3141N 1782-16542 00000/0000 1-10029/1215 09/13/74 90 904 50.2 128.2 GGUG
 
10459W 4438N 1803-17070 OOOOO/oooo 1-10030/0991 10/04/74 90 1197 36,0 148,2 GlbG
10459W 3158N 1908-16495 00000/0000 1-10033/0882 01/17/75 0 2661 27,5 142.8 PFFF
lo5oIw 443ON 1785-17074 00000/0000 1-10030/0247 09/16/74 20 946 41.9 142,9 GGPG
 
10502W 3146N 1854-165P1 00000/0000 1-10032/0827 11/24/74 0 1908 30.9 148.5 FGGF
 
10502W 3144N 1872-16513 00000/oooo 1-10032/1015 12/12/74 10 2159 27.9 148.0 FGFG
10502W 3143N 1746-16554 00000/0000 1-10027/1455 08/08/74 30 402 56.7 110.3 GGG
105 02W 314tN 1764-165r0 00000/0000 1-10029/0361 08/26/74 so 653 53.9 119.1 PGPG
 
10503W 3149N 1836-16525 00000/0000 1-10031/1079 11/06/74 80 1657 35.3 146.8 PPGP
10503W 3149N 1926-16491 00000/0000 1-10034/0139 02/04/75 10 2912 30.7 138.8 GGGG
 
lO503W 3147N 1818-16533 OOo0/o00O 1-10031/0186 10/19/74 30 1406 40.4 142.8 GGG
10504W 4441N 1839-17061 00000/0000 1-10031/1119 11/09/74 70 1699 24,5 154.3 PPPP
10504W 4434N 1857-170V3 00000/0000 1-10032/0544 11/27/74 30 1950 20,3 154.6 PGPP
10504W 4433N 1875-17045 00000/0000 1-10033/0037 12/15/74 90 2201 17.6 153.5 FPFP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 : NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GsGOOD. P.POOR. FFAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... ReMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP q0o,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0527
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. REV MSS B P P B P 















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .,........... 0 T6 100 . % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=PeOR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,.... R.MADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP qO,?75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0528
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE UUAL!TY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
10513W 4431N 5037-16572 OOOO0/oooo 1-10038/0450 0/26/75 30 4460 56,0 123.6 GFGG
10513W 4O25N 5090-16494 OOO00/o00o 1-10040/0020 07/18/75 20 5199 55.1 113.4 fGFG
 
10513W 402 2N 1838-17015 OOOOO/O000 1;10031/1107 11/08/74 0 1685 28.3 151-9 GGGG
 
10513W 4016N 1748-17044 00000/0000 1-10027/1474 08/10/74 40 430 53,9 124-5 GGUG
 
10513W 3605N 5071-16462 00000/0000 1-10039/0298 06/29/75 10 4934 57,7 103.8 FGFF
 
10513W 3559N 1891-16551 00000/0000 1-10033/0526 12/31/74 0 2424 23.6 147.8 GGUG
 
10513W 3558N 1909-16543 O0000/OOOO 1-10033/0478 01/18/75 0 2675 24,9 144.6 GGUF
 
10514W 4O23N 1946-16572 00000/0000 1,;10035/0090 02/24/75 30 3191 31.0 139.8 GG2F
 
10514W 4016N 1910-16585 OO000/O000 1-10033/0891 01/19/75 lo 2689 22.0 146.5 FGGF M
10515W 402 3N 1820-17023 00000/0000 1-10031/0280 10/21/74 20 1434 33,6 149.3 
 PGPP
 
10515W 4023N 5072-16505 00000/0000 1-10039/0162 06/30/75 0 4948 57.2 111.4 GFtG
 
10515W 4012N 1892-16594 00000/0000 1-10033/0563 01/01/75 0 2438 20.5 149.5 GFGG

10515W 3603N 1981-16511 00000/0000 1-10036/0544 01/31/75 30 3679 45.7 128-1 G
 
10516W 4017N 1928-'16581 00000/0000 1-10035/0303 02/06/75 10 2940 25,7 143-1 GGGG
 
10516W 3603N 5012-16492 00000/0000 1.10037/0657 05/06/75 10 4181 55@6 116.1 FFhF
 
10518W 402ON 5054-16515 00000/0000 1410038/0655 06/12/75 10 4697 58.0 112-6 FFF
 
10518W 4016N 5000-16544 00000/0000 1-i0037/0323 04/19/75 20 3944 49.8 127.7 GFG M
 
10519W 4731N 1840-17111 00000/0000 1-10032/0018 11/10/74 0 1713 22.0 155.8 PPPG
 
10519W 4719N 1786-17123 00000/0000 1-10030/0235 09/17/74 0 960 39.7 145.7 GG6G
1o519w 360oN 5035-16483 O000O/OoO 1-10038/0367 05/24/75 10 4432 58.0 109.6 FF(,G
10522W 4017N 5036-16525 00000/0000 1-10038/0442 05/25/75 60 4446 57,2 116.7 Gr 6G
 
10522W 3539N 5053-16473 00000/0000 1-10038/0646 06/11/75 10 4683 58,6 104*4 FFGF
10523W 4729N 1822-17115 00000/0000 1-10031/0381 10/23/74 0 1462 27P5 154,0 PPG
 
10523W 4728N 1858-17102 00000/OOO 1-10032/0557 11/28/74 20 1964 17.7 155.9 GG G
 
10523W 4727N 5092-16590 00000/0000 1-10040/0207 07/20/75 10 5227 52,8 124.8 GFUG
 
10523W 4723N 1732-17144 00000/0000 1-10027/0591 07/25/74 0 207 54,0 1307 GGGG
 
10523W 3015N 1782-16544 00000/0000 1-10029/1216 09/13/74 60 904 50.8 126,5 OGGG
 
10524W 4725N 1948-17064 00000/0000 1-10035/0323 02/26/75 0 3219 27,1 144.0 FGUG
 
10524W 4723N 1876-17094 00000/0000 1-10033/0113 1P/16/74 10 2215 15.3 154.6 FGbG
 
10525W 4720N 1750-17140 00000/0000 1-10027/1610 08/12/74 20 458 50,2 135-0 GGPG
 
10525W 4719N 1768-17132 00000/oOOO 1-10029/0532 08/30/74 50 709 45.3 140"3 GPPP
 
10525W 4717N 1894-17090 00000/0000 1-10033/0601 01/03/75 Io 2466 15.1 152.2 FF G
 
10526W 302IN 1854-16524 0000/0oooo 1-10032/0828 11/24/74 10 1908 32.0 147-7 P'GCG
 
10526W 3017N 1746-16561 00000/0000 1-10027/1456 08/08/74 0 402 57.0 107.9 GGbG
 
10526W 3014N 1764-16553 00000/0000 1-10029/0362 08/26/74 40 653 54.3 117.0 GGPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. 0 Te 100 m % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ..... ,.......... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P=POOR. PwFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP q0,175 CooRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0529
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MICRPFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TA 100 4 % CLOUD COVER. ** NO cLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PoPOOR. FZFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE . o.....ROMADE FROM RBV. MFMADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 0,'75 
 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0530
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/E3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED 
 COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B PLONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
10538W 5007N 1751-17185 OOOoo/ooo0 1-10027/1704 08/13/74 90 472 48.3 138.8 pppp
10538W 4313N 
 5091-16543 00000/0000 1-10040/0034 07/19/75 60 
 5213 54.3 118.1 GFFG
10538W 
 4312N 1947-17021 OOooo/ooo0 1M0035/0170 02/25/75 
 30 3205 29.5 141.4 FF0G10538W 4307N 
 1731-17101 00000/OOO 1-10027/o675 07/24/74 
 40 193 56.0 123,9 GG00
io538W 4305N 1749-i7o9g OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1598 08/11/74 
 10 444 52.5 128,9 GGbG
10538W 34 40N 1819-16582 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0257 lo/2o/74 
 0 1420 38,1 145.2 GPPG
10538W 
 343 9N 1927-16540 00000/0000 1-10035/0083 02/05/75 80 2926 29.2 140,2 FFGG
10539W 3433N 1891-16554 O0000/o00o 1-10033/0527 1P/31/74 
 1o 2424 24.6 t47.1 GPGG
10539W 3432N 
 1909-16545 00000/O000 1-10033/0479 01/18/75 
 0 2675 25.9 143.9 FGOG
Io54ow 4303N 1893-17043 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0589 oi/02/75 1o 2452 18.3 
 1505 GGPG
10540W 3856N 1856-17013 00000/oooo 1-10032/0517 11/26/74 10 1936 25.0 152.0 G6G6
10540W 3849N 1784-17034 00OOO/ooo 1-10030/0094 09/15/74 100 932 45.8 37,0 GGGG
10540W 3847N 1766-17042 00000/0000 1-10029/0497 08/28/74 4O 681 50.6 
 129.6 GGOG
10540W 3439N 5071-16465 00000/0000 1-10039/0299 06/29/75 
 0 4934 57.8 101S3 FGGE
10541W 4310N 1965-17012 00000/0000 1-10036/0069 03/15/75 0 3456 
 36,0 138.4 FFFG
10541W 3859N 5090-16501 00000/0000 1410040/0021 07/18/75 40 5199 55.4 111.1 GFUG
10541W 3854N 1730-17094 00000/0000 1-10027/0571 07/23/74 20 179 
 57.5 116.6 GGPP M
10542W 4307N 1983-17003 00000/0000 1-10036/0591 04/02/75 
 3o 3707 42.7 135.0 GF0G
10542W 4306N 1929-17030 00000/OOO0 1-10034/0147 02/07/75 1o 
 2954 24.0 144.5
10542W 3856N 1838-17021 00000/0000 1-10031/1108 11/08/74 0 1685 GGGG
 29.4 151.2 GGG
10542W 3853N 1874-17005 00000/0000 1-10033/0071 12/14/74 20 2187 22.2 
 151"1 FGFG
10542W 3851N 1748-17050 00000/0000 1-10027/1475 08/10/74 
 30 430 54.5 122.4 e660 M
10542W 343 7N 
 1981-16514 00000/0000 110036/0540 03/31/75 0 3679 
 46,3 126,6 GGFG
10542W 3437N 5017-16495 00000/0000 1-10037/0658 05/06/75 1o 4181 
 55.9 113.8 FGFG
10543W 4309N 5055-16564 00000/0000 1-10038/0667 06/13/75 40 4711 57.3 
 117.5 GFFF
10543W 3858N 1946-16574 00000/0000 1-10035/0091 02/24/75 0 3191 
 31.9 138.8 UG6G
10543W 385N 1910-16592 00000/0000 1-10033/0892 01/19/75 
 0 2689 23.0 145.8
10544W 4302N 5073-16554 00000/0000 1-10039/0362 07/01/75 0 
GGFG
 
4962 56.5 116.0 FFFG
10544W 3858N 5072-16611 00000/OOO0 1-10039/0163 06/30/75 0 4948 
 57.4 1089 GGS
10544W 3857N 1820-17025 00000/0000 1-10031/0281 10/21/74 
 20 1434 34,7 148,3
10544W 
 3846N 1892-17000 00000/0000 1-10033/0564 01/01/75 PPPG
 0 2438 21,5 148.8 PFFG
10545W 3434N 5035-16485 00000/0000 1-10038/0368 05/24/75 0 
 4432 58.2 107-1 GGG
10546W 4306N 5037-16574 00000/o000 1-10038/0451 05/26/75 10 446o 
 56.5 121,2 SF0G
10547W 4602N 
 1804-17122 00000/0000 1-10030/1021 10/05/74 
 100 1211 34.6 149,5 PPPP
10547W 3850N 5000-16561 00000/0000 1-10037/0324 04/19/75 
 10 3944 50,5 125.9 FGFF M
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ...... ,-..... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ;,,.,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaGOOD. P.POOR. FsFAIR.




03:20 SEP qO,'75 
ERTS-t 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 





















MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 123 45678 C C D D 
10547W 2849N 1782-16551 OOooo/oooo 1-10029/1217 09/13/74 50 904 51.5 124-7 GGbG
 
10548W 3854N 5054-1652P 00000/0000 1-10038/0656 06/12/75 10 4697 58.2 110.1 FFUF
 
10549W 3847N 5018-16541 00000/0000 1-1003710661 05/07/75 60 4195 55.0 ±20.0 GGG
 
10549W 3413N 5053-16480 00000/oooo 1-10038/0647 06/11/75 Io 4683 58.7 101o9 FFPF M
 
10550W 2854N 1854-165qo ooooo/oooo 1-10032/0829 11/24/74 1o 1908 33.1 146!9 FGUG
 
10550W 2852N 1746-16563 00000/0000 1-10027/1457 08/08/74 10 402 57.1 105,5 GGPG
 
10550W 2848N 1764-16555 00000onOo 1-10029/0363 08/26/74 30 653 54.7 114o9 GPpG
 
10551W 385IN 5036-16532 00000/0000 1-10038/0443 05/25/75 60 4446 57.5 114.3 GGbG
 
jo55iW 2856N 1836-16514 00000/oooo 1-10031/1081 11/06/74 100 1657 37,4 145.0 PPbP
 
10552W 2856N 1926-16500 00000/oooo 1;10034/0141 02/04/75 0 2912 32.5 137-0 GGUG
 
10552W 2855N 1818-16542 00000/0000 1-10031/0177 10/19/74 20 1406 42.4 140-6 G bG
 
10553W 2856N 5070-16425 00000/oooo 1-10039/0316 06/28/75 10 4920 57.4 91.5 PGbF
 
10554W 4554N 1786-17130 00000/0ooO 1-10030/0236 09/17/74 0 960 40.7 144,5 GGbG M
 
10554W 2855N 1944-16491 00000/n000 1-10035/0317 02/22/75 30 3161 37.1 132.2 GFUG
 
10554W 2854N 1962-16483 00000/0000 1-10036/0038 03/12/75 30 3414 42.6 126.8 GOFF
 
10555W 4605N 1840-17113 00000/0000 1-10032/0019 11/10/74 0 1713 23.1 155.0 PGbG M
 
10556W 2854N 5016-16454 00000/oooo 1-10037/0614 05/05/75 0 4167 56.7 105.0 FFbG
 
10556W 2853N 1980-16474 00000/OOOO 1-10036/0536 oq/30/75 50 3665 48,3 120.5 bG G
 
10558W 4604N 1822-17121 00000/n000 1-10031/0382 10/23/74 0 1462 28.6 153.1 GPGG
 
10558W 4602N 5092-16593 OOOOO/0OOO 1-10040/0208 07/20/75 10 5227 53.3 122"6 FGFG
 
10558W 4558N 1732-17150 00000/0000 110027/0592 07/25/74 0 207 54.7 128.6 GGbG M
 
10559W 4603N 1858-171Q5 0000O/DOOO 1-10032/0558 11/28/74 70 1964 18.9 155.2 aGbG
 
10559W 460ON 1948-17070 00000/oOOO 1-10035/0324 02/26/75 0 3219 28.0 143.1 GGbG
 
10559W 4556N 1750-17142 OOOOO/o000 1.10027/1611 08/12/74 10 458 50.9 133-1 PGPG
 
10559W 4554N 1768-171q4 00000/0000 1-10029/0533 08/30/74 70 709 46.2 138'7 PG G
 
10600W 4601N 5074-17003 00000/oooo 1-10039/0202 07/02/75 50 4976 55.6 121.1 PGGG
 
1060OW 4558N 1876-17100 OOOO/0OOO 1-10033/0114 12/16/74 10 2215 16.4 154.0 OGG
 
1O6O0w 4552N 1894-17092 00000/OOO0 1.10033/0602 01/03/75 10 2466 16.2 151-6 FP G
 
10600W 3307N 1783-16594 OOOOO/DOOO 1-10030/0785 09/14/74 90 918 49,2 130,4 bGPG
 
106 00W 284 9N 5034-16445 00000/0000 1;10038/0280 09/23/75 0 4418 58.3 97-3 GGG
 
10602W 4601N 1966-17061 00000/0000 1-10036/0080 0/16/75 20 3470 34.7 140.5 FGPF
 
10602W 4558N 1930-17075 00000/0000 1.10034/0159 0P/08/75 10 2968 22.3 145.9 GGG
 
10602W 4147N 1803-17075 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10030/0993 10/04/74 80 1197 38.1 146.1 GebG
 
10602W 331oN 1747-17010 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1467 08/09/74 20 416 56.3 113"1 GGG
 
10603W 4557N 1984-1702 00000/0000 1-10036/0617 04/03/75 2o 3721 41.5 J37.6 FFFF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANJKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaGORD. P=PORR. FaFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,...... ReMADE FROM RBv, M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP q0J'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FOR US PAGE 0532' 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRBFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID PGSTTISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 


















































































10605W 3307N 1909-16552 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0480 01/18/75 0 2675 26.9 143.2 FGFF M 
10606w 4854N 1841-17162 00000/O000 1-10032/0096 11/11/74 0 1727 20.6 156-5 PPPG 
10606W 


































































10608W 4143N 1875-17054 00000/0000 110033/0039 12/15/74 60 2201 19.9 152.3 GGF 























10608W 3723N 1766-17045 O00O/O000 1-10029/0498 08/28/74 40 681 51.2 127.8 GGbG 
10608W 3722N 1784-17040 00000/0000 1-10030/0095 09/15/74 90 932 46.7 135 5 GGGG 
10608W 3311N 1981-16520 O0000/OOOO 1-10036/0541 03/31/75 0 3679 46.9 125'0 GFFG M 
10608W 3311N 5017-16501 00000/0000 1-10037/0659 05/06/75 '10 4181 56.2 111.5 FFQG M 
10608W 3308N 1999-16511 OOOoo/ooOO 1-10037/0255 04/18/75 40 3930 52.3 118.6 GFGG M 













































10609W 414iN 1749-17095 00000/0000 1-10027/1599 08/11/74 20 444 53.1 126.9 GGbG 
i0609W 3729N 1730-1706t 00000/0000 1-10027/0572 07/23/74 10 179 57.9 114-1 PPPG 
1061OW 4138N 1893-17045 00000/0000 1-10033/0590 01/02/75 100 2452 19.4 149.9 FFPF 
10610w 3730N 1838-17024 00000/0000 1-10031/1109 11/08/74 20 1685 30.5 J50.4 GPGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .........;.... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. , = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/PEQUESTED G:GOD. P=POOR, F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 3o175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0533
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
10610W 3727N 1874-17011 00000/0000 1-10033/0072 1P/14/74 10 2187 23.3 150"5 FGUG 
10610W 3724N 1748-17o5 00000/0000 .o10027/1476 08/10/74 10 430 55.0 1 0,2 GGGG M M 
10611W 4851N 1859-17154 00000/0000 1-10032/0570 11/29/74 10 1978 16.4 156-5 uGPG 
10611W 3726N 1910-16594 00000/0000 1-10033/0893 01/19/75 0 2689 24.0 1451 GGFG 





































































10612W 3730N 1820-17032 OOOOO/O000 1-10031/0282 10/21/74 50 1434 35.8 147-4 PPPG 
























10614W 4852N 1949-17115 00000/0000 1-10035/0443 0P/27/75 30 3233 26.5 144-9 GGbG 
10614W 4846N 1877-17150 00000/0000 1-10033/0079 12/17/74 50 2229 14.1 155-1 FFFG 
10614W 4143N 5055-16571 00000/0000 1-10038/0668 06/13/75 20 4711 57.7 115,0 FFFG 
10615W 4841N 1895-17141 00000/0000 1-10033/0615 01/04/75 40 2480 14.1 152-7 FFFG 
1o615W 4137N 5073-16561 00000/0000 1-10039/0363 07/01/75 0 4962 56.9 113.6 FGFG 
10615W 3725N 5000-16553 00000/0000 1-10037/0325 04/19/75 10 3944 51.0 124.0 GGFG M 
10616W 4852N 1967-17110 00000/0000 1-10036/0142 01/17/75 30 3484 33.3 142.6 FGGE 
10616W 4851N 5075-17052 00000/0000 1-0039/0332 07/03/75 90 4990 54.5 125.7 GGGF 
10616W 4842N 1751-17191 00000/0000 1-10027/1705 08/13/74 70 472 49.2 137.0 PPPP 
10616W 3729N 5054-16524 00000/0000 1.10038/0657 06/12/75 10 4697 58.4 107.5 FFFF 













































10627W 4429N 1786-17132 00000/0000 1-30030/0237 09/17/74 0 960 41,6 143.2 GGUG M 
10627W 3145N 1747-17013 O0000/O00o 1-10027/1468 08/09/74 10 416 56.6 110.7 GGQG M 























KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 Ta 00 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............., BLANKS=BAN0 NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, ssOo. P'POOR. FxFAIR 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RNMADE FROM RSV, MPMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 10,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0534
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTnN MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED 
 COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MOB B P P 8 P
LONG LAT RBv 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
10628W 3146N 1855-16579 00000/0000 1-10032/0619 11/25/74 0 1922 30.7 148.5 PGGG
1o6 28w 3146N 5089-16463 00000/0000 1-10040/0193 07/17/75 50 5185 56.j 99,1 FGFG
10628W 3142N 1873-16571 00000/000 1-10033/0713 12/13/74 10 2173 27,8 148,0 
 GGG
10630W 36 02N 1802-17035 00000/0000 1-10030/0957 10/03/74 10 1183 42.3 141.2 GPPG
10630W 3147N 1927-16545 000 0000 1-10035/0085 02/05/75 
 30 2926 31.0 138.5 FFGG
110630W 3142N 1891-16563 00000/000 1-10033/0529 12/31/74 30 2424 26,7 145.8 
 GGGG
10630W 3141N 1909-165i4 OOO00/oooo 1-10033/0481 01/18/75 0 2675 27.9 142-5 FF3F
10631w 4433N 1732-17153 O000OO/O0 1-10027/0593 07/25/74 0 
 207 55.3 126.4 GGOG M
10631W 3147N 5071-16474 00000/0000 1-10039/0301 06/29/75 0 4934 57,7 
 96.3 FFFF
 
10632W 4439N 1822-17124 00000/0000 1-10031/0375 10/23/74 0 1462 29.7 152.3 P Fp
10632W 4437N 5092-16595 00000/0000 1-10040/0209 07/20/75 10 5227 53.7 120.4 FFGG
16632W 4431N 1750-17145 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1612 08/12/74 10 458 51.6 131.2 PGGG
10632W 4429N 1768-17141 00000/0000 1-10029/0534 08/30/74 80 709 47,o 137-2 
 GO G
 
10633W 4437N 1858-17t11 00000/0000 1-10032/0559 11/28/74 5o 1964 
 201 154.6 GGPG
10633W 4437N 5074-17005 00000/0000 1-10039/0203 07/02/75 60 4976 56.0 118.7 GGGF
10633w 4435N 1948-17073 00000/0000 1-10035/0325 02/26/75 0 3219 29,0 142.,2 FG&G
10633W 4433N 1876-17103 00000/0000 1-10033/0115 12/16/74 BO 2215 17.6 153,4
10633w 4427N 1894-17099 0ooo/oooo 1-10033/0603 01/03/75 10 2466 
FGF
 
17.3 151.0 PF G
10633w 4021N 1803.17082 000008/000 1-10030/0994 10/04/74 80 1197 39.1 145.0 GGG
10633w 314 5N 1981"165P3 00000/000 1"10036/0542 03/3i/75 
 0 3679 47.5 123.4
10633W 




10634W 4015N 1785-17085 00000/0000 1-10030/0250 09/16/74 60 946 44,7 138.9 OGPG
10634W 3555N 1784-17043 00000/oooo 1-10030/0096 09/15/74 70 932 47,5 1340 GGGG
10634W 3146N 5017-16504 00000/0000 1-10037/0660 05/06/75 
 10 4181 569s 109.2 GG£E M
10635W 4435N 1966-17o64 00000/0000 1-10036/0081 0/16/75 
 20 3470 35.6 139.3 0GFF)
10635W 4433N 1930-17081 ooo/oooo 1-10034/0160 0P/08/75 60 2968 
 23.3 145"1 GGG
10636W 443iN 1984-17059 00000/000 1"10036/0618 04/03/75 
 10 3721 42.3 j36.2
10636W 3605N 
 1856-17022 00000/0000 1-10032/0519 11/26/74 0 1936 27.2 FFFG
 150-7 0GGG M
10636 W 3604N 1730-17063 00000/oo0o 1-10027/0573 07/23/74 
 10 179 58,2 111.6 PGPG
10636W 3557N 1766-17051 00000/000 1-10029/0499 08/28/74 50 681 51.9 125.9 GGGG
10636W 3143N 5035-16494 00000/000 1-10038/o370 or/24/75 0 4432 58,4 102-1 PGaG
10637W 4432N 5056-17020 00000/0000 1-10039/0098 06/14/75 70 4725 56,9 119.8 G6FG
10637W 3602N 1874-17014 00000/0000 1-0033/0073 12/14/74 0 2187 24.4 149.9 GGGG
10637W 3559N 1748-17055 00000/0000 1-10027/1477 08/10/74 10 430 55.4 118.0 GGGG M
106 38W 4429N 5002-17045 00000/000 1-10037/0357 04/21/75 0 3972 48.4 132.4 GGPG
 
KEYS! CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 . % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,,..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GSOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... , 
 ROMADE FROM RBv, MWMADE FROM MSS.'BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
03:20 SEP 3o'75 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
DATA PAGE 0535 

































B P P B P 
C C P 0 
10638W 4024N 1839-17073 OOOO0/o000 1-10031/1122 11/09/74 80 1699 27.9 152o1 PPPG
 
10638W 4022N 5091-16552 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10040/0036 07/19/75 30 5213 55.0 113.5 GGbF
 
10638W 4017N 1875-7060 00000/0000 1-10033/0040 12/15/74 80 2201 21.0 151.6 Gp&G
 
10638W 3604N 1838-17030 00000/0000 1-10031/1110 11/08/74 30 1685 31.6 149.6 GG(3G
 
10638W 36DON 1910-17001 00000/0000 1-10033/0894 01/19/75 0 2689 25,0 144.4 GG13G
 
10639W 4430N 5038-17030 OOOOO/O000 1-10038/0464 0;/27/75 30 4474 56.1 123 3 GGFG
 
10639W 4023N 1821-17081 00000/0000 1 10031/0368 10/22/74 70 1448 33.3 149-5 PpPG
 
10639W 4021N 1947-17030 00000/O000 1-10035/0172 02/25/75 0 3205 31.3 139.5 GGlG
 
10639W 4019N 1857-17065 00000/OOO0 1-10032/0547 11/27/74 10 1950 23.7 152.7 PPPP
 
10639W 4016N 1731-17110 OOOOO/OOO 1.10027/0677 07/24/74 70 193 57.0 119.2 GGG
 
I0639W 401N 1749-17102 O0000/ooOO 1-10027/1600 08/11/74 10 444 53.7 124-9 GGG
 
10639W 4012N 1767-17094 00000/0000 1-10029/0592 08/29/74 30 695 49.6 131.8 GGUG
 
40639W 3606N 1946-16583 00000/oooo 1-10035/0093 02/24/75 0 3191 33.6 136.9 GGFG
 
10639W 3605N 1820-17034 00000/o00O 1-10031/0283 10/21/74 10 1434 36.8 146.4 PPPG
 
10639W 3555N 1892-17005 Ooooo/ooo 1-10033/0554 01/01/75 90 2438 23.7 147.6 P FF
 
10640W 4013N 1893-17052 00000/0000 1-10033/0591 01/02/75 50 2452 20.5 149.3 FFFF
 
10640W 3607N 5072-1652o0 0000/noo 1-t0039/0165 06/30/75 10 4948 57.6 103-9 FGpF
 
10640W 3559N 1928-16592 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0305 02/06/75 0 2940 28.5 140.7 GGUG
 
10640W 3121N 5053-16485 00000/0000 1-10038/0 648 06/11/75 0 4683 58.6 96.7 PGFF
 
10642W 4725N 1805-17174 00000/0000 I.10030/1090 10/06/74 0 1225 33,2 150.8 PGUG
 
10642W 4019N 1965-17021 00000/0000 1-10036/0071 01/15/75 30 3456 37.7 136.0 FF
 
10642W 4015N 1929-17035 00000/0000 1-10034/0149 02/07/75 90 2954 26.0 ±42.9 FGFG
 
10642W 3559N 5000-16560 00000/0000 1-10037/0326 04/19/75 10 3944 51.6 122-1 GGGG
 
10643W 4729N 1841-17165 00000/0000 1-10032/0097 11/11/74 0 1727 21.7 155.8 GGGP
 
10643W 4017N 5001-17002 00000/oooo 1-10037/0347 04/20/75 80 3958 50.1 127.4 GFUG
 
10643W 4016N 1983-17012 O o00O/o000 1-10036/0593 04/02/75 10 3707 44.3 132.1 GGPG
 
10643W 3603N 5054-16531 00000/o00O 1-10038/0658 06/12/75 10 4697 58.6 1050 FFFF
 
10643W 3555N 5018-16550 00000/o00O 1-10037/0663 0/07/75 10 4195 55.8 115.6 GG1G
 
10644W 4721N 1787-17181 00000/O00O 1-10030/0260 09/18/74 30 974 39,4 146.1 GGPG
 
10644W 4018N 5055-16573 O0000/nooO 1.10038/0669 06/13/75 20 4711 58.0 112.5 GFFG
 
10644W 4014N 5019-16593 00000/0000 1-10037/0667 05/08/75 90 4209 54.7 1219 FFFG
 
I0644W 401in 5073-16563 00000/O000 I-11039/0364 07/01/75 0 4962 57.1 111-1 FFUG
 
10645W 3559N 5036-16541 00000/0000 1-10038/0444 05/25/75 20 4446 58.1 109-3 GFG
 
10646W 4733N 1823-17173 00000/OOOO 1-10031/0393 10/24/74 0 1476 27.1 154.1 PPUG
 
10646W 4015N 5037-16583 00000/0000 1-10038/0452 0/26/75 0 4460 57.3 116.4 GGUG M
 
KEYS! CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ,............. BLANKSpBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GuGOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,%..... R.MADE FROM RBV. MmMADE FROM MSS, B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP ao'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0536
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MbS B P P 5 P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
47 29N
10648W 5093-17044 ooooo/oooo 1-10040/0234 07/21/75 10 5241 52.6 125-0 FGtG
 
10648W 4726N 1859-17160 00000/0000 1-10032/0571 11/29/74 10 1978 17.6 155.8 PPPP
 
10649W 4718N 1769-17190 00000/0000 1-10029/0667 o/3i/74 100 723 45.0 140.6 GGG
 
10649W 3017N 1783-17003 00000/0000 1-10030/0787 09/14/74 80 918 50.6 127.1 GGPG
10651W 4727N 1949-17122 00000/0000 1-10035/0444 02/27/75 20 3233 27.4 j43.9 GGGG
 
10651W 4723N 1733-17202 00000/0000 1-10027/0769 07/26/74 0 221 53,8 130.9 GP13G
 
06 52W 4721N 1877-17152 00000/O000 1-10033/0080 12/17/74 60 2229 15.3 154.4 FFIF
 
1,0652W 4717N 1895-17144 00000/0000 1-10033/0616 01/04/75 90 2480 15.2 152.1 GF1G
 
1,0652W 4716N 1751-17194 oooOwoooo 1,10027/1706 08/13/74 50 472 49.9 135.2 PPPP
 
10652W 302 1N 1837-16590 OOO00/6O000 1-10031/0639 11/07/74 100 1671 36.1 146.1 PPGG
 
10652W 3018N 1747-17015 00000/0000 1-10027/1469 08/09/74 10 416 56.8 1o8.4 GGG
 
10653W 472 7N 1967-17113 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10036/0143 03/17/75 10 3484 34.2 4l.5 GGOF
 
10653W 4726N 1985-17104 00000/O000 1-10036/0629 04/04/75 90 3735 41.0 138-9 FFPF
 
10653W 3023N 1819-16594 00000/0000 1-10031/0260 10/20/74 0 1420 41.1 142.0 GGPG
10653W 302DN 1855-16582 00000/0000 1-10032/0620 11/25/74 0 1922 3108 147.8 GGPG
 
10654W 4311N 1804-17131 00000/0000 1-10030/1023 10/Q5/74 90 1211 36,7 if7.k PGGP
10655W 302 1N 1927-16552 00000/0000 1-10035/0086 02/05/75 10 2926 31.9 137.6 FFIF
 
10655W 3016N 1891-16565 00000/0000 1-10033/0530 12/31/74 80 2424 27.8 145.1 GG0
10655W 3015N 1909-16561 00000/0000 1-10033/0482 01/18/75 0 2675 28.8 141.7 GGG
 
10656W 5008N 1788-17230 O00O/OOOO 1-10030/0273 09/19/74 40 988 37.0 148.7 PPPG
 
10656W 4719N 5003-17094 00000/0000 1-10037/0684 04/22/75 20 3986 47.2 135.7 GFUG
 
10656W 302AN 5071-16480 O0000/o000 1"10039/0302 06/29/75 0 4934 57o5 93.9 fFbF
 
10657W 3437N 1802-17041 00000/0000 1-10030/0958 10/03/74 20 1183 43.2 139.9 PPGG
 
10658W 3019N 1981-165p5 00000/0000 1-10036/0543 03/31/75 0 3679 48,1 121.8 FGFG
 
o7ooW 4305N 1786-17135 00000/O000 1-10030/0238 09/17/74 0 960 42.6 141°9 GG00
10701W 4315N 1840-17122 00000/OOO0 1-10032/0021 11/10/74 30 1713 25.4 153.6 PG P
 
10701W 343N 1784-17045 00000/0000 1-10030/0097 09/15)74 80 932 48.2 132.5 GG
 
10702W 5006N 1770-17235 O0000/O000 1-10029/0750 09/01/74 80 737 42.9 143.8 GGGG
 
10702W 3856N 1803-17084 00000/0000 1-10030/0995 10/04/74 80 1197 40,1 143.9 6GG
 
10702W 3431N 1766-17054 00000/ooo0 1-10029/0500 08/28/74 50 681 52.5 124.0 GGG
 
10703W 385oN 1785-17092 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0251 09/16/74 70 946 45.5 137.4 GGPG
 
10703W 3439N 1856-17024 00000/0000 1-10032/0520 11/26/74 0 1936 2843 150.0 GGG
 
10703W 3438N 1730-17070 00000/0000 1-10027/0574 07/23/74 10 179 58,4 109.1 PGPG
 
10703W 3434N 1748-17062 00000/0000 1-10027/1478 '08/10/74 10 430 55.8 115.8 G6GG
 
10704W 5006N 1896-17193 00000/0000 1-10033/0687 01/05/75 50 2494 13.1 153.2 GFbF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 Ta 100 w % CLOUD COVER, .. , NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GGOOD. P=POOR, FNFAIR,
 




03:20 SFP 10A175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0537
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AtIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT 
 RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D
 
10704W 4314N 1822-17130 00000/0000 1-10031/0376 10/23/74 40 1462 30.8 151-4 a Op 
10704W 4311N 5092-17002 00000/0000 1-10040/0210 07/20/75 So 5227 54o2 118.2 FFFG 
10704W 4309N 1732-171r5 OOO00/OOOO 1-10027/0594 07/25/74 0 207 55,9 124-1 PeGS 
lo7o4W 4306N 1750-17151 ooooo/oooo 1-io027/1613 o8/12/74 o 458 52.3 129-3 PSPG 
10704W 4305N 1768-17143 ooo/oooo 1-10029/0535 08/30/74 50 709 47-8 135-6 PPPP 
10704W 3438N 1838-17013 00000/0000 1-10031/1111 11/08/74 60 1685 32.7 148.8 GP66 
10704W 3436N 1874-17020 O0000/o00o 1-10033/0074 1P/14/74 0 2187 25.5 149.2 PGUP 
IO70SW 5O9N 1932-17180 OOOOO/OOOO 1-io034/o474 02/10/75 80 2996 19.9 147.9 6GF 
10705W 4312N 1858-17114 00000/0000 1-10032/0560 11/28/74 90 1964 21.2 154-0 PGG
 
10705W 4312N 5074-17012 O00O/OOOO 1-10039/0204 07/02/75 30 4976 56.4 116.3 SFG0
 
10705W 431ON 1948-17075 OOOO0/O000 1-10035/0326 02/26/75 0 3219 29.9 141.2 FGSG
 
10705W 430IN 1894-17101 OOO0hooOO 1-10033/0604 01/03/75 0 2466 18.4 150.4 PF G
 
10705W 344oN 1820-17041 OOOOO/O000 1-10031/0284 10/21/74 10 1434 37.8 145.5 PPPo
 
10705W 3435N 1910-17003 00000/0000 1-10033/0895 01/19/75 0 2689 26.O 143"7 6GFG
 
10706W 4307N 1876-17105 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10033/0116 12/16/74 40 2215 18.7 152.7 FGGG
 
ioo6W 342N 5072-16523 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10039/0166 06/30/75 0 4948 57.7 101.4 FGGG
 
10706W 3440N 1946-16590 00000/0000 1-i0035/0094 0P/24/75 0 3191 34,5 1359 GFGG
 
10706W 3434N 1928-16595 O00O/O0 1-10035/0306 0P/06/75 10 2940 29.5 139.9 QFFG
 
10706W 3430N 1892-17012 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0555 01/01/75 100 2438 24#7 146'9 P F,
 
10707W 431ON 1966-17070 00000/0000 1-10036/0082 Oq/16/75 80 3470 36.4 138.2 GFFF
 
10707W 4308N 1930-17084 O00O/OOOO 1-10034/0161 02/08/75 90 2968 24.3 144.3 FGGG
 
10707W 3858N i839-17075 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10031/1123 11/09/74 90 1699 29.1 151.3 PPPP
 
10707W 3856N 5091-16555 00000/0000 1-10040/0037 07/19/75 20 5213 55.3 111.2 SGGF
 
10707W 3850N 1749-17104 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10027/1601 08/11/74 0 444 54.3 122.8 GG(3G M
 
10708W 4306N 1984-17061 00000/0000 1-10036/0619 04/03/75 10 3721 43,1 134,8 PFF
 
10708W 3856N 1821-17084 00000/oo0 1-10031/0369 10/22/74 80 1448 34,4 148.5 PPPP
 
10708W 3853N 1857-17071 00000/0000 1-10032/0548 11/27/74 0 1950 24.8 152.0 PPPO
 
10708W 385tN 1875-17063 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10033/0041 12/15/74 60 2201 22.1 151o0 SPPS
 
10708W 3846N 1767-17100 00000/0000 1-10029/0593 08/29/74 30 695 50.3 130.0 6G0G
 
i0708W 3433N 5000-16562 OOOO0/oooo 1-10037/0327 04/19/75 0 3944 52.1 120.2 GGuF
 
10709W 4308N 5056-17022 O00O/oooo 1-10039/0099 06/14/75 50 4725 57.3 117-3 GFPF
 
10709W 3855N 1947-17032 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0173 02/25/75 20 3205 32.2 138.6 FGFG
 
10709W 3851N 1731-17112 O00O/OOOO 1.-0027/0678 07/24/74 60 193 57.4 16.8 6GGG
 
10709W 3438N 5054-16533 OOOoO/ooO0 1-10038/0659 06/12/75 20 4697 58.6 102-4 FFFF
 
1071OW 5007N 5040-171P4 00000/0000 1-10038/0383 05/29/75 10 4502 53.9 131.8 GGF
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .......... ,.... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOeD. PRPOOR. F FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,..... RPMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. BEMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
03:20 SEP 'O0,75 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0538 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 0 % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .......... 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
. 
, 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, 0.6B00. P-POOR, FSFAIR, 
R*MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
032:20 SEP 30A175 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0539
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATIBN MTCRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAUE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID PBSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSs B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C O D
 
10728W 3306N 1766-17060 00000/0000 1-10029/0501 0R/28/74 20 681 53.0 122o1 GG(3G
 
10729w 3313N 1856-17oiI 00000/0000 1-10032/0521 11/26/74 0 1936 29.4 149,3 GGGG
 
10729W 3307N 1748-17064 00000/0000 1-10027/1479 08/10/74 10 430 56,2 113.5 GGbG
 
10730w 3312N 1838-17035 00000/0000 1-10031/1112 11/08/74 90 1685 33.7 148o0 GGPP
 
10730W 3310N 1874-17023 00000/0000 1-10033/0075 12/14/74 0 2187 26.6 148,6 PGPG
 
10730W 3309N 1910-17010 00000/0000 1-10033/0896 01/19/75 0 2689 27.0 143.0 FFGG
 
10731W 4554N 5003-17101 00000/0000 1-10037/0685 04/22/75 60 3986 48#0 134o0 GFFF
 
10731W 3730N 1803-17091 00000/0000 1-10030/0996 10/04/74 30 1197 41,0 142.7 G6UG
 
10731W 3314N 1820-17043 00000/0000 1-10031/0285 10/21/74 10 1434 38.9 j44-4 PGPG
 
10732W 4149N 1840-17125 00000/0000 1-10032/0022 11/10/74 20 1713 26,6 152o9 GG6
 
10732W 3725N 1785-17094 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0252 09/16/74 7D 946 46.4 j36.o PGRG
 
t0732W 3316N 5072-16525 00000/0000 1-10039/0167 06/30/75 0 4948 57.7 98-9 FG(b
 
10732W 3313N 1946-16592 00000/0000 1-10035/0095 02/24/75 10 3191 35.3 34-8 FGGF
 
10732W 3308N 1928-17001 00000/0000 1-10035/0307 02/06/75 10 2940 30.4 139.1 GGLF
 
10734W 485 5N 1824-17225 00000/0000 1-10031/0500 10/25/74 0 1490 25,7 155.1 PPUG
 
10734W 4854N 1842-17220 00000/0000 1-10032/0110 11/12/74 100 1741 20,3 156.6 P PP
 
10734W 4851N 1806-172q0 00000/0000 1-10030/1155 10/07/74 20 1239 31.8 152.0 6G6G
 
10734W 4146N 5092-17004 00000/0000 1-10040/0211 07/20/75 50 5227 54.5 116.0 FFPG
 
10734W 3312N 5054-16540 00000/0000 1-10038/0660 06/12/75 30 4697 58,6 99.8 FFFF 
10734W 3307N 1982-16574 00000/0000 1-10036/0576 04/01/75 2o 3693 47.3 124.6 FG(3G 
10734W 3307N 5000-16565 00000/0000 1-10037/0328 04/19/75 0 3944 52,6 118.2 6GGG 
10735W 4844N 1788-17233 00000/0000 1-10030/0274 09/19/74 80 988 38,1 147-5 PGRG 
10735W 4149N 1822-17133 00000/0000 1-10031/0377 10/23/74 90 1462 31.9 150.5 G (,p 
10735W 414 3N 1732-17162 00000/0000 1-10027/0595 07/25/74 0 207 56.4 121.8 PGUG 
10735W 4141N 1750-171r4 OOO00/oOo 1-10027/1614 08/12/74 IQ 458 52.9 127.3 PGPG 
10735W 4139N 1768-17150 00000/0000 1-10029/0536 08/30/74 20 709 48.6 133.9 PGPP 
10735W 3733N 1839-17082 00000/0000 1-10031/1124 11/09/74 90 1699 30.2 150 5 PPPP 
10736W 4146N 1858-17120 00000/0000 1-10032/0561 11/28/74 90 1964 22.3 153.3 GP(P 
10736w 4146N 5074-17014 00000/0000 1-10039/0205 07/02/75 40 4976 56.7 113.8 FFFG 
10736W 4i45N 1948-17082 00000/0000 1-10035/0327 02/26/75 0 3219 30.8 140,3 GGG 
10736W 4142N 1876-17112 00000/0000 1-10033/0117 12/16/74 60 2215 19.8 152.1 FF(,G 
10736W 4138N 1894-17104 00000/O000 1.10033/0605 01/03/75 20 2466 19.4 148o8 PG F 
10736W 3731N 1821-17090 00000/0000 1-10031/0370 10/22/74 90 1448 35.5 147-6 PPPP 
10736W 3731N 5091-16561 00000/0000 1-10040/0038 07/19/75 20 5213 5505 108.9 GGFG
 
10736W 3727N 1857-17074 00000/0000 1"10032/0549 11/27/74 0 1950 25.9 151.3 PPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........... 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ....... *...... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GG0D. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0540
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 T6 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE TO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MBs B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
















































































10738W 3722N 1893-17061 00000/0000 1-10033/0593 01/02/75 40 2452 22,6 148.1 GGFG 
10739W 4141N 1984-17064 00000/0000 1-10036/0620 04/03/75 10 3721 43.9 133-3 FFPF 
10739W 3728N 1965-17030 O00O/OOO0 1-10036/0072 01/15/75 80 3456 39.3 133.6 FFF 
10739W 3724N 1929-17044 00000/0000 1-10034/0151 0P/07/75 40 2954 27,9 141,3 G~bO 
10740w 4854N 5076-17110 00000/0000 1-10040/0110 07/04/75 40 5004 54.4 125,7 GGFG 
10740w 485IN 1950-17173 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0347 02/28/75 3o 3247 26,9 144-7 GGeG 
10740W 4842N 1770-17241 OOOOO/O0 1-10029/0751 09/01/74 70 737 43.8 142.4 GGPG 
10740W 4143N 5056-17oPS 00000/0000 1?10039/0100 06/14/75 50 4725 57.7 114.8 GGFG 














































10741w 3724N 5037-16592 00000/0000 1-10038/0454 05/26/75 20 4460 57.9 111,5 FGbG 


































10742W 4139N 5020-17045 00000/0000 1-10037/0675 09/09/75 1o 4223 54*3 123.8 GGpG 
10742W 4139N 5038-1701S 00000/0000 1-10038/0466 05/27/75 60 4474 57.0 118.6 FGGB 
10743W 4852N 1986-17195 00000/0000 1-10036/0701 04/05/75 100 3749 40.5 140.1 GFF 
10743W 4845N 1932-17182 00000/0000 110034/0475 02/10/75 80 2996 20.9 147.1 FFGF 
10743W 4841N 1896-17195 00000/0000 1-10033/0688 01/05/75 50 2494 14.1 152-5 GFUG 
10748W 4847N 5022-17140 00000/0000 1-10037/0738 05/11/75 20 4251 51.6 133.6 FFFG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 TA 100 - X CLOUD COVER, *t= NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .......... o..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. S-GOOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .... , REMADE FROM RBv. M4MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
EPTS-i
 
03:20 SEP Os'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0541
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 

PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO,1 

x 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
10748W 4843N 5040-17131 00000/0000 1-10038/0384 0'3/29/75 0 4502 54.6 129.6 GG 
10749W 3145N 1802-17050 00000/0000 1-10030/0960 10/03/74 40 1183 45,0 1j7-3 PGUG 
10751W 4435N 1805-17183 00000/0000 1-10030/1092 10/06/74 0 1225 35.4 148.7 GGGG 
10752W 3139N 1784-17064 00000/0000 1-10030/0099 09/15/74 30 932 49.7 129.2 GGGG 
10753W 4438N 1841-17174 00000/0000 1-10032/0099 11/11/74 10 1727 24.0 154.4 PGCP 
10753W 4432N 1787-17190 00000/o00O 1-10030/0262 09/18/74 0 974 41.3 143.5 GGGG 
10753W 3140N 1766-17063 ooooon/ooo 1-10029/0502 08/28/74 40 681 53.5 120,1 GGGG 
10754W 3146N 1856-17033 00000/0000 1-10032/0522 11/26/74 0 1936 30,5 148.6 GG 
10754W 3142N 1748-17071 OOOOO/OOO 1-10027/1480 08/10/74 10 430 56.5 111.2 GGGG 
10755W 3146N 1838-17042 OOO00/OOO0 1-10031/1113 11/08/74 100 1685 34.8 147.1 PGGP 
10755W 3145N 1874-17025 00000/0000 1-10033/0076 12/14/74 0 2187 27,7 147.9 PFGG 
10756W 4442N 1823-17182 00000/0ooo 1-10031/0395 10/24/74 50 1476 29,4 152-5 GPPG 
10756W 4439N 5093-170r3 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10040/0236 07/21/75 20 5241 53,6 120-7 FFGG 
10756W 4020N 1804-17140 00000/0000 1-10030/1025 10/05/74 90 1211 38.7 145.3 PGGG 
10757W 4436N 1859-17165 OO000/oOOO 1-10032/0573 11/29/74 0 1978 19.9 154.6 GGOG 
10757W 3150N 5072-16532 00000/000 1-10039/0168 06/30/75 0 4948 57.6 96'5 FFGG 
10757W 3148N 1820-17050 00000/0000 1-10031/0286 10/21/74 10 1434 39.9 143,4 PGPG 
10757W 3147N 1946-16599 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0096 02/24/75 0 3191 36.1 133.8 GOOF 
10757W 3142N 1928-17004 00000/0000 1-10035/0308 02/06/75 10 2940 31.3 138.2 GGOF o o 
10758W 4432N 1733-17211 00000/0000 1-10027/0771 07/26/74 0 221 55.1 126.6 PGPG 
10758W 4429N 1769-17195 OOOO0/O000 1-10029/0669 08/31/74 40 723 46.7 1375 GGOP 
10758W 3604N 1803-17093 00000/0000 1-10030/0997 10/04/74 20 1197 42.0 141"5 GGGG ' 
10758W 3146N 5054-16542 ooooooooo 1-10038/0661 06/12/75 10 4697 58.6 97.2 FFFF 5 
10759W 3142N 5000-16571 00000/0000 1-10037/0329 04/19/75 0 3944 53.0 116.2 GGS 
10759W 3141N 1982-16581 00000/0000 1-10036/0577 04/01/75 10 3693 47.8 123.0 GsG 
o8oow 
 4437N 1949-171q OOOOO/O000 1-10035/0446 02/27/75 40 3233 29.3 1420. GGGG
 
10800W 442 6N 1751-17203 OOOO0/o00O 1-j0027/1708 08/13/74 20 472 51.4 131.4 PPPP
 
1080OW 360ON 1785-17101 00000/0000 1-10030/0253 09/16/74 70 946 47.2 134.5 GPGG
 
10801W 4436N 1967-17122 00000/0000 1-10036/0145 01/17/75 10 3484 35.9 139.2 FOGG
 
108OW 4436N 5075-17064 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10039/0334 07/03/75 10 4990 55,9 118.7 FFOF
 
1080iW 4435N 1985-17113 00000/0000 1-10036/0631 04/04/75 10 3735 42.6 136'1 FFGG
 
10801W 443 2N 1931-17140 OOO00/OOOO 1-10034/0229 0P/09/75 4o 2982 23.6 144.9 GGUG
 
10801W 4431N 1877-17161 00000/0000 1-10033/0082 12/17/74 30 2229 17.5 153,2 GFG
 
10801W 4427N 1895-17193 00000/0000 1-10033/0618 01/04/75 50 2480 17.3 1508, FGFg
 
lO8OiW 3139N 5018-16562 00000/0000 1-10037/0665 05/07/75 10 4195 56.6 108.6 GFGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G GOOD. PEPOOR, F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... RmMADE FROM RBV, MUMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-I
 03:20 SFP q0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0542
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , 
 RBY MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
10802W 4434N 5057-17074 00000/oooo 1-10039/oil7 06/15/75 50 4739 56.9 j19.7 GGFG
 
10802W 4023N 1840-j7ql 00000/0000 1-10032/0023 11/10/74 40 1713 27,7 152,1 PGPG
10802W 3606N 1839-17084 00000/0000 1-10031/1125 11/09/74 so 1699 31.3 149.7 PPPP
 
10802W 314 2N 5036-16592 00000/0000 1-10038/0447 05/25/75 0 4446 58.4 101,7 GGb
10803W 
 36 05N 5091-16564 00000/oooo 1-10040/0039 07/19/75 10 5213 55,7 106.6
10803W 360ON 1875-17072 00000/0000 1-10033/0043 12/15/74 
FGGG
 
30 2201 24.3 149.8 FGPG
10804W 3557N 1767-17105 00000/0000 1-10029/0595 08/29/74 10 695 51.7 126.4 GGGP

tO804W 4429N 5003-17103 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0686 04/22/75 60 3986 48,7 132.2 GFFF
08 04W 402ON 5092-17011 O0000/o00O 110040/0212 07/20/75 40 5227 54.9 jj3.7 PGQG
10804W 3605N 1821-17093 00000/OOO0 1-10031/0371 10/22/74 90 1448 36,5 146.7 PPPG
10804W 3604N 1947-17041 00000/0000 1-10035/0175 02/25/75 0 3205 34.0 136.6 FGFG
10804W 3602N 1857-17080 00000/0000 1-10032/0550 11/27/74 0 1950 27,1 150-7 PPPP
10804W 3600N 1731-171ip 00000yoooo 1-10027/0680 07/24/74 20 193 58.1 111.8 
 GGe
10804W 3600N 1749-17113 00000/0000 1-10027/1603 08/11/74 20 444 55,2 1±8.4 GGGG
lo805W 4428N 5039-17o84 00000/0000 1-10038/0371 05/28/75 8O 4488 56.2 123.0 FbG
 iO05W 4023N 1822-171q5 00000/000 1-10031/0378 10/23/74 80 1462 33,0 149,6 G Go
10805W 4017N 1732-17164 00000/oo0o 1-10027/0596 07/25/74 i0 207 56.8 119-4 GGUS
 
10805W 4015N 1750-17160 00000/0000 1-10027/1615 08/12/74 10 458 53.5 125.2 PGPG
10805W 4013N 1768-17152 00000/0000 1-10029/0537 08/30/74 10 709 49.4 132-2 GGPp

10805w 3556N 1893-17o63 00000/0000 1-10033/0594 01/02/75 50 2452 23,7 j47-4 FFFG
108 06W 4020N 5074-17021 00000/0000 1-10039/0206 07/02/75 Io 4976 57,0 i11.4 
 GGFF
108 06W 4 019N 1948-17084 00000/0000 1I0035/0328 02/26/75 0 3219 31.7 139.3 GFGG
 
10806W 4017N 1876-17114 00000/0000 1-10033/0118 1P/16/74 80 2215 20.9 151.5 PFFG
108o6W 4013N 1894"17110 00000/0000 1-10033/0606 01/03/75 10 2466 20.5 149.2 PG E
 
10806W 3602N 1965-17033 OOOOO/O000 1"10036/0073 03/15/75 80 3456 40.1 132.4 PFGF
108 07W 355 9N 1983-170P3 00000/o000 1-10036/0596 04/02/75 lo 370 7 46.4 127,5 FFQG
10807W 3559N 5001-17014 00000/oOOO 1-10037/0350 04/20/75 10 3958 51.9 121.8 GGGG
 
10807W 3558N 1929-17090 00000/0000 1-10034/0152 02/07/75 10 2954 28,8 140.5 GG6
10808W 4019N 1966-17075 OO00/o0o 1-10036/0084 03/16/75 30 3470 38.1 135.8 
 FGGF
 108 08W 4017N 1930-17093 00000/0000 1-10034/0163 02/08/75 40 2968 26.2 142.7 GGG
 0809w 4O17N 5056-17031 00000/0000 1-10039/0101 06/14/75 40 4725 58.0 112,3 GGFG
10809W 3602N 5055-16585 00000/0000 1.10038/0672 06/13/75 lO 4711 58.5 104.8 GFFG M
10809W 3559N 5037-16595 00000/0000 1-10038/0455 05/26/75 1o 4460 58.2 109.0
lOS09w 3558N 5019-17004 00000/0000 1-10037/0670 05/08/75 
GFG
 
10 4209 56.0 115.2 GGG
I0809W 3555N 5073-16575 00000/0000 1-10039/0367 07/01/75 0 4962 57.6 103.6 GG66
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G06e0). P=POOR, F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0543
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICR9FILM ROLL NO*/ 














B P P B P 












































































































































































































































































































































10823W 4309N 1805-17190 00000/0000 1-10030/1093 10/06/74 0 1225 36.4 147.7 GGGG 
10823W 3020N 5054-16545 00000/0000 1-10038/0662 06/12/75 10 4697 58.5 94.7 FFFF 
10824W 5006N 1789-17285 00000/0000 1-10030/0427 09/20/74 20 1002 36,7 149.0 GGPQ 
10824W 4722N 5022-17143 00000/0000 1-10037/0739 05/11/75 40 4251 52.3 131-6 FFIF 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 9 % CLOUD COVER. * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUEBTED, G=GOOD. PwPOOR. FmFAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R-MADE FROM REV. MqMADE FROM MSS. BrMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30o175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0544
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MBS B P P B P

LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 x 123 45678 C C D D
 
10824W 3015N 1982-16583 OOooo/ooo 1-10036/0578 04/01/75 10 3693 48,4 121'3 GGGE
10825W 3854N 1804-17143 OOOO0/oOOO 1-10030/1026 io/05/74 70 1211 39.7 144.2 PGGG
 
10825W 3438N 1803-17100 00000/0000 1-10030/0998 10/04/74 30 1197 42.9 140.3 GGbG
10826W 4313N 1841-17180 00000/0000 1-10032/0100 11/11/74 0 1727 25,2 153.7 PGOG
 
10826W 4307N 1787-17193 00000/0000 1.10030/0263 09/18/74 0 974 42.2 142.3 GQGG
10826W 3434N 1785-17101 00000/0000 1-10030/0254 09/16/74 60 946 48.0 133.0 PGPG
 
10826W 3014N 5018-16564 00000/0000 1.10037/o666 05/07/75 0 4195 56.8 106.3 GGGG
10828W 5006N 1771-17293 00000/0000 1-10029/0693 09/02/74 0 751 42,6 144.1 GGOG
10828W 4316N 1823-17185 00000/0000 1-10031/0396 10/24/74 90 1476 30.5 151.6 PPPP
 
10828W 4313N 5093-17060 00000/OOOO 1-10040/0237 07/21/75 30 5241 54.0 j18.5 FGFO
1O829W 5009N 1879-17260 00000/O000 1-10033/0150 12/19/74 80 2257 12.9 155.4 F
10829W 344 0N 1839-17091 00000/0000 1-10031/1126 11/09/74 70 1699 32.4 148.9 PGP
 
10830W 4311N 1859-17172 00000/OO0 1-10032/0574 11/29/74 10 1978 21.0 153.9 GG3G
10830W 4304N 1769-17201 00000/OOO 1-10029/0670 08/31/74 0 723 47.6 135.9 GGG
1083oW 3439N 5091-16570 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10040/0040 07/19/75 20 5213 55.8 io4.3 GFGF
10830W 3434N 1875-17074 00000/0000 1-10033/0044 12/15/74 40 2201 25,4 149.1 FF F
 
10830W 3431N 1767-17112 OOooooooo 1-o10029/0596 08/29/74 10 695 52.3 124-5 GGGG
10831W 5006N 1759-17301 00000/0000 1-10027/1883 08/15/74 90 500 47,8 139.3 GGPG
 
10831W 0ON 1897-17251 00000OO 1.10033/0673 01/06/75 10 2508 13.1 153.0 
 PPF
i0831W 4306N 1733-17213 00000/0000 1-10027/0772 07/26/74 0 221 55.7 124.3 GGG 
 M
 
10831W 3858N 1840-17134 00000/0000 1-10032/0024 11/10/74 50 1713 28,8 151.4 GGPP
 
34 39N
10831W 1821-17o95 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0372 10/22/74 70 1448 37.5 145.7 PPPG10831W 3436N 1857-17083 00000/0000 1-10032/0551 11/27/74 0 1950 28,2 150.0 PPPP
10831W 3434N 1731-17124 00000/0000 1-10027/0681 07/24/74 30 193 58.3 109.3 GGUG10831W 3433N 1749-17120 OOOOO/O00O 1-10027/1604 08/11/74 1o 444 55.7 116.2 GGGloO32W 4311N 1949-17133 00000/0000 1410035/0447 02/27/75 20 3233 30.2 141.1 GGG10832W 4310N 5075-17070 00000/0000 1-10039/0335 07/03/75 10 4990 56.3 116-3 GfFF10832W 4306N 1931-17142 OOO0/oooo 1-10034/o230 02/09/75 7o 2982 24o6 144,1 GGG10832W 4301N 1751-17205 00000/0000 1-10027/1709 08/13/74 50 472 52.1 129.5 PPPP 
10832W 3431N 1893-17070 00000/0000 1-10033/0595 01/02/75 40 2452 24.7 146.8 QFFG
10833W 4311N 1967-17124 O0000/oooo 1-10036/0146 03/17/75 10 3484 36,8 138.0 GGG10833W 4310N 1985-17119 00000/0000 1-10036/0632 04104/75 60 3735 43*4 134.6 FFfG10833W 4309N 5057-17080 00000/0000 1-10039/0118 06/15/75 50 4739 57o3 117.2 QFFG10833W 4306N 1877-17164 00000/oooo 1-10033/0083 12/17/74 20 2229 18.6 152.6 FFG10833W 4302N 1895-17155 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0619 01/04/75 60 2480 18.4 150.2 GRFF 
KEYS? CLOUD rOVER % ............... o Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. PqPOOR. FwFAIR,

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE I...... RSMADE FROM RBV. 




03:20 SEP 40,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0545
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS X 123 45678 C C D D
 
10833W 385 4N 5092-17011 ooooooooo 1-10040/0213 07/20/75 20 5227 55,2 11104 GGGG
 
10833W 3852N 1732-17171 00000/0000 1-10027/0597 07/25/74 10 207 57.3 117.0 PGGG
 
10833W 3436N 1965-17035 00000/000 1-10036/0074 oq/15/75 so 3456 40.8 131,1 FG$F
 
10834W 385 7N 1822-17142 00000/0000 1-10031/0379 10/23/74 90 1462 34.1 j48.8 G GG
 
1O834W 385 2N 1876-17121 O00O/o000 1-10033/0119 12/16/74 70 2215 22.0 150.9 GGFG
 
10834W 3850N 1750-17163 00000/0000 1-10027/1616 08/12/74 10 458 54.1 123.1 PPPG
 
10834W 384 8N 1768-17155 OOO00/000 1-10029/0538 08/30/74 20 709 50.1 130.5 GPPG
 
10834W 384 7N 1894-17111 O0000/O000 1-10033/0607 01/03/75 0 2466 21.6 148.5 FG G
 
10834W 3433N 1983-170q0 O0000/O000 1-10036/0597 04/02/75 0 3707 47.0 125-9 GG
 
10834W 343 3N 5001-17020 00000/o000 t-10037/0351 04/20/75 0 3958 52.4 119.8 GG6
 
108344 3432N 1929-17093 O0000/OOOO 1-10034/0153 02/07/75 10 2954 29.7 j39.7 GGFG
 
10835W 3856N 1858-17125 00000/0000 1-10032/0562 11/28/74 100 1964 24.6 152.0 UGPG
 
10835w 3855N 5074-17023 00000/O000 1-10039/0207 07/02/75 10 4976 57.2 108.9 GGFG
 
10835w 3853N 1948-17091 00000/0000 1-10035/0329 02/26/75 0 3219 32.6 138.4 UGGS
 
10835W 343 6N 5055-16591 ooooo/oooo 1-10038/0673 0613175 10 4711 58,6 102.2 OFGF
 
10835W 343 2N 5019-17011 oooo0O 1-10037/0671 05/08/75 0 4209 56.3 112-9 GGGF
 
10835W 343 oN 5073-16581 00000/000 1-10039/0368 07/01/75 10 4962 57.6 1011 F6FO
 
10837W 4304N 5003-17110 OOOO0/O000 1-10037/0687 04/22/75 50 3986 49.4 130.5 GFFF
 
10837W 4303N 5039-17090 OOOO0/O00O 1-10038/0372 05/28/75 90 4488 56.7 120-7 GGG 
10837W 3853N 1966-17082 O0000/oo0 1-10036/0085 03/16/75 20 3470 38.9 134.6 GGPG 
10837W 3851N 1930-17095 00000/000 1-10034/0164 02/08/75 40 2968 27.2 14j.9 GGQG 
10837W 343 4N 5037-17001 OOOOO/O000 1-10038/0456 05/26/75 10 4460 58.3 106.4 5GbG 
10838W 3851N 5056-170q4 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10039/0102 06/14/75 30 4725 58.2 109.7 OGFG aa 
10839W 3850N 1984-17073 OOOOO/O000 1-10036/0621 04/03/75 10 3721 45.3 130.3 QG,F '=4 d 
10840W 3848N 5020-17054 OOOOO000 1-10037/0677 05/09/75 20 4223 55.3 119.4 0GFF 
10840W 384 7N 5002-17063 OOOO0/O000 1-10037/0361 04/21/75 20 3972 51.1 125.2 eGG0 
10841W 384 9N 5038-17044 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0468 05/27/75 80 4474 57.7 113.7 FFQG 
10845W 2855N 1856-17042 OOOO0/00O0 1-10032/0524 11/26/74 10 1936 32*7 147.0 GGG 
10845W 2854N 1838-17051 00000/0000 1-10031/1115 11/08/74 100 1685 36,9 145,3 GGP 
10846W 4604N 1824-17214 O0000/OOOO 1-10031/0502 10/25/74 0 1490 28.0 j53.4 PPPG C I'd 
10846W 460ON 1806-17235 ooooo/nooO 1-10030/1157 10/07/74 0 1239 34.0 150.0 eGG0 
10846W 4554N 1788-17242 00000/0000 1-10030/0276 09/19/74 70 988 40.0 145.1 PPPG C)
10847W 28 53N 5054-16551 00000/00OO 1.0038/0663 06/12/75 10 4697 58.3 92.2 FFFF 
10848W 4603N 1842-17225 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0112 11/12/74 100 1741 22.6 155.1 PPPP 
10850W 460ON 1860-17221 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0625 11/30/74 20 1992 18.6 155.2 GFFG 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ...... .... 0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G0GeO. P-POORO FFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 90A175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0546
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 5 P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
1085ow 4552N 1770-17250 00000/0000 1-10029/0752 09/01/74 90 737 45.6 139o4 GPbG
 
10851W 3312N 1803-171o2 00000/0000 1-10030/0999 10/04/74 so 1197 43.8 139-0 GG(NG
 
10852W 4603N 5076-17115 OOO/000oooo 1-1OO4O/Ol.2 07/04/75 50 5004 55o4 121.1 QGFF
 
1085aW 4601N 1950-17182 OOO00/ooo0 1-10035/0348 02/28/75 90 3247 28.7 142.8 GFGF
 
10852W 4551N 1752-172qS 00000/0000 1-10027/1720 08/14/74 90 486 50.5 133.6 GGGG
 
10852W 3308N 1785-17110 00000OO/oo 1-10030/0255 09/16/74 40 946 48.7 131-4 PP2G
 
10853W 4558N 1734-17262 ooooo/ooo 1-±0027/0471 07/27/74 0 235 54.3 12990 GGGG
 
10853W 4555N 1932-17191 00000/0000 1-10034/0477 02/10/75 70 2996 22.9 145,5 GGSG
 
10854w 4600N 1968-17174 00000/0000 1-10035/1119 01/18/75 60 3498 35.5 140.2 PGFG
 
10854W 4556N 1878-17213 00000/0000 1-10033/0126 12/18/74 100 2243 16.3 153.7 GFPG
 
10854W 4552N 1896-17204 00000/0000 1-10033/0690 o0/o5/75 50 2494 16s3 151-3 FFFG
 
10854W 4143N 1805-17192 00000/0000 1-10030/1094 10/06/74 30 1225 37.4 146.6 GGGG
 
10854W 3729N 1804-17145 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1027 10/05/74 50 1211 40.7 1#3,0 PSGG
 
1O855W 4602N 1986-17164 OOO00/OOO0 1-10036/0703 0 4/0 5/75 100 3749 42.2 137.3 GGPG
 
10855W 460ON 5058-171P5 00000/0000 1-10038/0696 06/16/75 70 4753 56.5 122.0 FPFK
 
10855W 3315N 1839-17093 00000/0000 1-10031/1127 11/09/74 50 1699 33.4 148.1 PGPG
 
10855W 3313N 5091-16573 00000/0000 1-10040/0041 07/19/75 40 5213 55.8 101-9 FGbF
 
io855W 3305N 1767-17114 00000/0000 1-10029/0597 08/29/74 10 695 52.8 122.6 Gere
 
10856W 3309N 1875-17081 00000/0000 1-10033/0045 12/15/74 0 2201 26,5 148.5 PPPF
 
10857W k141N 1787-17195 00000/0000 1-10030/0264 09/18/74 0 974 43.2 140-9 GGG
 
10857W 3312N 1947-17050 00000/0000 1-10035/0176 02/25/75 0 3205 35,6 134.6 OGGF
 
10857W 33I0N 1857-17085 00000/0000 1-10032/0552 11/27/74 0 1950 29.3 149.3 PPGP
 
10857w 3306N 1749-17122 00000/0000 1-10027/1605 08/11/74 10 444 56.0 114.0 GGG M
 
10858W 4553N 5040-17140 00000/0000 1-10038/0386 09/29/75 10 4502 55.7 125,1 FGGG
 
10858w 4147N 1841-17183 00000/0000 1-10032/0101 11/11/74 1o 1727 26.3 152.9 PGPG
 
10858W 3313N 1821-17102 00000/0000 1-10031/0373 10/22/74 60 1448 38.6 144.7 PPPP
 
10858W 3309N 1731-17130 00000/0000 1-10027/0682 07/24/74 40 193 58,5 106.8 PGGG
 
10858W 3305N 1893-17072 00000/0000 1-10033/0596 01/02/75 60 2452 25.7 146.1 GGGG
 
10859W 4557N 5022-17145 00000/0000 1-10037/0740 05/11/75 so 4251 53.0 129-5 GGFF
 
10859W 415ON 1823-1719t 00000/0000 1-10031/0397 10/24/74 90 1476 31.6 150.7 PPGG
 
10859W 414 8N 5093-17062 OOO0/OOOO 1-10040/0238 07/21/75 20 5241 54.4 116-2 GGG
 
10859W 3732N 1840-17140 00000/0000 1-10032/0025 11/10/74 10 1713 29.9 150,6 GGPP
 
10859W 3310N 1965-17042 00000/0000 1-10036/0075 Oq/15/75 40 3456 41,6 129.8 FFFG
 
10859w 3306N 1929-17055 00000/0000 1"10034/0154 02/07/75 10 2954 30.6 38.8 GGFG
 
1O90OW 4852N 1807-17284 00000/0000 1-10030/1033 10/08/74 0 1253 31,5 152.2 GGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... ,........... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G5GOBD, P-POORt F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. MFMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-I 
03:20 SEP 30s75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH ERODUCT DATA PAGE 0547 
STANDARD CATALOG FLR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE TD POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER FLEV. AZIM. RBV MSs 8 P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C V D 
1090OW 3307N 1983-17032 OOO00/oo 1-10036/0598 04/02/75 0 3707 47,6 124,3 GG(3 M 
10900W 3307N 5001-17023 0000/0000 1-10037/0352 04/20/75 0 3958 52.8 117.9 FGbG 
10901W 4145N 1859-17174 00000/0000 1-10032/0575 11/29/74 10 1978 22.2 153.3 GG(2p 
lOoOiw 4139N 1769-17204 OOoooo000 1-10029/0671 08/31/74 18 723 48.3 134.3 GGbG 
10901w 3728N 5092-17020 OOOo0/0oo 1-10040/0214 07/20/75 30 5227 55-4 109.1 PFG 
10901W 33I0N 5055-16594 00000/0000 1-10038/0674 06/13/75 10 4711 58.6 99.6 FFUG 
1O9OW 3304N 5073-16584 00000/0000 1-10039/0369 07/01/75 0 4962 57.6 98.7 FG3G 
109o2W 4854N 1843-17275 00000/0000 1-10032/0077 11/13/74 80 1755 20.0 156.6 GGbP 
10902W 4842N 1789-17291 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0428 09/20/74 30 1002 37.7 -7.8 GGG 
10902W 414iN 1733-17220 00000/0OOO 1-10027/0773 07/26/74 0 221 56.2 122-0 GGG 
10902W 416N 1751-17212 OOOoO/O00O 1-10027/1710 08/13/74 20 472 52.7 j27.5 PPPP 
10902W 3726N 1876-17123 00000/0000 1-10033/0120 1?/16/74 30 2215 23.1 1503 FOGG 


































10903W 4854N 1825-17283 00000/0000 1-10031/0567 10/26/74 40 1504 25.4 155.2 3 bG 























10903W 3731N 1858-17132 00000/0000 1-10032/0563 11/28/74 90 1964 25.7 151.3 6G0G 

















































































10905W 3727N 1966-17084 00000/0000 1-10036/0086 03/16/75 10 3470 39.7 133.4 GGFF 
10905w 3725N 1930-17102 00000/0000 1-10034/0165 02/08/75 70 2968 28.1 141.1 6GFG 
10906W 4852N 1951-17232 00000/o000 1-10035/0512 03/01/75 so 3261 27.2 144.6 FGGG 
10906W 4841N 1771-17300 00000/0000 1-10029/0694 09/02/74 0 751 43.5 142-7 GGUG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ......... '...... 0 TA 100 x % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P:POOR. FFAIR. 
RNMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MsS BzMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i

o3:20 SEP 3oj'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH IRODUCT DATA PAGE 0548
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 8 P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
10907W 4851N 5077-17164 00000/0000 1-10039/0422 07/o5/75 lo 5018 54.3 125,7 GGP G
 
10907W 484 8N 1933-17240 ooooo/oooo 1-10034/0313 0P/11/75 60 3010 21.2 j47,0 GGSG
 
10907W 484 5N 1879-17262 00000/0000 1-10033/0137 12/19/74 90 2257 14.0 154.8 P P
 
10907W 4138N 5003-171l2 O0000/oooo 1-10037/0688 04/22/75 50 3986 50.1 128-7 FFPF
 
10907W 4138N 5039-17093 00000/0000 1-10038/0373 05/28/75 90 4488 57ol 118.3 FFUF
 
10907W 3726N 5056-17040 00000/0000 1-10039/0103 06/14/75 30 4725 58,4 107.2 GFFG
 
10907W 3724N 1984-17075 60000/oooo 1-10036/0622 04/03/75 0 3721 46.0 128.8 GFFF
 
10908W 3722N 5002-17070 OOOOO.oooo 1-10037/0362 04/21/75 30 3972 51,6 123-3 GFI
 
10908W 3722N 5020-17060 00000/0000 1-10037/0678 05/09/75 20 4223 55,8 117.1 GGPF
 
10909W 4848N 1987-17211 00000/0000 i-10037/015 04/06/75 9o 3763 40.9 140"0 PF G
 
10909W 4841N 1753-17304 00000/0000 110027/1884 08/15/74 7o 500 48,6 137-5 GGbG
10909W 484 1N 1897-17254 Ooooo/oooo 1.10033/0674 01/06/75 20 2508 14,2 152.4 PPF
 
10909W 4139N 5021-17103 O0000/OoO 1-10037/0851 0/10/75 10 4237 54.5 123-5 FGGF
 
10909W 3723N 5038-17050 0000/0000 110038/0469 09/27/75 60 4474 58,0 111.2 FGbG
 
1OSW 4846N 5005-17204 00000/0000 1-10037/0787 04/24/75 lo 4014 47.1 137-0 FFUF
 
10917W 3146N 1803-17105 00000/0000 lPlO03O/1000 10/04/74 40 1197 44.7 137.7 GGUG
 
10917W 3142N 1785-17112 00000/0000 1-10030/0256 09/16/74 30 946 49,5 129.7 GbG
 
10919W 4429N 1788-17244 00000/0000 1-10030/0277 09/19/74 70 988 41.0 143.8 PGPG
 
10919W 3149N 1839-17100 00000oooo 1-10031/1128 11/09/74 80 1699 34.5 147,3 PPbG
 
1092ow 4435N 1806-17241 00000/0000 1-10030/1158 10/07/74 0 1239 35.0 149.0 GGbP
10920W 3148N 5091-16575 00000O000 1-10040/0042 07/19/75 40 5213 55.9 99.6 GGFF
 
10920W 3141N 1767-17121 00000/0000 1-10029/0598 08/29/74 0 695 53.3 120,6 GGGG
 
10921W 4439N 1824-17240 00000/0000 1-10031/0503 10/25/74 0 1490 29.1 152.6 QPPG

10921W 3605N 1804-17152 00000/0000 1-10030/1028 10/05/74 30 1211 41,7 141.9 PabS
 
109 22W 4437N 1842-17232 OOoooiooOO 1-10032/o113 11/12/74 80 1741 23.8 154.4 PPPP
 
10922W 3145N 1857-17092 00000/0000 1-10032/0553 11/27/74 0 1950 30,4 148.5 PPPP
 
10922W 3142N 1875-17083 00ooooooo 1-10033/046 12/15/74 0 2201 27,6 147.8 FFPF
 
10922W 3140N 1749-17125 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10027/1606 08/11/74 lo 444 56.3 111.7 GGG6
10923W 3149N 1821-17104 00000/0000 1-10031/0374 10/22/74 70 1448 39.6' 143.7 PPPP
 
10923W 3146N 1947-17053 00000/0000 1-10035/0177 02/25/75 0 3205 36.4 33.5 GG(IG

10923W 3143N 1731-17133 00000/0000 1-10027/0683 07/24/74 16 193 58.6 104.2 GGGP
10923W 3140N 1893-17075 00000/0000 1-10033/0597 01/02/75 30 2452 26.8 145.5 GPMF
 
10924W 4434N 1860-17224 00000/0000 1-10032/0626 11/30/74 20 1992 19.7 154-5 GFG
 
10924W 4428N 1770-17252 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0753 09/01/74 100 737 46.5 37.8 GP G
 
10924W 4917N 1805-17195 00000/0000 1-10030/1095 10/06/74 10 1225 38.5 145-5 GG(G
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..............
0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-POOR F4FAIR,

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... ROMADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM ROy AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30A'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH 2RODUCT DATA PAGE 0549
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D O 
10925W 4438N 5076-171P2 oooo/oooo 1-10040/o113 07/04/75 10 5004 55.8 118.8 OGFG 
10925W 4426N 1752-17261 00000/0000 1-10027/1721 08/14/74 60 486 51.2 131.7 GGGG 
10925W 3558N 1786-17155 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10030/0239 09/17/74 50 960 46.9 134.9 GGbG 
10925W 3144N 1965-17044 OOOou/oooo 1-10036/0076 03/15/75 10 3456 42.3 128,5 FFGF 
10925W 3141N 1929-17062 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0155 0P/07/75 10 2954 31*5 138-0 GFUG 
10925W 3141N 5001-170P5 00000/0000 1-10037/0353 04/20/75 0 3958 53,2 ±15.8 BOBO 























10926W 3145N 5055-17000 OOO00/nooo 1.10038/0675 06/13/75 0 4711 58.6 97.1 FF1G 
10926W 3141N 1983-170qS 00000/0000 1-10036/0599 04/02/75 0 3707 48.2 122o6 FOGG 
10926W 3138N 5073-16590 00000/0000 1-10039/0370 07/01/75 20 4962 57.5 96.2 GGbF 
10927W 4435N 1968-17180 O0000/oooo 1-10035/1129 03/18/75 70 3498 36.3 139.0 G 
10927W 4431N 1878-17215 OOOO0/O00O 1-10033/0127 12/18/74 60 2243 17.4 153-1 GOFF 
10927W 4430N 1932-17194 00000/0000 1-10034/0478 0?/10/75 50 2996 23.9 ±44-7 3GFG 
10927W 4016N 1787-17202 00000/0000 1-10030/0265 09/18/74 10 974 44.1 139.6 GGG 
10928W 4436N 1986-17171 00000/0000 1-10036/0704 04/05/75 80 3749 43.0 135.9 GGOF 
10928W 4435N 5058-17132 0OOOO/onOO 1-10038/0697 06/16/75 90 4753 56.9 t19.5 QGFE 
io928W 4426N 1896-17211 00000/oooo t.10033/0691 01/05/75 30 2494 17.4 150.7 F'b 
10928W 3142N 5037-17010 00000/0000 1-10038/0458 05/26/75 0 4460 58.5 101.4 FGbG 













































10929W 3600N 1876-17130 00000/0000 1-10033/0121 1?/16/74 0 2215 24.2 149.7 FFUG 
10930w 4014N 1769-17210 OOO00/o000 1-10029/0672 08/31/74 10 723 49.1 132.6 GG(G 























10930W 3558N 1768-17164 OOOO0/ooo 1-10029/0540 08/30/74 30 709 51,4 126,9 PGPP 
10930w 3556N 1894-17122 00000/OOOO 1-10033/0609 01/03/75 0 2466 23,7 ±47.3 FG 0 
10931W 4428N 5040-17142 00000/OOOO 110038/0387 05/29/75 Io 4502 56,3 122,8 GGG 
10931W 4020N 1859-17181 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0576 i/29/74 0 1978 23,3 152.6 PGP 
109314 3605N 1822-17191 00000/0000 1-10031/0384 10/23/74 60 1462 3692 146-9 PPGP 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Tf 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/PEQUESTED. GG60D. P-P&OR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .o..... R.MADE FROM RBV. M;MADE FROM MSS. 8.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 03:20 SEP q0,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0550
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCR5FILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .........i,.... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUFSTED, GGeD. P-POeR, FWFAIR. 




03:20 SEP 30s175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 

STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MICROFILM ROLL NO. 

















B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ;..... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,,,, 
0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD CVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GcGOOD. P'POOR. FrFAIR. 
RUMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
020 SEP 30t75 
ERTS-t 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH FR8DUCT DATA PAGE 0552 
STANDARD CATALOG FtR US 






MICROFTLM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P 8 P 







































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rVER % *,, ,.,,,, 0 T8 100 = % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,....,..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=PO0 R. F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .,..... RNMADE FROM RBv* M=MADE FROM msS, BnMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP qO,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0553
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICR9FILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 9 123 45678 C COD0 
11003W 3854N 5075-17082 O0000OO/oo0 1-10039/0338 07/03/75 60 4990 57.1 108.9 GFGP 
11003W 385oN 1877-17175 OOO00/O000 1-10033/0086 I?/17/74 20 2229 22.0 150.8 FFFG 
11003W 3846N 1895-17171 00000/0000 1-10033/0622 01/04/75 90 2480 21.6 148.4 FGFG 
11003W 3433N 5038-17055 Ooooo/oooo 1-10038/0471 09/27/75 lo 4474 58,4 106.1 GFGG 
1004W 4307N 5022-17154 00000/0000 1-10037/0742 05/11/75 30 4251 54.2 125.3 GFFG 
11004W 3854N 5057-17092 000/OOO0 1-10039/012± 06/15/75 10 4739 58.2 109-7 GFGG 
11004W 3853N 1985-17131 O0000/OO 1-10036/0635 04/04/75 20 3735 45.7 1301 GFFG 
11006w 3848N 5003-17121 00000/0000 1-10037/0690 04/22/75 20 3986 51,3 124o9 GGGF 
11007W 3848N 5039-17102 O00oooo/00 1-t10038/0375 05/28/75 7o 4488 57.8 113.4 GGFF 
11008W 38#8N 5021-17112 OOO00/ooo0 1-10037/0853 05/10/75 10 4237 55.5 119.1 FGGF 
11009W 2857N 1839-17105 00000/0000 1-10031/1130 11/09/74 50 1699 36*6 145"5 PGPP 
11012W 4602N 1807-17293 00000/0000 1-10030/1035 10/08/74 0 1253 33.6 150.2 GG3G 
11013W 4552N 1789-17300 00000/ooOO 1-10030/0430 09/20/74 40 1002 3997 145.4 GGPG 
11014W 4603N 1843-17284 00000/0000 1-10032/0079 11/13/74 90 1755 22.4 155.2 GPGG 
11014W 3314N 1804-17161 00000/0000 1-10030/1030 10/05/74 60 1211 43.5 139.4 PGGP 
11016W 4605N 1825-17292 00000/0000 1-10031/0573 10/26/74 20 1504 27.7 153,5 GPGG 
11017W 4604N 1969-172q2 00000/0000 1-10037/0003 0/19/75 60 3512 35.8 140.1 FFFG 
11017W 4600N 1861-17275 00000/0000 1-10032/0657 12/01/74 10 2006 18.4 15s.1 PGUG 























11018W 4601N 5077-17173 00000/0000 1-10039/0424 07/05/75 20 5018 55.3 121.1 FGGG 
11018W 4558N 1933-17245 00000/0000 1-10034/0315 02/11/75 50 3010 23.2 145.4 GGFG 























11020W 4556N 1879-17271 00000/0000 1-10033/0139 12/19/74 70 2257 16.3 153.6 FEFF 
1102OW 4551N 1753-17313 00000/0000 1-10027/1886 08/15/74 60 500 50.2 133.9 aPPa 
11020W 3314N 1840-171 2 00000/0000 1-10032/0028 i/i0/74 0 1713 33.2 148.2 GGPG 
11022W 4552N 1897-17263 O000O/O000 1-10033/0685 01/06/75 70 2508 16.4 151.1 P, 
11022W 4139N 1788-17253 00000/0000 1-10030/0279 09/19/74 30 988 42,9 141-3 PGPG 
11022W 3313N 1858-17143 00000/0000 1-10032/0566 11/28/74 0 1964 29.0 149-3 GGG 
11022W 3308N 1750-17181 00000/0000 1-10027/1620 08/12/74 10 458 55.9 114.4 PGPG 
11022W 3308N 1876-17115 00000/0000 1-10033/0110 12/16/74 0 2215 26.4 148-4 F Pe 
1t022W 3307N 1768-17173 00000/0000 1-10029/0542 08/30/74 10 709 52.6 123-1 POP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 T6 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQULSTED, GGBOD. PsPOOR. FRFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... RIMADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP qOs'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0554
 
STANDARD CATALOG FR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRORFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P B P
LONG LAT RBv 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
11,023W 4556N 5041-17194 00000/0000 1-10038/0397 0R/30/75 70 4516 55.8 125.0 PGFG
11023W 414 4N 1806-17250 00000/0000 1-10030/1160 10/07/74 0 1239 37.1 146.9 GGUG
11023W 372 6N 1805-17204 00000/0000 1-10030/1097 10/06/74 70 1225 40.4 143-3 GGOG
111023W 3308N 1732-17185 00000/0000 1-10027/0599 07/25/74 10 207 58,4 107-1 GGGG
11023W 3304N 1894-171q1 00000/0000 1-10033/0611 01/03/75 0 2466 25,8 146.0 
M
 
11024W 4853N 1808-17343 00000/0000 1-10030/1199 10/09/74 0 
PG 6
 
1267 31#1 152.4 PPP
11024W 4556N 5005-17213 00000/0000 1-10037/0789 04/24/75 30 4014 48.6 133-5 
 GGFG
 
11024W 3314N 1822-17160 OO00/O000 1-10031/0386 10/23/74 .40 1462 38.3 j44,9 GPGG
11024W 3309N 1948-17105 00000/0000 1-10035/0332 02/26/75 0 3219 36.0 134.3 FGGG
11025w 4148N 1824-17245 00000/0000 1-1003/0505 10/25/74 ±0 1490 31,3 150.9 
 GGGG
11025W 3724N 1787-17211 00000/0000 1-10030/0267 09/18/74 20 974 45,8 136.8 
 GGG
11025W 3313N 5074-17041 00000/0o0o 1.10039/0211 07/02/75 20 4976 57.5 99.0 PFGF
11025W 3308N 1930-17111 00000O0000 1-10034/0168 02/08/75 20 2968 30.8 138.6 GGGG
11026W 4146N 1842-17241 OOO00/O00o 1-10032/0114 11/12/74 60 1741 26.0 153.0 G(G
11026W 3734N 1823-17203 00000/0000 1-10031/0400 10/24/74 60 1476 34.8 148.1 GPPG
11026W 3310N 1966-17100 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10036/0089 01/16/75 0 3470 41.9 J29,5





 3306N 1984-17091 00000/0000 1-10036/0625 04/03/75 0 3721 47.9 j24,0 GGGF
11027W 4137N 1770-17262 00000/0000 1-10029/0755 09/01/74 40 737 48.1 134-6 
 GGGG
11027W 4136N 1752-17270 00000/0000 1-10027/1723 08/14/74 20 486 52.5 127.9 6GGG
11027W 3731N 1841-17194 O0000/O00o 1-10032/0104 11/11/74 0 1727 29.7 150.7 PPPO
11027W 3724N 1769-17215 00000/0000 1-t0029/0674 08/31/74 0 723 5095 129,1 GPGG
11027W 3304N 5002-17081 00000/O000 1-10037/0365 04/21/75 10 3972 53.1 117.4 GFbG
11028W 4148N 5076-17131 OO00/O000 1-10040/0115 07/04/75 20 5004 56.5 114.0 
 GGFG
11028W 414 4N 1860-17233 00000/oooo 1-10032/0628 11/30/74 0 1992 22.0 153.2 
 GFFF
11028W 3307N 5038-17062 00000/0000 1-10038/0472 05/27/75 10 4474 58.5 103.6 GFUG
11028W 3305N 5020-17072 00000/0000 1-10037/0681 09/09/75 10 4223 56,7 110,2 GGG
11029W 4854N 1826-17341 00000/0000 1-10031/0596 10/27/74 10 1518 25,1 155.3 GGPG
11029W 4843N 1790-17345 00000/0000 1-10030/0442 09/21/74 10 1016 37.4 148,1 GGG
11029W 4142N 1734-17274 00000/0000 i-i027/0474 07/27/74 20 235 56.0 122,3 GGGG
11029W 3728N 1859-17190 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0578 11/29/74 0 1978 25.5 151,3 GPPG
11029W 3725N 1733-172q1 00000/oooo 1-10027/0776 07/26/74 30 221 57.5 114.9 GGG
11030W 4849N 1862-17325 00000/0000 1-10032/0767 12/02/74 80 2020 15.9 156-3 PPGP
1103OW 4149N 1950-17194 00000/0000 1-10035/0351 0?/28/75 60 3247 31.5 139.9 G6G6
1103OW 4145N 1986-17180 00000/0000 1-10036/0706 04/05/75 30 3749 44.6 132.9 FGFG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 
 0 TO loo - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLy.

IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=6OOD. P=POBR F;FAIR.





03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0555
 
STANDARD CATALOG FBR US 





MICROFILM ROLL Nb./ 
















B P P B P 





















11030W 4136N 1896-172?0 00000/0000 1-10033/0693 01/05/75 60 2494 19.6 j49.4 GGPG 













































11031W 4143N 1968-17185 00000J0000 1-10035/1121 03/18/75 60 3498 38,0 136.6 (IGFG 























11031W 3724N 1877-17182 00000/0000 1-10033/0087 1P/17/74 0 2229 23.1 150.2 FFFG 
11032W 4851N 1952-17290 00000/oCOO 1-10035/0266 03/02/75 9D 3275 27*6 144.5 FPFG 
11032W 4851N 5078-17222 00000/0000 1-10039/0437 07/06/75 10 5032 54.2 125.7 GGbF M 














































11033W 3728N 5057-17094 00000/0000 1-10039/0122 06/15/75 10 4739 58.4 107.1 GGG 


































11035W 3723N 5039-17104 00000/0000 1-10038/0376 05/28/75 70 4488 58.1 lio-9 UGbG 
11035W 3722N 5021-17114 00000/0000 1-10037/0854 05/10/75 0 4237 55.9 116.8 FG(G 
11039W 4846N 5042-17243 00000/0000 1-10038/0514 09/31/75 60 4530 54,7 129-3 PGeF 
11039W 3147N 1804-1716q 00000/0000 .10030/1031 10/05/74 so 1211 44.4 138.1 PGbG 
11043W 314tN 1786-1717t 00000/0000 1-10030/0242 09/17/74 Ro 960 49.2 130.2 G be 























11047W 3142N 1768-17175 00000/0000 1-10029/0543 08/30/74 10 709 5361 121,2 SbP 
11047W 3142N 1876-17141 00000/OOO 1-10033/0111 12/16/74 0 2215 27.5 147,7 F FG 
KEyS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 w % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSnBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOeD. P'P&8R. FSFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS, B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS.I
03t20 SEP 30j175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH ERODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0556
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
 MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT REV 
 MSS x 123 45678 C C O D
 
11047W 3141N 1750-17183 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10027/1621 08/12/74 10 458 56.2 112,1 PGPO 
11048W 4438N 1843-17290 00000/0000 1-10032/0080 11/13/74 70 1755 23,5 154.5 PGGG11048W 3146N 1858-1715o 00000/0000 1-10032/0567 11/28/74 0 1964 30.1 148.6 GGG 
11048W 3138N 1894.17133 00000/0000 1-10033/0612 01/03/75 0 2466 26.8 145.3 PG F 
11049W 3148N 1822-17162 00000/O000 1-10031/o387 10/23/74 40 1462 39,3 143,9 GPGP11049W 3142N 1732-17191 00000/0000 1-10027/0600 07/25/74 0 207 58,5 104,6 GGUG M M
 
11056w 444oN 1825-17294 OOOOO/o000 1-10031/0574 10/26/74 0 1504 28,8 152.7 GGCJG
 
1105ow 4426N 1771-17311 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0697 09/02/74 0 751 46.2 138.2 QGG M
Itosow 314 7N 5074-17044 00000/0000 1-10039/0212 07/02/75 30 4976 57.4 96.5 G6UG
 
1105Ow 314 3N 1948-17111 00000/0000 1-10035/0333 OP/26/75 10 3219 36.8 133.2 
 GIF
 
1105Ow 3142N 1930-17120 00000/0000 1-10034/0169 02/08/75 10 2968 31.7 137.7 QGbG

11051W 4439N 1969-17234 0OOOO/oooo 1-10037/0004 03/19/75 9O 3512 36.7 38-9 FPF
 
11051W 4436N 5077-17180 00000/0000 1-10039/0425 07/05/75 30 5018 55.7 118.8 GGUG
 
11051W 4434N 1861-17282 00000/0000 1-10032/0658 12/01/74 0 2006 19.5 154.5 PG,G
11051W 4433N 1735-17323 00000/0000 1-10027/0844 07/28/74 30 249 54,7 127.1 GouGG
 
11051W 4432N 1933-17262 00000/0000 1-10034/0316 02/11/75 70 3010 24.2 144.6 GGG
 
11051W 360IN 1805-17210 00000/0000 1-10030/1098 10/06/74 100 1225 41.4 142.2 GG
11051W 3143N 1966-17102 00000/0000 1-10036/0090 03/16/75 0 347o 42.6 128.2 GFGG
 
11052W 443 6N 1951-17243 00000/0000 1-10035/0515 01/01/75 70 3261 30.0 141.7 GFbG
 
11052W 4018N 1806-17293 00000/0000 1-10030/1161 10/07/74 10 1239 38.1 J45.8 66(3

11052W 3558N 1787-17213 00000/0000 1-10030/0268 09/18/74 30 974 46.6 135.3 GGG
 
11052W 314oN 1984-17093 00000/0000 1-10036/0626 04/03/75 0 3721 48.5 122.3 FFFF
 
11053W 4432N 1987-17225 00000/0000 1-10037/0107 04/Q6/75 70 3763 43.4 t35-7 FFP6
 
11053W 4426N 1753-17315 00000/0000 1-10027/1887 08/15/74 30 500 50.9 132.1 PGPG
 
11053W 4014N 1788-17260 00000/0000 1-10030/0280 09/19/74 10 988 43.8 139,9 GOP6
11053W 3141N 5038-17064 00000/000 1-10038/0473 05/27/75 10 4474 58.5 101.0 GGtF
 
11053W 3139N 5002-17084 00000/0000 1-10037/0366 04/21/75 0 3972 53,5 1j5.3 FFF0
 
11054W 4430N 1879-17274 00000/0000 1-10033/0140 12/19/74 60 2257 17.4 153.0 FFFG
 
11054W 3608N 1823-17205 OOOOO/oooo 1-10031/0401 10/24/74 30 1476 35.9 147.2 GPPG
 
11054W 3140N 5020-17074 00000/0000 1-10037/0682 05/09/75 1o 4223 56.9 107.8 GGb6
11055W 4434N 5059-17190 00000/0000 1-10038/0676 06/17/75 80 4767 56'9 119,4 FFGG
 
11055W 4427N 1897-17265 00000/0000 1-10033/0676 01/06/75 90 2508 17.5 505 PPPF
 
11055W 4022N 1824-17252 00000/0000 1-10031/0506 10/25/74 10 1490 32.4 150-0 GGb6
 
11055W 3606N 1841-17201 00000/0000 1-10032/0105 11/11/74 0 1727 30,8 149°9 PPPG
 
11055W 3559N 1769-17222 00000/0000 1-10029/0675 08/31/74 0 723 51.2 127.3 GPPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 1O0 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. PsPOBR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 10,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH FReDUCT DATA PAGE 0557
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT 8BSERVATTON MrCR9FILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
11056W 4759N 1934-17300 00000/0000 1-10035/0099 02/12/75 100 3024 22.1 146,4 FFFF 























11057W 4430N 5005-17215 00000/0000 1-10037/0790 04/24/75 20 4014 49.3 131.8 FGFG 
11057W 4022N 1842-17243 00000/0000 1-10032/0115 11/12/74 40 1741 27.2 152-3 PGPP 
11057W 4012N 1770-17264 00000/0000 1-10029/0756 09/01/74 30 737 48.9 133.0 QGGG M 
11057W 4011N 1752-17273 OOoOO/ooOo 1-10027/1724 08/14/74 20 486 53.1 125.9 GG(2G M 
11057W 3555N 1751-17230 00000/0000 1-10027/1713 08/13/74 0 472 54.9 119.2 PPPP 
11058W 4023N 5076-17133 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10040/0116 07/04/75 40 5004 56.8 111.5 GFFG 
11058W 4018N 1860-17235 00000/0000 1-10032/0629 11/30/74 0 1992 23.1 152°6 GFFF 
11058W 3604N 5075-17091 00000/0000 1-10039/0340 07/03/75 60 4990 57.4 1040 GdFF 
11058W 3602N 1949-17154 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0452 02/27/75 50 3233 34.6 136.2 GGGG 
11058W 3558N 1877-17184 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10033/0088 12/17/74 0 2229 24.2 149.6 FFFF 
11058W 3555N 1895-17180 00000/0000 1-10033/0624 01/04/75 10 2480 23.7 147.1 GFFG 
11059W 4019N 1986-17182 00000/0000 1-10036/0707 04/05/75 10 3749 45.3 131"4 GGFG 
11059W 4016N 1734-17280 00000/0000 1-10027/0475 07/27/74 3o 235 56,5 120.0 GGGG M 
11059W 4015N 1878-172q1 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0130 12/18/74 10 2243 20.8 151.3 GGG 























llOOW 4014N 1932-17205 00000/0000 1-10034/0481 02/10/75 90 2996 26.8 142.3 FGbG 
11100w 40in 1896-172P2 00000/0000 1-10033/0694 01/05/75 40 2494 20.6 148.8 FOGG 
1110OW 3602N 5057-17101 OOOO0/o00O 1-10039/0123 06/15/75 1o 4739 58.5 t04.5 FGtG 












































GOGO V C" 























111050 4718N 1790-17352 00000/0000 1-10030/0443 09/21/74 0 1016 38,4 146.9 GOTG 
11106W 4729N 1826-17344 00000/O00O 1-10031/0597, 10/27/74 10 1518 26.2 154.5 GGG 
11107W 47 2 4N 1862-17331 00000/0000 1-10032/0768 12/02/74 10 2020 17.1 155.7 PPPP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. o 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESRNT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P-POOR, FFFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R-tADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0558
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO,/ DATF CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
11108W 4727N 1844-173q9 OOOOO/oooo 1-10031/1189 11/14/74 80 1769 20.9 155.9 ppp
11108W 4726N 5078-1722, O0000/O00O 1-10039/0438 07/06/75 ±0 5032 54.7 123-4 FG&G
 
11108W 472ON 1736-17372 00000/0000 1.10027/0883 07/29/74 10 263 53,3 O35
11108W 4718N 1772-17360 00000/0000 1.10029/0822 GGOG
09/03/74 0 765 44,2 141-5 QG6G

11109W 4728N 1970-17283 00000/0000 1-10035/1169 03/20/75 30 3526 35.3 141.1 FFFG
11109W 4727N 1952-17292 00000/0000 1-10035/0267 03/02/75 90 3275 28.5 143-5 FPFG
11110W 4719N 1880-17323 00000/0000 1-10033/0170 12/20/74 100 2271 15.1 154.1 FFFF
 
11110W 4718N 1898-1734 00000O/oooO 1-10033/0716 01/07/75 50 2522 15.4 151.6 GGG
lllOw 3022N 1840-17161 00000/0000 1-10032/0030 11/10/74 0 1713 35.3 146.5 PG P

11111W 4715N 1754-17365 00000/0000 1-10027/1857 08/16/74 1o 514 49,2 136.0 GGUG
11111W 3016N 1768-1718P 00000/0000 1-10029/0544 08/30/74 0 709 53.6 119-2 PPPG
11112W 3020N 1858-17152 00000/0000 1-1b032/0568 11/28/74 0 1964 31.2 j47-8 GGG
11112W 3016N 1876-17144 00000/0000 1-10033/0123 12/16/74 0 2215 28.5 147.0 FFFG
 
11112W 3015N 1750-1719Q 00000/0000 1-10027/1622 08/12/74 I0 458 56,4 109.8 PPPP
11113W 
 3022N 1822-17165 00000/0000 1-10031/0388 10/23/74 50 1462 40.3 
 142.9 GPOG
11113W 3013N 1894-17140 00000/0000 1-10033/0613 01/03/75 0 2466 27,8 144.6 FG 3
 
11115W 4721N 5042-17245 00000/0000 1-10038/0515 09/31/75 80 4530 55.3 127.0 FGGE
11115W 3021N 5074-17050 00000/0000 1-10039/0213 07/02/75 80 4976 57.3 94o1 GGGG
11115W 3017N 1948-17114 00000/0000 1-10035/0334 02/26/75 50 3219 37.5 132o1 FGFG
11115W 3017N 1966-17105 00000/0000 1-10036/0091 03/16/75 0 3470 43.3 126.8 FFGF
 
11115W 3016N 1930-17122 00000/0000 1-10034/0170 02/08/75 Io 2968 32.6 136.9 GF&G
11116W 3017N 5056-17061 00000/0000 1-10039/0107 06/14/75 10 4725 58.4 94.4 5GFG
 
11116W 3014N 1984-17100 00000/0000 1-10036/0627 04/o3/75 0 3721 49,0 120.6 FGGF
!1117W 5008N 1791-17401 00000/0000 1-10030/0472 09/22/74 0 1030 36.0 149-5 GGG
 
11117W 3436N 1805-172ti 00000/0000 1-10030/1099 10/06/74 100 1225 42.4 141'0 G0GG
11117W 3432N 1787-17220 00000/0000 1-10030/0269 09/18/74 60 974 47.4 133.8 GGGG
11118W 5009N 1773-17405 00000/0000 1-10029/0780 09/04/74 60 779 42.0 I44,7 GPuG
 
11118W 4311N 1807-173o2 00000/0000 1-10030/1037 10/08/74 0 1253 35.7 148.2 OGbG
11118W 3014N 5020-17081 00000/0000 1-10037/0683 05/09/75 10 4223 57.1 105.4 GGG
11118W 3013N 5002-17090 00000/0000 1-10037/0367 04/21/75 0 3972 53.8 113.3 FGG
11119W 4302N 1789-17305 00000/0000 1-OO3O/0432 09/20/74 10 1002 41.7 142-9 PPPG
 
11120W 5007N 1899-1736q 00000/0000 1-10033/0798 01/08/75 90 2536 13.3 152.7 GFPG
1112OW 4312N 1843-17293 00000/0000 1-10032/0081 11/13/74 30 1755 24,6 153.8 GGGG
11121W 50ION 1737-17422 00000/0000 1-10027/0926 07/30/74 20 277 51.6 135 7 GGG
t1121W 3853N 1806-17255 00000/0000 1-10030/1162 10/07/74 10 1239 39.1 144.8 GGGG
 
KFYS: CLOUD COVER ............... 0 TA 100 
- % CLOUD COVER. ** NO5CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GeBD. PwPOOR. F-FAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,s,.., 




03:20 SEP lO.t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0559
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
11121W 3443N 1823-17212 00000/O000 1-10031/0402 10/24/74 20 1476 36,9 146.2 GPPG
 
11121W 3433N 1769-17224 00000/0000 1-10029/0676 08/31/74 0 723 51.8 125.5 GPUG
 
11122W 5005N 1755-17414 00000/0000 1-10028/0001 08/17,74 10 528 47.3 39.8 GGbG
 
11122W 4314N 1825-17301 00000/oooO 1-10031/0575 10/26/74 0 1504 29.9 151.9 upaG
 
11122W 4301N 1771-17314 00000/0000 1-0029/0698 09/02/74 0 751 47.0 136.6 GG(G M M
 
11122W 3848N 1788-17262 00000/0000 1-10030/0281 09/19/74 0 988 44.7 138,6 GGPG
 
11122W 3439N 1841-17203 OOO0O/000 1-10032/0106 11/11/74 0 1727 31.9 149.2 PGUG
 
I1122W 3433N 1733-17240 00000/0000 1-10027/0778 07/26/74 20 221 58.0 110.0 GGiG
 
11123W 4309N 1861-17284 00000/0000 1-10032/0659 1P/01/74 0 2006 20,7 153.8 P
 
11123W 4308N 1735-17310 O0000/OOO0 1-10027/0845 07/28/74 20 249 55.3 124.8 &GUG M M
 
11123W 4307N 1933-17254 00000/0000 1-10034/0317 OP/11/75 70 3010 25.1 143.8 FGbG
 
11123W 3437N 1859-17195 00000/0000 1-10032/0580 11/29/74 0 1978 27.8 150.0 PPPG
 
'11123W 3430N 1751-17232 00000/0000 1-10027/1714 08/13/74 10 472 55,3 117.0 PPIP
 
11124W 4314N 1969-17241 00000/0000 1-10037/0005 01/19/75 90 3512 37.5 137.7 FF;G
 
11124W 4311N 1951-17250 00000/0000 1-10035/0516 0V/01/75 30 3261 30.9 140.8 GGIG
 
11124W 4311N 5077-17182 00000/0000 1-10039/0426 07/05/75 10 5018 56,1 116.4 FGUF
 
11124W 3437N 5075-17093 00000/0000 1-10039/0341 07/03/75 90 4990 57.4 101-5 GGtF
 
11124W 3433N 1931-17165 00000/0000 1-10034/0234 02/09/75 20 2982 30.2 139.2 GFGG
 
11124W 3432N 1877-17191 00000/0000 1-10033/0089 12/17/74 0 2229 25,2 148.9 FFFF
 
11124W 3430N 1895-17182 00000/0000 1-10033/0625 01/04/75 0 2480 24.8 146.4 OGG
 
11125W 4307N 1987.17231 00000/0000 1-10037/0108 04/06/75 70 3763 44,2 134.2 GFfG
 
11125W 430ON 1753-173P2 00000/0000 1-10027/1888 08/15/74 0 500 51,6 130.2 PGbG M
 
11125W 3857N 1824-17254 00000/0000 1-10031/0507 10/25/74 10 1490 33.5 149.1 PGPG
 
11125W 3437N 1967-17151 00000/0000 1,10036/0152 oq/17/75 0 3484 41.5 130.6 GGPG
 
11125W 3436N 1985-17142 00000/0000 1-10036/0638 04/04/75 0 3735 47.6 125-4 GFFF
 
11125W 3435N 1949-17160 00000/0000 1-10035/0453 02/27/75 20 3233 35.4 135.1 GFG
 
11126W 4305N 1879-17280 00000/0000 1-10033/0141 12/19/74 10 2257 18.5 152o4 FFPF
 
11126W 3857N 1842-17250 00000/0000 1-o0032/0116 11/12/74 20 1741 28.3 151.5 PPuQ
 
11126W 3853W 1860-17242 00000/0000 1-10032/0630 11/30/74 0 1992 24.2 152.0 FGF
 
11126W 3846N 1770-17271 00000/0000 1-10029/0757 09/01/74 10 737 49.6 131.3 GGPG
 
11127W 4309N 5059-17192 00000/0000 1-10038/0677 06/17/75 90 4767 57.3 116.9 FGbG
 
11127W 4301N 1897-17272 00000/0000 1o10033/0677 01/06/75 100 2508 18.6 149,9 PPPP
 
I1127W 3846N 1752-17275 00000/0000 1-10027/1725 08/14/74 I0 486 53.7 123.8 GGGG
 
11127W 3437N 5057-17103 00000/0000 1-10039/0124 06/15/75 10 4739 58.5 102.0 FGIG
 
11127W 3431N 5003-17133 00000/0000 1-10037/0693 04/22/75 0 3986 52.9 119.0 GGQF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ,,............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD, P=POOR, F-FAIR,
 




03:20 SEP 10,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0560
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/2 3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P a P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D 0
 
11127w 3431N 5021-17123 00000/0000 1-10037/o856 05/10/75 0 4237 56.6 112.1 FG G
 
11128W 4306N 5041-17203 oooo/oooo 1-10038/0399 05/30/75 0 4516 56.8 120-3 GGG
 
11128W 3857N 5076-17140 00000/0000 1-10040/0117 07/04/75 20 5004 57.0 io9,1 GGPG
 
11128W 3854N 1986-17185 O0ooo/oooo 1-10036/0708 04/05/75 10 3749 46.0 129.9 GGFG
 
11128W 3850N 1734-17283 00000/0000 1h10027/0476 07/27/74 20 235 56.9 117.6 GGbG
 
11128W 385oN 1878-17233 O0000oo/noo 1-0033/0131 12/18/74 10 2243 21.9 15o7 GGFG
 
11128W 3432N 5039-17113 O0000/O000 1-10038/0378 05/28/75 3o 4488 58.4 105.8 GGbG
 
11129W 4304N 5005-17222 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0791 04/24/75 20 4014 500 130.0 bGFG
 
11129W 385 3N 1950-17203 O000oooo 1t0035/0353 02/28/75 10 3247 33.3 138-0 0
 
11129W 385 2N 1968-17194 O00O/O000 1-10035/1123 03/18/75 20 3498 39.6 134o1 GFPG
 
11129N 3848N 1932-17212 OOO00/o00 1-10034/0482 02/10/75 70 2996 27.7 141.5 FGGG
 
11129W 3846N 1896-17225 O0000/O000 t-10033/0695 01/05/75 10 2494 21.7 148.2 GOGG
 
46 34N
11131W 1934-17303 00000/0000 1-10035/0100 02/12/75 100 3024 23.1 145.6 PFbG
 
11132W 3850N 5022-17170 00000/0000 1-10037/0744 05/11/75 0 4251 55,7 118.7 GGFF
 
11133W 3848N 5040-17160 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0391 09/29/75 80 4502 57.9 113"1 FFG0
 
I1136W 4603N 1808-173q2 00000/000 1-10030/1201 10/09/74 30 1267 33.3 150.5 PGb
 
11140W 455 4N 1790-17364 00000/O000 1-10030/0444 09/21/74 0 1016 39.4 145.7 babG
 
11141W 4604N 1826-17350 00000/0000 1-10031/0598 10/27/74 to 1518 27,3 153-7 GPbQ

11142W 4602N 1844-17342 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10031/1190 11/14/74 70 1769 22.1 155.2 PPP
 
11142W 4559N 1862.17334 O0000/OOO0 1.10032/0769 12/02/74 0 2020 18.2 155.1 PPGG
 
11142W 3306N 1787-17222 O000O/000 1-10030/0270 09/18/74 60 974 48,2 132.3 GGbSr
 
i1143W 4554N 1736-17375 O0000/00O0 1-10027/0884 07/29/74 20 263 54.0 129.4 GG
 
11143W 455 2N 1772-17363 O0000/00O0 1.10029/0823 09/03/74 0 765 450 i4o0 GGCG
 
11143W 3310N 1805-17215 00000/0000 1-10030/1100 10/06/74 100 1225 43.3 139.7 GGUG
 
f1144W 4603N 1970-17290 00000/0000 1-10035/1170 03/20/75 50 3526 36.2 139.9 FFPG
 
I1144W 4602N 1952-17295 OOOO0/O000 1-10035/0268 03/02/75 7o 3275 29.5 142.5 GPFG
 
11144W 4601N 5078-17231 00000/000 1-10039/0439 07/06/75 20 5032 55,2 121"1 GGQF
 
11145W 4553N 1898-17321 O0000/OOO0 1-10033/0717 01/07/75 90 2522 16.4 151.0 GFG
 
11145W 4552N 1754-17371 00000/OOO0 1-10027/1858 08/16/74 10 514 50.0 134.2 GGGG
 
11146W 455 4N 1880-17325 00000/ooO 1-10033/0171 1P/20/74 100 2271 16.2 153.5 FFFF
 
11147W 3316N 1823-17214 O0000/OOOO 1-10031/0389 10/24/74 1O 1476 37,9 145.2 P PG
 
11147W 3307N 1769-17231 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0677 08/31/74 0 723 52.4 123.6 GjbG M
 
11148W 3313N 1841-17210 O000/00 1-10032/0107 11/11/74 0 1727 32.9 148.3 PPPG
 
11148W 3308N 1733-17243 O000/O00 1-10027/0779 07/26/74 20 221 58.2 107.5 GGG
 
11149W 4146N 1807-17305 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10030/1038 10/08/74 10 1253 36.8 147.2 GaG M
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER, * : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ,......°,...... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-G5OD. P=POOR' F'FAIR.
 




03:20 SFP 3O,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0561
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P 8 P 







































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... 
0 TA 100 n % CLOUD COVER. ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P PeOR. FFAIR. 
REMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SFP 10,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0562
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATF CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 
ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS a P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS X 
 123 45678 C C O D
 
1115B6w 4845N 1773-1741 00000/0000 I-tOO29/0781 09/04/74 io 779 42.9 143'3 OPUS
11156N 4145N 1951-1720;2 0OOO/ooo 1-10035/0517 Oq/01,75 20 3261 318 39.8 FFUG
i1i56w 4142N 190?-17214 00000/0000 1-10037/0109 04/06/75 80 3763 44,9 132,7 FOUs
111564 4139N 1879-17283 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0142 12/19/74 50 2257 19.6 151.8 FFPF
11156W 4135N 1753-17324 00000/0000 1-10027/1889 08/15/74 0 500 52.3 128.2 PGPG M
111564 3731N 5076-17t42 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10040/0118 07/04/75 40 5004 57,2 106.6 GGFG
11±56 3728N 1986-17191 OOoo0/oooo 1-10036/0709 04/05/75 0 3749 46.7 128.3 OFFS
11156W 3725N 1878-17240 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0132 12/18/74 0 2243 23.0 150.1 FGGF
11156w 3724N 1134-17285 00000/0000 1-10027/0477 07/27/74 20 235 57@3 115.2 GG
11156W 3721N 1896-17231 00000/0000 1-10033/0696 01/05/75 0 2494 22,7 147.6 G3Ue
11157W 3723N 1932-17214 00000/0000 1-10034/0483 02/10/75 70 2996 28.7 140.7 0G0G

I1158W 4846N 1881-17374 OOOO/OOO0 1-10033/0209 12/21/74 70 2285 13.9 154.6 FaFO

11±58W 414N 50S917195 OOooo/ooo 1-10038/0678 06/17/75 40 4767 57,6 114.4 FGG
11158W 4136N 1897-17274 O00ooo/ooo 1-10033/0678 01/06/75 90 2508 19.6 149.3 PP P
11158W 3728N 50584171S2 00000/0000 1-10038/0700 06/16/75 10 4753 58.3 107-0 FFFG
 
11158W 3726N 1968-17201 0000OO/o00 1-10035/1124 03/18/75 10 3498 40.4 132.9
11159w 4857K L971-17s1 OOOOO/OOO 1-10036/0175 GFPS
 03/21/75 0 3540 34.8 142.2 PPG
 
111L59w 4854N 5079-17280 OOOOOOOOO 1-10039/0448 07/07/75 100 5046 54.1 125.8 0 US
1if59w 4851N 1935-17353 00000/000 1-10034/0363 02/13/75 70 3038 21,8 1+6.7 GG60
11159w 4844N 1737-17424 00000/0000 1-10027/0927 07/30/74 60 277 52.4 133.7 GOUG
 
11159W 4843N 1899-17370 00000/0000 t-10033/0799 01/08/75 10 2536 14.4 152.1 FGUG
11159W 4141N 5041-172o9 00000/0000 1-10038/0400 05/30/75 10 4516 57.2 117.8 PGUG
 i1159W 3724N 5022-17172 00000/0000 1-10037/0745 00 /11/75 0 4251 56,1 116.4 FFFF
1120ow 484oN 1755-17420 00000/0000 1-1002/0002 08/17/74 10 528 48.1 138.1 6G60 M
11200w 4139N 5005-17224 00000/0000 1-10037/0792 04/24/75 40 4014 50,7 128.1 FGFG
11201W 3723N 5040-i7i6i OOOOO/ooo 1-10038/0392 09/29/75 70 4502 58.1 110.6 PGQG

I1204w 4846N 5028517311 00000/0000 110038/0424 0/14/75 10 4293 52.2 133.0 0G0(
11205w 4509N 1934-17305 OOO00/0OO -I1OO35/o101 02/12/75 100 3024 24.0 144,8 PFFG
11207W 3141N 1787-172R5 00000/0000 1-10030/0271 09/18/74 50 974 49,0 130-7 GOP
 
11209w 3144N 1805-17222 00000/0000 1-10030/1101 10/06/74 1oo 1225 44.2 138.5 SGPG
1210w 4438N 1808-17354 00000/0000 1-10030/1202 10109174 90 1267 34,3 j49°5 PPP
 
11212W 3141N 1769-17233 00000/0000 1-10029/0678 08/31/74 to 723 52.9 121.7 GPUG
 
112 13w 3151N 1823-17221 OOOo0/00O 1-10031/0390 10/24/74 10 1476 39.0 144.2 P PG
11213w 3147N 1841-17212 00000/0000 1-10032/0108 11/11/74 0 1727 34.0 147.5 PGPP
112 13W 3142N 1733-17245 00000/0000 t-10027/0780 07/26/74 30 221 58,4 104.9 B6UG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ................ 0 Tn 100 
* % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS*BAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. .G.GOOD. P.PO8R. FOFA!R,

PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... REMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BEMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP a0175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0563 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 















































































































11216W 314N 195-7151 OOOOO/oooo 1-10036/0640 04/04/75 0 3735 48.8 122,0 GF G 













































11218W 443 M 1970-17292 ooo0/oooo 1-10035/1171 03/20/75 60 3526 37,1 138.7 FF 
i121sn 4436m 115?-$7101 0000/O00O 1-10035/0269 03/02/75 70 3275 30.4 14145 FFG 



























































































































t1222w 3607N 1824-17263 00000/0000 1-10031/0509 10/25/74 to 1490 36.6 147.3 GGUG 
11222W 3606N 1842-17255 O0000/OOO0 1-10032/0118 11/12/74 10 1741 30.5 150.0 PGLG 
11222W 3602N 1860-172S1 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0632 11/30/74 50 1992 26.5 150.6 GGPF 
11222w 3559N 1878-17242 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10033/0133 12/18/74 0 2243 24.1 149-5 GGUG 
KEYS$ CLOUD c6vER X .,.,#........o. 0 T8 100 a X CLOUD COVER. ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. PSPOOR, F-FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE oon.... R.MADE FROM RBV, M.MADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-l
 
03'20 SEP 1J075 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0564
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
11222W 3555BN 1752-17284 OOOO0/o000 1-10027/1727 08/14/74 30 486 54.7 119.6 BGbG
11223W 4431N 5042-17254 00000/0000 1-10038/0517 OI/31/75 60 4530 56,4 122.4 bGFF
 
11223W 4022N 1825-17310 00000/0000 1-10031/0568 10/26/74 70 1504 32.1 150.2 U bG
 
t1223w 4017N 1735-17335 00000/0000 1-10027/0847 07/28/74 10 249 56.3 120-3 GGbG M M
 
11223W 4oliN 1771-1732q 00000/0000 1"10029/o700 09/02/74 0 751 48.6 133.4 epbG
11223W 3605N 5076-17145 00000/0000 1-10040/0119 07/04/75 60 5004 57.3 104.1 GG1G
 
1i223w 3602N 1986-17194 00000/oooo 110036/0710 04/05/75 0 3749 47*3 126-7 GG G
 
11223w 3555N 1896-17234 00000/0000 1-10033/0697 01/05/75 0 2494 23.8 146-9 GGbG
l1224W 4024N 1969-17250 00000/0000 1-10037/0007 03/19/75 20 3512 39.2 j35.2 GGCF
 
11224w 4O1BN 1861-17293 00000/0000 1-10032/0661 1P/01/74 10 2006 22.9 152.6 PIP
 
11224W 3559N 1734-17292 00000/0000 1-10027/0478 07/27/74 10 235 57.6 112.8 GGGG
11225w 4428N 5024-17264 00000/0000 1-10038/0200 05/13/75 0 4279 5 4 .0 126.9 FGbG
 
I1225w 4016N 1933-17263 00000/0000 1-10034/0319 02/11/75 40 3010 27.0 142.2 FGFG
 
11225w 4014N 1879-17285 00000/0000 1-10033/0143 1P/19/74 60 2257 20.7 ±51.2 FF F

11225W 3602N 1950-17212 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0354 02/28/75 0 3247 35.0 j35-9 GG6
 
11225w 3602N 5058-17155 00000/0000 1-10038/0701 06/16/75 10 4753 58.5 104.4 1GbG
 
11225w 3557N 1932-17221 00000/0000 1-10034/0484 02/10/75 70 2996 29.6 139.8 GGFG
 
11226W 4021N 5077-17191 00000/O000 1-10039/0428 07/05/75 20 5018 56,7 j11.6 GFbG
11226W 4019N 1951-172SE 00000/0000 1-1003540518 03/01/75 to 3261 32.7 138.8 GFfG
 
11 226W 4016N 1987-17240 000000ooo 1-10037/0110 04/06/75 90 3763 45.7 131.1 GGbG
 
11226w 40ON 1753-17331 00000/0000 1-10027/1890 08/15/74 0 500 52.9 126.3 PPPG
 
11226w 3601N 1968-17203 00000/0000 1-10035/1125 03/18/75 0 3498 4192 131.6 GFF
 
11226W 3558N 5022-17175 00000/0000 1.10037/0746 05/11/75 0 4251 56.5 114.1 GFG
 
11,227W 4018N 5059-17201 00000/0000 1-10038/0679 06/17/75 70 4767 57.9 11.9 GFCiG
 
11227W 4011N 1897-17281 00000/o000 1-10033/0679 01/06/75 90 2508 20*7 148.7 PP P
 
11229W 4017N 5041-17212 00000/0000 1-10038/0401 05/30/75 10 4516 57.6 115.4 PG(3F
11229W 4014N 5005-17231 00000/0000 1±10037/0793 04/24/75 20 4014 51.3 126.2 FG F
 
11229W 3557N 5040-17165 00000/0000 1-10038/0382 09/29/75 3O 4502 58.3 108.0 F
11231W 4723N 1863-17385 00000/0000 1-10032/o755 1P/03/74 90 2034 16.9 155"6 GPPG
 
11232W 4728N 1827-17402 00000/0000 1-10031/0262 10/28/74 30 1532 25.9 154.6 bP3G
 
11232w 4719N 1791-17410 00000/0000 1,10030/0474 09/22/74 0 1030 38.1 147-1 GGbG
 
11232w 3016N 1787-17231 00000/0000 1-10030/0272 09/18/74 30 974 49.7 129-1 bGbP
 
11233W 4728N 1953-17350 OOO00/O000 1-10035/0585 03/03/75 90 3289 28.9 143-4 P PF
 
11233W 4720N 1773-17414 00000/0000 1-10029/0782 09/04/74 50 779 43,8 141.8 GGUG
 
11234W 3019N 1805-17224 00000/0000 1-10030/1102 10/06/74 90 1225 45.1 137.2 GGbG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ..... # ......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G.GOOD. P.POOR. FaFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0565
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCReFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P a P 


















































































































































11239W 3016N 1877-17202 00000/O000 1-10033/0092 12/17/74 30 2229 28.5 146.9 FFFF 
11240W 4722N 5025-17313 00000/0000 1-10038/0425 05/14/75 20 4293 52.9 130.9 GGGG 







































































































































































11248W 4304N 1736-17384 00000/0000 1-10027/0886 07/29/74 10 263 55.2 125.0 GGOG 
11248W 3854N 1807-17314 0000/O00O0 1-10030/1040 10/08/74 60 1253 38.8 145.1 GG(G 
KFYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G.GOOD. P=POOR. F*FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBv. MOMADE FROM MSS. BIMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRBOUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0566
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATIrN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 
ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSs 
 B P P B P
 LONG LAT 
 RBV MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
112 4 8W 3432N 1770-17282 OOO00/oooo 1-t0029/0760 09/01/74 0 
 737 51.6 126.o GGGG
11248W 3430N 
 1752-17291 OOO00/oooo 1-10027/1728 OR/14/74 30 
 486 55,2 117.5 GGG
11249W 5005N 1756-17472 00000/ooOO 1-10028/0016 08/18/74 10 
 542 47.0 140-0
11249W 4308N 
 1862-17343 00000/0000 1-10032/0771 12/02/74 to 
GGG
 
2020 20.s 153.8 GGGG
11249W 344 1N 1824-17270 00000/ooOO 110031/0510 10/25/74 
 20 1490 36,7 146.4 GPUG
11249W 3439N 
 1842-17261 00000/0000 1-10032/0119 11/12/74 
 40 1741 91.6 149.2 PGGG
11249W 3439N 5076-17151 ooooo/oooo 1-10040/0120 07/04/75 70 5004 57.4 1o7 FGG
112 49W 343 6N 1860.1725q 00000/0000 1-10032/0633 11/30/74 30 1992 27,6 150.0 GFFG
11249W 343 3N 
 1878-17245 00000/0000 1-10033/0134 12/18/74 0 
 2243 25,2 148.8 QFGG
1125ow 43loN 5078-17240 00000/0000 1-10039/0441 07/06/75 30 5032 
 56.0 116.4 GGGF
11250W 4301N 1754-17380 OOOO0/O000 1-10027/1860 08/16/74 0 514 
 51.4 130.5 GGGG
11250W 3847N 1789-17321 O000o/oooo *t1O03o/O435 09/20/74 0 1002 
 44.4 j3899 GG
1125W 343 7N 1986-17200 00000/0000 1-10036/0711 04/05/75 0 3749 47.9 125.0 GGFG
1 1250W 
 34344 1734-17294 00000/0000 1-10027/0479 07/27/74 40 
 235 57.9 110.3 0G6G
1125oW 342 9N 1896-17240 00000/0000 1.10033/0698 01/05/75 0 2494 24,8 146.3 GGGG
11251W 4312N 
 1970-17295 00000/nooo 110035/1172 03/20/75 
 70 3526 37.9 137,5 FGPG
11251W 4311N 1952-17q04 00000/0000 1-10035/0270 03/02/75 30 3275 31.3 
 140.6 GFFG
11251W 4303N 1898-17330 00000/0000 1-10033/0719 01/07/75 40 2522 
 18.6 149.8 GGGG
11251W 3856N 1843-17304 00000/oooO 1-10032'/0084 IS/13/74 20 
 1755 28,0 151.6 GGG
11251W 3436N 1950-17214 00000/0000 1-10035'/0355 02/28/75 0 3247 
 35.8 134.9 FGGG
11251W 3431N 
 1932-17223 OOOOo/oooo 1-10034'/C485 02/10/75 
 60 2996 30.5 139-0 GGFG
11252w 430S 1880-17334 00000/0000 i-10033/0173 12/20/74 1oo 
 2271 18.5 152.3 GVP
11252W 3857N 1825-17312 00000/0000 1-10031/0569 I0/26/74 
 ao 1504 33.2 149.3 6 GG
11252W 3846W 1771-17325 00000/0000 I-0029/0701 09/02/74 
 0 751 49,3 131.7 GGpG
125s2W 
 3435N 1968-17210 00000/0000 1-10035/1126 03/18/75 
 0 3498 41.9 130.3 'GGFG
11253W 3858N 1969-17252 00000/0000 1-10037/0008 03/19/75 10 3512 
 40.0 134.0 GFFG
11253W 3853N 1861-17300 00000/0000 1-10032/0662 
- 1P/01/74 10 2006 24.1 151.9 GGG
11253W 3851W 1735-17341 00000/ooOO 1-10027/0848 07/28/74 
 1o 249 56.8 117-9 QG
11253W 3433N 5022-17181 00000/0000 1-10037/0747 05/11/75 0 4251 56.8 
 111.8 FFGF
11254W 
 50ON 5044-17392 00000/0000 1-10038/0537 06/02/75 
 10 4558 54.3 131.1 FFGF
11254W 5007N 5026-17362 00000/oooo 1-10037/0839 05/15/75 40 4307 51.7 
 134.7 FFFG
11254W 3851N 1933-17270 00000/0000 1-10034/0320 02/11/75 0 3010 
 28.0 14j.3 FGFG
11254W 3848N 1879-17292 00000/OOO 1-t0033/0144 12/19/74 40 2257 
 21.8 150.6 FPPF
11255w 4306N 5042-17261 00000/0000 1-10038/0518 09/31/75 2O 4530 
 56,9 120.0 FFGF
11255W 385 6N 5077-17194 00000/0000 1-10039/0429 07/05/75 20 5018 56,9 109.1 FGUG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
 0 TH 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PIPOOR. FwFAIR.
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .s..... RMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-I 
0320 SEP qo, 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0567 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














8 P P B P 


























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYSI CLBUD rOVER % ..... o0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR. F'FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
ERTS-l
03:20 SEP 30ot75 
 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT-DATA 
 PAGE 0568
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. 
 AZIM. RBV MbS B P P 5 P
LONG LAT 
 RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C O D
 
11316W 331ON 1950-17221 00000/0000 1-10035/0356 02/28/75 
 0 3247 36,6 j33.8 GGLIG11316W 3310N 1986-17203 00000/0000 1-10036/0712 04/05/75 0 3749 48.5 123.4 GGPG
11316W 3303N 1896-17243 00000/0000 1.10033/0699 01/05/75 M
0 2494 25.9 145.6 FGUG
11317W 4852N 1810-17460 00000/0000 1-100301273 ±0/11/74 
 60 1295 30,4 152.8 PGPG
11318W 455 3N 5043-17310 00000/0000 1"10038/0009 06/01/75 20 4544 56.0 124,5 QGbG
11318W 413 6N 1772-17374 00000/0000 1-10029/0826 09/03/74 
 10 765 47-6 135.4




11318W 3305N 1932-17230 00000/0000 1-10034/0486 02/10/75 
 20 2996 31.4 138.1 GGbG M
11319W 4852N 1828-17454 00000/0000 1r10031/0290 10/29/74 10 1546 
 24.4 155°5 PGUG
11319W 4845N 1792-17461 00000/0000 1o10030/0488 09/23/74 0 1044 36.7 148.6 GGbG
11319W 4147N 1826-17362 00000/0000 1-10031/0601 10/27/74 
 10 1518 30.7 151.2 GPUG
11319W 414 6N 1844-17353 00000/0000 1-10031/1193 11/14/74 90 1769 25.5 153 1 PPP
11319W 4139N 1736-17390 00000/0000 1-10027/0887 07/29/74 
 10 263 55.7 122.8 GGGG
11319W 373iN 1843-17311 00000/0000 1-10032/0085 11/13/74 
 70 1755 29,2 150.9 GGbP
11319W 3309N 1968-17212 00000/0000 1i10035/1127 03/18/75 0 3498 42.6 128-9 FG G
11319W 3307N 5022-17184 00000/0000 1-10037/0748 05/11/75 
 0 4251 57.0 109g4
11320W 4852N 1846-17445 00000/0000 1-10032/0168 11/16/74 60 
GGG
 
1797 19,3 156.7 bGPp
11320W 3721N 1771-17332 00000/oooO 1-10029/0702 oq/O2/74 10 751 50.1 130o0 GGGG
11321W 4844N 1774-17470 00000/0000 1-10029/0858 0g/05/74 70 793 42.6 143.6 6GG
1321W 
 414 3N 1862-17345 00000/0000 1-10032/0772 1P/02/74 10 2020 21.6 153.2 PPbG
11321W 3732N 1825-17315 00000/0000 1-10031/0570 10/26/74 80 1504 34,2 148.4 G rip
 11321W 3725N 1735-17344 O0000/0000 1-10027/0849 07/28/74 10 249 57.2 115.5 UG6G
11321W 3723N 1879-17294 00000/0000 1-10033/0145 12/19/74 
 0 2257 22,9 150-0 FFFF M
11321W 3305N 5040-17174 OOO00/O00 1-10038/0394 09/29/75 10 4502 58.6 tO29 GGFG
11322W 4848N 1900-17424 00000/0000 1-10033/0813 01/09/75 80 2550 14.5 1519 GpFP
11322W 
 4147N 19 7 0-17301 00000/0000 1-10035/1173 01/20/75 70 3526 38.7 136.3 FFFG
11322W 4146N 5078-17243 00000/0000 1-10039/0442 07/06/75 ao 5032 56.3 114.0 GG60
11322W 4149N 1952-17310 00000/0000 1-10035/0271 03/02/75 SO 3275 32.2 139.6 
 FF F
11322W 4138N 1898-173'2 00000/0000 1-10033/0720 o/o7/75 70 2522 19,7 149.1 GGG
1322W 4136N 1754-17383 00000/0000 1-10027/1861 08/16/74 
 0 514 52.1 128.6
11322w 3731N 1969-17255 00000/0000 1-10037/0009 03/19/75 20 
GGOG
 
3512 40.7 132.7 FFIF
11322W 3727N 1861-17302 00000/oooo 1.10032/0663 12/01/74 70 2006 25.2 J51o3 PPbG
11322W 3725N 1933-17272 00000/0000 1-10034/0321 02/11/75 
 0 3010 28.9 140.5
11323w 4854N 1936-17411 00000/0000 1-10034/0376 02/14/75 70 
GGGG
 
3052 22.1 146.6 PGbp
11323aw 4139N 1880-17341 00000/0000 1-10033/0174 12/20/74 1O 2271 
 19,6 151o7 GFG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 Tn loo x % CLOUD COVER. *= 
 NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ........ ;..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=G80. PUPBOR. FCFAIR.




03:2	 SPP qOt75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0569
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 























11323W 3724N 1987-17245 00000/0000 1-10037/0112 04/06/75 80 3763 47,0 i280 FF F 
11323W 372ON 1753-17340 00000/0000 1-10027/1891 08/15/74 l0 500 54.0 122.2 0GGG 
11323W 3720N 1897-17290 00000/ooo 1.10033/0681 01/06/75 100 2508 22.8 147-4 PP F 








































48 4 7N 
37 24N 
41 4 0N 






















































































































31 3 9N 




























11340W 4432N 1863-17394 00000/0000 1-10032/0757 12/03/74 80 2034 19.2 154.4 GGGG 
11340W 4429N 1791-17415 00000/0000 1410030/0476 09/22/74 0 1030 40.1 144.7 GGLIG 
11340W 3147N 184E-17270 00000/0000 1-10032/0121 11/12/74 0 1741 33.8 147.6 PGG 
1134O0W 3141N 1734-17303 00000J0000 1-10027/0481 07/27/74 30 235 58.3 105o3 BGSG 























11341W 3141N 1878-17254 00000/0000 1-0033/0136 12/18/74 0 2243 27,3 147-5 FGFF 























KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TA 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ,.... BLANKSMBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G;GOOD, PPPOOR, FUFAIR
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. MnMADE FROM MsS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-l
03:20 SEP io.'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0570
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO.,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN 
 SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P PB P
LONG LAT RBV 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
11342W 3144N 1986-17205 00000/0000 1410036/0713 04/05/75 10 3749 49,1 121.6 GGFG
 
11343W 4438N 1953-17395 00000/0000 1-10035/0592 03/03/75 20 3289 30.7 1414 FF F
11343W 4438N 5079-17292 00000/o000 i-t0039/0451 07/07/75 
 10 5046 55.5 118.9
1t343W 4437N 1935-17364 00000/0000 1-10034/0366 02/13/75 
GFGG
 
70 3038 24,7 144.3 FGGG
11343W 3603N 1807-173P3 00000,0000 1-10030/1042 10/08/74 40 1253 40.8 142,8 GGGG
11343W 3139N 1932-17232 00000/0000 1-10034/0487 02/10/75 1o 2996 32.3 137,2 GGFG
11344W 4440N 1971-173rO 00000/oooo 1-10036/0178 03/21/75 60 3540 37.4 138.6
11344W 4432N 1881-17390 00000/0000 1-10033/0212 
FGFF
 
12/21/74 50 2285 17,3 152.8 QFPF
11344W 4427N 1755-17432 OOOOO/o00O 1-10028/0005 08/17/74 10 528 50.4 132.7 GGGG
11344W 4O22N 1808-17370 00000/0000 1-10030/1205 10/09/74 
 10 1267 37,5 146-4 PGU

11344W 3142N 1968-17215 00000/0000 1-10035/1128 0t/18/75 
 0 3498 43.3 127.6 FFFF
11345W 4430N 1737-17440 00000/0000 1 l0027/0930 07/30/74 30 277 54.4 127"5 GGG
11345W 3142N 5022.17190 00000/0000 1-10037/0749 0/11/75 
 0 4251 57.2 107.0 FFGG
11345W 3139N 5040-17181 00000/0000 1-10038/0395 0r/29/75 0 4502 58,6 100.4 GFG
11346W 4429N 1899-17381 00000/0000 1-10033/0802 01/08/75 
 50 2536 17.6 150.2 GGGF
11346W 3556N 1789-173qf 00000/0000 1-10030/0437 09/20/74 20 1002 46.1 136.1
11347W 3605N 1843-17313 00000/0000 1-10032/0086 11/13/74 60 1755 
GGPG
 
30.3 150,1 GG G
11347W 3555N 1771-17334 00000/0000 1"10029/0703 09/02/74 
 20 751 50,7 128.2 GGGG
11348W 40ON 1772-17381 00000/0000 1-10029/0827 09/03/74 10 765 48.3 133*8 GGGG
11348W 3559N 1735-17350 00000/0000 1-10027/0850 07/28/74 to 249 57,5 113-1
11348W 3558N 1879-17301 00000/0000 1-10033/0146 12/19/74 GGGG
 0 2257 24,0 149.3 FFFG M M
11349W 4022N 1826-17364 00000/0000 1-10031/0602 10/27/74 10 1518 31.8 150.4 
 GGGG
11349W 4020N 1844-17360 00000/0000 1-10031/1194 11/14/74 90 1769 26.7 152.4 PPP
11349W 3607N 1825-17321 00000/o000 1-10031/0577 10/26/74 So 1504 35.3 147.5 GPPG
11349W 3601N 1861-17305 00000/0000 1-10032/0664 12/01/74 50 2006 26.3 150.6 PGPG
11349W 355 9N 1987-17252 00000/0000 1-10037/0113 04/06/75 60 3763 47.7 126.3 GGuF
11350W 4013N 1736-17393 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/0888 07/29/74 10 263 56.2 120.5
11350W 3605N 1969-17261 00000/0000 1-10037/0010 0GGG
 Oq/19/75 10 3512 41,5 131.4 FFGF
11350W 3604N 5077-17203 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10039/0431 07/05/75 10 5018 57,2 104.2 GGG
1135oW 3602N 1951-17270 00000/0000 1-10035/O521 03/01/75 0 
 3261 35,3 1357 GG(,G
11350W 3559N 1933-17275 00000/0000 1-10034/0322 02/11/75 0 3010 29.8 139.7 GGFG
11350W 355N 1753-17342 00000/0000 1-±0027/1881 08/IS/74 10 500 54.5 120-1 
 P GG
11351W 4428N 5043-17312 00000/0000 1-10038/0010 06/01/75 1o 4544 56,5 122-1 G0FG
11351W 4018N 1862-17362 00000/0000 1-10032/0773 1P/02/74 10 2020 22,8 152.5





KEYS: CLOUD COVER %.......,........ 0 Ta 100 
- % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. P-POOR, F-FAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,..... ROMADE FROM RBV. MaMADE FROM MSS, BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-i 
03:20 SEP 30175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0571 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 To 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER El-EV. AZIM. RBV M89 B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 























11352W 4019N 1952-17313 00000/0000 1-10035/0272 01/02/75 30 3275 33.1 138.6 FFFG 
11352W 401IN 1754-17385 00000/0000 1-10027/1862 08/16/74 0 514 52.7 126.6 GGQG M 














































11356W 4015N 5042-17270 00000/0000 1-10038/0520 05/31/75 10 4530 57.7 115.1 FGbG 
































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ *...... 0 T9 100 - % CLOUD CfVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,..... 
BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD, P-POOR, F=FAIR. 
R.MADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03!20 SEP 3o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0572
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P 5 P 
LBNG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 



















































































































































































I±416W 4312N 1953-17362 OOOO/OOOO 1.10035/0593 03/03/75 30 3289 31.6 140.4 FFPF 



























































































































































KEYS: CLOUD cOVER % ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO cLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLAmKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED G.GOOD. P-POOR. FcFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 3o0175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0573
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % . ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ..... 
TA 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS=BAND NQT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G.GOOD. P.POOR. FWFAIR. 
RmMADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SFP 30s175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0574
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE To POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D
 
11440W 3312N 1843-17322 O0000/oooo 1"10032/008 ii/13/74 to 1755 32.4 j4a.5 GPGP
 
1144ow 3308N 1735-17355 00000/oOO 1-10027/0852 07/28/74 20 249 58.0 108.2 GGPG
 
1144 0W 3303N 1771-17343 ooooo/oooo 1-10029/0705 09/02/74 so 751 52.0 124.6 GPbG
 
11441W 3314N 1825-17330 00000,0000 i-10031/O 5 78 10/26/74 60 1504 37.4 145.6 GPGG
 
11441W 3306N 1879-17310 OOOOO/oooo 1-10033/0148 12/19/74 0 2257 26,2 148,0 PF G M
 
114 42W 4556N 5044-1736 4 00000/0000 1-10038/0540 06/02/75 70 4558 56.1 124.3 FFFF
 
114 42w 
 373IN 1808-17375 00000/0000 1-10030/1207 1009/71 20 1267 39.5 144.3 GGU
 
11442W 3313N 1969-17270 00000/0000 1-10037/0012 03/19/75 30 3512 42.9 128.7 FFFF
 
11442W 3312N 5077-17212 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10039/0433 07/05/75 10 5018 57.3 99*3 GGFF
 
11442W 3309N 1861-17314 00ooo/oooo 1-10032/0666 12/01/74 60 2006 28.5 149.2 GPGG
 
11442w 3303N 1753-17351 00000/oooo 1-10027/1892 08/15/74 0 Soo 55.4 115.7 PGQP
 
11443W 4855N 1811-17514 00000/0000 1-10030/1317 10/12/74 50 1309 30.0 153.0 PGPG
 
11443w 4554N 5026-17374 OOOO0/oooo 1-10037/0842 09/15/75 30 4307 53.8 128.5 GGFG
 
11443W 33IoN 1951-17275 OOO00/OOOO i-1003o5/0523 03/01/75 0 3261 36,9 133.6 GGG
 
11443w 3308N 1933-17284 00000/0000 1-10034/0324 02/11/75 0 3010 31.6 137.9 FFFG
 
11443W 3303N 1897-17301 00000/0000 1-10033/0686 01/06/75 0 2508 25.9 145-4 PG
 
11444W 4141N 1863-17403 00000/0000 1.10032/0759 12/03/74 90 2034 21.5 153.1 GPPG
 
11444W 414ON 1773-174q2 00000/0000 1-10029/0786 09/04/74 0 779 47.3 135o8 GpbG
 
11444W 414 0N 1791-17424 O0000/noOO 1-10030/0478 09/22/74 0 1030 42.0 142.3 GGGG
 
11444W 3309N 5059-17222 OOOOO/oooo 1-10038/0684 06/17/75 0 4767 58.5 99.1 BGFG
 
11445W 4843N 1793-175P0 00000/O000 1-10030/0595 09/24/74 0 1058 36.4 148.8 GGGG
 
11445W 4148N 1827-174PQ 00000/0000 1-10031/0266 10/28/74 1o 1532 30.4 t51.4 GGbG
 
11445w 372 0N 1772-17390 00000/0000 1-10029/0829 09/03/74 1o 765 49.8 i304 GGGG
 
11446w 4147N 1935-17373 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0368 02/13/75 90 3038 26.6 142.6 GGG
 
11446W 3728N 1844-17365 00000)OO00 110031/1196 11/14/74 90 1769 28.9 1509 PPP
 
11446W 3308N 5041-17212 00000/0000 1-10038/0406 05/30/75 0 4516 58.6 102.7 FGG
 
11446W 3307N 5005-172r1 00000/0000 1-10037/0798 04/24/75 0 4014 53.8 116.2 FGUG M
 
11447W 4148N 1971-17355 00000/0000 1-10036/0180 03/21/75 100 3540 39.1 136.1 FGUE
 
11447W 4148N 5 079-17301 00000/0000 1-10039/0453 07/07/75 10 5046 56.2 114.2 FGUF
 
11447W 4146N 1953-17364 00000/0000 1-10035/0594 03/03/75 0 3289 32.5 139.4 FFFF
 
11447W 4136N 1755-17441 00000/0000 1-10028/0007 08/17/74 0 528 51.8 129.0 GGGG
 
11447W 3730N 1826-17373 00000/0000 1-10031/0604 10/27/74 40 1518 34.0 148.6 GPPG
 
11447W 3722N 1736-17402 00000/0000 1-10027/0890 07/29/74 10 263 57.0 115,8 GeGU
 
11448W 4856N 5081-17392 00000/0000 1-10040/0072 07/09/75 20 5074 53.8 126.0 GGGG
 
11448W 4849N 1865-17495 00000/0000 1-10032/0847 12/05/74 60 2062 15,4 156.2 PGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G.GOOD. PmPOBR, FtFAIR,
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0575
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 T8 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POS TION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSs x 123 45678 C C D D 
11448W 4846N 1883-17491 OOO00/oooo 1-10033/0259 12/23/74 0 2313 13.8 j54.4 GGG 
11448w 4145N 5061-17311 00000/0000 1-10039/0136 06/19/75 so 4795 57,6 1143 obuo 
11448W 4143N 1881-17395 00000/0000 1-10033/0214 IP/2i/74 90 2285 19.5 151.6 FF F 
11448W 4139N 1737-17445 00000/0000 1-10027/0932 07/30/74 30 277 55.5 123.1 GGUG 
11448W 3729N 5078-17254 00000/0000 1-10039/0443 07/06/75 10 5032 57.0 106.7 FFG 
11448W 3723N 1898-17344 00000/0080 1-10033/0723 01/07/75 10 2522 22.8 147.2 QGE 
11448W 3720N 1754-17394 00000/0000 1-10027/1864 08/16/74 0 514 53.8 122,6 GUG6 
11449W 4842N 1775-17524 00000/0000 1-0029/0923 09/06/74 50 807 42.3 143o9 PPPG 
11449W 4138N 1899-17390 00000/0000 1-10033/0804 01/08/75 90 2536 19.7 149.0 GGF 
11449W 3729N 1970-17313 00000/0000 1.10035/1176 03/20/75 70 3526 41.1 132,4 FFFF 
11449W 3726N 1862-17361 00000/0000 1-10032/0775 12/02/74 0 2020 25.0 151.2 GGGG 
11449W 3723N 1880-17352 00000/0000 1-10033/0177 1P/20/74 0 2271 22.9 149.8 FG 0 
11450W 4857N 1937-17465 OOOOo/o00O 1-10034/0542 02/15/75 60 3066 22,4 146.5 GGG 
1145OW 485ON 1847.17503 00000/0000 1-10032/0212 I/17/74 60 1811 19.0 156.7 PGUG 
11450W 3730N 5060-17264 00000/0000 1-10039/0144 06/18/75 10 4781 58.3 106.8 GGG 























11451W 4842N 1757-17533 00000/0000 1-10028/0096 08/19/74 30 556 47.6 138.6 PGG 
11452W 414jN 5025-17331 00000/0000 1.10038/0428 0'r/14/75 0 4293 55.3 122-3 FFUF 
11452W 3725N 5042-17275 00000/0000 1-10038/0521 05/31/75 1o 4530 58.2 110-.1 0eP 
11453W 4841N 1901-17482 00000/0000 1-10033/0846 01/10/75 50 2564 14.6 j51.8 0 6 
11453W 4138N 5043-17321 00000/0000 1-10038/0012 06/01/75 0 4544 57.4 117-3 FFFF 
11453W 3722N 5024-17285 00008b0000 I10038/0205 05/13/75 0 4279 56,4 115"7 rFwG 
11466w 4845N 5009-17432 00000/0000 1-10037/0377 04/28/75 90 4070 48.3 136.2 FF10 
11501W 3146N 18o7-173q4 00000/0000 1-10030/1045 10/08/74 40 1253 43.6 139-3 8GGP 
11502W 3138N 1789-17341 00000/0000 1-10030/0440 09/20/74 20 1002 48.5 1-6 GBOG 
l1503W 4437N 1810-17471 00000/0000 1-10030/1276 10/11/74 50 1295 33,7 149.9 GGG 
11503W 4430N 1792-17473 00000/0000 1-10030/0491 09/23/74 30 1044 39.7 145.1 GGGG 
11505W 3636N 1934-17332 00000/0000 1-10035/0107 02/12/75 100 3024 29.7 139.8 FFG 
11505W 3142N 1735-17362 00000/0000 1-10027/0853 07/28/74 70 249 58.2 105-7 GGPG 
11505W 3138N 1771-17350 00000/0000 1-10029/0706 09/02/74 So 751 52,6 122.7 GGPG 
150bW 4437N 1828-17465 00000/0000 1-10031/0293 10/29/74 20 1546 27,8 153.1 GGbG 
11506W 4429N 1774-17482 00000/0000 1-10029/0861 09/05/74 20 793 45.3 139.2 GG 
11506W 3147N 1825-17333 00000/0000 1-10031/0579 10/26/74 40 1504 38.4 144.7 GPOP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 76 100 a % CLOUD CAVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAhE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G.GeOD. PPOBR. F.FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBv. MUMADE FROM MS5. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0576 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TB 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAbE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
BF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 




































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOD, P=POOR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM ROV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM R6V AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03*20 SEP o,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0577
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FRBM 07/23/74 TO 07/e3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 123 45678 C C D D
 
11516W 4021N 1953-17371 OOOOO/oooo 1-10035/0595 01/03/75 0 3289 33.4 j38.4 FPFF
 
11516W 3604N 1970-17315 00000/0000 1-10035/1177 01/20175 20 3526 41,8 131.1 FGFG
 
11516W 3600N 1862-17363 OOO00/coOO 1-10032/0776 12/02/74 0 2020 26,1 150.6 PPUG 
11516W 3556N 1754-17401 00000/0000 1-10027/1865 08/16,74 0 514 54,3 120.5 OGPP
 
11517W 442 9N 5026-17380 00000/0000 1-10037/0843 os/15/75 20 4307 54.4 126.4 OGFG
 
11517W 4022N 5079-17303 00000/0000 1-10039/0454 07/07/75 10 5046 56.5 111.8 FGFG
 
11517W 4013N 1737-17451 00000/0000 1-10027/0933 07/30/74 40 277 56.0 120.8 QGbG
 
11517W 4012N 1755-17443 00000/0000 1-10028/0008 08/17/74 0 528 52,5 127.0 GGbP
 
11517W 3604N 5060-17271 ooo00/000 1-10039/0145 06/18/75 1o 4781 58,4 104.2 GF1G
 
11517W 3601N 1952-17324 00000/0000 1-10035/0275 01/02/75 20 3275 35,6 135o5 FpFG o 0 
11517W 3558N 1880-17355 00000/0000 1-10033/0178 1P/20/74 20 2271 24.0 149.2 FG
 
11518w 4023N 1971-17362 00000/0000 1-10036/0181 03/21/75 100 3540 39.9 134-8 PGPF
 
11518W 4020N 5061-17314 OOO00/o0000 1-10039/0137 06/19/75 80 4795 57.8 111.8 GGrbG
 
11519W 4018N 1881-17401 OOO00/00O 1-10033/0215 12/21/74 90 2285 20,6 15100 FF F
 
11519W 4013N 1899-17393 00000/0000 1-10033/0805 01/08/75 100 2536 20.8 148.3 PFPG
 
11519W 3558N 5042-17281 00000/0000 1-10038/0522 0'r/31/75 0 4530 58.4 107-5 FOG
 
11520W 4730N 1811-175P1 00000/0000 1-10030/1318 10/12/74 10 1309 31.1 152.1 QGGG
 
11521W 4719N 1793-17522 00000/O000 1-10030/0596 09/24/74 0 1058 37,4 147.7 GGGG
 
11521W 3556N 5024-17291 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/0206 05/13/75 0 4279 56,8 113.3 PGG
 
11522W 4016N 5025-17334 00000/0000 1-10038/0429 05/14/7 10 4293 55.8 120-1 GGG
 
11523W 4012N 503-17324 00000/0000 1-10038/0013 06/01/75 ±0 4544 57.7 114.8 FF
 
11525W 4731N 5081-17395 00000/0000 1-10040/0073 07/09/75 10 5074 54.3 123o7 FGb
 
i1525W 472 4N 1865-17502 00000/0000 1-10032/0848 IP/05/74 80 2062 16.6 155.5 G6G0
 
11526W 4720N 1883-17493 00000/0000 1-10033/0260 12/23/74 0 2313 15.0 153'7 FGbF
 
11525W 4718N 1775-17531 00000/o000 1-10029/0924 09/06/74 20 807 43.2 142,4 PPPP
 
11526W 4732N 1937-17471 00000/0000 1-10034/0543 0p/15/75 20 3066 23,3 145.7 GG6G
 
11526W 4724N 1847-175t0 OOO00/OOO 1-10032/0213 11/17/74 30 1811 20.2 156.0 GGGG
 
11527W 4721N 1739-17543 00000/0000 1-10027/1063 08/01/74 20 305 52,7 132.2 60(36
 
11528W 4730N 1973-17454 00000/0000 1-10036/0266 03/23/75 90 3568 36.4 14o.7 GGGF
 
11528W 4716N 1757-17516 00000/0000 1-10028/0097 08/19/74 20 556 48.4 136"9 PGPG
 
11529W 4716N 1901-17485 00000/0000 1-10033/0847 01/10/75 80 2564 15.7 151.1 GF G
 
11532W 4720N 5009-17435 00000/0000 t-10037/0378 04/28/75 80 4070 49.0 134.5 GGG
 
11535W 4312N 1810-17474 00000/o000 1-10030/1277 10/11/74 30 1295 34.7 149.0 GGG
 
1153bW 4307N 1792-17475 00000/0000 1-0030/0492 09/23/74 0 1044 40*7 143,9 0G0G M
 
11536W 3439N 1808-17384 OOOOO/O00 1-10030/1209 10/09/74 10 1267 41,4 142.0 PGP
 
COVER o.... % CLBUD COVER. = CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ...,........... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUeSTED, G-GO80, P-PeOR. FFFA!R.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
KEYS: CLOUD ........... 0 TO 100 - ** NO 

EPTS-i 
03:20 	SEP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0578
 
STANDARD CATALOG FdR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
11537W 5007N 1776-17580 00000/0000 1-10029/1009 09/07/74 5o 821 41.0 145-5 PPPG
 
11538W 4304N 1774-17484 00000/0000 1-10029/0862 09/05/74 0 793 46,2 137.7 GGG
 
11539W 4314N 1936-17425 00000/0000 1-10034/0380 02/14/75 7o 3052 26,0 143-3 0GG
11539W 4312N 1828-17472 Ooooooooo 1-10031/0294 10/29/74 80 1546 29.0 152"3 PGGG
 
11539W 3430N 1772-17395 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0831 09/03/74 4o 765 51.2 126.9 6GGG
 
11540W 5009N 1758-17584 00000/0000 1-10029/0016 08/20/74 90 570 46.4 140.6 P6G(G

11540W 4311N 1846-17461 00000/0000 1-10032/0172 11/16/74 10 1797 23.9 153.9 GGG
 
11540W 4308N 1900-17442 00000/0000 1-10033/0817 01/09/75 30 2550 18.8 149"4 6GFF
 
11540W 3432N 1898-17363 00000/0000 1-10033/0725 01/07/75 10 2522 24.9 145.9 GGG
 
11541W 4313N 5080-17352 00000/0000 1-10040/0064 07/08/75 30 5060 55.8 116.6 FGUG
 
11541W 4306N 1738-17500 00000200OO 1-10027/0986 07/31/74 10 291 54,8 125.6 PUG M
 
11541W 3437N 1844-17374 00000/QO 1-10031/1198 11/14/74 80 1769 31.1 149.4 PP
 
11541W 3431N 1736-17411 00000/0000 1-10027/0893 07/29/74 40 263 57.6 110.9 (3G

11542W 4312N 1990-17402 00000/0000 1-10037/0132 04/09/75 So 3805 45.2 133.6 FFPF
 
11542W 3439N 1826-17382 00000/0000 1-10031/0606 10/27/74 20 1518 36s1 146#8 BGPB
 
11542A 3438N 5078-17263 00000/0000 1-10039/0445 07/06/75 10 5032 57.2 101.8 FFUG
 
11542W 343DN 1754-17403 00000/0000 1-10027/1866 08/16/74 0 514 54.8 118.4 GGG
 
11543W 4310N 1954-17420 00000/0000 1-10035/0784 03/04/75 so 3303 32.0 140.2 PFPF
 
11543W 4307N 1882-17491 00000/0000 1-10033/0024 12/22/74 70 2299 18.3 152.1 6F16
 
l1543W 4302N 1756-17492 00000/0000 1-10028/0021 08/18/74 0 542 50.9 131-2 6G6G
 
11543W 3849N 1773-17441 00000/0000 1-10029/0788 09/04/74 30 779 48.8 132.6 G6G
 
11543W 3849N 1791-17419 00000/0000 1-10030/0480 09/22/74 0 1030 43.8 139.7 GGbP
 
11543W 3438N 1970-17322 OOOo/OOOO 1-10035/1178 03/20/75 50 3526 42.6 129.8 FGpG

11543W 3434N 1862-17370 00000/0000 1-10032/0777 12/02/74 0 2020 27.2 149.9 PPPP
 
11543w 3433N 1880-17361 00000/0000 1-10033/0179 1P/20/74 40 2271 25.0 148.6 FFFG
11544W SOLON 5010-17484 00000/0000 1-10037/0517 04/29/75 60 4084 47.8 137.8 GGGG
 
11544W 4310N 5062-17363 00000/0000 1-10038/0688 06/20/75 90 4809 57.2 jj6.7 GFF
 
11544W 3856N 1827-17425 00000/0000 1-10031/0268 10/28/74 10 1532 32,6 149,7 GGG
11544W 3851N 1863-17412 00000/0000 1-10032/0761 12/03/74 80 2034 23,7 151.8 PPPG
 
11544W 343 9N 5060-17273 00000/0000 1-10039/0146 06/18/75 10 4781 58.4 101.7 GGGG
 
11544W 3435N 1952-17331 00000/0000 1-10035/0276 03/02/75 10 3275 36.4 134*4 FFPF
 
11545W 4311N 1972-17411 00000/0000 1-10036/0160 03/22/75 50 3554 38.7 137.1 FF0
 
11545W 3855N 1935-17382 00000/0000 1-10034/0370 02/13/75 70 3038 28,5 141-0 GGG
 
11545W 3859N 1953-17373 00000/0000 1-10035/0586 03/03/75 0 3289 34.3 137.4 F FF
 
11545W 3433N 5042-17284 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10038/0523 05/31/75 0 4530 58,6 1050 FGPG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
TMAGE QUALITY ............ ,... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G=GOOD, PPPOOR. F.FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0579
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER FLEV. AZIM. RSV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
11546W 501ON 5028-17474 00000/0000 1-10037/0860 09/17/75 70 4335 52.1 134,3 FFbG 
11546W 4307N 5008-17392 O00ooo/oooo t-10037/0368 04/27/75 80 4056 509 129.2 FG G 
11546W 3857N 5079-17310 00000/0000 1-10039/0455 07/07/75 20 5046 56.7 109.3 GGFG 
11546W 3847N 1737-174s4 00000/0000 1-10027/0934 07/30/74 60 277 56.5 118.5 GGG 
11546W 3846N 1755-174R0 00000/0000 1-10028/0009 08/17/74 0 528 53,1 125.0 QGG6 
















































































































11600W 4559N 1865-17504 00000/0000 1-10032/0849 12/05/74 40 2062 17.7 154-9 bGlGG 
11600w 4555N 1883-17500 00000/0000 1-10033/0261 1P/23/74 30 2313 16.1 153,1 FObG 























11602W 4551N 1757-17542 00000/0000 1-10028/0094 08/19/74 20 556 49.2 135.2 P UG 
1160W 3313N 1808-17390 00000/0000 1-10030/1210 10/09/74 0 1267 42,4 140-9 bGP 
11603w 4605N 1973-17460 00000/OOO0 1-10036/0267 03/23/75 90 3568 37.3 139.5 GGGG 
11603W 4551N 1901-17491 00000/0000 1.10033/0848 01/10/75 90 2564 16.7 1505 GG F 
11605W 4600N 5063-17412 00000/0000 1-10039/0149 06/21/75 60 4823 56.3 121.5 U6FG 
116O5W 3303N 1772-17401 00000/0000 1-10029/0832 09/03/74 lo 765 51,8 125.0 GGbG 
11606W 3306N 1898-17359 00000/OOOO 1.10033/0726 01/07/75 30 2522 25.9 j45.3 FGbG M M 























11607W 3313N 1826-17385 00000/0000 1-10031/0607 10/27/74 30 1518 37.1 145.9 PPPG 
11607W 3311N 1844-17380 O00O/OoO 1-10031/1199 11/14/74 so 1769 32.2 148.6 PPP 
11607w 3305N 1736-17413 00000/0000 1-10027/0880 07/29/74 60 263 5749 108.5 6 16 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA i00 . % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P.PaOR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS, BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 








STANDARD CATALOG FtR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER 











B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABL. 
0
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESPNT/REQUESTED a-GOOD. P=P R. F-FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBv. MrMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-i 
03!20 SEP qo, 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRbDUCT DATA PAGE 0581 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION HICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL AroUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 9 123 45678 C C D D
 
11615W 3731N 1971-17371 00000/0000 1-10036/0182 01121/75 20 3540 41#4 132.2 GGFG
 
11616W 4853N 5082-17450 OOOo/oooo 1-10040/0126 07/10/75 10 5088 53.7 126.0 GGG
 
11616W 4849N 1866-17553 00000/0000 1-10032/0869 12/06/74 100 2076 15.3 156,1 GGG
 
11616W 4145N 1972-17414 00000/0000 1-10036/0161 03/22/75 70 3554 39.5 135,9 FFF
 
11616W 3729N 5061-17323 00000/0000 1-10039/0139 06/19/75 30 4795 58.2 106-7 GGGG 
11616w 3727N 1881-1741o OO0/o0oo 1-10033/0217 IP/21/74 80 2285 22.8 149-7 FF F 
11616W 3721N 1899-17402 Ooooo/oooo 1-10033/0806 01/08/75 70 2536 22.9 147.1 GGGG 
11617W 4855N 1992-17500 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0147 04/11/75 0 3833 427 139.3 UGG 
11617W 4142N 5008-17395 00000/0000 1-10037/0369 04/27/75 80 4056 51.5 127"3 Go 6 
11618w 4846N 1740-175q5 ooooo/oooo 1-10027/1118 08/02/74 60 319 51,7 134.4 PPPG 
11618W 4845N 1758-17591 00000/0000 1-10029/0017 08/20/74 80 570 47.3 139.0 0G6G 
11618W 414IN 5044-17375 00000/0000 1-10038/0542 06/02/75 50 4558 57.4 1171 FFF 
11619W 4852N 1974-17505 OOo00/OOO0 1-10036/0164 03/24/75 40 3582 35.9 141.8 GGbG 
11619W 4850N 5064-17461 00000/0000 1-10039/0410 06/22/75 70 4837 55.3 126.1 GOOF 
11619W 4138N 5026-17385 00000/oOO 1-10037/0845 05/15/75 l0 4307 55.5 122.0 QGF 
11619W 3726N 5025-17343 OOOOO/ooOO 1-10038/0431 05/14/75 20 4293 56.6 115.4 GGbG 
11619W 3722N 5043-17333 00000/oOOO 1-10038/0015 06/01/75 30 4544 58.3 109.7 FO5F .(0 
11622W 4845N 5010-17490 00000/0000 1-10037/0518 04/29/75 70 4084 48.5 136.1 FGG6 
11623W 4845N 5028-17481 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0861 05/17/75 6o 4335 52.8 132.3 GGG 
11624W 4846N 5046-17471 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0582 06/04/75 70 4586 55.1 128.5 FGFG 0 
11626W 4505N 1955-17471 00000/O000 1-10035/0875 03105/75 0 3317 31.2 141.4 FGFG 0 
11627w 3147N 1808-17393 OOOo0ooo 1-10030/1211 10/09/74 0 1267 43.3 139.6 GG 
11629W 4439N 1811-17510 00000OOO 1-10030/1320 10/12/74 0 1309 33.3 150.2 GGPG -w 
11629W 4429N 1793-17531 00000/00 1-10030/0598 09/24/74 0 1058 39.4 145.3 6GbG 
11630W 3137N 1772-17404 O0000O000 1-10029/0833 09/03/74 30 765 52,4 123.2 o6c6
 
11632W 3147N 1826-17391 00000/OOOO 1-10031/0608 10/27/74 50 1518 381 t44-.9 OPP"
 
11632W 314 0N 1898-17362 00000/0000 1410033/0727 01/07/75 so 2522 26.9 144.6 FO6S
 
11632W 3139N 1736-17420 00000/0000 1-10027/0892 07/29/74 70 263 58,0 106.0 GGGG
 
11633W 4441N 5081-17404 OOoo0/OOOO 1-10040/0075 07/09/75 20 5074 55.3 119,1 FGUF
 
11633W 314 6N 5078-1727? 00000/oooo 1-10039/0447 07/06/75 40 5032 57,1 96.9 FFPG
 
11633W 314 5N 1844-17383 00000/0000 1-10031/1200 11/14/74 60 1769 33,3 147"8 PPP
 
11634W 4434N 1865-17511 00000/0000 1-10032/0850 12/05/74 20 2062 18,9 154.3 GGG
 
11634W 4430N 1883-17502 00000/0000 1-10033/0262 i2/23/74 10 2313 17.2 ±52-5 5G6G
 
11634W 4428N 1775-17540 O00OO/OOOO 1-10029/0926 09/06/74 0 807 45,0 139.6 PPPP M
 
11634W 3145N 1970-17331 OOoo/OOOO 1-10035/1180 03/20/75 60 3526 43.9 127.0 FFFF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. **,= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G-GOOD. PmPOOR, FFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP q0j'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0582
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 

















































































































































































11638w 3558N 1791-17442 00000/0000 1-10030/0482 09/22/74 0 1030 45.6 136.9 GGG 























11640W 4021N 1828-17481 00000/0000 1-10031/0288 10/29/74 100 1546 31,2 150.7 a 























11641W 36041 1827-17434 00000/0000 1-10031/0270 10/28/74 70 1532 34,7 147.9 GGPG 

























































































11643W 4008N 1756-17501 00000/0000 1-10028/0023 08/18/74 0 542 52.3 127.4 GGbG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 4# NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .. o... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. 0=GOOD. P=POOR. FWFAIR. 
R=MADE FROM RBV. MCMADE FROM MSS. "5=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30*'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0583
 
STANDARD CATALOG pbR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 























11643W 3601N 1881-17413 00000/0000 1-10033/0218 1P/21/74 70 2285 23.9 149.1 FF F 
11643W 3556N 1899-17404 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10033/0807 01/08/75 40 2536 23.9 j46.4 GPFF 
11644W 4021N 1990-17411 000o0/ooOo 110037/0134 04/09/75 50 3805 46.6 130.5 GGbG 
11644W 4019N 1954-17425 00000/0000 1-10035/0786 03/04/75 50 3303 33.8 138-2 FFFF 














































11646W 3556N 5043-17315 000o0/0000 1j-oo38/oo16 06/01/75 to 4544 58.5 io7.2 GF(G 
11647W 4723N 1848-17564 00000/0000 1-10032/0235 11/18/74 100 1825 20.0 156.0 GPbG 
11648W 4016N 5044-17382 00000/0000 1-10038/0543 06/02/75 30 4558 57.8 114"6 UFF 

























































































11655W 4727N 1974-17512 OOooo/oooo 1-i10036/0165 03/24/75 40 3582 36.8 40-5 GGG 
1655w 4725N 5064-17463 00000/0000 1-10039/0411 06/22/75 So 4837 55.8 123.8 FGbG 
11658W 4721N 5010-17493 00000/0000 1-10037/0519 04/29/75 2o 4084 49.3 j34-3 FGUG 
11658W 4339N 1955-17473 00000/0000 1.10035/0876 03/05/75 ±0 3317 32,1 140o4 G(G 
11700W 4721N 5046-17474 00000/0000 1-10038/0583 06/04/75 60 4586 55.7 126.2 FGG 
11700W 4720N 5028-17483 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10037/0862 o/17/75 50 4335 53.5 130-2 GGbG 
11701W 4314N 1811-17532 00000/0000 1-10030/1321 10/12/74 0 1309 34.4 149.2 GGUP 
11701W 4303N 1793-17534 00000/0000 1-10030/0599 09/24/74 0 1058 40.4 144.1 GGG 
117o3w 5006N 1777-180q4 O000/ooo0 1-0029/0948 09/08/74 50 835 40.7 145.8 PPPP 
11704W 3431N 1791-17444 00000/0000 1-10030/0483 09/22/74 1o 1030 46.4 135.5 6GPG 
11705W SOLON 1759-18042 00000/0000 1-10029/0030 08/21/74 90 584 46.1 140-9 PG(6 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 Tn 100 % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........... v..... BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. FuFAIR* 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30o175 
ERTS-I 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA PAGE 0584 
STANDARD CATALOG FBR US 




















B P P a P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
11705W 3433N 1773-17453 OOO00/oooo 1.10029/0791 09/04/74 10 779 50.9 127.4 GP(.G 















































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD CAVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSFBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GPGOOD. P=POR F-FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RmMADE FROM RBV, M:MADE FRBM MSS, BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i 
03:20 SEP qop'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PAGE 0585 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 9 123 45678 C C D 0 
11712W 3433N 5025-173r2 00000/0000 1-10038/0433 09/14/75 10 4293 5792 110o7 GG5
 
11712W 3431N 5043-17342 00000/0000 1-10038/0017 06/01/75 10 4544 58.6 104.6 FFbF
 
11713W 4305N 5027-17441 00000/0000 1!10037/0831 09/16/75 10 4321 55.1 123.9 FGOG
 
11713W 3855N 1990-17413 00000/0000 1-10037/0135 04/09,75 30 3805 47.3 128.9 FFUG
 
11713W 3853N 1954-17432 00000/0000 1-10035/0787 03/04/75 60 3303 34.6 137.1 FFFG
 
11713W 385tN 1882-17462 00000/0000 1-10033/0026 1P/22/74 30 2299 21.6 150.2 GG G
 
11713W 3850N 1864-17470 00000/0000 1-10032/0793 12/04/74 90 2048 23.6 151.8 P
 
11714W 3853N 5062-17374 00000/0000 1.10038/0690 06/20/75 80 4809 58,0 109.1 GOG
 
11715W 3851N 5008-17404 00000/0000 1-10037/0374 04/27/75 60 4056 52.7 123-4
 
11717W 3850N 5044-17384 00000/0000 1-10038/0544 06/02/75 10 4558 58.1 112.1 FGbF
 
11717W 3847N 5026-17394 00000/0000 1-10037/0847 05/15/75 10 4307 56.4 1174 FGGF
 
11721W 4606N 1812-17581 00000/0000 1-10030/1401 10/13/74 30 1323 31.9 151.3 GGPG
 
11721W 4558N 1794-17583 O000/O000 1-10030/0634 09/25/74 0 1072 38.0 146.9 PP G
 
11722W 4558N 1848-17571 00000/0000 1.10032/0236 11/18/74 80 1825 21,l 155-3 GGGP
 
11726W 4609N 1956-17523 00000/0000 1-10035/0655 03/06/75 10 3331 30.9 142.0 FOGG
 
11726W 4605N 1938-17532 00000/0000 1-10034/0454 02/16/75 90 3080 24.6 144.7 FGUG
 
11726W 4552N 1776-17592 00000/0000 1-10029/1012 09/07/74 10 821 43.8 141.3 PGGG
 
11727W 4605N 5082-17455 00000/0000 1-10040/0128 07/10/75 10 5088 54.7 121-5 GG
 
11729W 4605N 1992-17505 00000/0000 1-10037/0149 04/11/75 0 3833 4403 136-3 FFbG
 
11729W 4556N 1740-18004 00000/0000 1-10027/1120 08/02/74 50 319 53.1 130 4 GGG
 
11729W 4554N 1758-18000 00000/0000 1-10029/0019 08/20/74 50 570 48.9 jS5.5 OPPG
 
11729W 3305N 1791-17451 00000/0000 1-10030/0484 09/22/74 30 1030 47.2 134.0 GGPG
 
11730W 4602N 1974-17514 00000/0000 1-10036/0166 03/24/75 60 3582 37.7 139.3 FG3G
 
11730W 460ON 5064-17470 00000/OOOO 1-10039/0412 06/22/75 50 4837 56.3 121.4 FGGG
 
11730W 4214N 1955-17480 00000/0000 1-10035/0877 03/05/75 30 3317 33.0 139-4 GFFG
 
11731W 3307N 1773-17455 00000/0000 1-10029/0792 09/04/74 30 779 51.5 125.6 GPOG
 
11732W 4148N 1811-17535 00000/0000 1-10030/1322 10/12/74 0 1309 35.4 148.2 GGGR
 
11732W 4138N 1793-17540 00000/0000 1-10030/0600 09/24/74 0 1058 41.3 142-9 GPUG
 
11733W 4556N 5010-17495 OOOoO/f000 1-10037/0520 04/29/75 30 4084 50.0 132.4 GGG
 
11733W 3722N 1792-17493 O0000/o00O 1-10030/0496 09/23/74 10 1044 44.4 138.7 PGGG
 
11733W 3312N 1935-17400 00000/o000 1;10034/0374 0P/13/75 100 3038 32.1 137t5 GUOF
 
11733W 3305N 1737-17472 00000/0000 1-10027/0938 07/30/74 50 277 57.7 108.9 GGP
 
11734W 4857N 1813-18031 00000/0000 1-10030/1451 10/14/74 0 1337 29.3 153.4 qGuG
 
11734W 4847N 1795-18032 OOOOO/O00O 1-10030/0721 09/26/74 ZO 1086 35.7 149.4 GGbG
 
11734W 4556N 5046-17480 00000/0000 t-10038/0584 06/04/75 50 4586 56.2 123.9 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 * % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. PPOOR. F.FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R-1 ADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BPMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS­03:20 SEP '0,'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0586
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POTNT OBSERVATION MICRaFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
11734W 3730N 810-17492 O0000/O000 1-10030/1281 10/11/74 50 1295 38,9 144-9 GGGG
 
11734W 3315N 5079-17324 00000/oOOO 1-10039/0459 07/07/75 40 5046 57.1 99.6 FGG
 
11734W 3313N 1827-17443 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10031/0272 10/28/74 100 1532 36.8 146.1 GGGG
 
11734W 33loN 1953-17391 00000/OOO0 1-10035/0590 03/03/75 50 3289 37.6 133.0 F FG
 
11734W 3305N 1755-17464 00OOO/OOOO 1-10028/0013 08/17/74 40 528 55.0 116.7 PGGG
 
11734W 3305N 1899-17413 OOO0000OO 1-10033/0809 01/08/75 90 2536 26.0 145-1 FOGG
11735W 4554N 5028-17490 00000/0000 1-10037/0863 05/17/75 30 4335 54.1 128,1 UFUG
 
11735W 37 23N 1774-17502 O000/o00o 1-10029/0866 09/05/74 10 793 49.3 131.3 GGGG
 
11735W 3309N 1863-17430 OOOO0/O00O 1-10032/0765 12/03/74 80 2034 28.2 149.2 GGOG
 
11736W 4138N 1775-17545 00000/0000 1-10029/0928 09/06/74 0 807 46.7 136.5 PPPG M
 
11736W 3313N 1971-17382 00000/0000 1-10036/0185 0t/21175 go 3540 43,6 128.1 GGFG
 
11736W 3311N 5061-17314 00000/0000 1-10039/0142 06/19/75 70 4795 58.4 99-0 GGOG
 
11736W 3310N 1881-17422 00000/Oo 1-10033/0220 12/21/74 20 2285 26.0 147.8 GGPG
 
11737W 4151N 1937-17485 00000O/00O 1-10034/0547 02/15/75 lo 3066 27.2 142°3 FGGG
 
11737W 4150N 5081-17413 00000/0000 I10040/0077 07/09/75 30 5074 56.0 114.4 GOGG
 
11737W 3732N 1936-17443 00000/0000 1-10034/0384 0P/14/75 10 3052 29,7 139.9 qGG

11737W 3728N 1828-17490 OOO00/oooo 1-10031/0297 10/29/74 1oo 1546 33.4 149-0 GP3G
 
11738W 4144N 1847-175P4 00000/0000 1-10032/0217 11/17/74 to 1811 24.8 153.2 GGGG
 
11738w 414IN 1883-17511 00000/0000 1-10033/0264 12/23/74 10 2313 19.4 151.3 FF G
 
11738W 4136N 1757-17553 OOOOo0/Oo 1-10028/0100 08/19/74 40 556 51,4 i29-7 GOGO
 
11738W 3723N 1738-17514 00000/0000 1-10027/0990 07/31/74 10 291 56.7 116,5 GGPG
 
11738W 3308N 5025-17354 00000/o00O 1-0038/0434 05/14/75 70 4293 57.4 108.3 GGG
 
11738W 3304N 5043-17344 00000/0000 1-10038/0018 06/01/75 70 4544 58.7 102.0 GGPF
 
11739W 4855N 1831-180P4 00000/0000 1.10031/0835 11/01/74 100 1588 23.5 155.9 PGPG
 
11739W 4848N 1849-18020 00000/0000 1-10032/0424 11/19/74 100 1839 18.6 156.7 pppp

11739W 4147N 1991-17462 00000/0000 1-10037/0141 04/10/75 80 3819 46.3 1318 GGFG
 
11739W 4143N 1865-17520 00000/0000 1-10032/0852 12/05/74 40 2062 21,1 153.0 GGGG
 
11739W 414ON 1739-17561 00000/0000 1-10027/1067 08/01/74 60 3o5 55.1 123.7 SGbG
 
11739W 3728N 1846-1748t OOOOO/OOOO 1"10032/0176 11/16/74 6D 1797 28.4 151,1 GPGG
 
11739w 3727N 1900-17460 00000/0000 1-10033/0821 01/09/75 10 2550 23.0 146-9 FFFF
 
11740W 4858N 1939-17581 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0463 02/17/75 8O 3094 23.0 146.2 FGFF
 
11740W 4852N 1867-18011 00000/0000 1-10032/0808 12/07/74 80 2090 15.1 156.0 PPPP
 
11740W 4841N 1777-18041 00000/0000 1-10029/0949 09/08/74 70 835 41.7 144,4 PPPP
 
11740W 414 9N 1973-17472 00000/oOOO 1-10036/0269 03/23/75 90 3568 39.8 135.7 FGGG
 
1704ow 373 2N 5080-17370 00000/o00O 1-10040/0068 07/o/75 30 5060 56.8 io7°o FGFG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % .............., 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** w NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G.GOOD. P-POOR. FcFAIR.
; 





03:20 SEP 30'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0587
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT 




MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 

































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ....... 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
,... 
........ 
0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. G:00, P=POeR. F.FAIR. 
RMAOE FROM REV. M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MA0E FROM REV AND VSS. 
03:20 SEP 10, 75 
ERTS-i 
COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0588 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GAGOOD. P=POR, F-FAIR. 
REMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MsS, BMADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30j75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0589
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P s P 























11809W 3602N 5062-17383 00000/0000 1-10038/0692 06/20/75 30 4809 58,3 104"0 GGbG 
11809W 3559N 1882-17471 00000/0000 1-10033/0028 12/22/74 30 2299 23.8 149-0 GGFE 
11810W 4732N 18i3-18oq3 00000/oooo 1-10030/1452 10/14/74 0 1337 30.4 52-5 GGbG 













































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ...... ,..... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GmGOOD. PqPOOR, F*FAIR 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0590
 
STANDARD CATALOG F6R US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCTPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE I0 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER 
 NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
 MbS B P P B P
LUNG LAT 
 RoV MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C 0 D
 
11829W 3431N 1774-17511 00000/0000 1-10029/0868 09/05/74 30 
 793 50.7 127.9 GGUG
1183OW 
 SOloN 1760-1ilo OOO00/O000 1-10029/0156 08/22/74 50 598 45.9
11830w 141.2 GGGG
3846N 1793-17549 00000/0000 1-10030/0602 09/24/74 
 0 1058 43.2 140.4 GGG
11831W 344oN 1936-17402 00000/0000 1-10034/0386 02/14/75 40 3052 31*5 j38o2 GFGG
11832W 4 315N 1938-17541 00000/0000 1-10034/0456 02/16/75 70 3080 26,6 
 143.0 FGUR
11832W 
 4303N 1776-18001 OOO00/oooo 1-10029/1014 09/07/74 80 821 45,6 j38.4 PGPG
118 32W 385 7N 1811-17544 00000/0000 1-10030/1324 10/12/74 0 1309 37*5 46.2 GGep
11832W 
 3433N 1738-17523 00000/0000 1-10027/0992 07/31/74 
 10 291 57,4 j11.7 GGRG
11833W 
 4318N 1956-17532 OOOOO/O000 1-10035/0657 03/06/75 lo 3331 
 32.7 140.0 GGGG
11833W 4314N 5082-17464 00000/0000 1-10040/0130 07/10/75 
 50 5088 55.5 116.8 GG(3G
11833W 4308N 1866-17571 O0000/OOOO 1-10032/0872 1?/06/74 100 2076 
 19,8 153.6 GG6G
11833W 3439N 5080-17375 00000/000 1-10040/0070 07/08/75 
 4O 5060 57.0 102.1 GGGF
11033W 3436N 1828-17495 00000/O000 1-10031/0299 10/29/74 20 1546 
 35.5 147°2 GGG
11834W 4305N 
 1740-18013 OOO00/0000 1-10027/1122 08/02/74 
 20 319 54.4 126.2 GGGG
11834W 4305N 1758-18005 00000/0000 1-10029/0021 08/20/74 20 570 504 
 132.0 GPGP
11,834W 3436N 1846-17490 00000/0000 1-10032/0178 11/16/74 80 1797 
 30.6 149#6 GUG
11834W 343 5N 
 1900-17465 00000/0000 1-10033/0823 01/09/75 
 10 2550 25.0 145.6 GGFF
11835W 4314N 1992-17514 OOO00/000 1-10037/0151 04/11/75 10 
 3833 45.9 133.2 GGGF
11835W 3900N 1937-17494 00000/0000 1-10034/0549 02/15/75 1o 3066 
 29.0 140.6 GG05
11835W 38471J 1775-17554 OOO00/o000 1-10029/0930 09/06/74 
 0 807 48.3 133.4 PPPG
11835W 3435N 1954-17443 00000/0000 110035/0790 03/04/75 30 3303 M
 37.1 133.9 FFGG
11835W 3429N 1756-17515 00000/0000 1-10028/0027 08/18/74 
 20 542 54,4 119.3 0G0G
11836W 4309N 5064-17475 00000/0000 1t0039/0414 06/22/75 10 4837 
 57.1 116.5 GGGE
11836w 3859N 5081-17422 00000oo/o000 1-10040/0079 07/09/75 
 30 5074 56.5 109.6





 5062-17390 Ooi000o/OO 1-10038/0693 06/20/75 
 20 4809 58.3 i01.5 GGFG
11836W 3433N 1882-17474 O0000/Oo 1-10033/0029 12/22/74 20 2299 24,9 148-4 FGPG
11837W 4311N 1974-1752q 00000/0000 1-10036/0168 01/24/75 90 3582 
 39.4 136-8 GGbG
11837w 3850N 1883-175Po 00000/0000 1-10033/0266 1?/23/74 90 2313 21.6 
 150.1 FFG
11837W 
 3848N 1739-17570 O000000000 1-10027/1069 08/01/74 
 20 305 56,1 119.2 GGGG
11837W 3845N 1757-17562 00000/000 1-10028/0102 08/19/74 0 556 
 52.6 125.9 GPP
11837W 3433N 1864-17482 00000/oooo 1-10032/0791 12/04/74 
 80 2048 26,9 149.8 PPG
11837W 3433N 5008-17415 00000/0000 1-10037/0372 04/27/75 10 
 4056 54.1 117.2




11838W 3856N 1991-17471 00000/0000 1-10037/0143 04/10/75 70 3819 
 47.6 128.6 eG F
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .. ,............ 0 TR 100 ­ % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GOOD. POPOOR, F-FAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... 




03:20 SEP 30'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE O59t
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV M6s B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C COD 
11838W 3433N 5044-17400 00000/0000 1-10038/0547 06/02/75 40 4558 58.6 104-4 FFPF 
11839W 4306N 5046-17485 00000/0000 1-10038/0586 06/04/75 40 4586 57.1 119.1 GGFG 























11840W 3853N 5063-17432 00000/0000 1-10039/0154 06/21/75 50 4823 5890 109o0 GGF 
11840W 3846N 1901-17512 00000/0000 1-10033/0853 01/10/75 80 2564 22.0 147.4 FF G 
11843W 3849N 5009-17462 00000,0000 1-10037/0384 04/28/75 0 4070 52.9 123,0 FGbG 

























































































11853W 4602N 1867-18020 00000/0000 1-10032/0810 12/07/74 50 2090 17.4 154.8 PPPP 
11853W 4556N 1759-18064 00000/0000 1-10029/0033 08/21/74 s0 584 48.6 135.9 QRG 
11854W 4607N 1993-17563 00000/0000 1-10037/0072 04/12/75 0 3847 44.6 136-1 G GF 
11854W 4604N 5083-17514 00000/0000 1-10040/0051 07/11/75 80 5102 54.6 121.5 QGUG 























11855W 4557N 1741-18062 00000/0000 1-10027/1166 08/03/74 lo 333 52.9 130.6 PGb(G 
11855W 3306N 1774-17514 00000/0000 1-10029/0869 09/05/74 80 793 51,3 126o1 GGG 
11857W 3757N 1955-17491 00000/0000 1-10035/0880 0/05/75 100 3317 35,5 136"2 FG6F 
11857W 3314N 1936-17454 00000/0000 1-10034/0387 02/14/75 *0 3052 32.4 137-3 &UFG 
11858W 460ON 5011-17553 00000/0000 1-10037/0529 04/30/75 20 4098 50.3 132-3 GGUG 
11858W 4142N 1794-17594 00000/0000 1;10030/0637 09/25/74 0 1072 41-0 143.3 PP G 
11858w 372iN 1793-17552 00000/0000 1-10030/0603 0q/24/74 10 1058 44.1 139-1 GGLG 
11859W 4858N 1814-18085 00000/0000 1-10030/1495 10/15/74 50 1351 29.0 153.6 UGPG 
11859W 415ON 1812-17593 00000/0000 1-10030/1404 10/13/74 0 1323 35.1 148.5 GPPG 
11859W 3312N 5080-17382 00000/0000 1-10040/o071 07/08/75 60 5060 57.0 99.7 GGbG 
11859W 3311N 1828-17501 OOOou/0000 1-10031/0300 10/29/74 20 1546 36.5 146.3 EGGP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .......... , 0 TA 100 v % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD, P=PeOR. F=FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ; .... R=MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-l
 
03:20 SEP 30h'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0592
 
STANDARD CATALOG FR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSs B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV 
 MSS % 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
11859W 3310N 1846-17493 OOOOO/oooo 1-10032/0179 11/16/74 90 1797 31.7 148.8 PGUG
 
11859W 3307N 1738.17530 00000/0000 1-10027/0993 07/31/74 90 291 57,6 109,3 PGPP
 
11900W 4849N 1796-18090 00000/0000 1-10030/0770 09/27/74 30 1100 35,3 149-7 GGUG
 
IlOooW 4556N 5029-17544 00000/0000 1-10037/0872 05/18/75 70 4349 54.3 127o8 FFGG
 
±1900w 4142N 1848-17582 00000/0000 1-10032/0239 11/18/74 70 1825 24.6 153.3 GGGG
 
11900w 3731N 1811-17550 00000/0000 1-10030/1325 l0/12/74 10 1309 38.5 145.2 GGpG

1190OW 33loN 1900-17472 00000/0000 1-10033/0824 01/09/75 10 2550 26.1 144.9 FGGF
 
t1901W 3309N 1954-1740 00000/OOOO 1-10035/o791 03/04/75 90 3303 37.9 132.8 FFPG
 
11901W 3304N 1756-17522 00000/0000 1-10028/0028 08/18/74 70 542 54.9 117.1 GOUG
 
11902W 331IN 5062-17392 O0000/ooo t10038/0694 06/20/75 50 4809 58.3 98.9 FOG
11902W 3308N 1882-17480 00o00/ooo 1-10033/0030 12/22/74 1o 2299 26.0 147.7 FGFF
 
11903W 4137N 1776-18003 00000/0000 1-10029/1015 09/07/74 40 821 46,4 136.9 PPPG
 
11903W 3735N 1937-17501 0oooooo 1-10034/0550 02/15/75 0 3066 30.0 139.8 GGFG
 
11903W 372 2N 1775-17560 00000/0000 1-10029/0931 09/06/74 0 807 490 131.8 PPPG
 
11903W 3307N 1864-17484 00000/0000 1-10032/0792 IP/04/74 40 2048 28.0 149,1 PPG
 
11903W 3307N 5008-17422 00000/0000 1-10037/0373 04/27/75 30 4056 54.5 115.1 GGUG
 
11903W 3306N 5026-17412 00000/0000 1-10037/0850 0%/15/75 90 4307 57.5 107.8 GFFF
 
11904W 4152N 1956-175R5 ooooo/oooo 1,10035/0658 03/06/75 80 3331 33.5 138.9 FFFG
 i1904W 4149N 1938-17544 00000/0000 1-10034/0457 02/16/75 70 3080 27,5 142-1 FGFF
 
11904W 4149N 5082-17471 00000/0000 1-10040/0131 07/10/75 50 5088 55.9 114.5 GGIF
 
11904W 4143N 1866-17574 00000/0000 1-10032/0873 I/06/74 90 2076 21.0 153"0 PGPG
 
11904W 3726N 1847-17535 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0220 1 /17/74 80 1811 28,2 151.1 GGPG
 
11904W 3307N 5044-17402 OOOOO/OOO 1-10038/0548 06/02/75 90 4558 58,7 101.8 FFFF
 
11905W 4855N 1832-18082 O0000/O00O 1-±0031/0957 11/02/74 30 1602 23.2 155.9 PPPG
 
11905W 4853N 1850-18074 00000/0000 1-10032/0450 11/20/74 100 1853 18.3 156.7 GGGP
 
11905W 414oN 1740-18015 Ooooo00 1-10027/1123 08/02/74 10 319 55.0 124.0 GGbG
 
11905w 4139N 1758-18011 00000/0000 1-10029/0022 08/20/74 0 570 51.1 130.2 PPPP
 
11905W 3734N 5081-17424 00000/O000 1-10040/0080 07/09/75 40 5074 56.7 107.2 FFPF
 
11905W 3725N 1883-17523 00000/0000 1-10033/0267 12/23/74 E 2313 22,7 149.5 FFGG
 
11905W 3720N 1757-17565 OOOOO/oooo 1-10028/0103 08/19/74 0 556 53.2 123.9 GPPG M
 
11906W 4904N 1958-18030 00000/0000 1-10035/0847 01/08/75 100 3359 29,7 143.9 FFIG
 
11906W 4856N 1940-180s 00000/0000 1-10034/0554 Op'18/75 90 3108 23.3 146.1 FFF
 
11906W 4847N 1886-18061 00000/0000 1-10033/0401 12/26/74 90 2355 13.8 154.0 pP

11906W 4149N 1992-17520 OOOOO/oooo 1,10037/0152 04/11/75 40 3833 46,6 131.6 GGGG
 
11906W 3730N 1991-17474 00000/0000 1'10037/0144 04/10/75 50 3819 48.3 126.9 FFPG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ..... ,,........ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GFGOOD. P=P8OR. F;FAIR.





03:20 SFP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0593
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS N 123 *5678 C C D D 
11906W 3723N 1739-17573 00000/0000 1-10027/1070 08/01/74 30 305 56,5 116.8 GGGG 
11907W 4857N 1994-18012 00000/0000 1-10037/0204 04/13/75 60 3861 43.3 139.0 FFFG 
11907W 4852N 1868-18070 00000,0000 1-10032/0945 12/08/74 $0 2104 15.0 155,9 PFPF 
11907W 4852N 1922-18044 ooo0nooo 1-10035/0036 01/31/75 60 2857 18.2 148.6 GGGG 
11907W 4841N 1778-18095 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 60 1849 1;4 144o7 GGPG 























11908W 4857N 1976-18022 00000/0000 1-10036/0424 0q/26175 30 3610 36.7 141.6 0GcG 
11908W 4845N 1760-18103 OOO00/OOOO 1-10029/0157 08/22/74 So 598 46,7 139.5 GGGG 























11910W 4852N 5066-17573 00000/0000 1-10039/0371 06/24/75 60 4865 55.2 126.0 FFF 
11910W 4141N 5046-17492 00000/0000 1-10038/0587 06/04/75 10 4586 57,5 116.6 FGFG 
11911W 4847N 1742-18111 OOO00/o000 1-10027/1208 08/04/74 20 347 51.3 134.9 GGG 
11911W 4140N 5028-17501 00000/0000 1-10037/0866 09/17/75 0 4335 55.8 121,4 GGG 
11911W 3723N 5009-17464 00000/0000 1-10037/0385 04/28/75 10 4070 53.4 121.0 GGOF M 
11911W 3722N 5027-17455 00000/0000 1-10037/0835 05/16/75 10 4321 56,9 114.7 FFG M 























11919W 4441N 1813-18042 00000/0000 1-10030/1454 10/14/74 0 1337 32.6 J50.6 GGGG 























11925W 4434N 1849-18031 00000/0000 1-30032/0427 11/19/74 70 1839 22#0 154,6 PPUP 
11925W 3631N 1955-17494 00000/0000 1-10035/0881 03/05/75 100 3317 36.4 135-1 FF0G 
11926W 4444N 1939-17593 00000/0000 1-10034/0466 02/17/75 70 3094 25.9 143.7 FPG 
1192bW 4444N 1957-17584 00000/0000 1'10035/0717 01/07/75 50 3345 32.1 I40.9 GFFG 
11926W 4431N 1759-18060 00000/0000 1-10029/0034 08/21/74 0 584 49.4 134.1 POG 
11926W 3555N 1793-17594 00000/0000 1-10030/0604 09/24/74 10 1058 45.0 137.7 GGG 
11927W 4439N 5083-175P0 OOO00/OOO 1-10040/D052 07/11/75 70 5102 55.0 119.2 FOGG 
11927W 4437N 1867-18023 00000/0000 1-10032/0811 12/07/74 50 2090 18.5 154.2 PPGP 
11927W 4434N 1921-18002 OOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0020 01/30/75 0 2843 21.0 146.6 GGG 
KEYS: CLOUD rVER % ............... 0 To 100 9 % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GFGOOD. P=P8BR, FRFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... REMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS,8.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
03:20 SFP 10,j75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0594
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/E3/75
 
PRINCIPAL. POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL 
NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 
 ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P B P

LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D­
11928W 4442N 1993-17565 00000OOOO 1-10037/0074 04/12/75 o 
 3847 45,4 134.6 GGUG
11928W 4432N 1741-18064 000000/oooo 110027/±167 08/03/74 
 lO 333 53.6 128.6
11928W 4016N 
 1794-18001 00000/oOO 1-10030/0638 09/25/74 0 1072 
GGGO
 
41,9 142.1 P G
 11928W 3606N 1811-17553 00000/0000 1-10030/1326 10/12/74 10 1309 39.5 
 144°1 GGPG
11929W 4439N 1975-17575 00000/0000 1-10036/0366 03/25/75 90 3596 38.9 137-9 FFFF
11929W 4023N 1812-17595 00000/oooo 1-1003o/1405 10/13/74 10 1323 36,1 147-5 GPGG
11930W 4016N 1848-17585 00000/0000 1-10032/0240 11/18/74 60 1825 25.7 152.6 GGGG
11930w 3609N 1937-17503 00000/0000 1-10034/0551 02/15/75 10 306 6  30.9 138.9 FFUG
11930W 3556N 1775-17563 00000/0000 1-10029/0932 09/06/74 
 0 807 49m8 130.1
11,931W 3600N 1847-17542 00000/0000 1-10032/0221 11/17/74 
PPPG
 
60 1811 29.3 150'4 GGG
11'932W 4434N 5011-17560 00000/0000 1-10037/0530 04/30/75 
 40 4098 51.0 130.4 iGGO
11932W 3608N 5081-17431 00000/0000 1-10040/0081 07/09/75 50 5074 56.8 104'7 FFG
11932W 3559N 1883-17525 OOOOO/oooo 1-10033/0268 12/23/74 0 2313 23,8 148.9 GFGF
11932W 3555N 1757-1757J 00000/0000 1:10028/0104 08/19/74 
 0 556 53.8 121.8 P P
11933W 4430N 5029-17551 00000/0000 1-10037/0873 05/18/75 50 4349 54.9 125.6 GGGG
11933W 4011N 1776-18010 00000/0000 1-10029/1016 09/07/74 
 0 821 47.2 135o4




11934W 402 7N 1956-17541 00000/0000 1-10035/0659 03/06/75 80 3331 34.4 
 t37-9 FGGF
11934W 
 402 4N 1938-175s0 00000/0000 1-10034/0458 02/16/75 So 3080 28.4 141.3 FFG
11934W 
 402 3N 5082-17473 00000/0000 1.10040o0132 07/10/75 40 5088 56,2 112.1 UGbG
11934W 4018N 1866-17580 ooooo/ooo 1-10032/0860 12/06/74 
 9o 2076 22,1 152.3 a PG
11934W 3604N 1991-17480 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0145 04/10/75 30 3819 48.9 125.2 GFFG
11934W 3602N 1865-175q4 00000/ooOO 1-10032/0 8 56 1p/05/74 
 10 2062 25.6 150.5
11935W 4015N 1740-18022 00000/0000 1-10027/1124 08/02/74 GGGG
 10 319 55-5 121.8 GGGG
11935w 3605N 1973-17490 00000/ooOO 1-10036/0272 03/23/75 
 10 3568 42.9 130.4 GFF
11935W 3555N 1901-t75P1 00000/0000 1-10033/0855 01/10/75 70 2564 24,1 146.1 PF G
11936W 4733N 1814-18092 00000/ooO i-003o/1496 10/15/74 10 1351 30.1 152.7 GGPP
11936W 4024N 1992-17523 00000/0000 1-10037/0153 04/11/75 70 3833 47.3 130.0 GGGG
11936W 4013N 1758-18014 00000/0000 1-10029/0023 08/20/74 0 570 51.8 
 128.3 GQGG
11937W 4724N 1796-18092 o0000/O000 1"10030/0771 oq/27174 10 1100 36*3 148,5 GGGG
11937W 3557N 5027-17461 00000/0000 1-10037/0836 05/16/75 10 4321 57.2 112.3 PFUG
11938W 402ON 1974-1753p 00000/oo0o 1-10036/0170 03/24/75 100 3582 41so 
 134.2 FFFG
11938W 4018N 5064-17484 00000/ooo 1-10039/0416 06/22/75 10 4837 57.7 i15 GGGG
11938W 355 9N 5045-17451 00000/0000 1-10038/0579 06/03/75 
 40 4572 58.5 106o7 GFGF M
11939W 4014N 5010-17513 00000/0000 1-10037/0523 04/29/75 0 4084 52,6 124-7 PGbG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED 
 G-GOOD. P"POOR. FKFAIR.





03:20 SEP 30j'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0595
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
11939W 3557N 5009-17471 OOOOO/O00O 1-10037/0386 04/28/75 20 4070 53.9 118.9 ;GGF 
11940W 4015N 5046-17494 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/0588 06/04/75 0 4586 57.9 114-1 FFF 


































11943W 4722N 1886-18064 O000/0000 1,10033/0402 12/26/74 100 2355 14.9 153o4 PP 
11943W 4717N 1778-18101 OOO00/OOOO 00000/0000 09/09/74 50 849 42.3 143°3 PGPG 
11944W 4733N 1994-18014 OOOOO/oooo 1.10037/0205 04/13/75 40 3861 44*2 137-5 GFUG 
11944w 4732N 1940-18042 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0555 02/18/75 80 3108 24,3 145"2 PG F 
11944W 4727N 1868-18072 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0946 12/08/74 80 2104 16.1 155.3 FFFF 
11944W 4727N 1922-18051 O0000/O000 1-10035/0037 01/31/75 60 2857 19.2 147.9 GGbG 
11944W 4721N 1760-18110 00000/0000 1-10029/0158 08/22/74 40 598 47.6 137-9 PPPP 














































11951W 4306N 1795-18050 OOO00/O00O 1-10030/0725 09/26/74 4o 1086 39.7 144,8 GGbG 
11952W 4316N 1813-18045 00000/0000 1-10030/1455 10/14/74 0 1337 33.7 149.7 GGPG 
11952W 3505N 1955-17500 Ooooo/oooo 1.10035/0882 03/05/75 100 3317 37,2 134.0 FGFF 
11952W 3430N 1793-17561 OOOOO/O000 110030/0605 09/24/74 50 1058 45.9 136.3 GGlG 




































































11958W 4318N 1957-17590 00000/0000 1-10035/0718 03/07/75 100 3345 33.0 139.8 FGFF 
11958W 4314N 1831-18042 O000oo/oooo 1-10031/0839 11/01/74 80 1588 28.0 152-7 GGPG 























11958W 3435N 1847-17544 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0222 11/17/74 40 1811 30,4 149.6 Gs6 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TA 100 . % CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R*MAOE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30.75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0596
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RSV MSS x 123 45675 C COD 
11959W 4318N 1939-17595 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0467 02/17/75 4o 3094 26.8 142.8 PFUG 
11959W 4314N 5083-1752q O0000/OOOO 1-t0040/0053 07/11/75 4o 5102 55.4 116.9 GGG 
11959W 4312N 1867-18025 OOO00/O000 1A0032/0812 12/07/74 2O 2090 19.7 153,5 PPGP 
11959W 4309N 1921-18004 00000/0000 1-10034/0021 01/30/75 0 2843 22,0 145,9 QGGG 
11959W 3851N 1548-17591 Oooo0/oooo 1-10032/0241 11/18/74 60 1825 26.8 151.9 GGbG 
11959W 3443N 5081-17433 ooooo/oooo 1-10040/0082 07/09/75 40 5074 56.9 102o3 QGFF 
11959W 3433N 1883-17532 ooooo/oooo 1.10033/0269 1?/23/74 ±0 2313 24.8 148.2 FFIF 


























































































12003W 4309N 5011-17562 OOOOO/o000 1-10037/0531 04/30/75 20 4098 51.6 128-5 GGG 
12003W 3901N 1956-17544 00000/0000 1-1035/0660 03/06/75 80 3331 35.3 136.8 GGG 















































































12005W 3433N 5045-17454 OOO00/oooo 1-10038/0580 06/03/75 90 4572 58.6 104-2 FFFF 
























































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tf lOO - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ "..... 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ,...... 
BLANKSOBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGOBOD. p-POOR. F=FAIR. 
R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 30o'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0597 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



















































































































































12022W 4140N 1795-180s2 00000/0000 1-10030/0726 09/26/74 0 1086 40,7 143-6 GGG 
12022W 3304N 1775-17572 00000/0000 1-10029/0934 09/06/74 90 807 51.1 126.6 GGPG 
12023W 4600N 1742-18120 00000/0000 1-10027/1210 08/04/74 0 347 52,7 130,9 GGG 
12023W 4151N 1813-18051 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/1456 10/14/74 0 1337 34,8 148.7 GGPP 

















































































































12028W 4855N 1851-18132 00000/0000 1-10032/0352 11/21/74 100 1867 18.0 156.7 PPG 
12028W 4137N 1777-18061 00000/0000 1-10029/0954 09/08/74 0 835 46,2 137.3 PGPR 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GqGBOD. PwPOOR, F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE . ..... R.MADE FROM RBV. MAMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0598
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCTPAL POTNT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 X 123 45678 C C D D
 
12028W 3311N 1973-17495 OOO00/oooo 1-10036/0274 03/23/75 10 3568 44.3 127'5 FGGF
 
12028W 3304N 1901-17530 OOOOO/oooo 1-10033/o857 01/10/75 so 2564 26.1 144.7 GFFG
 
12029w 4149N 1831-18045 00000/o000 1-10031/0840 11/01/74 80 1588 29.1 151.9 PPPG
 
12029W 414IN 1759-18065 00000/0000 1-10029/0036 08/21/74 0 584 50.9 130,5 GG
 
12029W 3720N 1776-18015 00000/0000 1-10029/1018 09/07/74 0 821 48.8 132.2 POGG
 
112029W 3307N 5027-17470 00000/0000 1-10037/0838 05/16/75 70 4321 57.6 1074 FF6G
 
1.203OW 4153N 1939-18002 00000/0000 1-10034/0468 02/17/75 30 3094 27.8 142.0 FOF
 
1203OW 4153N 1957-17593 OOOO0/o00o 1-10035/0719 03/07/75 100 3345 3309 138-8 FFFG
 
1203OW 4148N 5083-175P5 00000/0000 1-10040/0054 07/11/75 10 5102 55,8 114.6 FGFG
 
1203OW 4146N 1867-18012 OOOOOmJOOO 1-10032/0813 1P/07/74 30 2090 20.8 152-9 PPPG
 
12030W 414 4N 1921-18011 OOOOO/ooo0o 1-10034/0022 01/30/75 to 2843 23.0 145.2 GGGG
 
12030W 4142N 1849-18040 00000/0000 1-10032/0429 11/19/74 40 1839 24.3 153.3 GGGp

1203OW 4140N 1741-18073 00000/0000 1-10027/1169 08/03/74 10 333 54.8 124.3 PGbG
 
12030W 3732N 1938-17555 00000/O00O 1-10034/0460 0?/16/75 5o 3080 30.3 139-5 6G0
 
1203OW 3308N 5045-17460 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10038/0581 06/03/75 100 4572 58.7 101.6 SF06
 
12030W 3305N 5009-17480 00000/0000 1-10037/0388 04/28/75 50 4070 54,7 114.6 6G6E
12031W 4858N 1941-18093 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10034/0515 02/19/75 to 3122 23,6 146.0 PFFE
 
12031W 4854N 1833-18140 00000/0000 1-10031/0938 11/03/74 0 1616 22.9 156.0 P6PR
 
12031W 4852N 1815-18144 00000/0000 1-100311/0168 10/16/74 1o 1365 28.7 153.7 G6CP
 
12031W 4151N 1993-17574 00000/0000 1-10037/0076 04/12/75 10 3847 46.9 131.4 FFG
 
12031W 3735N 1956-17550 00000/0000 1-10035/0661 03/06/75 80 3331 36.1 135.7 665
 
12031W 373 2N 5082-17482 00000/0000 1-10040/0134 07/10/75 20 5088 56.6 107-3 GGFG
 
12032W 4901N 1959-18085 OOOO0/OO0 1-10035/0936 03/09/75 90 3373 30.1 143,7 SF6G
 
12032W 4850N 1869-18124 00000/0000 1-10032/0960 12/09/74 90 2118 14,8 155.9 FFFR
 
12032W 4846N 1887-I8liS 00000/0000 1-10033/0418 1P/27/74 90 2369 13.8 153-8 PF
 
12032W 4147N 5065-17535 00000/nOO 1-10040/0002 06/23/75 So 4851 57,4 114.0 FGGF
 
12032W 3727N 1866-17585 00000/0000 1-10032/0875 12/06/74 10 2076 24,3 151.1 PGPG
 
12032W 3724N 1740-18031 00000/0000 1-10027/1126 08/02/74 1o 319 56.4 117.2 GaG
 
12033W 4846N 1761-18161 00000/0000 1-10029/0196 08/23/74 80 612 46.4 139.8 6G5G
 
12033W 4846N 1779-1813 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 tOO 863 41,0 145.1 PGPG
 
12033W 4149N 1975-17584 00000/0000 1-10036/0368 03/25/75 50 3596 40,6 135.3 FGFG
 
12033W 3723N 1758-18023 00000/0000 1-10029/0015 08/20/74 0 570 53,0 124.4 G 6G
 
12034W 4857N 1995-18070 00000/0000 1-10037/0240 04/14/75 30 3875 43.7 138.9 PGFG
 
12034W 4850N 1923-18102 00000/0000 1-10034/0074 02/01/75 80 2871 18.4 148.4 FFFF
 
12034W 4144N 5011-17565 00000/0000 1-10037/0532 04/30/75 30 4098 52.3 126.5 FGQG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ...............0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *t * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P-POOR. F4FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MS5. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS­
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0599
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 T8 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MBS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
12034W 3733N 1992-17532 OOOOO/o000 1-10037/0155 04/11/75 10 3833 48.6 126.6 FGbG 
12035W 4845N 1743-18165 00000/0000 1-10027/1103 0/05/74 0 361 51.1 135.0 Gp(,G 
12035W 3728N 5064-17493 00000/O000 1-10039/0418 06/22/75 10 4837 58.1 i06'4 GGbG 
12036W 4853N 1977-18080 00000/0000 1-10036/0354 03/27/75 0 3624 37*1 141"4 GGGG 
12036W 414ON 5047-17590 00000/0000 1-10039/0030 06/05/75 10 4600 57*6 116.4 GGFG 
12036W 3728N 1974-17541 00000/OOO 1-10036/0171 0/24/75 50 3582 42.5 j3j-5 GGbF 























12038W 4851N 5013-18061 00000/0000 1.10037/0696 05/02/75 90 4126 49.3 135.6 FG F 
12038W 3724N 5046-17503 00000/0000 1-10038/0590 06/04/75 30 4586 58,#4 109.0 GGGG 
12040W 4849N 5049-18041 00000/0000 1-10038/0550 06/07/75 80 4628 55*2 128.0 GFbG 
12045W 4443N 1814-18101 00000/oooO 1-10030/1498 10/15/74 0 1351 32,3 150.8 6ees 























12052W 444oN 1832-18094 00000/0000 1-10031/0960 11/02/74 90 1602 26.6 153.6 PPPG 
12052W 4438N 1850-18085 00000/0000 1-10032/0453 11/20/74 90 1853 21.8 154-7 GGUS 
12052W 4431N 1760-18115 00000/0000 1-10029/0160 08/22/74 40 598 49.1 134.5 PGG 
12052W 4015N 1795-18095 00000/0000 i-10030/0727 09/26/74 0 1086 41.6 142.4 GGUG 
12053W 4442N 5084-17574 00000/0000 1-10040/0227 07/12/75 60 5116 54.9 119-4 FF'F 
12053W 4441N 1940-18051 00000/0000 1-10034/0557 02/18/75 90 3108 26,2 t43,5 FPGF 
12053W 444IN 1976-18033 00000/0000 1t10036/0427 03/26/75 70 3610 39,3 137.8 FOGG 
12053W 4437N 1868-18081 00000/0000 1-10032/0948 1P/08/74 20 2104 18.4 154.1 FPFG 
12053w 4437N 1922-18060 00000/0000 1T10035/0039 01/31/75 70 2857 21,2 146.4 GGbG 























12054W 3606N 1812-18011 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1408 10/13/74 lo 1323 39,2 144.4 PPPG 
1205EW 4438N 5066-17584 OOOOO/OOO 1-10039/0374 06/24/75 80 4865 56,6 118.9 GGG 























12057W 4012N 1777-18064 00000/0000 1-10029/0955 09/08/74 0 835 47.0 135.8 PGPP 
12057W 3606N 1938-17562 00000/0000 1-10034/0461 02/16/75 40 3080 31.2 138.6 GGG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ,........I..... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. PxPOOR. F-FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBv. MSMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0600
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D a 
12058W 3609N 1956-17553 00000/0000 1-10035/0662 0-/06/75 70 3331 36,9 34o6 GGWG 
12058w 3606N 5082-17485 00000/0000 1-10040/0135 07/10/75 30 5088 56.7 104,9 GGFG 







































































































1210oW 3557N 1758-18025 00000/0000 .i10029/0025 08/2074 0 570 53.5 122,4 GGbG M 
12101W 4026N 1993-17581 00000/0000 1-10037/0077 04/12/75 0 3847 47.6 129.7 GGbG M 
12101W 3607N 1992.17534 00000/0000 1-10037/0156 04/11/75 10 3833 49.2 124.9 FG(3G 













































1,2103W 3557N 5010-17525 00000/0000 1-t0037/0525 04/29/75 20 4084 54.1 118.6 PGPG 
12104W 3559N 5028-17515 00000/0000 1.10037/0870 09/17/75 4O 4335 57.3 112.0 GGGG 


























































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... I-*--...... 0 Tr i00 % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P*POOR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MS$, B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 3o,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0601
 
STANDARD CATALOG FWR.US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
12±09W 4722N 1779-l8155 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 100 863 41.9 143.7 PPGG 
12109W 4722N 1887-18122 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10033/0414 12/27/74 80 2369 14.9 153.2 RPPF 
12109W 4720N 1761-18164 OOO00/oooo 1-10029/0197 08/23/74 70 612 47.3 138.2 GGGG 
1211OW 4732N 1995-18073 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10037/0241 04/14/75 40 3875 44.5 197.3 GFFF 




































































12118W 4318N 1814-18103 00000/0000 1-10030/1499 10/15/74 0 1351 333 149-9 GGG 
12119W 4718N 5031-18054 00000/0000 1-10038/0281 05/20/75 20 4377 54.0 129,4 GFGG 
12119W 3434N 1794-18015 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0642 09/25/74 90 1072 45.5 j36.8 PPP 
12120W 5009N 1762-18213 OOOoO/oooo 1-10029/0394 08/24/74 80 626 45.3 141*7 GGPP 
1212Ow 5009N 1888-18171 00000/0000 1-10033/0232 12/28/74 50 2383 12.7 154.3 FGPG 
12121W 3849N 1795-18061 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0728 09/26/74 10 1086 42.6 141.2 6G0G 























12123W 343ON 1776-18024 00000/0000 1-10029/1020 09/07/74 90 821 50.2 128.8 GGPe 
12124W 4322N 1958-18044 00000/0000 1-10035/0851 03/08/75 80 3359 33#4 139,7 GGG 























12125W 4315N 1940018053 00000/0000 1-10034/0558 02/18/75 100 3108 27,2 142.7 FPF, 
12125W 4312N 1850-18092 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0454 11/20/74 80 1853 22.9 154.0 GPGG 
12125W 4312N 1868-18084 00000/0000 1-10032/0949 12/08/74 0 2104 19.5 153.5 PFQF 
121B2W 4312N 1922-18062 00000/oOOO 1,10035/0040 01/31/75 80 2857 22.2 145.7 GGG 














































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .........a..... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE, 
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,,,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GuGOOD. P#POBR, FPFAIR 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,*..... RrMADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERT$-1
 
03120 SEP 3O'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0602
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICR8FILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 5 P
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
12126W 3847N 1777-18070 00000/OOo0 1-10029/0956 09/08/74 0 835 47,8 134#2 PGPP
 
12126W 3432N 1758-18032 00000/0000 1-10029/0026 08/20/74 40 570 54.0 120.3 GPbG
 
12127W 4313N 5066-17591 OOO00/OOOO 1-10039/0375 06/24/75 80 4865 57.0 nj6.4 GFG
 
12127W 3436N 1866-17594 00000/0000 1-10032/0877 12/06/74 ID 2076 26.6 149.8 aGPP
12127W 3433N 1740-18040 00000/0000 1-10027/1128 08/02/74 70 319 57.1 112.5 QGG
12128W 4306N 1742-181P5 00000/0000 1-10027/1212 08/04/74 40 347 540 126.8 GGUG
 
12128w 3441N 1992-17541 00000/000 1-10037/0157 04/11/75 20 3833 49.8 123'1 
 FGGG
12128W 3437N 5064-17502 00000/0000 1-10039/0420 06/22/75 90 4837 58.2 101.3 FGQU
12129W 3902N 1957-18002 00000/0000 1-10035/0721 0/07/75 100 3345 35.6 136.6 GFPG
 
12129W 390IN 1939-18011 00000/0000 1-10034/0470 02/17/75 60 3094 29,6 140.2 FGG
 
12129W 3858N 1831-18054 00000/0000 1-10031/0842 11/01/74 50 1588 31.3 150.3 GPG
 
12129W 3857N 5083-17534 00000/oOOO 1iOO4O/0056 07/11/75 0 5102 56,3 109.8 FFFG
12129W 3856N 1867-18041 00000/0000 1-10032/0815 12/07/74 20 2090 23.0 i5l7 PPGG
12129W 385qN 1921-18020 00000/0000 1-10034/0024 0t/30/75 0 2843 25.0 143.7 GGGG M
 
12129W 385oN 1759-18074 OOO00/OOO 1-10029/0038 08/21/74 0 584 52.2 126.8 GP(G
12129W 3849N 1741-18082 OOOOOJOOOO 1-10027/1171 08/03/74 10 333 55,8 119.9 GGOG
 
12129W 3437N 1974-17550 00000/OO0 1-10036/0173 03/P4/75 80 3582 43.9 128.7 GGG
 
12130W 390oN 1993-17583 00000/0000 1-10037/0078 04/12/75 0 3847 48.3 128.1 FGFG
12130W 3851N 1849-18049 OOO00/o00 1-10032/0431 11/19/74 30 1839 26.6 151.9 PG&G
12131W 5007N 5032-18103 00000/0000 1-10038/0305 05/21/75 90 4391 52,8 133.5 GGGG
12131W 4310N 5012-18021 00000/0000 1-10037/0754 05/01/75 0 4112 51.9 128.2 FGFG
 
12131W 4307N 5048-18001 00000/0000 1-10038/0630 06/06/75 10 4614 57.2 118,6 FFFE
12131W 3434N 5028-17522 00000/0000 1-10037/0871 05/17/75 so 4335 57.5 109.5 GGG
 
12132W 3434N 5046,17512 ooooo/OOOO 1-10038/0592 06/04/75 90 4586 58,7 103-9 GFF
12134W 3852N 5011-17574 00000/0000 1-10037/0534 04/30/75 40 4098 53.4 122.5 GGFG
 
12135W 3850N 5029-17565 00000OO/OO 1-10037/0877 05/18/75 0 4349 56#8 116.5 0G0G
12135W 3849N 5047-17555 00000J0000 1-10039/0032 06/05/75 lo 4600 58,2 111.4 FGQF

12138W 455 7N 1797-18153 00000/0000 1-10030/0746 09/28/74 20 1114 37,0 147.7 GG(G
1214oW 4605N 1851-18141 00000/0000 1,10032/0354 11/21/74 90 1867 20,3 155-4 PGGG
12143W 4603N 1815-18153 00000/0000 1-10031/0170 10/16/74 10 1365 30.9 151.9 UPGG M
12144W 4608N 1941-18102 00000/0000 1-10034/0517 02/19/75 100 3122 25.6 144.2 GFUF
12144W 4604N 1833-18145 00000/00 1-10031/0910 l2/03/74 50 1616 25.2 154-5 PPGQ

12144w 4557N 1779-18162 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 90 863 42,9 142'4 GPuG
12144W 4557N 1887-181P4 00000/0000 1-10033/0404 12/27/74 90 2369 16.0 152.6 F
12144W 4555N 1761-18170 00000/0000 1-10029/0198 08/23/74 
R
 
80 612 48.1 136.5 0G0G
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. , 0 TA 100 ­ % CLOUD COVER. ** n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. o.. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. PwPOOR. FSFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0603
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C 0 0
 
12145W 4610N 1959-18094 00000/0000 1-10035/0938 01/09/75 60 3373 31.9 141.6 GGUG
 
12145W 4606N 1995-18075 00000/ooo0 1-10037/0242 04/14/75 4o 3875 45.3 j35.8 GGFF
 
12145W 4601N 1923-18111 00000/0000 1-10034/0076 02/01/75 80 2871 20.5 147.0 FFPF
 
12145W 460ON 1869-18133 00000/0000 1-10032/0962 12/09/74 90 2118 17.1 154.6 FFHP
 
12145W 3308N 1794-18021 OOOOO/o00 1-10030/0643 09/25/74 90 1072 46.4 135.4 PpUG
 
12147W 4554N 1743-18174 00000/O000 1-10027/1105 08/05/74 0 361 52.5 131.1 GGC3G
 
12147W 3315N 1812-180P0 OOOOO/0OOO 1-0030/1410 1o/13/74 70 1323 41.2 142.2 PGPG
 
12147W 3307N 1848-18005 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10032/0245 11/18/74 60 1825 31.2 148-9 GGG
 
12148W 4603N 1977-18085 00000/0000 1-10036/0356 09/27/75 0 3624 38.8 138.8 GuGG
 
12148W 4602N 5067-18040 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10039/0224 06/25/75 70 4879 56.1 121.2 FFF
 
12148W 4143N 1796-18110 OOOOO/O00O 1-10030/0775 09/27/74 0 1100 40.3 1#40 GGGG
 
.12148W 3722N 1795-18064 00000/0000 1-10030/0729 09/26/74 60 1086 43.5 139.9 GP&G
 
12148W 3305N 1776-18030 00000/0000 1-10029/1021 09/07/74 100 821 50.9 127.0 GGPG
 
12149W 4153N 1814-18110 00000/0000 1-10030/1500 10/15/74 0 1351 34.4 149.0 GG(2G
 
12150W 4602N 5013-18070 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0698 OB/O2/75 90 4126 50.8 131.9 FFF
 
1215OW 4558N 5049-18050 00000/0000 1-10038/0552 06/07/75 60 4628 56.3 123-4 GG(3G
 
1215OW 3314N 1938-17571 00000/0000 1-10034/0462 02/16/75 70 3080 32.9 136.8 GGGF
 
12151W 3317N 1956-17562 00000/0000 1.10035/0664 03/06/75 20 3331 38.5 132-3 GGUG
 
12151W 3315N 5082-17494 00000/000 1-10040/0137 07/10/75 100 5088 56,8 100.0 GFGG
 
12151W 3307N 1758.18034 OOOOO/O00O 1-10029/0027 08/20/74 100 570 54,5 118.2 GPGG aa
 
12153W 3735N 1813-18061 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10030/1459 10/14/74 20 1337 37,9 145.7 GGbG M
 
I2153W 3315N 1992-17543 OOOOo/ooOO 1-10037/0158 04/11/75 90 3833 50.3 121-3 GGGG
 
12153W 331ON 1866-18001 00000/0000 1-10032/0878 12/06/74 0 2076 27,7 149.1 GPPP
 
12153W 33IoN 5064-17504 00000/0000 1-10039/0421 06/22/75 100 4837 58.2 98.8 GGGG
 
12153W 3307N 1740-18042 O0000/0000 1-10027/1129 08/02/74 100 319 57.3 110.1 GGGG
 
12154W 4136N 1778-181t5 00000/0000 00000/00OO 09/09/74 20 849 45,9 137.6 a PG
 
i2154W 3721N 1777-18073 00000/OOO0 1-10029/0957 09/08/74 10 835 48,5 132.6 PPPP
 
12155W 4901N 1942-18152 00000/oOOO 1.10035/0016 02/20/75 80 3136 24.0 145.9 FGGG
 
12155W 4553N 5031-18060 00000/0000 1.10038/0282 05/20/75 40 4377 54.6 127.3 FGGG
 
12155W 4157N 1958-18051 O0000/OOO0 1;10035/0852 03/08/75 So 3359 34*2 138.6 GFG,
 
J2155W 4148N 1832-18103 00000/0000 1-10031/0962 11/02/74 30 1602 28.8 152.1 PPPG
 
1215Sw 414 1N 1760-18124 O00O/OOOO i-10029/0162 08/22/74 20 598 50,6 1309 GG L
 
12155W 3311N 1974-17553 00000/0000 Il10036/0174 03/24/75 100 3582 44,6 127.2 GGUG
 
12156W 4855N 1852-18190 OOOOO/oooo 1-10032/0416 11/22/74 100 1881 17.8 156.7 PG
 
12156W 4853N 1816-18202 00000/0000 1.10030/1611 10/17/74 20 1379 28.3 153.9 GPuG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..... *,.a..... 0 TR loo - % CLOUD COVER. *t = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GFGOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP q0,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0604
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 To 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 








































































































































































































12158W 4141N 1742-18132 00000/00oo 1-10027/1213 09/04/74 50 347 54,6 124.6 GGPG 



































12159W 4845N 1762-18220 00000/OOO0 1-10029/0395 08/24/74 50 626 46.2 140'1 GPGG 


































12201W 3726N 5011-17580 00000/O00O 1-10037/0535 04/30/75 40 4098 53.9 120.4 GF6G 



































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER X ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
..... 
... ,... 
BLANKSDBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD, PpPOOR, F'FAIR. 
R#MADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP q0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0605
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MICROFILM ROLL N8./ 

















B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD reVER % ......... ;..... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE o...... 
0 Tn 100 w % CLOUD COVER,.* = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GmGBBD. P-POOR. FPFAIR, 
REMADE FROM RBV. MPMADE FROM MsS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP g0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0606 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCROFILM ROLL NO,/ 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ................ 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... ,. 
BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P.PeOR, F-FAIR,
R=MADE FROM RBV. MaMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 30j'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FrR US 
PAGE 0607 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS I % 123 45678 

















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ............... 0 TA 100 s % CLOUD COVER. ** NO cLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POBR, FFAIR. 
R.MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM 1SS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
0320 SEP 301175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0608
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM POLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN sUN IMAGE WUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RSV MSS % 123 45678 C C D 













































































12255W 390ON 5084-17592 ooooo/oooo I-0040o/0231 07/12/75 10 5116 56.2 110o0 FFF 





























































































































































































12309W 4558N 1744-18233 00000/0000 1-10027/1303 08/06/74 4O 375 52.3 131.4 GGPG 
























































12316W 3726N 1796-18122 00000/0000 1-10030/0778 09/27/74 60 1100 43.2 140.3 GG66 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,,,0.,,,..,., 0 To 100 w % CLOUD COVER, *t a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ........ a.... BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESFNT/PEQUESTED, G-GOOD. P=PBOR. FRFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,,,.. R.MADE FROM RBv. MDMADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03!20 SEP 30s175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA PAGE 0609
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
0 TB 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G.GBOD. P-POOR, FFAIR, 
R.MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 	SEP 3O,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0610
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD BRBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZI M. RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT 	 RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
12325W 4147N 1977-18ioo O00OO/O000 1-10036/0359 03/27/75 0 3624 41.3 134.9 GGGG
12325W 4146N 5067-18052 00000/0000 I-10039/0227 06/25/75 80 4879 57.3 113.9 G6GGG
 
12325W 3732N 1976-18054 OOO00/O000 1-10036/0432 03/26/75 10 3610 43.2 1310 FFFF
 
12326W 4849N 1745-18282 00000/0000 1-10027/1380 08/07/74 10 389 50.6 J35.6 GGGG
 
12326W 414;N 5049-18062 O00Oo000 1-10038/0555 06/07/75 0 4628 57.6 116.1 FFFG
 
12327W 4843N 1763-18274 00000/0000 1-10029/0383 08/25/74 20 640 45.9 140.4 PGPG
 
12328W 3729N 5012-180s 00000/0000 1-10037/0758 05/01/75 90 4112 54.1 120.1 QGFF

12329W 485 2N 1979-18192 00000/0000 1-10036/0509 01/29/75 50 3652 37.9 141.1 FGFG
 
12329W 3724N 5048-18015 00000/0000 1-10038/0634 06/06/75 60 4614 58.4 108.6 FFPF
 
12331W 4848N 5015-18173 OOOO0/O000 1-10037/0651 05/04/75 80 4154 49.9 135.1 FG G
 
12331W 4137N 5031-18072 OOO00/o000 1-10038/0285 05/20/75 30 4377 56.2 120.5 G6GG
 
1,2341W 4439N 1816-18214 00000/o00O 1-10030/1614 10/17/74 40 1379 31,7 151.2 GGG
12341W 442 9N 1780-18223 00000/0000 1-10030/0050 09/11/74 0 877 43.5 1'413 
 GGP
 
12342W 4448N 1960-18194 00000/0000 1-10035/1003 03/10/75 80 3387 33.2 140o4 FFUG
 
12342W 4446N 1942-18163 00000/0000 1-10035/0019 0?/20/75 60 3136 26,8 j4392 GG5G
 
12342W 4440N 1852-18202 00000/0000 1-10032/0407 11/22/74 90 1881 21.3 154.7 PPPP
 
12342w 443 4N 1744-18219 00000/0000 1-10027/1304 08/06/74 20 375 52.9 129.4 GG G
 
12343W 4442N 1834-18210 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 40 1630 26.0 153.9 P P
 
12343W 4439N 5086-18090 00000/0000 O0000/OOOO 07/14/75 so 5144 54,6 119.6 GFFF
 
12343W 4430N 1762-18231 00000/0000 1-10029/0398 08/24/74 30 626 48.6 135.1 PPUG M
 
12344W 4438N 1924-18172 00000/0000 1-10034/0069 02/02/75 80 2885 21.7 146.1 FFFF
 
12344W 3600N 1796-18124 00000/0000 1-10030/0779 09/27/74 90 1100 44.1 139.0 GGGG
 
12345W 443iN 1888-18185 00000/0000 1-t0033/0236 1?/28/74 20 2383 17,1 151.9 FGFG
 
12345W 4015N 1797-18171 00000/0000 1-10030/0750 09/28/74 40 1114 41.0 143.1 PGPG
 
12345W 3610N 1814-18124 00000/0000 1-10030/1504 10/15/74 100 1351 38.6 145.0 GGG
 
12348W 3555N 1778-18133 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 90 849 49-0 1314 GPUG
 
12349W 4439N 1978-18145 00000/0000 1-10037/0058 03/28/75 0 3638 40,1 137.4 FFPG
 
12343W 4023N 1851-18155 00000/0000 1-10032/0358 11/21/74 90 1867 24,9 152.7 PGFP
 
12349W 4021N 1815-18171 00000/0000 1-10031/0174 10/16/74 30 1365 35.2 148-2 GPQG

123 49W 3559N 176018142 00000/0000 1-10029/0166 08/22/74 10 598 53.1 123,3 
 PGUP
 
12350W 4433N 5050-18111 00000/0000 1,10038/0607 06/08/75 2o 4642 56.9 120,8 GGFG
 
12350W 3608N 1940-18074 00000/0000 1-10034/0563 02/18/75 80 3108 31,7 38.2 GFFF

12350W 3605N 1832-18121 00000/0000 1-10031/0966 11/02/74 50 1602 33.2 148.8 PPP
 
12351W 4015N 1779-18180 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 10 863 46.4 136.6 PPPP
 
12351W 3609N 1994-180 0 00000/0000 1-10037/0213 04/13/75 70 3861 49.8 124.3 GGFG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 TO too - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,......s. BLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P;POOR, FOFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP q0,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0611
 
STANDARD CATALOG FeR US 





'ICRerILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 















































































































































































































































































































































































1241OW 3434N 1796-18131 00000/0000 1-10030/0780 09/27/74 100 1100 45.0 137.6 6GGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .................. 'O TR too u % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKStBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P:POOR. F-FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .#.....R-MADE FROM RBv. MqMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBv AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 3o*75 	 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0612
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRSFILM ROLL NB./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED 
 COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV mss B P P B P
 
LONG LAT 	 RBv MSS 
 % 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
12411w SOLON 1890-18283 00000/oooo 1-10033/0494 1P/30/74 0 2411 12.7 154.1 FFF
 
112413W 4314N 1816-18220 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10030/1615 1o/17/74 40 1379 32.7 150,3 GGGG
 
12413W 4304N 1780-18225 00000/0000 1-10030/0051 09/11/74 0 877 44.4 139.9 GGG
 
12414W 4320N 1942-18170 0000/o00o 1-10035/0020 02/20/75 50 3136 27,8 142.4 GGGG
 
12414W 4314N 1852-18204 00000/0000 1-10032/0408 11/22/74 60 1881 22,4 154.0 PPUG
 
12414W 43O8N 1744-1824? 00000/0000 1-10027/1305 08/06/74 0 375 53.6 127'4 P 3
 
12414W 3850N 1797-18174 OOOO/oooO 1-t0030/0751 09/28/74 80 1114 42,0 141.8 PebG
 
12415W 5OBN 1764-18325 OOOOOioooo 1-10029/0364 08/26/74 0 654 44.7 142-2 GGPG
 
12415W 4305N 1762-18234 00000/0000 1-10029/0399 08/24/74 40 626 49.4 133-4 GGPG M
 
12415W 3430N 1778-18140 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/09/74 90 849 49,8 129-7 GG
12416W 5OlON 1908-18275 00000/0000 1-10033/0883 01/17/75 100 2662 14,4 j51.4 FGFF
 
12416W 4314N 5086-1809 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/14/75 70 5144 55.0 117.3 FFFF
 
12416W 4313N 1924-18174 00000/0000 1-10034/0070 02/02/75 70 2885 22,7 145.4 FFFF
 
12418W 4306N 1888-18192 00000/0000 1-10033/0237 12/28/74 2o 2383 18.2 151.3 GGPF
 
12418W 3857N 1851-18162 00000/0000 1-10032/0359 11/21/74 90 1867 26.0 152.0 PG(G

12418W 3856N 1815-18173 00000/0000 1-10031/0175 10/16/74 70 1365 36.3 147.2 PPPG
 
12418W 3438N 1868-18111 00000/0000 1.10032/0955 12/08/74 80 2104 26.2 149,7 FF P
 
12418W 3432N 1742-18152 00000/0000 1-10027/1218 08/04/74 100 347 56.8 113.3 PGGG
124 19W 3849N 1779-18182 00000OO/00 00000/0000 09/10/74 0 863 47.2 135.1 PPP
 
12421W 4314N 1978-18152 00000/0000 1-10037/0059 01/28/75 0 3638 40.9 136.0 FFFG
 
12421W 3901N 1941-18123 00000/0000 1-10034/0522 02/19/75 100 3122 30.2 139.9 FGFG
 
12421W 3855N 1923-18132 00000/0000 1-10034/0081 02/01/75 70 2871 25.4 j43'3 FFFG
12421W 3851N 1761-18191 00000/0000 1-10029/0203 08/23/74 70 612 51.7 127,6 3GGG
 
12422W 4308N 5050-18113 00000/0000 1-10038/0608 06/08/75 10 4642 57.3 118.3 GGCG
 
12422W 3903N 1959-18114 00000/0000 1-10035/0943 03/09/75 So 3373 36.3 136.2 GGGG
 
12422W 3900N 1995-18100 OOOoO/oOOO 1-10037/0247 04/14/75 So 3875 48,9 1275 eGGS
 
12422W 3856N 1833-18170 00000/0000 1-10031/0915 11/03/74 40 1616 30,8 1506 PPbp

12422W 3854N 1869-1813 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0967 12/09/74 60 2118 22.8 151-5 PFPG
 
12422W 385ON 1887-18145 00000/0000 1-10033/0408 1?/27/74 7o 2369 21.5 149.6 F P
 
12422W 3847N 1743-18195 00000/0000 1-10027/1110 08/05/74 60 361 55.4 1205 GPPG
 
12424W 3855N 1977-181o5 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10036/0361 03/27/75 30 3624 42,9 132'1 UG G
 
12425W 3856N 5013-18090 00000/0000 1-10037/0702 05/02/75 30 4126 53.8 121.9 GGPF
 
12425W 3852N 5049-18071 Ooooo/oooo 1-10038/0557 06/07/75 1o 4628 58.2 111.0 FFPG
 
12426w 4303N 5032-18123 00000/0000 1-10038/0310 05/21/75 60 4391 55.9 122.5 IGGG
 
1243OW 3848N 5031-18081 OOOOO/OOOO 1.10038/0287 OR/20/75 10 4377 57.0 115.7 FFFF
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ... .,,...,,0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ,. ..,,., BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G"GOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SFP 0,1 75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0613
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
12432W 4602N 1853-18253 ooooo/oooo 1"10032/0609 11/23/74 100 1895 19.9 155.4 PGPP
 
12433W 4604N 1817-18265 OOOO0/oooo 1-10030/1194 1o/18/74 ±0 1393 30,2 152-3 PGGG
 
12434W 4611N 1961-18210 00000/0000 1-10036/0021 03/11/75 20 3401 32.7 141,3 FGGF
 
12434W 4606W 1835-18262 00000/0000 1"10031/0991 11/05/74 80 1644 24,5 154.7 PPPP
 
12434W 4555N 1781-18274 00000/0000 1-10030/0033 09/12/74 ±0 891 42,3 143.0 PPGG
 
12437W 4601N 1925-18224 00000/0000 1-10034/0089 02/03/75 90 2899 21,0 146.7 GGG
 
12437W 4559N 1871-18245 OOOO0/000 1-10033/0312 12/11/74 40 2146 16.9 154-4 FF
 
12437W 45554 1889-18241 00000/o000 1-10033/0513 12/29/74 100 2397 16,0 152-3 FFFP
 
12438W 4559N 1745-18291 OOOO0/oooo 1-10027/1382 08/07/74 70 389 52.0 131.7 GGGG
 
12438W 4554N 1763-18283 00000/000O 1-10029/0385 08/25/74 50 640 47.6 137,1 GGPG
 
1244 1W 4601N 1979-18201 00000/0000 1;10036/0511 03/29/75 70 3652 39.6 138.5 GGFG
 
12442W 3725N 1797-18180 00000/0000 1-10030/0752 09/28/74 100 1114 42.9 140.6 PPPG
 
12443W 4559N 5015-18182 00000/O00O 1-10037/0653 05/04/75 80 4154 51,3 131,3 GGbG
 
12444W 4149M 1816-18223 00000/0000 1-10030/1616 10/17/74 60 1379 33.8 149-4 PGGG
 
12444W 4139N 1780-18232 00000/0000 1-10030/0052 09/11/74 0 877 45.2 138.5 GGP
 
12445W 4157N 1960-18163 00000/o000 1-10035/1004 03/10/75 40 3387 35,0 138.3 GG
 
12445W 4142N 1744-18244 o0000/o000 1-10027/1306 08/06/74 10 375 54.2 125o3 PP,
 
12446W 4149N 1852-18211 OOO00/oooo 1-10032/0409 11/22/74 80 1881 23.6 153.4 PPPP
 
12446W 414ON 1762-18240 0000/ooOO 1-10029/0400 08/24/74 60 626 50.1 131.7 GGGP
 
12446W 3732N 1851-18164 00000/O0 1-10032.o360 11/21/74 40 1867 27,2 151.3 GGPP
 
12446W 3731N 181518i80 00000/O000 1-100311/0176 10/16/74 100 1365 37.3 146.2 UPG
 
12447W 4844N 1782-18324 OO00/ooOO 1-10029/1205 09/13/74 0 905 4oo 15,9 GGG
 
12447W 4147N 1924-18181 00000/0000 1-10034/0071 02/02/75 60 2885 23.7 144-6 QFFF
 
12447W 3724N 1779-18185 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 0 863 48.0 133.5 GPPP
 
12448W 48531 1854-18303 OOCOO/000 1-10032/0830 11/24/74 100 1909 17.4 156o7 FGGE
 
12448W 4148W 5086-18095 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/14/75 8D 5144 55.4 115-0 FFFG
 
12449W 4854N 1818-18315 00000/0000 t-10031/0188 lo/19/74 60 1407 27.7 154.2 UGGG
 
12449W 4846N 1890-18290 000O0/ooo0 1"10033/0495 12/30/74 0 2411 13.8 153.4 FFF
 
12449W 414ON 1888-18194 00000/ooo0 1-10033/0238 12/28/74 20 2383 19.3 150.7 GGFF
 
1244 9W 3736N 1941-18125 00OOO/OOOO 1-0034/0523 02/19/75 90 3122 31.1 138.9 FF5G
 
12449W 3731N 1833-18172 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10031/0916 11/03/7k 40 1616 31.9 149.8 PGOP
 
12449W 3729N 1923-18134 00000/0000 1-10034/0082 02/01/75 70 2871 26.4 142.6 FFFG
 
12449W 3727N 1761-18193 00000/o000 1-10029/0204 08/23/74 90 612 52.3 j25.7 GGOG
 
12449W 372 1N 1743-18201 00000/0000 1-10027/1111 08/05/74 60 361 55.9 118.2 GGQG
 
12450W 4855W 1836-18111 00000/0000 t-10031/1082 11/06/74 60 1658 22.0 156.3 GP3G
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ..........o..... 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF.
 
IMAGE OUALITY ,.. .... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GUGOOD. P'POOR, F-FAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ;..... R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS, BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-t
03:20 SFP 30,f75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0614
 
STANDARD CATALOG FON US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B R P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C O D
 
I2450W 4855N 1944-18264 O0000/OOOO 1t0035/0318 02/22/75 100 3164 24.7 145.5 GGGF124EoW 3737N 1969-18121 00000/0000 1-10035/0944 o0o9/75 50 3373 37.1 13501 GGFG 
12450w 3725N 1887-18151 O0000/OOOO 1-10033/0416 12/27/74 60 2369 22.5 149.0 FPPP12451W 4852N 1926-18273 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0127 02/04/75 90 2913 19.2 148.0 GGJG12451W 4848N 1872-18294 00000/0000 1-10032/1016 12/12/74 90 2160 14.5 1556 PPIF 
12451W 3734N 1995-1810p 00000/0000 1-10037/0248 04/14/75 30 3875 49,5 125.8 GGUG 
12451W 3728N 1869-18160 00000/OOOO 1110032/0968 12/09/74 70 2118 23.9 i5o'9 PPFF 
12452W 4854N 1962-182qq 00000/0000 1-10035/0114 Oq/12/75 70 3415 31.3 143,3 FFGF12452W 4148N 1978-18154 00000/0000 1-10037/0060 03/28/75 0 3638 41,7 134.7 FGFG 
12452W 3729N 1977-18112 00000/0000 1-10036/0362 03/27/75 50 3624 43.6 130.7 GGPG 
12453W 4843N 1764-183q2 00000/0000 1-10029/0365 08/26/74 10 654 45.6 14o.7 PGPG12453W 4142N 5050-18120 O000o/ooo 1-10038/0609 06/08/75 0 4642 57.7 115.8 'FFGG 
12453W 373ON 5013-18093 00000/0000 1-10037/0703 05/02/75 50 4126 54.3 119.8 'FGFF 
12453W 37 27N 5049-18073 00000/0000 1-10038/0558 06/07/75 10 4628 58.4 108.5 FFFF 
12454W 4847N 1746-18340 00000/OOO0 I10027/1458 08/08/74 10 403 50.3 135.8 GGGG12456W 485ON 1980-182qo 00000/0000 1-10036/0537 03/30/75 30 3666 38.3 141-0 GGPG 
1'2458W 372 2N 5031-18081 00000/0000 1-10038/0288 05/20/75 20 4377 57.4 113.3 GGbG 
12506W 4436N 1853-18260 OOOOO/0OOO 1.10032/0610 11/23/74 90 1895 21,1 154.7 PPPP12507W 4440N 1817-18272 00000/0000 1-10030/1195 10/18/74 40 1393 31.3 151:4 POGO 
12507W 442 9N 1781-18281 O0000OO0 1-10030/O034 09/12/74 0 891 43.2 141j6 GGPP 
444
12508W N 1835-18264 00000/0000 1-10031/0992 11/05/74 80 1644 25.7 153.91 PPP
12509W 4445N 1961-18212 00000/0000 1-10036/0022 03/11/75 40 3401 33-6 140.2 GFGF
 
12511W 443ON 1889-18243 00000/0000 1-10033/0514 12/29/74 100 2397 17,1 1517 FFPF
 
12511W 4429N 1763-18285 00000/000 1-10029/0386 08/25/74 60 640 48.4 35.5 QGGG
12512W 4436N 1925-18230 00000/OOO0 1-10034/0090 02/03/75 90 2899 22.0 145.9 GGGG
12512W 4435N 1871-18252 00000/0000 1610033/0313 1P/11/74 70 2146 18.0 153.8 FOG
 
125 12W 4434N 1745-18293 OOOOO/000 1-10027/1383 08/07/74 60 389 52.7 129.7 OGGG
 
12514W 4023N 1816-18229 00000/0000 1-10030/1617 10/17/74 70 1379 34.9 148*4 GGGG
 
12515W 4436N 1979-18204 00000/0000 1-10036/0512 0V/29/75 50 3652 40.5 137.1 GGF
12515W 4032N 1960-18170 00000/0000 1-10035/1005 03/10/75 30 3387 35.8 137o2 FFGF
12515w 4017N 1744-182R1 00000/0000 1-10027/1307 08/06/74 10 375 54.7 123-1 PP
12516W 4023N 1852-18213 00000/0000 1-10032/0410 11/22/74 60 1881 2i,7 152.7 PPPP
12516W 3606N 1833-18175 00000/0000 1-10031/0917 11/03/74 60 1616 33.0 149.0 PGUp

12516W 3601N 1761-18200 00000/000 1-10029/0205 08/23/74 100 612 52.9 123.7 GG3G
 
12517W 4022N 1924-18183 00000/0000 1-10034/0072 02/02/75 50 2885 24.7 143-9 FFFF
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 : % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF,
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD, P-POOR, FpFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBV. 




03:20 SEP l0175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0615
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRnFILM ROLL N.,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
12517W 4016N 1762-18243 O0000/o000 1,10029/0401 08/24/74 70 626 50.8 129-9 PPPP 
12517W 3559N 1887-181S4 00000/O000 1-10033/0417 1p/27/74 7o 2369 23.6 148,3 FFPP 





































































































12527W 4722N 1890.18292 00000/0000 1-10033/0496 12/30/74 10 2411 14,9 152.8 FFFF 





























































































































12544W 4305N 1889-18250 OOO00/000 1-10033/0515 12/29/74 100 2397 18.2 151,1 FFFF 













































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... #.... 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GuGOOD. P=PBOR. FPFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R.MADE FROM RBV. tMIADs FROM MSS. BrMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30e'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0616
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IIIAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE iD POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MsS B P P B P LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D 0
 
i2546W 3857N 1924-1819o 00000/0000 1-10034/0073 OP/02/75 50 2885 25.6 143'2




12547W 3851N 1762-18245 OOOOO/ooo 1-10029/0402 08/24/74 90 626 51.5 128.0 GPUG
12548W 4311N 1979-18210 O000OO/O0 1-10036/0513 03/29/75 30 3652 41.3 135.8 FF
12548W 4308N 5015-18191 00000/0000 1.10037/0654 05/04/75 100 4154 52.6 127.4 GG'E
12551W 3857N 1978-18163 00000/0000 1-10037/0062 0/28/75 O 3638 43.2 131.9 FFPG
12552W 3851N 5050-18125 O0 0oooo 06/08/75 0 4642 58.2 110.8
1.10038/0611 
 FGG
12559W 4554N 1782-1833 00000/0000 1-10029/1218 09/13/74 0 905 42.0 143.3 PGaP
12600W 4603N 1854-18312 OOOOO/oooo 1-10032/0832 1i/24/74 100 
 1909 19.7 155.3 FGUG
12601W 4605N 1836.18320 00000/0000 1-10031/1067 11/06/74 90 1658 24,3 154.8 G up
12602W 4606N 1818-18324 00000/0000 1'i0031/0190 i0/i9/74 
 90 j407 29.9 152.5 GeIp12602W 4605N 1944-18273 00000/0000 1"10035/0320 02/22/75 100 3164 26.6 j43.7 GGrS
12602W 4603N 1926-18282 00000/0000 110034/0129 02/04/75 70 2913 21.2 146o5 FGG
12602W 455 7N 1890-18295 00000/0000 1"10033/0497 12/30/74 20 2411 16.0 152-2 FFFG
12603W 4558N 1872-18303 00000/oOo 1-10032/10J8 12/12/74 50 2160 16.8 154.3 PFFG
12604W 4604N 1962-18264 00000/0000 1-10035/01-16 03/12/75 so 3415 
 33.1 141.1 GGPG
12605W 4556N 1746-18345 00000/0000 1-10027/1460 08/08/74 90 403 51.8 132.0 QGUG
12605W 4555N 1908-18290 00000/0000 1-10033/0885 01/17/75 
 100 2662 17.5 149-4 FFPF
12611W 4855N 1855-18361 00000/0000 1-10032/0622 11/25/74 20 1923 17.1 156-7 GPQG
12613W 4847N 1747-18394 00000/0000 1-10027/1514 08/09/74 
 20 417 50.1 136.1




12615W 4845N 1783-18382 00000/0000 1t0030/0789 09/14/74 20 919 39.7 146.2 GGPG
12616W 4854N 1819-18373 00000/0000 1-10031/0219 10/20/74 30 1421 27.3 154-4 GPOP
12617W 5430N 1857-18455 00000/0000 1-10032/0555 11/27/74 60 1951 12.1 159.3 GG(3p
12618w 485 2N 1927-18331 00000/0000 1o10035/0074 02/05/75 
 2O 2927 19.5 147-9 FFIG
12618W 4842N 1765-18390 00000/O00O 1-10029/0459 08/27/74 70 668 45.3 140o9 GGG
12619W 5422N 1785-18480 00000/0000 1-10030/0170 09/16/74 7o 947 34.9 151.7 G Pp
126 19W 485 2N 1945-18322 00000/0000 1-10035/0201 02/23/75 100 3178 25.1 145-4 FFPG
12620W 
 484 4N 1909-18340 00000/0000 1-10033/0484 01/18/75 90 2676 15.6 150.6 FGFG
12622W 5432N 1821-18472 00000/0000 1-10031/0403 10/22/74 100 1449 22.1 158.2
12622W 543ON 1947-18421 00000/0000 1-10035/0156 02/25/75 
GGPG
 
0 3206 21.9 148-9 PGG
12622W 5426N 1875-18451 00000/0000 1-10033/0048 12/15/74 
 100 2202 9.7 157.9 PPPF
12623W 5421N 1767-18484 00000/0000 1-10029/0584 08/29/74 0 696 41.0 147.5 GG0
12623W 4849N 5017-18285 00000/0000 1-10037/0599 05/06/75 
 90 4182 50.4 134.7 FFG
12625W 5423N 1749-18493 00000/0000 1-10027/1639 08/11/74 go 445 46,2 143.6 GGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ..,.....t,.... 
0 TO 100 4 % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,

IMAGE QUALITY ......... ..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GGOBOD, P-POOR. FpFAIR.

PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .*....., RNMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. 




03:20 SEP '375 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0617
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
12626W 5425N 1731-18500 00000/0000 1-10027/0657 07/24/74 90 194 50,4 140.9 GGPG
 
12704W 5548N 1930-18481 00000/0000 1-10035/0264 OP/08/75 10 2969 15,3 151-5 GGGG
 
12705W 5544N 1768-18540 00000/0000 1-10029/0545 08/30/74 10 710 39.7 149.2 PGPG
 
12736W 5429N 1804-18531 00000/000 1-10030/1046 10/05/74 90 1212 28.1 155*7 PGGP
 
12742W 5433N 1840-18522 00000/0000 1-10031/1147 11/10/74 90 1714 16.1 159.5 PPP
 
12743W 5421N 1786-18534 00000/0000 1-10030/0287 09/17/74 70 961 34.6 151.9 GGGG
 
12745W 5432N 1822-18530 00000/0000 1-10031/0433 10/23/74 0 1463 21.8 158.3 QG
 
12746W 5429N 1858-18513 00000/0000 1-10032/0569 11/28/74 100 1965 11,9 159.3 PPGG
 
12746W 5423N 1876-18505 00000/0000 1-10033/0078 12/16/74 100 2216 9.6 157*8 FFGF
 
12750W 5425N 1732-18555 00000/0000 1-10027/0701 07/25/74 90 208 50.2 141.0 GGPG
 
12750W 5423N 1750-18551 00000/0000 1-10027/1240 08/12/74 30 459 46.0 143.8 GCGS
 
12751W 5429N 1966-18470 00000/0000 1-10035/1092 03/16/75 20 3471 29.1 147.2 GFUG
 
12752W 5424N 1930-18484 00000/0000 1-10035/0265 02/08/75 0 2969 16.3 150.6 FGGG
 
12752W 5419N 1768-18543 00000/0000 1-10029/0546 08/30/74 10 710 40.7 147-7 PGPG
 
12820W 5555N 1841-18571 00000/0000 1-10031/1162 11/11/74 60 1728 14.7 160.3 PPPP
 
12821W 5559N 1823-18582 00000/0000 1-10031/0476 10/24/74 40 1477 20.2 159.3 GGOG
 
12821W 5551N 1805-18581 00000/0000 1-10030/1069 10/06/74 90 1226 26,6 156.9 PPP
 
12822W 5552N 1859-18565 00000/0000 1-10032/0584 11/29/74 90 1979 10,6 159.9 PPoP
 
12824W 5546N 1787-18590 00000/0000 1-10030/0211 09/18/74 30 975 93.2 153,4 GPPP
 
12828W 5553N 1949-18530 00000/0000 1-10035/0441 0P/27/75 40 3234 21.6 149.7 GGG
 
12828W 5547N 1931-18515 00000/0000 1-10034/0246 02/09/75 70 2983 15.6 151.3 qGPG

12830W 5549N 1733-19010 O00O/O000 1-10027/0827 07/26/74 90 222 49*2 143.0 GGPG
 
12830W 5543N 1769-18594 00000/0000 1-10029/0685 08/31/74 0 724 39,4 149.4 GPGG
 
12855W 5719N 1842-19025 00000/0000 1-10031/1183 11/12/74 10 1742 13.3 161.2 GPG
 
12856W 5717N 1806-19035 00000/0000 1-10031/0070 10/07/74 90 1240 25.1 158.1 GPPP
 
12857W 572oN 1824-19013 00000/0000 1-10031/0528 10/25/74 10 1491 18.8 160.3 a G0
 
12859W 5715N 1860-19021 00000/0000 1.10032/0645 11/30/74 20 1993 9.2 160.7 PG G
 
12900W 5708N 1788-19041 00000/0000 1-10030/0348 09/19/74 100 989 31.8 154.8 QPGG
 
12901W 5719N 1950-18582 OOO00/OOOO 1-10035/0335 02/28/75 0 3248 21,0 150.6 GGG
 
12905W 5709N 1932-18591 00000/0000 1-10034/0238 02/10/75 30 2997 14.9 152-1 Gaeg
 
12906W 5715N 1968-18573 00000/0000 1-10035/1114 03/18/75 60 3499 28.0 149-4 FGG
 
12906W 5714N 1734-19062 00000/0000 1-10027/0854 07/27/74 40 236 48.1 145.1 GGPG
 
12908W 5706N 1752-19064 00000/0000 1*10027/1731 08/14/74 10 487 43.6 147-5 GGGG
 
12908W 5706N 1770-19050 00000/0000 1-10029/0720 09/01/74 0 738 38.0 151.1 GGG
 
12908W 5431N 1841-18580 00000/0000 1-10031/1163 11/11/74 10 1728 15.9 159.5 PPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 T 100 m % CLOUD COVER. ** : NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GGBOD. PsPOOR, F;FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... , R-MADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BsMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-P
03120 SEP 3I,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0618
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MS1 B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
12909W 5427N 1805-1A589 00000/o000 1010030/1070 10/06/74 90 1226 27.7 155 8 PPP
 
12910W 543SN 1823-18584 0000O/O00 1"10031/0477 10/24/74 30 1477 21.4 158t4 PGUG
12910W 542 8N 1859-18572 00000/0000 1-10032/0585 11/29/74 90 1979 11,7 159.2 PPPP
12911W 5422N 1787-18592 OOO00/O00O 1-10030/0210 09/18/74 50 975 34,2 152,1 G UP
 12912W 5426N 1877-18563 OOOOO/OOO0 1010033/0093 12/17/74 100 2230 905 157-7 FFFF
 
12915W 5423N 1931-18542 00000/0000 1-10034/0247 02/09/75 30 2983 16,6 150.5 
 FGFG
12916W 5429N 1949-1853 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0442 02/27/75 60 3234 22.6 148.7 GFGG
12917W 5419N 1769-19001 OOO00/O000 1-10029/0686 08/31/74 10 724 40,4 148,0 GGGG
 12918W 5426N 1733w19013 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10027/0828 07/26/74 80 222 50.0 41"1 GGPG
12927W s84oN 1807-19090 00000/0000 1-10031/0097 10/08/74 70 1254 23.6 159,4 6GPG
12931W 5843N 1825-19085 O0000/OOOO 1-10031/0886 10/26/74 90 1505 17.3 i61.3 PGlG
12933W 584 6N 1969-19025 00000/0000 1-10039/0001 03/19/75 i0 3513 27.3 1507 GGUG
12933W 
 583 2N 1789-19093 OOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0363 09/20/74 20 1003 30.3 156-3 GG0
 
12937W 5829N 1771-19102 00000/000 1-10031/0001 09/02/74 10 752 36.7 152.7 P P
12938W 5837N 1735-19114 OOooo/ooo 1"10027/0876 07/28/74 60 250 46.9 147,1 GG 0
 
12940W 583 4N 1933-19043 OOO00/OOOO 1-10034/0336 02/11/75 0 3011 14.1 153.0 GGG
12945W 5828N 1753-19110 00000/0000 1-10027/1765 08/15/74 60 501 42,4 149.4 GGGG
 
12947W 5556N 1824-19040 OOO00/ooo0 1-10031/0529 10/25/74 0 1491 19.9 159.4 0 6G
12947W 5555N 1842-19032 00000/0000 1-10031/1184 11/12/74 0 1742 14.4 160.4 GPG
12947W 5552N 1806-1904t 00000/0000 1-10031/0071 10/07/74 90 1240 26.2 157,0 PPPP
 
12950W 5551N 1860-19023 00000/0000 1-10032/0646 11/30/74 20 1993 10.4 159.9 PGG
12950W 5544N 1788-19044 o0000/oooo 1-10030/0349 09/19/74 50 989 32.8 153.6 PPUG
12952W 555 5N 1950-18584 00000/0000 1-10035/0336 02/28/75 0 3248 22.0 149.6 FGGQ

12955W 6004N 1808-19142 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10031/0129 10/09/74 10 1268 22.1 160.6 GGG
 
12956W 6006N 1826-19141 OOOO0/OOO0 1-10031/0797 10/27/74 90 1519 15.8 162.4 PoGp
12956W 554SN 1932-18593 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10034/0239 02/10/75 20 2997 15.9 151.2 GGt2G
12957W 555 2N 1968-18580 00000/0000 IT10035/1115 03/18/75 60 3499 29.0 0k8.2 GFOG
 
12957W 5549N 1734-1906H OOO00/OOOO 1-10027/0855 07/27/74 30 236 48.9 143-1 GG
 
12958W 5543N 1752-19061 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1732 08/14/74 10 487 44.5 145.8 PaGa
12958W 
 554 2N 1770-19o53 00000/0000 1-10029/0721 09/01/74 0 738 39.0 t49.6 GGQG
13001W 5954N 1790-19145 00000/0000 1-10030/0584 09/21/74 30 1017 28.9 157.7 GPPG
 
13003W 6OlON 1970-19080 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10037/0014 03/20/75 10 3527 26.7 152.0 FGUQ

13003W 6001N 1736-19165 000o0/0000 1-10027/0908 07/29/74 40 264 45,8 49-1
13006W 6004N 1934-19094 00000/000 1,10035/0108 
UPPG
 
02/12/75 70 3025 13.3 153.9 FF0
13008W 5950N 1772-19153 00000/0000 1-10029/0798 09/03/74 10 766 35.3 154-4 GPGO
 
KEYS: cLOUD COVER % ......... i ,... 0 Tn 100 
- % CLOUD COVER. ** P NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GoGoOD. P-POOR, F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 3Os'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0619
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ........... , 0 TA 100 p % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD, P=POOR. F=FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... REMADE FROM RBV. M'MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH VRODUCT DATA PAGE 0620
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














a P P a P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ......... ..... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *4 = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... o.... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GFGOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R.MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS, B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SFP 30,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0621
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... ,......... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, fl No CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. P*POOR, F-FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE i1..... RcMADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
EPTS-I
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0622
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRnFILM ROLL NO. DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV MbS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
13252W 6004N 1936-19210 000000yoooo 110034/0389 0P/14/75 100 3053 14,0 153.8 GFGF
 
13252W 5954N 1792-19?61 00000/oooo 1-10030/0548 09/23/74 20 1045 28.1 158,0 PPPG
 
13254W 5541N 1754-19173 00000/0000 1-10027/1736 08/16/74 40 515 44.0 146.2 GPGG
13255W 5953N 1774-19270 00000/0000 1-10029/0884 09/05/74 20 794 34,6 154.8 GPGG
 
13256W 6008N 1972-19193 OOO00/o000 1-10036/0198 03/22/75 40 3555 27,5 151.9 GGGG
13256W 6001N 1738-19282 00000/0000 1.10027/0996 07/31/74 90 292 45.3 149.3 GGPG
13258W 6003N 1954-19202 Ooooo/oooo 1-10035/o613 031/04/75 0 3304 20.5 152.6 GGPG
 
13302W 5952N 1756-19274 OOOOOyoOOO 1-10027/1802 08/18/74 70 543 40.5 j5j.6 GGGG
 
13307W 6130N 1829-19305 00000/0000 1-10031/0693 10/30/74 100 1561 13.6 163.7 PG
 
13309W 6 2 8N 1811-19311 00000/OOO0 1-10030/1337 10/12/74 90 1310 19,8 162.2 PPGp

13312W 5720N 1809-19210 OOOOO/o00O 1-10030/1234 10/10/74 60 1282 24.0 158.6 GPPP
 
13314W 6 13 4N 1955-19253 00000,0000 1-10035/0669 03/05/75 8o 3318 19,7 153.9 GGbG
1331bw 6129N 1937-19262 00000/0000 1-10034/0220 02/15/75 30 3067 13.2 j54.8 GGuF
 
13316W 6115N 1793-19313 00000/0000 1-10030/o611 09/24/74 70 1059 26,7 159.5 PPPP
13316W 5719N 1827-19204 00000/0000 1-10031/0038 10/28/74 100 1533 17,8 160.5 GP
 
13317W 5720N 1935-19161 00000/0000 1-10034/0359 02/13/75 90 3039 15.7 151.9 GROG
 
13317W 5716N 1863-19191 00000/0000 1-10032/0797 12/03/74 60 2035 8.7 160,5 PpPP

13319W 5718N 1845-19200 00000/0000 1-10032/0135 11/15/74 80 1784 12,5 161.2 PG a
 
13320W 5718N 1953-19152 OOO00/o000 1-10035/0526 01/03175 70 3290 22.1 t50#4 GFFG
13320W 5708N 1773-19221 O00O/o000 1-10029/0852 09/04/74 100 780 37.0 151,7 GGG
 
13321W 6116N 1775-193P1 00000/0000 1-10029/0991 09/06/74 30 808 33.2 156,4 PPPP
 
13321W 5707N 1791-19212 oooo0/oooo 1-10030/0454 09/22/74 30 1031 30.7 155,3 GPGG
 13322W 6251N 1812-19363 O0000/ooo0 1-10030/1411 10/13/74 30 1324 18.3 163.5 GPGG
13322W 5722N 1971-19143 00000/0000 1-10036/0217 03/21/75 0 3541 29.1 149.3 FGOp

13326W 6115N 1757-19330 00000/0000 1-10029/0342 08/19/74 100 557 392 153.4 GPOG
 13326W 5711N 1737-19233 00000/0000 1-10027/0942 07/30/74 90 278 47.4 145°3 GeP
 
13326W 5431N 1808-19160 00000/0000 1-10031/0133 10/09/74 4o 1268 26,6 156.4 GGPG
 
13329W 6252N 1830-19360 00000/0000 1-10031/0732 lo/31/74 90 1575 12.0 164.8 GG3G
13329W 5705N 1755-19225 00000/0000 1-10028/0031 08/17/74 90 529 42.7 148.1 GG
 
13330W 6242N 1794-19364 OOOOO/O000 1.10030/0644 09/25/74 100 1073 2591 161.1 PPP
13330W 543tN 1826-19155 00000/0000 1-10031/0801 10/27/74 50 1519 20.4 158.7 GPOP
 
13331W 5430N 1844-19150 00000/0000 1-10032/0126 11/14/74 60 1770 15.1 159.6 PGPG
 
13331W 5426N 1862-19142 00000/0000 1-10032/0673 12/02/74 90 2021 11.3 159.0 PFP
 
13331W 5420N 1790-1916q 00000/OOO0 1-10030/0588 09/21/74 0 1017 33,2 152.8 GGGP
 
13334W 6414N 1813-19415 O0000o/ooo 1-10030/1464 10/14/74 100 1338 16.7 164.9 GpGP
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER, ** 
 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
 
IMAnE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, .GSOD.PuPOOR. FaFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30o175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0623
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
13334W 5435N 1970-19094 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10037/0018 03/20/75 40 3527 3o,7 147"o FGQF 
13335W 5426N 1736-19183 00000/0000 1-10027/0894 07/29/74 30 264 49.4 141.5 G PG 
13337W 5429N 1934-19112 00000/0000 1-10035/0112 0P/12/75 60 3025 17.4 150-2 FG G 
13337W 5416N 1772-19171 00000/0000 1.10029/0802 09/03/74 70 766 39,4 148.6 Gp(,P 
13340W 5419N 1754-19180 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10027/1737 08/16/74 70 515 44.9 144.6 GPGG 
13341W 6406N 1795-19420 00000/0000 1-10030/0666 09/26/74 40 1087 23.6 162"6 POOP 
13341W 5841N 1810-19262 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/1255 10/11/74 90 1296 22,5 159.8 R UP 
13343W 6417N 1957-19360 00000/0000 1-10035/0737 03/07/75 0 3346 18.4 156-5 GGQG 
13343W 6413N 1831-19412 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0771 11/01/74 70 1589 10.5 166.0 GPPP 
13343W 6243N 1740-19385 OOOOO/oooo 1-10027/1136 08/02/74 60 320 42.9 153.2 GG G 
















































































































13400W 6402N 1759-19403 00000/0000 1-10029/0107 08/21/74 80 585 36.4 157.2 GPGG 
13401W 6527N 1742-19493 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10027/1241 08/04/74 90 348 40.3 157.4 GG(2p 
13402W 6518N 1778-19481 O00O/o000 1-10029/1093 09/09/74 0 850 28.9 161.6 GGGG 























13407W 5555N 1827-19210 OOOOO/000 1-10031/0039 10/28/74 90 1533 19.0 159.6 GG 
13408W 5556N 1935-19164 000000000 1-10034/0360 02/13/75 100 3039 16.7 151.0 GGbF 
13408W 5552N 1863-19194 00000/0000 1410032/0806 12/03/74 60 2035 9.9 159-7 p 
13410W 5555M 1845-19202 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0136 11/15/74 70 1784 13,7 160.4 PG e 
13411W 6007N 1829-19311 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0694 10/30/74 100 1561 14.7 162.6 PGPG 
13411W 6O06N 1811-19314 OOO00/oOOO 1-10030/1338 10/12/74 90 1310 21.0 161'0 PPPP 
13411W 5555N 1953-19165 00000/0000 1-10035/0527 03/03/75 80 3290 23.1 149,3 GFFF 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NWO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD, P=POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,..... R;MADE FROM ROY. M-MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03o20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0624
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 5 P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 2 123 45678 C C D D
 
13111W 5544N 1773-19223 OOO00/ooo 1-10029/0836 09/04/74 90 780 38.0 150.3 a (4p

13411W 5543N 1791-19214 00000/0000 1-10030/0455 09/22/74 70 1031 31.8 j54-2 GPCG
 
13411W 5307N 1808-19163 00000/0000 1-10031/0134 10/09/74 40 1268 27.7 155.4 PGbG
 
i34i3W 5558N 1971-19150 00000/0000 1-10036/0218 03/21/75 10 3541 30.1 148.1 FFGP
 
13415W 5307N 1826-19161 00000/0000 1-10031/0802 10/27/74 7D 1519 21,6 157.8 GGUP
 
13416W 5547N 1737-19215 00000/000 1-10027/0943 07/30/74 60 278 48,3 143.5 GPP 
13417W 601 N 1955-19260 00000/0000 1-10035/0670 03/05/75 50 3318 20.8 152.6 GGbG 
13i7W 5305N 1844-191E3 00000/0000 1-10032/0127 14/14/74 so 1770 16,3 158.8 PGPG 
13418W 6007N 1937-19264 00000/0000 1-10034/0221 02/15/75 4o 3067 14.3 153.7 GbG 
13418W 6002N 1847-19303 00000/0000 1?10032/0378 1t/17/74 100 1812 9,6 162.9 PPP 
13419w 5953N 1793-19315 00000/0000 1-10030/0612 09/24/74 60 1059 27.8 158,2 GPPP 
13419w 5542N 1755-19231 00000/n000 1-10028/0032 08/17/74 90 529 43.7 146,4 GGbG 
13419W 531IN 1970-19101 00000/0000 1-10037/0019 03/20/75 50 3527 31.6 145.8 PFGG 
13421w 5306N 1934-19115 OOOOO/oooo 1-10035/0113 02/12/75 70 3025 18.5 149.3 FGQF
13423W 5953N 1775-19324 00000/0000 1-10029/0992 09/06/74 10 808 34.3 154'9 PPP 
13427W 5953N 1757-19332 OOOOO/OOO 1-10029/0340 08/19/74 100 557 40.2 151-7 P GG 
1343OW 6129N 1812-19370 00000/0000 1-10030/1412 10/13/74 80 1324 19.4 162.3 GPPP 
13434W 6137N 1956-19311 00000/O000 1.10035/0690 0q/06/75 90 3332 20.1 153.8 FFPG 
13436W 5717N 1810-19264 00000/0000 1 10030/1256 10/11/74 90 1296 23,6 158.7 P PP 
13437W 6130N 1830-19363 00000/0000 1-10031/0733 10/31/74 90 1575 13.2 163.7 GGUG 
13438W 612oN 1794-19371 00000/0000 1-tOO30/0645 09/25/74 100 1073 26,2 159.7 PPP 
13442W 5717N 1828-19262 00000/0000 1-10031/0664 10/29/74 70 1547 17.5 160.6 P 
13443W 5714N 1864-19245 OOO00/000 1-10032/0800 12/04/74 100 2049 8.6 160.4 PPPP 
13444W 5708N 1792-19270 000oO/oooo 11oo3o/oS1 09/23/74 50 1045 30.3 155.6 GG 
13445W 5718N 1936-19215 00000/Oo 1,10034/0391 02/14/75 100 3053 16.0 151.8 GPGG 
13446W 5714N 1738-19291 00000/0000 1-10027/0998 07/31/74 10 292 47,1 145.5 GGG13447W 5707N 1774-19275 00000/0000 1-10029/0886 09/05/74 100 794 36.7 151.9 GPUG 
13448W 5722N 1972-19202 00000/0000 1-10036/0199 0/22/75 100 3555 29.5 149.3 GGpG
13448W 5716N 1846-19254 00000/0000 1-10032/0698 11/16/74 20 1798 12.2 161.2 PGPG 
13449W 6252N 1813-19421 00000/ooOO 1-10030/1465 10/14/74 90 1338 17.9 163.6 GPGP 
13450W 5717N 1954-19211 00000/0000 1-10035/0615 03/04/75 50 3304 22.5 150.3 GGPF 
13451W 612oN 1740-1939P 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1137 08/02/74 30 320 43,9 151.3 GG 6 
13451W 5433N 1809.19215 00000/0000 1,10030/1236 10/10/74 20 1282 26.3 156.5 GPPp
13453W 5706N 1756-192S3 00000/0000 1-10027/1804 08/18/74 60 543 42.4 148.3 GCOO 
13454W 6117N 1758-19384 00000/0000 1-10029/0084 08/20/74 80 571 38,8 153.6 GPbG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........ ,. 0 Te 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSDBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G*.G0D. PcPDOR. FFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP '0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0625
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRnFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV msS B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C O D 
13455W 6244N 1795-19422 00000/oOOO 1-10030/0667 09/26/74 90 1087 24,7 161.2 PeG 
13455W 612DN 5010-19284 00000/oOO 1-10038/0032 04/29/75 70 4085 40t6 151.5 GGFG 
13456W 5432N 1827-1921q 00000/0000 1-10031/0040 10/28/74 20 1533 20.1 1587. PGUG 
13455W 5429N 1863-19200 00000/0000 1-10032/0798 12/03/74 90 2035 11.1 159.0 FPPP 
13456W 5433N 1935-19170 00000/0000 1-10034/0361 02/13/75 100 3039 177 150.1 GGGF 























13458W 6251N 1831-19415 00000/0000 1-10031/0772 11/01/74 90 1589 11.7 164.9 GGP 
13453W 5431N 1953-19161 00000/0000 1-10035/0528 03/03/75 so 3290 24.1 148.3 GFG 
13458W 5430N 1845-19205 00000/0000 1-10032/0137 11/15/74 60 1784 14.8 159.6 PGG 
13458W 5420N 1773-19230 00000/0000 1-10029/0853 09/04/74 60 780 39,0 148.9 GPGP 


































13505W 5419N 1755-19234 00000/0000 1-10028/0033 08/17/74 90 529 44.6 144.8 GPPG 
13506W 6652N 1816-19i581 OOOOO/OOO 1-10030/1505 10/17/74 90 1380 13.3 168.0 GGFG 
13506W 6413N 1932-19470 OOoOojooOo 1-10031/0852 i/02/74 50 1603 10,2 166.1 PPp 
13508W 6236N 1777-194i1 00000/0000 1-10029/1060 09/08/74 10 836 31.4 158.2 pGap 
13509W 6538N 1833-19522 000OO/o000 1-10031/0939 11/03/74 90 1617 8.7 167.4 PPP 
13509W 653ON 1815-19525 00000/0000 1-10030/1555 10/16/74 s0 1366 14.9 166.4 OPSG 
13509W s843N 1811-19320 00000/0000 1-10030/1339 10/12/74 80 1310 22,1 159.9 PPPP 
13510W 6405N 1796-19474 00000/0000 1-10030/0806 09/27/74 0 1101 23,2 162.8 P PG 
13510W 5845 1829-19314 00000/0000 1-10031/0695 10/30/74 100 1561 15.9 161-6 PGPP 
13511W 6244N 1741-19444 00000/0000 1-10027/1177 08/03/74 90 334 42,6 153-3 eGGO 
13511W 6240N 1759-19440 00000/0000 1-10029/o1O5 08/21/74 100 585 37.5 155.5 ciPG 























13516W 5830N 1793-19322 00000/0000 1-10030/0613 09/24/74 90 1059 28.9 156-9 PPP 
135i7W 5844N 1937-19271 00000/0000 1-10034/0222 02/15/75 90 3067 15,3 152'7 GGUF 
13517W 5838N 1847-19310 00000/0000 1-10032/0379 11/17/74 100 1812 10.8 162.0 PPPP 
13520W 6406N 1742-19495 00000/0000 1-10027/1242 08/04/74 80 348 41,3 155,4 GPPP 
13520W 5831N 1775-19330 00000/0000 1-10029/0993 09/06/74 0 808 35.3 153.5 FPPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GmGOOD. P*POOR. FqFAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RrMADE FROM RBv. M=ADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
EPTS-1

o3:20 SEP 3o,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0626
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCReFILM ROLL N8./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P a P

LONG LAT RBv MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
13522W 6643N 1762-199sg OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0216 08/24/74 30 627 33.3 1613 G G
 
13522W 6357N 1778-19483 00000/0000 1-10029/1094 09/09/74 0 850 30.0 159.9 PGG
 
13523W 6643N 1780-19590 00o0oooOO 1-10030/0167 09/11/74 0 878 27.0 163.7 
 PG
 
13523W 6407N 5012-1939i ooooo/O000 1-10038/0120 0;/01/75 So 4113 39,1 j55.2 FGUG
 
13524W 6524N 1779-19515 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 0 864 28.4 161'9 PGGG
 
13524W 6402N 1760-19491 00000/0000 1-10029/0129 08/22/74 80 599 36.1 157.4 PG0G
13524W 5830N 1757-19339 00000/00 1-10029/0343 08/19/74 100 557 41.2 150.1 GG6G
 
13526W 6528N 1743-19591 00000/0000 1-10027/1266 08/05/74 100 362 401 157.5 OGGG
13527W 652 4N 1761-19543 00000/ooo 1-10029/0209 08/23/74 100 613 34.7 159-3 GPPG
 
13528W 555 4N 1810-19271 00000/0000 1-10030/1258 10/11/74 70 1296 24.8 157.7 PPGG
13530W 6531N 5013-19442 00000/0000 1-10038/0081 09/02/75 0 4127 38.4 157.1 GOFF
13533W 6007N 1812-19372 OOOO0/oooo 1-10030/1413 10/13/74 90 1324 20.6 161.2 GPP
 
13533W 555 3N 1828-19265 00000/OOOO 11003 1/0661 10/29/74 90 1547 18.6 159.7 PGP 
13533W 5551N 1864-195Po 000000OO0 1-10032/0796 12/04/74 80 2049 97 159.6 P PP 
13534W 55#N 1792-19273 00000/oooo 1-10030/0549 09/23/74 80 1045 31.4 154.4 PUG13535w 5309N 1809-1922t 00000/0000 1-10030/1237 10/10/74 30 1282 27.4 155,6 PPPP13536w 555ON 1738-19293 00000/0000 1-10027/1000 07/31/74 to 292 48.0 143.7 G 
13537W 5554N 1936-19222 00000/0000 1-10034/0392 02/14/75 100 3053 17.1 150-9 FFFF 
13537W 5543N 1774-19281 00000/0000 1-10029/0887 09/05/74 100 794 37.7 i5o5 GPGP 
13538W 6014N 1956-19314 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0691 03/06/75 50 3332 21.1 152.6 FFPF 
13539W 6008N 1830-19365 00000/0000 1-10031/0734 10/31/74 90 1575 144 162.7 GGG13539W 5553N 1846-19260 00000/0000 1.10032/0699 11/16/74 10 1798 13,4 160-3 PG P 
1354OW 5958N 1794-19373 00000/0000 1-10030/0646 09/25/74 100 1073 27,3 158°4 PPU 
13540W 5553N 1954-19213 00000/0000 1-10035/0616 03/04/75 80 3304 23,5 149-3 FFPG 
13540W 5304N 1863-19203 00000/0000 1410032/o799 12/03/74 1OO 2035 12.2 158.3 PPPp
13541W 5309N 1935-19173 00000/0000 1-10034/0362 02/13/75 90 3039 18.8 149-2 6G0G13541W 5307N 1827-19215 00000/0000 1-10031/0041 10/28/74 20 1533 21.3 157'9 GGGR 
13542W 525 9N 1881-19194 00000/0000 1-10033/0222 12/21/74 70 2286 10.5 156o5 GGFE13543W 5542N 1756-19290 00000/0000 1.10027/1805 08/18/74 100 543 43.4 146.6 GGG 
13543W 5307N 1953-19164 00000/0000 itOO35/0529 03/03/75 70 3290 25.1 147.3 FFfF
 
135 43W 5306N 1845-19211 00000/0000 1-10032/0138 11/15/74 70 1784 16,0 158.8 PG
 
13547W 5309W 1971-19195 00000/0000 1-10036/0220 01/21/75 7 0 3541 32.0 j45-7 GGFP
 
13547W 5259N 1737-19244 00000/0000 1-10027/0945 07/30/74 40 278 5OoO 9.7 QGGG

13548W 6008N 1974-19305 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10036/0306 03/24/75 3O 3583 28.3 151.8 GGFG
 
13553W 5957N 1740-19394 00000/0000 t-10027/1138 08/02/74 80 320 44#8 149.4 so 0
 
KEYS; 	 CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOO0, P POOR. F'FAIR.





03:20 SEP 3O,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0627
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C OD 
13556W 5954N 1758-19390 00000/0000 1-10029/0085 08/20/74 100 571 39,8 151 9 GGGG 














































































13609W 5707N 1793-19324 00000/o00O 1.10030/0614 09/24/74 90 1059 3000 t55.7 PPP 
13610W 5724N 1955-19265 00000/OOOO 1.10035/0672 01/05/75 90 3318 22.8 150.4 FGGG 
13612W 5720'N 1937-19273 00000/0000 1-10034/0223 02/15/75 80 3067 16.3 151.7 GFUF 














































13617W 6118N 1759-19442 00000/0000 1-10029/0106 08/21/74 100 585 38.5 153.8 G GG 
13618W 6121N 1741-194,o 00000/0000 1-10027/1178 08/03/74 100 334 43.6 151.4 GUGG 
13618W 5706N 1757-19341 00000/0000 1-10029/0344 08/19/74 100 557 42.1 148.4 P0G6 '-4 














































13624W 6243N 1796-19481 00000/0000 1-10030/0807 09/27/74 40 1101 24,3 161.4 P pp 
13625W 5431N 1936-'19224 00000/0000 1-10034/0393 0P/14/75 100 3053 18.1 150,0 GUFG 
13625W 5427N 1738-19300 00000/0000 1-10027/0994 07/31/74 10 292 48.9 141.8 P 1G 
13625W 542oN 1774-19284 00000/0000 1-10029/0888 09/05/74 100 794 38,7 149o1 GPUG 
13626W 5434N 1972-19211 00000/0000 1-10036/0200 03/22/75 70 3555 31.4 146.8 GGFF 
13627W 5429N 1846-19263 00000/0000 1.10032/0700 11/16/74 20 1798 14.6 159,6 GG 6 
13627W 5429N 1954-19220 00000/0000 1-10035/0617 Oq/O4/75 80 3304 24.5 148.2 FFPG 
13627W 5418N 1900-19242 00000/0000 1,10033/0825 01/09/75 80 2551 10.1 154.6 PFGF 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED GmGOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... RCMADE FROM RBV. M3MADE FROM MSS. B#MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 20,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0628
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45b78 c C 0 O 































































































































































































































































13647W 6402N 1761-19545 00000/0000 1-10029/0206 08/23/74 100 613 35.8 157-5 5 PQ 























t3651W 6647N 1745-2006± OOooo/oooo 1-10027/1401 08/O7/74 30 390 38.5 159.7 5G G 


































13654W 5834N 5010-19293 00000/0000 1-10038/0034 04/29/75 90 4085 42.5 148.1 GGPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... ,........... 0 Tn 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKSnBAND NOT PRESFNT/PEQUESTED. 3=GOSD. PdPOOR, FUFAIR. 
RWMADE FROM RBv. MUMADE FROM MSS. BEMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS­
03:20 SEP 40P.75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0629
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P a P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 9 123 45678 C C OD 
13654w 5556N 1811-19325 00000/n000 1"10030/1341 10/12/74 50 1310 24.4 157.8 PPPG
 
13657W 5558N 1829-19323 00000/OQOO 1-10031/0697 10/30/74 s0 156t 18.3 159.8 PPPP
 
13659W 584 2N 1848-19364 00000/0000 1-10032/0391 11/18/74 100 1826 10.6 162.0 PPP
 
13659W 5550N 1865-19310 00000/0000 1-10032/0803 12/05/74 100 2063 9.6 159*5 PPPP
 
13700W 554 3N 1793-19331 00000/0000 1-10030/0615 09/24/74 100 1059 31.1 154.6 PP
 
13701W 5601N 1955-19271 00000/0000 1-10035/0673 03/05/75 40 3318 23.8 149o3 GG0
 
13702W 6008N 1813-194q0 O0000/0OOO 1-10030/1467 10/14/74 50 1338 20.2 161,3 GGOP
 
13702W 5306N 1810-19280 00000/0000 1-10030/1260 10/11/74 50 1296 27.0 155,7 PPGG
 
'13704W 5557N 1937-19280 00000/0000 1-10034/0224 02/15/75 5o 3067 17.4 150,8 oFaF 
13704W 5550N 1847-19315 00000/0000 1-10032/0381 11/17/74 100 1812 13.2 160.3 PPP 
13705W 5544N 1775-19335 00000/0000 1-10029/0979 09/06/74 50 808 37.4 150"7 G PG 
13706W 5959N 1795-19431 00000/O000 1-10030/0 6 69 09/26/74 90 1087 26.9 158.6 GP 
13706W 5306N 1828-19274 00000/0000 1-10031/0659 10/29/74 90 1547 21.0 158,0 P PP 
13706W 5303N 1864-19261 00000/0000 1-10032/0802 12/04/74 80 2049 12.1 jS82 PPG 
13707W 5543N 1757-19344 00000/0000 1-10029/0345 08/19/74 90 557 43,1 146.8 6660 
13707W 5257N 1792-19282 00000/0000 1-10030/0550 09/23/74 30 1045 33,6 152,1 PPGp 
13708W 5259N 1882-19?53 O0000/OOOO 1-10033/0032 12/22/74 100 2300 1005 156-4 UFFF 
13709W 6011N 1957-19372 00000/0000 1-10035/0740 03/07/75 10 3346 21.5 152.6 GGFG 
13709W 6007N 1831-19424 00000/0000 1-10031/0774 11/01/74 70 1589 14.1 162°7 GGPP 
13709W 5256N 1774-1g2o 00000/0000 1-10029/0889 09/05/74 70 794 39.7 147.8 G6GG 
13710W 5307N 1936-19211 00000/0000 1-10034/0394 02/14/75 100 3053 19.1 149.1 GOP 
13710W 5303N 1738-19302 00000/0000 1-10027/0999 07/31/74 20 292 49.8 39.9 POGO 
i37iw 5309N 1972-19213 00000/0000 1-10036/0201 03/22/75 40 3555 32.4 j45.6 GGE 
13711W 5304N 1954-19222 00000/0000 1-10035/0618 03/04/75 1o 3304 25.5 147.2 GFPF
 
13711W 5254N 1900-19244 00000/0000 1-10033/0826 01/09/75 90 2551 11.2 153.9 FFFF
 
13713W 5305N 1846-19265 00000/0000 1-10032/0701 11/16/74 100 1798 15.8 158.8 SGPG
 
13714W 5255N 1756-19295 00000/0000 1-10027/1807 08/18/74 100 543 45.2 143-4 60G0
 
13717W 5952N 1777-19440 00000/0000 1-10029/1062 09/08/74 80 836 33.6 155.3 PPPP
 
13719W 595 5N 1759-19445 00000/0000 1-10029/0108 08/21/74 50 585 39.5 152-1 G6GG
 
13720w 5958N 1741-19493 00000/0000 1-10027/1179 08/03/74 100 334 44.6 149.6 GG66
 
13722W 6131N 1814-19482 00000/0000 1-10030/1534 10/15/74 90 1352 18.7 162.6 GGGp
 
13726W 6137N 1958-19423 00000/0000 1-10035/0397 01/08/75 0 3360 20.9 153.8 GGFG
 
13726W 5721N 1812-19381 00000/0000 1-10030/1415 10/13/74 100 1324 22.9 159.0 aPPe
 
13729w 6931N 1820-20201 00000/0000 1-10031/0301 10/21/74 90 1436 9.5 1716 01P 0
 
13730W 6129N 1832-19475 00000/0000 1-10031/0846 11/02/74 too 1603 12.6 163.8 P up
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 T6 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD, PIPOOR. F.FAIR
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ RSMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-I
03:20 SFP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0630
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C OD
 
13731W 6927N 1802-20?02 00000/0000 1-10030/0962 10/03/74 80 1185 16.2 170.2 PGPG
 131731W 571tN 1794-19382 OOOOO/OOOO I-10030/0648 09/25/74 100 1073 29.5 156.0 
 GpGP

13732W 612IN 1796-19483 00000/0000 1-10030/0813 09/27/74

6 100 1101 25.5 1600 P
13732W 5728N 1956-19323 00000/OOOO 1'10035/0 93 03/06/75 70 3332 23.1 150"3 FFPF
 
13732W 57 2 2N 1830-19374 00000/OOO0 1-10031/0736 10/31/74 80 1575 16,8 160.8 GGUG
13734W 57 15N 1866-19362 00000/0OO0 00000/0000 1p/06/74 
 100 2077 8.3 160.2 PGPF
 
13736W 6931N 1730-20230 OOOoO/oo0 1-10027/0602 07/23/74 80 181 39.9 163-8 PGPG
 
13738W 6922N 1784-20210 00000/0000 1-10030/0128 09/15/74 100 934 23.2 168-1 
 Pug
13740W 6806N 1801-20150 OO000/oooo 1-10030/0891 10/02/74 70 1171 17,8 168.2 P Pp

4
1374oW 5722N 1974-19314 00000/oooo 1-10036/0308 03/24/75 0 3583 30.3 149-2 

13741W 61 2 2N 
FFUG
 
1742-19504 00000/0000 1-10027/1244 08/04/74 60 348 43.3 151-5 GGPP
 
13741W 6113N 1778-19492 OO00/ooooo 1-10029/1087 09/09/74 90 850 32.2 156.9 P GO
13743W 6124N 5012-19400 00000/0000 1-10038/0122 09/01/75 30 4113 41.1 151.5 GFPP
 
13743W 6118N. 1760-19500 00000/OOO 1-10029/0131 08/22/74 80 599 38.2 153.9 GPPG
 
13743W 5432N 1811-19332 00000/0000 1-10030/1342 10/12/74 70 1310 25.5 156.9 
 PPPP
13744W 57iN 1740-194o3 00000/0000 1-10027/1140 08/02/74 90 320 46.7 145.7 6G P
 
13745W 6924N 1748-202P2 00000/Oo 1-t0027/1592 08/10/74 20 432 35,5 164-4 G
13745W 6707N 1800-20094 00000/0000 1-10030/0884 10/01/74 9o 1157 19.1 166.8 PPU
 
13745W 6257N 1959-19475 00000/0000 1-10035/0977 03/09/75 0 3374 20.3 155o0 GGGG
13745w 6248N 1815-195q4 00000/0000 1-10030/1557 10/t6/74 80 1366 17.2 163.8 
 PPGG
 






13746W 69 2 6N 5000-20123 00000/0000 1-10037/0774 04/19/75 20 3946 
 31.1 163-6 GFFG
 
13746W 5709N 1758-19395 00000/0000 1-10029/0087 08/20/74 100 571 41.8 148.7 GGUG
 
13747W 6255N 1833-19531 00000/0000 1-10031/0941 11/03/74 SO 1617 11.1 165.0 
 PPP
 
13747W 5710N 5010-19295 00000/0000 1-10038/0035 04/29/75 100 4085 43.4 146°3 FVFG
13747W 5426N 1865-19313 00000/0000 1-10032/0804 12/05/74 100 2063 10.8 158.8 PPPP
 
13747W 5419N 1793-19333 00000/0oOO 1-10030/0616 09/24/74 100 1059 32.1 1534. PPP 
13748W 6245N 1797-195n5 00000/0000 1-I10030/0859 09/28/74 10 1115 23.9 161.5 GPPp4
13748W 5 37N 1955-19274 00000/0000 1-10035/0674 03/05/75 40 3318 24.8 148.2 GFGG
 
13749W 6813N 1819-20150 00000/0000 1-10031/0220 10/20/74 50 1422 11.0 169.8 G 5G
 
13752W 5433N 1937-19282 00000/0000 1-10034/0225 02/15/75 50 3067 18.4 149,9 GFGF
 
13752w 5426N 1847-191P1 00000/0000 1-10032/0382 11/17/74 100 1812 14.3 159.6 PPP
 
13752W 5419N 1775-19342 OOO00/0OO 1-10029/0980 09/06/74 80 808 38.4 149.4 G
 
13755w 5419N 1757-19350 00000/0000 1-10029/0346 08/19/74 100 557 44.0 145.2 GGG
 
13756W 6421N 1960-19531 00000/0000 1-10035/0953 03/10/75 0 3388 19.6 156.4 
 GFOF
 
KEYS: CL8UD rOVER % ............... 0 TH 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ..... ,.. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD, P'POORq FWFAIR,
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE *..... 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0631
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
13756W 6244N 1743-19560 00000/0000 1-10027/1268 08/05/74 100 362 42.1 153.5 GP(bp 
13757W 6415N 1834-19583 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 20 1631 9.6 166.2 PPP 























13759W 6532N 1817-20042 ooooo/oooo 1-10030/1620 10/18/74 50 1394 14.1 166.6 GGG 























13802W 5845N 1813-19413 00000/0000 1-10030/1468 10/14/74 40 1338 21.4 160.2 GPbG 
13804W 6806N 1747-20171 00000/0000 1-10027/1653 08/09/74 80 418 36.9 162-0 GGGG 























13806W 6415N 1996-19512 00000/0000 1-10037/0302 04/15/75 70 3890 33,7 155.9 GGUG 
13807W 6534N 1943-19591 00000/0000 1-10034/0596 02/21/75 So 3151 12.2 158.2 PG 













































13811W 6644N 1782-20103 00000/0000 1-10030/0056 09/13/74 So 906 26.2 164.0 GPUG 
13811W 6402N 1780-19595 ooooo/oooo 1-10030/0145 09/11/74 50 878 29.2 160.4 P PG 
13811W 5844N 1975-19370 00000/0000 1-10036/0373 O/25/75 30 3597 29,7 150,4 GG G 




































































































13822W 6641N 1764-20111 00000/0000 1-10029/0404 08/26/74 so 655 32.7 j61.5 G66 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,............ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. 0G000D. P=POOR. FFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MsS. BsMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0632
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
 MsS B P P 5 P

LONG LAT RBv MSs % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
13822W 5548N 1794-19385 OOOOO/OOOO 1-oo3o/0649 09/25/74 70 1073 30.6 154.8 ppbp

13823W 5559N 1830-19381 00000/0000 1-10031/0737 10/31/74 80 1575 17,9 159.9 GGGG
13824W 5604N 1956-19325 00000/0000 1-10035/0694 03/06/75 70 3332 24,1 149.2 PFPG
13825W 5552N 1866-19364 00000/0000 00000/0000 12/06/74 
 100 2077 9.4 159.5 FFFG
 
13826W 6008N 1814-19485 OOO00/ooo0 1-10030/1535 10/15/74 90 1352 19,8 j61.4 PP P
 
13829W 601SN 1958-19430 00000/0000 1-10035/0398 01/08j75 30 3360 21.9 152.5
13829w 5308N 1811-19334 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/1343 10/12/74 GGFG
 100 1310 26.7 155.9 PPb

13830W 5558N 1974-19320 00000/0000 1-10036/0309 0/24/75 50 3583 31.3 147,9 GGUG
13831W 53loN 1829-19332 00000/0000 1-10031/0699 10/30/74 60 1561 20.6 158.1 PPPP
 
13831W 5255N 1793-19340 OOOO0/oooo 1-10030/0617 09/24/74 90 1059 33,2 152.3 GPPP
13833W 6007N 1832-19482 00000/0000 1-10031/0847 11/02/74 100 1603 13.8 162.8 P bp
13833W 5302N 1865-19315 00000/0000 1-10032/0805 1?/05/74 60 2063 11,9 158.1 PPPp

13834W 5958N 1796s19490 00000/0000 1-10030/0814 09/27/74 100 1101 26.6 158.8
13834W 5547N 1740-19410, 00000/0000 1-10027/1141 08/02/74 90 
P
 
320 47.6 143-9 Go a
13834W 5313N 1955-19280 00000/0000 1-10035/0675 03/05/75 70 3318 25.7 147.2 
 GGbG
13836W 7041N 1750-20332 000OO/OOOO 1-10027/1679 08/12/74 80 460 33,9 167.0 OGOG
13836W 5303N 1847-19324 00000/0000 1-10032/0383 11/17/74 70 1812 15.5 158.8 PPP
13836W 5255N 1775-19344 00000/0000 1-10029/0981 09/06/74 100 808 39.4 1480 G P
13837W 5547N 5010-19302 00000/0000 1-10038/0036 04/29/75 100 4085 44.3 1+47 GGFG
13837W 554 5N 1758-19402 00000/0000 1-10029/0088 08/20/74 90 571 42.8 147.1 UPUG
13837W 5309N 1937-19285 00000/0000 1.10034/0226 02/15/75 50 3067 19.4 149.0 GF&G
 
13839W 5255N 1757-19353 00000/0000 1-10029/0347 08/19/74 100 557 45.0 143.6 GGGG
13843W 7037N 1768-20324 00000/0000 1-10029/0547 08/30/74 30 711 28,0 168.4 GGPG
13843W 5951N 1778-19495 00000/0 1-10029/1088 09/09/74 100 850 33,2 155-5 P UP
13844W 704N 5020-20223 00000/0000 1-10037/0712 05/09/75 10 4225 36.2 165.8 FGPG
13845W 5959N 1742-19511 00000/0000 1-10027/1245 08/04/74 80 348 44.3 149.7 GGPG
13846W 6OOlN 5012-19402 00000/0000 1-10038/0123 0/01/75 9o 4113 42.1 149.7 FFFG
13847W 6930N 1821-20260 00000/0000 1-10031/0404 10/22/74 40 1450 9.1 171.7 GGG
13850W 
 692 9N 1803-20260 00000/0000 1-10030/1129 10/04/74 50 1199 15.8 170-3 
 GPiG
13854W 6135N 1959-19482 00000/0000 1-10035/0978 03/09/75 0 3374 21.3 153.7 FOGG
13854W 6126N 1815-19541 00000/0000 1-10030/1558 10/16/74 80 1366 18.4 162.6 OpS
13856W 6132N 1833-1952 00000/OO 1-10031/0942 11/03/74 60 1617 12.2 163.9 PPP
13856W 6123N 1797-19541 00000/0000 1-10030/0860 09/28/74 4o 1115 25s1 160.2 PGPP
13857W 5722N 1813-19435 00000/0000 1-10030/1469 10/14/74 80 1338 22.5 159o2
13857W 5714N 1795-19440 00000/0000 1-10030/0671 
PPUG
 
09/26/74 100 1087 29.2 156.2 PP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,.............. 0 TO 100 
w % CLOUD COVER. *0 x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSxBANO NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G:GOOD. PePOOR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA PAGE 0633
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P a P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
1390OW 6930N 1965-20200 OOOO0ooo 1-10036/0093 03/15/75 10 3458 17.5 163.0 PGGG 
13900W 5719N 1849-194P4 00000/0000 1-10032/0251 11/19/74 80 1840 11.5 161.1 PPPP 
13902W 6931N 1731-20284 OOOOO/O00O 1-10027/0658 07/24/74 50 195 39.7 163*9 GGPG 


































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... ;..... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ;..... BLANKS;BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaGOOD. PtPOOR. FsFAIR.
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBv. MRMADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SrP q0,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0634
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO.1 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. 
 AZIM. RBV MS$ B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS x 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
13923W 6251N 1978-19524 00000/0000 1-10037/0083 03/28/75 
 40 3639 27.9 154-5 GG6G
13923W 6241N 1762-20010 00000/O00O 1-10029/0222 08/24/74 4O 627 36.5 155,9 PPPP
13923W 
 624oN 1780-20002 00000/OOO0 I-10030/O46 o/i/74 70 878 30.3 158.8 P PP
1392 4W 6416N 1835-20041 00000/0000 1-10031/1010 11/05/74 80 1645 9.3 166.2 OPP
13924W 5846N 1814-19491 00000/0000 1-10030/1536 10/15/74 100 1352 
 21.0 160.3 PG(JP
13924W 5422N 1758-19404 00000/0000 1-10029/0089 08/20/74 100 571 43.7 j45,5 PGGG
13925W 5423N 5010-19304 00000/0000 1-10038/0037 04/29/75 100 4085 45,2 143,0 GGFG
13926W 6812N 1730-2Qqq 00000J0000 1-10027/0603 07/23/74 
 90 181 41.0 161.4 GGPG
13926W 6803N 1784-2021? 00000/0000 1P10030/0115 09/15/74 100 934 24*3 166.1 P GO
13928W 6 65 3N 1819-20192 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0221 10/20/74 50 1422 12.2 168o2 G PG
 13928W 6413N 1943-19594 00000/0000 1-10034/0597 02/21/75 
 70 3151 13.2 156.8 QGGG
13929W 5852N 1958-19 4 q2 00006/0000 1-10035/0399 03/08/75 so 3360 22,9 151.4 GGFF
13930W 6654N 1945-20101 00000/OO0o 1-10035/0145 OP/23/75 10 3179 11,9 159-6 GG G
13931W 
 5836N 1796-19492 00000/0000 1-10030/0808 09/27/74 70 1101 27.7 157.5 P PP
13932w 
 653 3N 1818-20100 00000OO/OO0 110031/0193 10/19/74 90 1408 13,8 166.7 PPGG
13932W 584 4N 1832-19484 00000/0000 1-10031/0848 11/02/74 100 1603 15,0 161.8 P PP
 13933W 68ON 1748-20225 00000/0/00 1-10027/1566 08/10/74 40 432 36.6 162.1 GPGG
13935W 6807N 5000-20125 00000/0000 1-10037/0775 04/19/75 0 3946 
 32.1 161.4 QGFG
13936W 640ON 
 1781-20053 00000OO/00 1-10029/1186 09/12/74 50 892 28.8 160,5 GPGG
13937W 7042N 1805-20371 00000/0000 1-10030/1103 10/06/74 70 1227 13.9 172.5 PGu
13937W 6533N 1944-20050 00000/0000 1-10035/0158 02/22/75 70 3165 12.6 158.1 GGG
13939W 6523N 1782-20105 00000/0000 1-10030/oo5 7 09/13/74 40 
 906 27,3 162.3 6GG
13939W 6 406N 1745-20070 00000/0000 1-10027/1403 08/07/74 50 
 390 40.5 155,7 6GG
13939W 6401N 1763-20062 00000/0000 110029/0306 08/25/74 60 641 35.1 157.8 PGPG
13940w 582 8N 1778-19501 00000/0000 1-10029/1089 09/09/74 100 850 34,3 
 154.1 P (G
13941W 664 6N 1747-2017n 00000/0000 1-10027/1654 08/09/74 90 418 37.9 159.8 6G6G
13942W 664 2N 1783-20161 00000/0000 1-10030/0083 09/14/74 80 920 25.9 164.1 PPPG
139 42W 6530N 1998-20022 00000/0000 1-10037/0282 04/17/75 100 3918 33.5 157.5 GGGF
13942W 5832N 1760-19505 00000/0000 1-10029/0132 08/22/74 50 599 40.2 150.7 
 GbG
13943W 5839N 5012-19405 00000/OOO0 1-10038/0124 05/o1/75 90 4113 43,0 148.o PFFF139 43W 583 6N 1742-19513 00000/0000 1-10027/1246 08/04/74 40 348 45v3 147.9 OPuG13946W 6526N 1746-20122 00000/0000 1-10027/1517 08/08/74 go 404 39.2 t57,7 Pp P
13947W 5559N 1813-19442 00000/o00O 110030/1470 10/14/74 100 1338 23.7 158.2 PPQP
555
13948W oN 1795-19443 00000/0000 1-10030/0672 09/26/74 100 1087 30.3 155,0 PP
13949W 5552N 1867-19422 00000/0000 00000/0000 1P/07/74 100 
 2091 9.3 159.4 FFFF
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TH 
100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** o NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GO00, PTPOORs F-FAIR,

PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE .,..... RSMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-E
 
03.20 SEP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0635
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID PGSrTION IN ROLL ACQUIPED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D 0
 
1395OW 6640N 1765-20165 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0512 08/27/74 4o 669 32.4 161.7 GPGG
 
13950W 6520N 1764-20114 00000/0000 1-10029/0405 08/26/74 80 655 33.8 159-7 BGG
 
13951W 5309N 1812-19393 OOO00/O00O 1-10030/1418 10/13/74 90 1324 26.3 156#1 GPGP
 
13952W 7047N 1985-20300 OOO00/O00O 1-10036/0694 04/04/75 0 3737 24.4 165.8 GFFG
 
13952W 555 6N 1849-19431 OOOO/OOO0 1-10032/0252 11/19/74 50 1840 12,6 160.3 PPP
 
13953W 5556N 1831-19435 O000ooooo I-10031/0777 11/01/74 70 1589 17,6 159.9 GP(3
 
13954W 5601N 1957-19383 00000O/ooo 1-10035/0743 03/07/75 40 3346 24.5 149-1 GFF
 
13955W 5300N 1794-19394 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0651 09/25/74 60 1073 32,8 152.5 GPP
 
13956W 5557N 1975-19375 OOO/o000 1-10036/0375 03125/75 40 3597 31.7 147.9 FGfG
 
13956W 6310N 1830-19390 OOOOo/O000 1-10031/0739 10131i74 100 1575 20.3 158.2 PPPG
 
13957W 6003N 1815-19543 00000/0000 1-10030/1559 10/16/74 70 1366 19.5 161.5 GPGP
 
13957W 5315N 1956-19334 OOOOO/OOOO 1.10035/0696 0q/06/75 50 3332 26.1 147.1 PFPG
 
13958W 7045N 1733-20394 00000/O00O 1-10027/0829 07/26/74 50 223 38,3 166-4 OGGG
 
13958W 7037N 1787-20374 00000/0000 1-10030/0212 09/18/74 70 976 20.9 170.5 QPbG
 
13958W 6012N 1959-19484 OOOoo/OOOO 1-10035/0979 03/09/75 10 3374 22,3 152.5 PFbF
 
13958W 6000N 1797-19544 00000/0000 1-10030/0861 09/28/74 10 1115 26.2 158-9 PPPP M
 
13958W 5302N 1848-19382 00000/0000 1-10032/0393 11/18/74 50 1826 15.3 158.8 p
 
13959W 6009N 1833-19540 00000/0000 1-10031/0943 11/03/74 1oo 1617 13.4 162.8 PpP
 
13959W 5541N 1777-19452 00000/0000 1-10029/1063 09/08/74 90 836 36-7 151-2 PP P
 
13959W 5304N 1866-19373 00000/0000 00000/0000 12/06/74 70 2077 11.7 158-1 G
 
1400OW 5546N 1759-19460 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0111 08/21/74 60 585 42.5 147-3 5GbG
 
14001W 554 8N 1741-19464 Oooooo0o 1-10027/i182 08/03/74 100 334 47.4 144.1 GGGG
 
14001W 5257N 1884-19365 00000/0000 1-10033/0300 19/24/74 80 2328 10.4 156,1 FPF
 
14002W 7043N 5003-20291 00000/0000 1-10037/0389 04/22/75 ±0 3988 31,0 166-0 FGIG a 
14003W 5310N 1974-19325 00000OOO 1-10036/0311 03/24/75 4O 3583 33.2 145,5 GGG
 
14005W 5956N 1779-19553 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 90 864 32.8 155.8 PPP
 
14005W 525 9N 1740-19415 O0000/O000 1-10027/1143 08/02/74 100 320 49,3 140.2 G G
 
14006W 6927N 1804-20315 00000/0000 1-10030/1047 10/05/74 50 1213 15.4 170,4 GGUG
 
14007W 7035N 1769-20382 o0000/OOOO 1-10029/0687 08/31/74 40 725 27.7 168.5 GPbG
 
14008W 6006N 1977-19475 00000/0000 1-10037/0251 03/27/75 90 3625 29,5 151-7 FFFF
 
14008W 5959N 1743-19565 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1270 08/05/74 100 362 44.1 149.8 GGPp
 
14008W 5258N 1758-19411 00000/0000 1-10029/0090 08/20/74 100 571 44.6 143.9 G65G
 
14009W 595 5N 1761-19561 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0210 08/23/74 70 613 38.9 152-5 GPPP
 
1401OW 5259N 5010-19311 00000/OOOO 1-10038/0038 04/29/75 100 4085 46.1 t41.2 GGFG
 
14014W 6002N 5013-19460 00000/0000 1-10038/0085 05/02/75 70 4127 42.4 149-6 GGFG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Te 100 * % CLOUD CHVER. *t : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .... s.......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G=GOOD, P=POOR. F=FAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ,..... REMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
03:20 SFP qol75 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0636 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US






MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 




















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............., 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GrGOOD. PPPOOR. F-FAIR. 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 

STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCROFILM ROLL NO,/ 

















B P P 6 P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
.... , 
...... 
0 TO 100 a Z CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA-AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUEBTED G-GOOD. P5POOR, FwFAIR, 
R=MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS, B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30s175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0638
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POTNT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSYTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss a p P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C O D
 
14107W 5833N 1761-19563 Ooooo/oooo 1-10029/0211 08/23/74 60 613 39.9 1509 
 GPPP
14108W 704 8N 1968-20364 00000/OOOO 1-10035/1147 03/18/75 2o 3500 17.7 165.3 GGGF
14109W 6526N 1747-20180 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1 6 55 08/09/74 90 418 3900 
 j57,8 GG3GG
14109W 6522N 1783-20163 00000/oooo 1-10030/0084 09/14/74 50 920 27,0 162.4 PGPP
14110W 6646N 1748-202q1 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1567 08/10/74 90 432 37.7 159,9 
 PGPG
14110w 640oN 1764-20120 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0406 08/26/74 So 655 34.8 157.9 PGbG
14110W 5559N 1814-19500 00000/0000 1-10030/1538 10/15/74 80 1352 23.3 158.3 3GUG
14111W 7044N 1806-20425 00000/0000 1-10031/0073 10/07/74 60 1241 13.5 172.6 PPP
14111W 5839N 5013-19463 OOOO/0 1-10038/0086 05/02/75 50 4127 43,3 147.9 GGFG
14113W 6647N 5000-20132 00000/oooo 1-10037/0776 04/19/75 0 3946 33.2 159-3 GGFG
14115W 5604N 1958-19441 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0401 03/08/75 70 3360 24.9 149.1 GGFG
14115W 5549N 1796-19501 OOOOO/oooo 1-10030/0810 09/27/74 60 1101 29.9 155.2 
 P Pp
14116W 6639N 1766-20223 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10029/0559 08/28/74 100 683 32.0 161.8
14116W 5558N 1850-19485 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10032/0362 11/20/74 50 1854 12,4 160.3 
6
P
14117W 7045N 1734-20453 OOOo/OOOO 1-10027/0857 07/27/74 30 237 380 166,4 GGPG
14117W 652 1N 1765-20172 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0513 08/27/74 40 669 33.4 159.8 PGGG
14118W 7047N 1986-20354 00000/0000 1-10036/0715 04/05/75 10 3751 24.8 165.8 FFFG
14118W 5557N 1832-19493 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0850 11/02/74 100 1603 17.3 160.0 
 P PP
14118W 555IN 1868-19481 00000/0000 00000/0000 12/08/74 90 2105 992 159,3 FFFG
14119W 7039N 1788-20432 00000/0000 1-10030/0351 09/19/74 90 990 20,5 170.7 PPPG
1412OW 5311N 1813-19461 OOOoO/OOOO 1-10030/1463 10/14/74 100 1338 25.9 156.2 6 GO
14121W 5542N 1778-19510 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/1097 09/09/74 60 850 36,4 151.4 PPPG
14121W 5303N 1795-1946? OOO00/oooo 1-10030/0674 09/26/74 60 1087 32.4 152.8 PGG
14123W 5304N 1867-19431 00000/0000 00000/0000 12/07/74 90 
 2091 11,6 158.0 FFF
14125W 6014N 1960-19542 00000/0000 1-10035/0956 01/10/75 80 3388 22,7 152.5 GFFF
14125W 5546N 1760-19514 OOOOO/OOOO 1.10029/0133 08/22/74 40 599 42.2 147.5 
 GGGG
14126W 6005N 1816-20002 OOOOo/OOO 1-10030/1510 10/17/74 40 1380 19,2 161.6 0GGG
14126W 5309N 1831-19444 OOOoo/oooo 1-10031/0779 11/01/74 90 
 1589 20.0 158.3 GGPP
14126W 5308N 1849-1944o OOOOO/oooO 1-10032/0253 11/19/74 60 1840 15.0 158.8 PPPp
14127W 5313N 1957-19392 00000/o000 1-10035/0745 03/07/75 60 3346 26.5 147.0
14128W 5551N 5012-19414 00000/0000 1-10038/0126 
GGFG
 
05/01/75 70 4113 44.9 144.5 FGPP
14129W 7043N 5004-20345 OOOo0/oooo 1-10037/0343 04/23/75 20 4002 31.4 166.0 GGFG
14129W 5548N 1742-19522 OOooo/oooo 1-10027/1250 08/04/74 30 348 47.1 144.2 
 G
14129W 5308N 1975-19384 00000/0oOO 1-10036/0377 03/25/75 100 3597 33.6 145.4 FGF
 
14130W 5254N 1777-19461 OOOOo/ooo 1-10029/1056 09/08/74 80 836 38.7 148-5 P PP
 
KEYS: CLOuD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** NO cLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G.GOD. P=POBR. F.FAIR,
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FROM RBV. 




0320 SEP 3o,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0639
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/E3/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSs B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
14131W 6008N 1996-19524 00000/0000 1-10037/0305 04/15/75 60 3890 36,7 150.9 FGbF 
14131W 5258N 1759-19465 00000/0000 1-10029/0113 08/21/74 100 585 44.3 144.1 GGGG 
14132W 7036N 1770-20441 00000/o000 1-10029/0723 09/01Y74 100 739 27.3 168.6 GPQG 
14132W 5955N 1780-20011 00000/0000 1-10030/0147 09/11/74 100 878 32.5 155.9 P P 
14132W 530ON 1741-19473 00000/0000 1-10027/1184 08/03/74 100 334 49.1 14o4 GGQG 
14133W 7040N 1752-20445 00000/0000 1-10027/1746 08/14/74 30 488 33,3 167-1 GGGG 























14139W 6925N 1805-20373 00000/0000 1-10030/1104 10/06/74 10 1227 15.1 170.5 GG(G 
14141W 6127N 1817-20054 00000/0000 1-10030/1623 10/18/74 0 1394 17.6 162.8 GGUP 
14146W 6138N 1961-19594 ooooo/oooO 1-10035/0948 03/11/75 40 3402 22.0 153.7 FGbG 
14148W 6131N 1835-20050 00000/0000 1-10031/1012 11/05/74 40 1645 11.7 163,9 GPp 























1415oW 5714N 1797-19553 OO000/0000 1-10030/0863 09/28/74 40 1115 28.4 156.6 pppP 
14151W 6304N 1800-20105 00000/0000 1-10030/0886 10/01/74 100 1157 22.5 162.3 GPP 















































































14156W 5711N 1779-19562 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 100 864 34.9 153.0 PPP 
14158W 6122N 1745-20075 00000/0ooO 1-10027/1405 08/07/74 10 390 42,6 1519 GGUG 
14158W 6118M 1763-20071 00000/0000 1-10029/0308 08/25/74 80 641 37.2 154.4 PPPG 
14158W 5435N 1814-19503 00000/0000 1,10030/1539 10/15/74 90 1352 24.4 157-3 GGbG 
14159W 6920N 1787-20380 00000/0000 1-10030/0213 09/18/74 90 976 22.1 168.4 GPGG 
1420OW 5719N 1977-19484 00000/0000 1-10037/0253 03/27/75 90 3625 31.5 149-0 FF F 
1420OW 5709N 1761-19570 O00O/OOOO 1-10029/0212 08/23/74 So 613 40.9 149.3 GPPG 
14201W 6927N 1733-20401 00000/0000 1-10027/0830 07/26/74 20 223 39.3 163.8 GG$G 
14201W 5712N 1743-19574 00000/0000 1-10027/1272 08/05/74 90 362 45.9 146.2 PGbG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,....',.... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G-G8OD. P=POR, FPFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... R-MADE FROM RBV. MPMADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0640 
STANDARD CATALOG FpR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/2;/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mbs B P P B P 






































































































































14212w 62BoN 1962-ooo 00000/0000 1-10035/1071 03/12/75 10 3416 21.5 154,9 GGbG 
14212W 6241N 1782-20114 00000/0000 1-10030/0059 09/13/74 40 906 29.5 159o2 G6GG 
14213W 6812N 1948-20265 00000/0000 1-10035/0361 0?/26/75 30 3221 12,0 161,1 GGG 













































14217W 5427N 5012-19420 00000/0000 1-10038/0127 05/01/75 70 4113 45,8 142.8 GGFG 
14218W 6411N 1819-20161 00000/0000 1-10031/0223 10/20/74 #0 1422 14.6 165.4 GGGG 
14219W 6809N 1732-20345 00000/0000 1-10027/0737 07/25/74 40 209 40.6 161,3 GGG 













































14223W 6807N 1984-20251 00000/0000 1-10036/0645 04/03/75 0 3723 26.2 1613 FOGG 























14225W 5842N 1816-20004 00000/0000 1-10030/1511 10/17/74 50 1380 20.3 160.5 GGGG 
14226W 6532N 1946-20162 00000/0000 1-10035/1024- 02/24/75 10 3193 13.3 158.1 GGGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 a X CLOUD COVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GGOO0. P=POOR. FsFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .°..... R.MADE FROM RBV. MhMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RaV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0641
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
14226W 5838N 1924-19563 00000/0000 1-10034/0503 02/02/75 50 2886 11.4 153-9 GGGG 
14227W 6533N 1820-20211 00000/0000 1-10031/0304 10/21/74 40 1436 13.1 166.8 GPPG 
14228W 6528N 1802-20213 00000/0000 1-10030/0965 10/03/74 0 1185 19.7 165.1 0GGG 
14229W 6652N 1731-20293 00000/O000 1-10027/0660 07/24/74 50 195 41.8 159.1 GGPG 
14229W 6651N 1965-20205 00000/0000 1-10036/0094
' 
03/15/75 66 3458 19,6 159-3 GGFG 
14229W 6404N 1747-20182 00000/0000 1-10027/1656 08/09/74 80 418 40.0 155.8 G6GG 
14229W 6401N 1783-20170 00000/0000 1-10030/0085 09/14/74 40 920 28.1 160.8 GGGG 
14229W 5845N 1996-195q0 00000/0000 1-10037/0306 04/15/75 100 3890 37.7 149.4 FFGG 
14230W 5832N 1780-20013 00000/0000 1-10030/0148 09/11/74 100 878 33.5 154.5 P P 
14231W 6801N 1768-20333 00000/0000 1-10029/0549 08/30/74 60 711 30,2 164.0 PGPP 
14231W 6523N 1784-20221 OOOOO/ooo0 1-10030/0143 09/15/74 90 934 26,6 162.6 PG 
14232W 6642N 1785-20273. 00000/000 1-10030/0173 09/16/74 100 948 2541 164.4 G PP 
14232W 5843N 1978-19540 00000/0000 1-10037/0086 03/28/75 100 3639 30.9 1503 FFFF 
14232W 5833N 1762-20022 00000/0000 1-10029/0220 08/24/74 100 627 39*6 151.0 6 PP 
14233W 705ON 1969-20422 00000/0000 1-10035/1181 Oq/19/75 20 3514 18.1 165.4 GGGG 
14233W 6804N 5020-20232 00000/0000 1-10037/0714 09/09/75 30 4225 38.4 160-9 FF(3G 
14233W 6531N 1730-2024? 00000/0000 1-10027/0605 07/23/74 90 181 43.1 156.9 GGPG 
14234W 7047N 1807-20484 00000/0000 1-10031/0101 10/08/74 30 1255 13,1 172.7 GGG 


































14239W 5557N 1851-19543 00000/OOOO 1-10032/0334 11/21/74 70 1868 12,1 160-3 GGG 
14240W 6527N 5000-20134 00000/0000 1-10037/0777 04/19/75 0 3946 34.2 157.4 GFFG 
14241W 5551N 1797-19555 00000/0000 1-10030/0864 09/28/74 40 1115 29,5 155"4 PPPP 
14242W 6519N 1766-20230 OOO00/oooo 1-10029/0560 08/28/74 100 683 33.1 j59.9 a up 
14242W 5554N 1815-19555 00000/o000 1-10030/1562 10/16/74 70 1366 23.0 158,4 GGPG 
14243W 5559N 1833-19551 O00O/0000 1.10031/0946 11/03/74 30 1617 17.0 160.1 PPP 
14243W 5550N 1869-19535 00000/0000 1-10033/0001 12/09/74 80 2119 9.1 159.2 FGGG 
14244W 6005N 1817-20060 00000/0000 1-10030/1624 10/18/74 40 1394 18.8 161.7 GGG 
14244W 5602N 1959-19500 00000/0000 1-10035/0982 01/09/75 40 3374 25,3 149.0 FGGE 
14244W 555ON 1923-19513 OOOOO/Ooo 1-10034/0031 02/01/75 60 2872 13.3 152.3 PGG 
14244W 5312N 1814-19505 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/1540 10/15/74 50 1352 25.6 156.4 GG6G 
14247W 5547N 1779-19564 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 80 864 36.0 151,7 PPP 
14249W 7037N 1789-20490 OOOOO/O00O 1-10030/0367 09/20/74 10 1004 20.2 170.8 GGGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GGOOD. PFPOOR. FaFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE *..... R.MADE FROM RBV. MqMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
03:20 SEP 20,'75 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0642 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE CUALITY ......... 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE 
9..,,,. 
....... 
BLANKSzBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD, PqPOOR, FRFAIR. 
REMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 3o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0643
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. 
 AZIM. 	 RBV MSS B P P B P
 
123 45678 C C U D
LONG 	 LAT RBV MSS 9 

14319W 6128N 1944-20061 ooooo/oooo 1-10035/0161 02/22/75 80 3165 15.7 154.3 GGB
 
14319W 6119N 1782-20121 00000/0000 1-10030/0060 09/13/74 70 906 30.6 157-7 GPGB
 
14319W 5728N 1960-19551 00000/0000 1-10035/0958 O/10/75 100 3388 24.7 150,1 FPF
 
14319W 5719N 1816-20011 OOO00/oooo 1-10030/1512 10/17/74 So 1380 21.5 159,5 cP(P
 
14321W 6930N 1986-20361 00000/0000 1-10036/0716 04/05/75 1o 3751 25,9 163-5 FFPG
 
14321W 5716N 1924-19565 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10034/0504 02/02/75 60 2886 12.5 153.0 GGbp
 
14322W 6244N 1801-20164 00000/0000 1-10030/0895 10/02/74 60 1171 22.4 162.1 P PP
 
14323W 5722N 1996-19533 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10037/0307 04/15/75 100 3890 38,7 147.8 GGG
 
14324W 5709N 1780-20020 00000/0000 1-10030/0149 09/11/74 100 878 34,6 j53g2 P P
 
14325W 6125N 1998-20034 00000/0000 1-10037/0285 04/17/75 80 3918 36.5 152.3 PGUG
 
14326W 6815N 1823-20375 00000/0000 1-10031/0479 10/24/74 80 1478 9.6 170.1 GGPG
 
14326W 5719N 1978-19542 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10037/0087 03/28/75 100 3639 31.9 148.9 FFFG
 
14327W 612ON 1746-20133 OOOOO/ooo 1-10027/1520 08/08/74 90 404 42.3 152.0 PG 0
 
14327W 5709N 1762-20024 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0223 08/24/74 100 627 40.6 149.5 GPPP
 
14328W 6806N 1805-20380 00000/0000 1-10030/1105 10/06/74 30 1227 16.3 168.6 6GG
 
14328W 5433N 1851-19550 O000/O00o 1.10032/0335 11/21/74 60 1868 13.3 159,5 PGPG
 
14329W 6117N 1764-20125 00000/0000 1-10029/0408 08/26/74 90 655 36.9 154o5 (3s6
 
14329W 5427N 1797-19562 00000/0000 1-10030/0865 09/28/74 50 1115 30.6 154.3 PPPP
 
14330W 5427N 1869-19541 00000/0000 1-10033/0002 12/09/74 50 2119 10.2 158-5 FF6G
 
14331W 6926N 5004-20351 00000/0000 1-10037/0344 04/23/75 10 4002 32,4 163.6 FGPG
 
14331W 5430N 1815-19561 00000/0000 1-10030/1563 10/16/74 60 1366 24.2 157.4 BBB6
 
14332W 5438N 1959-19502 00000/0000 1-10035/0983 03/09/75 50 3374 26,3 147.9 FF F
 
14332W 5435N 1833-19554 00000/0000 1-10031/0947 11/03/74 40 1617 18.1 159.2 PPP
 
14332W 5426N 1923-19520 00000/0000 1-10034/0032 02/01/75 60 2872 14.3 151.5 PFPP
 
14333W 6250N 1819-20164 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0224 10/20/74 50 1422 15.8 164.1 BPPG
 
14334W 6923N 1752-20451 00000/0000 1-10027/1747 08/14/74 80 488 34.3 164.6 GOGG
 
14334W 6918N 1770-20443 00000/0000 1-10029/0724 09/01/74 80 739 28.4 166.3 G6G
 
14334W 6649N 1804-20324 OOO00/ooo0 1-10030/1049 10/05/74 90 1213 17,8 166.9 GGGP
 
100 864 37.0 150.4 PPP
14334W 5423N 1779-19571 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 

1433bW 6251N 1945-20113 00000/0000 1-10035/0148 02/23/75 20 3179 15.0 155.5 GFbG
 
14337W 5422N 1761-19575 00000/0000 1-10029/0214 08/23/74 100 613 42.8 146.2 GPPG
 
14338W 5424N 1743-1958q OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1274 08/05/74 90 362 47.7 142.6 6666
 
14339W 6810N 1949-203P3 OOO00/O000 1-10035/0458 02/27/75 70 3235 12.4 161.1 FFFF
 
14342W 6243N 1747-20185 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1657 08/09/74 80 418 41.0 153.9 GG
 
14342W 6239N 1783-20172 OOOOO/o00O 1-10030/0O86 09/14/74 S0 920 29.2 159'3 PPGO
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GOOD, P=PbOR. F-FAIR,
 
PRODUrTS 	ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
03:20 SEP 'oj'75 ERTS-I COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0644 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO., 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. O TO 100 . % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GFGOOD. P=PO6R. FrFAIR, 
.;......RMADE FROM RBV. MMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0645 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 





MrCROFILM ROLL NO.1 














B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 

































































































































































































































































































































































14427W14428W 6002N7034N 1998-200401772-20553 00000/000000000/0000 1-10037/02861"10029/0837 04/17/7509/03/74 90 so 3918767 37.526*6 150.7168-8 FGFGGGQp 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. , BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR, F;FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ,....... RMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B;MADE FROM RSV AND MSS. 
ERTS-l
 
03:20 SEP 20,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0646
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. R8V 
 MSS B P P B P
 LONG LAT REV 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C O D
 
144 28W 5303N 5013-19481 O00000/0000 I-0038/0090 05/02/75 40 4127 46.9 140,9 OGFG
1443OW 6929N 1825-20485 00000/0000 1-10031/0890 10/26/74 70 1506 7.8 j71.8 
 PGPG
14430W 6122N 1801-20171 00000/0000 1-10030/0896 10/02/74 20 1171 23.5 160.8 G PG
1443OW 5957N 1746-20140 00000/O0 1-10027/1521 08/08/74 80 404 43P3 150.2 PP G
 
14430w 5954N 1764-20132 00600/0000 1-10029/0409 08/26/74 90 655 37.9 1530 PGOG
14433W 7036N 1754-20561 00000/0000 1-10027/1895 08/16/74 70 516 32.7 167.1
14436W 6928N 1951-204,3 00000/0000 1-10036/0001 
GGGP
 
o3/ol/75 0 3263 12.1 162.9 FGGF
14437W 6932N 1969-204P4 00000/0000 1-10035/1182 03/19/75 60 3514 19*1 163.2 GGGG
14437W 6929N 1807-20490 00000/0000 1-10031/0102 10/08/74 10 1255 14,3 170,7 GaGr
14438W 5719N 1817-20065 00000/0000 1-10030/1626 10/18/74 40 1394 21,1 159"6 GGGp
14441W 6128N 1819-20170 00000/0000 1-10031/0225 10/20/74 20 1422 16.9 163'0 GGGG
14441W 5718N 1853-20053 OOOOO/OOO 1-10032/0180 11/23/74 70 1896 10.5 161.0 PGGG
14444W 6130N 1945-20115 00000/0000 1-10035/0149 02/23/75 30 3179 16.0 154,3 GGGF
14444w 5721N 1835-20061 00000/0000 1-10031/1015 I/05/74 80 1645 15.2 161.0 
 PP
14445w 5720N 1943-20014 OO00/000 1-10034/0602 0P/21/75 90 3151 18.4 151-2 GGG
14449W 6920N 1789-20493 O00oo/OOOO 1-10030/0368 09/20/74 10 100 21.3 168.6 G0GG
14449W 6117N 1783-20175 00000/0000 1I10030/0087 09/14/74 1oo 920 30.3 157"8 
 GPPG
14449W 5719N 1979-2ooo 00000O/oo 1-10036/0583 03/29/75 50 3653 32.3 148.9 GGFE14450W 6121N 1747-aoqi 00000/OO 1-10027/1658 08/09/74 80 418 42.O 152.1 0G6G14450W 5708N 1781-20074 00000/0000 1-10029/1181 09/12/74 100 892 34.2 153-4 6 OP14451W 5713N 1745-20090 O0000/OOO0 1-10027/1408 08/07/74 90 390 45,4 146.5 GGG14452W 6928N 1735-20513 00000/0000 1-10027/0896 07/28/74 90 251 38.9 163-8 GG G14453W 5710N 1763-20082 00000/0000 1-10029/0302 08/25/74 100 641 40.3 149.714455W 6116N 1765-20183 OOOOO/o000 1-10029/0516 08/27/74 P PP 90 669 36,6 154-7 GGGP
14455W S43 2N 1852-20004 00000/0000 1-10032/0414 11/22/74 50 1882 1301 159.5 PGPG
14456W 6928N 5059-20380 O00O/oooo 1-10039/0134 06/17/75 80 4769 43.0 160"5 GGG
14456W 6812N 1824-20433 00000/0000 1,10031/0532 10/25/74 90 1492 9.3 170.0 PPPP

14457W 6919N 1771-20501 00000/0000 1-10031/0006 09/02/74 60 753 28.1 166.4




14457W 543 1N 1816-20020 00000/0000 1-10030/1514 1o/17274 20 1380 23,8 157.6
14458W 6922N 1753-20505 00000/0000 1-10027/1786 
GPOG
 
08/15/74 80 502 34.0 164,7 GGG
14458w 5435N 1834-20012 00000/O00O 00000/0000 11/04/74 90 1631 17.9 159.3 PPP
1450OW S429N 1924-19574 00000/0000 1-10034/0506 02/02/75 60 2886 14.6 
 1514 GGsjG
14501W 5856N 1800-20121 00000/0000 1-10030/0887 10/01/74 70 1157 25.9 158 5 GPPP
14502W 6813N 1968-20373 OO00O/OOOO 1-10035/1149 03/18/75 0 3500 19,8 161.2 GGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 
 0 Tr 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *. = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GFGOOD. PFpOR, F.FAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,..... RSMADE FROM RBV. MgMADE FROM MSS. BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0647
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
















B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .... ,. o..... 0 TA 1oo % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF, 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GuGOOD, P=PObR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE s...... RNMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MsS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP 30,175 
ERTS-1 
COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0648 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAbE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV ibs B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .. ;............ 0 Te 100 a % CLOUD COVER. *' : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD. P-POOR. FCFAIR. 
RoMADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 10,t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0649
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 


































14545W 5304N 1924-19581 O0000 Oo 1-t0034/0507 OP/02/75 60 2886 15.6 150.6 OG6G 























14548W 5310N 1996-19544 00000/0000 1-10037/0310 04/15/75 90 3890 41.5 143-3 6G0G 























14555W 7036N 1755-21015 00000/0000 1-10028/0034 08/17/74 100 530 32.4 167.2 6GGP 
14555W 6929N 1826-20543 00000/0000 1-10031/0609 10/27/74 So 1520 7.4 171.8 G PP 
14556W 5953N 1765-20190 O0000/OOOO 1-10029/0517 08/27/74 100 669 37.6 153.1 GPPP 
14556W 5733N 1800-201P3 00000/0000 1-10030/0888 10/01/74 70 1157 27.1 157.4 GPPP 
14559W 6930N 1808-20544 00000/0000 1-10031/0136 10/09/74 70 1269 13.9 170 8 BPOG 
14602W 6935N 1970-20482 00000/0000 1-10037/0021 01/20/75 60 3528 19.5 163.2 FGFG 
14604W 6930N 1952-20491 00000/0000 1-10035/0568 03/02/75 0 3277 12.4 162-9 FG3G 
14609W 6123N 1802-20225 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/0968 10/03/74 0 1185 23.2 161.0 GGG 
14609W 5721N 1836-20120 00000/0000 1-10031/1036 1/06/74 60 1659 14.9 161"1 PPG 
14610W 6119N 1784-2013 00000/ooO0 1-10030/0119 09/15/74 100 934 29.9 158.0 P PO 
14611W 6128N 1946-20173 00000/0000 1-10035/1027 0P/24/75 6o 3193 16.4 154.2 GFGG 
14611W 5711N 1782-20132 OOOo0/ooo0 1-10030/0063 09/13/74 100 906 33.9 153.6 PbG 
14612W 6127N 1820-20224 OOOoO/OOO0 1-10031/0307 10/21/74 90 1436 16*6 163.1 GPP­
14612W 5719N 1818-20123 00000/0000 1-10031/0199 10/19/74 90 1408 20.8 159-7 GGGP 
14614W 6127N 1730-202l3 00000/0000 1-10027/0608 07/23/74 80 181 46.0 j50.7 UPPO 
14615W 5720N 1962-20064 00000/0000 1-10035/1075 03/12/75 7o 3416 25.6 149-9 FF6G 
14616W 6927N 1736-20572 00000/0000 1-10027/0913 07/29/74 40 265 38.6 163.9 G6 G 
14617W 6252N 1839-2027? 00000/0000 1-10031/0920 11/09/74 80 1701 9.3 165.0 PPP 
14618W 6919N 1790-20551 OOOOO/ooO 1-10030/0575 09/21/74 90 1018 21,0 168.7 6G 













































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............ o.. 0 TA 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,................
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .,..... 
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GqGOOD, P.POOR, FoFAIR, 
R-MADE FROM RBv. M:MADE FROM MSS, BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP lO,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0650
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRnFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
 MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV 
 MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
14620W 5708N 1764-20141 OOOOO/ooo0 1"10029/0411 08/26/74 100 655 40o0 149.9





14621W 6811N 1825-20491 oooo/oooo 1-10031/0891 10/26/74 70 1506 9.0 170.1 GGPP
14621W 6249N 1803-20281 00000/0000 1-10030/1134 10/04/74 100 1199 21*6 162-4 GPQ

14621W 6114N 1766-20241 00000/0000 1-10029/0563 08/28/74 60 683 36.3 154,9 GGG
14622W 6927N 5060-20414 OOOOO/o00o 1-10039/0005 06/18/75 9o 4783 43.1 160,4 GGe
14623W 6250N 1821-20280 00000/OOOO 1-10031/0409 10/22/74 70 1450 15,1 164.3 GGG




1835-20070 00000/0000 1-10031/1017 11/05/74 70 1645 17.6 159.3 PP
1462 4W 43 2N 1943-200P 00000/OOO0 1.10034/0604 0P/21/75 60 3151 20.4 149.3 GGG
14625W 6408N 18o4-2o3q 00000/0000 i10030/1051 Io/05/74 100 1213 201 163.9 GGG
14626w 681IN 1807-2049S OOOOO/o000 1-10031/0103 1o/oS/74 20 1255 15,5 168,9 GGGG
14626W 6809N 1951-20440 OOOOO/OOO0 1.10036/0002 o/o1/75 0 3263 13.1 161.1 GGUG
 
14627W 6814N 1969-20421 00000/0000 1-10035/1183 03/19/75 20 3514 20,2 161.2 GGG
14627W 5421N 1781-20083 00000/0000 1-10029/1183 09/12/74 too 892 36,3 150.8 a PP
14628W 6916N 1772-20560 00000/0000 1-10029/0838 09/03/74 30 767 27.7 166'5 Gabe
14628W 6251N 1947-20225 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0182 02/25/75 80 3207 15,8 J55-4 GOOF
14628W 5432N 1979-200O0 00000/O00O 1-10036/0585 03/29/75 30 3653 3442 146.3 GGOF
14629W 5424N 1745-20095 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1410 08/07/74 80
6 4 14N 
390 47.2 142.9 GG0
14631W 164o-20824 00000/0000 1-10031/1148 11/10/74 0 1715 7.8 166.2 PPGp
14632W 6239N 1785-20285 OOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0183 09/16/74 40 948 28.5 159.6 PPPG
 
14632W 
 583 7N 18 01- 2 018D ooooo/oooo 1-10030/0898 10/02/74 60 1171 25.8 158,4 G Op
14632W 





1754-20564 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1894 08/16/74 5o 516 33.8 
 164-7 G PG
14633W 8N 1731-20305 O0OOO/oOoo 1-10027/0663 07/24/74 100 195 44.9 152.7 GGPG
 
14634W 66 5 2N 1824-20415 O0000/O00O 1-10031/0533 10/25/74 100 1492 105 168,5 GGPP

14634W 6247N 1965-20220 00000/0000 10036/0097 03/15/75 0 3458 22.8 154"7 GGG,
14635W 6527N 1805-20385 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/1107 10/06/74 80 1227 18.6 165.4 GGGp

14635W 6242N 1749-20301 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1645 08/11/74 90 446 40.5 154.2 GGGG
14637W 6536N 1823-20384 00000/0000 1-10031/0481 10/24/74 40 1478 12,0 167.0 GGPG
14637W 6241N 1767-20293 00000/0000 1-10029/0603 08/29/74 50 697 34.9 i56.7 G Be
14638W 7o49N 1810-21055 00000/0000 1-10030/1285 10/11/74 80 1297 11.9 173,1 PPGG
14638W 6802N 1789-20495 00000/0000 1-10030/0369 09/20/74 90 1004 22,5 166'7 QGRG
14641W 6809N 1735-20520 00000/0000 1-10027/0897 07/28/74 90 251 39.9 161.4 GG 0
14641W 6652N 1950-20384 O0OOO/OOOO 1-10035/0340 02/28/75 40 3249 13.8 159.4 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... ,.......... 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED G-GOeD P-POOR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30ot75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0651
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MTCR6FILM ROLL NS./ 














B p P B P 
LONG LAT RBv mSS % 123 45678 C C v D 















































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - X CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GnGOOD. P-PVOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ."..... R.MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS, BeMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0652
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV M$S B P P B P
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C O D
 
14703W 5547N 1782-20135 00000/0000 1-10030/0064 09/13/74 90 906 34.9 152.3 GPPG
14704W 5308N 1817-20081 00000/OOO 1-10030/1629 .10/18/74 60 1394 24.6 156.8 GG(G

14706W 5555N 1944-20075 00000/0000 1-10035/0164 02/22/75 80 3165 19.8 150.1 GGUF
14706W 5305N 1853-20065 00000/0000 1-10032/0183 11/23/74 60 1896 14-1 158.8
14707W 5556N 1962.20070 00000/0000 1-10035/1076 03/12/75 70 3416 z6.6 148.7 
GPP
 




14708W 5309N 1835-20071 00000/0000 1-10031/1018 11/05/74 70 1645 18.7 158.5 PP
14709W 5549N 1746-20151 00000/0000 1-10027/1524 08/08/74 70 404 46*1 144.9 PPPP
14709W 5317N 1961-20021 00000/0000 1-10035/0952 03/11/75 80 3402 28.0 146.7 FF G
14710w 6001N 1802-20231 00000/0000 1-10030/0969 10/03/74 20 1185 24.3 159.8 PGbG
14710W 5552N 1998-20092 00000/0000 110037/0289 04/17/75 80 3918 40.4 146.0 CbbF
14710W 5544N 1764-20143 O0000oo/0oo 1-10029/0412 08/26/74 100 655 40.9 148.3 GG

14710W 5308N 1943-20030 00000/0000 1-10034/0605 02/21/75 90 3151 21,4 148.3 GGGG
14711W 5957N 1784-202q5 OOOOO/o000 1-10030/0129 09/15/74 90 934 31.0 156.7 PPPG
14712W 5257N 1781-20085 00000/0000 1-10029/1187 09/12/74 100 892 37.4 149.5 GPGP
14714W 6005 1946-20180 00000/0000 1-10035/1028 02/24/75 100 3193 17.5 153o1
14714W 5307N 1979-20012 00000/0000 1-10036/0586 03/29/75 
PPUF
 
30 3653 35.2 145.0 GFbF
 
14714W 5300N 1745-20102 00000/0000 1-10027/1411 08/07/74 100 
 390 48.1 141.1 GG(3G
14715W 7036N 1774-21065 00000/0000 1-10029/0982 09/05/74 20 795 25.8 169.0 PPGG
14715W 6005N 1820-20231 00000/0000 1-10031/0308 10/21/74 100 1436 17.8 162.0 GPPG
14716W 6004N 1730-20260 00000/0000 1-10027/0609 07/23/74 4D 181 47.0 148.7
14716W 5257N 1763-20094 00000/0000 1-10029/0303 08/25/74 100 641 43.2 145.1 P 
GGPG 
G
14718W 7036N 1756-21074 00000/0000 1-10027/1808 08/18/74 100 544 32.1 167.3 GGGG
14720W 5957N 1748-20252 00000/0000 1-10027/1572 08/10/74 40 432 42.7 150-4 PPP
14722W 5959N 5000-20152 00000/0000 1-10037/0781 04/19/75 30 3946 38.3 1505 GGFF
14722W 5951N 1766-20244 00000/0000 1-10029/0564 08/28/74 90 683 3743 153.3 GG(3G
14724W 6932N 1809-21003 00000/0000 1-10030/1239 10/10/74 70 1283 13.5 170.9 GPPP
14725W 6931N 1827-21001 00000/0000 1-10031/0042 10/28/74 
 90 1534 7.1 171.8 PG(;P
14726W 6130N 1839-20275 00000/0000 1-10031/0921 11/09/74 70 1701 10.5 164.0 PGHP
14726W 5714N 1801-20182 00000/0000 1.10030/0899 10/02/74 70 1171 26,9 157.3 G UG
 
14730W 6933N 1971-20541 O000O/OOOO
147 30W 
1-10036/0187 03/21/75 70 3542 19.9 163.2 GFFG
6127N 1803-20283 00000/0000 1-10030/1135 10/04/74 100 1199 22.8 161.1 
 GGP
 
14731W 6127N 1821-20283 OOoooiooO 1-10031/o410 10/22/74 50 1450 16.2 163.1
14736W 6129N 1947-20212 00000/0000 1-10035/0183 0?/25/75 
GGCG
 
90 3207 16.8 154.2 GGGG
14738W 5445N 1800-20132 00000/0000 1-10030/0890 10/01/74 70 1157 29.3 J55.2 
 PPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
 0 T 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ;..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P*POR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30A'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0653
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














a P P B P 
LONG LAT Rav MSS 9 123 45678 C C D D 
14739W 6247N 1804-203q5 00000/o00o 1-10030/1052 10/05/74 100 1213 21.2 162.5 PG 
14739W 6117N 1785-20291 00000/0000 1-10030/0176 09/16/74 70 948 29o6 158o2 a G 
14739W 5718N 1819-20182 00000/0000 1-10031/0228 10/20/74 100 1422 20.4 159.8 PGP 
14740W 5721N 1945-20111 00000/0000 1-10035/0152 02/23/75 50 3179 19.1 151.0 GG6 














































14745W 6921N 1791-21005 O000/oooo0 1-100301o501 09/22/74 90 1032 20.5 168.9 6 PG 
14745W 6119N 1767-20300 00000/0000 1-10029/0604 08/29/74 50 697 35.9 155.1 a GG 
1474bW 6811N 1826-20545 00000ooOo 1.I0031/0610 10/27/74 20 1520 8.6 170.1 G 66 
14746W 6252N 1840-20330 00000/0000 1-10031/1149 11/10/74 10 1715 9.0 165.0 GpGP 
14747W 5707N 1765-20199 00000/0000 1-10029/0519 08/27/74 so 669 39,7 150'0 GGGG 
14748W 6919N 1773-21014 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0872 09/04/74 0 781 27.3 166-7 GGbG 
14748W 5433N 1836-20125 00000/0000 1-10031/1038 11/06/74 90 1659 17,3 159.4 PPP 
14750W 6811N 1808-20551 00000/0000 1-10031/0137 10/09/74 60 1269 15.1 169.0 UPbG 
14751w 5423N 1782-20141 00000/O00 1-10030/0065 09/13/74 90 906 36.0 151-0 GP6G 
14752W 6816N 1970-20485 OOOO0/o000 1-10037/0022 03/20/75 60 3528 206 1613 GFFF 
14752W s431N 151o-201q2 oo00oOOO 1-10031/0201 10/19/74 100 1408 23.1 157.8 P6G 
14754W 5432N 1962-20073 00000/0000 1-10035/1077 03/12/75 80 3416 27,5 147.6 FGutG 
14754W 5431N 1944-20082 OOOOO/OOO 1-10035/0165 02/22/75 80 3165 20,8 149.2 GGG 
14755W 6918N 1755-21022 00000/0000 1-10028/0035 08/17/74 100 530 33.5 164.8 GGPP 
14755W 6811N 1952-20494 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0569 03/02/75 0 3277 13.5 161.1 GGGG 
14756W 6406N 1805-20391 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/1108 10/06/74 60 1227 19.7 164-0 GGGG 
14756W 6249N 1948-20283 00000/0000 1-10035/0365 02/26/75 60 3221 16.1 155.3 GGGG 
14756W 5426N 1746-20154 OOOOOoo000 1-10027/1525 08/08/74 90 404 47.0 143.1 PPPP 
14756W 5421N 1764-20150 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0413 08/26/74 100 655 41,9 146.8 GGG 
14757W 5428N 1998-20054 00000/0000 1-10037/0290 04/17/75 70 3918 41,3 144.5 GGQF 
14758W 6412N 1841-20382 00000/0000 1-10032/0525 11/11/74 100 1729 796 166.2 PG G 
14758W 6237N 1786-20343 00000/0000 1-10030/0293 09/17/74 20 962 28,1 159.7 GGbG 
14759W 6415N 1823-20390 00000/O00O 1-10031/0482 10/24/74 70 1478 13.1 165.7 QGPG 
14759W 6246\ 1732-20363 00000/0000 1-10027/0741 07/25/74 30 209 44*7 152.7 GGG 
1480OW 6652N 1825-20494 00000/0000 1-10031/0892 10/26/74 60 1506 10.1 168.5 GGPP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 . % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G:GOOD. PaPOOR, F'FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,a..... R.MADE FROM ROY. MaMADE PROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP qos'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0654
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POTNT OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
























































14805W 6809N 1736-20574 00000/0000 1-10027/0914 07/29/74 70 265 39.7 161-4 JG p 

































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER ............... 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. i* = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,..... BLANKS;BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P=POOR FvFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP 0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0655
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ DATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV Mss B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
14820W 6406N 5003-20311 00000/0000 1-10037/0394 04/22/75 0 3988 36.3 155.5 GGPF
 
14820W 5829N 1766-20250 00000/0000 1-10029/0565 08/28/74 100 683 38.3 151.7 GGG
 
14821W 705iN 1973-21050 00000/0000 1-10036/0275 0q/23/75 50 3570 19.7 165-5 FFFG
 
14821W 5836N 5000-20155 O00Ooo000 1-10037/0782 04/19/75 30 3946 39.2 148-9 GFFG
 
14822W 6639N 1771-20510 00000/0000 1-10031/0008 09/02/74 20 753 30.3 162.4 PPPG
 
14823W 6643N 1753-20514 00000/0000 1-10027/1788 08/15/74 90 502 36,2 160.3 GPGG
 
14827W 6523N 1752-20463 00000/0000 1-10027/1750 08/1l474 90 488 37.5 158.3
-G 
14828W 6521N 1770-20455 00000/OOOO 1-10029/0727 09/01/74 40 739 31.7 160-5 GPUG 
14830W 7045N 1739-21140 00000/0000 1-10027/1015 08/01/74 60 307 36.8 166.6 GPPG 
14830W 6007N 1839-20281 00000/0000 1-10031/0922 11/09/74 80 1701 11.7 163-0 PGb 
14830W 5557N 1945-20113 00000/0000 1-10035/0153 02/23/75 4O 3179 20.1 150-0 QFGG 
14830W 5559N 1819-20184 00000/OO0 1-10031/0229 10/20/74 100 1422 21.6 158-9 GGP 
14831W 5545w 1783-20193 00000/0000 1-10030/0091 09/14/74 80 920 34.6 152-5 PPG 
14832W 6004N 1803-20290 00000/0000 1-10030/1136 10/04/74 100 1199 23.9 159.9 GGP 
14833W 5547N 1747-20205 00000/0000 1-10027/1662 08/09/74 70 418 45,8 145.0 GGbG 
14834W 600N 1821-20285 00000/OOO 1-10031/0411 10/22/74 80 1450 17.4 162.1 GGGP 
14834W 5309N 1836-20131 00000/0000 1-10031/1039 11/06/74 90 1659 18.4 158-6 PGU 
14835W 7035N 1793.21115 00000/0000 1-10030/0618 09/24/74 80 1060 18.7 171 1 GPGp 
14836W 5543N 1765-20201 000/o0000 1-10029/0520 08/27/74 90 669 40.6 148-5 GGPG 
14836W 5259N 1782-20144 00000/0000 1-10030/0066 09/13/74 90 906 370 149-8 GP(G 
14837W 5306N 1818-201q5 00000/0000 1-10031/0202 10/19/74 90 1408 24.2 156.9 GGG 
14839W 6007N 1947-20234 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0184 0P/25/75 100 3207 17.8 153.0 FGFG 
14839W 5307N 1962-20075 00000/0000 1-10035/1078 0/12/75 70 3416 28,5 146.5 FGFG 
1484OW 5257N 1764-20152 00000/0000 1-10029/0414 08/26/74 90 655 42.9 145°3 GGUG 
14841W 5955N 1785-20294 00000/0000 1"10030/0177 09/16/74 80 948 30.7 j56.8 G p 
14841W 5302N 1746-20160 00000/0000 1-10027/1526 08/08/74 90 404 47.9 141-3 PPPP 
14842W 6931N 1810-21061 00000/OOOO 1-10030/1286 10/11/74 90 1297 13.1 171-0 Pbe 
14842W 5304N 1998-20061 00000/0000 1-10037/0291 04/17/75 70 3918 42.2 142.9 GFFG 
14843W 7036N 1775-21124 00000/0000 1-10029/0963 09/06/74 0 809 25.5 169-1 G00 
14844W 600nN 1731-20314 00000O/oOO 1-10027/0665 07/24/74 100 195 46.8 148.8 GO G 
14845W 6003N 1965-20225 OOoO/0OOO 1-10036/0099 01/15/75 50 3458 24.8 152.1 FGbG 
14845W 5958N 1749-20310 00000/0000 1-10027/1647 08/11/74 60 446 42.5 150.6 P6G 
14848W 6125N 1804-20342 00000/0000 1-10030/1053 10/05/74 100 1213 22.4 161.3 PGb 
14848W 5957N 1767-20302 00000/0000 1-10029/0605 08/29/74 70 697 37.0 153.5 6 00 
14850W 7036N 1757-21132 00000/0000 1-10029/0004 0A/19/74 40 558 31,7 167.4 GGPR 
KEYSt 	 CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** r NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .,...*........ BLANKS;BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=G8OD. P=P88R. F=FAIR, 
 j.4 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .;..... R.MADE FROM RBV. MOMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 3075 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0656
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMA9E QUALITY PRODUCTS

OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 123 45678 C C D 0
 
14851W 6930N 1828-21055 ooooo/oooo 1.10031/0665 10/29/74 60 1548 6o8 17 1.9 p Up
14854W 613oN 1840-203q3 00000/0000 1-10031/1150 11/10/74 0 1715 10.2 164.0 PPp

14859W 6932N 1954-21004 00000/0000 1-10035/0556 03/04/75 0 3305 13.2 163.0
14859W 5715N 1802-20240 00000/0000 1-10030/0971 FFbF
 10/03/74 90 1185 26.6 157.5 PGGG
14901W 6934N 1972-20595 00000/0000 1 i0036/0203 Oq/22/75 90 3556 20,3 163-3 GFFF
14903W 5711N 1784-20244 00000/0000 1-10030/0131 09/15/74 20 934 33.2 154.0 PPPP
 
14904W 6127N 1948-20290 00000/0000 1-10035/0366 02/26/75 80 3221 17.2 154.1 G( F
 
14905W 6929N 1738-21084 00000/0000 1-10027/1004 07/31/74 9O 293 38.1 163.9 GP P
14905W 6115N 1786-20349 00000/0000 1-10030/0294 09/17/74 80 962 29.2 t58.3 GGGG
14907W 6123N 1732-20370 00000/0000 1-10027/0742 07/25/74 So 209 45.7 150.7 C6GG
14907W 5719N 1820-20240 00000/0000 1t0031/o310 10/21/74 90 1436 20,1 159'9 GUPG
 
14908W 6130N 1966-20281 00000/0000 1-10035/1099 0/16/75 20 3472 24.2 153.4 GFG
14908W 5719N 1946-20185 00000/0000 1-10035/1030 09/24/75 100 3193 19.5 150 9 PPFP
 
14908W 5717N 1730-20265 00000/0000 1-10027/0611 07/23/74 40 181 48.8 144.8 GGPG
 
14909W 6919N 1792-21063 00000/0000 1-10030/0517 09/23/74 80 1046 20,2 168,9 Pp%
14909W 6122N 1984-20272 00000/0000 1-10036/0650 04/03/75 0 3723 31,4 152.8 GGUF
14909W 6119N 1750-20362 00000/0000 1.10027/1686 08/12/74 50 460 41.2 152.5 GGGG
 
14910W 6244N 1805-20394 00000/0000 1-10030/1109 10/06/74 90 1227 20.9 162.6 GGP
14910W 57liN 1748-20261 00000/0000 1-10027/1574 08/10/74 60 432 44,7 146.9 0PPG
 
14913W 6254N 1823-20393 OOO00/OOOO 1-10031/o483 10/24/74 90 1478 14.3 164,5 GPPP
14913W 6251N 1841-20384 00000/0000 1-10032/0526 11/11/74 90 1729 8,8 165.0 PPPG
 
14913W 6116N 1768-20354 00000/0000 1-10029/0554 08/30/74 50 711 35,6 155.2 PGPG
14913W 5706N 1766-20253 00000/0000 1-10029/0566 08/28/74 100 683 39.3 150.2 GPGG
 
1491i4W 6813N 1809-21005 00000/O00O 1-10030/1240 10/10/74 0 1283 14,7 169.1 GPPP
14915W 6919N 1774-21072 00000/0000 1-10029/0983 09/05/74 0 795 27.0 166.8 GP P
 
14915W 6812N 1827-21004 00000/0000 1-10031/0043 10/28/74 90 1534 83 170'1 GGbP
14915W 5713N 5000-20161 00000/0000 1-10037/0783 04/19/75 10 3946 40.2 147.3 GGG
14917W 6119N 020-20253 00000/ooOo 1-10037/0719 05/09/75 90 4225 43.4 150.7 FGPG
14918W 6919N 1756-21080 00000/0000 1-10027/1809 08/18/74 100 544 33.1 164-9 GGG
14918W 5433N 1945-20140 00000ooOO 1-10035/0154 02/23/75 4o 3179 21.1 149.1 GraG
 
14918W 5431N 1819-20191 00000/0000 1-10031/0230 10/20/74 100 1422 22.8 157.9 GOGG
14918W 5421N 1783-20195 00000/0000 1-10030/0092 09/14/74 50 920 35.6 151.3 GGG
14919W 5423N 1747-20212 00000/0000 1-10027/1663 08/09/74 80 418 46.7 143.3 GGOG
14920W 6814N 1971-20543 00000/0000 1-10036/0188 0v/21/75 60 3542 21.0 161.2 GF16
14920W 6810N 1953-20552 00000/0000 1-10035/0530 0q/03/75 0 3291 13.9 161.1 FFGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TS 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE OUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD. P=POOR, FFAIR.
 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ..... 




03:20 SEP q0,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0657
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIN. RBV MS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
14923W 6247N 1949-20341 00000/0000 1-10035/0462 02/27/75 30 3235 16,5 155.2 GEGF 
14923W 6239N 1787-20401 00000/000 1-10030/0218 09/18/74 80 976 27,7 159o9 PPGG 
14923W 5420N 1765-20204 00000O/o00 1-t0029/0521 08/27/74 90 669 41.6 147.0 PGPG 
14924W 6411N 1824-20444 00000/0000 1-10031/0535 lo/25/74 2o 1492 12.9 165.7 GPGG 
14926W 6652N 1826-205r,2 00000/0000 i10031/0615 1o/27/74 20 1520 9.8 168.5 PPPP 
14927W 6247N 1985-20323 00000/0000 J-10036/0700 04/04/75 100 3737 30.7 154-4 GFFF 
14928W 6652N 1808-20553 OOOoO/oOOO 1-10031/0138 10/09/74 80 1269 16.2 167-3 GGPG 
14928W 6249N 1733-20421 00000/0000 1-10027/0835 07/26/74 70 223 44.5 152.8 GPGG 
14928W 5844N 1839-20284 00000/0000 1-10031/0923 11/09/74 70 1701 12.9 162.0 GpO 
14929W 6532N 1825-20500 00000/OOO0 1-10031/0893 10/26/74 50 1506 11,3 167.1 GOGP 
14930W 6408N 1806-204S0 00000/0000 1-10031/0078 1o/07/74 90 1241 19.4 164.1 GPPP 
14930W 6237N 1769-20405 00000/0000 1-10029/0680 08/31/74 50 725 34.2 157.0 a OG 
14930W 5841N 1803-20292 00000/0000 1-10030/1137 10/04/74 100 1199 25.1 158.8 GPGG 
14931W 6808N 1737-210q2 00000/0000 1-10028/0064 07/30/74 80 279 39.5 161.5 PP P 
14932W 7049N 1812-21172 00000/0000 1-10030/1419 10/13/74 0 1325 11,2 173.2 PPG 
14932W 6657N 1970-20491 00000/0000 1-10037/0023 03/20/75 '0 3528 21,6 159.4 GGF 
14932W 6411N 1950-20393 00000/0000 1-10035/0342 02/28/75 10 3249 15.9 156o5 GGG 

























































14934W 6530N 1951-20445 00000/0000 1-10036/0004 03/01/75 20 3263 15.2 157-9 GGGG 














































14939W 5832N 1785-20300 00000/0000 1-10030/0178 09/16/74 70 948 31.7 155-5 G PG 


































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GOOD P=POOR. FRFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... ROMADE FROM RBV. MUMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBv AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 3o,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0658
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT 






















B P P B P 



































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. *t q NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GFGOeOD P=POOR, FFFAIR, 
R-MADE PROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
EPTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30'P75 CO8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0659
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 T6 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY . 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE 
.............. 
.. ,.... 
BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GaeD. P-POOR. F-FAIR. 
RDMADE FROM RSV. MWMADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
EPTS-I 
03:20 SEP 401'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0660 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM NOLL NO,/ 














B P P 5 P 















































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % .,............ O Ta i00 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GBOD. PCPOOR. FSFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 10,75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0661
 
STANDARD CATALOG r0R US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
8F IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
15110W 664 3N 1791-21014 OOOoO/O00O 1-10030/0503 09/22/74 70 1032 22.8 1652 6 PG 


































15112W 6521N 1790-20562 00000/0000 1-10030/0578 09/21/74 100 1018 24,4 163.4 P PP 
15112W 5830N 1768-20363 00000/0000 1-10029/0556 08/30/74 100 711 37,7 152.2 PP P 
15113W 7042N 1795-212q1 000O0/O000 1-10030/0675 09/26/74 60 1088 17*8 171.5 G 5I 
15113W 5557N 1839-20293 00000/0000 1-10031/0925 11/09/74 30 1701 15.2 160.3 PoP 


































15118W 6529N 5060-20450 00000/0000 1-10039/0008 06/18/75 so 4783 46.0 153.0 GGG 
15118W 5555N 1821-20301 0000/O00O 1-10031/0414 10/22/74 60 1450 20.9 159.1 GGG 
15121W 6000N 1805-20401 O00000oOOO 1-10030/1111 10/06/74 100 1227 23.2 160.2 PPPP 
15122W 6519N 1754-20575 00000/0000 1-10027/1898 08/16/74 70 516 37,0 158.4 GGPP 
15124W 6010N 1823-20402 00000/0000 1-10031/0485 10/24/74 90 1478 16.7 162.3 GGPG 
15124W 5557N 1947-202r0 00000/0000 1o10035/0187 02/25/75 100 3207 20.9 149.9 FFFF 


































15128W 55#8N 1749-20322 00000/0000 1-10027/1650 08/11/74 90 446 45.3 145.4 QGbG 
15130W 5307N 1946-20200 00000/0000 1-10035/1033 0P/24/75 90 3193 22.5 148.0 GFF 
15131W 5307N 1820-20251 00000/0000 1-10031/0313 10/21/74 20 1436 23.6 157.2 GPOP 




































































15138W 5953N 1769-20414 00000/0000 1-10029/0682 08/31/74 100 725 36.3 153.8 G GG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS:BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOD. P.PO0R. F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 30W75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0662 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 













































15145W 6128N 1842-20445 00000/0000 1-10031/1182 11/12/74 50 1743 9,7 164.0 P P 


























































































































15201W 5713N 1732-20381 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/0745 07/25/74 50 209 48.5 144.9 G666 





























































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *f = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ...... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
......... 
.;..... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, 0cG60D. P=POOR. FpFAIR. 
ROMADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,175 	 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0663
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
15211W 5711N 5020-20264 00000/0000 1-t0037/0722 05/09/75 100 4225 46.2 145.2 FGGG
 
15212W 665#N 1310-21070 00000/0000 1-10030/1288 10/11/74 10 1297 15.5 167.5 GGbG
 
15212W 5433N 1947-2025? 00000/0000 1-10035/0188 02/25/75 100 3207 21.9 148.9 GGIG
 
15213W 692tN 1758-21192 00000/0000 1-10029/0092 08/2o/74 40 572 32.5 165o1 GGUG
 
15213W 6251N 1969-20445 00000/0000 1-10035/1187 01/19/75 0 3514 24.3 154.7 GFUG
 
15214W 5429N 1965-2024q 00000/0000 1-10036/0103 03/15/75 90 3458 28,8 147-3 GGbG
 15214W 5428N 1731-203qP 00000/oooO 1-10027/0669 07/24/74 90 j95 50.4 140-9 GGPG
 
15216W 6815N 1973-21055 ooooo/ooo 1-10036/0277 01/23/75 0 3570 21.8 161.3 FGbG
 
15216W 5423N 1749-20324 OOOoo/ooOO 1-10027/1651 08/11/74 90 446 46,2 143.6 GGG
 
15218W 6411N 1826-20561 00000/ooo 1-10031/0612 10/27/74 80 1520 12.2 165.8 P
 
15218W 6410N 1808-20562 00000/0000 1-10031/0140 10/09/74 90 1269 18.6 16#4 GGGP
 
15218W 6240N 1789-20513 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0373 09/20/74 80 100 27.0 160.2 GPGG
 
15219W 7051N 1814-21284 00000/0000 1-10030/1541 10/15/74 60 1353 10.4 179-4 PGUG
15220W 6652N 1828-21064 00000/0000 1-10031/0670 10/29/74 80 1548 9,2 168.6 Pp P
 
15220W 583 7N 1805-20405 OOooo/ooo 1-10030/1112 10/06/74 80 1227 24,3 159.0 GGCZP
 
15221W 7056N 1958-21230 00000/0000 1-10035/0908 03/08/75 10 3361 13.6 165.3 FFFF
 
15221W 6533N 1809-21014 00000/0000 1-10030/1242 10/10/74 10 1283 17,0 165.9 PPPP
 
15221W 6246N 1735-20534 00000/0000 1-10027/0901 07/28/74 70 251 44.0 152.9 GG 0
 
15221W 6236N 1771-20522 ooooo/oooO 1-10031/0011 09/02/74 50 753 33.5 157.3 GGPO
 
15222W 6809N 1739-2114S 00000/0000 1-10027/1017 08/01/74 70 307 39.0 161.6 65 0
15223W 6800N 1793-21124 OOOO/OOO t"10030/0620 09/24/74 90 1060 21.0 167.1 PPOP
 
15223W 6240N 1753-20530 00000/O00O 1"10027/1791 08/15/74 30 502 39.3 154.6 GGUG
 
15223W 5847N 1823-20404 00000/0000 1-10031/0486 10/24/74 90 1478 1709 161.2 GGPG
 
15224W 6416N 1970-20500 00000/0000 1-10037/0025 03/20/75 0 3528 23.7 156.2 UGGG
 
15224W 5842N 1841-20400 00000/OOO0 1-10032/0529 11/11/74 50 1729 12.3 162.1 PPPG
 
15225W 6411N 1952-20505 00000/0000 1-10035/0572 01/02/75 10 3277 16.6 156.5 UGGG
 
Is227W 6654N 1954-21013 0OO00/000 1-10035/0558 03/04/75 70 3305 15.3 159o4 FFFG
 
15229W 6530N 1953-20561 00000/0000 1-10035/0532 03/03/75 60 3291 16.0 j57.8 GFbG
 
15230W 7053N 1976-21221 00000/0000 1-10036/0039 01/26/75 0 3,12 20.8 165.6 GGbG
 
15230W 680ON 1775-21133 00000/0000 1-10029/0965 09/06/74 0 809 27,7 164-9 GPGG
 
15230w 6656N 1972-21004 00000/0000 1-10036/0205 01/22/75 70 3556 22.4 159.5 FFbF
 
15230W 6534N 1971-20552 00000/oOOO 1,10036/0190 03/21/75 50 3542 23.1 157.7 GG'G
 
15230W 5832N 1787-20412 00000/0000 Ii0030/0221 09/18/74 40 976 31.0 155.9 GGPG
 
15231W 6650N 1738-21093 00000/0000 1-10027/1006 07/31/74 80 293 40.3 i59-3 PP P
 
15232W 6408N 1736-20590 00000/0000 1-10027/0917 07/29/74 70 265 42.8 155 0 GP G
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % .............. , 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER, * * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... --
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G0DO. P-POOR. F.FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MsS. BaMADE FROM PBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-1
03220 SEP 30175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0664
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAUE QUALITY PRODUCTS

eF' IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL 
 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSs B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RSV MSS 
 % 123 45b78 C CO D
 
5232W
1' 6400N 1790-20565 00000/0000 i-1003O/0579 09/21/74 100 1018 25P5 161.8 p pp

15232W 584ON 1949-203E3 OOO0oooo 1-10035/0465 02/27/75 aO 3235 19.6 151.7 PGIG
15234W 6 64±N 1792-21072 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0519 09/23/74 100 1046 22,5 165.3 
 PPGP
15234W 635 7N 1772-20574 00000/0000 1 10029/0842 09/03/74 0 767 
 32.1 159-0 PGbG
15234W 583oN 1769.20421 O00/000oooo 1-10029/0683 08/31/74 100 725 37,3 152.3 
 G GG
15236W 5836N 1733-204q3 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/0838 07/26/74 30 223 47.4 j46.9 GGUG
15238W 6759N 1757-21141 OO00/o000 1-10029/0006 08/19/74 50 558 33.9 162.7 GP p
15238W 6528N 1737-21041 00000/0000 1-10028/0066 07/30/74 90 279 41.5 157,1 Pp P
15238W 6523N 1791-21020 00000/0000 1-10030/0504 09/22/74 100 1032 24.0 163.5 P P
15239W 6521N 1773-21025 00000/0000 1-t0029/0 874 09/04/74 
 0 781 30.6 160.9




15240W 704IN 1796-21285 00000/0000 1-10030/0842 09/27/74 80 1102 17.4 171.6 UP P
15240w 6640N 1774-21o81 00000/0000 1-10029/0985 09/05/74 0 795 29,2 162,8 tpPG
15241W 6358N 1754-20582 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1899 08/16/74 80 516 38.0 156.5 GGPG
15243W 555 6N 1840-20351 OOOOO/ooo 1-10031/1154 11/10/74 3o 1715 
 15*0 160.3 PP
15245w 6640N 1756-21085 00000/0000 1-10027/1811 08/18/74 70 544 35.3 160-6 GGG
15245W 652oN 1755-21033 00000/0000 1-10028/0038 08/17/74 100 530 36.7 158.5 GGPP
15246W 5310N 1839-20302 00000/0000 1-10031/0927 11/09/74 80 1701 17.6 158.7 PGP
15248W 6005N 1842-20452 00000/OOOO 1-10031/1186 11/12/74 60 1743 10.9 163.0 PPP
15250W 5543N 1786-20363 00000/0000 1-10030/0298 09/17/74 70 
 962 33.5 153,1 GGUG
15251W 6005N 1824-20460 00000/0000 1-10031/0538 10/25/74 80 1492 16.4 162.3 (GPG
15251W 5555N 1948-20304 00000/0000 1-10035/0370 02/26/75 50 3221 21.2 149.8 FGGF
15252W 5556N 1966-2029s 00000/0000 1-10035/1103 03/16/75 50 3472 
 28.2 148.4 GGF
15252W 5307N 1821-20310 00000/0000 1-10031/0416 10/22/74 90 1450 23.2 157.3 UGUG
15253W 704 3N 1742-21310 00000/0000 1-10027/1251 08/04/74 0 349 36.1 166.6 GG G
15253W 6002N 1806-20461 OOOOOOOOO 1-10031/0081 10/07/74 60 1241 22.8 160-3 GPGp
15254W 5549N 1984-20290 00000/0000 1-10036/0654 04/03/75 10 3723 35,3 147.1 FFFF
15254W 5547N 1750-20380 00000/0000 1-10027/1690 08/12/74 90 460 45.0 145.5 
 GGG
15255w 7037N 1778-21294 00000/0000 1-10029/1100 09/09/74 30 851 24.3 169-5 GGG
15256W 5544N 1768-20372 00000/0000 1-10029/0558 08/30/74 100 
 711 39.7 149.2 PP G
15256W 5308N 1947-20255 00000/0000 1-10035/0189 02/25/75 70 3207 22.9 j47.9 GGbG
15257W 5956N 1788-20464 00000/0000 1-10030/0356 09/19/74 90 990 
 29.5 157.4 GPQG
15258W 6004N 1950-20405 00000/0000 1-10035/0345 02/28/75 50 3249 19.0 152,8 FOGG
tB25gw 6006N 1968-20400 00000/0000 1-10035/1155 03/18/75 30 3500 26',0 152.0 GGGG
15259W 5304N 1731-20334 00000/0000 1-10027/0670 07/24/74 100 195 51.2 138.9 GG G
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........... ,... O To 100 
x % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GBD, P-POOR, F-FAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... 0. f-MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP qOQt7S COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0665
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/83/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV .MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
15259W 5304N 1965-202o 00000/0000 1-10036/0104 03/15/75 90 3458 29.7 146.2 6666 
15300W 7039N 1760-21qo2 00000/0000 1-10029/0135 08/22/74 0 600 30.7 167.7 GGG 
15300W 5959N 1932-20413 00000/0000 1-10034/0242 02/10/75 0 2998 12.8 154.0 FGUG 
15301W 600ON 1734-20489 00000/0000 1-10027/0868 07/27/74 10 237 46.2 148.9 GO 
15301W 5258N 1749-203ql 00000/0000 1-10027/1652 08/11/74 90 446 47,1 141-9 GGG 
15303W 7202N 1816-21395 000O/O00O0 1-t0030/1516 10/17/74 80 1381 8.5 175.6 PPGG 
15303W 6934N 1813-21233 00000/0000 1-10030/1443 10/14/74 80 1339 12.0 171"3 PG 
15306W 5956N 1752-20481 00000/0000 1-10027/1754 08/14/74 30 488 41.6 151o0 GGGG 























15315W 6127N 1825-20512 0O000/0000 1"10031/0896 10/26/74 50 1506 14.9 163.4 GGGP 
15315W 6126N 1807-20513 00OOO/oooo 1-10031/0108 10/08/74 40 1255 21.3 161.7 GGGG 
l5315W 5713N 1805-20412 00000/0000 1-10030/1113 10/06/74 90 1227 25,5 157"9 GPP 
15317W 6127N 1843-20503 00000/0000 1-10032/0093 11/13/74 100 1757 9.4 163.9 PUP 
15318W 5724N 1823-20411 00000/0000 1-10031/0487 10/24/74 80 1478 19.0 160.3 GGPG 























15322W 6129N 1969-20461 00000/0000 1-10035/1188 03/19/75 0 3514 25.4 153-3 GGG 
15324W 7159N 1744-21420 0000/0000 1-10027/1385 08/06/74 20 377 34,4 169,4 UP P 
15324W 5708N 1787-20415 00000/0000 1-10030/0222 09/18/74 20 976 32.1 154.6 PGbG 
15325W 6119N 1933-20465 00000/0000 1-10034/0326 0P/11/75 0 3012 12.1 155.0 6GGG 
15325W 6117N 1789-20520 00000/0000 1-10030/0374 09/20/74 90 1004 28.1 158.9 OPGG 
15326W 6813N 1812-2118t 00000/0000 1-10030/1421 10/13/74 0 1325 13.5 169.4 PGUG 
1S32bW 5716N 1949-20355 00000/0000 1-10035/0466 02/27/75 40 3235 20.6 150.7 PGFG 
15328W 6114N 1771-20524 00000/0000 1-10031/0012 09/02/74 60 753 34*6 155.7 OPPG 
15328w 5707N 1769-20423 OOOOo/ooOO 1-10029/0684 08/31/74 100 725 38.4 150.9 P GG 
15329W 6123N 1735-20540 00000/0000 1-10027/0902 07/28/74 40 251 4590 150*9 GGPG 
15329W 5713N 1733-20435 00000/0000 1-10027/0839 07/26/74 50 223 48.3 14SO G6bG 
15330W 7154N 1780-21404 00000/OOO 1-10030/0153 09/11/74 40 879 22.4 172.2 P PP 























15333W 6249N 1826-20563 00000/0000 1-10031/0616 10/27/74 90 1520 13.4 164.6 PPPP 
KEYS: CLOUD cOVER % ........... ..... 0 Tn 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .. ............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GqGOOD. PUPOOR. FFFAIR, 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RaMADE FROM RBV. MLMADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SFP 10,'75 	 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0666
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT 	 RSV mss % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
15335w 7154N 1762-21412 00000/0000 1*10029/0242 08/24/74 80 628 28.9 1705 GPRp
15335W 6925N 1741-21255 OOOO0/OOOO 1"10027/1185 08/03/74 0 335 37.4 164'0 POGG
 
15336W 6916N 1777-21242 00000/0000 1-10029/1065 09/08/74 30 837 25.9 167-1 PPG
 
15337W 6923N 1759-21251 00000/O000 t10029/o115 08/21/74 70 586 32.1 165.2 GPGG
15339W 6254N 1970-20503 00000/oooO 1-10037/0026 03/20/75 10 3528 24,7 154.7 GGG
15340W 6249N 1952-20512 00000/0000 1-10035/0573 01/02/75 20 3277 17,7 155.1 GGUG
 
1534iw 6804N 1794-21182 O0000/oooo 1-10030/0654 oq/25/74 90 1074 20.5 167-3 PPaP
15342w 6412N 1809-21021 OOO00/O000 1-Ioo3o/1243 10/10/74 60 1283 18.2 164.5 PPPp
15343W 6815N 1974-21ht3 00000/0000 1-10036/0314 03/24/75 BO 3584 22.2 161.3 GFUG
 
15343W 6654N 1829-21122 00000/0000 1-10031/0700 10/30/74 100 1562 8.8 168-7 PPP
15343W 6534N 8I10-21073 00000/0000 1-Ioo3o/1289 10/11/74 10 1297 16.6 166.0 PGGG
 
15344W 6653N 1811-2i1P5 00000/0000 1-10030/1347 10/12/74 10 1311 15.1 167.6 GGG
15344W 6239N 1790-2057t ooooo/oooo 1-0oo3o/0580 09/21/74 00 1018 26.6 160.4 G5G
 
15346W 7057N 1959-21284 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/o985 03/09/75 0 3375 14,0 j65.4 FGGF
 
15346W 6247N 1736-20592 OOOOO/0 1-10027/0918 07/29/74 70 265 43.8 J53.0 G G
 
15347W 6235N 1772-2058o OOOO0/o000 1-10029/0843 09/03/74 0 767 33.2 157.4 GGUP
15349W 6658N 1955-21071 00000/0000 1-10035/0679 0/05/75 30 3319 15,6 159.5 FFG
 
15349W 6531N 1828-21071 00000/0000 1-10031/0671 10/29/74 50 1548 10.3 167.2 PPP
15350w 6409N 1953-20564 00000/0000 1-10035/0533 03/03/75 90 3291 17.0 156,4 GFFF
 
15350w 5842N 1824-20462 00000/0000 1-10031/0539 10/25/74 70 1492 17,6 161-3 GGPP
 
15351W 624 7N 5060-20455 O0000Oo0 1-10039/0010 06/18/75 80 4783 47,9 148.5 FOGG
15351W 583 9N 1806-20464 OOOOO/oooo 1-10031/0082 10/07/74 30 1241 24.0 159.2 GPPG
 
15352w 413N 1971-20595 00000/OOO0 1-10036/0191 03/21/75 40 3542 24.1 156.1 GGFG
 
15353w 6236N 1754-20584 00000/0000 10027/1900 08/16/74 90 516 39.1 154-7 
 GGPG
 
15354W 6806N 1740-21203 00000/0000 1-10027/1146 08/02/74 20 321 3897 161.6 GO G15355W 6656N 1973-21062 00000/0000 1-10036/0278 oq/23/75 0 3570 22.8 159-4 GGG 
15355W 5833N 1788-20470 O000/oooo 1-1003O/0357 09/19/74 90 990 30.6 156.1 GPPP15356W 6533N 1954-21015 00000/0000 1-i0035/0559 oqlo4/75 90 3305 16*4 157.8 FFG 
15357W 6758N 1776-21191 00000/0000 1-10029/1043 09/07/74 0 823 27.4 165.0 OpaS15357W 5843N 1968-20402 00000/OOOO 1-10035/1156 oq/18/75 10 3500 27.0 t50o7 GGUG 
15357W 5841N 1950-20411 00000/0000 1-10035/0346 02/28/75 60 3249 20.0 151,7 FFGG15357W 5836N 1932-20420 O0OOO/OOO0 1-10034/0243 02/10/75 0 2998 13.8 153-1 FGUG 
15358W 6401N 1791-21023 00000/0000 1-10030/0505 09/22/74 100 1032 25,1 162.0 a P 
15358W 5837N 1734-20491 00000/0000 1-10027/0865 07/27/74 10 237 47,1 147o0 GGPG
15359W 6640N 1793-21110 00000/0000 1-10030/0621 09/24/74 90 1060 22.1 165.4 PPP
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ...... ........ 0 Tn 100 * % CLOUD COVER, ** b NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE MUALITY ,,.........;..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED G6GOD. PPBOBR. FRFAIR,





03:20 SEP '40j75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0667
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT REv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
15359W 6529N 1738-21095 00000/0000 1-10027/1007 07/31/74 80 293 41.3 157.2 GG P
 
15359W 6406N 1737-21044 00000/0000 1-10028/0067 07/30/74 90 279 42.6 155.0 PP P
 
15359W 6400N 1773-21032 OOOo0/o000 1-10029/0875 0/04/74 0 781 31,7 159.2 GPPp
 
1540OW 6802N 1758-21195 00000/0000 1-10029/0093 08/20/74 to 572 33.5 162,9 GGbG
 
1B40ow 6649N 1739-21151 00000/0000 1-10027/1018 08/01/74 ko 307 40.0 159.4 GPPP
 
1540OW 6535N 1972-21010 00000,OOQ 1-10036/0206 03/22/75 80 3556 23,5 157.8 GGF
 
15402W 6521N 1792-21075 00000/0000 1-10030/0520 09/23/74 100 1046 23,6 163.6 0G(3P

15403W 5829N 1770-20475 00000/0000 1-10029/0732 09/01/74 70 739 37P0 152-5 GPGG
 
15404W 7052N 1977-21275 00000/0000 1-10036/0249 03/27/75 90 3626 21.2 165-7 FFFF
 
15404W 7042N 1797-21343 00000/0000 1-10030/0827 09/28/74 90 1116 17.0 171.7 P P
 
15404W 5832N 1752-20483 00000/0000 1-10027/1755 08/14/74 20 488 42,6 149-3 GGfjG
 
15406W 640ON 1755-21040 00000/0000 1-10028/0039 08/17/74 100 530 37.7 156.6 GPUG
 
15406W 5550N 1805-20414 00000/0000 1-10030/1114 10/06/74 90 1227 26,6 156.9 GGbP
 
15407W 664oN 1775-21135 O0000/oooo 1-10029/0966 09/06/74 0 809 28.8 163.0 W4
 
15*07W 652ON 1774-21083 00000/0000 1-10029/0986 09/05/74 0 795 30,3 161,1 PP 6
 
15409W 5555N 1841-20405 00000/0000 1-10032/0531 11/11/74 100 1729 14.7 160.3 PGO3P
 
154lOW 5559N 1823-20413 00000/0000 1-10031/0488 lo/24/74 70 1478 20.2 159-3 Ger
 
15413W 6640N 1757-21143 00000/0000 i-10029/0007 08/19/74 30 558 35.0 160-7 PGP
 
15413W 6520N 1756-21092 00000/0000 1-10027/1812 08/18/74 100 544 36.4 158.6 BG(SG

15414W 5545N 1787-20421 00000/0000 1-10030/0223 09/18/74 10 976 33.2 153.4 eGUG
 
15416W 5553N 1949-20362 00000/0000 1-10035/0467 02Y27/75 40 3235 21.6 149.7 FFPG
 
15418W 6005N 1825-20514 00000/0000 1-10031/0885 10/26/74 70 1506 16.1 162.4 (3 PP
 
15419W 6004N 1807-20520 00000/ooOO 1-10031/0109 10/08/74 20 1255 22#4 160.5 eGGS
 
15419W 5549N 1733-20442 00000/0000 1-10027/0840 07/26/74 50 223 49,2 143.0 GGbG i--i
 
1542OW 7044N 1743-21365 00000/0000 1-10027/1277 08/05/74 30 363 35,8 166.6 GGG
 
15420W 6004N 1843-20o510 O0000/o000 1-10032/0094 11/13/74 100 1757 10,6 163*0 GPP
 
15422W 7038N 1779-2135s2 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 70 865 23#9 169-7 GPG
 
15424W 7038N 1761-21361 00000/0000 1-10029/0230 08/23/74 4o 614 30.4 167.8 PGPG
 
15424W 6934N 1814-21291 00000/0000 1-10030/1542 10/15/74 70 1353 11.6 171.4 GGbjG

15424W 6003N 1951-20463 00000/0000 	 03/01/75 3263 19,4 152.7 G
1-10036/0007 30 B (G 

1B42sW 6007N 1969-20454 00000/oooo 1-10035/1189 Oq/19/75 10 3514 26.4 152.0 GGbF
 
15426W 7202N 1817-21453 00000/ooOO 1-10030/1630 10/18/74 0 1395 8,2 175.7 GGUG
 
15427W 6938N 1958-21232 00000/0000 1-10035/0909 01/08/75 20 3361 14.7 163.2 FFFF
 
15427W 5954N 1789-205?2 00000/0000 1-10030/0375 09/20/74 90 1004 29.2 157.5 GPbG
 
15428W 5957N 1933-20472 00000/0000 1-10034/0327 02/11/75 0 3012 13.1 153-9 GGG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER. *t a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,........ ..... BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=PO8R. F=FAIR, 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ,..... R.MADE FROM RBV. MSMADE FROM MsS. B=MADE FROM RBv AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP qo0t75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0668
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ 














B P P B P 























15432w 7203N 1943-21403 OOO00/OOOO 1-10035/0117 0P/21/75 1o 3152 7.0 167.3 GFFG 














































15444W 5719N 1824-20465 00000/0000 1-10031/0540 1025/74 60 1492 18.7 160.3 GGPP 
15445W 6127N 1844-20562 00000/0000 1-10032/0128 11/14/74 100 1771 912 163.9 P G 


































15450W 5713N 1932-20422 00000/0000 1 10034/0244 02/10/75 0 2998 14.9 152.1 PGFG 
15451W 6116N 1790-20574 00000/0000 1-10030/0589 09/21/74 100 1018 27.7 159.0 GPbG 
15452W 5720N 1968-20405 00000/0000 1-10035/1157 03/18/75 10 3500 28.0 149.5 FGG 
15452W 5713N 1734-20494 00000/0000 1-10027/0866 07/27/74 0 237 48,0 145.1 QGbG 























15454W 6815N 1813-21219 00000/0000 1-10030/1444 10/14/74 0 1339 13.1 169-5 PG 
15454W 6123N 1736-20595 O000/O000 1-10027/0919 07/29/74 90 265 44,8 1S,O GG G 
15455W 7159N 1745-21474 Oooo0/O00O 1-10027/1412 08/07/74 30 391 34.2 169,5 Ga G 
15455W 6251N 1809-21023 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10030/1244 10/10/74 80 1283 19.3 163.2 GPPp 
15456W 6919N 1778-21301 00000/0000 1-10029/1101 09/09/74 10 851 25.5 167'3 GPPG 
15456W 5705N 1770-20482 OOO00/o00o 1-10029/0733 09/01/74 80 739 38.0 151o1 GG 
15457W 6125N 5060-20461 00000/0000 1-10039/0011 06/18/75 100 4783 48.8 146°3 FFUG 
15457W 5708N 1752-20490 00000/0000 1-10027/1756 08/14/74 50 488 43.6 147.6 PGUG 
15459w 6249N 1827-21022 00000/0000 1-10031/0045 10/28/74 60 1534 13.1 164.6 PGGG 
15459W 6115N 1754-20591 OOOO0/OOOO 110027/1901 08/16/74 90 516 40.1 152.9 GGPG 























KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLAIKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GnGBOD. P=POOR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ,..... R.MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MsS 8,MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0669
 
STANDARD CATALOG Fb US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSrTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 













































15510W 6700N 1956-21125 0000/ooo0o 1-10035/0700 01/06/75 20 3333 16.0 159.5 GGG 
15511W 6655N 1830-21181 OOO0/oooo 1-10031/0740 10/31/74 90 1576 8.5 168.7 PPGG 
15511W 6410N 1828-21073 00000/0000 1-10031/0672 10/29/74 50 1548 11.5 165-9 PP 
15511w 6239N 1791-21025 OOOo/oooo 1-10030/0506 09/22/74 100 1032 26.2 160.6 a HP 
15512W 6535N 1829-21125 OOOO/OOO 1-10031/0701 10/30/74 90 1562 10.0 167.3 PGP 
15512W 6245N 1737-21050 ooooo./ooo 1-10028/068 07/30/74 90 279 43,6 153.0 PG P 
15512W 6239N 1773-2t034 OOOO0/oooo 1-tO29/0876 0q/04/74 0 781 32.8 157.6 GGG 
15514W 653aN 1811-21131 OOOOO/OOO 1-10030/1348 10/12/74 5o 1311 16o3 166.1 GPOP 
15515W 7056N 1960-21342 00000/0000 1-10035/0962 01/10/75 10 3389 144 165.3 FGFF 
15516W 5842N 1825-20521 O0OOO000 1-10031/0897 10/26/74 100 1506 17,2 161.3 PGPP 
15517W 6412N 1954-21022 00000/0000 1-10035/0560 01/04/75 90 3305 17.4 156.4 GGFG 
15517W 5841N 1807-2052? 00000/0000 1-10031/0110 10/08/74 20 1255 23.6 159.4 QG3G 
15518W 7214N 1800-21511 OOO/oo0 1- 003o/o917 10/01/74 60 1158 14.4 174.9 Q PP 













































15522W 7046N 1816-21401 OOOO/oooo 1-10030/1517 10/17/74 60 1381 9.7 173-4 GPGG 
15522W 6656N 1974-21120 00000/0000 1!10036/0315 01/24/75 60 3584 23.2 159,5 GGUG 
15522W 6414N 1972-21013 0OO00/OOOO 1-10036/0207 01/22/75 60 3556 24.5 156.2 GGFG 
15522W 640oN 1792-21081 00000/0000 1-10030/0521 09/23/74 90 1046 24.7 162.1 PPGP 
15523W 6806N 1741-21261 00oO/OOOO 1-10027/1186 08/03/74 5 335 38.5 161.6 GGG 
15523W 6758N 1777-21245 00000/0000 1-10029/1066 09/08/74 0 837 27.0 165-l PPPG 
15523W 5840N 1951-20465 00000/0000 1-10036/0008 Oq/01/75 70 3263 20.4 151 6 GGG 
15524W 5843N 1969-20460 00000/0000 1-10035/1190 03/19/75 10 3514 27.4 150.7 GFPF 
15525W 6536N 1973-21064 00000/0000 1-10036/0279 01/23/75 20 3570 23.9 157.7 FFbF 























KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ Te 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *it NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ,......... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GaGeOD. P=POOR, F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RoMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
o3:20 SEP qO,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0670
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS %123 45678 C C D D 
15526W 5829N 1771-205q3 0ooo/oooo 1-10031/0014 09/02y74 50 753 36.7 152'7 PPPP 
i5527W 6520N 1793-21113 00000/0000 1-10030/0622 09/24/74 90 1O6O 23.2 163.7 PPP 
15527W 640ON 1774-21090 ooooo/oOOO 1-10029/0987 O/05/74 0 795 31s4 159,4 GP G 
15528W 5837N 1735-20545 00000/0000 1-10027/0904 07/28/74 30 251 46,9 147.1 GGPG 














































1553SW 5555N 1824-20471 00000/0000 1-10031/0541 10/25/74 50 1492 19.9 159.4 GPP 
15536W 705ON 1978-213q3 oooooooo 1-10037/0090 03/28/75 70 3640 21.7 165.6 FGPO 
15537W 6643N 1758-21201 00000/0000 i-10029/0094 08/20/74 0 572 34.6 160,9 GGGG 
15537W 5552N 1806-20471 00000/0000 1-10031/0084 10/07/74 40 1241 26.2 157.1 PPPG 
15539W 6519N 1757-21150 00000/0000 1-10029/0008 08/19/74 60 558 36.0 j58-7 PG G 
15541W 7O43N 1744-21423 O00O/O000 1-10027/1386 08/06/74 20 377 35.5 166-7 GP P 
15541W 5549N 1932-204P9 00000/0000 1-10034/0245 02/10/75 10 2998 15.9 151.2 FOGG 





































































15550W 6009N 1970-20512 00000/oooo 1-10037/0028 03/20/75 0 3528 26.7 152.0 GGUG 
15551W 6005N 1952-20521 OOOO0/O000 1-10035/0575 03/02/75 lo 3277 19.7 152.7 GG2G 























15556W 5952N 1772-20585 O0000/o000 1-10029/0845 oq/03/74 0 767 35.3 154.4 GGPG M 
15558W 7204N 1818-21511 OOOoo/oooo 1-10031/0203 10/19/74 30 1409 7.8 175.7 PPPP 
15558w 6003N 5060-20464 00000/0000 1-10039/0012 06/18/75 90 4783 49.6 144.2 GGbF 
15601W 5952N 1754-20593 00000/0000 1-10027/1902 08/16/74 90 516 41.1 151.2 GGPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** o NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. , BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GOGDOD. PpPOOR. FqFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RuMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
 
03:20 SEP 30j175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0671
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MS8 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
15603W 6129N 1809-2100 00000/0000 1-10030/1245 10/10/74 30 1283 20.5 162.0 GPPP
 
15606W 6925N 1797-21390 00000/0000 1-10030/0828 09/28/74 100 1116 18.2 169.6 POP
 
15608W 7207N 1980-21443 00000/0000 1-10036/0561 0/30/75 20 3668 21.4 j68.2 GFFF
 
15608w 6935N 1977-21281 00000/0000 1-10036/0250 03/27/75 90 3626 22o3 163.4 FFFF
 
15608W 6127N 1827-21024 00000/0000 1-10031/0046 10/28/74 10 1534 14,2 163.5 GGP
 
15610W 5718N 1825-20523 00000/o000 1.10031/0898 10/26/74 100 1506 18.4 160,4 PGPP
 
15612W 6126N 1845-21020 00000/0000 1.10032/0690 l1/15/74 80 1785 8.9 163.9 GO G
 
15612W 6125N 1953-20573 00000/0000 1-10035/0535 01/03/75 100 3291 19.1 153.8 FFPF
 
15612W 5717N 1807-20525 00000/0000 1-10031/o111 10/08/74 40 1255 24.7 158.3 GUS
 
15614W 6129N 1971-20564 00000/oooo 1.10036/0193 0/21/75 0 3542 26.2 153.2 GGbG
 
15615W 6815N 1814-21293 00000/0000 1-10030/1543 10/15/74 40 1353 12.8 169,6 PGPG
 
15617W 7155N 1782-21520 00000/0000 1-10030/0067 09/13/74 90 907 21,7 172-4 GGbG
 
15617W 6117N 1791-21032 00000/0000 1-10030/0507 09/22/74 100 1032 27.3 159.2 P P
 
15617W 5717N 1951-20472 00000/0000 1-10036/0009 03/01/75 90 3263 21.4 1505 OGeP
 
15618W 6116N 1773-21041 00000/0000 1-10029/0877 09/04/74 0 781 33,9 156.1 GfG"
 
15618w 5720N 1969-20463 00000/0000 1-10035/1191 0q/19/75 20 3514 28.4 149.4 FFbF
 
15619W 7159N 1746-21533 00000/0000 1-10027/1498 08/08/74 60 405 93.9 169.5 PPPP
 
15619W 6820N 1958-21235 00000/0000 1"10035/0910 03/08/75 60 3361 15.7 161.3 FFFF
 
15619W 6251N 1810-21082 00000/0000 1-10030/1291 10/11/74 60 1297 19.0 163.3 PPG
 
15619W 6123N 1737-21053 00000/0000 1-10028/0069 07/30/74 90 279 44.5 151-1 PP P
 
15619W 5711N 1933-20481 00000/0000 1-10034/0329 02/11/75 40 3012 15.2 152.0 O3OG
 
15619W 5709N 1789-20531 00000/0000 1-10030/0377 09/20/74 90 1004 31,4 155.0 GPGG
 
15620W 5706N 1771-20540 00000/0000 1-10031/0015 09/02/74 30 753 37.7 15P.3 GPPP
 
15621W 5713N 1735-20552 OOOOO/o000 1-10027/0905 07/28/74 50 251 47.8 145.2 O6PG
 
15622W 6926N 1743-21371 oooooooo 1-10027/1278 08/05/74 20 363 36,9 164.1 GbG
 
15622W 6921N 1779-21355 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 20 865 25.1 167.5 GGGG
 
15622W 5709N 1753-20544 O0000/ooOO 1-10027/1795 08/15/74 50 502 43.3 147.8 GGG
 
15626W 6816N 1976-21230 00000/0000 1-10036/0041 03/26/75 0 3612 22.9 161-4 GGfr
 
15626W 6248N 1828-21080 00000/0000 1.10031/0673 10/29/74 40 1548 12.7 164-7 PPU 
15627W 611SN 1755-21045 00000/0000 1-10028/0041 08/17/74 80 530 39.8 153-1 GG(3G '-dQ 
15631W 6805N 1796-21294 00000/0000 1-10030/0844 09/27/74 80 1102 19.7 167.6 PPP
 
15631W 6250N 1954-21024 00000/0000 1-10035/0561 01/04/75 90 3305 18.4 155o1 GFGF
 
15633W 6656N 1813-21242 00000/0000 1-10030/1433 10/14/74 30 1339 14.3 167.8 P UG
 
15633W 6246N 1738-21104 00000/0000 1-10027/1009 07/31/74 60 293 43.3 153-1 GO 6 "G i
 
15634W 6413N 1829-21131 00000/0000 1-10031/0702 10/30/74 80 1562 11.2 166.0 POPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ,......$,,... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** w NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSzBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G.GOOD. P=POOR. F:FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ...... RSMADE FROM RBV. M4MADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 3oP'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0672
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 LONG LAT ROv MSS 
 9 123 45678 C C D D
 
15634W 6238N 1792-21084 00000/0000 1-10030/0522 09/23/74 100 1046 25.9 160.7 GPGG
15636W 6411N 1811-21114 00000/0000 1-10030/1349 10/12/74 100 1311 17,5 164.7 GPPP
15636W 6 253N 1972-21015 00000/0000 1-10036/0214 03/22/75 20 3556 25.5 154.7 
 FG
15637W 6534N 1812-2110g 00000/0000 1-10030/1423 10/13/74 70 1325 15.9 166.2 PPG
15638W 705 7N 1961-21400 00000/0000 1-10035/1057 03/11/75 50 3403 14.8 165,4 FGF
 
15640W 6540N 1956-21131 00000/0000 1-10035/0701 03/06/75 30 3333 17.0 158.0 GGkG
15640W 6416N 1955-21080 0000/OOOO 1-10035/0681 01/05/75 40 3319 17.7 156-5 FGIG
15640W 6238N 1774-21092 00000/0000 1-10029/0988 09/05/74 40 795 32.5 157.8 GP G
15641W 6659N 1967-21183 00000/0000 t-10035/0839 o/o7/75 0 3347 16.4 159.5 GGGG
 
15641W 6535N 1830-21183 00000/0000 1-10031/0741 10/31/74 80 1576 9.7 167,3 GPPG
15641W 5841N 1808-20580 00000/0000 1-10031/0144 10/09/74 70 1269 23.2 159.5 GGPP
15642W 5841N 1826-20575 OOOOO/oooo 1-10031/0617 10/27/74 100 1520 16.9 161.4 PP P
 
15643W 6807N 1742-21315 00000/0000 1i10027/1253 08/04/74 10 349 38.2 161"7
15643W 6801N 1778-21303 00000/0000 1-10029/1102 GGPP
 09/09/74 0 851 26.6 j65-3 GG(aG
15643W 6647N 1795-21242 00000/O00o 1.10030/0678 09/26/74 90 1088 21.2 165.7 
 P PP
15645W 7047N 1817-21460 00000/0000 1-10030/1631 10/18/74 0 1395 9.4 173.4 GGPP15645W 6237N 1756-21101 00000/0000 1-10027/1814 08/18/74 100 544 38.4 i55"0 GGGG15646W 6359N 1793-21135 00000/0000 1-10030/0623 09/24/74 60 1060 24.4 162.2 PPP165647W 6524N 1794-21191 00000/0000 1-10030/0656 09/25/74 100 1074 22.8 164.0 ppu15647W 6415N 1973-21071 00000/0000 1-10036/0280 03/23/75 so 3570 24.9 156.1 FFbG 
1'5648w 5841N 1844-20571 00000/o000 1-10032/0139 11/14/74 100 1771 11,5 162o0 G15649W 6654N 1975-21174 - 00000/0000 1-10036/0381 03/25/75 0 3598 23.6 159,5 GFbG15649W 5846N 1970-20514 00000/0000 1-10037/0029 03/20/75 0 3528 27.7 150,7 GGbG 
15650W 6802N 1760-21311 00000/0000 1-10029/0137 08/22/74 20 600 32.9 163-1 GGGG15650W 6407N 1739-21160 00000/0000 1-10027/1014 08/01/74 40 307 42.1 155o2 P PG
15650W 5842N 1952-20523 00000/0000 1-10035/0576 01/02/75 lo 3277 20.7 151.6 GG(3G

15651W 7048N 1943-21405 00000/0000 1-10035/0118 02/21/75 10 3152 8.0 165.0 FFGG
15651W 5832N 1790-20583 00000/0000 1-10030/0591 09/21/74 90 1018 29.9 156.4 GPbG
15652W 6536N 1974-21122 00000/0000 1-10036/0316 03/24/75 40 3584 24.2 j57.8 FGUG
15652W 5838N 1736-21004 00000/0000 1-10027/0921 07/29/74 90 265 46*7 147.2 GG P
15653W 6359N 1775-21144 00000/0000 1-10029/0968 09/06/74 0 809 31.0 159,5 GGUG
IS654W 5828N 1772-205q2 00000/0000 1-10029/0846 09/03/74 10 767 36,3 152.9 GGiP
 
15657W 7050N 1979-21391 00000/0000 1-10036/0546 03/29/75 30 3654 22.0 165.7 GGGG
15657W 6358N 1757-21152 00000/0000 1-10029/0009 08/19/74 80 558 37.1 156,9 PG P
15659W 5829N 1754-21000 00000/0000 1-10027/1903 09/16/74 60 516 42.1 149.6 GGPG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER %............... 0 TR 100 
- % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G'GOOD. PCPOOR. F=FAIR,





03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH ERODUCT DATA PAGE 0673
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MTCRfFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............ o BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SFP qOP'75 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FdR US 
PAGE 0674 





MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 














B P P 5 P 

























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ........ ,..... 0 TA 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-G6O. P-POOR. FIFAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE. ....... R-MADE FROM RBv, MnMADE FROM MsS BmMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03:20 SEP qoj'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0675
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS B P P 5 P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
15758W 5425N 1735-20561 00000/0000 1-i0027/0907 07/28/74 90 251 49.6 141,3 GGPG
 
15759W 6701N 1958-21241 00000/0000 1-10035/0911 0/08/75 10 3361 16,8 159.5 FFPF
 
15759W 6413N 1812-21192 00000,0000 1-10030/1424 10/13/74 90 1325 17.1 164.8 P~p
 
15759W 6237N 1793-21142 O0000/OOOO 1-10030/0624 09/24/74 70 1060 25,5 160.8 PPP
 
15801W 6253N 1973-21073 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10036/0281 03/23/75 20 3570 25.9 154.6 FFPG
 
15802W 6419N 1956-21134 O0000/O00O 1-10035/0702 03/06/75 0 3333 18.1 156,5 GGPG
 
15803W 6536N 1813-21244 ooooo/oooo 1-10030/1434 10/14/74 20 1339 15.5 166.3 P PP
 
15804W 6414N 1830-21i9o OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0742 10/31/74 90 1576 10.8 166.0 GPbG
 
15804W 6246N 1739-21163 00000/0000 1-10027/1020 08/01/74 70 307 43.1 153.2 GG G
 
15804W 5843N 1809-21035 00000/0000 1-10030/1247 10/10/74 30 1283 22.8 159.7 GPF-G
 
15806W 6657N 1976-21232 00000/0000 1-10036/0042 03/26/75 20 3612 24.0 159.5 GG 
15806W 6237N 1775-21151 00000/0000 1-10029/0969 09/06/74 10 809 32.1 157.9 GePG 
15808W 653gN 1831-21241 00000/0000 1-10031/0780 11/01/74 90 1590 9,3 167-4 GGPP 
15808W 6403N 1794-21193 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0657 09/25/74 100 1074 23,9 162,5 PU 
15809W 6646N 1796-2±301 00000/0000 1-10030/0845 09/27/74 70 1102 20,9 165.8 CPPG 
15809W 6236N 1757-21155 00000/0000 1-10029/0010 08/19/74 80 558 38.1 155,1 PG G 
15810W 6807N 1743-21374 O000/O000 1-10027/1279 08/05/74 10 363 38.0 161.8 GG 
15810W 6803N 1779-21361 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 0 865 26.2 165-5 POGb 
15810W 5842N 1827-21033 00000/0000 1-10031/0048 10/28/74 90 1534 16,6 161,5 GGP 
15811W 6526N 1795-21245 OOO00/OO0 1-1003020679 09/26/74 90 1088 22,4 164.1 P PG 
15812w 6802N 1761-21370 00000/0000 1-1002920227 08/23/74 40 614 32.6 163.2 G PG 
15813W 6414N 1974-21125 00000/0000 1-10036/0317 03/24/75 20 3584 25.3 156.2 FGG 
15813w 5840N 1845-21025 00000/0000 1-10032/0692 11/15/74 20 1785 11.3 162.0 PGPP 
15813W 5840N 1953-20582 OOO00/OOOO 1-10035/0537 03/03/75 100 3291 21,1 151.5 FFi 
15815W 5843N 1971-20573 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10036/0195 03/21/75 0 3542 28.2 J50.6 GGUG 
15815W 5832N 1791-21041 00000/0000 1-10030/0509 09/22/74 100 1032 29,6 156.6 C PP 
15816W 5831N 1773-21050 00000/0000 110029/0879 09/04/74 50 781 36.0 153.1 GGrZG 
15818W 6534N 1975-21181 00000/0000 1-10036/0382 03/25/75 0 3598 24,7 157-7 GFiG 
15819W 7049N 1818-21514 00000/0000 1-10031/0204 1o/19/74 40 1409 9.0 173-5 GPuG aC 
15819W 5837N 1737-21062 00000/0000 1-10028/0071 07/30/74 80 279 46.5 147.3 PP P 
15820W 6646N 1742-21322 00000/0000 1-10027/1254 08/04/74 40 349 39.3 159.5 GPPG 
15820w 6641N 1778-21310 0000/ooo00 1-10029/1103 09/09/74 0 851 27.7 163.4 GGbG '3 0 
15821W 6404N 1740-21214 00000/0000 1-t0027/1149 08/02/74 30 321 41.9 j55.2 GO G 
15821W 6358N 1776-21202 00000/0000 1-10029/1046 09/07/74 0 823 30,7 159.7 GGUG 
15825W 6644N 1760-2J314 00000/0ooo 1-10029/0138 08/22/74 20 600 34.0 t61.1 GGbP 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER %................ 0 T 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKStBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. PcPOOR, F FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS, BoMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
03:20 SEP q0,175 ERTS-1COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0676 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ 














B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 T 100 
v % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,..,,,fl.,.,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, GcGOOD, PqPOOR, FCFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30, '75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0677
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV MbS B P P 5 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
15901W 6932N 1979-21394 00000/0000 1-10036/0547 0/29/75 7D 3654 23.1 163.4 GFGF 
15902W 6132N 1955-21085 00000/0000 1710035/0683 03/05/75 60 3319 19.8 153.8 GFFF 
15904W 7203N 1982-21555 00000/0000 1-10036/0480 04/01/75 20 3696 22.2 168-2 GPbG 
15904w 6126N 1847-21132 O0000/O00O 1-10032'0384 11/17/74 80 1813 8.4 163o9 PPPP 
15904W 5718N 1827-21040 O0000/O000 1-10031/0049 10/28/74 30 1534 17,8 160-5 PPPP 
15905W 7203N 1802-22029 00000/0000 1-10030/0972 10/03/74 90 1186 13.9 174.6 P PG 
15907W 6115N 1793-21144 00000/0000 1-10030/0625 09/2f/74 100 1060 26.6 j59.5 PPP 























15908W 5708N 1791-21043 00000/0000 1't0030/0510 09/22/74 90 1032 30.6 j55.4 G Pp 
15909W 6131N 1973-21080 00000/0000 1-10036/0282 03/23/75 30 3570 27.0 ±53.2 FFFF 
15910W 5720N 1971-20575 00000/0000 1-10036/0196 03/21/75 30 3542 29.2 149.3 GGGG 
15910W 5708N 1773-21052 00000/0000 1-10029/0880 09/04/74 so 781 37.0 151.7 GGG 
15911W 6922N 1781-21471 00000/O000 1-10029/1190 09/12/74 80 893 24.3 167,7 PGQG 
15911W 6123N 1739-21165 OOOOO/QOOO 1-0027/1021 08/01/74 70 307 44.1 151.3 GGPG 
15912W 682ON 1960-21351 O0000/oooo 1-10035/0964 03/10/75 80 3389 16.5 161.3 FGfG 
15913W 6925N 1745-21482 00000I0000 1-10027/1414 08/07/74 20 391 36.3 164.2 GGPG 
15913W 5714N 1737-21064 00000/0000 1-1002840072 07/30/74 30 279 47.4 145.4 PP P 
15914W 6252N 1812-21191 O0000/OOO0 1-10030/1425 10/13/74 100 1325 18.2 163.5 GPP 
1591,+W 6115N 1775-21153 00000/0000 1-10029/0970 09/06/74 40 809 33.2 156.4 GGGG 
15915W 6811N 1816-21410 00000/0000 1-10030/1519 10/17/74 0 1381 12.1 169.6 GPGG 
15915W 5431N 1808-20592 00000/0000 1-10031/0147 10/09/74 20 1269 2606 156*4 GGGp 
15915W 5430N 1826-20590 00000/0000 1-10031/0620 10/27/74 40 1520 20.4 158.7 PGGp 
15916W 6114N 1757-21161 00000/O000D 1-10029/0011 08/19/74 40 558 39.2 153.4 PGPP 
15917W 6257N 1956-21140 O0000/00O0 1-10035/0703 03/06/75 0 3333 19.1 155.1 SF6G 
15919W 7158N 1748-22045 00000/0000 1-10027/1578 08/10/74 50 433 33.3 169.6 GGGG 
15919W 6252N 1830-21192 O0000/O00 1-10031/0743 10/31/74 80 1576 12.0 164.8 GPPG 


































15922W 5430N 1952-20535 00000/0000 1-10035/0579 03/02/75 90 3277 23.7 148.-4 GFGG 
15922W 5420N 1790-20594 00000/0000 1-10030/0583 09/21/74 100 1018 33.2 152.8 6 G 
15924W 5425N 1736-210t9 00000/0000 1 10027/0924 07/29/74 100 265 49.4 141.5 GG G 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 . % CLOUD COVER. *' = NO CLOUD DATA AVAIL4BLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD, P-POOR. FvFAIR. 
RMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30.'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0678
 
STANDARD CATALOG FbR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY PRODUCTS

OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 
 ELEV, AZIM. RBV Mss B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D
 
15925W 6703N 1959-21295 00000/0000 1.10035/0988 o/09/75 0 3375 j791 159.6 
 FFUG
15925W 6536N 114-2130? OOooo/oooo 1-i0030/1545 1o/1517 0 1353 15,1 166.4 PGGG
 
15925W 6415N 1813-21251 00000/0000 1-10030/1435 10/14/74 20 1339 16.7 164.9 P GP
15925W 5416N 1772-21003 00000/0000 1-10029/0834 09/03/74 100 767 39.4 148,6 a UP
 
15927w 6252N 1974-21iq 00000/000o 1-10036/0318 03/24/75 0 3584 26.3 154,6 GGGG
 
15929W 68 15N 1978-21342 00000/0000 1-10037/0092 03/28/75 10 3640 23.8 161'3 FGbG
 
15929W 654 oN 1958-21244 00000/0000 1-10035/0912 03/08/75 10 3361 17.8 157.9 FFFF
 
15929W 5843N 1810-21093 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10030/1294 10/11/74 40 1297 22,4 159.8 PGGG
 
15929W 5419N 1754-21011 00000/OOO0 1-10027/1906 08/16/74 80 516 44.9 144.6 GGGG
 
15930W 6417N 1831-21244 00000/0000 1-10031/0781 11/01/74 90 1590 10.5 166.1 GPPp
15931W 6807N 1744-21432 ooooo/oooo 1-10027/1388 08/06/74 10 377 37.7 161.8 GC 0
 
15931W 6537N 1832-21295 OOOOO/0000 1.10031/0855 11/02/74 100 1604 9.0 167.4 PGPP
 
15932W 6405N 1795-21251 O0000/O00O 1-10030/0680 09/26/74 90 1088 23.5 162.6 P Pp
 
15934W 6647N 1797-21355 OOOOO/oooo 1-10030/0830 09/28/74 50 1116 20.5 166o0 PPG
 
1'5934w 6242N 1740-21221 00000/0000 1-10027/1150 08/02/74 30 321 42,9 153.2 GG G
 
15934W 6236N 1776-21205 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/1047 09/07/74 0 823 31.8 158.1 GGP
15936W 6803N 1780-21415 00000/0000 1"10030/0155 09/11/74 40 879 25.8 165.6 P Pp
 
15936W 6537N 1976-21235 00000/0000 1-10036/0043 01/26/75 70 3612 25.0 157.8 FFFG
 
15936W 5842N 1846-21083 OOOO0/oooo 1-10032/0704 11/16/74 90 1799 l1.0 162.0 GP P
 
15937W 6657N 1977-21290 O000o/o000 1-10036/0252 03/27/75 90 3626 24.4 159.5 FFFF
 
15937W 5841N 1828-21091 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0676 10/29/74 40 1548 16.3 161.5 PPG
 
15938W 680IN 1762-21424 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0245 08/24/74 4o 628 32.2 163.3 GGPG
 
15938W 6525N 1796-21303 00000/0000 1-10030/0846 09/27/74 90 1102 22,0 164.2 PGPG
 
15938W 6412N 1975-21183 OOOOO/OOO0 1-10036/0383 03/25/75 0 3598 25.7 1.56,1 GGG
 
15938W 5830N 1792-21095 00000/O00 1-10030/0525 09/23/74 100 1046 29.2 J56.8 PPGP
 
15939W 6240N 1758-21213 OOO00/OOOO 1-10029/0097 08/20/74 80 572 37.8 155.3 GGGG
 
15941W 5843N 1954-21040 00000/0000 1-10035/0564 03/04/75 10 3305 21.5 151.5 GGFG
 
15942W 5838N 1738-21120 O00O/o000 1-10027/1011 07/31/74 90 293 46,2 147.4 CP
 
15944W 7049N 1945-21521 00000/0000 1-10035/0597 02/23/75 90 3180 8.8 1650 FFGG
 
15944W 7048N 1819-21572 00000/0000 1-10031/0233 10/20/74 60 1423 8.6 173.5 GPPG
 
15944W 5829N 1774-21104 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/0974 09/05/74 70 795 35,6 153-3 C PG
15945W 58 44N 1972-21031 OOOOO/00OO 1-10036/0210 03/22/75 0 3556 28.5 150.6 
 GFFG
 
15946W 6357N 1777-21260 00000/0000 1-10029/1069 09/08/74 0 837 30.3 159.8 PGPG
 
15947W 7043N 1501-21573 00000/0000 1T10030/0901 10/02/74 4O 1172 15,4 172.1 G PG
 
15947W 6942N 1800-21520 00000/0000 1-10030/0919 10/01/74 80 1158 16,7 170.4 P G
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TB 
too - % CLOUD COVER. ** t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE DUALITY ...... ,........ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PaPOOR, F-FAIR,
 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH FRODUCT DATA PAGE 0679
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO., DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, RBV MfiS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
15947W 6647N 1743-21380 00000/oo00 1-10027/1280 08/05/74 20 363 39.0 159.5 GGUG 























15948W 6404N 1741-21273 00000/0000 1-10027/1189 08/03/74 30 335 41,6 155.3 GOGS 
15949W 6643N 1761-21372 00000/0000 110029/0241 08/23/74 0 614 33.6 161.2 PG 
15949W 6402N 1759-21265 00000/OOO 1-10029/0119 08/21/74 10 586 36.4 157.2 GbG 
15949W 5829N 1756-21112 00000/0000 1-10027/1817 08/18/74 50 544 41.5 149-9 OGGG 
15950W 5556N 1809-21044 00000/0000 110030/1249 10/10/74 40 1283 25.1 157.6 PPPP 
15953W 6523N 1760-213P0 00000/0000 1-10029/0139 08/22/74 0 600 35.0 159 2 PG 
15955W 5555N 1827-21o42 00000/0000 1-10031/0050 10/28/74 70 1534 18.9 159.6 GGGP 
t5958w 7048N 1981-21503 OOo00/oooo 1-10037/0724 03/31/75 40 3682 22.9 165.6 FGbG 
15958W 5553N 1845-21034 00000/0000 1-10032/0694 11/15/74 20 1785 13,7 160.3 PGPG 























16001W 6005N 1811-21145 00000/0000 1-10030/1352 10/12/74 90 1311 20.9 161.0 GPPG 
16001W 5556N 1971-20582 00000/0000 1-10036/0197 03/21/75 30 3542 30.1 148.1 GSbG 
16001W 5544N 1773-21055 00000/0000 1-10029/0881 09/04/74 80 781 38.0 150.3 GbG 
16004W 555ON 1737-21071 00000/0000 i-t0028/0073 07/30/74 70 279 48.3 143.5 PP P 
16005W 6009N 1955-21091 00000/OOOO 1-10035/0684 03/05/75 0 3319 20.8 j52.6 FFPG 
16007W 7037N 1783-21581 00000/oO 1-10030/0791 09/14/74 80 921 22.5 170.1 GGbG 
16007W 600N 1847-2111S 00000/0000 1-10032/0385 11/17/74 60 1813 9.6 162.9 PPbP 
16009W 5953N 1793-21151 00000/OOO0 1-10030/0626 09/24/74 100 1060 27.8 158.2 PPP 




















































GGGG o a 
16016W 5952N 1775-21160 00000/0000 1-10029/0971 09/06/74 70 809 34.2 154.9 GPUG I 
16018W 5951N 1757-21164 00000/0000 f-10029/0001 08/19/74 10 558 40.2 151.7 P PP 
16022W 61304 1818-21201 00000/0000 1-10030/0426 10/13/74 80 1325 194 162.3 P~ 
16023W 6932N 1818-21S20 00000/0000 1-10031/0205 10/19/74 20 1409 102 1715 GPbG 
16023W 5720N 1810-21100 00000/0000 1-10030/1295 10/11/74 50 1297 23.6 158.8 PGPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NQ CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GO0D. POP8OR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ........ R*MADE FROM REV. MOMADE FROM MSS. BrMADE FROM REV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 301175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0680 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 





MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
16084W 7207N 1965-22o22 OO00/o000 1-10035/0427 03/15/75 50 3459 15.4 167-7 GF56 
16026w 6135N 1956-21143 OOOO0/000 1-10035/0704 0q/06/75 70 3333 20.i 153.8 GGF6 
16027W 6130N 1830-21195 00000/0000 1.10031/0744 10/31/74 90 1576 13.2 163.7 GPPG 









































































































































































16041W 6924N 1746-21542 00000/0000 1-10027/1500 08/08/74 20 405 36,1 164-3 PPPP 























16045W 7158N 1749-22103 000000o000 1-10027/1224 08/11/74 90 447 33,0 169.6 GGO 













































16047W 5429N 1953-20593 00000/0000 1-10035/0540 03/03/75 40 3291 24.1 148.3 FFhF 
16047W 5421N 1791-21052 O000/OOOO 1-10030/0512 09/22/74 100 1032 32.8 153-0 6 PG 
16048W 5420N 1773-21061 00000/0000 1-10029/0882 09/04/74 100 781 39.0 1489 GG6G 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *t : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF, 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G2OD. P=POOR. F4FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROM RBV. M-MADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,h75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0681
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE T0 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COYER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
16051W 6419N 1958-21250 00000/000 1-10035/0913 01/08/75 0 3361 18,9 156o5 GFFF 
16052W 6814N 1979-21400 00000/O000 1-10036/0548 03/29/75 60 3654 24.2 161.4 GF5G 
16052W 6701N 1960-2135q 00000/0000 1-10035/0965 0q/10/75 90 3389 17m6 159.5 FGFF 
16052W 5425N 1737-21073 O0000/o000 1-10028/0074 07/30/74 90 279 49,j 141.6 PP P 
16053W 6416N 1832-21302 00000/0000 Il0031/0856 11/02/74 80 1604 10,2 166.1 PPPP 
16053w 625ON 1975-21190 00000/0000 1-10036/0384 0/25/75 0 3598 26.7 154.6 FGFG 
16054W 665tN 1816-21413 00000/0000 1-10030/1520 10/17/74 10 1381 13.3 168.0 GGG 
16055W 6656N 1834-21405 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 90 1632 7.2 168.8 PPPP 
16055W 6543N 1959-21302 00000/0000 1-10035/0989 03/09/75 20 3375 18.2 158-0 GFFO 
16056W 5419N 1755-21065 OOOOO/O000 1-10028/0046 08/17/74 100 530 44.6 j44.8 GGG 

























































16101W 6242N 1741-2127 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1190 0R/03/74 60 335 42,6 153-3 GGGG 
16101W 624ON 1759-21271 00000/0000 1-10029/0120 08/21/74 20 586 37.5 155-5 OGUG 























16107W 6537N 1977-21293 00000/OOOO 1-10036/0253 01/27/75 90 3626 25.4 157.8 FFFF 
16107W 6400N 1778-21315 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10029/1105 09/09/74 0 851 29.9 160.0 6666 
16108w 6655N 1978-21345 00000/OOOO 1-10037/0093 03/28/75 4O 3640 24.8 159.5 FGFG 
16108W 6404N 1742-21331 00000/000 1-10027/1256 08/04/74 10 349 41.3 155-4 QPG 
16108W 5830N 1793-21153 00000/0000 1-10030/0627 09/24/74 80 1060 28,9 156.9 PPp 














































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 00 T 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY ............... BLANKSrBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUEPTED. GtGOOD. P=POOR. FuFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... R=MADE FROM RBv. M-MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
03:20 SEP 0fl75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0682
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N6., 
 DATE CLOUD ORBrT SUN
OF IMAGE SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED 
 COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 
 B P P'B P
LONG LAT RBv MSS 




 2N 1762-21410 00000/0000 1-t0029/0246 08/24/74 80 
 628 33.3 ±61.3




16115W 6524N 1779-21370 00000/ooO 00000/0000 09/10/74 
 0 865 28.4 161.8 PeGs
16115W 
 5557N 1810-21102 OOOO0/OOOO 1-10030/1296 10/11/74 60 1297 
 24.7 j57.7 PQPG
16116W 5829N 1757-21i7o 00000/0000 1-20029/0012 08/19/74 
 so 558 41.2 150"1 PPPP
16117W 
 6523N 1761-21375 00000/0000 1-10029/0228 08/23/74 0 
 614 34,7 i59.3
16119W 704 9N 1964-21571 00000/0000 1-10036/0127 03/14/75 P a
 30 3445 16.1 165.2 GGPF
16121 7047N 1802-2203± 00000o/000 1-10030/0979 10/03/74 
 4o 1186 15.0 172.3 PPGP
16121w 5555N 1846-2to92 00000/0000 1-10032/070 6 
 11/16/74 90 
 1799 13.4 160.4
16122W 5554N 1828-21100 00000/O00O 1tr10031/0667 10/29/74 90 1548 GP G
 18.6 159.7
16122W 5545N P P
1792-2104 00000/0000 1-10030/0527 09/23/74 
 100 1046 31.4 154.4 PG(,P
16123w 7047N 1982-21562 00000/0000 1-10036/0481 04/01/75 
 20 3696 23.3 165-7 FF6G
16125W 7o39N 1784-22035 0OOO0/000 1-10030/0121 0q/15/74 100 
 935 22,0 170.2
16125w 600N 1812-21204 00000/0000 1-10030/1427 10/13/74 100 P PG
 1325 20,6 161.2 PPP
1612bW 5556N 1954-21045 00000/0000 1-10035/0566 03/04/75 
 20 3305 23.5 149-3 FGGF
16127W 555ON 1738-21125 00000/0000 1-10027/1013 07/31/74 80 
 293 48.0 143.7 GG P
16127W 5543N 1774-21111 00000/0000 1-10029/0976 09/05/74 100 
 795 37,7 150,5
16129W 60134N P PP
1956-21145 00000/O000 1-10035/0705 0/06/75 
 100 3333 21.2 152.6 FGFF
16130W 6007N 1830-21201 OOOOO/OO0 1-10031/0745 10/31/74 100 1576 
 14,4 162.7 GPGG
16130W 5556N 1972-21040 O0000/oooo 1-10036/0212 01/22/75 
 so 3556 30.5 148.1
16132W 595 8N 1794-2120 00000/0000 1-10030/0660 09/25/74 90 GFbG
 1074 27,3 158.4 PGGP
16132W 5543N 1756-21121 00000/0000 110027/1819 08/18/74 
 50 544 43.4 146.6 OG0G
16137W 5301N 
 1737-21080 00000/0000 1-10028/0075 07/30/74 
 90 279 50.0 139.7 pp p
16138w 7038N 1766-22042 OOOOo/00O 1"-0029/0571 08/28/74 50
16139W 682 4N 1800-21523 00000/0000 1-10030/0920 684 28.7 168.3 GPG
10/01/74 50 1158 
 17.9 168.5 G P
16139W 6007N 
 1974-21140 00000/0000 1-10036/0320 01/24/75 
 0 3584 28.3 151,8 GGGG
16141w 5958N 1740-212q0 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1152 08/02/74 40 321
16143W 595 2N 44#8 149.4 Go a
1776-21214 o0000/o00o 1-10029/1049 09/07/74 
 6o 823 33.9 155.1 GPGG
16147W 6008N 1848-21193 00000/0000 1-10032/0246 11/18/74 
 0 1827 9.3 162.9 P GP
16147W 
 5955N 1758-212P2 00000/0000 1-10029/0099 08/20/74 50 572 
 39.8 151.9
16148W 6931N 1945-21524 00000/0000 1-10035/0598 02/23/75 PPGG
 90 3180 9.8 163.0 FGUF
16148W 
 6131N 1813-21260 00000/0000 1-10030/1445 10/14/74 70 
 1339 19.0 162-4
16149W 693jN PG
1819-21575 00000oo/OO 1-10031/0234 10/20/74 
 20 1423 9.8 171.6 GGPG
16149W 692 6N 1801-21575 00000/0000 1.10030/0902 10/02/74 
 10 1172 16.6 170.1
16152W 5719N 1811-21154 00000/0000 1-10030/1354 10/12/74 G PG
 80 1311 23.2 158.9 PPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. 
 fl = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..........
,. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR. FUFAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE 
....... 
 RMADE FROM RBv. N=MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS,
 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 30j175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
PAGE 0683 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D V 
















































































































16203W 5434N 1810-211o5 00000/0000 1-10030/1297 10/11/74 50 1297 25.9 156.7 PPFG 




















































































































































16215W 5426N 1738.21131 OOOOO/O00O 1-10027/1002 07/31/74 90 293 48.9 141.8 6 G 























KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 X% CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. 6=GeOD. P=POR. F-FAIR, 
RUMADE FROM RBV. M4MADE FROM MS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
03:20 SEP q0,175 ERTS-1 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0684 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P 8 P 
C C0 D0 
16219W 6651N 1817-21471 O0000/O000 I-10030/634 10/18/74 10 1395 12,9 168"1 GGbG
16219W 6239N 1778-21321 o0000/OO00 1-10029/1106 09/09/74 0 851 31.0 j58.5 UPGG
16219W 5418N 1756-21124 O00oo/O000 1-10027/1820 08/t8/74 80 544 44.3 145"0 GGG
16221W 6655N 1835-21463 00000/o000 1'10031/1019 11/05/74 0 1646 6.9 168.8 GPP
 
16222W 6814N 1980-21454 O0000/O00O 1-10036/0564 01/30/75 40 3668 24.6 16l.4 GFFF16222w 6541N 1960-21360 00000/0000 1-10035/0966 01/10/75 90 3389 18,6 157,9 1FF116222W 6243N 1742-213n3 000000000 -10027/1257 08/04/74 20 349 42.3 153.4 GGPG16224W 6803N 1782-2532 0OOOO/OOOO 1-±0030/0070 09/12/74 90 907 25.1 165-8 UPUG 
16224W 6531N 1816-21415 00000/0000 1-10030/1521 10/17/74 10 1381 14,5 166,5 GPUG16224W 6406N 1797-21364 O0000/O000 1-10030/0832 09/28/74 60 1116 22.8 162,9 ppbp16224W 584 4N 1812-21210 00000/0000 1h 10030 /1428 10/13/74 90 1325 21.7 160.1 PP16225W 6653N 1943-21421 00000/o000 1-10035/0121 0P/21/75 80 3152 11,2 159.7 GGG 
16225W 6536N 1834-21412 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 90 1632 8.4 167.4 PPPP16225W 6241N 1760-21325 00000/0000 1-10029/0141 08/22/74 30 600 37.1 155.6 bGGG 
16228W 6806N 1746-21544 ooooo/oooo 1-10027/1501 08/08//74 20 405 37,1 161.9 PPPP16228W 6416N 1977-21295 00000J0000 1-i0036/0254 03/27/75 ±0O 3626 26.5 156-1 FFF16228W 5850N 1956-211i2 O0000/OO 1-10035/0706 03/06/75 90 3333 22.2 151J4 FFFG16228W 5844N 1830-212o4 00000/0000 1-10031/0746 10/31/74 100 1576 15,6 161.7 GPUG16229W 5834N 1794-21211 00000/ooo 1"10030/0661 09/25/74 90 1o74 28.4 157.2 PGGP 
16231W 6654N 1979-21403 00000/0000 1-10036/0549 03/29/75 90 3654 25.2 159.5 FGGF 
16234W 7046N 1803-2P085 00000/0000 1-10030/1140 10/04/74 lo 1200 14.6 172.4 GGPP
162 34W 
 6403N 1779-2373 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 0 865 29.5 160.2 GPOG
 
16235w 7049N 1821-22085 00000/0000 1-i0031/0419 10/22/74 80 1451 7.9 173.6 G0GO
16235W 6759N 1764-21540 00000/0000 110029/0448 08/26/74 90 656 31,6 163.5 G rp
16235W 6644N 1781-2148o OOO00/o00o 1-10029/1192 09/12/74 80 893 26.6 163"9 GGG
 
16235W 
 6405N 1743-21385 O0000/OOO0 1-10027/1282 08/05/74 30 363 4j.1 j55.5 a p16236W 7048N 1947-22014 OOO00/OOOO 1-10035/0191 0P/25/75 0 3208 9.5 165.0 GFFG 
16237W 6534N 1978-213j O0000/o000 1'10037/0094 03/28/75 90 3640 25.9 157o7 FG G16237W 6401N 1761-2381 00000/0000 J-10029/0231 08/23/74 50 614 35.8 j57.5 GGGP
16237W 5844N 1974-21143 00000/0000 1-10036/0321 02/24/75 0 3584 29,3 150.5 UGUO 
16238w 6647N 1745-21492 00000/0000 1-10027/1416 08/07/74 40 391 38.5 159 7 G G 16238W 6526N 1744-21441 00000/0000 1-10027/1390 08/06/74 30 377 39,8 157,5 GPP016238W 5835N 1740-212q2 00000/0000 1-10027/1153 08/02/74 70 321 45.8 147.6 GG 0 
16239W 5829N 1776-21220 00000/0000 1-10029/1039 09/07/74 80 823 35,0 153.7 0 PG 
16241W 6523N 1780-21424 00000/0000 1-10030/0157 09/11/74 So 879 28.1 162.0 P PP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 - X CLOUD COVER. ** 
 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 




03:20 SEP lo'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0685
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICRfFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAUE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSB B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 9 123 45678 C C O D 
16241W 6521N 1762-21413 00000/0000 1-10029/0247 08/24/74 80 628 34,4 159.4 PPbG 
16244W 7051N 1965-2202s 00000/0000 1-10035/0428 03/15/75 70 3459 16.5 1653 GGGF 
16244W 5833N 1758-21224 00000/0000 1-10029/0100 08/20/74 90 572 40.8 150.3 PPGG 
16244W 5555N 1811-21161 00000/0000 1-10030/1355 10/12/74 100 1311 24.4 157-9 PPPP 
16245W 5557N 1829-21154 00000/0000 1-10031/0708 10/30/74 70 1562 18,3 159.8 PPGG 






































































































16257w 6011N 1831-21?ps 00000/0000 1-10031/0784 11/01/74 90 1590 14,0 162.8 uP P 
16300W 6011N 1957-21203 00000/0000 1-10035/0841 03/07/75 90 3347 21.6 152.5 FGGG 


































16309W 5956N 1759-21280 00000/0000 1-10029/0122 08/21/74 30 586 39,5 152.1 GGG 
16310W 5958N 1741-21284 O0000/O00O 1-10027/1192 08/03/74 50 335 44,6 149.6 GBGG 
16311W 6131N 1814-21314 00000/0000 1-10030/1547 10/15/74 40 1353 18.6 162.6 GGGB 
16316W 6136N 1958-21255 OOOOO/o000 1-10035/0915 03/08/75 10 3361 20.9 153.8 FF6 



































































16320W 6120N 1796-21315 00000/0000 P-10030/0849 09/27/74 60 1102 25.4 160.0 GGap 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ;..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. G.GBBD. P-POOR. FrFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RMADE FROM RBV. MaMADE FROM MSS. BaMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i 
03:20 SFP loj75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH RRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0686
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE 
 ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MSS B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
16321w 5716N 1848-212op O0000/O00 1-10032/0248 11/18/74 5o 1827 11.7 161.2 PPPp
16322W 693 2N 
 1964-21573 0OOOO0000 1-10036/0128 03/14/75 30 
 3445 17.2 163.1 GGGG
16322W 6929N 1802-22034 00000/0000 1-10030/0980 10/03/74 20 1186 16,2 
 170.2 PPG
t6322W 5720N 
 1830-21210 00000/0000 1-10031/0747 10/31/74 
 100 1576 16.8 160.8 GPGG
1,6323w 5726N 195 6-21R4 
 00000/0000 1-10035/0707 03/06/75 100 3333 23,2 150.3 FFGG
16323W 571iN 1794-21214 00000/0000 1-10030/0662 09/25/74 
 90 1074 29.5 156.0 PGGP
1,6326W 693 1N 1730-22062 00000/0000 1"10027/0615 07/23/74 10 
 182 39.9 163.8 GGPG
1632bW 6116N 1778-21324 00000/0000 1-10029/1107 09/09/74 40 851 32.1 157.0 GPG
16327W 693oN 1982-21564 00000/0000 1-10036/0482 04/01/75 10 3696 24,3 
 163.4 FFFF
16327W 6922N 1784-22041 O00000000O 1-10030/0135 09/15/74 
 90 935 23.2 168.1 PPGG
16330W 612N 
 1742-21340 /0OOOO 11002711258 08/04/74 30 
 349 43,3 151.5 GGGG
16331W 6118N 1760-21332 00000/0000 1-10029/0142 08/22/74 
 80 600 38,2 153.9 PGUG
16331W 5720N 1974-21145 00000/0000 1-10036/0322 03/24/75 
 0 3584 30,3 149.2 GGG
16331W 5711N 1740-21215 00000/0000 1-10027/1154 08/02/74 
 100 321 46.7 145.7 GG G
16332W 630ON 1959-21311 00000/0000 1-10035/0991 01/09/75 30 3375 20,3 155.1 GFGF
16332w 5706N 
 1776-21223 00000/0000 1-10029/1050 09/07/74 70 
 823 36.0 152.3 GPUG
16332W 5432N 
 1811-21163 OOOOO/oooo t-10030/1356 10/12/74 100 
 1311 25.5 156-9 PPPP
16333W 5433N 1829-21161 00000/0000 1-10031/0709 10/30/74 
 70 1562 19.4 158.9 PGUG
1633bw 6925W 1748-22094 00000/0000 1-10027/1579 08/10/74 40 433 
 35.5 164.4 PG
16337W 5439N 
 1955-21105 00000/0000 1-10035/0688 03/05/75 40 
 3319 24.8 148.2 FFFG
16337W 5429N 1847-21163 00000/0000 1"10032/0389 11/17/74 90 1813 14.3 
 169.6 pppp
16338W 6920N 1766-22o50 00000/0000 1-10029/0572 08/28/74 
 So 684 29,8 165.9 GOLIP
16338W 6813N 1945-21530 00000/0000 1-10035/0599 0P/23/75 
 90 3180 10,9 161.2 FFGG
16338W 6244N 1797-21370 00000/0000 1-10030/0833 09/28/74 80 1116 23,9 
 161o5 GPOP
16339W 6813N 
 1819-21581 00000/0000 1-10031/0235 10/20/74 10 1423 
 11.0 169.8 GGGG
16340W 6807N 1801-21582 00000/0000 1-10030/0903 10/02/74 20 1172 
 17.8 168.2 G PG
16341w 5433N 1973-21100 00000/0000 1-10036/0287 03/23/75 40 
 3570 31.9 146.7 FFFF
16342w 625 4N 1977-213Q2 00000/0000 1-10036/0255 031/27/75 
 90 3626 27.5 154.6 FFFF
16343W 5426N 1739-21iq0 00000/0000 1-10027/1026 O/01/74 
 90 307 48.7 142.0 GGPG
16343W 5418N 1775-21174 00000/0000 1-10029/0972 09/06/74 90 809 38,4 j49,4 QPGG
16344W 6420W 1960-21362 00000/0000 1-10035/0967 01/10/75 70 3389 19.6 156.4 GFFF
16345W 6410N 1816-21422 00000/0000 1-10030/1522 10/17/74 10 1381 
 15,6 165.1 PPGG
16346W 6542N 1961-21414 00000/0000 1-100351061 03/11/75 
 40 3403 19.0 157.9
16347W 6415N 1834-21414 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 GFFG
 100 1632 9.6 166.1 PPPP
16347W 6242N 1779-21375 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 
 30 865 30.6 158.7 GGGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 
 0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. G-GOOD. P-POOR. F,FAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
R=MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS, BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP 30,'75 	 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0687
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN 
 SUN 	 IMAUE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT 	 RBv MSS 
 x 	 123 45678 C C D D
 
16348W 6531N 1817-21474 00000/0000 1-10030/1635 10/18/74 10 1395 14.1 166-6 GPGG
 
16348W 6243N 1743-21392 00000/0000 1-10027/1290 08/05/74 10 363 42.1 153.5 P
16349W 5418N 1757-21182 00000/0000 1r10029/OO13 08/19/74 60 558 44.0 145.2 PPPP
 
16350W 6812N 1981-21512 00000/0000 1-10037/0726 03/31/75 20 3682 25.0 16j.3 IGGG
 
16350W 6240N 1761-21384 00000/0000 1-10029/0232 08/23/74 100 614 36.8 155-8 PPG

16351W 7044N 1804-22144 00000/0000 1-10030/1057 10/05/74 80 1214 14.2 172o5 P (1G

16351W 5846N 1813-21265 00000/0000 1-10030/1437 10/14/74 100 1339 21.3 160.2 
 P PP
 
16352W 6805N 1747-22002 00000/0000 1-10027/1666 08/09/74 40 419 36.9 162.0 GGUG
 
16352W 6534N 1835-21470 00000/0000 1-10031/1020 11/05/74 30 1646 8.1 167.4 GG
 
16352W 5837N 1795-21265 00000/0000 1-1003o/0684 0g/26/74 50 1088 28.0 157.4 PPPG
 
16354W 6653N 1818-21525 00000/0000 1-10031/0207 10/19/74 so 1409 12.6 168.1 GPPG
 
16354W 665jN 1944-21475 00000/0000 1-t0035/0133 02/22/75 60 3166 11.6 159.6 FG01
 
16354W 6533N 1943-21423 00000/0000 1-10035/0122 0P/21/75 80 3152 12,2 158.2 FOPS
16355W 6801N 1783-21590 00000/0000 1-10030/0793 09/14/74 4o 921 24.7 j65.9 GGUP
 
16355W 5848N 1831-21262 00000/0000 1-10031/0785 11/01/74 80 1590 15.2 161.8 GGPP
 
16358W 6406N 1744-21443 00000/0000 1-10027/1391 08/06/74 30 377 40.8 155.5 QPPG

16358W 5848N 1957-21210 00000/0000 1-10035/0842 01/07/75 90 3347 22.6 151.4 FF6G
 
16359W 6413N 1978-21354 00000/O00O 1-10037/0095 03/28/75 90 3640 26.9 156.1 FGFG
 
16400W 6402N 1780-21431 00000/0000 1-10030/0158 oq/11/74 90 879 29.2 160.3 P PP
 
16401W 6654N 1980-21461 00000/0000 1-10036/0565 03/30/75 30 3668 25.6 159.5 GFPF
 
16401W 6534N 1979-21405 O00oo/o00o 1-10036/0550 01/29/75 40 3654 26.3 157.7 GGGG
 
16401W 5842N 1975-21201 00000/000 1-10036/0387 03/25/75 to 3598 29.8 150.4 GGUG
 
16402W 6646N 1746-21551 00000/0000 1-10027/1502 08/08/74 70 405 38.2 159.8 PPPP
 
16402W 6644N 1782-21514 OOOOO/oooo 1-10030/0071 09/13/74 90 907 26.2 164.0 GPbG
 
16402W 640oN 1762-21435 OOOOO/nooo 1-10029/0248 08/24/74 90 628 35.5 t57.6 GPPG
16403W 6801N 1765-21594 00000/0000 1-10029/0524 08/27/74 100 670 31.2 163.6 PGUG
 
16403W 6524N 1781-21482 00000/0000 1-10029/1193 09/12/74 90 893 27.7 162.2 SbG
 
16405W 5827N 1777-21274 00000/0000 1-10029/1071 09/08/74 90 837 34.6 153.9 GPfG
 
16406W 6527N 1745-21495 00000O0oOOO 1-0027/1417 08/07/74 60 391 39.5 157.6 GGPG
 
16407W 5835N 1741-21291 00000/0000 1-10027/1193 08/03/74 90 335 45.5 147.7 G(G2

16407W 5833N 1759-21283 00000/0000 1-10029/0123 08/21/74 100 586 40,5 150,5 GGGG
 
16409W 5557N 1812-21215 00000/0000 1-10030/1430 10/13/74 90 1325 24.0 158.0 PPPP
 
16410W 6640N 1764-21543 00000/0000 1-10029/0449 08/26/74 t0 656 32.7 161.5 Q t3p
 
16410W 5543N 1758-21233 00000/0000 1-10029/0102 08/20/74 70 572 42.8 147.1 GPG
 
16412W 5553N 1848-21204 00000/0000 1-10032/0249 11/18/74 70 1827 12.9 160-3 PPPP
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 Tn 100 u % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POBR, FFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .6..... R-MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RaV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1 
03:20 SEP 30j'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0688 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM, ROV M6S B P P 8 P 




















































































































































































































16433W 5955N 1760-21334 00000/0000 1-10029/0143 08/22/74 100 600 39,2 152.3 IGUG 




































































































16451W 6545N 1800-21532 00000/0000 1-10030/0922 10/01/74 40 1158 20.2 165.2 P PG 
16452W 6930N 1731-22120 00000/0000 1-10027/0687 07/24/74 30 196 39,7 163.8 6G 6 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD COVER, *: NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P-P8OR. F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. MOMADE FROM MSS. BuMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I 
03:20 SEP a0,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0689
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 























16454W 6120N 1779-21382 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/10/74 so 865 31.7 157.2 GGUG 




































































16500W 5712N 1741-21293 00000/0000 1-10027/1194 08/03/74 90 335 46o4 145.9 OGGG 
16500W 5429N 1848-21211 00000/0000 1-10032/0250 11/18/74 70 1827 14*1 159.6 PPPG 























16501W 5424N 1794-21223 00000/000 1-10030/0664 09/25/74 SO 1074 31.7 153-7 GP 
16502W 6255N 1942-21374 00000/0000 1-10034/0586 02/20/75 10 3138 13.9 155.7 GFGG 
16504W 6923N 1749-22112 00000)0000 1-10027/1226 08/11/74 70 447 35.2 164.4 GGGG 
16507W 6811N 1946-21586 00000/0000 1-10035/1037 02/24/75 30 3194 11.3 161.2 GGOG 
16509W 6421N 1961-21420 00000/0000 1-10035/1062 Oq/11/75 60 3403 20.0 156.4 FGFE 
16509W 6411N 1817-21480 O000/O000 1-10030/1636 10/18/74 20 1395 15.3 165.2 QGPG 
16509w 5433N 1974-21154 OOooo/oooo 1-10036/0324 01/24/75 60 3584 32,3 146.7 FGGG 
16509W 5423N 1740-21244 00000/0000 1-10027/1156 08/02/74 90 321 48.5 142.0 GG G 
16509W 5418N 1776-21232 00000/0000 1-10029/1051 09/07/74 70 823 38.0 149.6 GPGG 























16512W 6814N 1964-21580 00000/0000 1-10036/0129 03/14/75 40 3445 18,2 161.1 PGFO 
16512W 6244N 1744-21460 00000/0000 1-10027/1392 08/06/74 80 377 41.8 153.6 GPPG 























16514W 5846N 1814-21323 00000/0000 It10030/1549 10/15/74 100 1353 21.0 160.4 GGPP 
16515W 6802N 1784-22044 00000/0000 1-10030/0136 09/15/74 60 935 24.3 166.1 PPPG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, GCGOOD, PcPOOR, F.FAIR, 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .!..... REMADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i
 
03;20 SEP 90,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0690
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCTPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE TO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C U D 
16515w 6239N 1762-21442 00000/OO -1.0029/0249 08/24/74 90 628 36.5 155.9 GPOG 
16515w 5422N 1758-21240 00000/0000 1-10029/0103 08/20/74 70 572 43.7 145.5 GGOG 
16516W 6812N 1730-22064 OOOO0/oooo 1-10027/0616 07/23/74 10 182 41,0 16i.4 GGPG 
165t7W 6811N 1982-21571 00000/OOO 1-10036/0483 04/01/75 ±0 3696 25.4 1613 GFGG 
16517w 6653N 1945-21513 OOOOO/0ooo 110035/0600 02/23/75 80 3180 11.9 159.6 (,FUF 
16519W 6653N 1819-21584 00000/0000 1-10031/0236 10/20/74 50 1423 12,2 168.2 GGbG 
16519W 6648N 1801-21584 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0904 10/02/74 50 1172 18.9 166.5 G PG 














































16524W 6403N 1781-21485 00000/OOO0 1-10029/1194 oi/12/74 80 893 28.8 160.5 PGbP 
16525W 6806N 1748-22061 00000oooo 1-10027/1580 08/10/74 20 433 36.6 162.1 GG 























16527W 6405N 1745-21501 00000/O00O 1-10027/1418 08/07/74 80 391 405 155.6 GGPG 
16528w 6652N 1981-21515 OOOO0/o00O 1-10037/0727 03/31/75 20 3682 26,1 159.4 GGFG 
16529W 6533N 1980-21463 00000/OOOO 1-10036/0566 0;/30/75 5o 3668 26.7 t57.7 GGFG 













































16531W 5833N 1760-21341 00000/0000 1-10029/0144 08/22/74 100 600 40.2 150-7 GGUG 
16532W 6641N 1783-21592 OOO00/O000 1-10030/0794 0q/14/74 60 921 25.8 164o1 GGGG 























16540W 6641N 1765-22001 00000/0000 1-10029/0525 08/27/74 90 670 32.3 161.7 PGUG 
16540W 5600N 1831-21271 00000/0000 1-10031/0787 11/01/74 90 1590 17.6 160.0 GPPP 
16543W 5601N 1957-21215 O00oo/o0 1-10035/0844 03/07/75 100 3347 24.6 149.1 GGPR 
16543W 5309N 1812-21224 00000/o00o 1-10030/1432 10/13/74 80 1325 26,3 156.1 PPGP 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o,,.,... 0 TO too - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GrGOOD. P-POOR. F-FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... ReMADE FROM RBv, M5MADE FROM MSS. BSMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP 30,'75 CO5RDINATE LISTTN9 WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0691
 
1R 
STANDARD CATALOG FO US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAbE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P 8 P 
RBv MSS x 123 45678 C C DDLONG LAT 

1654,W 6015N 1959-213o 00000/000 1-t0035/09q3 0;/09/75 100 3379 223 152.5 FFIG 
16546W 5309N 1830-2122P ooooo/ooo 1-10031/0750 10/31/74 50 1576 20.3 158.2 G6G0 
16546W 530ON 1794-21229 OOOOo/OOOO 1-10030/0665 09/25/74 90 1074 32*8 152-6 GP 
16547w 5555N 1975-21210 00000/nO0 1-10036/0389 01/25/75 80 3598 31.7 147.8 FbG 
16548W 5959N 1797-21375 O00/oooooo 1-10030/0835 09/28/74 80 1116 26.2 t58-9 GPup 
16548W 5541N 1777-21283 ooooo/oooo 1-10029/1073 09/08/74 100 837 36.7 151.2 GPPP 
16550W 5548N 1741-21300 00000/0000 1-10027/1195 08/03/74 90 335 47.3 144-1 GGbG 
16552W 5547N 1759-21292 00000/nOOO 1-10029/0125 08/21/74 100 586 42.5 t47.3 CPUG 
16553W 6009N 1977-21311 00000/000 1-10036/0256 03/27/75 90 3626 29.5 151,7 FP4G 
16554W 6927N 1804-221r0 00000/0000 1-10030/1058 10/05/74 70 1214 15,4 170.4 P UP 
16554W 5259N 1740-21290 0000O/o000 1-10027/1157 08/02/74 90 321 49.3 t40-. PG P 
16554W 5253N 1776-21234 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/1052 09/07/74 70 823 39.0 148-2 UPUG 
16556W 5957rt 1779-21384 00000/0000 00000/0000 39/10/74 60 865 32.8 155-8 G606 
16558W 5957N 1743-21401 00000/nOOO 1-10027/12A3 08/05/74 60 363 44,1 149.8 UG P 
16559W 5955N 1761-21393 00000/000 1-10029/0234 08/23/74 90 614 38.9 152-5 PGbG 
16559W 5256N 1758-21?42 O000/OOOO 1-10029/0104 08/20/74 100 572 44.6 143.9 GGG 
16608W 6929N 1948-22094 OOOoo/nOOO 1-10035/0404 0?/26/75 20 3222 11.0 162.9 FFUF 
16608W 6136N 1960-21371 00000O/00 1-10035/0969 03/10/75 90 3389 21.7 153-7 PF G 
16609W 6131N 134-214P3 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 80 1632 11.9 163.9 PPPP
 
4
16609W 6126N 1816-214ql ooooiooo 1-10030/1524 10/17/7 20 1381 18.0 162.7 PGPQ
 
16609W 5722N 1814-21329 00000/0000 1-10030/1550 10/15/74 100 1353 22.1 159.3 GGPO
 
16610W 6133N 1942-21q80 00000/O00O 1-10034/0587 O/20/75 10 3138 14.9 154-5 FGGG
 
16613W 6424N 1S00-21534 OOO00/0OOO 1-10030/0923 10/01/74 so 1158 21.4 163.7 P PH
 
16614W 6932N 1822-2210 ooooo/ooOo 1-10031/0462 10/23/74 80 1465 8.8 171.7 b060
 
16614W 5726N 1958-21271 00000/0000 1-10035/0918 01/08/75 70 3361 23.9 50.2 FFF
 
16614W 5722N 1832-21322 00000/o00O 1-10031/0861 11/02/74 60 1604 16.1 160.9 PPP
 
16615W 5712N 1796-21330 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0852 09/27/74 60 1102 28.8 156-4 PPPG
 
16616W 6921N 1786-22154 OOO00/ooo 1-10030/0300 09/17/74 100 963 22.4 168.3 bGUG
 
16617W 6118N 1780-21440 00000/00O0 1-10030/0160 0q/11/74 90 879 31.4 157,3 P P 
 8 
16617w 5723N 1976-21262 OOO00/oooo 1-10036/0049 03/26/75 90 3612 31.1 149-1 OF6
 
16618W 6930N 1732-22174 00000/OOO 1-10027/0746 07/?5/74 70 210 39:5 163-8 G6bG
 
16620W 5708N 1778-2135 00000/0000 1-10029/1110 09/09/74 100 851 35.3 152.8 GPbG
 
30 3724 25.1 163.4 FO G Olt
1984-22080 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10036/0656 04/03/75
16621W 6928N 
 20 3640 29,0 1s3-1 GG G
 16621W 6128N 1978-21361 00000/0000 1-10037/0097 01/28/75 

16621W 6121N 1744-21452 OOOOU/o00O 1-10027/1393 08/06/74 90 377 42.8 15I. GPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TP 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANIKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQU STED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. FXFAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... ROMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
EPTS-I
03:20 SFP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0692
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/F3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM POLL NO. 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE iD POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MS9 B P P B P
LONG LAT 
 RSv MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
16623W 6117N 1762-21444 OOO00/oooo 1-10029/0250 08/24/74 9D 
 628 37.5 154-2 GPPG
16623W 5712V 1742-21± 00000/0000 1-1002711261 08/04/74 100 349 46.2 146-0 G PG
16624W 6300N 1961-21423 O0000/oooo 1-10035/1063 03/11/75 30 3403 21.1 155-0 GF G
16624W 6249N 1817-21483 00000/oO0 1-10030/1637 10/18/74 80 1395 16,5 164.0 GPFG
16624W 543 4N 1813-21280 00000OO/oo 1-10030/1440 10/14/74 100 1339 24,8 t57.2 P bP
16624W 5426N 1795-21281 00000/o00 1-10030/0687 o0/26/74 
 40 1088 31.3 153.9
16625W 5709N 1760-21343 OOOO0/oooo 1-10029/0145 08/22/74 
PPRG
 
100 600 41,2 149.1 GG(,G
16627W 68 11N 1803-2P094 O000O/OO00 1-10030/1142 10/04/74 20 1200 17.0 168.5 66PP
16628W 6252N 18$35-21475 00000/ooo 1-10031/1022 11/05,74 60 1646 10,5 165.0 GPP
166 28W 6250N 1943-214q2 ooooo/oooo 1-too35/o124 0P/21/75 5D 3152 14,3 155.6 FFUF
16629W 6813N 1521-22094 00000/0000 1-10031/0421 10/22/74 30 1451 10.3 
 169.9 (GPG16629W 5436N 1831-21273 0000/0000 1-10031/0788 11/01/74 80 1590 18.7 159.1 GPPP
16630W 6922N 1750-22170 00000/0000 1-10027/1692 08/12/74 100 
 461 34.9 164-5 GGUG16630W 6812N 1947-2204q 00000/0000 1-10035/0193 02/25/75 30 3208 11.6 161.2 GFUG16630W 5438N 1957-21221 00000/ooOO 1"10035/0845 01/07/75 70 3347 25.6 148.1 6FFG16635W 5431N 1975-21213 00000/0000 1-10036/0390 03/25/75 100 3598 32.7 146.6 GF( G16636W 5418N 1777-21290 00000/000 1-10029/1074 09/08/74 80 837 37.7 149,8 PPPp16637W 6251N 1979-21414 00000/0000 1-10036/0552 03129/75 30 3654 28.3 154,5 PGC(G16637W 6242N 1781-21491 00000O/ooo t-10029/1195 09/12/74 90 893 29.q 159,0 GPFG16638w 6814N 1965-220,4 00000/o000 1-10035/0430 03/15/75 70 3459 18,6 161.2 FFUF16639W 5423N 1759-21294 00000/0000 1-10029/0126 08/21/74 100 586 43-4 145-7 603G16640W 6243N 1745-21504 00000/oooo 1-10027/1419 08/07/74 so 391 41.6 153,7 66 016641W 6811N 
 1983-22026 00000/oOOO 1-10036/0604 04/02/75 0 3710 25.8 161.3 (GbG16642W 6812N 1731-221?3 00000/000 1,10027/0688 07,24/74 80 196 40.8 161.4 (, 616642W 6801N 1785-22102 00000/oooo 1-10030/0187 09/16/74 80 949 24.0 166.2 GPPG166 42w 6238N 1763-21500 00000/oooo 1-10029/0313 08/25/74 90 642 36,2 156.0 PPP16642W 5852N 1959-21322 0000/0000 1-10035/0904 01/09/75 100 3375 23.3 151.3 FF1F16643w 6413N 1836-21511 00000/o0o 1-10031/1040 11/06/74 60 1660 9.0 166.2 PPP
166 45W 6412N 1818-21534 00000/0000 1-10031/0209 10/19/74 30 1409 14.9 165.3 PPGG16646W 6651N 1946-21591 00000/OOOO 1-10035/1038 02/24/75 10 3194 12.3 159.5 FGUG16646W 
 6 533N 1945-21534 OOooo,/ooo0 1.10035/0601 0P/23/75 70 3180 13.0 158 1 FG F
16646W 6410N 1944-21484 00000/0000 1-10035/0135 0P/22/75 30 3166 13.7 156o7 FGbF
16646w 5837N 1797-21382 00000/6000 1-10030/0836 09/28/74 70 
 1116 27.3 157.7 aPP
16647W 6650N 1802-22043 00000/0000 1-10030/0982 10/03/74 10 1186 18.5 166.6 PPPP
1,6647W 6528N 1801-21591 00000/o00O 1-10030/0905 10/02/74 70 1172 
 20.1 164.9 G PP 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. 
 ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQIJEbTED, G=GDOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR.




03:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0693
 
STANDARD CATALAG FR US 





MTCRqFILM ROLL NO./ 














a P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
16648W 665qN 1820-22042 00000/0000 1-10031/0318 lo/V1/74 0 1437 11.8 168.2 G up 
16649W 6533N 1819-21590 00000/0000 1-10031,0237 10/20/74 50 1423 13.4 166.7 GGUG 
16650W 6411N 1980-21470 00000/0000 1-10036/0567 03/30/75 70 3668 27.7 156.1 1FFG 
16650W 6403N 1782-2194? OO00 o00001-10030/0073 O/13/74 90 907 28.4 160.7 GPUG 

























































16656W 5834N 1743-21401 00000/0000 1-10027/1284 08/05/74 80 363 45.0 148.0 GGPG 
16657W 6524N 1747-22011 000001000 1-10027/1668 08/09/74 4o 419 39,0 157.8 GGbG 
16657W 6400N 1764-21552 00000/0000 1-10029/0452 08/26/74 100 656 34.8 157.9 GPGG 
16657W 583q4 1761-2139q 00000/0000 t-10029/0235 08/23/74 80 614 39,9 150.9 PGUG 
16658W 6532N 1981-2tP1 00o0/no0o 1-10037/0728 q31/75 30 3682 27,1 157-7 FGQF 
16700W 6521N, 1783-21595 00000/0000 1-10030/0795 09/14/74 70 921 27.0 162.4 GPUG 
16700W 5559N 1314-21112 00000/0000 1-10030/1551 10/15/74 80 1353 23.3 158.3 GGUG 
16702W 6642N 1766-22095 00000/0000 1-10029/0574 08/28/74 70 684 32.0 161.8 GPPp 
16705W 5559N 1632-21325 00000/0000 1-10031/0862 11/02/74 80 1604 17.3 160-0 PPPG 
16705W 5549N 1796-213q3 00000/0000 1-10030/0853 09/27/74 40 1102 29.9 155.2 PPP 























16708W 5310N 1813-21283 00000/0000 1-10030/1441 10/14/74 ±00 1339 25.9 156.2 P UP 


































16712W 6004N 1816-21433 00000/0000 1-10030/1525 10/17/74 40 1381 19.2 161.6 QGGG 
16713W 6011N 1942-21383 00000/0000 1-10034/0588 0P/20/75 10 3138 16.0 153.4 FGbF 
16714W 5548N 1742-21354 00000/0000 1-10027/1262 0R/04/74 ±00 349 47.1 144.2 PGUG 
16716w 5314N 1957-212P4 00000/0000 1-10035/0846 Oq/07/75 70 3347 26.5 147.0 FGFG 
16715w 5311N 1831-21280 00000/0000 1-10031/0789 11/01/74 70 1590 19.9 158.3 GGP 
16716W 5545q 1760-21350 00000/0000 1-10029/0146 08/22/74 100 600 42,2 147,5 PGPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 1000 % CLOUD COVER. ** : NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUEbTED. G=GOOD. P:POOR. FaFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
EPTS-1
03:20 SFP 10,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WIH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0694
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 







MTCRSrLM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 


































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 r % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD P-PoeR F=FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .s...a R=MADE FROM RBv, M=MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03:20 SEP qo175 COORDINATE LISTIN6 WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0695
 
STANOARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 





































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER, * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/PEQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=PO6R. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30.W75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 	 PAGE 0696
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ OATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE OUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV Mss 8 P P B P
 
LONG LAT RRV MSS 
 x 	 123 45678 C C D
 
16820W 640ON 1783-22001 00000/0000 1-10030/0796 0914/74 8o 921 28,1 160.8 UPUG
 
16821W 6652N 1731-22125 O000/OOOO 1-i0027/0689 07/24/74 60 196 41,8 159.1 GG G
 
16821W 6523N 1784-22053 00000/O000 1-10030/0123 09/15/74 80 935 26.6 162.6 P PG
 
i6821W 5843N 1978-2t372 OO00/OOOO 1-10037/0099 03/28/75 20 3640 31.0 150-3 GGUG
 
16821W 5834N 1744-21461 00000/no00 1-10027/1395 08/06/74 90 377 44,7 148o1 PPPP
 
16823W 6531N 1982-21980 00000/OOOO 1-10036/0485 04/01/75 10 3696 27.5 157.7 FPbG
 
16824W 653IN 1730-22073 OOooo/oooo i-i0027/0618 07/23/74 70 182 43.1 156.8 GPbP
 
16824W 5831N 1762-21453 OOOOO/oooo 1-10029/0252 08/24/74 90 628 39.6 151.0 GPbG
 
16826W 6358N 1765-22010 00000/0000 1-10029/0505 08/27/74 80 670 34.5 158.0 ( PP
 
16828W 6644N 1749-221PI 00000/0000 1-10027/1228 08/11/74 60 447 37.4 160.0 GGG
 
16828W 664 1N 1767-22113 OOOoO/oOO I-i0029/0606 08/29/74 90 698 31.6 161.9 P bG
 
16828W 6522N 1766-22061 O000O/oooo 1-10029/0575 08/28/74 so 684 33.0 160.0 GPbG
 
16828W 5604N 1959-21331 00000/0000 1-10035/0996 03/09/75 70 3375 25.3 149.0 FFUF
 
16829W 6525N 1748-22070 00000/0000 1-10027/1581 08/10/74 60 433 38.7 157.9 PP P
 
16831W S55ON 1797-21391 00000/o000 1-10030/0838 09/28/74 60 1116 29.5 155.4 PfP
 
16833W 5552N 1923-21345 OO00/oooo 1-10034/0034 OP/O/75 90 2873 13.3 152.3 PGFG
 
16833W 5311N 1814-21341 00000/0000 1-10030/1553 10/15/74 90 1353 25.5 156-4 GGc7P
 
16835W 6004N 1817-21492 OOO00/OOOO 1-10030/1639 10/18/74 80 1395 18.8 161.7 QGPG

16837W 5559N 1977-21322 00000/0000 1-10036/0258 0;/27/75 60 3626 32.5 147.7 FFLF
 
16838W 614tN 1800-21543 00000/oo00 1-10030/0925 ±0/01/74 90 1158 23.6 161.0 P
 
16838W 601rN 1961-214q2 00000/0000 1-10035/1065 01/11/75 40 3403 23.1 152.4 GG
 
16838W 5547N 1779-21400 OO00/o000 00000/0000 Oq/10/74 1oo 865 35.9 151.7 PPUG
 
16838W 5301N 1796-21342 00000/o00O 1-10030/0855 09/27/74 40 1102 32.1 153.0 PPPP
 
16839W 6005N 1943-21441 00000/0000 1-10035/0126 0P/21/75 40 3152 16.4 153-3 GG*F
 
16839W 5311N 1832-2134 0000oo/oo 1-10031/0864 11/02/74 80 1604 19.6 158.4 PPPP
 
16840W 6007N 1835-21484 OO000/O000 1-10031/1024 11/05/74 80 1646 12.8 162.9 PPP
 
16840W 5315N 1958-21282 O00oo/O000 1-10035/0921 03/08/75 90 3361 26.9 146.9 FFkF
 
16841W 5548N 1743-21412 00000/0000 1-10027/1286 08/05/74 100 363 46.9 144.4 GPG
 
16841W S31IN 1976-21273 00000/0000 1-10036/0052 01/26/75 90 3612 34.0 145.3 FGbF
 
16843W 5546N 1761-21404 00000/0000 1-10029/0237 08/23/74 100 614 41.8 147.7 GGbG
 
16844W 5257N 1778-21351 00000/0000 1-10029/1091 09/09/74 100 851 38.4 148.8 P (G

16846W 5957N 1781-21500 00000/oooo 1-10029/1197 09/12/74 50 893 32.1 156.1 GPUG
 
16846W 5259N 1742-21363 00000/0000 1-10027/1264 08/04/74 90 349 48.8 140.5 GGGG
 
16847W 5257N 1760-215s 00000/c000 1-10029/0148 08/22/74 90 600 44.0 144'4 rPbG
 
16848W 6005N 1979-21423 oooooo/o 1-10036/0554 03/29/75 1O 3654 30,4 151.6 GabG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % ........... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD COVER. *M = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. p=peOR. F=FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 3O,175 CeORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0697
 
STANDARD CATAL6G FOR US 





MTCRPFILM ROLL NO./ 














B P P B P 













































16906w 6129N 1836-21540 00000/0000 1-10031/1042 11/06/74 80 1660 11.4 163.9 PPP 
16906w 5722N 1834-21435 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 90 1632 15.5 161.0 PPPP 
16907W 6127N 1944-21491 00000/0000 1-10035/0137 0P/22/75 20 3166 15.7 154.3 GGbF 
16907w 5724N 1942-2139? 00000/OOOO 1-10034/0590 02/20/75 5o 3138 18.0 j51.3 GGGG 
16908W 6128N 1818-21543 OO00/nooO 1-10031/0211 10/19/74 90 1409 17,3 162.9 GPGG 
16910W 612ON 1782-215S2 OoQO/0000 1-10030/0075 0/13/74 60 907 30,6 157.7 PPbG 
16911W 6128N 1980-21475 00000/0000 1-10036/0569 03/30/75 80 3668 29.7 153.0 FGFG 
16911W 5709N 1780-21491 OOOOo/o00O 1-10030/0163 09/11/74 70 879 34.6 153°2 P PP 
16912W 6120N 1746-2156r 00000/0000 1-10027/1506 08/08/74 90 405 42.3 152.0 P P 
16913W 6814N 1823-22210 00000/0000 1-10031/0515 10/24/74 90 1479 9.6 170.1 P PP 
16913W 5712N 1744-21464 0000/o0o 1-10027/1396 08/06/74 90 377 45.7 146,3 GP P 
16915W 6810N 1805-2?211 00000/0000 1-10030/1116 10/06/74 60 1228 16.2 168,7 GG 
16916W 5719N 1978-21374 0O000/O000 1-10037/0100 Oq/28/75 60 3640 31.9 148.9 FPGG 
16916W 544oN 1959-21334 OOOO0/O0 1-10035/0997 03/09/75 80 3375 26.3 147o9 GGPF 
16916W 5147N 1814-2134q 80000/0000 1-10030/1554 10/15/74 100 1353 26,7 155.5 GGbP 
16917W 5709N 1762-21460 00000/0000 1-10029/0253 08/24/74 80 628 4016 149.5 GGbG 
16918W 6116N 1764-21561 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0454 08/26/74 100 656 36*9 154,5 GPbG 
16919W 5426N 1797-21393 00000/0000 1-10030/0839 09/28/74 50 1116 3016 154-3 PPPP 
16920w 5429N 1923-21351 00000/0000 1-10034/0035 02/01/75 60 2873 14.3 151.5 FGbG 
16921W 6250N 1945-21544 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10035/0603 02/23/75 20 3180 15.1 155.5 GG.F 
16921W 5136N 1796-21344 ooooo/ooo 1-10030/0856 09/27/74 so 1102 33.1 151.9 PGPp 
16922W 6245N 1801-22000 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10030/0907 10/02/74 100 1172 22,4 162.1 G PP 
16923W 6812N 1949-2215c O0000/O000 1-10035/0469 02/27/75 10 3236 12.4 161.1 GFGF 
16923W 6649m 1804-22196 00000/OOO0 1-10030/1066 10/05/74 30 1214 17.7 166.9 PPPG 
16923W 5150N 1958-21285 00000/0000 1-10035/0922 8q/08/75 7o 3361 27,9 145,9 GFF 























169260 5424N 1779-21402 00000/0000 00000/0000 00/t0/74 100 865 37.0 150°4 GPOG 
16927W 5133N 1778-21393 00800/0000 1-10029/1092 09/09/74 100 851 39.4 147.4 U (3G 
16928W 6243N 1747-22020 00000/0000 1-10027/1670 08/09/74 80 419 41,0 t53.9 GGUG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE DUALITY ................. BLANiKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GtGBOD. P=POOR, F.FAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... RmMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS BnMADE FROM RBV AND MSS, 
ERTS-j
03:20 SFP q0,o75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0698
 
STANDARD CATALRG FR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ DATE 
 CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. 
 AZIM. RBV MS5 B P P B P
LON, LAT 
 RBv MSS 
 % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
16928W 5424N 1743-21419 00000/0000 1-10027/1287 08/05/74 
 100 363 47.7 142.6 c3GPp
16928W 5139N 
 1742-2136q 00000/0000 1-10027/1265 08/04/74 90 349 49,7 138. 7 GGPG
16930W 542aN 1761-21411 00000/000 1-10029/0238 08/23/74 90 614 42o8 146.2 GGPG
16930W 5132N 1760-21361 00000/0000 1-10029/0149 08/22/74 100 600 44.9 142.8 PG(3G
16932W 6239N 1783-22004 00000/0000 1-10030/0797 09/14/74 90 921 
 29.2 159-3 66(G
16933W 6249N 1981-21530 00000/0000 1-t0037/0730 0q/31/75 lo 3682 29.2 154-4 GGUG
16934,q 6802N 1787-22214 00000/0000 1-10030/0225 09/18/74 60 977 23.2 166.4 GGGe
16934W 6532N 
 1803-22103 OOOo/,ooo 1-t0030/144 1o/04/74 50 1200 19.3 165.2 GPUP
16934W 5841N 1817-2t494 O0000/OOO0 1-10030/1640 10/18/74 100 1395 20.0 160.6 GGG
16936W 6408N 1802-22052 00000/0000 1-10030/0984 10/03/74 90 1186 20.8 163-6 PPPP
16937W 6411N 1820-22oi O000O/oooo 1-10031/0320 10/21/74 
 20 1437 14.2 165.5 U LiP
16937W 6410N 1946.22000 00000/0000 1-10035/1040 02/24/75 
 10 3194 14.4 156.7 GG66
16938W 6651N 1948-22103 00000/0000 1-10035/0406 02/26/75 10 3222 13.1 159.5 FFGF
16938w 6532N 1821-22101 00000/0000 1-10031/0417 10/22/74 0 1451 12.7 166.9 6 PG
16938W 6237N 1765-22012 00000/0000 1-10029/0506 08/27/74 90 
 670 35s5 156-3 G GG
16938W 5852N 1961-21434 00000/0000 1-10035/1066 03/11/75 
 30 3403 24,1 151.2
16938W 5842N 1943-21444 00000/0000 1-10035/0127 0?/21/75 GFPG
 20 3152 17,4 152.2 UGUF
16939W 6532N 1947-22092 00000/0000 1-10035/0195 0?/25/75 50 3208 
 13,7 t58.0 FGGF
16939W 5844N 1835-21490 00000/0000 1-10031/1025 11/05/74 70 1646 14.0 161-9 PPPP
16941W 6654N 1822-22155 O0000/OOOO 1-10031/0464 10/23/74 90 1465 11.1 168.4 P6G(
16941W 6643N 
 1786-22163 00000/0000 1-10030/0302 09/17/74 80 963 24.7 164-5 G6Go
169 41W 6412N 1964-21591 00000/0000 1-10036/0132 0q/4/75 20 3445 21.3 156.2 GG
16941W 6402N 
 1784-22055 OOO00/o000 1-10030/0124 0q/15/74 90 935 27.7 161.0 P PG
16942W 6018N 1800-21550 00000/0000 1-10030/0926 o/01/74 80 1158 24.8 159.7 P P
16943W 60ON 1982-21582 00000/0000 1-10036/0486 04/01/75 0 3696 28.5 
 156.0 GFGG
16944w 5834N 1781-21503 00000/0000 1-10029/1198 09/12/74 70 893 33.1 154.8 GPUG
16945W 6410N 1730-22080 00000/0000 1-10027/0619 07/23/74 40 182 44,1 154.7 6666
16946W 6759N 
 1769-22223 00000/0000 1-10029/0708 08/31/74 80 726 29.9 164.1 GGG
16946W 6534N 1965-22043 00000/0000 1-10035/0432 03/15/75 
 100 3459 20,7 157.7 FGFF
1694bW 6522N 1785-22111 00000/0000 1-10030/0189 09/16/74 
 60 949 26.2 162-7
16947W 6652N 1732-22183 00000/0000 1-10027/0748 PPPG
 07/25/74 90 210 41.6 159.1 GGPG
16947W 6401N 1766-22064 00000/nO00 1-10029/0576 08/28/74 80 684 
 34,1 158.2 6666
16947W 5842N 1979-214io O000/o000 1-10036/0555 03/29/75 
 10 3654 31.3 150.2




16948W 6650N 1984-22085 OOOOu/o000 1-10036/0658 04/03/75 100 3724 27,2 159.4 FFUF
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER ............... 0 TA 100 
= % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. GGOOD. P=POOR, F'FAIR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... REMADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS, BrMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS­
03:20 SFP 30s'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0699
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/E3/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MsS B P P 8 P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
16948W 5835N 1745-21515 OOOOO/O00O 1-10027/1422 08/0/774 90 391 44.5 148.3 GGPG 
16949W 653iN 1983-2P034 00000/0000 1-10036/0606 04/02/75 10 3710 27,9 157.6 GGbF 
16949W 6404N 1748-22072 OOOOO/O000 1-10027/1582 08/10/74 70 433 39.7 155.9 6 
16951W 6532N 1731-22132 00000/000 1-10027/0690 07/24/74 so 196 42,8 156.9 GG G 














































16957W 5558N 1834-21441 00000/0000 00000/0000 1 /04/74 90 1632 16.7 160.1 PPP 
16958W 5600N 1942-21394 00000/0000 1-10034/0591 02/20/75 90 3138 19.0 150,4 GGbS 























17003W 5302N 1797-21400 00000/OOOO 1-10030/0840 09/28/74 40 j116 31.7 153.2 PPPP 
17005W 5556N 1978-21381 00000/0000 1-10037/0101 03/28/75 70 3640 32.9 147.6 UGGF 
17005W 5304N 1923-213R4 00000/0000 1-10034/0036 OP/O1/75 60 2873 15.3 150.7 GGbG 
17008W 5545N 1762-21462 00000/0000 1-10029/0254 08/24/74 90 628 41.5 147-9 Ge 
17009W 6006N 1836-21542 00000/0000 1-10031/1043 11/06/74 80 1660 12.5 162.9 PP 























17011W 6005N 1818-21550 00000/0000 1-10031/0212 10/19/74 100 1409 18.4 161.8 bPPG 























17015W 5958 1746-21571 O0000/O00 1-10027/1507 08/08/74 80 405 43.3 150.2 PPRP 

























































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... TA 100 : % CLOUD COVER. *: NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY .,.,....... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUSTED. G=G8OD. P=PbBR, F=FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ........ RADE FROM RBV. M:MADE FROM MSS, BUMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP IO175 	 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0700
 
STANDARD CATALOG pfIR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TA 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE WUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P s P
 
LONG LAT 	 RBv MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
17034W 612 8N 1819-22002 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0240 10/20/74 80 1423 16.9 163.0 GsbG 
17034w 572oN 1835-21493 OOOOO/Cooo 1-10031/1026 jj/Q5/74 60 j646 15.2 161.0 PPPP17035W 612 1N 1747-22023 00000/0000 1-10027/1671 08/09/74 100 419 42,0 152.1 GGb 
17038W 57 10N 1781-2195o 00000/0OO 1-10029/119 9 09/12/74 90 893 34.2 153.4 6Pup
17039w 6 117N 1783-22010 00000/0000 1-10030/0798 09/14/74 80 921 30,3 157.8 GGbG 
17041W 612 7N 1981-21 513 00000/0000 1-10037/0731 01/31/75 1o 3682 30.2 152.9 PGkG 
170 4 1W ESeN 1800-215 2 00000/oooo 1-10030/0927 10/01/74 90 1158 25.9 158,5 6 PP17042W 57 19N 1979-214q2 00000/0000 1-10036/0556 oq/29/75 40 3654 32.3 148,9 GFbG 
17042W 5713N 1745-21522 O0000/OOO0 1-10027/1423 08/07/74 100 391 45.4 146.5 GGPG17044W 544 0N 1960-21392 00000/0000 1i-0035/0974 03/10/75 .0 3389 26.7 147.8 FFGF 
17 044W 543 oN 1816-21451 00000/0000 t-10030/1529 10/17/74 60 1381 23.8 t57.6 GPG 
17044W 515 1N 1959-21343 00000/0000 1-10035/0999 0 1/09/75 70 3375 28.2 145.8 GGPG17045W 6115N 1765-22015 00000/0000 1-10029/0507 08/27/74 70 670 36.6 154,7 G b 
17045W 5708N 1763-21514 00000/0000 1-10029/0317 08/25/74 100 642 40.3 t49.7 GPPP 
17045W 5434N 1834-21444 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 loo 1632 17.8 159-3 PPpP
17045W 5138N 1797-21402 OOO0/oooo 1-10030/0841 09/28/74 80 1116 32.8 52.1 PPPP17046W 543 7N 1942-21401 00000/oooo 1-10034/0592 02/20/75 80 3138 20.1 149.4 GGbG17048w 6808N 1806-22270 00000/0000 1-10031/0085 10/07/74 90 1242 15.8 168.7 bPPG 
17048W 5140N 1923-21360 00000,o/OO 1-10034/0028 OP/01/75 100 2873 16,4 149.9 F F17049W 6247N 1802-22094 OOooo/OOOO 1-10030/0973 10/03/74 90 1186 22.0 162.3 P PP 
17049W 5423N 1780-21460 00000/0000 1-10030/0165 oq11174 70 879 36.6 j50.6 p ip
17051W 6413N 1839-22101 00000/0000 t-10031/0928 11/09/74 too 1702 8,1 166.2 PGPP 
17051W 6249N 1820-220r4 00000/0000 1-10031/0321 10/P1/74 30 1437 15.4 164.2 GGQP17051W 6248N 1946-22003 00000/0000 1-10035/1041 0P/24/75 20 3194 15.4 155,4 PFUG 
17051W 542 4N 1744-21473 00000/0ooo 1-10027/1398 0R/06/74 90 377 47.5 142.7 GPUG
 
17052W 54 3 2N 1978-21383 00000/0000 1-10037/0102 03/28/75 40 3640 33.9 146.3 FGPF

17053W 665 5N 1823-22213 00000/0000 1-10031/0516 10/24/74 100 1479 10.8 168.5 P UP
 
17053W 6529N 1804-22162 00000/0000 1-10030/1059 10/05/74 30 1214 18.9 165.3 P PG
17055W 6651N 1805-22214 00000/0000 1-10030/1117 10/06/74 90 1228 17.4 167.0 GG1,G

17055W 6411N 1803-22110 00000/0000 1-10030/1145 10/04/74 30 1200 20.5 163.8 GrPP
 
17055W 6250N 1964-21594 00000/0000 1-10036/0133 03/14/75 to 3445 22.4 154.8 GGG
 
17055W 624 1N 1784-22062 00000/0000 1-10030/0125 09/15/74 90 935 28.8 159.5 6 PG
17055W 5421N 1762-21465 00000/0000 1-10029/0255 08/24/74 90 628 42,5 146"4 GPPG
 
17055w 5135N 1743-214P4 00000/000 1-t0027/1289 08/05/74 90 363 49.4 138.9 GGPG
 
17057W 6248N 1982-21585 Oo00O/O00 1-10036/0487 04/01/75 0 3696 29,6 154.4 GFG
 
KEYS: 	 CLOUD rOVER % .,,.... 0 Te 100 = % CLOUD COVER. *t NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. P=POOR. F=FAIR,





03:20 SrP lopt75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0701
 
STANDARD CATALOG Ft R US 





MICR9FILM ROLL N9./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
17057W 5134N 1761-214?0 00000/0000 1-10029/0240 0R/?3/74 80 614 44.7 143.0 GGGG 























17101W 6411N 1947-22054 00000/ooo I-10035/0196 0?/25/75 70 3208 14.8 156.6 FGGF 
17101W 6242N 1748-22075 O00O0/oOO 1-10027/1583 CR/20/74 90 433 40,7 154-0 GG G 
17102W 6652N 1949-22161 00000/0000 1-10035/0470 0/27/75 10 3236 13.4 159o5 GGbF 
17107W 6531N 1948-22110 OOOOO/oooo 1-10035/0407 0?/26/75 20 3222 14,1 158.0 FGbG 























17109W 6533W 1822-22161 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10031/0465 10/23/74 So 1465 12.3 166.9 GGG 
17109W 6522N 1786-22165 00000/000 1-10030/0303 09/17/74 70 963 25°8 162.8 GGbP 



































































17113W 5835N 1746-21574 00000/0000 t-10027/1508 0R/08/74 70 405 44.2 148.4 PPPP 
1711i4W 640ON 1767-22122 00000/0000 1-10029/0608 08/29/74 90 698 33.8 158.3 P PP 
17115W 6530N 1732-22190 00000/0000 1-10027/0749 07/25/74 90 210 42.6 156.9 PGbG 
























































17123W 5555N 1943-214rS 00000/0000 1-10035/0129 02/21/75 90 3152 19.5 150.2 GGGF 
17124W 5557N 1835-21495 00000/0000 1-10031/1027 11/05/74 80 1646 16.4 160-2 PPPG 
17125W 5605N 1961-21443 00000/0000 1-10035/1068 03/11/75 50 3403 26.1 148-9 FG G 
17126W 6644N 1751-222q4 00000/0000 1-10027/1740 08/13/74 90 475 36.8 160,1 GGGG 
17129W 5547N 1781-21512 00000/OOO 1-10029/1200 09/12/74 100 893 35.2 152.1 PPPG 
17129W 5316N 1960-21394 00000/0000 1-10035/0975 01/10/75 50 3389 27.7 t46.8 GFG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ................ TR 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ..............., BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED G=GOOD. P=POOR. FnFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE , ... R=MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM NsS. BEMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
EPTS- I
 
03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0702
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBv MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D 0
 
17129W 5307N 1816-214i4 00000/o000 1-10030/1530 lo/17/74 20 1381 24.9 156.6 GGbG
17131W 5313N 1942-2140q oooooloooo 1-t0034/0593 OP/2o/75 70 3138 21.1 148-5 
 GGUG
17131W 5310N 1834-21450 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 
 100 1632 19.0 158.5 PPP
17132W 6000N 1801-22005 00000/noOO 1-10030/0909 10/02/74 90 1172 24,7 159.6 5 PG17133w 6005N 1945-21593 O00OO/QOo 1-10035/0605 0P/23/75 30 3180 17.1 153.1 FGFG 
17133W 5555N 1979-21495 oooooo/o 1-10036/0557 01/29/75 60 3654 33.3 J47.6 FGUG17133W 5549N 1745-21924 O00OO/Oooo 1-10027/1424 08/07/74 90 391 46.3 144-7 GGPG17135W 5545N 1763-21PO 00000/0000 1-10029/0318 08/25/74 100 642 41.2 18,1 GG a17135w 525 9N 1780-21463 O0000/oOOO 1-10030/0166 0/11274 60 879 37.7 t$9.3 P PP17136W 6006N 1819-22004 00000/oooo 1-i0031/0241 10/20/74 90 1423 18.1 161.9 GGUG17136W '733 1800-215;9 ooooo/oooo 1-10030/0928 10/01/74 7D 1158 27.0 157.417137W 5307N 1978-21390 00000/0000 i-10037/0103 03/28/75 30 3640 34.8 145o0 
6 PP 
17137W 530ON 1744-2147N O00O/00O0 1-10027/1399 08/06/74 90 377 48.4 140.9 
06UG 
GPPP
17138W 5959N 1747-22029 00000/OOOO 1-10027/1672 O/09/74 90 419 43*0 150-3 GCAb
17139W 5258N 1762-21471 00000/0000 1-10029/0256 08/24/74 90 628 43.4 144.8 GPPG
171 42w 5955N 1783-22013 00000/0000 1-10030/0799 09/14/74 80 921 31.4 156.5 GG(3G
17144W 6004N 1981-21519 00000/OOO0 1-10037/0732 03/31/75 30 3682 31.2 151.6 GGbG
1714oW 5953N 1765-220P1 00000/0000 1-10029/00o 0/27/74 80 670 37.6 153.1 
 G GG
 17157W 6124N 1802-22061 00000/0000 1-10030/0974 10/03/74 90 1186 23,1 161.0 P PP
 17159W 6127N 1820-22060 000o/OOOO 1-10031/0322 10/21/74 70 1437 16.6 163-1 GG
17159W 6126N 1946-22005 OOOO0/nooo 1-10035/1042 0P/24/75 30 3194 16.5 154.2




17202W 5720N 1836-21591 O000O/O00o 1-10031/1045 11/06/74 100 1660 14.9 161.1 PPP
17203W 6128N 1964-22000 00000/0000 1-10036/0134 03/14/75 20 3445 23.4 153,4 GGbG
17203W 5720M 1818-21555 00000/0000 1-10031/0214 1o/19/74 90 1409 20.8 159,7 UPPG
17203W 5718N 1944-21504 000000oooo 1-10035/0140 0P/22/75 40 3166 18.8 151.1 UGGG
 
172o3W 5710N 1782-21564 OOOoo/oooO 1-10030/0078 09/13/74 100 907 33.9 j53.6 GGPG
17205w 6251W 1839-22104 00000/0000 1-10031/0929 11/09/74 100 1702 9.3 165.0 
 GGPP
17205W 6125N 1982-21591 00000/0000 1l10036/0488 04/01/75 0 3696 30.6 152,9 GFUG
17206w 5719w 1980-21490 00000/OOO0 1-10036/0572 03/30/75 30 3668 32.7 148.8 GFFF
17207W 
 6125N 1730-22085 00000/nooo 1-10027/0621 07/23/74 90 182 46.0 150-7 6GGG
17207w 5712N 1746-21580 00000/0000 1-10027/1509 08/08/74 80 405 45.2 146.6 ppPp
17208w 612ON 1748-2?0S1 OOoonooo 1-10027/1584 08/10/74 90 433 41.7 152.2 GGGG
17203w 625oN 1803-22112 O0000/ooo 1-10030/1146 10/04/74 40 1200 21.6 162.4 GGPP
17209W 6117N 1766-22073 00000/0000 1-10029/0570 08/28/74 100 684 36.2 154-9 
 G PP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TR 100 - % CLOUD CeVER. 
** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ,..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GOOD. PaPOOR, F.FAIR.
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ..... R:MADE FROM RBV. 




03:20 SEP 30,175 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0703
 
STANDARD CATALOG FUR US 
FROM 07/23/74 Tf 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCR'FILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMbER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
1721OW 5436N 1817-21510 00000/0000 1-10030/1643 10/18/74 100 1395 23,4 157.7 GbG 
17211W 5433N 1835-21502 00000/no0O 1-10031/1028 11/05/74 70 1646 17.6 159-3 PPPP 























17214W 5148N 1942-21410 00000/0000 1-10034/0594 02/20/75 60 3138 22.1 147-6 GFGF 
17214W 5145N 1834-21453 00000/0000 00000/0000 11/04/74 90 1632 20,2 157'7 PPP 
17215W 6409N 1804-22164 00000/0000 1-10030/1067 10/05/74 30 1214 20.1 163.9 PPPP 
17215W 6250N 1947-22061 00000/0000 1-10035/0197 02/25/75 80 3208 15.8 155.4 fGfF 
17218, 5424N 1781-21514 00000/0000 1-10029/1201 0q/12/74 100 893 36,3 150.8 GGP 
17219W 5136N 1744-21482 00000/0000 1-10027/1400 08/06/74 80 377 49.2 139.1 GPP 
17220W 5423N 1745-21531 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10027/1425 08/07/74 70 391 47.2 142.9 GGG 























17221W 5431N 1979-21441 00000/0000 1-10036/0558 01/29/75 70 3654 34.3 146.2 G(G3 
17221W 5133 1762-21474 OOOOO/O00O 1-10029/0257 08/24/74 90 628 4 .4 143.3 66GP 
17222W 6251N 1965-22052 OOO00/nOOO 1-10035/0434 03/15/75 40 3459 22.8 154.8 GGG 























17224W 6530N 1805-22220 00000/nOOO 1-10030/1118 10/06/74 100 1228 18.5 165.5 GGGP 
17224W 6247N 1983-22043 00000/oooo 1-10036/0608 04/02/75 10 3710 30.0 154.4 FG6G 
17226W 6238N 1767-22129 00000/0000 1-10029/0609 08/29/74 90 698 34.8 156-7 G 66 







































































































KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 0 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=606D. P=POOR. FPFAIR. 
RMADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. BMADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP qo'75 COORDINATE LISTTNG WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0704
 
STANDARD CATALOG FeR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTSN M7CR5FILM ROLL N8./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN 
 IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMRER ELEV. AZIM. 
 RBV MbS 8 P P B P

LONG LAT RBV MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
17234W 6643N 1788-22275 00000/0000 1-10030/0359 09/19/74 so 991 23.9 164.8 QPUG

17234W 584 3N 1819-2201 O0000/noo0 1-10031/0242 10/20/74 90 1423 19.3 160.8 GGbG
17236W 6530N 1967-2215S OOO00/00oo 1-10035/1104 03/17/75 30 3487 21.5 157.7 GGbG
17236W 6409N 1732-22192 00000/0000 1-10027/0750 07/25/74 100 210 43.7 154.8 0GGG
 
17236W 5835N 1747-22032 OOOOO/oooo 1-10027/1673 OR/09/74 90 419 44.0 148.5 GGU3
 
17237W 6522N 1787-222P3 OOO00/oooo 1-10030/0227 09/18/74 90 977 25.5 163.0 GPbP
 
17238w 6408N 1984-22094 00000/0000 1-10036/0660 04/03/75 100 3724 29.3 156,0 FGP-F
17239W 5831N 1783-22015 00000/0000 1-10030/0800 09/14/74 80 921 32.4 155,1 GGbG
 
17242w 664 9N 1734-22300 000OO/OOOO 1-10027/0869 07/27/74 90 238 41.2 159.1 GG Q

17242W 6403N 1750-22184 00000/0000 1-10027/1696 08/12/74 100 461 39o2 156,1 GG6P
 
17242W 5841N 1981-21942 00000OOO 1-10037/0733 01/31/75 30 3682 32.2 150.1 GbG
 
17245W 5830N 1765-22024 00000/0000 1-10029/0509 08/27/74 90 670 38.6 151.6 G (G
1725OW 6644N 1752-22292 00000/0000 1-10027/1758 08/14/74 100 489 36.5 160.2 GPbG
1725OW 6638N 1770-22284 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/01/74 60 740 30.6 162,3 PGp

172BOW 6519N 1769-222q2 00000/0000 1-10029/0710 08/31/74 80 726 32.0 160.3 eGUG
17253W 5556N 1836-21594 OOO00/OOOO 1-10031/1046 11/06/74 90 1660 16.1 160.2 GPPP
17253W 5546N 1782-21570 00000,0000 1-10030/0054 09/13/74 100 907 34.9 152.3 G 6
 
17254w 6522N 1751-22240 00000/0000 1-10027/1741 08/13/74 90 475 37,8 158.1 GGbG
17254W 5556N 1818-21561 00000/000 1-10031/0215 10/19/74 100 1409 21.9 158.8 PPGG
 
17254W 5554N 1944-21511 OOOO1oooo 1-10035/0141 0P/22/75 70 3166 1908 150.1 GGFG
17255W 5306N 1817-21512 ooooo/oooo 1-10030/1644 10/18/74 90 1395 24.6 156.8 G6G6
 
17256w 5309N 1835-21504 00000/0000 1-10031/1029 11/05/74 80 1646 18.7 158.5 PPPP
17257W 5556N 1980-21493 00000/0000 1-10036/0573 01/30/75 20 3668 33,7 147.5 FFFG
17257w 5547N 1746-21583 00000/0000 1-10027/510 08/08/74 go 405 46,1 144.9 UP P
 
17258W 5307N 1943-21462 00000/0000 1-10035/0131 02/21/75 60 3152 21.5 148.3 GGG
1730OW 6001N 1802-22063 00000/0000 1-10030/0975 10/03/74 90 1186 24.3 159.8 P PP
 
17302W 6005N 1820-22061 00000/0000 1-10031/0323 10/21/74 100 1437 17.7 162.0 GaGu
 
17302W 6004N 1946-22012 00000/0000 1-10035/1043 0P/24/75 30 3194 17.5 153.0 GGGF
17303W 5300N 1781-21921 00000/0000 1-10029/1202 09/12/74 80 893 37.3 149.6 0GbG
 
17304W 5259N 1745-21533 00000/0000 1-10027/1426 08/07/74 50 391 48.1 141,1 5PPG
17305W 6005N 1964-22003 0000/0000 1v10036/0135 03/i4/75 30 3445 24.4 152.1 GG(0

17305W 5957N 1784-22071 00000/0000 1-10030/0137 09/15/74 70 935 31.0 156.7 PPPG
17306W S307N 1979-21444 00000/0000 1-10036/0559 03/29/75 80 3654 35.2 145.0 GG13F
 
17307W 5258N 1763-215ps 00000/0000 1-10029/0320 08/25/74 90 642 43,1 145-1 PP P
 
17308W 6002N 1730-22091 00000/0000 1-10027/0622 07/23/74 90 182 47.0 148-7 GGbG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .................. 0 TR to0= % CLOUD CAVER. 
 ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G:G80D. P:PeOR. FSFAIR.
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE I...... R=MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-i , 
o3:20 SEP 30,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARDCATALOG FbR US 
PAGE 0705 
FROM 07/23/74 T9 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILl ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN POLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C O D 
9
1730w 6002N 1982-21594 00000/0000 1-100 36 /048 04/01/75 0 3696 31.6 i5.4 GF3G 
17310W 5958N 1748-?P084 00000/o000 1-10027/1585 08/10/74 90 433 42.7 150.4 GGPG 
1731iW 5954N 1766-22079 O0000/oO0O 1-0029/0578 08/28/74 100 684 37.3 153.3 PPPG 
17314W 6129N 1839-22110 00000/0000 1-10031/0930 11/09/74 100 1702 10.5 164-, PPPP 
17316W 5445N 1800-21564 OO000/0ooo 1-10030/0930 10/01/74 90 1158 29.3 155.2 0 PP 
17317W 6128N 1803-22115 000000oooO 1-10030/1147 10/04/74 70 1200 22,8 161.1 GGG 
17?21w 6128N 1821-22114 00000/0000 1-10031/0425 10/22/74 100 1451 16,2 163.1 G663G 
17324W 61288 1947-2206 00000/0000 1-10035/0198 0P/25/75 70 3208, 16,8 154.1 PGGG 
17324W 5713N 1801-22014 00000/0000 1-10030/0911 10/02/74 90 1172 26.9 157.3 G PP 
17326 W 5718N 1945-21962 00000/0000 1-10035/0607 02/23/75 100 3180 19.2 151.0 GGFG 
17328W 5720N 1815-22013 OOOOO/oOOO 1-10031/0243 10/20/74 90 1423 20,4 159.8 GSbS 
17329W 6116N 1765-22123 00000/0000 1"10030/01,2 09/16/74 60 949 29.5 158.2 PPPP 
17330W 6247N 1804-22171 00000/0000 1-10030/1060 10/05/74 50 1214 21.2 162.6 P PP 
17 3OW 6129N 1965-220r4 00000/0000 1-10035/0435 03/15/75 40 3459 23.8 153-4 GGWF 
17331N 5711N 1747-22014 00000/0000 1-10027/1674 08/09/74 90 419 44.9 146.8 GGQG 
17332W 6129N 1983-22045 00000/000 1-10036/0609 04/02/75 60 3710 31.0 152.9 FGGF 
17332w 6116N 1767-2?141 00000/0000 1-10029/0610 08/29/74 90 698 35.9 155.1 6 1G 
17333W 5708N 1783-22022 00000/0000 1-10030/0801 09/t4/74 80 921 33.5 153.8 GGkG 
17335w 6126N 1731-22143 00000/0000 1-10027/0693 07/24/74 90 196 45.8 ISO.? GG G 
17335W 5717N 1981-21544 00000/0000 1-10037/0734 03/31/75 60 3682 33.2 148.7 GGUG 
17336N 6251N 1840-22162 00000/0000 1-10031/1156 11/10/74 2o 1716 9.0 165.0 PPP 
17338W 6119N 1749-22135 00000/ooOO 1-10027/1232 08/11/74 100 447 41.5 152-3 GGUG 
17338w 57 06N 1765-22030 00000/0000 1-10029/0510 08/27/74 90 670 39.6 150.0 1 G 
17338w 514IN 1817-21515 00000/0000 1-10030/1645 10/18/74 100 1395 25,7 t55.9 GGPG 
17339W 5153N 1961-214;5 oooo/0ooo t-10035/1069 Oq/11/75 20 3403 29.0 145.6 FGPF 
17339W 5145N 1835-2t5gl 00000/o000 1-10031/1030 11/05/74 60 1646 19,9 157.7 PPPG 
17340W 5432N 1836-21560 00000/0000 1-1003A/1047 11/06/74 70 1660' 17.3 159.4 GPP 
17341W 5422N 1782-21573 00000/0000 t-10030/0079 09/13/74 90 907 35.9 151.1 GPGG 
17341W 5142N 1943-21464 00000/0000 1-10035/0132 0P/21/75 50 3152 22.5 147,4 GGUG 
17342W 6240N 1786-22174 00000/0000 1-10030/0305 09/17/74 100 963 28.1 j59.8 GGUG 
17342W 5433 1818-21564 00000/0000 1-10031/0216 10/19/74 80 1409 23.1 157.8 PPUG 
17342W 5431N 1914-21513 00000/0000 1-10035/0142 02/22/75 50 3166 20.8 149.1 FG(3 
17343d 6248N 1948-22115 OOOO0/00 1-t0035/0409 02/26/75 10 3222 16.2 155.3 GGUG 
17343W 5422N 1746-2158 OOOO0/oooo 1-10027/1511 08/08/74 90 405 47.0 143.1 PG P 
17344W 6415N 1841-22213 000000000 1-10032/0532 11/11/74 100 1730 7,5 166.2 PPPG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .................0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. *4 = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSnBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQULSTED. G=GBBD. P=POOR. F-FAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 30' 175 CDORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0706
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ 
 DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
 
OF IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B PLONG LAT RBV MSS 
 123 45678 C C O D
 
17344W 
 6251N 1822-22170 00000/0000 1-10031/0467 10/23/74 100 1465 14.7 j64-4 GG(G
17345W 6414N 1823-22222 00000/0000 .1-10031/0518 10/24/74 100 1479 13.1 165.7 P PG
17345W 6409N 1805-22221 00000/0000 1-10030/1119 10/06/74 100 1228 19.7 164.0 uGOP
17345W 5432N 1980-21495 00000/no00 1-t0036/0574 03/30/75 40 3668 34,6 146.2 GGFG
17345W 5136N 1781-21523 O0000/o000 1-10029/1203 09/12/74 80 893 38.3 148.3




17349W 6248N 1732-22lq 00000/0000 1-10027/0751 07/25/74 100 210 44.7 152.8 GrSPG
17349W 5142N 1979-2149o 00000/0000 1-10036/0560 03/29/75 60 3654 36.1 143.7 GGbF
17349W 5133N 1763-21542 00000/0000 1-10029/0321 OR/25/74 90 642 44.1 143.5
17352W 6246N 1984-2o101 00000/0000 1-10036/0642 04/03/75 100 
PP P
 
3724 30.3 154.4 F
 
17353W 6412N 1949-22170 00000/0000 1-10035/0472 02/27/75 0 3236 15.5 156.6 FGbG
17354W 6531N 1824-22274 00000i0000 1-10031/0543 10/25/74 60 1493 11.7 167.0 GGPG

1735bW 624iN 1750-2191 00000/0000 1-10027/1697 08/12/74 100 461 40.2 154-3 PGGG
17356W 6529M 1806-22275 O000OO/ooo 1-10031/0087 10/07/74 90 1242 18.2 165.5 GP P
17357W 6409N 1967-22162 00000/0000 1-10035/1105 03/17/75 10 3487 22.6 156.1 GGiG
17357W 6401N 1787-222q0 000000000 1-10030/0228 09/18/74 90 977 26.6 161.4 GPGp
17357W 5838N 1802-22070 00000/0000 1-10030/0976 10/03/74 90 1186 25.4 '158.6 6 Pp
17401w 5842N 1820-220e 00000/0000 1-10031/0324 10/21/74 100 1437 18.9 160.9 
 GGUG
17401W 5841N 1946-22014 00000/0000 1-10035/1044 02/24/75 40 3194 18.5 152.0 FGUg
17402W 6532N 1968-22213 00000/000o 1-10035/1160 03/18/75 10 3501 21.9 157.7 PFGG
17402W 6529N 1788-22282 00000/0000 1-10030/0360 09/19/74 70 991 25,i 163-1 PPGG
17402W 5321N 1800-21570 00000/0000 1-10030/0931 10/01/74 90 1158 30,4 154.1 G PG
17403W 5834N 1784-22073 000000000 1-10030/0138 09/15/74 70 935 32.1 155.3 PPPP
17404W 5842N 1964-2200s 00000/0000 1-10036/0136 03/14/75 60 3445 25.4 150,9 GGGG
17405W 5839 1730-22094 00000/0000 1-10027/0623 07/23/74 90 182 47.9 146*7 5G(3G
17407W 584N 1982-22000 00000/0000 1-10036/0490 04/01/75 70 3696 32,6 150.0




17409W 6528N 1734-22302 00000/0000 1-10027/0870 07/27/74 100 238 42.2 j56.9 GGPG
17409W 6358N 1769-2223 00000/0000 1- 0029/b711 08/31/74 90 726 33.1 158.6 GPGG
17409W 5831N 1766-22082 00000/0000 1-10029/0579 08/28/74 100 684 38.3 15i.8 GPuG

17413W 6401N 1751-22243 00000/0000 1-10027/1742 08/13/74 90 475 38.9 156.2 GGGG
17414W 555ON 1801-220PO 00000/0000 1-10030/0912 10/02/74 100 1172 28.0 156.2 a PP
 17416W 6519,4 1770-282o 00000/o000 00000/0000 09/01/74 100 740 31.7 160.5 PGPP
17417W 6007N 1839-22113 00000/0000 1-10031/0931 11/09/74 100 1702 11.7 163-0 PPP
17418W 6524N 1752-22294 00000/0000 1-10027/1759 08/14/74 100 489 37.5 158.2 
 GGG
 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY . .............. BLAMKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. 5cGOOD. P=POOR. F-FAIR.




03:20 SEP qo,'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0707
 
STANDARD CATALOG FRP US 





MICROFILM ROLL N5./ 














B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D 
17418W 5555N 1945-2t565 00000/0000 1-10035/0608 02/23/75 100 3180 20,2 150.0 GFUF 
17419W 5556N 1819-22020 00000/0000 1-10031/0244 10/20/74 90 1423 21.6 158.9 GGUG 
17420W 6005N 1803-22121 0000OloO t-10030/l148 1o/04/74 90 1200 23.9 159,9 UGbG 
17422W 5546N 1747-22041 OOOooooO I1-0027/1675 08/09/74 90 419 45.8 145-0 G6G 
17424W 6005N 1821-22121 OO00/ooOo 1-'0031/0426 10/22/74 100 1451 17.4 162.1 6GG 
17424W 5545N 1783-22024 00OOO/OOOo 1-10030/0802 09/14/74 80 921 34.6 152.5 bGbG 














































17427W 5259N 1746-21592 OOo/o0000 1-10027/1512 08/08/74 80 405 47.9 141"3 PP P 
17428W 5542N 1765-22033 00000/0000 1-10029/0511 08/27/74 60 670 40.6 148.5 G UG 
17429W 5307N 1980-21502 0OOoOoOo 1-10036/0575 03/30/75 30 3668 35.6 144.9 FFFG 























17434W 5256N 1764-21584 OOOO/OoOO 1-10029/0456 08/26/74 70 656 42.8 145,3 PPPG 
17435w 6002N 1983-22052 00000/0000 1-0036/0610 04/02/75 100 3710 32.0 j51.4 FFGF 
17438W 6126N 1804-22173 00000OOO 1-10030/1068 10/05/74 60 1214 22.4 t61.3 Pbp 












































































































17459W 5716N 1730-22100 00000/ooo0 1-10027/0624 07/23/74 182 48.8 t44-S GG 
KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 %CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G-GO9D, P=POOR. F.FAIR. 
PRODUrTS ALREADY MADE ....... RUMADE FROA RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B=MADE FROM RaV AND MSS. 
ERTS-1
 
03220 SEP 6,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0708
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MICReFIL ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALIjY PR5DUCTS
 
6F IMAGE ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. gZIM. RBV Mbs B P P B P
 
LONG LAT RBV MSS % 123 45678 C C D D
 
17500W 6252N 1823-22224 OOo0/oooo 1-10031/0519 10/24/74 100 1479 14.3 164.5 P PG 
17500w 6248N 1805-22225 doooo,'OOO 1-0030/11o 10/o6/74 100 1228 20.8 162.7 GGG 
17501W 5716N 1982-22003 00000/0000 ,I0036/0478 04/01/75 3D 3696 ?3'5 48*6 G GF 
17502W '6118N 1750-22193 OOOOO/6OOO 1-10027/1698 08/12/74 100 461 41,2 t52,5 UGUG 
i7502W 5711'N 748-22093 OOO00/oooo t1oo27/1587 08/10/74 90 433 44.6 t46.9 GGP 
17502W 5426N 1801-220P3 O000o/O000 1-10030/0913 10/02/74 100 1172 29.1 155.1 P PP 
175 03w 5707N 1766-22084 00000,00 1-10029/0580 08/28/74 100 684 39.3 150.3 GPuP 
17506W 543IN 1945-21571 00000/0000 1.10035/0609 0/23/75 100 3180 21,2 149.1 GFFF 
17507W 5432N 1819-22022 OOO00/nooO o"10031/0245 1o/20/74 90 1423 22-7 157.9 GPPG 
17508W 625DN 1949-22173 00000O/000 1-10035/0473 0P/27/75 0 3236 16.5 155,3 GGtG 
17508w 514N 1836-2156 00000/0000 t-10031/1049 11,06,74 70 1660 19.6 157.8 ppP
17509w 5423N 1747-22043 OOOO0/0000 1-10027/1676 0/09/74 80 419 46.7 143.3 GGGG 
175 09 W 5133N 1782-21582 00000/0000 I-OOB30/0081 09/13/74 80 907 38.0 148.5 bPuG 
1751oW 624ON 1787-222q2 00000/0000 1-10030/0229 0q/i8/74 90 977 27.7 159.9 GPbG 
17510w 5144N 1818-21573 00000/0000 1-10031/0218 10/19/74 70 1409 25.4 156.0 GPGG 
175 10w 5142N 1944-21522 Ooo0/oooo 1-i0035/0144 02/22/75 30 3166 22.8 147.3 !GUG 
17510w 5135N 1746-21594 00000/0OO 1-10027/1513 08/08/74 30 405 48.7 139.5 PPHP 
17511W 6248N 1967-22164 OOOOd/o00o 1-10035/1106 03/17/75 0 3487 23.6 154-.7 GOUG 
1,5flW 5421N 1783-22011 00000/0000 1-10030/0803 09/14/74 70 921 35,6 151.3 GGUG 
175i4W 5429N 1981-215,3 O0000/00o 1-10037/0736 0q/31/75 50 3682 35.1 146.0 FGGG 
17515W 5418N 1765-22035 00000/0000 1-10029/0527 08/27/74 60 670 41.6 147-0 GGiG 
17516W 6410N 1824422280 00000/0000 1-10031/0544 10/25/74 80 1493 12.8 165.7 GPZG 
17516W 5844N t839-22115 00000/0000 1'1003110932 11/09/74 100 1702 12.8 162.0 PFP 
17516W 5133N 1764-21590 O0000/oooo 1-10029/0457 08/26/74 100 656 43.8 143.8 GP3G
 
17517W 6408N 1806-22281 O0000/oooo 1-10031/0088 10/07/74 90 1242 19.3 164.1 PPPG
 
175i8W 5842N 1803-221P4 00000/0000 1-10030/1149 10/04/74 90 1200 25.0 158.8 3GbG
 
17521W 6402N '1788-22284 00000/0000 1-10030/0361 09/19/74 90 991 26.2 161.6 PPbG
 
17521W 6236N 1769-22241 00000/OOO 1-10029/0712 08/31/74 100 726 34.2 157.0 PPbG
 
17523W 6412N 1968-22220 00000/0000 1-10035/1161 0q/18/75 0 3501 23.0 156.1 FOGG
 
17523W 5842N 1821&2213 00000/0000 1-10031/0427 10/22/74 100 1451 18.6 161.0 GGGG
 
17525W 6239N 751-22245 O0000/OOOO 1-10027/1743 08/13/74 90 475 3999 154.4 GGGG
 
17525w 5842N 1947-22072 ooooo/oooo 1-10035/0200 0P/25/75 70 3208 18.9 151°9 GFbG
 
17529W 6407N 1734-22305 O0000/OOO 1-10027/0871 07/27/74 100 238 43,3 154.8 PGPG
 
17529W 5832N 1785-22112 00000/0000 1-10030/0180 09/16/74 100 949 31.7 155.5 P PP
 
17530W 5831N 1767-22140 00000/0000 1-10029/0612 08/29/74 100 698 38.0 152,0 u bG
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .........I...., 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSCBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. G=GO8D. P=POAR, FwFAIR.
 




03:20 SEP 'O,175 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA PAGE 0709
 
STANDARD CATALeG FOR US 






ICRRFILM ROLL NO./ 

















B P P B P 




































































































































































































































































































































































































CLOUD rOVER % ............... 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. -** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS:BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G-GOOD, P=PBBR. FcFAIR. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ,., R-MADE FROM RBV. M=MADE FROM MSS. B-MADE FROM PRBV AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
03:20 SEP 30',75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0710
 
STANDARD CATALOG FOR US - -­
-FROM '07/23/74'TO -07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTBN MTCRAFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT 
 SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF^IMAGE ID POSITION Ix ROLL 
 ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER- ELEV. AZIM. RBV M6S B P P B P
 
LONG- LAT" RBv MSS % 
 123 45678 C C D D
 
17617W 57$8N 1821-2213o OOOO0/O000 1-10041/o428 10/22/74 80 1451 197 j60,o SPUG
 
176 i8w 6117N 1787-222q9 00000/0000 1-10030/0230 09/18/74 100 977 28.8 158,5 2PGG
17619W 6125N 1967122171 00000/000' 1-10035/1107 03/17/75 0, 3487 24.6 153.3 GGGG
176 23w 5709N 1785-22134 OOO00/nooo 1-10030/0181 09/16/74 100 949 32o8 154.2 G PP"
176 24w 5719N 1965-22070 00000/0000 1-10035/0438 03/15/75 86 3459 26.8 149.7 GG&F
 
17624W 5708N 1767-2214; 00000/o000 tI10029/0613 08/29/74 100 698 39.0 t50.5 P (G

l7 27W 5716\4 1983-22061 O01OOoood t-10036/0612 04/02/75 100 3710 33.9 148.6 FGFF
17628W 6114N 1769-22244 00000/0000 1'10029/o713 08/31/74 90 726 35.2 155.4 UPOG
17628W 5427N 1802-22081 00000/0000 1-10030/0977 10/03/74 9O 1186 28.8, 155.3 0 P
 
17628W 5l38N 1801-22032 00000/0000 1-10030/0915 10/02/74 100 1172 31.3 153.0 P PR
17629w 5716N 1731-221'Rc; 00000/0000 1-10027/0696 07/2/74 100 196 48,6 144.'8 
 UGPG
17630w 624 9N 182,-22283 00000/0000 
-10'031/0545 10/25/74 90 1493 14.0 164.5 GPPO
17630W 6117N 1751422252 00000/0000 1-10027/1744' 08/13/74 90 475 4O,9 152.6 GG('G
17630W 5708N 1749-22191 00000/0000 1-t0027/1235 08/11/74 100 447 44.4 147.1 GGGG
 
17631w 6246N 1806-22284 00000/000 1-10031/0089 10/07/74 90 1242 20.5 162.8 GPPG
 
176 34W 5423N 1784-22099 00000/0000 1-10030/0141 09/15/74 80 935 35.2 151.5 GPPG
17635W, 5431N 1820-22081 00000/0000 1-10031/0327 10/21/74 80 1437 22.4 158.1 PGQG
17635w 5143N 1819-220q1 00000/0000 1-10031/0247 10/20/74 90 1423 25.0 156'1 GPPG
 
17635W 5143N 1945-21580 00000/0000 1-10035/6611 0P/23/75 100 3180 23.2 147.2 FFGF




 5134N 1747-2205P 00000/0000 1-10027/1678 08/09/74 80 419 48.5 139.7 
 GGG
17637W 5±31N 1783-22040 00000/0000 1-10030/0805 09/14/74 30 921 37,7 j48.7 GGG
17638W 5429N 1730-22105 00000/0000 1-10027/0626 07/23/74 100 182 50o,6 140-8, GaPe
 
17638W 5423N 1748-22102 00000/O00O 1-10027/1589 08/10/74 90 433 46.5 143.5 GGPG
 
17639W 5428N 1982-22012 OO00/o000 1-10036/0492 04/01/75 90 3696 35.5 145i9 GFGG
17640W 5420N 1766-22093 O0000/O000 1-029/0582 08/28/74 100 684 41.3 t47,3 GPGP
17642W 6249N 1734-22311 00000/O000 1-10027/0872 07/27/74 90 238 44.3 152.8 GGPG
17643W 5 132N 1765-22044 OOOooiooo 1-10029/0529 08/27/74 100 670 43.5 144-0 GpGG
17648W 6235N 1770-22295 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/01/74 100 740. 33.9 157'1 PP P
17649W 5844N 1840-22171 00000/0000 1-10031/1166 11/10/74 100 1716 12.6 162.0 P
17650W 
 6240N 1752-22303 ooooo/oooo 1-10027/1761 08/14/74 100 489 39.6 154-5 GGG
17651W 5833N 1786-22190 00000/0000 1-tO030/0308 09/17/74 100 963 31.3 155.7 GGUP
17653W 5844N 1822-22182 00000/0000 1-10031/0470 10/23/74 100 1465 18.2 161.1 QGUG
17653W 5840N 1948-22130 OOOO0/o000 i-too35/o412 02/26/75 80 3222 19.3 jg5.8 FGGF
17700W 5838N 1984-22112 00000/0000 1-10036/0663 04/03/75 100 3724 33.3 149-9 FFFF
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X .............. 0 TA 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** 
 * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE nUALITY ..............BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, (3GBOD. P-POOR, F-FAIR.
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STANDARD CATALAG F"R US
 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCRqFILM ROLL N9./ DATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE ID POSITION IN RSLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER FLEV. AZIM. RBV Mss B P P B P 
123 45678 C C D D LONG LAT 	 REv MSS % 

17701W 5832N 1750-22202 00000/0000 1-10027/1700 08/12/74 100 461 43.1 149,0 GGbb
 
17703W 5558N 1839-22124 OOOO0/OOO 1-10031/0934 11/09/74 100 1702 15.2 160.3 PPbP
 
17706W 5555N 1803-22133 00000/ooOO 1-l0030/1151 10/04/74 100 1200 27.3 j56,6 GGbG
 
17708W 5555N 1821-2213P 00000/0000 1-10031/0429 10/22/74 90 1451 20.9 159.1 6GbG
 
17711W 6008N 1b41-222P5 00000/nOOO 1-t0032/0535 11/11/74 100 1730 11,1 163.0 PPUP
 
17711W 6003N 1805-22234 00000/0000 1-10030/1122 10/06/74 100 1228 23.1 160.2 GbG
 
17712W 6007N 1823-222ql 00000/0000 1-10031/0521 10/24/74 100 1479 16.7 162.3 b bG
 
17713w 5546N 1785-22141 00000/000 1-10030/019a 09/16/74 10 949 33.9 153-0 G PP
 
17713W 5303N 1802-22084 00000/0000 1-10030/0987 10/03/74 70 1186 29.9 154.3 PPPP
 
17714W 5545N 1767-22145 00000/0000 1-10029/0614 08/29/74 100 69b 40.0 149.0 G bG
 
177 19w 5552N 1731-22161 00000/OOCO 1-10027/0697 07/24/74 100 196 49.5 142.9 bPG
 
17719W 5258N 1784-22091 00000/0000 1-10030/0127 09/15/74 90 935 36.3 150-3 1 PP
 
17720W 6006N 1949-2218? 00000/C000 1-10035/0475 02/27/75 10 3236 18.6 152.9 GFfG
 
17720W 5545N 1749-2213r 00000/0000 1-10027/1236 08/11/74 100 447 45.3 145.4 6GUG
 
17720W 5307N 1820-22083 00000/0000 1-10031/0328 10/21/74 80 1437 23,5 157.2 GGbG
 
17720W 5307N 1964-22023 00000/000 1-10036/0140 01/t4/75 50 3445 29.3 146-3 6GuG
 
17721W 6003N 1967-22173 00000/0000 1-10035/1108 03/17/75 20 3487 25.6 152.0 fIGUG
 
17721W 5954N 1787-22241 00000/o00O 1-t0030/0231 0918/74 90 977 29.9 157.2 GG(IO
 
17722W 5259N 1748-22104 00000/0000 1-10027/1590 08/tO/74 90 433 47.4 14j.7 bWPG
 
17723N 5304N 1730-22112 00000/0000 1-10027/0627 07/23/74 90 182 51.4 138.8 GGbG
 
17725W 5304N 1982-22014 00000/0000 1-10036/0493 04/01/75 100 3696 36.4 144.6 FbG
 
17729W 5952N 1769,222go 00000/0000 1-10029/0714 08/31/74 90 726 36.3 153.8 'PbG
 
17731W 5959N 1751-22254 00OO/oO0 1-10027/1745 08/13/74 80 475 41,9 150.8 GGbB
 
17735W 5716N 1804-22i85 00000/oOO 1-10030/1062 10/05/74 50 1214 25.8 157.8 P
 
17739W 6127N 1824-22285 00000/0000 1-10031/0546 10/25/74 100 1493 15.2 163.3 PbPG
 
17739W 6124N 1806-22290 00000/0000 1-10031/0090 10/07/74 80 1242 21.6 161.5 GPPG
 
17744W 5721N 1840-22180 00000/0000 1-10031/1164 11/10/74 100 1716 13.8 161.2 PP
 
177454 6127N 1968-2222n O0000/O00O 1-10035/1162 03/18/75 0 3501 25.0 153.3 Q3GGr
 
17745W 5710N 1786-22192 00000/nOOO 1-10030/0309 09/17/74 100 963 32.4 154-4 GGbp t
 
17747W 5721N 1822-22184 00000/O000 1-10031/0471 10/23/74 100 1465 19.4 160.1 GG(3 3 
17749W 6305N 1969-22280 00000/0000 1-10035/1194 03/19/75 0 3515 24.2 154, 9 GGUG
 
17750W 6122N 1734-P2314 00000/0000 t-t0027/0873 07/27/74 50 238 45.2 150.8 PPPG
 
17751W 5433N 1839-22141 O0000/O00O 1-10031/0935 11/09/74 100 1702 16.4 159-5 PPUP
 
17754W 6252N 1825-22341 00000/o0O0 1-10031/0790 10/26/74 90 1507 13.7 164.6 GPPP
 
17754W 5714N 1984-22115 O0000/O00 1-10036/0664 04/03/75 100 3724 34,3 148.5 FGFG
 
KFYS: 	 CLOUD COVER % ................ 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD C6VER. *t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
 
IMAGE QUALITY ................ BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUEbTED. GGOOD. P=POR. F=FAIR. - ""
 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R=MiADE FROM RBV. MMADE FROM MSS. SMADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
 
ERTS-1
03:20 SEP q0'75 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA 
 PAGE 0712
 
- STANDARD CATALOG POR US 
-FROM 67/23/74'T0 07'/3/75
 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATTON MTCRnFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 
 ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE " ID POSTTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P

LONG LAT 
 RBV MSS 
 % 123 45678 C C D D 
17754W 5708N 1750-2220r 00000/o00o 1-10027/1701 08/1274 100 461 44,1 147.3 GGbG*
17754w 5431N 1803-22115 00000/o0o0 1-10030/1152 10/04/74 90 1200 28,W 155.5, QGAG

17755W 6247N 1807-22342 00000/o00O i-o030/1329 10/08/74 90 1256 20.1 162.9 U iG
17755W 5139N 1802-2200 000oo/0OO0 1-10030/0978 10/03/74 100 1186 31.0 153.2 P P
 17756W' 5431N 1821-221q 00000/0000 1-1'0031/0430 10/22/ 74 100 1451 ?2.,1 158.2 GGbG
17757W 6118N' 1752-2231b 00050/o,000 1-10027/1762 08/14/74 90 489 40.6 152-7 GGbG
17759W 5422N 1785-22143 0000/oooo 110030/0195 09/1674 100 949 34,9 151.7 P
17800W 5134N 178422094 0000/000 1-10030/0142 09/15/74 50 935 37.3 149.0 PPHG
17802W 5431N 1965-22679 00000/o00O 1-1'0035/0439 oq/15/75 70 3459 28.8 147.3 GFUG
17803W 5143N 1964-22030 00000/0000 J'-10036/01'1 03/14/75 80 3445 30.3 145.2 GGbG
17803W 5142N 1820-22090 0000/000 1'-'1003i/0329 10/21/74 80 1437 24.7 156.3 GGbG
178o4w 6248N 1951-22285 oo0/oooo 1-10036/o0E 0/01/75 95 3264 17.3 155.1 GFbG
17804W 6238N 1789-22145 00000/0000 1-10030/0571 09/20/74 90 1005 27,0 160.2 G bG
 17804w 5134N 1748-22111 O0000/OO0 1-10027/1591 08/10/74 90 433 48.2 139,9 PGPG
17806W 5428N 1731-22164 000o/oooo 1-10027/0698 07/24/74 100 196 50,4 140.9 uGPG
1,7806W 5139N 1730-22114 00000/0000 1-10027/0628 07/23/74 90 182 52.2 136.8 GGPG
17806W 5132N 1766-2220 00000/0000 1-10029/0583 08/28/74 8 684 43.2 144.3 UGb
1,7807W 6239N 1771-22353 00000/o00O 1-10029/0794 09/02/74 100 754 33.5 157.3 b up
 17807W 5421N 1749-22160 00000/o000 1-10027/1237 OR/11/7 4 100 447 46.2 143.6
17808W 514ON 1982-2202P 00000/0000 1-10036/0479 04/01/75 PPUG
 100 3696 37.3 143.3 F
17810W 5845N 1841-2221 00000/ooO0 1-10032/0536 11/11/74 100 1730 12.3 162.1 PPPG
17810W 5840N 1805-2224t O0000/o000 1-10030/1123 10/06/74 70 1228 24.3 159.1 GGUG
17812W 5844N 1823-22P40 00000/0000 1-10031/0522 10/24/74 70 1479 17.8 161.2 
 P up
17814W 6241N 1753-22362 00000/0000 1-10027/1798 08/15/74 100 503 39.3 154.6 GGPG
17819W 5843N 1949-2?184 00000/0000 1-10035/0476 0P/27/75 50 3236 19.6 151.8 GG G
17819W 5831N 1787-22244 00000/0000 1-10030/0232 0q/18/74 90 977 31.0 155.9 GGGp
17820W 5840N 1967-22180 00000ooo 1-10035/1109 0'/17/75 50 3487 26.6 150-7 poJG
17826W 5829N 1769-2?253 00000/0o00 1-10029/0715 0R/31/74 100 726 37.3 152-3 GPUG
17826w 5553N 1804-22191 O00/000 1-10030/1063 10/05/74 60 1214 26,9 156.7 P PG
17835W 555 7N 1840-22192 O0000/O00O 1-10031/1158 11/10/74 100 1716 14.9 160.3 PPPP
 
17835W 554 6N 1786-2219" 0000/0000 1-10030/0310 09/17/74 100 963 33.5 t53.2 GGQP
17837W 5309N 1839-22133 00000/0000 1-10031/0936 11/09/74 100 1702 17.6 158.7 PeGP
178 39w 5307N 1803-2214P 00000/000 1-10030/1153 10/04/74 70 1200 
 29.5 154.5 UGUP
17840ow 5558N 1822-22191 0oO,0/o000 1-10031/0472 lo/3/74 100 1465 20.6 159.2 GGUG
17841W 6002N 1806-22293 0000o/oooo 1-10031/009l 10/07/74 80 1242 2P.8 16o3 GPPP
 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 
 0 Te 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
 
IMAGE QUALITY . ............... LANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. G=GO8D P=POOR. FnFAIR.
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 
FROM 07/23/74 TO 07/23/75 
PRINCIPAL POINT OBSERVATION MTCR4FILM ROLL NO./ DATF CLOUD ORBIT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
OF IMAGE To POStTION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ELEV. AZIM. RBV MbS B P P B P 
LONG LAT RBV mSS x 123 45678 C C D D 
17841W 5307N 1821-2P141 00000/0oO0 1-10031/0431 10/22/74 100 1451 23.2 157.3 G6G6 





































































































17903W 613oN 1825-22343 00000/0000 1-10031/0791 10/26,74 90 1507 14.8 163.5 PPRG 
17903W 6125N 1807-22345 OOO00/0OOO 1-10030/1330 10/08/74 90 1256 21,3 161.7 G GG 
17904W 5722N 18+1-2?24 OOooo/oooo 1-10032/0537 11/11/74 90 1730 13.4 161.2 PPPG 
17904w 5717N 1805-2?243 OOO00/ooo 1-10030/1124 10/06/74 50 1228 25,4 158.0 PG6G 
17908W 5721N 1823-22242 00000/0000 1-10031/0523 10/24/74 50 1479 19.0 160.3 6 lip 














































17919W 5709N 1769-22295 OOOOO/OOOO 1-10029/0716 08/31/74 100 726 38.3 150.9 GPUG 
17921W 6119N 1753-22364 OOO00/OOOO t-10027/1799 08/15/74 100 503 40.3 152*9 GGG 
17921W 5144N 1839-22140 00000/0000 1-10031/0937 11/09/74 100 1702 18.7 157-9 PGPP 
17922W 5422N 1786-22201 00000/0000 1-10030/0311 09/17/74 100 963 34.5 152.0 GGbP 
17922W 5142N 1803-22144 OOOOO/oooO 1-10030/1154 10/04/74 60 1200 30.6 153*4 GGbP 
17923W 5431N 1840-2P185 00000/0000 t-10031/1159 11/10/74 100 1716 16.1 159.5 PPPP 
17924w 5142N 1821-22144 ooooO/oooo 1-10031/0432 10/22/74 9o 1451 24,4 156.4 eGGS 
17925W 5133N 1785-2215P 00000/0000 1-10030/0193 09/16/74 90 949 37.0 149.2 GPP0 
17929W 9433N 1822-22191 00000/0000 1-10031/0473 10/23/74 80 1465 21.7 158.3 PGG 
17929W 5142N 1965-22084 00000ooO0 t-10035/0440 01/15/75 100 3459 30.7 145.1 GFGF 
17929W 5132N 1767-22161 OOOOO/ooo 110029/0616 0/?q/74 80 698 42,9 144.6 (: (3G 
17931W 5421N 1750-22214 OOOOO/O000 1-10027/1703 08/12/74 100 461 45,9 143.8 GGGG 
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 ' % CLOUD COVER, #' NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF. 
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. BGcOOD, P=POOR. F-FAIR. 
R=MADE FROM RBv. M=MADE FROM riSS. B=MADE FROM PBv AND MSS. 
ERTS-I
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STANDARD CATALOG FOR US 






MICR4FILM ROLL NO./ 
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KEYS: CLOUD rOVER % .............. 0 Ta 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. 
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... 
BLANKSIBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, G=GBOD. P=P8R. FFAIR. 




EXPLANATION OF OBSERVATION ID 
The day after the 999th day of operation of LANDSAT 1, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 5, signifying that 
the 100Oth day of operation has been reached. The next three digits, which correspond to the count of days since launch, 
return to 000. On each day thereafter the count, as before, increases by one. The ID format for LANDSAT 1 is illus­
trated below: 
1000 - hhmms 
1998 - hhmms
 
1999 - hhmms April 18, 1975
 
5000 - hhmms April 19, 1975
 
5001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001)
 
The same general identification procedure will be used for LANDSAT 2 imagery. The day after the 999th day of opera­
tion of LANDSAT 2, the first digit of the observation ID becomes a 6, and the next three digits return to 000 as explained 
above. An illustration follows: 
2000 - hhmms 
2999 - hhmms Key: hh = hours
 
6000 - hhmms mm = minutes
 
6001 - hhmms (Days since launch equal 1001) s = tens of'seconds
 
